Transcription of Governor St. John’s Exoduster Correspondence
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Cain Sartain, Illanarra, East Carroll Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, March 30,
1879
To his Excellency, the Governor of the State of Kansas.
Dear Sir:
Please inform me wheather your State has a State board of emigration organized in it or
not. And what inducement dos the laws of your State provide for the facilitation of
emigration into your State. Also wheather life and property is secure, the right of
franchise respected, public education facilities in the interest of all citizens alike. There is
a great number of my race of people in my State, are determined to leave it, for the causes
of the insecurity of the above paragraph. They are a poor class of people, and anything
like a half a showing they will prosper. Hoping an erly reply, I am [your] most obedient
servant.
CAIN SARTAIN
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Wyandotte Kans. April 7” 1879
Gov. St John
Topeka Kans
Dear Sir;
You have of course heard of the great stream of African immigration from the South,
pouring in on us here. Yesterday during that terrific hail storm – though only of a few
minutes duration, hundreds of poor refugees were without shelter on our levee, except as
they helped themselves to lumber in Mr. Walcotts yard.
Some of our churches are opened, the Freedmans University buildings & grounds at
Quindora are crowded but still they came. We shall certainly be swamped. We are not
panic stricken, although the shrill whistle of every boat which comes causes us many
anxious thoughts.
You know what Louisiana darkies from the cotton plantations are, and I need not tell you
of what they expected to find here. Suffice it to say that most of them are penniless,
many are sick, and the dead are scattered along the way. The dead and dying you could
see at any time when you have to look about you.
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Many of our citizens, white & colored, rich & poor are doing all they can. And it is a
very nice question as to how much ought to be done. We of course want them to “move
on”.

And now comes the point for the Governor and State to consider: If they remain in
crowds, in filth poverty, in actual want, in a very short time malignant and contagious
diseases must and will break out. Shall we wait for that calamity which is certain to
come unless they scatter? If disease comes it will spread to Kansas City, Lawrence
Topeka, Leavenworth, Olathe etc.
Our city Wyandotte is already crowded, we are not wealthy, we cannot establish
quarantine regulations. We believe as a “war measure”, as a public necessity, the State
should aid in solving this Problem.
Very Respectifully Yours
A.N. Moyer
P.S. I shall ask no one to endorse this Shall send it on my own [XXXX] A.N.M.
I unite with Mr Moyer in the foregoing. His statements are entirely reliable. This case
requires immediate action. R.M. Small
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Saint Louis Kansas City and Northern Railway, General Passenger & Ticket Department,
Office, Corner Third & Chestnut Streets.
St. Louis, April 10 1879
Your Excellency
Executive Mansion
Topeka Kans
Kind Sir I learn that there is a large crowd of Colored people comeing in to the city of
Topeka with a view of Securing homes in Western Kansas and that they want assistance
in getting on their lands if the people of Topeka or State authorities will assist me in the
under taking. I will select a good County Western Kansas and get them a Low Rate of
Transportation
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over the Kansas Pacific to the place we locate them I have the Honor of Locating the
Nicodemus Colony of Graham Co and this colony is prosperous they we’re poor and had
nothing in the Start while at this writing they are in fare Circumstances I am willing to
give my assistance in Locating them if I can have my expences clear in locating the
Nicodemum Colony. I Received $5.00 for locating Each one, paying $2.00 to the Gov
for fileing this will not
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meet my Expenses but if the Citizens of Topeka or State authorities will take hold of this
matter I will go to work in Ernest for all those poor Down trodden people want is a start I
can give the Best of References from both colored and white.
Please let me hear from you
Address
W.R. Hill

Hill City-Graham Co Kansas
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April 21, 1879
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
Kansas City Mon, 1879.
Topeka, Kansas
To: Gov. J.P. St John.
What action was taken at Meeting last night to provide for Colored laborers I hope
[XXXXX] was adopted to Directing them through the agricultural district to help during
approaching Harvest of an attempt not to be made to stop the Exodus. Nicodemus should
be employed to discourage it at the south before they plant [XXX] in the meantime take
care of those that arrive until settled some where I think the people at large will sustain in
your [XXX] any appropriate official action
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I want this embarrassing question answered so I can be informed.
P.B. Graot
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D. Shelton
Pacific Railway
Kansas City, Mo. Apr. 21 1879
Governor
I was in the G.P. office K.P.R. when committee came in to procure trans. for colored
people up this [XXXX] Mr Govat strongly protested against them being sent any where
until a committee went ahead and arranged for shelter & work for certain nos. at each
place. He furnished transportation to a Com. for that purpose & he supposed that the
Com. had arranged for the people to go to Lawrence.
It is a big problem suddenly sprung on the country, especially on Kansas. I am curtain
Kansas will [XXXX] it satisfactorily. I do firmly believe that it is the last move that
aided by Providence will result in freeing really the poor african race.
I believe that you will grasp the question in its full scope & magnificence & act so
vigoursly & wisely that your name will stand alongside Harrison, Giddings, Summers &
others as the friend of the oppressed.
The whole matter can be adjusted this way. Let the Gov. approach an able committee,
men who can talk, magnifically. See this Com. go, one member along each road. Let
meetings be called on each town, &
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let speeches be made, songs sung and then, “who of you who are in business farming or
otherwise will employ one able bodied man & find a house for his family to live in?”
This way all of these prople could be entitled a home. You could do it. I could do it any
man whose soul is in it could do it. I wish my duties were not so arduous. I would so
much love to do this which I know is the dear Lord’s work.
Yours truly,
D. Shelton
J.P St. John
Governor
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April 21, 1879
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Washington D.C. 21 1879
To: Gov. St. John
Telegram sent memorialize Congress for relief of Colored immigrants giving [XXXXX]
Conditions [XXXX] & probable results expected [XXXXX] . What has been done by
our people thus far, and what assistance is necessary.
D.C. Haskell
John J. Ingalls
The Collect Friends
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Apr. 20, 1879
Kansas City To
Gov J.P. St. John
The Citizens of Wyandotte furnished transportation for the Colored people to Lawrence
and we as common carrier forwarded them. The Citizens of Lawrence are exercised as to
which can be done with them, in my opinion if some procedural plans can be devised to
[XXXXX] these people they can be absorbed by communities
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in Kansas & I have spoken to Citizens of Lawrence that this question of public – interest
should be met in a calm, deliberate mannor & that the great north & east should not feel
satisfied if Kansas [XXXX] its plenty now failed to provide for a few poor colored
people fleeing from real or financial wrongs instead of sending them from pillar to post
militant any [XXXXX] destination it would be better to devise some method of
distribution that would result
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in their future welfare in any event I don’t think they ought to be allowed to suffer for if
they do it will operate to the disadvantage of the State in the future.
P.B. Groat
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Topeka, Kan – April 21, 1879
Hon. J. St. John
Dear Sir
Enclosed is the $10. I subscribed to the Freedmen’s Fund last evening.
I hoped to see you this morning – to talk of Kansas and United States Citizenship. And
the speediest method to make each and both the guarantee of equality – of rights to
women –
Respectifully Yours
Susan B. Anthony
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P.S. Please acknowledge receipt at Leavenworth Train or oblige - s.b.a.
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Washington Ave. 2660
St. Louis, Apr. 22 1879
Hon. Gov. St. John –
Or Hon. Chief Justice Horton.
Gentlemen –
I have just received advice that there have been forwarded by Rail from Boston, from a
personal friend, 5 bales of Gray Blankets, weighing 7 lbs. each pair, containing 50 pairs
in each bale, for relief of the colored Immigrants. Will you please inform me whether
wise distribution can be made of them or part of them, under your direction, & give me
such suggestions as you can. I infer from the letter received that a private letter of mine
was published in Boston, & shall not be surprised if considerable contributions are made.
Please address [XX] Respect.
W.G. Elliott
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Wyandotte Kansas
April 22, 1879
Hon. J.P. St. John
Dear Sir:
I came here today to look up the negro immigration. The involvement is evidently wide
spread and is likely to be long continued. This legal committee can not take care of it.

They are asked to be wiped out by the violence of public antipathy in Wyandotte.
Something needs to be done at canal. A boat load of all [XXXX] refused a landing at
Wyandotte yesterday. Today threats are openly made even by the police judge.
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to prevent violence the landing of anymore immigrants, the boat was dropped down and
passengers landed across the Kansas. They remained until 3 P.M. from 6 A.M. without
food, although the negros knew at 7 A.M. – for I told him explitcitly that they had not
had food for three days. I found six sick in a church building and one corpse. There had
been no hydration with them since Friday last. It seems to me that neglact of these
people is in deference to a contemptable public sentiment which says
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that the immigration cannot be discouraged. I trust for the honor of our State that these
things will never be published abroad. This negligence and inhumanity could only be
prevented by the organization of a State Committee to take charge of the work. The
importance and the extent of the work ought to engage the services consideration of all
good citizens. Can give not invite twelve or fifteen Caring citizens of the State to meet
me in Wyandotte as early as Friday; there to consider the situation and [XXXXXX]
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[XXXX] [XXXX] I [XXXX] [XX] [XXX] that the good name of our State as well as
the welfare of the citizens is at stake. Excuse this pen scribbling. I write on the train, and
have not been asleep in thirty-six hours. I am sure that you will [XX] this neglect & the
consideration it deserves. {XXXXX] Yours,
James G. Dougherty
Of [XXXXX] Kansas
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Legislative Department.
State of Kansas.
House of Representatives.
Lawrence, April 22, 1879.
My dear Sir:
About 250 Colored people from the South are at North Lawrence, and more are coming.
They need help. More than all they need [XXXX] [XXX] to get into land and cultivate
it. When we have a State [XXXXXXX] and make a State [XXXXX] at [XXX]
Kansas is in danger of being placed in a false [position] before the Country. Even the
city [XXXXX] of Lawrence found a [XXXXXXX] last night requesting the authorities
at Wyandotte not to send anymore of them here and requesting the railroad not to
transport them thus dishonoring the history of
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Lawrence and of Kansas. [XX] the of our friends here that you, as the Governor of this
State call a State [XXXXXX] at once to take hold of this important matter and by proper
State action earn the good name of Kansas and find out to the whole Country such a
[XXXXX] will do us justice [XXXXXXXXXXX] aid to settle these people upon the
public lands.
In this way it is in our power to [XXXX] [XXX] [XXXX] [XXXX] [XXX] and [XX]
us blamed.
I hope you will [XXX] [XXXXX] and we will all stand by you in this grand work.
Truly yours,
Sidney Clarke
To Governor St. John
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N. R. Harper, Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky to Governor St. John, April 22,
1879.
Governor St. John
Dear Sir:
This will inform you of the organization of a colony, from among our most industrious
and intelligent colored citizens, of this city, with the view of settling in your state.
This colony will undertake to the very utmost extent, to depend entirely upon itself. What
we most desire to know is whether there has been made, or will be made, any specific
plan for the settlement of colored people in Kansas, and if so what plan, that we may
govern our actions accordingly.
And beg leave to further submit that whatever aid for those suffering in your state, that
can be procured here, will be forwarded you as soon as possible.
Respectfully yours,
H. R. HARPER
No. 242 Madison St.
Louisville, Ky.
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John L. Waller, Leavenworth, Leavenworth County, Kansas to Governor St. John, April
22, 1879
Hon. J. P. St. John Topeka, Kansas
Dear Governor,
As I attempt to write to you this p. m. the metropolis of our State is filled with gravest
anxiety, at the momentary expectation of the arrival of a cargo of about four hundred

colored immigrants from the far South, who come thither [sic] in quest of their freedom.
The air is full of rumors this morning, the most of which, are entirely unfounded. I
confess that I felt somewhat alarmed on being informed from what I supposed at the time
to be a creditable report that Gen. Pope had issued an order forbiding the landing of these
poor people on the reservation. But as yet no such order over that gentleman's signature
has found its way to the light, and I hope that none such ever will.
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I also trust that Kansas will do nothing which will tend to disgrace her noble history in
this terrible hour of calamity to the colored race. Allow me in expressing the most
explicit confidence in your judgment as the executive of this great Commonwalth, to
speak plainly and say that this movement if by no means spasmodic but real. It is deep
and determined. Nothing but the long suffering of the unprotected and recently
emancipated race in America has stayed a bloody carnage, and revolution of that people
in the South. This is a revolution, but a peaceable and quiet one. Do you ask what has
caused such a step? Then listen while I answer as only a black man, and former slave, can
answer. In the first place we are robbed of our freedom in the South, our manhood is not
even respected, our people are murdered without mercy, our school houses are burned,
our families are outraged. We are in debt at the end of every year
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because white men take advantage of our ignorance and prey upon our generosity. Oh,
what has not the poor negro borne for his country? What people on the face of God s
green earth has suffered so much? The colored race, loving justice as we do has settled
upon this peaceable plan to liberate ourselves. I say it in the most candid spirit and
manner, and I do hope that the forbearance of the loyal North will not violate the exaulted
position taken, when secession trained their guns on the nation and asked for its life.
Every black man and woman is hungry for liberty in its broadest sense and in striking for
it one can almost see old Patrick Henry of the Old Dominion when he said, "I care not
what course others may takes as for me give me liberty or give me death." This Sir is
the sentiment of the colored race today in America and this immigration can not will not
end but with the fullest concession of liberty to all men.
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But I have written you at too great length now for which I ask pardon, and may I ask you
in conclusion to stand firm as did J. P. Morton of Indiana. God bless him[;] he can never
die.
Respectfully,
John J. Waller
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Lawrence Journal Company

Lawrence, Kans., Apl 22 1879
Dear Governor:
I take the liberty to enclose a copy of the [Jucccal] [XXXXX] [XX] article [XX]
[XXX] Negro Exodus. The time has come when a genuine organization to take charge
of the matter is necessary. I have suggested that you call a convention to meet at Topeka
and organize. Whatever stops you to be [XX] [XXX] people of this State will stand by
you. We cannot go back upon the grand name of Kansas.
Yours Truly,
T.D. Thatcher
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Louisville April 22/79
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Washington D.C. 4/22 1879
To: Gov. St. John
From telegram notified individual bill for relief of immigrants tents rations seventy five
thousand Dollars passage of the bill very doubtful Keep us posted as to situation
DC Haskell
30 Collect
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Hon J.P. St. John
Topeka
Kansas City Mo. Apl 23rd 1879
Gov St. John
Dear Sir
Being desireous of aiding the Colored Refugees I hereby offer to your Committee my
services graturtiously and will deliver a Popular Lecture for their benefit at any time your
Committee may desire. I am allowed to attend to the advertising I will insure them
against lose and think I could hand them over a hundred dollars if not more.
Res. Yours
Dr. Geo E Heydon PhD
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Oskaloosa Iowa April 19 1879.
Mr St. John. Sir
We are making arrangements here to raise means to help the colored people Suffing in
your state, and we wish to send our help where it is needed best. We understand that they
are needing aid in Wyandote Kansas very bad and we would like to know through you

whether they have got a reliberal committy or not and if we would like to hear from you
by Tuesday, if possible for we have a meeting on that evening and obliege
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John Sims
Chairman of the relief committy
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Rev. J. M. Wilkerson, Hannibal, Marion County, Missouri to Governor St. John, April
24, 1879
Gov. St. John
Sir:
At a meeting held at the A. M. E. Church in this city last evening to raise means to assist
the colored migrants from the South who are now in the State of Kansas, $30.00 was
raised. Also many articles of clothing was [sic] donated. Both will be of great use to
them. I will remit the money to you by
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Post Office order tomorrow. I will wait an answer from you as to where we shall ship the
boxes of clothing. A relief committee was appointed with myself as the chairman.
Please reply at your earliest convenience.
Respectfully,
J. M. Wilkerson
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Cleveland O. April 23 1879
Governor J.P. St.John
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir
The Citizens of Cleveland are giving [XXXXXX] & [XXXX] to their sympathy for the
destitute Colored people who are now endeavoring to create new homes for themselves,
within the borders of your State, - A public meeting was called in this interest here, last
Monday evening, which resulted in the appointment of a Committee for the collection of
funds. – When here comes into my hands today, as Treasuer, some liberal [XXXXXXX],
and I take great pleasure in handing you, [XXXXXX] [XXX] of Commercial Bk. on Bk
of [Commerce] New [XXXX] for $470.50, which please acknowledge [Image 51]
opinions will differ, as to the wisdom of a migratory movement of ths kind where large
numbers are incidentally exposed to persicution and suffering, but in this case,

considerations of freedom has unquestionably, been overruled by the longing for rest and
peace, - we need not discuss justifying reasons for this movement. – it is an existing fact,
which involves great suffering to poor & destitute people, and humain christian people,
must respond to the appeal which it makes, just as it did last summer. When the
[Yellowfours] scourged, white & black together. –
Kansas, in the heart & hope of those black men, in the historic land of freedom and now
that, the hospitality of your Citizens is to be tested, no one doubts the result. – Immidiate
assimulation may be difficult, but eventually, this labor, will be a rich acquisition to other
resources of your noble State. – I shall have the pleasure of sending you other remittances
in aid of those poor people immediately [XXXXXXX] I remain Very Respectifully –
George H. Eby Treasurer
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Rev. J. M. Wilkerson,.Hannibal, Marion County, Missouri to Governor St. John, April
25, 1879
Gov. St. John
Sir:
Inclosed please find P. 0. order for thirty dollars ($30.00) to assist the colored imigrants
from the South, collected at a meeting in the A. M. E. Church on the 23 inst.
J. M. WILKERSON, Chairman of Colored imigrant aid committee of Hannibal, Mo.
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Lawrence, Kansas, April 25 1879
Hon JP St John Governor of Kan
Dear Sir
As chairman of the State Aid Committee to Assist Southern Refugees you will be the
recipient of donations from Eastern friends. Would it not be the best policy to Send these
Refugees direct to some county or counties where they can take Government lands and
there solve the vexed problem whether they are self sustaining or not. Your published
proposition to divide them among the Settled Counties is good, but is it better for them or
the State, than it would be to assist them to get a start on lands which they could call their
own let them build & occupy dug outs and after a proper start they will prosper according
to their own energy on farms are the place for them. Resp C C James
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Kansas City Mo Apr 25 1879
Gov. J.P. St. John
Has there been auxiliary Committees appointed in different places in Kansas to find out
about how many Colored people it is thought each Community [XXXX] absorb as
laborers if so what do they report at Kansas Pacific points [XXXX] and ready to keep in

the way of transportation to meet all reasonable requirements for [XXXXX] sites if we
can be informed as what points it is appropriate to send these people where they will
provide
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for answer.
P B Groat
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Western Union
Fort Leavenworth 1879
4/25
Gov St John
In reply to your telegram to Genl. Pope who is in New York I am obliged to say that there
are no buildings here which can be used to shelter the Colored refugees and we have no
authority to issue tents for their use or to issue rations to feed them even temporarily.
ER Platte
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Fort Leavenworth, Kas, April 25th, 1879
To Governor St. John
Topeka, Kansas
In reply to your telegram to General Pope, who is in New York, I am obliged to say that
there are no buildings here which can be used to shelter the colored refuges and we have
no authority to issue tengs for their use or to issue tents for their use or to issue rations to
feed them even temporarily.
E.R. Platt
A.A. General
Official copy—Original sent by telegraph.
E.R. Platt.
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[Unidentified Black refugee, writing from] Atchison, Atchison County, to Governor St.
John, April 25, 18 79
Dear Sir

Being myself a refugee from the injustice and dangerous but cowardly bulldozers of the
God forsaken South, I can but say that God will certainly give you great credit for
anything you can do for the poor oppressed robbed & swindled blacks in their efforts to
free themselves from a bondage worse than slavery. I know how it is myself. God be with
you and may your kindness to them immortalize you, as it will.
[Unsigned.]
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The Times
Philadelphia.
April 25, 1879
Gov. John P. St. John
Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir:
The Times encloses check for $25, which they request you will apply to the relief of the
poor Negroes now flocking to Kansas.
Very Respectfully
Frank M. Laughlin
Publisher
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John Dwight & Co.
New York, April 26th, 1879
Mesu” Ridenour Baker & Co.
Kansas City
Governor
We have heard that there is great distess in your neighborhood among the colored
immigrants from the south wishing to do something towards the mitigation of this
distress we enclose our check for $100, by the advice of Mr. Talmidge, who told us that
you would not object to being made the medium through whom our contribution might be
applied. We do not wish to have our name published and apologizing for the liberty we
have taken we remain
Yours truly
John Dwight & Co.
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Cleveland April 26 1879
Governor
J.P. St. John
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir,

Enclosed please find dft of [XXXX] Bk on Bank of [XXXXXX] New York for $169 –
in aid of the Colored Immigrants to Kansas –
This amt covers all the cash collections that have come into my hand to date
[XXXXXXX] for [XXXX] . Please acknowledge receipt I remitted on 23 – inst.
$470.00 on 24 inst. $742 on 26 as above $169 $1381.50.
I remain Very Respectfully
George H. Ely
Treasurer
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COLLECTING, REAL ESTATE, AND INSURANCE AGENT
Oskaloosa, Iowa, Apr 26th 1879
Hon = St. Johns
Governor of Kansas
Sir Seeing from the Papers that there has been A great Emigration of Negroes from ‘the
South to Kansas and that they are in Destitute Circumstances and believing it a duty as
also a Priviledge to assist them. I will devote my time for one Month in trying to Raise
Means for their benefit I want you to write me giving me the full detail of their wants and
authorizing me to go in the work. Send Such letter as you think most available with your
official Seal that what is done can be done immediately. Awaiting your Earliest Reply I
Remain Respectfully Yours
J.C. Deloshmult
Oskaloosa Iowa
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Jerry Gregg, Olathe, Johnson County, Kansas to Governor St. John, April 27, 1879
Gov. St. John
The colored parlament gives an entertainment tomorrow night in behalf [of] destitute
southern emigrants at Wyandotte and cordially invite you to be there and give an address.
Answer immediately.
Jerry Gregg, PreSt.
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A. Ranniar, Savannah, Chatham County, Georgia to Governor St. John, April 25, 1879
Mr. St. John Goveror of Kansas
Sir I wold like to ask your a question for self in fomason. Premett me Sir if your please[,]
will your please to ten me ; how the colored people ar getting along that haf left the South
and migrants to Kansas for tha is a grat talk of tha all starving.
Will you Please to gave me a true steatment of a fairs and a Blydy

A. Ranniar 120 Bay Street
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
Chicago Ill 4/28 1879
To Gov. St John
Will you please have sent as the inter ocean by telegraph the organization you have for
helping the Negroes and to whom money and ades should be sent invoice come when the
people have confidence it will be properly spent.
The Infer Ocean
P Nixon
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Washington DC
Apr 28, 1879
To Gov St. John
While Congress is in session the [XXXXXX] is [XXXXXX] to grant your Request
should he do as Implement financing should be commenced at once southern feeling is in
intence [XXXXX] aid is our only hope.
D.C. Haskell
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Washington University.
St. Louis, Apr. 28 1879
Hon. John P. St.John.
Dear Sir,
This will introduce to you Col. Fletcher, who visits Topeka & probably some other points
in Kansas, in the interestsof the Negro Emigration and to learn the best methods of aiding
them. He goes at the request of Mess” James E. Yeatman, C.S. Greeley, George
Partridge & myself, so that we may act intelligently & with the greatest possible
quietness, in using the limited means which may be at our command and you will do us a
great kindness by giving him whatever aid & advice may be in your power.
I thank you for the generous & noble tone of your letter, recd today. We shall endeavor
to act, in whatever we do, in the same spirit.
[Image 82]

I have also received a card from Mr J.C. Hebond, and shall endeavor to make the
arrangements which he requests.
The Blankets are not yet received, but are due in a few days, and the greater part of them
will be forwarded at once.
I remain Most Sincerely
W.C. Eliot
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General Assembly of the
State of Indiana
House of Representatives.
Bloomingdale, Ind Apl 28, 1879
To His Excellency the Gov. of the State of Kansas
Topeka. We have just organized a Colored Aid Society at Bloomingdale Parke Co. Ind
and desire to be put in communication with reliable parties of Your State with whom to
cooperate – Will you be so kind as to give me the desired information.
Oblige Yours very truly
Robt Kelly
[XXX] [XXX] C.A.S. at Bloomingdale Parke Co. Ind[Image 86]
Office of Lawrence Journal Company.
Lawrence, Kas., Apl 29 1879
Governor St. John
Topeka. This letter will introduce Mr. Isiah G. Montgomery of Mississippi. Mr. M – is a
gentleman who has had in his employ some of the refugees now in our state. He is said
to be a man of means. He has what I think is the true idea of colonizing these people
[XXX] to buy lands and locate them to the Eastern part of the State. He has in view a
body of land near Reading, Osage Co. I have requested him to see & consult with you.
He seems very intelligent and his coming may be almost privadential at this time. Yours
Truly J.D. Thatcher
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
Atchison Ks Mar 3 1879
Gov. John P. St. John
They need transportation food & some clothing.
John C. Tomlison
Mayor
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House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C., April 28, 1879.
Dear Governor
Your telegram concerning the colored refugees & request that the Sec. of War grant
permission to land of the Fort (Lea.) & [c] [XX] was duly recd. & I have seen the sic &
replied by telegram. I write merely to explain that the sic is more than willing personally
to aid the poor people who are fleeing from pursecution, but if he granted your request it
would be like exposing himself to a drove of wolves. The southerners are wild over this
exodus
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& they hope & pray (apparently) that enough of the poor creatures will come to
[XXXX], to deter the rest from leaving.
There is no use of asking Congress to aid us, the chief fear among the southern fellows is
that they will receive aid sufficient to sustain them.
I did not think it wise to even introduce a bill in Congress for there is no hope of passing
it & the attempt I feared would only tend to check private subscriptions, & so work a
positive damage.
Coming however from Garfield
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whose state is not directly interested. It stands better than as if a Kansas was at work at it
as a principal however I am doing all here to help the various relief movements & shall
try to pass that bill. You may be assured of that. I presume the Cour. will smother it &
refuse to report
Your friend
DC Haskell
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The Philadelphia Times
April 28
Governor J.P. St John

My Dear Sir – Will you not [XXXX] me with a note stating about the number of
Southern blacks now in Kansas & known to be on the way & what extent they are
destitute & how the efforts of humane people can be lest devoted to afford relief.
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I would be glad to have your opinion also as to the [XXXXXX] of any considerable
portion of these Emigrants being able in time to adapt themselves to the climate &
industry of Kansas, [XXX] [XXXXX] there comfortably.
The East would gladly aid the suffering if they know just what to do & how to do it. Will
you not let me hear from you
[XXXX] [XX]
A.K. McClure
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Central, Colorado,
April 29, 1879
John St. John, Sir.
I take pleasure in enclosing $33.00, the proceeds of an entertainment given under the
auspices of Central City Lodge h.1, I.O. of G.T., for the benefit of the negro immigrants.
Respectfully
H.D. Hale
Sec’y.
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
Des Moines Iowa
April 30, 1879
Gov. St John
Please let us know most responsible Society in Wyandotte or else where in Kansas to
which to send aid for the destitute Colored Emigrants.
John Page
Prest of Relief Society
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Freedmens’ Relief Asso.
Org., Apr 21/79 Gov. St. John. Pres.
J.C. Hebbard Sec. Inc. Ma 8.1879
New Officers Sep.12. A.B. Jetman Pres; C.E. Wheeler, Sec; John D Knox, Treas.

7,000 arrived prior to Sep. 12. 1879 began in March, From Tennessee. See Anuals P:
846,847,850,855, 857, 858, 853, 865, 871, 873-875, 880.
Donations to Aug. 4, 1879 -- $13,916.
Oct 17, 1879 to Mar 31, 1880 – Receipts - $29,495.71 – of which, raised by Mrs. [Coms.]
23,000 – raised in Eng. – 3,000 – Annals p. 870
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Letters Cong & Sen.s.
John Brown Jr, 2.Sep.3, Nov.11m 1879
Solicitors & Lecturers: Eliza. Comstock, Quaker Preasher from Eng. Aug 31, Sep. 16.;
Laura L. Haviland, Quaker lecturer & worker, July 17, Aug 17,18; Amanda W. Nay, May
13, Je.3,28,Ju. 8, Aug 1.
S.C. Pomeroy. June,27, Jl.13,Aug.
T.D. Thacher, Apr.22,29
N.C. McFarland, Je.9.
Donations to Aug. 4, 1879 -- $13,916.
Oct 17, 1879 to Mar 31, 1880 – Receipts - $29,495.71 – of which, raised by Mrs. [Coms.]
23,000 – raised in Eng. – 3,000 – Annals p. 870
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Newspapers interested. Cin, Commercial – Murat Halstead
Donations to Aug. 4, 1879 -- $13,916.
Oct 17, 1879 to Mar 31, 1880 – Receipts - $29,495.71 – of which, raised by Mrs. [Coms.]
23,000 – raised in Eng. – 3,000 – Annals p. 870
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Freedmen Movement. Col’d Exodus 1879 letters Cong. Plumb.Ryan. Ex Sen. Pomery,
Haskell, letters Inter Ocean with funds
- Odd Fellows Relief Com. N.Y.
- Gov. Col. 2 lets introd. Aunt Clara Brown
- M. Howard, cold man Dept Trans
- Amanda M. Way.
- Germantown Pa. Sent $1,800 to St Louis
- [XXXXX] for servants; Kan & Neb, Iowa

-

Quakers – Ind.
Laura S. Haviland, Quaker, Sec., [XXX] or lect.
John Hall, West Chester donated $1,000 for Freedmens Movement, thro Efforts of
Amanda Way.
N.C. McFarland
Bapt. Home Mission Sec; Ill. et al. [XXXX]
Relief Aid Soc. Ohio
Gov. Iowa
Thos. Nickerson Pres S.F. Beston
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-

Inter Ocean, [XX] Nixon
Troy Daily Times, Ed John M. Francis
K.P.R.R. D. Shelton
N.Y. Col’d Rep. Gen. Com.
Col’d Woman Teacher of Miss.
Hannibal Mo. Col’d Im. Aid Com
Leav. Dated Apr 24. Capt Co C 23rd Kans 1892
John Waller, Leav. U.S. [XXX] to [XXXX]. Falsely [XXXX] by Freboh.
Pres. Cleaveland secured release. Damages awarded $10,000. d. 1907
T.D. Thasher, Lawr.
John Simms [XXXX] Com. in Iowa.
Saul Willetts, Quacker N.Y. $500.
Colored Preachers
Adj Gen E.P. Platt, Ft Leav, Mo bldgs to use for housing refugees
N.Y. Tribune
Isaiah T. Montgomery, Miss, dealer in Plant, Supplies. [XXX] to troubles of
Col’d people at Wyandotte
Wyandotte – ex. Apr. 7,12,21,22.
Donation 24th Inf. Co. E Col’d Reg. U.S.
E. Ellen Wright, Lancaster Pa, Sep. 7 Oct 16
Phil. Times dona.
Col’d Aid Soc. Ind. St Jos Mo.
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-

Klu Klux Story of G.R. Newman Col’d Clerk Dist Ct La. 9.13.1879
Coal Mining Co. Iowa, tel for 200 refugees
Inter Ocean Chicago for mine work
Quakers Lawr, & Iowqa care of Wm Nicholson
Murat Halstead, Cin. Commercial draft - $125 - & raised $1,296 in Ohio
Susan B. Anthony, at Topeka Apr. 21, 1879, [XXXX] $10.
Chas. E. Buell, Sec. N.E. Asso. Relief.
Sidney Clark, rel. to refugees Lawrence
R.R. Officials [XXXX] Nickerson

-

Mayer Leav. Rel. to Leav. Refugees
John Brown Jr. Sep. 3
Caleb Porter – England
Col’d Aid Soc Troy N.Y. $30.00
Elizabeth L. Comstock in Eng. Ire. Scot.
Quaker of Rollin Mich. A preacher
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-

Stefhen A. Hackworth Tex. 12 lot’s free to his colonization of blacks in Tex. &
efforts to check emigration to Kan.
James G. Dougherty, Ottawa rel to Neglect of blacks at Wyandotte
Z.C. Delaschmitt, lecturer, Iowa
Wyandotte, Apr 12, 400 blacks at Wy. Destitute; J.S. Stocklin Chr. Rel. Com
solicits trans.
States. Col. Iowa, Mich, Ohio Pa
Col’d Aid Soc’y, Ohio Col. Coun.
Leav. May 2, 300 arrived by steamer
St Louis, Col’d Refugee Relief Board Mures Dickson Pres
Columbus, Com. $500 May
Lucnetia Mott. Phila. tho. a Mich. Friend.
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-

Kan. Meth. Freedmens Mission Work.
Louisiana, Mutual Aid Emig Aid Asso.
Oskaloosa Iowa Quakers, Com. Aid $65,000 May 19
Minn. Stillwater Dramatic Co.$37.00
Mo. Col’d Rel. Bd.
Springfield Ohio, Emig. Aid Soc. $75. May 15
Iowa man, Capt M. T. Russell donated $5000 saying owed it to darkees who
assisted in his escape from Andersonville pris.
N.Y. $250. June 26.
Mich. $22.00
Mrs Eliza S. Leggett, Detroit
Quakers at Lawrence.
Amanda Way (Kans) $100, raised in mt Vernon Ohio
Benj F. Wing Boston, $25.
Wm Johnson, Solicitor for funds
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-

E. Ellen Wright, Pa
Caleb Pontis London
James Clark London
Mar.-------- 2

-

Apr.-------- 19
May-------- 12
June-------- 52 – 86
July--------- 43
Aug.-------- 59 – 111
Sep.--------- 48
Oct.---------- 45 – 114
Nov.--------- 40
Dec.--------- 29
From 64 – 137
John Hall, West Chester Pa. $1000
Gov. reptd 7,000 Col’d arrived 1879 prior to Sep. 12.
John Brown Jr. Put-in-Bay, $55.
Susan B. Anthony, $10. to rel. Apr. 21, 1879, in Topeka
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Kansas State Historical Society
and Department of Archives.
Topeka. [Envelope]
[Typed below is the information written on the envelope.]
1879
Freedmen’s Relief Association, notes taken from manuscripts, to be catalogued or
calendared when time can be given to this subject. (Mrs. M)
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Taylor Jackson, Kinsley, Edwards County, Kansas to Governor St. John, May 1, 18 79
John P. St. John
Governor
I now attempt to address your excellent, unpon the subject concerning the present colored
emmigration that is now Coming into the State, from Mississippi and other Southern
States, I am informed through the columns of the press, that you are taking great interest
in their Welfare, both in seeing that they are care for and distributed in desirable
locations, therefore as we have plenty of vacant land in Hodgeman Co and great number
of our people have already settle in that county, I think it
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probable that it will be a good location for some of the most industrious portion [of] the
colored emmigrants[.] in conclusion I will say that there is no portion of the State more
suitable for our people than the Southwest[.] I have learned this by More then a year
experient in this section[.] please do not fail in doing the best you can for my poor
oppressed people who is now fleeing for liberty. I can simpathize for them. I once was in
their condition.

Yours very Respectfully TAYLOR JACKSON
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The Deshler Bank,
Columbus, O., May 1st 1879
Hon Jn P. St John Gov of Kansas
Dear Sir: Enclosed please find, A Dashler Bank – in American Exchange Bank N.Y. $250 – which please credit to the “Committee for the Relief of the Colored People
emigrating from the South” at Columbus Ohio – on the books of the Committee for the
same purpose – of which we understand you are at the head – Our Committee
appropriated $500, to be sent through you and hope to remit the bals in a short time – as
soon as collected – Please advise each of them giving title of your Committee and the
name of the proper person to whom I shall send the next remittance.
Yours truly
Wm G. Deshler
Private
P.S. – If you could write me a letter as to the State of affairs in Kansas, what you are
doing & for publication, it would help our collections – You knew the [XXXXX] look
upon [XXXXX] as a kind of daughter of ours – Columbus & Topeka have an invisible
umbilical cord.
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Mayor’s Office
W.M. Fortescue, Mayor.
Leavenworth, Kansas May 16 1879
Dear Sir:
Absence from the city has presented an earlier reply to your letter of the 3rd inct.
We have now scattered through the city about 150 refugees. Many would like
transportation to other parts of the state and I should like to be informed what provisions
you have made for that purpose or incase of external destitution & sickness to relieve
them.
We have no aditional arrivals since my last letter but learn that more are now on their
way, we will act in the matter of forwarding or providing for them when they arrive to the
best of our ability.
I would like to hear from you what progress you are making, in the matter and at what
point in the state could men & woman with children find employment.
Respectfully
W.M. Fortescue

Mayor
Hon. John P. St John,
Topeka Kansas
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Moses Dickson,1 St. Louis, St. Louis County, Missouri to Governor St. John, May 1, 18
79.
Governor St. John:
Your Excelency I wrote to you to-day but at our meeting to-night we determined to send
one [of] our Board.
Permit me to introduce to your Excelency Mr. C. W. Prentice, Chairman of the
Transportation Committee[.] He will confer with you on any matter that is in the interest
of the colored refugees.
With esteem and respect I am Fraternally yours,
MOSES DICKSON, President [Colored Refugee Relief Board]
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Isaiah T. Montgomery, writing from Topeka, Shawnee County, Kansas to Governor St.
John, May 2, 1879
To His Excellency Gov. J. P. St. John
Dear Sir:
Since my arrival in your State, I have met many, many members of the different
committees and organizations for the relief and assistance of people of my race now
literally pouring into the State from the South. From conversations with them (committee
members) I have gathered some idea of their labors and the difficulties which they
encounter, which induced me to give the subject considerable thought, and I herewith
submit my reflections trusting that you may have time to consider the same, and derive
some information therefrom that may he useful in solving the problem now forced upon
your State. First, I shall speak of the present policy pursued in regard to the colored
immigrationists, and the evils likely to result therefrom. They are met kindly and
provided with food and shelter and furnished with employment as fast as practicable.
Such a vast influx of destitute people cannot begin to be absorbed in the ordinary way,
and of course they will have to remain idle around cities and towns, crowded into halls
and vacant houses, a charge upon the different commu[Image 120]
nities liable to breed disease, and contracting habits of idleness __and vagrancy. That you
may better understand my conclusions, I will now speak of the habits and training of the
colored people of the South. In that section of the country they are considered the very
bone and sinew of the agricultural element and of the laboring classes generally, in the
lower walks of life. To use a common expression they are the Hewers of Wood and the
Drawers of Water. They are gathered in quarters sometimes, sometimes collected in

village order, but of late it has been more popular to have the quarters situated on every
twenty or forty acres, on tracts of land varying.from several hundred to ten thousand
acres. It matters not whether they have stock and implements. Many planters prefer that
they should not. Every necessary article is furnished and they are expected only to do the
labor men, women and children (the latter as soon as old enough) none excepted save the
aged and infirm. They are rarely under the necessity of searching for fields of labor as
capital always sought them. Never trained to husband their resources or encouraged to
better their condition. Today from causes which it is needless to discuss they fall upon the
magnaminity of the great commonweatlh over which you preside. A mine of wealth in
bone
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and sinew, but unfitted mentally by generations of association and training to grapple
with the necessities of their new situation, they must inevitably become a serious charge
upon this community for an indefinite period unless the question is met and practically
disposed of. The proposition to that end which I herewith submit
is one which I should not hesitate to grapple as an individual were it not that what capital
I possess and control is already invested at the South, and cannot be withdrawn for a long
period.
PROPOSITION
In addition to all the means now exercised to obain employment, select a good locality
and choose from among the immigrants here, and as fast as they arrive, all who are
accustomed and adapted to farm work. Said locality should be previously laid off in forty
and twenty acre lots; one large cheap building erected as a kind of reception room as the
laborers arrive on the ground[;] utilize it in building sod houses (or of lumber, stone, etc.)
in the different subdivisions, breaking land, planting sod corn, etc. [A]11 who labor to
receive support only and be supplied necessities only, except the ploughmen (they should
be hired)[;] in this manner proceed to break and build houses on the whole tract. [A],a fall
approaches
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supply teams to responsible parties to crossplough, and let each family or squad who will
then be situated on their own subdivision, plant a crop of grain. The next season would
probably find them in condition to pay something on the purchase of stock and land,
besides being self-supporting. All who could find remunerative labor would be
priviledged to accept it, only they would have to provide their own support. [B]y
judicious management based upon this theory, I believe the labor of the colored
immigrants can be utilized in cultivating thousands of acres of land now unbroken with
comparative[ly] small outlay. [T]he proposition contemplates that they, the colored
people, should purchase the lands, teams, etc. The above does not enter into many minor
details, but I trust the main points are sufficiently plain to be understood. May God speed
noble Kansas in the philahthropic effort to provide an asylum for the poor and oppressed.
I returned yesterday from a visit to Osage and Lyons count[ies] where I looked at some

fine lands, much of which is probably underlaid with coal. [T]onight I shall go out on the
Kansas Pacific in company with Mr. Dawson, and on my return will call to see you
before departing for Mississippi.
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Very Respectfully submitted, Your obt. Serv't
ISAIAH T. MONTGOMERY
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Mayor’s Office,
W.M. Fortescue,
Mayor
Leavenworth, Kansas, May 2 1879
Col. John P. St John
Gov of Kansas. Topeka.
Dear Sir:
You will confer a favor by informing me what arrangement have been made by the State
Authorities (if any) to forward into the interior the refugees arriving in our State.
A number have arrived and this morning the Steamer Joe Kinney with 300 or more
landed at our Levee.
If you have any funds donated for that purpose, or any arrangements made to forward
them to districts parts of the state, you will oblige me by giving the deemed information
or any suggestions you may be pleased make relitive to the case.
Respy
WM Fortescue
Mayor.
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TREASURER OF PUEBLO COUNTY.
Geo. W. Morgan, Treasurer.
Pueblo, Colorado, May 3rd 1879
Gov. St John
Topeka Kansas.
DrSir
I enclose herein First Natl Bank of Pueblo on Bank of Kansas City. $50.00.
This money has been raised by the Colored Citizens of Pueblo for the assistance of the
destitute colored emigrants from the South that are in and now coming to Kansas. Please
use it as you think best and please acknowledge receipt.

Yours Truly
Anthony Harrison
Chairman of Executive
Committee for aid of
Colored Citizens from the
South.
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Cleveland May 3 1879
Governor
J.P. St John
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir:I have your respective forms of the 28 & 29 inst and have through the press conveyed
your thanks to our Citizens,- they appreciate the attitude so cheerfully taken by the State
of Kansas, through you [XXXX] Executive respecting, the help so needfull, to these
poor people, now seeking homes among you.—I have
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now, the pleasure of handing you, by the enclosed dft on New York, $145 - additional,
for the same object. – which please acknowledge –
I remain –
Very Truly Respecfully
George H. Ely
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Springfield, O.
May 4th 1879.
To The Governor of Kansas:
Sir, I write you for the purpose of ascertaining the true condition of the colored people
now journeying into Kansas from the South – An effort is being made to furnish relief to
the needy and the suffering refugees, by the people in this city; and, that we may act
intelligently, it is necessary that we should know their wants, and also that we should
know some thoroughly responsible party, or parties to whom these contributions may be
sent for distribution; and I could think of no one so well qualified to furnish the desired
information as yourself. You will greatly oblige me by giving such information
concerning this matter as you may be able to furnish – Please name the
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points where help is needed most, and, if you can do so, please furnish me with the names
of such [XXXXXX] as would be suitable to attend to the distribution of such alms as
might be sent them.
Yours Truly,
J.B. Tuttle
Address:
Rev. J.B. Tuttle
Springfield, O.
Box 804.
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Oskaloosa Iowa May 7 – ‘79
Governor St. John
Dear Sir
I wrote a letter to you one week ago yesterday & in that I stated to you that we taking
steps toward raising means to aid the people of Kansas in taking care or assisting the
disttitute refugees that are now pouring themselves in such large masses in your state & I
have not received any answer from you now we have some money all ready on hands for
that purpose & the sympathly of our people in this country is aroused & the general
inquire is “have you a place to send this money?” I have told the people that I wrote to
you & was looking for answer every day & not received one until now I thought I had
better write you again the probabilities are that we can raise considerable money &
clothing & in this part of the state if we can assure the people that the place we are going
is send the money is reliable & I think that whatever party that you would suggest would
be reliable hence my reason for writing to you I assure you as soon as we get word from
you that there will be means forwarded from this point & that will give entire satisfaction
to the people as to where to
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send aid please answer this by return mail & oblige. Your obidient servant
John Sims
Chairman of Relief ComP.O. Box 288.
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Office of C.H. Hobart, Proprietor, Newton Mills, Manufacturer of Flour and Corn Meal
Newton, Kas, May 5, 1879.
To his Excellency
The Governor of Kans.

Allow me here with, to Enclose a Note to Mr Hibbard, his Initials I do not know.
My object is to get Colored help – good house woman. I have employment for two
without families 25 years old up to 35. I want those from the South who have been
HouseServts.
I haves the honor to be, Respecfully
[XXXX] [XXXX] Servat
G.N. Jenkins
Reference
Capt R.M. Speivy
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Rev. Henry Smith, Marshall, Harrison County, Texas to Governor St. John, May 7, 18
79.
[To] the Governer of the State of Kansas. We will address you with some of our troubles
in the state of Texas. We colored people have heard from that country and are very
anxious to go there but some of us are too poor to get there. We make large crops of
cotton in texas, but we never realize a nickle from our cotton. The white folks take all of
our corn we make here. Men women and children after farming goes nearly naked. Some
colored people in the state owns some land but not very many I dont think, but they are
not recognized in the state of texas hardly.
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We want to get some advice from how we can get there and leave the state of texas. I
have traveled through Harrison County. I have traveled through Marion County. I have
traveled through Titus County County, traveled through Cass County, traveled through
Upsy [Upshur] County, Gregg County, Smith County, Wood County/ Rusl County, and
have preached in all these bounties/ • and all the people are oppressed, the little children
that ought to be going to school are so nigh naked until they can not go to school to get a
little learning. God being my helper I expect to be in that country in about 3 weeks and as
soon as I receive and answer from you.
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I am a traveling preacher, and has a very large family, the excitement is high here in texas
of emigration. Some of the whites says if the colored man leaves they will follow. I am in
hopes that you will write as soon as soon as you receive this letter and give me all the
advice you can that I may comfort and gladen the hearts of the people. I will remain
Yours truly
HENRY SMITH, a poor preacher of the gospel
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CLARA ANN SMITH, a student of a Wiley University, a daughter of the
preacher poor
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Walton Kansas
May 5th 1879
Kan. John P. St John Gov.
Dear Sir having seen your appeal for aid for the refugees I would suggest that the State
Com. secure through the Co. Clks a list of Township Trustees in the various Counties and
at the earliest possible date said Trustees be requested to canvas their various Townships
and accertain the greatest possible number that Employment can be found for by farmers
or others. In this way they need not be a charity but can earn their living with men who
will teach them some thing of importance. I am confident that several can be provided
for in my neighborhood.
I am Respectfully Yours
A.S. Hackney
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Rev. George C. Sampson, Washington, Washington County, Pennsylvania, to Governor
St. John, May 6, 1879.
Mr. St. John
Govnor of the State of Kansas
Learning of you as the proper person to whome we can send means to help our brethren
who are emigrating from the South to your State and under your protection, we therefor
cheerfully send you our little mite for that purpos, which is the best we can do at this
time. Pleas accept and acknowledge the same. We are a poor people and heavely in debt.
Yours truly,
REV. GEO. C. SAMPSON, Pastor of the African M. E.-Church of Washington, Pa.
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The amount is five Dollars $5.00
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May 5, 1879
His Excellincy
J.P. St John, Governor
Dear Sir. Your committee’s circular was rec’d Saturday – and I have talked with many
of the business men and farmers – and find a desire on their part to do something in the

matter of helping these people who have – unfortunately for themselves – I fear come
among us. But we have recently been visited with a Severe hail Storm – and our crop
prospects are poorer here than they have ever been – and it will be imposible to help any
in the way of money. It is possible that a limited number of them could find work among
the farmers – but I don’t know that they could and it might be wile for your committee
advertise through the “Commonwealth” or other State paper the times on which they
would go out to work - [XXXX] if any one wanted their Service they could hire them
through you – If I could get a good faithful man and woman to work for reasonable
wages I don’t know but that I could give them a home for a while or till they could do
better.
I am glad that our Noble State has opened her doors to the oppressed of all Nations – if
even our own Nation & hope that many look upon us a misfortune – may prove a
blessing in disguise –
Hutchinson Reno Co Kan & [XXXX] [XXX] [XXX] A.H.L.
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Wheeling, West Virginia
May 6th 1879
Govr St. John
Dear Sir
I am directed to send you a small donation from a few of our colored citizens here, to aid
the colored immigrants in your state who may be in need. We believe that you would be
most likely willing to apply it to the purpose for which it is intended, please acknowledge
the same. I inclose my check for $7.23. We intend calling a Mass Meeting soon & try to
make up a handsome donation if this is received and acknowledged.
Yours Respectifully,
W.F. Gaskins
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Pittsburg May 5, 79.
His Excellency
Governor St. Johns.
Topeka Kans.
Inclosed please find draft for Twenty-seven Dollars on New York to be used to migrate
the suffering of the colored refugees in their Exodus from southern states to Kansas.
Given by the colored citizens of this city. Please give to the most needy. Please
acknowledge receipt.
Resp
Geo. B. Knox.
Exchange National Bank

Pittsburg Pa
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Larned Kansas
May 5th 1879
Gov. J.P. St John
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir
Owing to the fact that there has been quite recently a large quantity of immigrants from
the South landed in your vicinity
I thought if you could procure from the A.T.&T.SF a pass for me for the balance of this
year I should like to throw in my mite in helping to get them located on cheap land so
they might become self sustaining as soon as possible; I can comeup [XXX] [XXX]
Yours Eli Gilbert
P.S. If you think I can be of Service in the matter let me know at earliest convience.
E.G.
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Charles W. Prentice, St Louis, St. Louis County, Missouri to Governor St. John, May 8,
1879.
To His Escellency the Governor of the State of Kansas Topeka, Kan.
Sir
I am pleased to inform you of my safe arrival in this city on Tuesday last and to state that
the Relief Board on hearing a report of my trip to your state expresses themselves as
highly pleased with the. action taken by your state"Central Committee.
I am very respectfully,
CHARLES W. PRENTICE Chairman of Com. on Transportation [of the Colored
Refugee Relief Board]
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Ellis, Ellis County, Kansas.
May 9th 1879.
Dear Governor
I saw your brother-in-law Mr. Dauson a few days ago, when here with the Colored men
from Miss, and talked with him about your project of colonization of them in Kansas.
He said there would be an agent here necessary to look after their interests, whereupon I
suggested that I would serve you in my capacity; wherein my services would be made
available. Have you filled his place in the Penitentuary?
When you see Miss Jennie, [XXXXX] was, please give her my con-
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gratulations on the event of her marriage, with my best regards to your family –
Obt, Servant
Isaac V. Pratt
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Oskaloosa [Iowa]
May 9 1879
John P. StJohn Esq. Gov Kansas
Dear Sir: On behalf of our Aid Committee I address this note of inquiry in reference to
sending Aid to the suffering Colored immigrants
1st Should we send anything but moneys Say clothing bedding cured meats &e?
2nd please indicate so far as convenient thechurches through which donations will reach
them and be reasonably certain of being faithfully and judiciously applied
3rd We are looking toward the appointment of an agent to go to Kansas or elsewhere to
select locations and plant Settlements or Small Colonies, as it were Say 100 families
more or less in each. Where suitable located can be found with a [XXXX] to
establishing
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Schools & churches & C------------. Please favor us with any suggestions on this last
consideration as to its practicality & c & c------------. And thus abligh Yours truly
Address J. D. Yocum/Chairman Executive Commttee
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Moses Dickson, St. Louis, St. Louis County, Missouri to Governor St. John, May 9, 1879
To His Excellency Jno. P. St. John Governor of Kansas
Dear Sir:
Yours of the 6th inst. has been duly received and contence noted. Mr. Prentice has
returned & reported his interview with your Excelency and others, which I will say was
more than satisfactory to this Board. We cannot find words to express our gratification at
the working of your Relief Committee and their endeavors to assist us in this laudable
work, to know that you are receiving and giving aid to the needy & distributing them
through the State where they may find work to sustain themselves. We will continue to
send them to Kansas City, Mo. or any other river point that you may designate. Hoping
Sir that our work may result in great good, I remain
Fraternally Yours,
MOSES DICKSON, President
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DESIGNATED DEPOSITARY OF THE UNITED STATES
The National Exchange Bank,
Columbus, O. May 10 1879
Gov. Jno P. St John
Dear Sir: Enclosed please find Ck in N.Y. - $250 = being bal. of appropriation of $500 –
Made by our committee, for relief of the Colored Exodus, to pay through your hands =
[XXX] of 600 Rec’d and published in State Journal it will have a good effect =
Some of our [XXX] purpose to send $300 to 500 to St Louis – But [XX] prefer to send
to you – as the [XXX] people will not see them [XXXXX] [XXXXX] - while your
Com has the ultimate disposition of the refugees – Please advert so all of above – And
would be glad if you can [XXX] as any new [XXXXX] for publication.
[XX] Wm. D. Deshler Jr
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Albert Woods, et al., Atlanta, Fulton County, Georgia, to Governor St. John, May 10,
1879
To the Governor of Kansas
Dear Sir We the undersigned ask infromation of you in regard to emigrating to your
Staete. Can you help us any from Atlanta Ga[?] there is meny that wants to come to your
State" but not able. Some is jest able to get there, and some can get as fare as S~t. Louis
and some to Nashville, Tenn;, there [are], meny fixing to leave the Southern States at this
time, hoping to get away this fall. Can you help the poor refugees and will you and how
much and from what point on what railroad? the agent here says he thinks we can get
some deduction of far to those who emigrates to Kansas, please to address me
Your's obt
ALBERT WOODS PATE HARPER GREEN CHANLER
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Oskaloosa Iowa May 11, ‘79
Gov. John P. St John
Dear Sir
Your letter of May 7 came to hand & contents noted your first letter in answer to my first
was not received so now I hasten to answer this one now may expect this week one
hundred dollars ($100.00) more or less from this point on the receipt of which we would
ask you to inform us so that we can give satisfaction to the parties interested & we also
have a lot of clothing which we will send at the earliest convenience & we will continue
to send as long as we can get anything to send our committees are diligently at work any
information that you can furnish us along as to how these people are getting along & also
coming in will be gladly received & it will take interest in having it published in our
papers here as anything sent to us from you will have an influence on our people & the
community in general hoping that the Service aid will attend in this interprize I remain
Yours Truly

John Sims
Chairman of Relief Com
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THE CINCINNATI COMMERCIAL.
M. HALSTEAD & CO.,
Cincinnati May 11 1879
Gov St John:
We have raised over twelve hundred dollars for the fugitive slaves of the day.
This money has been sent to the St Louis [XXXX] [XXXX] through the Globe
Democrat. It has occurred to me that perhaps some of it in bank be sent to Kansas as it
[XXXXX] [XXX] [XXX] [XXXXX] [XXXX].
Please state the facts in this unusual [XXXXX] as you see them.
M. Halstead
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St. Joseph Mo. May 13th, 1879
St John Relief Com. Topeka,
I am instructed by the Col. Citizens Relief Board of this City to communicate with your
body in regard to help for the refugees in your state. We are at work here trying to raise
means to assist them & we would like to know of your Committee where we had better
send what we have on hand & what we may hereafter obtain. An immediate reply is
solicitated.
Respect
N.J. Johnson
Corresponding Sec.
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Direct to Prof. N.J. Johnson
St. Joe Mo.
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Salina May 13, 1879
Solomon City responds with money, Salina has placed the matter in the hands of a
committee and will report the last of this week I stop at Wamego tomorrow night and
then I must return home Thursday to other duties. I think they will do a generous part
here, and hope that the little seed sown in the hearts of the people, will bring forth a grand
harvest.

I like the spirit manifested every where, and if there were houses & work for them, there
would be no trouble in providing places. But these new towns are
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full to overflowing, some not a single empty house, but they promise money, and arrange
to collect & send it in. Can you meet me at the depot Thursday I want to go on home if
possible and I would like to know how much has been accomplished.
I have been speaking every night since I left you.
Yours in Hast
A.N. Way
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W. H. Harrison, New Orleans, Orleans Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, May 13,
1879
Gov St. John
Dear Sir
We the under sined membres of the mutal Ade Emergration assoc, of the City of new
Orleans beg lev to submit the grevances of the colord people ingeneral[.] We write to
you"under circumstances of great imbrrsement hopeing to get your full symeth[y]
[and] help. We are deprive of all right whatever!.] We are refuse the rights of praying &
singing ovre our dead; We are or at lest the poor people that goes in the somps after black
berry are taken up as soon as they get in town rested [and] taken to the City Hall & made
to pay five dollars or go to
[jail]. It is hearn rending to behold & we are compeled to appeale to our good friend north
for them to exstend [soon?] a hand of ade & friendship as we have a great many that
wishes to take there departure fxom here and we meed means for
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this occasion and We sencerly hope to get the &est Wishes of our northern associations
for we are all most satisfid that you all know our condision here In the South all most as
Well as we can tell you for the deperdation that is perprtrated upon the poor inercent and
unpretected colord people is enugh to make the blood curdel in a human being [word
illegible:] and may god bless though [those?] that ades us from such a God fearing
[forsaken?] country as this and may they be forever found on the top wave of prosprity[.]
It has got to this now that the police ©Inters our churches and trys to prevent us from
injoying the meeting here[.] Ever Monday .we hasupwards of five to six hundred people
in attendance at- each and every meeting. It was ask how [many] wanted to go to Kans
and the hole church stod up on there feet and as there is so
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many Wants to go that We hope we will get all [word illegible] the ade that you can
posable give us[.] any and amou[nt] will be thankfuly received of prosperity We remain
your homble servents
W. H. HARRISON President No. 415 Franklin St
W. H. Hunter Secty
G. A. [name illegible] asst do
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Rev. Benjamin Burks, La Grange, Troup County, Georgia to Governor St. John, May 12,
18 79
His Excy Gov. of Kansas
Dear Sir not knowing your name, and yet wanting to receive some information from you,
in regard to the imigration Aid Society, I therefore resort to my pen and ink to find out
some instruction from you. I have great influence with the people of Troup Co. as a
minister of the gospel. Many families besides mine, wants to imigrate with me. We want
to enter into a country where we will feel free. I would like to have regular
correspondence with you Sir until I get direct informaton as the people are looking to me
as their leader. I have seen the statement of the imigration in the Methodist Advocate and
other papers likewise. I liked what I saw of it very much.
Please answer this as soon as you get it and oblige your humble servant.
REV. BENJAMIN BURKS
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STATE OF COLORADO.
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.
Denver, May 14th, 1879
Hon John P. St John
Dear Governor
During the past week conflicting reports have appeared in the papers in [XXXXX] to
the condition & necessities of the Colored people seeking refuge in your State from the
South –
In some of our papers they are represented as extremely destitute – in others as having
been provided for by the Charity of Kansas & other States –
This marvelious tide of income greater than Colorado & in Mining Camps [XXXX] the
sick & the destitute. We are called upon to minister to the suffering Emigrants in our
midst & in spite of our great mineral wealth we expect to have this poor always with us.
If known an amount of suffering prevails among the refugees in your State beyond your
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reasonable ability to provide for we shall take pleasure in Contributing to the relief of
these misfortunate persons. I address this note to you before an appeal is made to our
people on account of the want of accurate information upon the request.
If there is any urgent necessity our people will give liberally – but if the necessity is not
great, they see many calls for charity at home, whose claims will be recognized before
those from other states.
I Remain Very Respectively Your Obd Servt –
Frederick E. Pitkin
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Abilene, Kansas, May 14th 1879.
Gov. Jhn. P. St. John
Sir.
Mr. Hart of the Chronicle has just shown me a telegram from Mrs. Hebbard inquiring
how many “refugees” we can take & have replied that we have more people than we can
employ now, which I was [XXX] [XXX] in the case. I know of a number of honest &
worthy young men & some men of families who are asking work for his board – not
tramps but men who had been induced for various reasons to come West to seek their
fortune. We held a meeting evening before last and the feeling of our people is very
decided upon this point. It will be unfair to our people who are here now & cruel to those
who should be sent here to serve the class who must depend upon daily labor for support.
Our continuel system of farming here for the past 5 years invited some laborers here on to
be found in any
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county in the state outside of Leavenworth perhaps and in view of the fact that a failure
nearly complete of our wheat crop – spring & winter both – is now certain you can
understand why we feel that our wishes should be respected in this matter. I spent nearly
a half day yesterday in soliciting funds to be provided to the Relief Com.& only raised
about $1000 of which I pledged $25 so [XXXXXX] on our people in these crop
products. I have nearly 1000 acres in wheat & I would be very glad to know that I shall
get back what I have [XXXXXX] for work & seed. Much of it I shall never cut & some
hundred acres I have sewn to spring crops & any is not exceptional. I [XXXXX] [XX]
today that the State of Kans will not raise up as many bushels of wheat as it did ours
years ago. In view of this fact I protest against every [XXXX] which is or shall be taken
at this time to add to our dependent classes. I am willing to contribute of any means & as
on people in proportions to this ability to aid those poor colored people & will under any
actions which shall [XXXX] [XXX] [XXXXX] & their rights in the south.
Resp. J.E. Henry
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Emigration, Aid, Society

Springfield Ohio
May 15th 1879
To his exelency St John
Governor of Kansas
Enclosed you will find a check for seventy five Dollars to relieve wants of the colored
people Emigrating from the south to Kansas also Expressed box of clothing of various
kind valued at one hundred Dollars[.] I believe it the safter way to send you – as we
know of no Authorized agant in Kansas to receive donations hence our course – hoping
you will give us
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all necessary information at your Earliest convenience.
Very Respectfully Yours
Springfield Emigation Aid Society
E.C. Jackson Presi
W.S. Newberry Secy
Springfield Clark Co Ohio
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National State Bank
Oskaloosa, Iowa
May 15, 1879
Mr. John P St John
Dear Sir
Enclosed find draft for One Hundred & Eleven 80/100 Dol[.] This amount I have
collected for the Suffering Col people of Kansas[.] Please acknowledge [XXXX] of
same to me[.]
John Sims
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Washington
Iowa
May 17 – 1879
Gov J.P. St John
Sir
You will find inclosed a Draft for Five Dollars takin up By the Congregational Church of
Frank township Washington Co Iowa [.] Please acknoweledge the receipt of the Same to
-John T. McConaughey

Washington
Iowa
Per A.A. Ferguson
P.S. You were suggested as a good party to send the above to by your friend
A.G. Given M.D.
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New Haven Connecticut, May 15, 1879.
His Excellency
John P. St John,
Governor of Kansas,
Topeka, Kansas
Governor:
At a meeting of some of our leading citizens held last evening at the Mayor’s Office to
consider measures of relief to the reported destitute freedmen who have recently
immigrated from the South to Kansas, Rev D Leonando Pracer of Galen College,
Professor Cyrus Northrup also of Galen College and myself, were constituted a special
committee to solicit and as far as possible obtain definite and reliable information as to
the real condition and needs of the emigrants already in or on their way to Kansas.
In furthermore of the duty with which we were thus charged, I write in the name of the
Committee to inquire of you
(1) about what number of freedmen have recently come from the South to Kansas?
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(2) Is the tide of emigration still continuing, or are the indications such as to lead to the
inference that it is, as reported out some of our newspapers, already stopping or is likely
soon to be abated?
(3) Is the condition of any considerable number of those in Kansas such as urgently to
call for philanthropist aid from the kindhearted, Christian people of the North and East?
(4) What kind of aid is most needed for immediate relief, and how and where may it be
most effectively disbursed[?]
The committee would also be glad to learn something of the character of the immigrants,
the points in Kansas to which they mostly go, and likewise of their probable immediate
future there.
An answer to these inquiries at your early convenience will be of service to those here
who desire to fulfill any philanthropic and christain duty which they owe to these
destitute and unfortunate, but deserving countrymen.
I am, Governor, your obedient servant,
Eugene D. Barrett
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Rev. Henry Smith, Marshall, Harrison County, Texas to Governor St. John, May 17, 18
79
Governor dear Sir I received your letter with great pleasure, and was glad to hear from
you, but I could not sign it as you signed because I could [not?] under[stand?] it very
muchly, these people some of them eeuld did do not believe you sent that letter here but I
my self believe it. the people some of them was believing that they would go there and
get a fortune, but for my self my self [sic] I did not believe it. You answered my letter
just as I respected, please write to me what can land be bought for there, please to correct
that error which the people has in them about one 160 acres of land for a family please to
correct it.
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the reasons the people-are quit their farms and come to town and there is not work for
them to do, because of the mistreatments of the whites whites [sic] . the-people had got it
in their minds that they were oblige to go to kansas but I said not every time I dont think
think [sic] that there is such a law[.] write to me as soon as you receive this letter all the
facts so that I can passify the minds of the people that they will have to work when they
go to Kansas
Yours truly
Rev henry Smith direct your [answer] in the care of Rev. W. Wesley lock Box 60
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Baton Rouge, La. May 17, 1879.
To His Excellency,
The Governor of Kansas,
Topeka, Kansas
Sir;
A large number of colored people of this parish are preparing to emigrate from this
vicinity and have requested me to write to you and request you to furnish some
information upon Some points concerning which they desire to obtain knowledge from a
reliable source. They wish to ascertain upon what terms land can be procurred & in what
quarter of the State it is advisable to settle with a view to agricultural pursuits. They also
wish to learn what opportunities and prospects are offered for employment in those and
mechanical [XXXXX] suits. They wish to be informed if any means of aid and relief
will be given those needing it until they are settled or employed and can sustain
themselves. They wish to be informed as to the protection they may expect in your State
in the maintenance and assertion of their political principles and rights of citizenship.
Most of these colored men are industrious, hard working farm laborers, mechanics,
engineers, etc. and are of the very best of their race. They feel
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and reasonably and Justly that the future here holds out no hope, no encouragement, no
light of comfort to them; that to suffer and die with privation, exposure and want under
the enduring influence of freedom and justice than to remain their slaves in all but name.
I trust you will reply to this at your earliest convenience.
Yours Respectfully,
S.H.B. Schonmaker
Baton Rouge, La.
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Horatio N. Rust & Co.,
Central Warehouse,
Cor. Rush and Kinzie Streets,
Chicago, May 17th 1879
Gov. St John
Dear Sir
I write for information. I have been talking with gentlemen here of starting a Colony for
the benefit of the Emigration Negros and ask how and where we can secure for us more
section suited for settlement
Montgomerys plan of helping families to 40 acres. I like believing that they should be
helped to only so much as they will improve – let them become self sustaining just as
soon as possible. I think we can form a Co here who will stand in together owning one
section put a man into it with teams and what is necessary to go ahead with [XXX]
employment to such as will hire out and locate families on each 40 breaking the Land for
them and in general helping them to help themselves. We here can only have imperfect
ideas of how the thing shall be done but I believe we can do it to advantage. We want to
try[.] I will be
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very glad if you will write me giving such information as you judge will be usefull for us
and I will endeavor to carry out some plan[.] we do not now understand that this is
immediate want of many for those who you have received. If it becomes necessary to put
a Boat in the River to bring them up, we shall expect to be called upon for cash.
I suppose we can invest in some parts of Kansas my own idea is that the average Negro
had better buy on time 40 acres than to [XXXXX] 100. That 40 will improve will soon
enable him to by own but that it is not best they should own more land they cannot
improve I think many farmers have to much land[.] By helping us to information in
anyway you will confer a favor[.]` I do not wish to intrude upon your time and hope you
will excuse the liberty taken[.]
Very Respectifully [XXX]
Horatio N. Rust
Palisade Hotel

Kansas City Mo.
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May 17th 1879
To His Excellency
Governor St. John
Dear Sir
I hope that you pardon any presumption on my part in writing to you for a little
information. A friend of mine in Boston Mass. Writes to me and desires to know who is
the Authorized parties in your State (Kansas) to send clothing and money to for the
benefit of the Colored refugees from the south. Being a Mechanic by trade my business
will not allow me to seek the necessary information through any other scource[.]
Hoping to receive an early reply. I am with due respect. Jas. L. Ford
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Ellis Jones, Point Pleasant, Concordia Parish, Louisiana, to Governor St. John, May 15,
1879.
Mister Post Master
Sir
there is a great deal of talk about Kansas in this country and we hear so many stories that
we dont know wether to belive tham or not[.] now we would like to hear something strait
about it and we thought it best to write to you for information now[.] we want your
advice as to moving[.] we dont want to move unless we can better our selves[.] they tell
us that the government will give us a mule [,] a 40 acres of land and so much money and
we belive it[.] we are an oppressed people, we are all honest working men and weman
and not afraid of work[.] [:There is] considerable more intelligence about us than you
think[.] tell us the distance from here [to] there
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and all about [the] country[,] what you raise;if you raise cotton or not. We have hailed
boats but they wont stop[.] the Democrats have monopolized the thing[.] they say you all
are Repubicans up there and most of ut is penny less and [awaiting] for a government
boar, we can stand any amount of cold weather[.] i was born in old Kentuck and i tell you
it was cold there but we colourd peoples did not mind a bit. I think we can conduct
yourself [sic] up there that you all will be proud of us[.] they say we colourd folk are a set
of thiefs but you will find us allright. Do what you can for us and' let us know soon and
Oblige many ELLIS JONES
Direct yours to Fairview Ld [Landing] Concordia Parish La
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Kenton, Ky. May 18th 1879

Hon. Jno. P. St John
Gov. [XX] [XX]
Dear Sir: I am what is termed in this section of our beloved Country, A Black Radical
Republican twenty-one years of age. Though I am a white man, the term Black is applied
to me as well as to all other Republicans; here so that they (the Rebel and Hide-bound
Democrats) may the more emphatically express their great abhorrence for us.
It is sufficient for me to say that we Republicans feel highly honored by the terms that the
Democracy apply to us. We thank them for it for the reason that it denotes such a strong
destinction between them and us. I ask as one favor that you of the loyal North whatever
else you do that you not class us with the Rebel Democracy
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when you speak of the people of the South. Though unable to do as much I assure you
that the same patriotic feeling that animates you throb in the bosom of the Republican
south of the Ohio River.
Governor! It is right and proper that you should know the grounds upon which I am
humble citizen of the South only could have the assurance to trouble with a quite
important letter the Chief Executive Officer of a State. I will tell you. It is words to
which you have given utterance on the exodus of the colored people from the South
nearly all of whom have so far stopped in the Commonwealth over which you have the
honor of presiding as Governor and which were lately published in the columns of that
true up holder of Constitutional and Republican principles, The New York Times.
That journal represents you as saying that “all the refugees agree substantially that the
cause of their leaving the South exists in the fact that they have
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been unfairly dealth with, really robbed year after year of their earnings and also not only
deprived of their political rights. Not for years have been insecure in both life and
property.” I have to fault whatever to find with this statement of of the case only that you
failed to express it in terms forcible enough to represent to the uneducated in the matter
the true condition of things as they exist in the South in regard to the colored people. A
true statement would run something like this. A majority of the brutes that compose the
Democratic Party of the South are cut-throats and midnight assassins. Who hold that
their highest duty is to hunt down and shoot the negro as they would the wild beast of the
forest. And while the majority are engaged thus the minority (the leaders, the big men)
stand by and applaud them for their “noble deeds”[.] Governor! Did you people of the
North ever take into consideration what a simple request it is of the Negro
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of the South that is so obstinately refused by the white livered, cowardly and thieving set
of scoundrels that dominate that section. It is this. Allow us to have what we earn and to
cast our ballot for whom it best please us. These are Constitutional rights. Rights
guaranteed to them by the Constitution. Yet they are not allowed to enjoy them. And a
dazed and vacillating President stands by and winks at it. Shame be to the man who
could never have occupied the exalted position that he does today saved by the votes of
the men whom he has now surrendered into the hands of the merciless foe. I have only to
say that I sincerely believe there is a day of righteous Retribution coming when R.B.H.
and his co-workers in the South will be justly repaid. And have only to ask how much
longer will the people of the Free North stand this thing. Governor: wake them up to a
sense of the true condition of the affairs and let them help the negro from the South to the
North immediately.
Very Respectfully,
Chas. M. F. Stringer
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Brenhom. Washington Co. Texas.
May 19th 1879
Dear Sir,
I have read in the “Inter Ocean” of the 15” inst. your views upon the “Colored exodus”
from the South to your state, and believing that you will appreciate and carfully consider
any information which will tend to aid the true friends of the colored people in promoting
their general welfare and prosperity I herewith take the liberty of giving you my views in
regard to this important movement. In regard to myself I am a native of this state, am 39
years of age, and scerved one year in the Confederate Army, but I do not claim any honor
or glory upon that score. My father was a Slave owner, and from my earliest recollection
I have lived in a portion of the South where the Blacks, both as Slaves and Freedmen
largly outnumber the whites. My father was an old Whip, and an Union man, and of
course my devotion and fidelity has never run very deep for the Sescession and Bourbon
Democerscy. In 1866 I became a Republican, and since that time I have continued to be
an active supporter of Republican principles. In 1870 and 1873, I was elected by a large
majority upon the Republican ticket to Washington County, and scerved continuously in
that capacity from 1870 untell April 1876. I was a delegate to the national Republican
Convention held at Cincinnatti, in June 1876. In Nov 1876. I was appointed by
President Grant, Postmaster of this city but was removed in Jan 1878 by Pres[Image 215]
ident Hayes, and an old Bourbon Democrat appointed in my stead persnonce of the
Presidents famous “Southern reconciliation policy.” This is a brief outline of my history
and should you desire to have further evidence of my standing, both as a sincere
Republican and an honorable citizen, I very respectfully refer you to Govs E.M. Pease,
E.J. Davis, and to ex Sen. M.C. Hamilton of Austin Texas, also to Judge A.B. Norton of
Dallas Tex, and to Judge J.D. McAdoo, of this city.

I believe that I understand the character and know the general condition of the colored
people of the South, and in order to fully explain this well, it will be necessary for me to
classify the Blacks, and to give the general causes and reasons that has crested the
different conditions and classes to wit.
1st Class comprise about one tenth of the freedmen, who as slaves, were owned by
masters who made machanics, overseers, trusted body servants and confidential Agents
of them. In these several capacities this class had opportunities and practable experience
by which they were enabled to learn something about the ordinary business affairs of
every day life, and how to be industrious frugal and thrifty. This class are today the
trusted leaders of their Race, and they generally own small farms or else homestead in the
towns and cities of the South and evince
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the same thrift and intelligence displayed by the best class of white laborers.
2nd Class embrace about four tenths of the freedmen who were formerly owned by
masters who fed and clothed them well, never punishing them severely, except for very
grave offences, and they were taught to be honest and industrious and were encouraged to
attend their churches on Sundays. This class are by far, the best laborers and tenants of
the South, and Southern planters prefer them to any other class of tenants, because they
are generally industrious and honest, and will live contented in small cheap cabins, which
good white tenants would not do. They generally own farm stock and farming
implements, and are able to furnish their own supplies with but little assistance from their
landlords, but they are extravagant, and if they make good crops, they fall an easy prey to
Shrewed merchants, peddlers, grasping landlords and others, so in fact if they make good
or bad crops the results, so far they are concerned, are about the same. They spend their
money freely for gaudy clothing, shoddy jewelry, attending shows and circuses, whiskey,
tobacco, building churches and in supporting an army of ignorant fanatical, and often
immoral preachers, and but for these extravagant habits, they would soon become the
absolute owners of the most
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fertile portions of the South, provided they were fairly dealt with by the whites, and
encouraged by their leaders and white friends to buy land. They are intensly Religious,
immovable in their devotion and fidelity to the Republican Party and anxious to educate
their children.
3rd Class compose about one half of the Black population, and as slaves were owned by
masters, who halffed, halfclothed and punished them severly for the least disobedience or
breach of discipline. Worked incessantly from early down untell dark, day after day –
Sundays often included – often forced by hunger to steal, wives and husbands often sold
and thus separated from each other, or perhaps compelled by overseers to exchange wives
and husbands with each other, is it a matter of surprise to anyone that this class are today
thriftless, often dishonest, and entertain small respect for morality and marriage
obligations?

They seldom own anything beyond bare clothing, working only as dire necessity compels
them to do, and full nine tenths of all the vast numbers of colored criminals now are
rapidly filling Southern penitentiaries to repletion, belong to this class. Within the last
few years, since the Bourbons, have recovered absolute control of all the machinery of
the Southern State governments, the
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most stringent laws have been enacted by which petty offences punishable before the
Rebellion, by fines or short terms of imprisonment in county jails, have been changed to
felonies, punishable by confinement at hard labor in the penitentiaries. Laws have been
enacted disqualifying persons who cannot read and write from Jury Service. Judges,
Juries, Sheriffs, and prossecuting attorneys are generally Democratic. The oath or
evidence of any one is sufficient to indict any freedmen, and an indictment of a freedmen
is equivalent to his conviction. Under this system, the ignorant freedmen are sent by
hundreds every year ostensibly – to penetentianies, where they are hired out in squads of
five and tens to planters. Here upon plantations, they undergo a second Slavery more
horrible and cruel in many instances – if the reports of guards and discharged convicts are
true – than their former slavery.
Rents charged freedmen are much too high, and in many instances the rents charged is
equal to the cash value of the land so rented and as rendered by owners for taxation upon
taxrolls. This is a brief outline of the real condition of the freedmen of the south, with
their general character, together with the circumstances now surrounding them. It can do
no good to conceal facts, and it is folly and absurd for anyone to undertake to prove
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that all freedmen are honest and industrious or that on the other hand, that they are all
thrifty, immoral, and dishonest. Nor is it true that all the planters and courts of the South
deal honest and mete out justice, or on the other hand, that they all deal dishonest and
completely with the Blacks.
Our Southern Bourbons often point out the Negroes of 3rd class, as evidence that the
entire Negro Race, is incapable of making any progress in civilization, while on the other
hand ultra Republicans point out freedmen of 1st class are evidence of the theory that all
the Negro Race, are thrifty and progressive.
Both extremes are wrong in fact, but the truth of the Republican theory, that the Southern
Freedmen can be made gradually progressive and prosperious, is self-evident in the fact,
that the 1st 2nd and 3rd classes and their different conditions of life is formed with them as
in other races of people. If this theory was untrue, then all of the southern blacks would
be precisely in the same condition with the 3rd class, nor could such talented men be
found among them, as Fred Douglas, Senator Bruce, Gov Pinchback, G.I. Ruby,
excongressman Rainey, Hon B.F. Zibilliams, Wright Currey, and a host of others.

Enclosed you will find a circular which I am having widely circulated
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and distributed among the 1st and 2nd classes of the Blacks of this state.
as this circular explains itself plainly, I will not at present occupy space or your attention
to further details of this individual colonization enterprise, but what I desire to do is to
call your special to what I have learned by actual experience to be necessary to make
colored colonization a success in Kansas, or elsewhere, to wit.
1st None except the 1st or 2nd classes to be colonized together for the present.
2nd No freedmen belonging to either of these classes, who is known to be quarrelsome, or
of bad character permited to settle in any of the colonies formed.
3rd To not sell less than 40 nor more than 100 acres to any one family, and to charge a
reasonable price for all lands, giving from five to 10 years to pay or annual instalments in
which to pay for lands so sold.
4th Laws should be enacted and faithfully enforced, enforced, prohibiting the selling or
giving away of spirituous liquors within any colony so established.
5th No preacher, who is not known to be an educated and moral and a worthy man to be
permited to preach to them.
6th To liscence only such mer[Image 221]
chants to establish stores among them, who are known to be honest and fair in their
dealings, and prevent peddlers, showmen and gamblers from practicing their avocations
within the colonies.
7th To establish a thorough system of compulsory education, and to employ good moral
teachers to teach colony schools.
If these important regulations are carfully observed and enforced there will be but little
difficulty in achieving the best of results to the colored people by such colonization, nor
will the good people of Kansas, find any just cause to complain of colored emigration to
their state. The Blacks are easily organized and disciplined and will undergo any amount
of hardships and privations, if they believe that such sacrifices upon their part, is
necessary to attain good results for their ultimate and permanent good, and that their
leaders and advisors are acting in good faith by them. It is necessary for one to be
exceptionally honest and exceedingly carful in all dealings and transactions with
freedmen, if he desires to accomplish any good results with them, and to secure and
maintain their confidence, for if anyone deceives them either by mistake or intentionally
the re[Image 222]

sults are all the same, for they are not likely to trust him again. Where one cheats or
wrongs or generally known among them within a short time, and though he may never
hear it mentioned by any of the freedmen, yet he will find it exceedingly difficult to
obtain any good colored labor, and if they deal with him at all, they will readily deceive
or cheat him. In this way many Southern planters, have so cheated and wronged their
colored tenants, that in many portions of the South, freed labor has become so
demoralized and disheartened, that they work in a dull carless manner, as if they did not
expect to realize anything for their labor. In fact I have had colored people to reply to
me, “O yes Sir, we could work harder, and make bigger crops than we does, but what
good would it do us Sir? If we makes much or little, its all the same to us, for we never
gets any of it nohow.” Now I know planters who have had no trouble in getting all of the
best of colored labor that they needed, and I have had them to tell me “I am doing as well
as I ever did in my life. I seldom fail to make good crops and never have any trouble
with my negro tenants.” This is because they
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deal honestly with their colored tenants, and I am satisfied that all planters through out
the South, who have been honest and fair in their dealings with colored labor, will frankly
admit, that there is no other labor that pays so well in raising and gathering large crops of
cotton and sugar cane upon the alluvial lands of the South. The fact is white labor cannot
withstand our warm climate and the misamatic influences of our low fertile alluvial lands,
for such labor has been well and often tested any proven a disastrous failure in every
instance. It is time that upon our prairie and other rich uplands, white labor does well,
but upon the low bottom and other alluvial lands where alone Sugar Cane and Rice can
be profitably cultivated. Negro labor only can remain healthy, strong and vigorous; and
if the “Negro exodus” from the South should become general, it will be one of the great
calamities and a terrible blow inflicted upon the South: for millions of acres of our most
productive lands will remain uncultivated for several years to come.
The great question is, can the freedmen of the South, withstand the rigors of a Northern
Winter, and will they leave the South? I believe they will if any
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aid and a well directed movement is given and begun with them. I sincerely believe that
the colored people has, as a general rule, been better protected and more fairly dealt by in
Texas, than in any other Southern State, but even here where there are several hundreds
of colored persons owning farms, homes, have neat and well built churches and good
schools, yet the “exodus fever” is becoming widespread among them, and to illustrate the
ideas and principles that animates and causes this feeling to prevail so generally and
quietly among them I will give you the substance of a conversation I had with a
[XXXXXX] colored man not long since, viz.
“O yes Sir, I am doing tolerably well. I own a good home here, but my people can never
do well and generally become landowners in the South. Our old masters will ever regard

us as legal property stolen and forcibly taken away from them, and if they cant get our
labor for nothing in one way, they will invent some other plan by which they can, for
they make all the laws and own all the best lands. Before the war white men who could
not read and write could be Jurors, but the Democrats have changed that, so a man who
cant read and write cant be a Juror if he is challenged
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and they generally challenge us, but a white man is seldom objected to upon that account.
The Jury Commissioners who draw the Jurors, and the Sheriffs who summons the Jurors,
never take pains to draw or to summons colored men who can read and write. We know
and feel that this Jury law was made to keep us out of the Jury box, so that white men
who cheat, beat and murder us, will if they are men or indicted, be tried by white Juries
who do the same things. Thousands of us have been murdered by white men in cold
blood since we were made free, but if any white man has ever punished for such crimes I
have never hear of it, but if one of us even kills a white man in self defence, we are
certain to be hung for it. A colored man seldom escapes the severest penalities, for any
kind of an offence, but we would not complain of that, if all white rascals were punished
in the same way for then we would have the protection of the laws too. It seems to us
that white offenders ought to be punished worse than we poor niggers, because they have
had chances we never had, to know what is right. We want free schools so that our
children can learn how to read and write, for we are poor to do this ourselves, but on
Democratic Governor, has vetoed the free school appropriation, and that
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will put an end to free schools in Texas, for the Democratic papers nearly all sustain him.
We feel that the white people intend to keep us and our children after us, poor and
ignorant so that they can be deprived of voting as well as being Jurors. No Sir, I have
read too many Democratic papers and heard too many Democrats talk, not to know what
they mean to do with our children, and as bad as we old folks fare, it will be ten times
worse with our children after we are dead and gone provided we leave them in the South.
We must get out of the South before a Democratic President is elected, for when the
Democrats get all the power, they will [XXXX] us and our children so that we cant
leave here at all. Our labor helps to feed and clothe the Democrats and our large
population gives them 20 more votes in congress and in the electoral count, for President.
This is all wrong, for by our staying with our old masters we are helping them to make
Shackles, stronger than steel to enslave our children, and to wipe out all that has been
done by the Republican Party. We should have been taken out of the South in 1865, for
when God set the Jews free, He did not leave them among their old Egyption masters,
because He knew that they would be oppressed by them just as we are oppressed by our
old
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masters today. Yes Sir we must leave the South and live among people who will respect
and protect our rights, for the longer we stay here the worse it will be because our old
masters are raising their children to believe and act as they do. We have been free 14
years and still we are poor and ignorant, yet we make as much cotton and sugar as we did
when we were slaves, and it does us as little good now as it did then.
I hardly know how we will get away, but God, will open up a way for us to get homes as
He did to give us our liberty”
This is the widespread – but quiet – feeling that prevails among all of the better classes of
the colored people, and if you meet one of them, who knows you to be a friend and that
you will not say anything about what he informs you, he will express himself in about the
same way and with the same ideas and meaning: but if he should meet a Democrat who
asks him if he wants to go to Kansas, his reply will probably be, “why old Boss, you
don’t suppose I wants to go where I’ll starve or freeze to death, does you?” The
Democrat will pass on believing that the “Exodus fever” will not become an epidemic in
Texas, but unless a great change takes place in the sentiment and ideas of the freedmen,
he is destined to wake up some fine morn[Image 228]
ing, a sadder, but let us hope, a wiser and better man. Since 1860, a succession of the
terrible misfortunes has befallen the former Wealthy planters of the South. For four
years, their plantations were made barren wastes, then some killed by tens of thousands
upon battlefields, and at last their slaves set free. Maddened by defeat and poverty, they
sought in 1866, revenge by the New Orleans and Memphis massacres of helpless
Negroes, and by the enactment of black codes, which virtually reduced the colored
people of the South, to a new and an ingenous system of bondage. Then followed the
adoption of the XV amendment and Reconstruction that established a Republican form of
State governments for the South. Learning nothing, still burning for revenge, the old
planters blindly remain loyal to their old Bourbon leaders. Then came on a reign of terror
by the KuKluxKlan, White leagues, and other organized bands of conspirators. The old
planters stood by, and coolly saw, their colored laborers and tenants murdered by retail
and wholesale, day by day. Where they did not directly aid in those infernal deeds, they
food, shelter aid and encouragement to the assassins who perpretrated these inhuman
atrocities. One by one the Republican State governments fell in to the bloody hands
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of the Democerscy. As they fell Democratic Constitional Conventions have wiped out
the Republican State Constitution of the South and made and adopted new constitution
under which legislation has been made easy, whereby laws have gradually been, and are
still being enacted, to reduce the colored people to an absolute system of bondage, or
Peonage. Still Democratic success has been attended by misfortune. Terrible overflows
of Southern rivers, the unprecedented ravages of the cotton army worm and the fraud,
violence and tyranny heaped upon colored labor, has demoralized such labor untell all of

these combined misfortunes, has taken away the prosperity of that was returning to the
old planters during Republican supremscy in the South. Added to these misfortunes,
epidemics of yellow fever have inflicted untold misery and suffering upon our citizens.
The power of the old Bourbon leaders has been restored to them, and the National
government itself seems to be within their grasp, but can or will these leaders give back
to the planters of the South, that prosperity and confidence between capital and labor,
which has been sacrificed to secure Bourbon rule and revenge? Will the $5000.00 per
annum paid to each Confederate leader and other Bourmon members of Congress, from
the Na[Image 230]
tional Treasury, help the broken fortunes of ruined planter and restore their lost labor?
No, but $5000.00 per annum will help Ben Hill & Co. wonderfully.
I have written enough upon this subject, and will say in conclusion, that I will do all that
lies in my limited power, to aid the colored people to colonize, but whatever is done in
that direction, should be done upon a well organized system founded upon sound
principles and rules.
If Your Excellency should think that I can give further information, or be of service to
you in this matter, you may command me, and I will be happy to hear from you. Hoping
that your Excellency will give me an early reply to this communication.
I remain very respectfully
Your Obt Scrt,
Stephen A. Hackworth.
To his Excellency,
St John,
Governor of the State
of Kansas, Topeka.
P.S. If you should see proper to publish this withhold my name, and place of residence
for the present. S.A.H.
[Image 231 – from Brenham, Washington County, Texas, February 10, 1879]
[Image 232 – THE BLACK MAN’S HOPE.]
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Wheaton College
J. Blanchard, President
Terms Commence
First of September, January and April
Commencement Last of June

Wheaton, Ills. May 18th 1879
To the K: [XXX] to F..Com
Governor, St John, Chm, [XXXX]
Deeply moved to pity by the condition of the poor and persecuted exfreedmen, who are
now seeking a refuge within the borders of your state, We take the liberty to write you for
information in request to sending relief to them in the shape of clothing or other supplies
as we intend to add our [XXXX] to their comfort, and relief, in this hour of their need.
We have to barrels already filled and shall have a trunk, or box or sack at least. Gov
please tell us where in your judgement, they are most needed? To what address we shall
send them and any other information we may need in regard to shipping them.
In behalf of the Benevolent Ladies of Wheaton, Ill
Yours truly & respectfully
Mrs. I. Blanchard
We have read your address with interest and rejoice at the efforts you are making. God
will bless you for it.
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Wellington, Lorain Co. Ohio
May 19 /79
Hon. J.P. St. John,
Dr. Sir,
Enclosed please find dft. for $67.57 being out of collections in aid of colored refugees;
which we sent to you. [XXX] extended according to your best judgement in and of the
cause. It was taken at the Lorin County in the Congregational Church of which I am
pastor.
Very [XXX] [XX]
Jas. A. Daly
Please acknowledge receipt.
Rev. J.A. Daly
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Lawrence Kans. May 19 – 1879 –
Gov. J.P. St John
Topeka, Kans.
I enclose herein, a draft for Sixty five dollars, endorsed to your order, which has been
transmitted to me for the relief of colored emigrants to this State. It was forwarded by the
Freedmen Committee of the Society of Friends of Oskaloosa, Iowa, and its disbursement
was left to my discretion, for the purpose named. Upon careful inquiry, I have concluded
that the best thing I can do is to turn it over to you as Chairman of the State Central

Committee on Freedmen Refugees so I request you to use it according to your best
judgement – Please acknowledge its reception & acceptance for the purpose alluded to –
Having represented the Society of Friends for eight years in their work amongst the
Indians, and having thus the personal acquaintance of many representative men of the
Society in all the Yearly Meetings of this County, it is natural that I should have received
inquiries as to the necessity for aid to the refugees in Kans – and that I should be
acquainted
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with the views of Friends (Orthodox Branch) as to the removal of the colored people
from the South to Kans – The general opinion, I believe to be that a general exodus
should not be encouraged but that relief should be afforded to those who have left their
homes & an in a State of suffering – I have given information of the organization of the
Central Committee, with yourself at the head and whilst the exigency of the case, has not
thus far required large contributions, and the movement has become less active, it is my
intention in case of future necessity to make that necessity knowing to those whose
generious impulses will prompt them to assistance –
In this connection, please allow me to suggest that your Committee keep an accurate &
open record of your receipts & expenditures, as minute as practible. I would be glad to
have your assurance of this, not because I have any lack of confidence in Yourself or in
your Committee - But so much has been said in the past, of mismanagement of
contributions sent to Kans – that I would be glad to be able to give all necessary
assurances to parties who need them, that the above suggestion will be carried out –
Very Respectfully,
Wm Aicholson
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R. K. Whiting, Hillsboro, Union County, Arkansas to Governor St. John, May 19, 1879
Your excellency Governor [of] Kansas Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir. I desire some information of you concerning the colored people's immigration
to Kansas. We have been informed that government lands, money, and means of living,
are freely given us in that State. Such is promulgated to us which have caused a great
excitement. Many of my people would go immediately if they had the ability. But I have
my doubts. Some of us are living independently here and dont wish to immigrate there
unless those reports are true. If you will be so kind as to give me the above information, it
will oblige me and many of my friends,
R. K. WHITING Col'd
Hillsboro, Union Co, Ark.
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Brookville, Jeff Co. Tenn
May 20th 1879
The Honorable
John P. St John
Dear Sir
Please find enclosed Post Office Order for Twenty dollars, money collected by the
“United Presbyterian Churches of “Brookville and Jefferson” to be applied to the relief of
the “Colored Refugees”
Not knowing any particular – person or reliable point of disbursment I concluded to send
to you feeling satisfied that the friends will be properly applied. Please acknowledge
receipt of this and oblige.
Yours Truly
Andrew Braden, Jr
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The Cincinnati Commercial.
M. Halstead & Co., Proprietors.
N.E. Corner Fourth and Race Streets.
Cincinnati May 21 1879
J.P. St John
Topeka, Kan
Dear Sir
Draw on [XX] for $125.00 on [XXX] of Colored refugees.
Yours
M. Halstead & Co
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
Dated Kansas City Mo 22 1879
Received at Vicksburg [XXX] 22
To D. Bowman
Tell Montgomery meet me St Louis with people that left band
Wm Nervis
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J. H. Thomason, Athens, Limestone County, Alabama to Governor St. John, May 21,
1879
To His Excellency Governor St. John Topeka, Kansas
Honored Sir

I take the occasion of addressing you in regards to the full particulars of the country to
which you have the honor to preside over and of which my people of this section of the
country are desiring to migrate to, feeling by so doing that it will make their condition
better it desire to know what we can get land for, and on what terms. And other
particulars pertaining to schools. We are to have a meeting here on the 31st to take in
consideration the momentous theme, and I would be glad to have all the important facts
pertaining to the country of our choice so that I may lay them before the people and you
would oblige me by replying to my request as early as possible.
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Yours etc.
J. H. THOMASON Athens Ala.
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Company E 24th Infantry
Fort Mackintosh
Laredo, Webb County, Texas.
May 21, 1879
His Excellency
The Governor of Kansas.
Sir.
Enclosed herewith, I have the honor to transmit to you, Paymaster Frank (Mo. Coxe’s
Check No (101.811) an [XXXXX] and Treasurer (New York) for $27.00, representing
the Contribution of a portion of the Officers and Enlisted men of Company E. 24th U.S.
Infantry to the fund for the relief of the poor Colored Refugees from Southern
persecutions, who have sought an [XXX] land in free Kansas. The Enlisted men of the
24th Infantry, are Colored men.
Please acknowledge the receipt at your earliest convenience. I have taken the liberty of
sending
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this Contribution to Your Excellency, because I feel well assured your sympathies are
entirely with the object of our charity, and that the money will be wisely administered, in
Your hands.
I am [XX]
Your Excellency’s Obedient Servant
H.F. Leggett
Lieut. 24th Inf. Bat. Captain U.S.A.
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M. Howard, Treasury Department, Washington, DC to Governor St. John, May 23, 1879

My Dear Sir
I have the honor to acknowledge yours-dated May 3d, which fully satisfied myself and
many friends of my unfortunate race who are fleeing from a worst condition then most
abject slavery and seeking homes in your State, and among your good people. I trust you
and your philanthropic Christian[s] may never have cause to regret the migration of my
people to your State, and that they may all prove to be good law abiding
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citizens and assist in building up Kansas, [illegible word] second to none. I should have
been glad to have published your letter, but could not do so at it was a privet letter, as the
southern papers are turning [false?] and slanderous reports about your good people[.]
Should you feel incline[d] to answer this I would be glad to have your reply published so
as to show to the world the kind treatment recived by a poor poverty striken & destitute
people driven out upon the cold charity of the world peniless and homeless & naked. You
and your good people desirve the gratitud of the whol nation
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for what you have done and still doing for a poor dependent race fleeing from opression.
Trusting will here from you a gain soon
I am with highest estim
Most truly your obed Servent
M. HOWARD
P S I send late' city.papers'& scraps of southern'papers
MH
publish if you like[.]
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my address
M. Howard Treasury Dept Washington DC M. Howard
would be glad to know the number of imigrants arrived this year from .the South
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Stillwater [XXXX]
May 23rd 79
To His Excellency the
Hon Gov St John
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir
Please find enclosed an order on P.O. for $37.00 thirty seven dollars this being the
amount raised here for contribution & through [XXX] Disaster [XXXXXXXX] given

for the benefit of the Kansas Refugees – under the Management of the Colored Citizens
of this place.
Kindly acknowledge this & greatly oblige the undersigned.
J.H. Hadley
P.O. Box 467 Stillwater [XXXX]
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Alfred Johnson, Shreveport, Caddo Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, May 23, 1879
Mr St John Govenor of the State of Kansas
Your honor
As one of the migrational agaens of Caddo Parish Shreveport La I see papers proclaiming
that you as Govenor of that State dont want any more colored peopel for to come to
Kansas and whearas a thousand men women and childen air geting reddy every day for to
start to Kansas so if thay air not'allowed to come to that State and we know it then it
becomes our duty to look out some outher places[.] your honor Sir I would like you if
you please to give me all the informations that you think is needed about how and
when:;to come to Kansas [.] Will they be allowed to come and what turms could we get
homes and what [aid] could be had if needed from the government[.] you will oblige by
writing soon[.] Excuse Miss Stakes and bad writing[.] I am respactfuly
ALFRED JOHNSON
Migrational again
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Isaiah T. Montgomery, Hurricane, Warren County, Mississippi to Governor St. John,
May 23, 1879
To His Excellency Gov. John P. St. John Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir
I arrived home safely last Sunday and take advantage of the first available time since then
to write you. I will first speak in explanation of some of my actions which probably
appear inconsistent with the principles avowed to you. From the 5th March last up to the
1st of April some twenty five families numbering about seventy head of refugees left this
place for Kansas. On acct of exposure and mismanagement they fared badly, especially
on the way from St. Louis to Wyandotte. They contracted diarreah [sic] from drinking the
water of the Mo. River, and pneumonia from the sudden changes incident to a long deck
trip. They most all concentrated at Wyandotte, and while there through one of their
numbers Wm Nervis frequently advised me of their destitute and suffering condition, and
finally asked that some arrangement be made for them to return home. Our firm
immediately placed the necessary funds in St. Louis, Mo., and I wrote Nervis giving the
proper explanation to make the money available, at the same time stating that I would
come up if telegraphed for. In answer to that letter came the enclosed telegram, worded
as follows[:] (Kansas City Mo 22/79 Reed at Vicksburg April 22nd 1879. To
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Dr. Bowmar. Tell Montgomery meet me St. Louis with the people that left [Davis] Bend,
Wm. Neras (should be Nervis). On receipt of this dispatch I immediately left for St.
Louis. Arriving there I learned the people were still in Kansas City or Wyandotte, and
concluded to go on up there where I met them[,] found many sick and them all in bad
condition generally. Some eight or ten had died[,] of the rest some were living in
improvised board shanties, some in box cars that happened to be left near the elevator[,]
many were camping on the river bank. They were apparently overjoyed to meet me. I
spent about a day amongst them, relieving their necessities as far as practicable. I also
informed them that any wishing to return home could do so by having themselves and
baggage ready to board the first stmr bound for St, Louis. I then turned my face westward
with the view of investigating Kansas generally, the condition of the imigrants, and the
probable success of the Exodus. The gentleman (a Jew) Mr. Cohn (who called on you)
had no connexion with me, but having been pointed out to him on one of the packets
some time ago, he recognized me on the A. 0. St. L. & C. RR and introduced him self[,]
learned my intended route and concluded to travel the same way in quest"of laborers to
bring back to his farm. At Lawrence Ks I met.some of the best men that had left our
place. They were anxious to locate on land and on their account I first conceived the idea
of locating a tract of several thousand
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acres with people from the same neighborhood. On my arrival at Topeka I became
familiar with the management and disposition made: of the cold imigrants which led me
to suggest the plan finally adopted by your association. You are familiar with the sequel.
As a principle I favored integration of the gsol'd people, but doubted its success and
practicability until after I had thoroughly investigated Kansas and its people, and became
acquainted with the high principles which actuate them in their endeavors to provide for
the poor downtrodden homeless wanderers. I was anything but favorably impressed with
the first view at Wyandotte, and thought I was doing humane service in providing
transportation for those who wished to return. My intention was to have half the section I
purchased broken for fall wheat, but I could not find any oxen suitable for that purpose
during the limited time I had to look, and upon consultation with my brother we have
determined that we cannot do anything towards breaking this summer, because we have
all that we can do to handle our cotton crop. The price bids fair to be remunerative and
we are anxious to make a large crop. I dont know how we should have succeeded without
the returned migrationists. They were very glad to get back, and give your country a hard
name in many instances, which pleases the
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Whites, but the blacks to the contrary. The latter still cherish fond hopes of reaching the
Promised Land of Kansas, and I believe will continue to go as opportunities arise, but
under better leadership and more provident management. I am besieged with questions in
regard to your country by all colors and classes. It is mecess&ry to be prudent in
answering. I soeak freer to the whites than to the blacks, because there: is considerable

excitement on the~subject among the latter already and any flattering remarks I could
make would spread with the wings of the morning. The former do not relish my assertion
that you have a fine country, (despite the scarcity of wood) and that colored people can
live there and better their condition if they know how to proceed. They are pleased at my
opinion that your people do not understand the management of colored people and that
your present policy is inadequate to accommodate a wholesale Exodus. Of course they
are not informed after the change you have made or contemplate making in the
distribution of col'd refugees. I hope the Association has provided for the families I
recommended and got them on their land. I shall watch their progress with much interest,
in fact more depends on their success than you are probably aware of. I told them they
could write their friends here freely as to their progress and prospects, but not to indicate
that I took any interest in situating them. I shall send them some China Tree seeds and
field hoes in [a] few days, or as soon as I learn that they are out at the place. I have been
anxiously looking for a letter from them or Gen. Willard Davis (who represents me in the
purchase)
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explaining if matters were progressing favorably or otherwise. This letter has already
grown too lengthy and I fear it may tax your patience to peruse it. Please address an
answer (as early
as convenient) with no mark on the envelope to denote thatiit comes from the capital or
any official. Note that I address you without prefixing title in order that the letter may not
attract undue attention. Nothing is too hard to suspicion of this country, where it has been
the custom for a century or more to ransack the mail to prevent the circulation of
documents breathing the spirit of freedom. Hoping to hear soon of the favorable progress
of the Freedmen A & R Association, also of your continued good health, I am with best
regards
Very Respectfully Your Obt SerMt
ISAIAH T. MONTGOMERY
P. S.
One of the first things I learned on reaching home was that our county school which
usually runs five months had been suddenly reduced to four months without previous
notice to the teachers or trustees. I consider this a bad step in view on the heels of the late
promises, col'd people being almost wholy the:_ones ^interested in county schools but we
are dumb, having no organ we cannot complain to an enlightened public, who consider
free education one of the bulwarks of liberty. I find that there will be no trouble
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in finding purchasers (who are able to pay) for the section I requested reserved. My
brother is of the opinion that we will take more.
Very Respectfully,
ITM
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J. H. Harris, Muldon, Monroe County, Mississippi to Governor St. John, May 24, 1879
Mr. St. John, Governor of Kansas
Dear Sir Owing to the great Exodus of colored people from the South to Kansas and to
the effect that those who go there are furnished transportation and are supplied with land
farming implements and provisions for the 1st year etc I address you with a view to
ascertaining the facts on subject of the Kansas immigration Please let me know upon
what terms land can be had and what the chances are for the poor colored man who
without money breaks up here and removes to a strange and unsettled country[.] the
people .is who are almost crazy on the Kansas question and
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as I am living tolilbuley well here I would like to know if by moving to Kansas I would
be able to do better I would not deem it proper to advise these people to breake up and
leave their native homes & climate to immigrate [to] a new country unleste with the
certainty of bettering [their] condition I have lately read a circular of the Kansas
Pacific"Railway showing the average grain yield of the lands owned by said company &
the average for the State etc. [I]n order that me and"my people the colord may recive full
information on the subject I ask you as a favor to write me the facts and send me a copy
of it[.] hoping to hear from [you] as early as possible of 1879[.]
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I am with respect your obedient servant
J. N. HARRIS
Address to Muldon, Mississippi Monroe County
J. N. Harris
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The Worth County Bank
Grant City, Mo., May 24A. 1879.
Private
Gov St John
My Dear Sir
I have sent you the Grant City Star – with an article of yours and one of my own on the
refugees.
I have been thinking that our Rep - Party requires the South to be told – and the
Respectability of the Refugees battleing in the North must be placed where it belongs.
For votes they have been [XXXXXX] D Bull dazed and at last stampeded from the
Southern States. And all this has been done by the Democratic Confederate Brigadears
being a Gift & Grant to their Democratic friends [XXXXXX] for [XXXXX] negro

Sufferate upon the South. The Blacks voted the D ticket & are running away. The D
North must accept the present and we Republicans will try and make them welcome also.
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I wish you would just forward some such points as referred to if you believe with me that
the D are guilty of the great Stampede.
The Farmers Planters & merchants of the South wants labor. The DC Brigaders want
only votes, and the fear they will get no more of them.
Yours truly
L.J. Farwell
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Toledo, Iowa May 26th 1879
Governor St. John
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find draft for $67.50 to be used by you, in aid of Colored Refugees. We
will forward clothing to Hon. J C Hibband in a few days.
Very Respecfully
H.H. Green
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Olathe Ks May 26, 1879
Hon J.P. St John
Governor
I have suggested to the New York Tribune among other things regarding the “Exodus”
the necessity of steps being taken to disinfect all their clothing and bedding while on the
Boats, and that the contributions of the people of the East be used in part toward this
matter and the probability of taking from them and destroying all their worthless rags and
of giving them new and clean. In my opinion great danger will arise from the
introduction of the germs of disease which
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will be able to generate fatal sickness not only in the refugees, but the Whites also.
Nothing is more certainly proven than that these germs will be dormant for months in
textile fabrics of all kinds ready to germinate as soon as the hot weather has come.
During the last war I had full experience in these matters while in charge of Hospitals,
and it was there too I learned the power of curtain agents to destroy these germs entirely.

As the process is simple and inexpensive I take the liberty to detail it to you. The agent is
Bromine in vapor. Textile fabrics of all kinds are to be washed, but even this is not
necessary tho better – get a large tight
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room and fill it with as many clothes [XXXX] as will allow articles to be hung up
without touching each other. If wet so much the better. To a room mg 20x20 put one
ounce of Pure Bromine is to be poured into five or six common dinner plates and the
room instantly closed as the vapor is dangerious to breathe.
If the room has been made as nearly air tight as possible all the Bromine will be
vaporized in an hour, and [XXX] [XXX] of disease every [XXXXX] and their eggs
will be destroyed. All to do then is to throw open the room and let the air through and in
a couple of hours all smell will be gone and the goods will be ready to wear.
The cost of Bromine is about
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35.00 to 40.00 [XXX].
I write from my experience in Hospitals in Louisvill Ky and [XXXXXX] Tenn. when
Small Pox, Gangrene Tyhus – fever Erysipilas [XX] existed, and [XXX] to using
Bromine. The deaths were from 5 to 15 a day while, after – scarcely a death occurred.
Will you allow me to express my [XXXXXXX] with the high and philanthropic
[XXXXXX] of your course, and the full experience that what you do will be for the best
good of to the races.
In my letter to the “Tribune” I insisted on killing every Dog – This for the reason that
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if it is not done the state will be flooded with more than [XXXXX] [XXXX], because it
is well known that Dogs will carry the germs of disease in their hair for many months.
Especially are fevers of all kinds that disseminated.
Wishing you a high and honorable career in your exhaustible position.
I am Sir
Your Obt Servt
Benjamin Woodwand
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Minneapolis Minn. May 26/79

To the Gov. of Kansas:
The colored people of the city, though few in number, have been doing all in their power
to raise something to send as an aid to their fleeing brethren – we have found many
difficulties in the way but have persisted – We have accumulated some money – and I
think other necessities such as clothing – which we will forward to the place where most
needed – hoping that you may show them all the kindness in your power – I am yours in
friendship.
A.F. Hilyer (Sec)
519 Washington Avenue South.
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Titusville Pa May 27th 1879
To Governor John P. St John
Your Honor You will find Enclosed $36.00 thirty Six dollars to be Disbursed By your
Honor & Committee as you may see fit to distribet sent by the Colored People of
Tilusville & in Cooperation with the A.M.E. Church of said town. When you get this you
will Pleas acknolag the Same sent in the name of the Titusville Refugee League of
Kansas
Committee on solictation Marshal Wilson & others
Officers Rev J.M. Morris - Prest
George White - Vice Prest
Robert R. Thompson – Secy
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Titusville Pa May 27th 1879
To Governor John P. St John
Your Honor You will find Enclosed $30.00 thirty dollars to Be Distributed By your
Honor and Committee as you may see fit to distribute sent by the Colored People of
Tilusville & in Cooperation with the A.M.E. Church of said town. When you get this you
will Pleas acknolagl the Same sent with the under sign names of the Titusville Refugee
League of Kansas
Committee on solictation Marshal Wilson & others
Officers
Rev J.M. Morris - Prest
George White - Vice Prest
Robert R. Thompson – Secy
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Benjamin J. Coverly, Morgan City, St. Mary Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, May
27, 18 79
Dear Sir At a meeting held on the 26th inst. of colored citizens appointed this following
committee: W. C. Gary ('hair) Benj. J. Coverly (secty), H. M. Tucker, Nathan Kelly, John
Berks, Edward Sims & Elder Harrison to inquire into conditions of which emagrants are

received in your State. You will therefore state [to] me as secty, what provisions are
made to emagrants if any & on what condition & if it is advisable for us to leave the
South here & come to your State for better treatment socially & politically & please
answer & give me all
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the details & condition [in] your-State for farming & stock raising. This all at present.
Yours obediently
BENJ. J. COVERLY (Secty Com)
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W. H. Harrison, New Orleans, Orleans Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, May 27,
18 79
To Governor John P. St. John
DearSir
Your letter of the 19th inst. is at hand and in reply permit me to return you the heartily
thanks of our people for the valuable instructions you furnished us, on this great exodus
among our colored people. Your communication was read in our Society last Monday
evening to about"seven or eight hundred persons, who heartily indorsed the
communication. We are glad to know that you are so earnestly interested concerning the
temporal and the spiritual welfare of our poor Colored people south. We truly desire your
assistance and all other good persons to help us to leave the land of injustice. I will send
you a copy of the Regulators of Mississippi, threatening to kill all white persons who aid
the Colored people in obtaining their rights, and in assisting them to leave oppression.
Your communications are of great value to our people at all times, and will be
appreciated. We know for a fact that all white people are not our opposers
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therefore you may rest assured that we are lead [led] to believe from our instructions and
editorials published in news-papers that you are truly our friend. Please send me a list of
the officers of the R. R. of Kansas, and if possible please send me a state map of Kansas.
Eighty persons have left our Society for Kansas, and hundreds more will follow soon. I
will be pleased to hear from you soon.
Truly Yours,
W. H. HARRISON, President of the Mutual Aid Imigration Society of New Orleans,
Louisiana.
M. H. HUNTER, Sec't
W. H. Harrison's address 415 Franklin St.
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Mitchellville, Polk County, Iowa.
May 28 1879

Hon Mr St John
Gov of Kansas. Dear Sir
Please find M.O. $18.80. Knowing the need you have of money to aid the Colored
refugees we the citizens of this village have contributed the above amt. & hope you can
use it to some advantage. Please send a receipt to me at once.
Recp to SJ Olefield P.M. and for Citizens of Mitchellville Iowa
P.S. I would mention the name of Capt. MT Russell as one of our citizens who gave
$5.00 of the above and he said he owed it to the “Dankies” for helping him when
escaping from Andersonville Prison. SJO
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Dayton, O[hio]
May 30 ‘79
Gov. St John
Topeka, Kan.
Dear Sir – Enclosed please find Post Office Order for forty dollars ($40.00) for the aid of
Colored Refugees.
By acknowledging the same you will greatly Oblige.
John G. Bronn
Cor. Secty Colored Aid Society
Dayton, O.
245 Maple St.
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Rev. J. F. Seymory New Orleans, Orleans Parish, Louisiana to Governor St John, May
28, 1879
Hon Mr John B. St John
Sir [I] take the pleauser of addressing you[r] Hon hoppin that -you will parden me of my
boldness of attempting to write to you Dear Sir will you please be so kind as to inform
me of the Present case and whate is the circomstancies of the Exodus as I am in the State
of La and would like to know and I am Certain whateever you tell me Sir are facks and as
I am in charge of a congregation of my col I beg you Sir please to inform me as my
people are leaving and with out any meanes to Sary them selfs with and I think that it
must be somethinq wrong in this matter and a few lines
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from you will satisfied me and my people and Dear Sir please parden me and beag your
kinness to send me an answer at 408 Franklin St neare [illegible] st New Orleans La
REV. J. F. SEYMOR, Esq
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J. F. Griffin, Blue Mountain, Tippah County, Mississippi to Governor St. John, May 21
or 22, 1879
Dear Gov—I seat my self to write you a few lines[.] you will oblige me much in giving
me full information about this migration whether the colord people has a free
transportation to Kansas or not[.] please give me all the information about it you can for
we want to know all about it how are we furnished & how long[.] send me a full pamplet
of all information[.] direct to Blue Mt. Miss[.] Tippah Co
J. F. GRIFFIN
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The State of Texas
County of Washington
To all whom it may concern:
This is to certify that I have known Stephen A. Hackworth, a citizen of said State and
county during the past twenty years, and that he is in good standing and repute.
Judge Hackworth has ever since Reconstruction been an earnest and active Republican;
and his sincerity and fidelity to the principles of the Republican Party stand unimpeached.
From 1870 until April 1876, he was presiding Justice of this county, and afterwards
Postmaster in this City (Brenham), discharging the duties of said offices of
[XXXXXXX] and honestly.
In testimony when of J.D. McAdoo, County Judge of said State and County
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have hereto signed my name, and attached the official seal of the County Court of said
Washington County, in Brenham, this the 27th day of May, 1879.
J.D. McAdoo,
Co. Judge, Washn. Co.
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Brenham, Washington Co, Texas
May 31st 1879
Gov John P St John.
Topeka, Kansas.
Dear Sir, In answer to your complimentary letter of the 26th inst recd on yesterday, I have
this to say.
1st That there exist on absolute necessity to colonize the colored people of the South,
because their welfare and future prosperity as a people depends upon their becoming the
owners of the lands they cultivate: and that unless the wealthy Republicans of the North,

speedily unite in a well organized movment to effect this purpose, the great majority of
the colored people will be gradually reduced to a system of slavery or peonage, and the
National government will pass into the hands of the Bourbon Democracy.
2nd That by colonizing the colored people of the South, the power of the Sessession
leaders will be forever broken, and that the welfare and best interests of the country
depends upon this being alone, and unless it is alone, the loyal people will learn in a few
years that the war for
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the Union was fought in vain and the emancipation of Southern Slaves has virtually
proven a farce.
Assuming that the history of the past eight years of Southern outrages, together with ther
forcible seizure of Southern Republican State governments by the old Confederate
leaders, and the undeniable facts presented to you in my last letter concerning Bourbon
legislation and their acts establish the Soundness and justice of my position. I shall now
proceed to show how the above and foregoing objects may be successfully accomplished.
viz.
1st Select both Kansas and Texas as the two states in which to colonize all of the first and
second classes of the colored people of the South.
2nd Buy up the large bodies of alluvial lands of Texas, and the best lands of Kansas, fence
in from 1000 to 5000 acres in one body, devide them into 50 acre tracts upon each of
which build a cheap comfortable house, and sell these tracts at a reasonable profit to
colonists, giving them ten years giving them ten years to pay for the same.
In this State millions of acres of our best cotton and sugar cane lands could be bought and
improved
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at an average price of two dollars and fifty cents per acre, but I apprehend in your State
this cannot be done for less than four dollars per acre, for your lands are higher, and it
would require better houses etc. than is required in our warm climate. In 1873, when
registration of voters was required it was shown that Gov E J Davis, received 40,000
colored votes and about the same number of white votes, and today I believe if the
Republican Party was properly organized and a vigorous canvass made that the result
would show that there are 60,000 white Republican voters in this State. We have about
15000 German voters, and we have a large number of other foreigners who are
Republican in sentiment, and I am convinced that we have more white Republicians in
Texas, than the other combined Southern States have. Mr Garfield, MC from Ohio, in a
well written and an able article, contained in the March number of the “American
Review,” declares there is a more liberal sentiment and a far greater Spirit of progress in
Texas, than exixts elsewhere in the South. Texas, like Kan-
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sas, is comparatively speaking a new country and not more than one fifth of her territory
has yet been settled, and the tide of emigration since the Rebellion has gradually caused
an change in the political sentiment of the white population since the Rebellion has
gradually caused a change in the political sentiment of the white population.
Now in other Southern States where there has been but little emigration, and the majority
of the white people are exslave owners, and now own the great proportion of the most
valuable lands, there has been no change in political sentiment with that clan, nor will
there be any so long as they have freed labor to support them, and to cultivate their lands.
The freedmen owning no land, they are thus made wholly dependent upon those who do
own the lands, and so long as persecution, starvation and the bullet confronts them, they
are not likely to have any political independence nor to show any marked degree of
progress etc: but their large voting population whether it is cast at elections for the
Democracy or not voted at all, gives that Party a large vote, both in congress and in the
Electorial college which they would not otherwise have. Thus the freedmen are made an
unwilling but a helpless in[Image 307]
strument in the hands of the Rebel Democracy whereby that Party will regain all they lost
by rebellion, and instead of ruling over a small confederacy of States alone, they may
under the tide of events is arrested, become the absolute masters of the North. For these
and many other sound reasons, I maintain that if it should take several reasons, I maintain
if it should take several millions of dollars to bring about a final and complete Exodus of
the colored population of the South, the loyal and liberty loving people of the North,
should not hesitate to furnish the required amount of capital to accomplish this grand
result, and thus secure a lasting victory over the Southern Conspirators. Without a well
devised system of such emigration, sustained by necessary capital, it will be impossible
to accomplish a general exodus of the colored people from the South. Simply to furnish
capital to enable the colored people to leave the South, and to enable them to concentrate
in large numbers in Northern States and Territories, and then to leave them in a helpless
consideration, would be a great barbarity and an imercesable crime.
The colored people are ripe for a general and spontaneous movement of this kind, and
even here in Texas, where their rights are more respected, and where they have not
undergone one tenth of the persecutions and retail and wholesale murders perpetrated
upon their
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brethen in other Southern States, yet they too have the Kansas fever, and if the necessary
encouragement and aid was given them, they would leave Texas in mass. Of course if
the colored people here understood that a large per cent of their race from other Southern
states would emigrate to Texas, and that substantial aid would be furnished them all to

obtain homes here, the Kansas fever would soon be cured. To return to my argument in
favor of colored emigration to Texas, I will submit the following summary of facts for
your consideration, to Wit. 1st That Texas, is a vast empire of itself, embracing 268,684
square miles of territory, with 192,299 miles of which is only sparsly settled and
organized, while there yet remains 72,385 square miles of unsettled and unorganized
territory. 2nd That Texas, embraces the largest area of fertile lands, adapted to every
variety of agricultural productions, with the mildest and healthiest climate of any state of
the union. 3rd That the exslaveowners compose only about one fifth of the white
population of the State, and that there are at least 50,000 white Republicans here who
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own more real estate and other property than the exslave owners of the State process.
4th That several millions of acres of our most valuable lands belong to the several
counties for public and free educational groups, and our state constitution further
provides for a permanent Free School System by educating and seting aside a part of the
state revenue, not to exceed one fourth of the revenue, together with all poll taxes, to be
distributed annually and equally to the several counties, according to their scholastic
population, without regard to race, color etc. The public school fund appropriated since
1876, amounts to about four dollars per Scholar, and our free schools are maintained
generally throughout the State, about three months of each year but by sale of our school
lands it is certain that a permanent fund can be secured which will enable our free schools
to be taught six or more months per year. Each incorporated city or town is empowered
by the vote of two thirds of the taxpayers, to levy a special School tax to aid with State
school appropriations, to es[Image 310]
tablish and maintain free schools throughout the year. Under this act, this city has
maintained since 1876, a thorough system of graded free schools ten months per each
scholastic year, where 48 colored and 500 white children have been given equal
opportunities, except being taught in Separate Schools. The recent veto of the
appropriation for free schools, by Gov Roberts, has developedthe fact that a large
majority of the white people of Texas, favor the free school system, and that its
perpeturity is certain beyond all question. 5th That we have a colored population of at
least 200,000, about 20,000 of whom own good homes of their own, and that to colonize
these people in some other state or Territortory, would require a large outlay of capitol
which can be saved and better appropriated by siding the colored people of other
Southern States to colonize in Texas. 6th That the climate of Texas, and the varied
production of our fertile lands, are by far better adapted to colored labor, and colonization
than any other Northern of the Union, and that they can be colonized here with only one
half of the capital that
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it would require to colonizd them in Northern latitudes. 7th That by colonizing a large
portion of the colored population of other Southern States, in Texas, four Republican
States can be gained when a dividion of the state is made, thereby securing eight (8)
Republican Senators and twelve or more congressmen, thus increasing Republican, and
decreasing Democratic representation, more largly and surely than can be accomplished
by colonizing the Blacks elsewhere.
8th That the colonization of the Blacks, in Northern latitudes, will be a doubtful
experiment, requiring a large outlay of capital, while on the other hand such colonization,
in Texas, will be no doubtful experiment, because the climate and productions of the soil
is adapted to their labor.
9th The colonization of the Blacks, upon uplands, and in an exclusively grain growing,
country, would take their labor into – to them – a new field of agriculture, where the
greater part of labor is done by machinery, and where their labor will come into constant
competetion and conflict with white labor, just as Chinese
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labor has had to do in California; but on the other hand, by colonizing the Blacks upon
the alluvial lands of Texas, where cotton and sugar cane are the chief productions, they
are placed in a boundless field of agriculture in which they have always been
accumstomed, and where long experience has proved that there is no other labor that can
mercifully compete with them. Again such colonization would place them in a position
where they would never come into conflict or competetion with white labor, because
white labor cannot withstand the miasmatic influences of low alluvial lands, consequently
such labor naturally seek higher latitudes and a grain growing country.
I have now in a brief and a matter of fact way presented the question of Colored
Colonization in Texas, and all that I ask, is, that the reasons and facts presented, may be
fairly considered by the real friends of this second – and in fact – real emancipation of the
colored people of the South. After this has been done, if it should
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be decided that Texas, is not considered a safe asylum and home for the oppressed
Blacks, I shall not oppose any practible plan for colonizing them elsewhere, but will
gladly devote my time in aiding to secure this desirable result.
Whatever is done to attain this purpose should be done by June 1880, so that the
freedmen may be speedily and effectively relieved from the unfortunate conditions and
circumstances now surrounding them. Besides attaining this landable and desireable
result, it will beyond all question defeat all chances of Democratic triumph in 1888 and
for all future time, for the “Solid South,” would be effectively broken, because the labor
upon which the Bourbon leaders and their supporters live and fatten, would be irrevoratly
lost to them, and the time now spent by them, in political and devising means and ways
by which to degrade, cheat and “Bulldog” the helpless freedmen, would have to be taken
up in supplying the pressing wants and demands of their bellies by honest labor
performed by themselves. I see that President Hayes, and many others
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are inclined to the opinion that it would be better to distribute the Blacks, over the
Western States, instead of massing them into one or two States; but they forget that if this
was done the freedmen would be deprived of all opportunities to become landowners and
to educate their children: for if they were scattered here and there among white people,
only ten per cent of them would ever buy homes, and the remainder would be tenants and
floating labor. The President and others fall into this error by assuming that in Ls, Miss,
and SC, where the Blacks largely outnumber the whites they have undergone greater
persecutions and privations, than in other states where they are in the minority, but, these
gentlemen forget that freedmen properly colonized wold be placed in quite different
circumstances to the position they now occupy as a class of improverished tenants.
Therefore I am clearly of the opinion that it would be a great wrong to distribute the
Blacks among the white population of the Western States. Colonize & colonize & the
oppressed freedmen & should be the Keynote and Watchword until this ground
movement is accomplished. Whatever is done to attain this great result must be done by
Northern Republicans for the White Republicans of the South , as a general rule,
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oppose colored emigration from the South. There will be a convention of representative
colored men of this State held at Houston, Texas, on the 1st of July next for the purpose of
considering among other things, the necessity and practability of colored emigration etc.
and as I am in correspondence with many leading colored men who will likely attend this
convention, I would rejoice to hear of some practable plan of action being decided upon
by you and other friends of colored colonization, by the time this convention meets. I
have now submitted to your Excellency, in my communications, a brief account of the
general condition etc. of the colored people of the South, and the urgent reasons why they
should be speedily colonized, and presented my own reasons as to how and where such
colonization can be best accomplished.
In conclusion, I respectifully and earnestly urge your Excellency to use your best
influences in promoting and bringing about a thorough organization of Northern
capitalists to give the necessary aid in accomplishing this great purpose. Every dollar
invested in a well devised plan of such colonization will be
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well secured, for when the freedmen are placed in a condition where they can reap the
full fruits of their own labor. I see no reason to prevent them from gradually paying back
every cent used to colonize them. I feel so certain and sanguine that they would and
could pay back all capital so used to aid them to colonize, that I would not hesitate to
invest several millions of dollars if I had it – in a well devised plan of such colonization.
In proof of this assertion I have in the face of all opposition been engaged for several
years past in a small enterprise of the kind, in which I have devoted the most of my time

and invested all of my limited means and capital, and if the exodus of colored people is to
include Texas, with other Southern States, I will lose all that I have so invested. This
communication is confidential and not intended for general publicity, for if the
suggestions herein contained are to be considered and acted upon, it would be both
unwise and unsafe for any one outside of the real friends of this movement to know the
plans and purposes to be accomplished.
Sincerely hoping that my communications and humble efforts made in behalf of the
colored people
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may lead to some practable and general plan of their colonization. I remain.
Your obt svrt,
Stephen A. Hackworth.
June 3rd 79, PS. Since writing the above, I have received a circular from Hon Fred
Douglass, containing his objections against colored emigration to Kansas, and other
Northern latitudes. From his circular I infer that colored colonization from other
Southern States, in Texas, would meet his hearty concurrence, and cooperation. The
coloring resolution of the circular reads thus. “Resolved, That if this emigration Scheme
is commended on the ground that civilization has been advanced by immigration, it may
be safely asserted that this Exodus, does not conform to the laws of such civilizing
emigration. Such as carrying the language, literature and laws of more advanced peoples
to those who are benighted and ignorant, and further it does not conform to the laws of
geography, which laws require for healthy emigration that the emigrants shall proceed,
not from South to North, not from heat to cold; but from East to West and not far away
from the latitudes and climates in which they were born.” It seems to me that these ideas
are worthy of consideration. S.A.H.
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W. H. Harrison, New Orleans, Orleans Parish, Louisiana to Governor St- John, June 2, 18
79
To the Hon. John P. John Gov
at a meeting had of the unititid homes a [committee] was [appointed] to go West and seek
after a locality to assemble our people and aid Committee shall have full power to act at
other asociations in to the West and with agents land and railroad to Select a place for a
[illegible word] and [illegible word] and said Committee s'hall hold meetings in Topoe
Kanasas or other places and then to do it and Corespond the same back to their organise
ation.
Your
W. H. HARRISON Prest of A. E. S. N. C.
M H HUNTER
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Austin Texas
June 2nd 1879
Dear Sir.
I duly recd yours of 29th May. I have but lately returned from a trip accupying near two
months on the Rio Grande, at Corpus Christi [XX], and found quite an accumulation of
business and letters to attend to.
I had noticed accounts of the exodus you refer to, but hoped the fever would not reach
Texas.
I don’t see how our colored friends can hope to improve their conditions by leaving
Texas for any other State. Here they are used to the climate, soil and productions, and
their treatment by the whites is at least not unendurable. They are in a minority in
politics, but so are many of us whites, and I think they had better stay, and work with us
for a change in that respect.
In Mississippi and Louisiana and probably other states, they have no doubt been treated
so unfairly that life is made a burden to them, but even those can do better by coming to
Texas than by going to Kansas. Here is need of, and place for them here.
Very truly yours
Judge S.A. Hackworth
Edna J. Davis
Brenham Texas
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Roseline Cunningham, West Point, Clay County, Mississippi to Governor St. John, June
18, 18 79
To Governor John P. St. John Topeka, Kansas
Respected Sir:
I write a few lines to you for information about emigrating to your state next fall. We are
hard working people but can not reap the benefit of our labor. I went to the State of Ohio
in 1877 to see if we could not make a better support than in Miss I found the laboring
class of people could it has taught me to know there is better living in a grain fruits and
stack growing state than in a cotton growing one Rev. Ephriam Strong my brother in
United States army three years during the War of 1861 and was honorable discharged at
its close desired me to write to you for information on making a support in that state. We
wants to know if we can get any assistance from the government or any society to
emigrate to Kansas. We have seen some papers from there and feell if we could get there
we could make a better support. The way we are paid for labor in Miss there will be very
few of us that will be able to come without aid I have been teaching public reports in the
districts ever since they began in Miss. In 1871 When the republican haves rule the state I
made right good support at it but since the democratic power has got in the we can
remedy board and clothe ourselves but for the love of our race we keep on. I remain in
the state of Ohio ten months and saw that it was better for a farmer to raise
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grain fruits and stock than cotton and have desire to go to a grain growing state ever since
to live all the people in district I taught are wanting to emigrate to Kansas this fall if they
can get assistance from any quarters and if all do not come if I can get information from
you that I can get in any business for a support and get assistance to get there my brother
father and husband and I am coming a great many desired me to write to Kansas for
information. I thought it would be best to write to you I see in the Mo. Republican that
you have a freedmen aid society thinking perhaps I we could get assistance from it please
answer our letter and let us know if you can aid us and on what terms you would be
willing to aid us by doing so you will [help] us and a great many more and we will be
grateful in our hearts
Your humble obedient and grateful Servant
Roseline Cunningham
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Mayor’s Office
Wichita, Kans., 6/2 1879
Hon J.P. St John
Topeka K
Enclosed please find Draft #26174 - $22.00 which please use in aid of the Colored
Exodus $15.00 of the above was given by the Sam Lucas Under Ground Rail [XXX] Co
and the balance [XXXXX] subscription
Very Respectifully
Sol H. Kohn
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Kenton Ky.
June 2nd 1879
Gov. St John
Topeka Kansas
Honorable Sir: I must say that your answer to my letter of the 18th of May addressed to
you, was a very great surprise to me. I did not expect you to consume valuable time in
answering an unimportant communication from so unworthy a personage as myself. But
you did so and to say the least I really felt honored in receiving it. You may rest assured
that the Tar-heals and Cotton-heads of the South will not Bull-Doze me.
You invite me over into “God’s Country” for which you will please accept my thanks. I
will come. But I desire first to further Educate myself or as the native Southerner would
say “git a little more book learnin” when I shall endeavor to ascertain the section that
offers the best advantages to a young man and then go tither.
Very truly Yours
Chas. M.F. Striger
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Bratshaw, Black & Co.
Bankers
Detroit, Mich. June 3 1879
Dear Sir:
Miss Amanda May of Kansas is addressing meetings at different points in this state on
the “Exodus.” She spoke here last night and in the course of her remarks said she was
“Commissioned by the governor of Kansas to solicit funds in the East for the relief of the
refugees now flocking tither.”
Some of the citizens inquired of me if I believed it to be true and I replied that while I did
not believe it yet I would write to you and find out.
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I had not heard anything of beggars being sent out before I left Topeka and I would like
to have you state whither she was correct or not. As I leave here today please send
answer to Joseph Black Esq
82 Griswold St. Detroit Mich.
Very Respy
J.G. Sloned
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Brenham, Texas
June 4th 1879.
Gov John P St John,
Topeka, Kansas.
Dear Sir,
Since mailing you my communication of yesterday, I have received a letter from ExGov
Edmund J Davis, which I herewith enclose to you. From this it will be seen that the Gov
concurs with me in the opinion that it would be best to colonize the Freedmen of other
Southern States in Texas.
I have sent Gov Davis, a copy of “The Commonwealth,” containing the communication
of the 19th ult, and I also give him the leading points made by me in my letter of
yesterday addressed to you, and respectfully requested him to consider them and to give
your Excellency a full opinion in regard to the necessity of colored Emmigration and
colonization. You will probably hear from him within the next ten days, and as there is
no Republican who stands higher in the confidence of the colored people of Texas, than
Gov Davis, his opinions and cooperation in any matter concerning their general welfare,
will be worthy of all due consideration and attention.
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I forgot to state on yesterday, that by a recent act of our State legislature, that 3,000,000
of acres of State lands has been placed in the market for the purposed of building a new
State Capital, and that it is very probable that 21,000,000 of acres of School lands will be
placed in market too, at an early day. Besides this we have 32,000,000 of public State
lands, which are subject to preemption for homesteads of 160 acres per each head of a
family. By a three year residence upon the public State lands, and the payment of about
fifteen dollars fees, each head of a family who preempts and settles upon 160 acres,
acquires a perfect title. It is estimated that almost 15,000,000 of acres of the State
domain is very valuable and productive lands. Besides these lands there are about
30,000,000 of acres owned by R.R. corporations, which can be purchased on very liberal
terms, and there also several millions of acres of our most valuable alluvial lands which
could be bought from private parties at an average price of one dollar per acre.
From these statements it will be seen that there are lands sufficient in Texas, upon which
to colonize every industrious colored family in
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the South, and I do not believe such fertile bodies of lands with this climate and
productions do well adapted to a large colored colonization, can be found elsewhere in
the South or in the entire Union.
Please consider all I have said in regard to this matter, and the necessity of a large
combination of Northern Capital and secure a practable success of colored colonization:
together with the great and permanent results to be attained etc.
Hoping to hear fully from you at an early date I remain,
Very respectfully,
Your Obt Sevt,
Stephen A Hackworth.
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Lowell Kent Co Mich June 6, ‘79
Dear Sir
Please inform me where & who to send money to for the benefit of the negro or colored
people who have been & are now coming into your state. Do you think they will need all
the funds that will be likely to be forwarded
Yours Truly
J.C. English
[Image 337]
St Joseph Mo June 6 1879

To his Excellency
Gov. St John
Topeka Kan
My dear Sir
At the time of the exodus excitement, the Citizens of St. Joseph contributed a small sum
of money, and clothing for the benefit of the needy ones. The most of the clothing were
shipped to Topeka (3 boxes) addressed to Rev. Mr. Hubbard, but as yet, we are not
advised of their delivery.
I have enclosed to you a post office order for $20.00 which please hand to the right party
to be disposed of in the proper manner and cause an acknowledgement to be made as
soon as convenient.
We have a few non articles of clothing and also a small amount of money on hand still
which will be sent to thos refugees who are mostly in need of assistence from the public –
In view of this fact, will you kindly give me any information upon this subject, which
will [XXXXX] to act wisely in the disposition of the [XXXXXX] of the articles &
money on hand? Also, please direct me who to correspond with upon the subjects
mentioned and greatly oblige.
Your obedient Servant
J.M. Trent
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Rushford Minn.
June 9, 1879
Gov. J.P. St. John
Dear Sir
Inclosed please find three dollars ($3.00) from our little church (Cong.) for the aid of the
blacks who are escaping from oppression.
Yours
Wm W. Snell.
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Law Office Of
N.C. McFarland
Topeka, Kansas June 9th 1879
Dear Gov.
It seems to me that the only way to make a certainity of some money soon, is for some
one to go East and take in Washington to see what is actually doing there. It is manifest
that you are the peoples person to go, not only on account of your position but your
ability to “take up a collection.” I hope you will consent at the meeting this evening to
go.
Very truly

N.C. McFarland
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Richard West, Barton, Colbert County, Alabama to Governor St. John, June 7, 1879.
Gov. St. John
Dear Sir. I would be glad to hear from the land south of the Topeka, Santa fe rail-road,
especially Clarke Co. There are hundreds seeking homes in the southern parts of Kansas,
if we can find building timbers, for the purpose of raising cotton. The reason why that I
wrote to you was for the purpose of finding out the exact understanding that I wanted to
know. And if it be appropriate for you to hand this to any of the this [sic] railroad agents
or the government land holder, why please do so, if it be necessary. I am living 100 and
20 miles from east of Memphis, Tenn., and would be glad to know if it would not be
better for me to come to Fort Smith, Arkansas, than to go round by St. Louis. We all
desire to reach our new homes with our wagon and teem. Hoping Dear Sir that thou wilt
be the gentleman that will not fail in giving me all of the information about the Matter as
[soon as] possible as I am on a look out for that part [of the] Country. Write soon if you
please.
Yours respectfully
RICHARD WEST (col)
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direct your Letter to Barton Station Ala Colbert Co. Memphis and C. C. r-road to Richard
West cold
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Kansas City Car Wheel Co.
Rosedale, Kas. June 9th 1879
Hon John P. St john,
Gov of Kansas.
My dear Sir
Enclosed herein I hand you the bended-knee, [XXXXXXX and Memorial” of the
{XXXXXXX] [XXXXXX] referred to in our interview, and which was printed in the
Mo Republican of the 4th inst, without editorial comment. This document is mixed,
containing much that is true, while at the same time it contains statements which are
untrue and based, as you will doubtless perceive, upon hypothetical reasoning.
[XXXXXX] it not out of place to send it to you, is my apology
[Image 346]
for its transmission.

I have taken occasion to mark such portions as I regard as being measurably true. No
doubt it will be read by your excellency with some degree of pleasure and interest,
whatever your conclusions and deductions may be.
With feelings of high personal regard
I have the honor to be
Your Obt Svt
B. H. Lanies
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Goldsboro; N.C.
June, 10th , 1879
Gov. J.P. St John, Esq
Gov of Kansas
Dear Sir:
I write you to ascertain from your Excellency, if the Negroes that Emigrate to your state
are well treated and can get homes: 2nd can they do well out there? 3rd can they get land
to cultivate? 4th do the whites welcome them there? 5th do you think that they can better
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their conditions by coming to your State. the Colored people are holding conventions,
mass meetings and local meeting to see whether the feeling of the mass are in favor of
going to your state, hence I write you to learn the facts about the Kansas movement and
the feelings of your own people there. --And again I sincerely hope you will answer my letter and give us all the information you
can, and if they can be provided for in
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their destitute conditions. I am a Republican and not opposed to their going if they can
better their condition, but if you think it would make bad worse I want to be able to
advise them as to the truth of the Movement.
I remain your Humble Servant Respectifully
B. Price.
Commissioner of Goldsboro Wayne Co. N.C.
Care of Geo. T. Wassom
P.O. Box 258
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
June 7, 1879

Washington DC
Gov J P St John
He was general so regarded I believe in Louisiana
Wm P Kellogg
10 collect
Party referred to is B H Lavier of East Carrol La
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H. Swift, Mobile, Mobile County, Alabama to Governor St. John, June 11, 1879
My Dear freind Mr Governor
[First line unreadable] I an hear by with the hart of my people, honor Mr governor I want
to be satisfy[.] Please send to us all the information that can be know about kansas. Will
you pies for god saek to till us all the new that can be know[.] hear is thousand that want
to hear from ther[.] wat make we under take this, becaus we seen yo leter in the New
Orleans Observer about two weak go Mr governor if you pls
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to write as soon as you recive this if yo honor will alow you[.] we is badly press[.] this all
a one sided in the crinel court and in high court[.] Pies excurs this bad writeing if you
pies when you write if yo honor will[.] we all is interes about Kansas, the Kansas fever is
high hear[.] We do not know yo first name so we will singe yo name Mr. governor, we is
anches to hear about every thing in line of liven and business[.] Pies till us in all yo high
honor[.] I will com to a closs good night our friend, hop
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that you will all ways be god [good?] [g]reant that this may rech you and fine yo [word
unreadable] [I]t douse us good to write to you[.] We hop to gane some great information
from you[.] When you write [di]rect yo leter to I Mr H Swift[.] I an a coler man live in
Mobile Ala. Write to I Mr. H Swift on Mopril St bet St Mader and hackless St[.] good
knight[.] I shall remane as yours
H Swift
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A. J. Smith, Shreveport, Caddo Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, June 19, 1879
Hon Govner St. John of the State of Kansas
Dear Sir
I bege your Hon. to excuse my incompetency to address your Hon. Admit me to your for
information in regard to emigration. I want to know how we are to come by rail or

steamer or wagon & what would be useful to bring with us. When is the best time for us
to come out of this State in yours. We want to get at or as near the
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timber as posible for location. We learn that the climate is extremely cold & wont suit us.
if we cant live in your State, we will have to go somewhere, it is almost imposible for us
to stay South. We are told that in Kansas not a cabben to be had nor nothing to make any
with. We ar not going to come a verry large crowd & want to bring every things that you
say is of use for us to have and everry thing that your Hon. may think proper to mention
to us & plese say if there is
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any use of Sending a delegate or some one to look & locate a place for us. if you can act
in that stead for us plese do so. We want lest expences as posible. Plese excuse bad
spelling and writing &c
I remande your
obden servant
& Repectfully &c
A. J. SMITH
Address your letter to A. J. Smith Shreveport, La
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William Freeman, New York City, New York CountyV New York, to Governor St. John,
June 12, 1879
To His Excc'l Gov. J. P. St. John
Sir, enclosed you will find a draft for two hundred and fifty dollars, emanating from the
Colored Republican General Committee of the City and County of New York, for the
purpose of relieving the wants of our people in your State which you will be kind enough
to send us a receipt, and also –
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please send a notice to the Associated Press.
Answer:
32 Chamber St.
N.Y.
EDWARD [name illegible]
PHIL BACKUS
WASINGTON PARKER
JAMES B. LEE
WM FREEMAN.Chairman
JNO DOSIER Sect

Answer
32 Chamber St
NY.
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Taylor Jackson, Kinsley, Edwards County, Kansas to Governor St. John, June 12, 1879
John P St John Governor
Dear Sir, Please accept my thanks for the prompt reply to my letter of the ninth inst.
Southwestern men seem reluctant to lend money on real estate, while it appeared so dry. I
remain yours very Respectfully
TAYLOR JACKSON
Continued
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Dear Sir you will please not think my asking too much in wishing you to furnish me with
the following information, Mr. A. C. Thorne of vicinity[,] a Christian temperance man
and a scholar, desires me to inquire of you, if there is any field open for a school teacher
among the refugees. Mr. T. is well acquainted with the mode of Kansas farming, and I
think it probable would effect much good in the freeman work. He thinks the
Presbyterian freeman board of missions will partially pay for his service, provided a field
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of work could be obtain[ed].Your friend and well wisher.
Taylor Jackson
answer
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The American Baptist Home Mission Society.
Chicago, June 13 1879.
Gov. John P. St Johns
Topeka.
Sir
Understanding that all monies & goods designed for the destitute freed people who are
seeking homes in Kansas should be forwarded to you, & having a small sum, & a box of
goods consigned to my care for these people, I beg to enclose a check for $19.40, and
will forward the box of goods by freight to your address.
Please send receipt & oblige
Yours Resp svt
Wm M. Haigh
[Image 369]

Moore & Moss, Car Wheel Foundry,
Kansas City, Mo, June 13th 1879
Honl Jno P St John,
Gov of Kansas.
My Dear Sir
I am informed that an intimate friend of yours has expressed the opinion that the
publication of your letter to me of the 9th inst’ was bad faith on my part. I am unwilling
to believe, for at moment, that you can take such a view of the matter, as the letter was
written to me, as I understood at the time, for public use, and often your excellency and
myself had had a full and free interchange of opinion upon the subject matter of your
letter and in which you had expressed to me precisely the same ideas it contained in said
Communication, there was nothing contained in this letter but truth and fact, and for these
reasons I saw no possible objection to getting an iditorial from a Democratic paper
favorable to the black people of my section, based upon
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the publication above referred to.
Most Sincerely trusting the information which has reached me is erroneous, that my
position is correct, and that I have done nothing to forfeit, or even disturb the friendship
of one whom I have every reason to hold in the highest personal esteem and
consideration.
I have the honor to be Your oblidged & obt Svt,
B.H. Lanier
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Letter of Recommendation: W. S. Phillips, Washington, DC to Governor St. John, June
14, 1879
Governor St. John
My Dear Governor:
The bearer Mr. G. N. Harvey of Mississippi desire to go to Kansas to teach among his
colored friends.
He has been recommended to me as a competent and worthy person. I recommend him to
your good offices and for such advice and assistance as you can render him.
Very Respectfuly and Truly Yours, W. S. PHILLIPS [House of Rep's.]
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G. N. Harvey, St. Mary's, St. Genevievi County, Missouri to Governor St. John, June 13 ,
1879
His Excellency Gov. St. John
Dear Sir:
Enclosed herewith I send a letter of introduction from Mr. W. A. Phillips. I am a young
man, 24 years of age and a native of Tishomingo Co., Mississippi. A few years since I

had some correspondence with your State Sup't in reference to the schools of Kansas. He
informed me that I could probably get a school in one of the large towns. I am now on my
way to your state but as the schools will not begin till Sept. and my
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means being quite exhausted I am afraid to come unless there is a certainty of getting
immediate employment,
Would you—sir—be so kind as to give me your advice about coming to Kansas now.
I am Sir, Your obt Servant
G. N. HARVEY
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[Opelausas] S. Landry, La June 14, 1879
Dear Sir:
According to certain repports heard here, the Government of Kansas should have opened
an emigration and should give away land to farmers.
Wishing to know more about it, I hereby come to inquire what are the consession and
advances and upon what conditions does your government deal with farmers.
What is the nature of the land. What are the materials and fuel found in it and on it and
where are they situated..
What are the means of transportation and when and where does the boats come up and
land to take people on board.
Great many white and black people expect to go off pretty soon with their family and also
[expect] do they say a boat witch is to tack them away and carry writ up to destination.
Though we are farmers, I and my father, we also carry on the trades of carpenter, mason
and bricks-maker, witch I think would be of a great use of in the farming country you are
putting up.
Waiting for your answer, I remain your humble servant
Victor Brewlly Jr.
N.B. Do not forget any of the particulars I have above mentioned you. We myt be of a
great utility to you, if the conditions are favorable to us, here, there is great dislike among
the working classes of all kind.
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Bellfonte June 16. 1879
Governor of Kansas
Dear Sir. having learned that you are chairman of the Freedmen’s relief and immigration
Society. I take the liberty of addressing you.
1st What are the plans adopted by your society for their settlement in communities in
Morris and other Counties
2nd Will their education be conducted under the common school system of the State, or by
your aid Society or by the various church Boards of the Freedmens Schools as established
in the south
If the way should be open I would like to engage as Teacher among them and make
myself generally useful among them as Providence may open up the way. I am a man of
Forty-Four years of age with a wife and four children. Have had an extensive experience
as Teacher of Common Schools in Pennsylvania and have taught one term at Kinsley
Kansas.
I also have had Some experience of farming in Kansas
[Image 378]
Will you please write me giving me such information as you may be in possession of,
By so doing you will very much Oblige.
A. C. Thome
Bellfonte
Ford County Kansas
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J. W. Dunjee, Uniontown, Perry County, Alabama to Governor St. John, June 17, 1879
Governor John P. St. John Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir
I have just read in the New York Tribune of June 10th your views relitive to the
emigration of the freedmen to your State. You have so kindly and truthfully stated the
case I feel compelled to write you Dear Sir for thus coming to our aid in this our darkest
hour. I served as a slave 27 years of my life and have seen that institution in all of its
blackest colours. None but the recording Angel will ever know the extent of the
presusblud and bitter tears which have been spilt and shed by my people in the South
before the war for 250 years. We were hunted and torn in pieces by bludhounds[,] nerly
whipped to deth and buried in the cotton and rice swamps; after the war
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we thought that the Christianity and civilization of the age in which we live would
compel the white people of the South to treat us humain at least, but what have we
seen[?] Our people have been murded in the most in humain manner all over the South.

Our balots is of no use to us. We are only citizens in name. No well informed person can
den[y] th[e] fact th[at] we are denied nearly every right which comonly belong to
American citizensons. We are robed out of our votes have no redress in the corts of justis
no means of educating our children the jails chaingangs and the penetentarys al over the
South is filled with our best colored people for no crime which they have commited[.]
any white men [it] matters not how lowhe may moraly [be] if he hands in a charge to the
grand jury ever so fals it being the producer of hate aganst any colored man who has
dared advise his people how to vote[.] this, advice with voting the republican
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ticket is always a crime here hundred and thousands or us have been murded in cole blud
for simply voting our centiments year after year we are robed of our hart earnings[.] this
state of thing has grown worse and wors year after year until bleading humanity can
beare no longer feeling that life nor property are safe here for us and that we are
compeled to seek refuge in some part of the country where the Christianity and humanity
of the people will not allow them to Oppress us. We had a secret meeting here and I was
requested by said meeting to write you stating our trobles and asking you a few questions
we desiour to come to Kansas about 50 in a company[.] we intend bringing all we have[,]
our mules and cattle. We are coming by the durt road in wagons. Can such a number —of
persons find homestead
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land so they can settle together forminq a colliney[?] we do not inten [to] bring anlong a
single carper but all hard working men and women. Could such a coliney find means of
education for their childreh[?] If government land cannot be obtained on what tirms can
we get land because we are coming to your state not to be sepported
but to mantain our selves and to contribut something to the well being of the state. From
all we here of Kansas we beleive our rights will be secured in your mids[t] [T]he white
people here tell us if we come we will freze and starve to deth I say we had better freze
and starve tring to be men thn to stay here and be slaves for if this very letter was made
public I would be in peizen in a week and never see a free land
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You will please inform us what time to come so we can make a crop for next year, from
the present feeling amoung the colored here gret numbers will leve this fall I think all say
they are coming to Kansas no other place seem to attract attention
Please let me here from you at your earlest convinance
Yours with Gret Respect J. W. DUNJEE
P. S. Please don’t make this letter public as by so doing my life
would be in danger as they have dissided here to handle any colored man who shall move
in this matter
J. W. DUNJEE
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Office of the Inter-Ocean
Chicago, June 19, 1879
Typed letter to Governor St. John from Wm. P. Sixon.
(Page 79 of the June, 1879 Letters)
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Henry Adams, Shreveport, Caddo Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, June 19, 1879
To his Excellency John P. St. John Governor of the State of Kansas at Topeka, Kan.
Hon. Sir
being elected as Agent or Representative of the emigrants of the North Louisiana & Red
River Valley (Col'd) to visit your State in the interest of the colored imigrants who desire
to imigrate there, beleiving it best to their interst to do so, and having such unbounded
confidence in the administration of your Government, I shall visit your State sometime in
the month of July, for the above named purpose. I am the leader of this movement and
represent about the neighborhood of 20,000, old and young; I shall therefore request of
you all the information you will see fit to extend to me as their representative regarding
the State of which you are so wisely placed to rule over. I trust that our movement hence
to your noble
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State where we find that the honest, the industrious, the frugal man can enjoy the rights
and privileges that nature in her wisdom bestows upon all mankind. We are laboring men
& women. We are tillers of the soil, our labor has made a South rich, and today had we
been treated as human beings, the South would be able to boast in her pride of wealth
equal to the Indies. Therefore we wish to live only in peace and harmony with all races of
mankind. And your State will be proud in days to come, that she opened her arms of
friendship and sympathy to receive the Sons of Afric, a persecuted race as we are. Our
labor, our frugality and industry will soon make her copse [sic] with any State in the
Union.
Hoping to hear from you soon. I will be in your State sometime in July 1879. I am a
resident of Shreveport, Caddo Parish, but [am] here in the City [of New Orleans].on
business of immigration, but will leave direct from here for Topeka.
Your Obst
HENRY ADAMS
No. 4 51 Thalia St.
New Orleans, La.
President of the Colonization
Council of Shreveport, Caddo
Parish, Louisiana
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Washington County, Texas.
Brenham, June 20th 1879.
Gov John P St John,
Topeka, Kansas.
Dear Gov, your interesting favor of the 13” and 14” insts. both came to hand on the 16th
inst. I have delayed replying to them because I have by special invitation of colored
friends, attended two large exodus meetings, and their celebration held here on the 18 inst
of the anniversary of their real emancipation in this state. (Gen. Granger, issued general
orders on June 18”1865, declaring all slaves of Texas free, and since then the colored
people here regard it as an anniversary.) I made them three speeches in regard to the
necessity of emigration and colonization, and I never saw such general enthusiasm
among any class of people, as was manifested by them at these three large gatherings of
over 2000 persons. The general cry was “on to free Kansas.” I debated the questions
presented by the “exodus” with two able Democratic orators, both lawyers, and I wanted
them badly, because I had the best side of the question. Since then I have been appealed
to by large Democratic farmers to stop urging
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this question, because they say it will ruin the Negroes, and exterminate them to go North
but I fear the main reason for their apparent solicituile for the welfare of the Negro, is
because they know they can never supply his place with other good labor. I shall never
cease my dfforts to encourage the Blacks, to colonize, and I earnestly hope that my letters
to your Excellency in regard to this great question may aid you in the efforts you are
making to procure the cooperation of friends and Capital to ensure a successful and a
complete exodus and colonization of the colored people of the South. It will take brains,
energy and practability combined with capital to do this, and I have done my interest in
my communication to your Excellency, to impress upon you – and through you – other
real friends of colored colonization, the absolute importance of systematic and well
devised plans aided by capital and brains to make this great movement a final triumph.
My plan is, for capital to bring up sufficient bodies of fertile lands to coloniz the first and
second classes of the Blacks, upon, then to select the best mechanics among these classes,
furnish them with material to build small, but comfortable houses upon every 50 acre
tract, then en[Image 391]
close these lands in bodies of from 4000 to 10,000 acres under a barbed wire fence, sell
out each 50 acre tract to families of the first and second classes only, giving them from 5
to 10 annual payments to pay for their homes. Many of the first class could pay or partly
pay for their homes, furnish their own supplies farm stock and farming implements, while
all of the second class could generally furnish their own farm stock and ordinary farming
implements, but during the first year they would have to be furnished with supplies etc.

As these classes grow and become prosperous then they could gradually aid the better
elements of the third class to join them, and colonize. All past efforts made to colonize
the Negroes, has proved a disaster, because they were thrown upon their own resources at
once with no practable white men to direct and control them, and all classes were
colonized together upon the same footing. Such impractable colonization reaffricaizes
them, in the same manner that Livingston and Stanley, informs us that causes and
prevents the Natives of Affrica, of the present day from making any real progress in
civilization viz. Because when a thrifty tribe begin to accumulate property, they
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are constantly marauded upon and pileged by the thieving and migratory tribes, untell
finally they lose all hope of bettering their condition by permanent habitation, and
[XXXXXX] and then they gradually relapse into migratory barberism, themselves
become marauders and thieves. It is this kind of colonization of the colored people that I
object to being attempted in your state or elsewhere in the North, because it is certain to
end in disaster to them, and I have no doubt that if it is attempted it will cause many
thousands of sincere Republicans of the North, to become bitter Democrats, and enemies
of the Blacks. By colonizing only the first and second classes now upon my plans, I
would have rigid rules and discipline enforced, and select only practable white men to
enforce these rules, because the long subjection of the Negro Race by the whites makes it
natural for them to obey white men much better than they would do with men of their
own race. Besides this there is so much jealously and dissension among the leading
colored men, - each one wanting
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to be a Moses of his Race – that the moment one is placed in authority over the other,
divisions and troubles of all kinds begin among all classes. I would not only enforce the
rules mentioned in my first letter, but I would also regulate their hours of labor, and direct
and control their labor into practable channels. This would be the more necessary, if they
were thrown into colonies in your elimate where their labor would be – to them –
removed to a new field of labor. By this plan they would soon be enabled to pay back all
capital used to colonize them, and if this was done the experience required by them in
rigid economy and unremitting industry, would enable them to safely rely upon their own
resources. As already stated by me, the Blacks are easily disciplined, and will cheerfully
submit to hardships, if they are convinced that such discipline and privations are
absolutely necessary to attain their ultimate and common welfare, and that their leaders
are acting in good faith with them. By rigid discipline, constant Indus[Image 394]
try and economy, exacted of them by their former masters by the use of brutal overseers
and drivers aided by blood hounds and the lash, the labor of the Blacks made the South
one of the wealthiest agricultrial countries of the world. Now this labor can be made just
as profitable as it ever was by the use of a different kind of discipline used in antebellum

times. Such discipline, together with all rules laws etc made to govern them, must be
founded upon Justice and humanitz, and they must be convinced that by obedience to
what white Republicans demand of them, and they will reap the full fruits of their own
industry and economy: and be made secure in the future in all of the enjoyment of their
civil rights. I repeat that it will never do, to even colonize the best classes together, and
throw them at once upon their own resources, without honest, firm, and [XXXXX]
white men at their head to direct and control them. These conclusions are based upon
actual experience of my own, and I am quite certain they are founded upon
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practable principles resting upon a solid basis of facts. I believe that the Blacks, can
withstand the climate of your state, but I am of the opinion that to colonize them upon a
large scale further North, would be detrimental to their best interests: for by nature and
climate the Negro, is a tropical plant, and like the Banans, and Orange, if taken too far
North, he will naturally wither away and perish. I heartily approve the suggestions of
your Excellency, in regard to the Justice of opening up the Indian Territory to colored
colonization, and I respectfully submit to you the further ideas of the pracability of
colonizing the Blacks, also upon the “Pan Handle” of this state, which adjoins the Indian
Territory. The emancipated slaves of the Indian Nation, have already settled upon this
broad and only sparsly settled public domain of Texas. In 1858 and 1865, as a Texas
Ranger, I traveled over much of this territory and know that large portions it, is a fertile
and a beautiful country, well adapted to all of the wants of a large and a thrifty
population.
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Gov Roberts, has already submited to the legislature now in scession, a proposition to sell
all of this domain to pay off $5,000,000. of the State debt, and if this is done, I urge that
the capitalists of Wall Street N.Y. who hold all of the bonds against this state, should buy
up this 35,000,000. of acres for colored colonization. At least 700,000 colored families
could be colonized upon this land at an additional expense of $7,000,000. and thereby
placed in a condition that would enable them to support themselves, and to pay from two
to four dollars per acre for this land within ten years. This would be the largest profit and
the safest investment that could be possibly made with capital, and the reason why I
support it, is because I believe that sufficient capital cannot be had to ensure a practable
and a general colonization of the Blacks of the South, unless capitalists are assured that it
will be a safe and a paying investment of money. Besides this fact, it would tend to make
the Blacks more thrifty and selfsustaining to re[Image 397]
quire them to pay back all capital used to secure them good homes etc. Such colonization
of a large portion of Kansas, Colorado, the Indian Territory, the Pan Handle of Texas,
and perhaps a portion of the coast of Texas, would permanently secure the Civil rights
and well being of the colored people of the Union beyond the power of Ku Klux

legislation, and the Ku Klux Judiciary of the South, and it would be effectually break the
backbone of the Democeracz, and the solid South. It would secure the supremacy of the
Republican Party, and the payment of all US bonds in gold. I have now presented to your
Excellency my views and plan of colored colonization, and taken some pains to give you
plain facts and reasons upon which I base the practability of effecting such colonization,
and of bringing about a speedy exodus of one half of the colored people from the South.
My earnest hope is, that you may succeed in effecting a powerful combination of friends
and capital to accomplish this great work. If you so succeed, I respect[Image 398]
fully ask that I may be permited to take a prominent part and position in this great work.
I ask this because I believe, that my past experience in colonization, together with my
knowledge of the character and condition of the Blacks, and the confidence large
numbers of them have in me: would enable me to be a great service in this work. I am
now, and have ever been a hard worker in all that I undertake to do, and if given an ample
opportunity to work in this matter I will prove my faith by what I do.
Hoping to hear favorably from you in due time, I remain,
Your Obt sert,
Stephen A Hackworth.
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House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. June 20, 1879.
My Dear Governor
I have pleasure in acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 17th inst. I regret to say
the Garfield bill is sleeping the sleep that knows no waking. I hope my dear Governor is
not so daft as to believe for a moment that a Democratic Committee of the Confederate
Congress would be guilty of great [XXXX] of encouraging the Exodus movement by
extending to the refugees any material or other relief. I think I know the
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[XXXXXX] of our Southern friends in the House upon this Subject and I have no
hesitation in saying to you that as far from this being willing to vote National Aid they
would be delighted to see all of them suffer the most pangs of starvation and squalur
poverty that they might be compelled to return to their old homes [XX] furnish to them
they left behind a spectacle of suffering that will show to [XXXX] them from following.
Do not hope for relief for the poor creatures from the 46th Congress. I am in hope we
shall get away from here next Tuesday.
Ryan
[Image 401]

Rev. C. W. Porter, Bryan, Brazos County, Texas to Governor St. John, June 23, 1879
To His Excellenc y The Governor of the State of Kansas
Dear Sir:
I address you this letter in behalf of a number of colored persons here who are desirous of
emigrating to your State. They are laboring under the impression that land, provisions
and everything esential to their prosperity will be given them free. Will you give us
answers to the following questions
1.
What do you think of the movement?
2.
To which political party do you belong?
3.
How are those progressing who have gone already?
4.
Is any land, provisions or teams furnished those who may choose to emigrate?
Very Respectfully, Your Obdt Serv1t
C. W. PORTER
Pastor A. M. E. Church
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Prof. H. N. Johnson, Hearne, Robertson County, Texas to Governor St. John, June 21,
1879
His Excellency Gov. St. John
Hon. Sir
There being a conference of Colored men called to meet at Houston July 1st I write to
you for such informing as will be of service to us in our deliberations and such as you
may have time to volunteer as to the advisability of our race emigrating to that State. The
subjects to be discussed will be the—educational, religious, social, political and material
interest[s] of the colored citizens of this state and propose such legislation as may be
just,and take such action in the premises the situation may warrant, and also to appoint a
commissioner of Migration for each congressional district in the state. We are in favor
[of] our people migrating only after they have acquired the necessary means to come and
be prepared to commence in some western state to live on their own hook; therefore I
write to know if it is advisable for colored people to seek settlements in southern
Kansas[,] Southeastern or Southwestern Kansas. Is there much government land still
open to homesteading [and/or?] preemption. Please answer at your earliest convenience
and let us hear from you. We know that in your state the colored men's rights are
respected and all citizens are accorded those rights which the laws of the land have
guaranteed to him and that any industrious colored man wants and he is willing to go to
hard work and acquire
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property and educate himself and children to a standard tnat he and they may become
good citizens in a state or country where there are not so many intentional obstacles
thrown in the way 6f his progress. I would like for you to state whether good industrious
colored citizens (who are not quite paupers) are acceptable immigrants or not in your
state. Please answer immediately if convenient and confer a great favor upon an
oppressed people who can barely turn under the he&l of the oppressor.

Most respectfully submitted by your humble servant
JOHN N. JOHNSON Address Prof. J. N. Johnson Hearne, Texas
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Edmond Thomas, Alabama Insane Hospital, Tuscaloosa, Tuscaloosa County, Alabama to
Governor St. John, June 21, 1879
Govern St. S. T. St. John
Dear Sir.
I seat myself to write you a few lines to in form you of what we are doing. We have
organize an Emmigration society in"the City of Tuscaloosa [w]e have a meeting every
week & gaining members very fast, [w]e have a membership of l40[;] we have a gree to
send too delegate to your state to see you & hope they wll be cordiality receive[d] to
examine the country, please write &
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tell me of what in [is] importance news paper that is in your state,
please send me a map of your state & County immediate answer & oblige
Yours Respectfully
EDMOND THOMAS
[Image 408]
Washington Co. Texas
June 23rd 1879.
Gov John P St John,
Dear Gov, I did not mention to your Excellency, in my letter of the 21st inst. that I had
forwarded by a special friend, your communication of the 14th inst. to Govs Davis and
Pease, and also letters of my own.
The reason why I did not mention this fact, was for the purpose of first ascertaining
whether they would lend their aid and encouragement to any practable plan of effecting a
final Exodus of the colored people from the south. The friend refered to, heard Gov
Davis’s speech delivered at Austin on the 18th inst. I send you the enclosed extract from
the “Galveston News” in reference to it and finding both Govs Davis and Pease, opposed
to “the Exodus,” he returned your letter and mine – as per request – without delivering
them to the gentlemen named. I am of the opinion, that nearly all Northern white
Republicans will generally oppose any large emigration from the South of the colored
people, because their labor and votes still gives such white Republicans prominence and
an easy living. This is quite natural because many of them are wealthy, and all have
homes in the South, and since the Greenback movement here has begun, and other
divisions apparent in Democratic ranks, together with their combining with the exslave
owners in opposition to “the Exodus,” they are regaining their last social standing with
the old Bourbon element. Again, the apparent endorsement of Northern Republican, to

the surrender of Republican state govements into the hands of the Ku Klux Democracy,
has led num[Image 409]
bers of Southern white Republicans to believe that their Northern brethren has abandoned
them to their fate. This seems to be further confirmed by the appointment of Bourbon
Democrats, to important Federal positions in the South, and acting upon this theory,
many white Republicans here think it best to temporize, and then be upon safe footing in
the event of the election of a Democratic President in 1880. Now such are the reasons
that will control many white Republicans here, and induce them to oppose “the Exodus,”
but if the proper aid is given to this movement by Northern friends and capitalists,
leading white and colored Republicans of the South, had just as well undertake to prevent
the ebb and flow of the Atlantic Ocean, on to hinder the exodus of the Blacks. More than
this, all Republicans here, who oppose an Exodus of the Blacks will be ever afterwards
regarded as paid traitors by the freedmen.
I made a speech on the night of the 21st inst to a large Exodus meeting, and the
enthusiasm was so intense, that all colored men who came to the meeting opposed to it,
went away warmly in favor of it. By todays mail I have received four invitations to
attend other exodus meetings to be held this week at different places, in this and an
adjoining County. As these meetings are held at night, it is rather hard upon me, but I
shall attend them as long as I am able to do so. I have met with no insult nor heard of any
threats so far, and if aid was furnished to make “the Exodus” a success, I would
cheerfully canvass the South, if my services
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were required in this behalf. The editor of the “Brenham Banner.” (Democratic) called
upon CP Hicks, one of the leading Colored men of this County (and who also is an
educated gentleman) for his reasons and views upon the Exodus question: enclosed you
will find the reasons and views, and can Judge for yourself how well Mr Hicks, has
performed his duty.
All of the extra coppies of the “Banner,” containing this able article having been
exhausted, we have had it published in small circulars for general distribution. Mr Hicks,
would be pleased to have you use your influence in having this “exposed” published in
the leading Republican papers of your state and elsewhere, and to give it the notice it
properly deserves.
With the sincere hope that the noble efforts you are now making in behalf of liberty and
justice, may be crowned with success.
I remain as ever,
Your Obt Svt,
Stephen A Hackworth
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Kansas City, St. Joseph and Council Bluffs Railroad,
General Superintendent’s Office
St. Joseph, Mo., June 23rd, 1879
To his Excellency
Gov. St John
Topeka Ks.
Dear Sir
I have ($24.00) twenty four dollars in my possession, belonging to the refugees funds –
(Contributed by the Citizens of St Joseph) which you will please draw on one for, at any
time it is needed to assist the cause of those destitute Colored people from the South.
Yours respectfully
J.M. Trent
Secy
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William Freeman, New York City, New York to Governor St. John, June 23 or 24, 1879
Te his Excellency John P. St. John Governor of Kansas
Dear Sir
The sum of two hundred & fifty dollars has been forwarded with Certificate through the
Shoe & Leather Bank New York City. Please answer if the amount has been received.
Yours Respectfully
WILLIAM FREEMAN, Chairman of Committee
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Rev. William J. White, Augusta, Richmond County, Georgia to Governor St. John, June
24, 1879
Hon. J. P. St. John Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir:
There is about one dozen Colored families in this City and vicinity who wish to move
West. They prefer Kansas. I write, being one of the number, to ask that you send me such
information as you can, in reference to the government lands. We would like to settle if
possible in one neighborhood, that is we want to take up homesteads adjoining each other
[if] practicable. We shall if it is necessary send one to select location &c but would be
glad to get some idea of the land, water &c in different parts of your State so, that we
should not be to unnecessary trouble and expense. There is no danger I think of our
becoming a charge upon your State or needing aid beyond the good will and kind
treatment of those among whom our lots may be cast. We would be pleased to have you
inform us as to the best time of year to move &c.
WM. J. WHITE Augusta, Ga.
[Reverend White was the Corresponding Secretary of the Missionary Baptist and Baptist
Sunday School Convention of Georgia.]
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A. Aray, Clarksville, Montgomery County, Tennessee to Governor St. John, June 25,
1879
Hon. John P. St. John, Gov. Topeka, Kansas
Sir:
In consideration of the fact that there are many colored people in this section of country,
who have their minds set upon emigration to your State, and who will eventually manage
to procure transportation, and reach there without the means of self support—
1.
We desire to ascertain what aid, if any, such persons can rely upon on their arrival
there.
2.
Are there any arrangements to locate them on lands and furnish them supplies,
until they can become self-supporting.
3.
Is there a demand for men as laborers on farms or railroads and for women in
families.
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We are well aware of your own feelings and sympathies in regard to this matter, and the
general, kindly sentiments of the people of the State, but we desire to know whether
under existing circumstances the class of colored people – who are without means, should
be encouraged in going there. By referring this to some source which will secure us full
and trustworthy information, Your Excellency will confer a great favor upon many
interested persons.
Very Respectfully
A. ARAY, Secretary Colored Peoples Cooperative Land and Emigrant Association
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G. W. Wiley, Lexington, Holmes County, Mississippi to Governor St. John, June 26,
1879
Hon. & Excellen Gov St. John Branen [sic]
Dear Sir
It is with the greatest gratitude that I seat to address you a few lines, upon an importain
question, which I to many would be glad to know & hear the truth atal [sic], knowing that
you have aright to know about your own State, if any one do. it is said that colored people
going to your State, or any of the territoris, can purchace land, from 40 acres, to 80 &
160, having five years to pay for it, or make improvement on said land, according to law,
it is a home for them, now what we want to know is it so or not, & what [ever] way it is
you will oblige thousands
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For many of the colored people are tired living in the South, & many who want to come
north has money to come on & over that amt. it is said also that the few numbes that has
left hear & gone north, are starving almost to death, is it so or not[?] please let us know if

it will not trouble you, which we hope [it] will not, by a letter. With my best wishes for
your welfare & prosperity to your state, in the fucher, I am ever your most obt Servt, &
Respectfully
G. W. WILEY
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Monmouth Ill June 30, 1879
To the Hon Jno P St John
Governor of The State of Kansas
Dear Sir:
At the request of one of our Colored Citizens who has lately returned from a visit to your
State, and who I judge mingles somewhat freely with the Colored people who are making
your State their star in the east, I write you. He seems to be of the opinion that the funds
sent in from abroad for the relief of these people is not as judiciously managed as it
should be, and that supplies distributed are handled almost exclusively by Colored men
who belong in your state, and have dropped their usual vocations & take part in the relief
of their breathern out of a sordid motive, and are being paid out of the funds contributed.
He also suggests that there might be even Selected from the freedmen of sufficient ability
and intelligence to manage under proper instructions, the distribution of supplies. All
Hale my informant is of the opinion that the present influx into your state is but the
beginning of the tide which shall sweep into your state this fall. He seems to be aline to
the necessities of the honor, and anxious that his people be located, and cared for
humanly in your state – I am of opinion that the work
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done by the authorities in this interests, is all that could be done under the circumstances
and hope that is ground of complaint exists or will exist as to the proper distribution of
funds received from the benevolent, for the purpose of relieving these suffering
freedmen. Statements that funds are not properly appropriated, will of course tend to stop
Contributions, and worse hardship to those deserving the sympathetic aid of all good
people
Very Respectfully
J.M. McCutaheon
Mayer City of Monmouth
(NOTE: I know Mr. Hale and have herd his story of what he conceives to be a wrong
method in the matter of relief of Freedmen. The Mayor has told you his story. Think it
proper and if it is not true shall be glad to know it, believe the good people of Kansas are
and have been doing their best for relief of these bondmen.
W H Sexton
[XXX] Court)
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Henia O. June 30th/79

To Gov. J.P. St John
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find draft to your order in N. York for Twenty & 76/100 dollars
($20.76/100) the amount of a collection given the 2nd United Presbyterian Congregation
of this City for the benefit & relief of many refugees from the South which you will
[XXXX] pay over to your Treas. & have him acknowledge its receipt.
Yours in the Cause of Christ which is the cause of humanity to right.
J.G. Carson
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150 Broadway
N.Y. June 27th 1879
My dear Sir
I have been inclined a dozen times to write you and express my sincere thanks, for your
answers, manly and patriotic: (not to say Christian). Sentiments so often expressed, in
the matter of the Negro Exodus to Kansas! Your position has attracted the attention of
our best people & papers in the East. And there is but one voice of Commendation! It is
so easy for the mere politician to pander to a miserable twaddle, that has its origin in the
bases & sentiments of our natures, which is so often applied to this poor despised race,
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that it is refreshing to find one man, and he a governor who will stand firm, and out
spoken for these oppressed people.
Glad am I, that Kansas, herself the pride of all her early pioneers, “who counted their
lives not dear unto themselves,” and consecrated the State to freedom and Equal rights,
has now a voice in the Executive Chair, that speaks no uncertain Sounds.
Let it go all over the land, that all who chose to come & settle shall have the protection &
blessing of such a government as make’s no distinctions of nationalities. Let
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them come and be welcome! Let the Doors of our Churches and Schoolhouses be thrown
wide open! Let them have Equal opportunities at the fountains of learning and religion ,
let them have a fair chance in the call of life and with no [XXXXX] but theirs, let him
win who may!
God bless you, my dear Governor, and let not your hands be weary or your heart faint, in
your well doing.
With sentiments of the highest esteem I am my very dear Sir, Yours Truly
S.C. Pomeroy

[Image 430]
[Note: I failed getting to the bank for a check so I mail this & wait until Monday give me
all the news]
Philadelphia June 28th 1879
Gov. St. John
You doubtless wonder at my long silence, and I regret exceedingly that I have not had
more to report. At Detroit I met several delegates from Penn.who suggested that if I
would go directly to their state and attend their G Lodge I could arrange appointments
throughout the state. I imagined that Philadelphia would be my best point, so I decided
so to do. I arranged for Lancaster Philadelphia West Chester & [XXX] I confess –
myself very much disappointed in the feelings of the people, and the work is hard & very
slow. So far I have received but little, at any place, but I have left a committee that is
deeply interested and I hope
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will continue the work. It is an impossibility to get a good audience to hear me on that
subject, and I have adopted the plan of calling out the people on other subjects and
bringing that in at the close.
The quakers here wrote to the preacher, at Lawrence, to know what was needed and he
wrote back that all that had arrived then & (that was in May) were provided for: so of
course they have settled down for the present. I enclose a note I received from a leading
friend and I hope you will address him for I believe that our help here will come from the
friends. At West Chester, I found an aged wealthy friend by the name of John Hall
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that said if he could be there and see that his money was spent as he liked, he would not
hesitate to give $2000. I have suggested to him that you might write to him and spend
the money as he may direct, for instance build houses for one colony and have that
colony named for him. I think it is worth while to try.
I presented the matter, at the preachers meeting last week. There were 40 or 50 present
and I think they will carry it to their people. One preacher suggested that I ask you to
give the probable expense of the houses to be built in these Colonies &, then each
congregation might take a house. I have done more hard unpleasant work
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in this mission, than [XXX] ever undertook before. I felt it was right, and the words of
the master comes to when I think of turning back “inasmuch as ye did it not unto the least
of one of these my brethren yea did it not unto me,” else I would have given it all over. I
shall leave this state in few days, and go into Ohio. If you have any thing to say or send
me that will help to stir up the people I shall be glad. I have the promise of a great many

to whom I have written of something from their localities, but I have found out that it
takes time. There is no enthusiasm now because there is not great suffering. Enclosed I
send a check.
I hope to do better in Ohio and Indiana. If not I shall feel that for the first time I have
failed.
A.M. Way
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Germantown [XXXXX] June 23, 1879
To A.M. Way, Respected Friend
According to promise, I consulted some of our friends about the cause of the Exodus
Freedmen. They concur that at present it would be impossible to raise money, except
when this plan of present and urgent suffering. Reduced incomes, and the pressing
claims of permanent modes of philanthropy and missionary work combine is this
conclusion.
Regretting not to be able to make a more favorable response and with [XXXXX]
[XXXX] I am [XXX] friend Las. E. Rhoady
(Note: I find some of the people here taking Fred Douglas’ view of it and opposing the
exodus, and unwilling to aid because it will encourage others. A.M.W.)
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The people here have sent $1800 to St. Louis. I suppose they used it to buy tickets to
ship them on to Kansas. How many has come since I left? How many all told have you
located the colony lands & if so in what counties.
I received a letter from Detroit saying that Laura S. Haviland was on her way to Kansas
with supplies for the refugees. She is an old friend of mine & I regret that I am not at
home to meet her. I need not say that I hope she will meet with a cordial greeting and
every facility given her possible. I know she will.
Write to me at Mt. Vernon, Ohio,care of Amanda Clark (Mrs. Smiths Sister). I hope to
have something to report oftener hereafter.
Yours truly, A.N. Way
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Philadelphia June 30th
Gov St.John
Yesterday I mailed a letter to you, today I send a check for $100. I saw the parties
appointed by the Mayor of this city this morning, and they said if you had not received,
you would very soon $190.00. I was very much afraid that, it be sent to St. Louis as they

had already sent $1,800 there, so I have been looking after it, and if you have not
received it you will.
I have been doing my best to enthuse the people and reach their pocket book, by speaking
visiting and writing letters. I cannot but believe that God will
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so blessed the good seed I have tried to sow, as to yet cause it to bring forth abundant
fruit. I am writing to all my friends in the different site urging them to action. I believe
that if you were to send me a letter stating fully the pressing needs now, and let me have
it published in part or in full in the papers I can have access to, it will aid in our worth. I
have regained only my actual expenses and I have been entertained at almost every point
where I have been by my temperance friends. I would like to have all the newspaper and
other documents from Kansas on the exodus, that you can send me. Clipped and
enclosed
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in an envelope. News papers are too liable to be lost in the P.O.
I had a mind to go to Washington and see if I could not get some money out of our
Republican Congress, but concluded to write to Haskell & Anderson, and see if they
would not do something in that direction. Have you written to them. They ought to raise
$3,000 there, to help the Republican party if nothing else. If you have not made a special
demand of them I would do it, and let them show their colors.
I see by the papers the Bostonians are trying to raise money to help those
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down south to get to Kansas. I most earnestly protest unless they will send the funds to
take care of them. But the Lord will take care of his own, and if this movement be of
God, there will be the needed help from some source. I shall give my time and strength
to the workfor a short season yet, and if I find I shall have the consciousness of having
tried to help Gods poor, even though I do but little.
Direct to me Mt Vernon Ohio Care Amanda Clark.
Yours for the Right
Amanca Way
I send some notices of my work. If you think best you can put them in the Common
wealth and they will go over the western states to help me in [XXXX] & get there.
A.M.W.
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C. P. Hicks, Brenham, Washington County, Texas to Governor St. John, July 9 or 10,
1879
Gov. John P. St. John Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir.
I have been permitted by my friend Judge S. A. Hackworth, to look at some of his letters
written to your excellency in regard to the immigration and colonization of my
unfortunate and oppressed race. I have also read some of your excellency's kind and
interesting letters wrote [sic] to Mr. Hackworth and they have gave [sic] me infinite
satisfaction, and led me to hope that northern friends and all lovers of liberty and justice
will combine to give my race the necessary aid to colonize in a land where we will be
safe to exercise the rights of free citizens and where the click of the shot gun and the flash
of the Bowie knife in the hands of the Ku Klux and night riders will soon be forgotten.
The plans and suggestions made by Judge Hackworth are in my judgment far superior
and more practicable than any I have heard advanced by others to secure prompt and sure
relief to my suffering people throughout the South. His classification of my race with the
causes prod-~ ucing their different conditions is a truthful explanation of the facts
sustained by the present deplorable circumstances now surrounding my race throughout
the South.
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The intelligent classes of my race do not desire or expect our friends to give us lands and
other means to enable us to colonize but we earnestly ask them to sell us good lands at
reasonable prices and upon such terms of payment as will enable all of the industrious
element of my race to pay for their homes. Help and direct us and we'll gladly pay back
every dollar used to place us in an independent position where we can reap the full fruits
of our own labor. As the Judge truly tells your excellency, my race are a hardy and
industrious people, easily organized and disciplined, and will undergo any amount of
hardships when they are convinced that it is for their ultimate good and “that their leaders
are acting in good faith with them." All we want is a fair field and we will then show the
world that we will be a nation inferior to none on earth. We want good men to direct and
just laws faithfully enforced to protect us. Give us these and assist us to colonize upon
sound and well directed principals [sic] and regulations and we will prove ourselves
worthy of your aid and confidence. But the blind must not lead the blind. No ignorant,
inexperienced men to lead and direct us. It will be necessary to select good intelligent
colored men who our people know and have implicit confidence in
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to aid us in organizing and prepare for our Exodus. For that reason I and all of the
intelligent colored men who know Judge Hackworth earnestly desire that he should be
chosen as one of the main directors of our Exodus. He is widely known and his unshaken
fidelity to republican principals [sic] and the great service he has rendered us in many
ways has secured him the general respect and confidence of our people throughout Texas.
It is generally conceded that he stands preeminently over all other white republicans of

this state. As evidence of this fact when I introduced the motion in our state convention
on the 3” inst. to return him a vote of thanks to be engrafted in my address to the country,
it was hailed with shouts of approval and adopted by the unanimous vote of the
convention. I am informed that many friends are willing to help us and only awaiting for
an effort to be made by us. We are waiting and watching and having our nightly meetings
and as there are a great many that are unable to go at present we meet regular and devise
plans and given encouragement to those unfortunates that have been and are daily being
robbed by their former masters. Their daily cry is Oh Lord How long? How long? I am
waiting patiently for an answer.
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I forwarded to the Kansas City Journal a copy of the address as adopted by our
convention with the request that it be printed. We have called a mass meeting in this
county (Washington) to elect five commissioners to visit Kansas and select lands. The
meeting takes place on the 26” inst. I will further say that the colored people of this
section are determined to leave the South. Their minds are made up and they are
unchangeable. Please use your influence to get the necessary aid to those that so sorely
need it and furnish information and if managers are appointed those we know and can
trust are preferred.
May God in his infinite wisdom bless and guide your every action and fortify all friends
of a suffering race against the threats and abuses of our oppressors.
I remain your Humble and Obedient Servant
C. P. HICKS, Brenham
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New York Daily and Weekly Witness
New York, July 1. 1879
Governor St. John
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find check for $59.75 for the benefit of the colored emigrants from the
South to your State.
Be pleased to acknowledge receipt of same, and let it be used to the best advantage. Any
information you could furnish as to the colored people’s state & necessity would be
greatly appreciated.
Yours truly
John Dougall
[XX] [XXXXX]
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New York Tribune.

New York, July 1st, 1879
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find ($5.00) five dollars contributed by “W” for colored refugees.
Very Respectfully
Nathanial Tuttle
Cash in
To Governor St John
Topeka Kansas
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The Inter Ocean, Chicago, July 4th 1879
Gov. John P. St John
My Dear Sir
Enclosed you will please find check for $154.40 to be added to the fund of your
Freedmen Aid Society – I trust will do much good – The money has been sent us by the
patrons of the Inter Ocean – Please acknowledge Receipt –
If you would have your Treasurer or Secretary – whoever has charge of your books and
accounts send us for publication in The Inter Ocean a detailed account of the money your
association has Received and who from – the number of people you have received and
where they now are I think it would do the cause more good than many [XXX] great
speeches – Faster on the things that speak
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stronger than almost anything else – In collecting their money I observe that the principal
[XXXX] of contributions is [XXX] assured that their money is to be precisely used for
the purposes for which it is contributed – they also like to know who is contributing for
the same purpose – I trust you can comply unto their suggestions – am sure the effect will
be beneficial.
Very Truly Yours
W.P. Nixon
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Shrieveport La July 3/79
Gov St John.
Sir
Permit me to present to your favorable consideration the bearer Alfred Jackson as an
honest, industrious, good man. He visits Kansas in order to learn whether he can
probably better his conditions by removing there. He has some means, in fact, with some
capital, which he has here, in any western state would be considered a well to do farmer
– He has not therefore need any [XXXXX] assistance, but names be of course benefits
by [XXXXX] advice as to localities – prices of land; seasons for Labor etc -. He is a
represented in also of several other families who are in a condition similar to his.

Very respectfully
AH Leonart
US Atty District La
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[XXXXX] July 5, 1879
My dear Sir,
I inclose draft on New York for $100 for the use of the “Kansas Freedmen’s
Association”.
Warmly sympathizing with you in your humane and patriotic actions.
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Sincerely Yours,
W.A. Wheeler
Gov. St. John.
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Louis Doplar, Berwich City, St. Mary Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, July 6,
1879
Mr. John P. St. John
To the Governor of Kansas, Esq
Dear Sir
in my amfe [recent?] letter to your hon. I had forgate to s'tat the city and parish in which I
lived in. [It] is St mary parish La. I am very ruff in wrighting I hope you will excuse my
missforthen.
No mor but remains Yours truly friend
LOUIS DOPLAR
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Louis Doplar, Berwick City, St. Mary Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, July 5,
1879
the Governor St. John, Esq of Kansas
Dear Sir. I take the liberty to rite you a few lines in the way of inquiery of the stat [of] the
Weater [water]. Can you tell me where I can find out by your help a place to live at that
will give an outlete by waeater, that a boat may Go up or in it. I want to come out there,
but I Want to know befor I come with 10 or 20 men and familys, so as we may live in the
same Settle ments, and I hope this Will not give trubile to you.
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If you can help me by leteing me know, as you have the rnape of the stat. I hop you will
helpe us in that way. I hav been the former Judge of this parish Bornd in Ky. [18]36 &
came out here in 58,and I dont thinke I am at home yet & withe you help I may fet home
some day. hoping you will give me the best information you can to the out let soasto get
in with frate & things. No more at present but remains
Yours Truly friend Ex Judge
LOUIS DOPLAR
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John P. Anderson, Marshall, Harrison County, Texas to Governor St. John, July 6, 1879
Honorable Jno P. St. John
Sir
All of your kind favors have been received. We held a state conference at Houston, Texas
a few days ago, on migration. I will send you a copy of proceedings as soon as I get them.
We will hold a grand meeting on same occasion at Marshall on 19th inst. We wish to
have the following by that time. How many migrants have arrived in Kansas? How
getting along? I have lost the last letter you wrote me relative to land, mules, horses,
cows, &c, &c. Please repeat it as I wish to read it to the audience on aforesaid day.
JNO. F. ANDERSON, Cor. Secty
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Mayor’s Office, Atchison, Kans., July. 6 1879
Hon John P St John
Governor & [XXXX] [XXX] [XXXX]
Dear Sir
Enclosed find a letter from our J.M. Higgins of Ind. says he has some funds for the
immigrants & says for your [colored?] [XXXXX] and other matters nor do not need
[XXXXX] here.
I have been about [XX] [XXXX] [XXXX] several days & [XXX] should have
forwarded this [XXXXX] [XXXX] [XXXX]
Respectifully,
John C. Tomlinson
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M. N. Wooldridge, Manchester, Chesterfield County, Virginia to Governor St. John, July
7, 1879
Gov. St. John
Dear Sir.
I now pen you these few lines to gain some information in relation to the condition of our
people who have emigrated to your State, their ability to become self supporting, the
extent of the "Exodus" commonly called, and also the capacity of your State to receive
further increase of population.

We here have taken under consideration our condition, how we are treated by the
Judiciary Department of our State, and seeing that we can not stand the burthens placed
upon
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us by the State authorities, we have come to the conclusion in State Convention
assembled, to emigrate to some other State or Territory where our rights and privileges
can be respected and where we can be recognized as citizens. As we are only recognized
as such in this state in one sense, and that in the payment of taxes, we are taxed as high as
any other citizen and can not enjoy the rights of the citizens.
I now write this that you may inform me of the several subjects I have spoken on and
such other as you may deem proper in relation to this matter.
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And if there is no objection I shall publish your answer in our paper, "The Laborer's
Criterion," published in Richmond, Va., by colored men. Please answer as soon as
possible, and oblige Yours,
M. N. WOOLDRIDGE, Chairman
of Emigration and Communications with other States and Territories for the State of Va.
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Normal Ill
July 7th 1879.
To The Gov. Of the State of Kansas
Sir,
Having written to the Hon Tom Davidson U.S. Senator at Washington D.C. In regards to
the Exodus of the Southern Reffugees, stating that I should like to be among them, giving
them aid, teaching them, etc, etc. And also this coming fall and winter I shall go forth to
deliver Lectures for their benefit. That is I will give one third of the proceeds of all my
Lectures for their benefit. The Hon Senator Wm Windom advised me to correspond with
you in regards to the exodus, – that you could give all desired information in regards to
all their necessary wants. I should like to correspond with several societies that are
organized in Kansas for the benefit of the southern refugees.
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I know of several good competent Kind-hearted teachers to teach school among them. I
myself am a son of Arabians born parents. Was born In Hamilton Canada, = And was
Raised and Brought up by Gen. Charles W. Reed of the City of Erie, Penna.
The subjects of my lectures to the Black man = why he was made a Slave = why freed =
and why he could not be kept into slavery etc etc., And many other Biblical mysteries.

Respectfully Yours
G.W. Jacob
Normal
Mclean Co
Illinois
Hoping To Hear from you, immediately.
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J. A. Willson, Lake Providence, East Carroll Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, July
7, 1879
Sir Gov. St, John I avail myself to drop you a few lines as I saw your epistle of the 9th of
June to B. H. Lanier, thus asking you for all of information you can posibly gave me
about ;.-. Kansas and other connecting states Now as respecting what you .-; said about
the colored people being honesty[,] industrious and economy in my opinion if it be
wright I think the word economy signify to make the prudentist use of money that we
can, in the 1st place we poor colored people of these low states have been in bondage and
destituted of education and since we have been emancipated we have been forced by a
combination to rent land at from $8.00 to $10.00 per acre and from $3.00 to $4.00 for
each and every 400 lbs bale of cotton as gined and baled and forced to deal with our
imployer under the impression of exorbitant rates for every thing we use and that is no
more than salt pork & corn meal and the terms of affairs is all ways in such condition that
we never gets the money to live economy
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by and further it has even been a crime to this contry whites for to advance any made to
the negro education and we are in generally in such condition as we hardly know our
right hand from the left, and we are
under such impression by our superior race that if we dont find some better salvation than
what is here our children will come up just as ignorant and foolish as we are now. I ask
you for further information that is do the government advance or aid any implement or
provision on any time or condition for poor people that are unable to aid them selves[?]
Please answer soon.
Very truly your friend
J. A. WILLSON
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Washington Co. Texas
Brenham, July. 8”79.
Gov. John P St John:
Dear Sir. I have wrote you three several commications – since I recd yours of the 13” &
14” alt. And have not received a reply to any of them to this date. I suppose your absence
in the Eastern States is the reason why I have not heard from your Excellence. Attached
to the margin of this page you will find an article from “NAT” one of the traveling

correspondents of the “Galveston News” in regard to “the colored Exodus” which I
clipped from that paper of the 6”inst. I consider its contents so valuable that I have taken
this care to secure your attention to it, and hope you will read it carfully, and consider its
contents well. “NAT” belongs to the liberal or conservative wing of the Southern
Democracy and his views represent that clan well, but unfortunately for the South, this
element constitutes only a small minority in this Party. This article is so truthfully and
fairly written, and is well based upon facts, that I consider it unnecessary to comment
upon it, only in regard of the delegates favored colonization in Affrica. Mr. Hicks
informed me that nine tenths of the delegates favored Kansas, and the North West
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Territories, and this seems to be fully confirmed by the selection, which was adopted
without a dissenting voice. The suggestion made by NAT to colonize them in Affrica,
finds favor with his class of Democrats, and I have heard several this clan say, “yes, the
Southern people cant keep the Negroes here much longer, and the best thing we can do, is
to help them to go back Affrica, because if we don’t, they will all go to the Yankees, who
will get their labor, and control their votes, etc.” My declarations made to you in regard
to the condition of the Blacks, of the South, is fully maintained by an able and an
intelligent Democrat, who is neither a Bourbon, Ku Klux, White [XXXXX] or a
[XXXXX]. His name is N A Taylor, and I understand that he was formerly a large Slave
owner, and is an old Unionist.
As already stated to you, the North and West had just as well wake up to the realization
of the magnitude of this great movement, and take practicable and effectual steps to meet
and provide for it. We long, it will pour in an unbroken torrent upon you, and its vast
numbers will become a terrible scourge inflicting untold evils upon the Country: unless
the intelligent and best men of the Country unite in providing plans and means whereby
this irresistible and coming flood of oppressed human
(Note: I forgot to mention in my last letter that I did not attend the Houston Convention
nor that I did not have anything to do in the matter of the vote of thanks tendered myself.
It was not in the original copy which I aided Mr Hicks, to draft, but was added to it by the
unanimous action of the convention, and added to the address after it had been presented
by Mr. Hicks.
It was done to rebuke the other leading white republicans of the state, for their opposition
and to express confidence in one for what I have done etc. S A H)
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beings, may be made a blessing to themselves and country. If it were checked by force or
otherwise it would only be the daming of a flood, which would gather and concentrate its
forces, until at last it would sweep away every obstacle amd barrier. By request of
Senator Windom, I have recently sent him several communications explaining to him
nearly as fully as I have alone to you – the condition of affairs here. I have also

forwarded him the Address, and enclosed article of NAT. If my Republican friends of
the North, do not prepare in earnest, to meet this avalanche of human beings fleeing to
them for liberty and Justice: it shall be no fault of mine: for during the past ten years,
and particularly during the past six years, I have written to numbers of leading Northern
Republicans and devoted much care and labor in fully explaining to them the terrible
persecutions and oppressions inflicted upon the unfortunate Blacks of the South. Senator
O P Morton, was the only one that seem to realize the true state of affairs. Other
Honorable Senators, would formally acknowledge receipt of my communications, while
others would not even do that. I suppose that like President Hayes, there gentlemen
believed the statements of the “Bourbons” and regarded my evidence as “bloody Shirt”
exaggerations. To be consistent, President Hayes,
(Note: I call your attention to the above because it is likely that this letter was in reply to
a letter some Democrate had written you for the purpose of eliciting information to be
used for other purposes then pretended. I advise you to [XXXXX] printed circulars to
send to the bulk of correspondents,
S A H.)
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and his type of Republicans, should now aid Senator Lamar, and his followers, in
guarding the plantations of Mississppi, to prevent the bloody shirt “niggers” from fleeing
to Kansas.+ (+Note: I have learned from a reliable source, that the plantations in the
“Black Belt” are now being guarded by the “red shirts” to prevent the Blacks from
leaving Miss. Leading colored men known to be working for the Exodus are often shot
down while others suspected, are arrested and thrown into prisons upon charges of
pretended crimes. S A H.)
I read the flowery and eloquent articles written by Senators Lamar of Co. in the March
Number of the “North American Review,” in which these noble gentlemen, undertake to
prove the harmony and sweet communion that exists between the Bourbons and Blacks
of the South. No doubt but that there are thousands of good men in the North and West,
who believe there and thousands of other especially as absurd and false statements: but
are long or terrible denial and answer will come, which will convince every just and fairminded men, that not one half of the truth has been told in regard to the horrible
brutalities perpetuated upon the unfortunate Blacks, of the South. It will come in the
mighty flood of the Exodus of four millions of an oppressed and starving people fleeing
to the great North West, for Liberty and Justice denied them in the South, “and it will not
down at no mans bidding.” Then prepare well for it, because come it will.
Respectfully,
Stephen A. Hackworth.
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[A newspaper article written by Stephen A. Hackworth is attached.]
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Fabius P. Peters, Luling Post Office, St Charles Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John,
July 8, 18 79
To His Excellency Jno P. St. John Governor of the State of Kansas
My dear Governor
Large numbers of the Colored citizens of this parish are preparing to leave this State for
yours but before leaving they would like to know from your excellency of the entire
condition of [the] State of Kansas[,] of its agricultural resources, its climate &c, &c and
could southern produce grow in that State such as cotton and sugar cane and rice for they
are accustomed to raise these produce alone in this southland. With a favorable reply
from you the State of Kansas[,] otherwise the "Land of the Free" will soon compete with
the Empire State in population and wealth. Address to Luling P. 0". St. Charles Parish La.
I am dear Governor your humble servant
FABIUS P. PETERS, Secr'y Colored Emigration Society Parish of St. Charles La
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Mt. Vernon Ohio July 8th 1879
Gov St. John
I have felt no little disappointment in not hearing from you at this place. Of course you
received my letters, one containing a check for $100.00. Don’t fail to let me hear from
you at Richmond Ind, as I shall be there next week. Give me a as full report of
conditions of affairs as possible so I can speak “with authority.”
Enclosed find a check for $50.00 collected in this city.
I had a union Service Sabbath evening, most of the churches suspending service.
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There is to be a good work done here I am sure, the people are pretty radical and feel like
helping the colored folks as a political measure. A committee was appointed of one from
each church to continue this work, Mr Wm Turner is chairman, and if you would write to
him and send him the papers that speak on this matter it would be a great stimulus to
action.
There will be one lady from each church that will act with this committee to gather
clothing and send on this fall.
I’m not succeeding very well collecting funds, but I believe that I succeed in arousing an
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interest and setting them to work. I had supposed that Philidelphia was the place to go,
but it was a mistake and I lost too much time there, but I thought I was doing for the best.

How goes our camp meetings? I must get home to that, even if I return to continue this
work, we will see. Are you getting much help from the east? Tell me all the news upon
all the questions of interest.
Yours for the triumph of Right and Truth.
Amanda N. Way
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Troy Daily Times
July 10th, 1879
Gov. John P. St John:
Topeka, Kansas =
My dear Sir = I have the honor to enclose you a check for $461.50, as the contribution of
the citizens of Troy in response to your appeal for aid to assist in maintaining the colored
refugees who have fled from the South to our state for protection from violence and to
enjoy the beliefs of liberty in peace. I regret that the
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sum is not larger. However, should the occasion arise for a further appeal to the
patriotism and generousity from citizens it will be responded to with promptness and
liberality. The little that is sent will doubtless be the means of affording much needed
relief to some of God’s poor creatures.
I am, Governor –
Very Faithfully Yours,
John N. Francis
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Senate Chamber,
Austin, Texas, July 9th 1879
Hon S. A. Hackworth –
Brenham –
Dear Sir,
There has been no investigation by the legislature of convict killing at Mineola and no
evidence taken.
We had nothing before us but the dispatches you saw in the Galveston News.
I have also failed to find the pamphlet reports made to Gov. Coke – The Secy of State
says there are none left that he can find. I could get copies (printed) of bills introduced
for sale of lands, but they would give no correct idea of the bills as finally passed.

The bill passed provides that the public lands in most of the Counties in the pan handle
amounting to twenty million acres shall be reserved from location for purposes of sale,
and shall be sold in
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tracts of not more than 640 acres to one party – the minimun price 50 cents an acre. It
does not prevent parties securing homes on those lands under the preemption laws.
Very Truly & c
W. K. Homan
P.S. Since writing the above, the Secy has found the deposit you wish, and I mail it to
you –
Homan
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James H. Taylor, Big Bend Bayou Des Glaize, Avoyelles Parish, Louisiana to Governor
St. John, July 11, 1879
Governor St. John
Your excellency: There is a great deal of controvercy as to the condiscions on going to
Kansas; And as we are unable to go and see for our selves, it is a very hard matter for us
to settle, as what to do; but if we could get information from you we think that we may
[be] able to judge what is our best interest. We Your Servants are anxious to hear from
you concerning Kansas.
Your Obt. Servant JAMES H. TAYLOR
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Hastings – upon – Hudson N.Y.
July 10th, /79
Governor St. John,
Dear Sir, Please find enclosed a check for five dollars ($5.00) for the use of the Colored
Refugees, for whom your state is so kindly caring. I wish that I could send more.
Yours truly
Susan H. Mondell.
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Rev. Nathan Gaines, Burton, Washington County, Texas to Governor St. John, July 12,
1879
To The Hon. John P. St. John Governor of the State of Kansas
Dear Sir
As a formmer Senator of this State, and a leader of the colled peopel of Texas, I address
you this letter to ascertain throught you some thing in regard to the collered peopel
coming from this State to your State on what turmms they may or can come as there has
been so nrnnch said here to them in regard to the Government of the United States and

Kansas aiding them—it has been said here by some that the government would give them
bounty gifts of lands and mules and supplys for one year also that there would be trains
sent here to take them to Kansas. I have tried to correct this Statement among them but
there are somemy white men
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in to this thing trying to mislead the collered peopel that it makes it hard for me. So I
appeal to you for a short statement to me in writing in regard to the hole matter. Pleas to
send me all the facts in the cause and oblige
Yours truly
REV. NATHAN GAINES Ex-State Senator
Burton, W. Co Texas
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New York Tribune
New York, July 12, 1879
Dear Sir – Enclosed please find Dft to your order for five dollars sent us by J.R.L.
Binghampton N.Y. for relief of Colored Refugees in your State.
Very Respectfully
The Tribune Assoc
[XXXXX] Tuttle
To Gov John P. St John
Topeka Kansas
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C. Hebbond
To Gov. J.P. St. John.
Youngstown, July 14th 1879
Dear Governor You will Please [XXXXX] [XXXX] me for troubling you again but I
am verry anxious to know if those goods that I Sent you for the Colored Refugees have
ever ben received they were Shipped on the 14th of May and I wrote you on that date
teling you of the fact and I received an answer on or about 19th acknowledging the receipt
of my letter and also stating that when the goods was received that Hon J C Hepford
would apiece me of the fact I have ben looking for a receipt of the goods but hope no got
it yet we have Some Money to Send and we wish to send it to you as soon as we hear
from the goods Your humble Servant,
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S.T. Stewart Youngstown Ohio Box 394, Corsponding Sect
July 16, 1879 –

I think I will find upon examination of bills of [XXXX] that I have had one for this and
it has instantly been my habit of acknowledgeing the receipts of the same.
I have not known where all the clothing that has been record was started from because of
nothing to show in some instances on the boxes or barrels the receipts submitted by the
Express Agent making the delivery –
I will again into Mr. Stewart:
Respectfully
J
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Whitinsill. Mass.
July 13th 1879
Gov. St John
My dear Sir
Your excellent Letter reached me at 150 [XXXXX] N.Y. And I am here with Mrs. P.
Gristing some relatives, for a few days only. And am gratified to find such an interest
here abouts in the welfare of the colored people, moving to Kansas.
The Sympathy of the early slavery men is deeply received. And your own, decided,
friendly and efficient work is quite well understood. And highly [XXXXX] upon. –I
have read your Letter to some of our old friends,
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and but for your very kind personal attention to myself, I could have yielded to their
request and allowed the Letter to be published.
The greatness of their movement is not seen or understood at the present time. And it
does not consist in the numbers – (few or many), that may go from the South. It is great,
in as much as it settles the right to migrate: of a hitherto confined race. And shows too,
that the antagonism of the prejudice of centuries, are giving away.
This American Nation was established in these later times, to vindicate, before mankind
the equality of rights; possessed by every human being. –
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And that in the oneness, and brotherhood of man, is vindicated and advanced in
American citizenship, where all are equal before the Law! Such a Government and
Nationality has no precedent in history, and has no parallel. I am in the Sublime
teachings which at first sinuated from Judea – Gallile & Samaria!
Don’t let this sublime idea of absorbing all nationalities, into the one blood of American
citizenship. Where all are equal – be clouded or forgotten in party politics, or trickling to
party [XXXXX] –

Hold high up this banner for its glory shall yet be for the “healing of the nation”!
I Am Yours Truly
S.C. Pomeroy
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Allen Harrell, Jewett, Leon County, Texas to Governor St. John, July 13- 1879
Sir:
I seat my self to make a request of you hoping that you will excuse me for writing to you
without your authority. The facts that I wish to know is these We the colord people of
Leon co wants to know if these reports is true. The facts is to wit. we hear that many of
the colord people has already imag-rated to Kansas from other States namly, from Ala.
La. Ga. Tenn and Missippi and we hear of many going from Tex also. But we dont know
whether any has gone or not. Also we hear that the government furnishs them there free
of charge. Also we hear that the government offers them thesse things and compepels
them to imagrate thither or there or some other plac. I respectfuly ask you to give us some
satisfaction concerning thesse things if you please. But at the sam tim we hear that many
has gone there and have got dissatisfied and are fast returning to their own homes and
places and that some of [them] that has come there are now on starvation. Of [course?]
such reports as"this will arise for we always look for such [word unreadable] reports as
that. Now we dont wish to worsten our condition in imagrating neather do we wish to be
duped as we hear of them being and have read of in the St. Louis Globe democrat. Now
we write this letter that we may get the strait news from Kansas[.]
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Now if those things is true or not we wish [to] know the truth of it We wish:you:.would
send us some strait news if you please sir, and gratefuly oblige the colored citizens of
Leon County Tex for we are here in a dark and: remote corner of the world and a know
nothing and a hear nothing place. Still many of us are on places of our own and are doing
tolerable well not withstanding if we lean] better our condition we wish to do it if
possible[.] all we want is to ascertain the truth about this Kansas news, and we thought by
writing to you and also by you being the governor [of] said State we might certainly get
the truth about affairs and finlly believe that you will tell us the truth, now the main
object is whether thesse things is so or not and if you will not inform us of the fact pleas
give us an introduction to some newspaper editor in the State of Kansas, and we will aply
to him for a coppy of his paper and in this way we will get the strait news and the truth
from the State [of] Kansas[.] We want the truth about all things and the truth only will
make us leave our old homes in the southern states. But if we can better our condistion of
course we wish to do so and if not why we had better stay here where we are.
Now do not think hard of us for writing to you without your permission. Please [send]
back your letter to Mr. Allen Harrell, Leon County Jewett Texas
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R. F. Bern[missing], Jewett, Leon County, Texas to Governor St. John, July 13, 1879
to S. P. St. John Governor of Kansas
Sir I hear a great deal of Kansas and I want to know if the reports are so, that is I have
heard that a mule[,] provision and a 160 acres of land as given to a family, and I heard a
great many has imagrated from other states and gone to Kansas. We heard that the
government has made the ofers to the aolord people and furnish them 1 year. We also
heard that free passage
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was given to all that wanted to come out there. We all so heard that many after getting
there are starving to death. We are told by the white people of this State that there is no
such ofers made to the aolord people, and We all would start to day but we cant get no
c'ertain a bout it. He are willing to start now if we. Knowed these ofers were made by the
government[, ] so we wright to you for in gtruction. Colord citizens of Leon county
please answer soon so with this remark I add no more.
Yours truly
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R. G. BEA[missing]
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Caldwell Sumner County
Kansas July 14, 1879
To His Excellency
John P. St John Governor of Kansas
Dear Sir I hope you will not be offended if a Stranger in a Strange County address you a
few line.
This is to inform you that I am from Alabama one of the States from which I Suppose a
great many Reffuges are now coming to this State. I left there the first of March last the
collord people were then just getting in the notion to emigrate but it was not known then
that they were comtemplating such a thing to any great extent but as I am no writer I will
not attempt to dwell on this subject suffice it to say that your opinion in the mater is about
correct though they are worse treated there than you have supposed or another they
themselves are aware of but enough; I will try to inform you in as few words as miz
awkward language will admit of the easise of my being here.
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tis well known that there are now and were when the rebellion broke out two parties in
the south the union party were in the majority when the war ended but they decreased
while the democrats, or perhaps I should sez [XXXX] party increased the cause of this

is plain to me but I cannot explain it to you in the bounds of a letter, but the union men
that are from there [XXX] are firm indeed. I left that country to endeaver to better my
conditions and the conditions of my children I could not reconcile myself to the political
condition of that country. I came here too rather in the interest of others or they are at
least looking to me for advice. I have made it a rule in life never to ask an acomodation
of a person without first considering whether I would grant the same of circumstances
were reversed now if it is in your power to put me in employment that is resume active
enough to help those people that are right back there and you will do so I am
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willing to turn my whole time in that direction except a Bare Support for my family, I
would like if it could be consistent to travel backwards and forwards from here to there I
would like for this to be settled up with people that are right in poloticks, the people I
wish to help here are Republicans but they are oppressed there. So much so that they
have quit voting I am speaking of white people altogether I have nothing to do with the
colored people but am satisfied you are doing right in helping them there are many things
I could tel you in regards to these things if I could see you in person that perhaps you
would be surprised at I regret sazing any thing that is not in praise of my native State But
I am a genuine pupil of Clay and Webster and hope the state Kansas will always be a
refuge of such persons[.] But if I should tell you the whole truth in regard to the political
conditions of that Southern Country I would then be [XXXXX] to travel in that country
anymore please remember this
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if you wish to know any more about me I can give you reference and think I can guide as
good as any person a few lines from you would be greatfuly received.
Your most obedient Servant
Address B.N. Sims
Caldwell Kansas
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Washington, D.C.
July 14, 1879
His Excellency,
Gov. St. John
Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir:
As Secretary of the Emigrant Aid Society of this District, I addressed you a letter some
time ago in regard to the colored exodus, and enquired more specially as to your present
need of funds. We have a small amount – perhaps $100 in the hands of our treasurer, but
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but the movement having partially subsided, and in view of the probability of immediate
employment if emigrants in your harvest fields, we concluded to hold the amount on
hand until Fall, when we apprehend assistance will be greatly needed. We hope
moreover to raise a considerable amount here when the demand again becomes pressing.
We will at least do our best. I have numerour letters from various parts of the South.
Their writers are unanimous in the
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prediction that the movement will in the Fall and Following Spring assume even greater
proportions than heretofore. To my former letter to you I have received no answer.
Very respectfully,
J.M. Adams.
(Treas. Dept.)
P.S. – Permit me to say that you have done a great and good work, for which all who
sympathize with an oppressed people will sincerely thank you.
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J.H.V. Arnold
Attorney and Counsellor,
7 Beekman Street,
New York City.
Notary for the Ninth National Bank.
New York, July 14th 1879
Please to Take Notice, that a draft drawn by John Dougall for [XXX] [XXXX] Atty, for
59 45/100 Dollars.
Dated July 1st 1879
Payable at sight
Endorsed by you, having been this day presented to the National [XXX] & [XXXX]
Bank New York City.
For payment which was duly demanded, but refused is PROTESTED for non payment
and that the holders took to you for the payment thereof.
Samuel C. Allen
Notary Public, New York City
To John P. St John
All inclosures herewith should be sent AT ONCE to the parties to whom they are
directed.
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Chicago, Ill.
No. 45, 14th, St.

July 16th 1879
His Excellency Governor St John’s
Topeka, Kan.:
Dear Sir,
I see by an article in the Inter-Ocean in which extracts from one of your letters are given
that the negro exodus still continues. I write to inquire if you have an Agent in the field
to solicit contributions for them or do you desire one.
It seems to me if a
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Minister were sent out to present this matter to the Churches and take up collections that
more might be done in that way than through the papers.
If this exodus should continue I thought some of the offering my services as agent to raise
money for them.
I would not care however to do so unless there was a prospect that the exodus was going
to continue.
I am a Minister of the M.E. Church, a graduate of the Northwestern University and the
Theologiest School at Evanston, Ill. and have preached eight years in this state.
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I went to Kan. Last fall and have been making my home at Wakeeney since though I have
been traveling part of the time.
If you desire my services I will furnish you recommendations as to my qualifications. I
am well acquainted with S.J. Gilmore, Land Com. Salina, Kansas, and others of that
place.
Please answer and address me at Bath Mason Co. Ill. till Aug. 1st after that, at Wakeeney,
Kan.
Very Respectfully,
H. Finity.
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Merchants National Bank of St. Louis.
St. Louis, July 14th – 1879
Gov John P St John
Pres Kansas Freedmen Relief Ass.
Dear Sir: Your letter of the 11th received – we much regret the mistaken ideas which
have prevailed, and unfortunately still prevail among the Colored immigrants, that
Kansas is not only their destine place, but a refuge where they will be welcomed. On our

part nothing has been done to create or stimulate this direction of thought, & we doubt if
we have the power to change it. The circulars first issued by the [XXXXX] have gone
broadcast, and the invitation or at least welcome implied must be recalled with equal
emphasis.
After this [XXX] we shall take no part, & probably the threathened fever at the South,
will justify the City authorities here to quarantine, refuse admission to such now coming;
but what to do with those on boats to arrive, we scarcely know everyone of them arriving
says Kansas, and to no other place will they go.
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We have some days ago, informed the colored committee who in the main give direction
as to the points that colored immigrants, are to be sent – that we will cheerfully send them
to such places as they may direct and can show satisfactory evidence that they will be
[XXXX].
It seems to us, that the declaration on the part of your state & towns, can not be made to
[XXXXX] or too soon. The Colored folk must be made to understand that, until they are
able to take care of themselves, no door is there open to them; but as it now stands,
nothing that can be said or done here will convince them, & go they will if they can get
away.
Very Respectfully
James E Yeatman Prest
W S [XXXX]
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Menodata Ills. July 14th 1879
Hon. Sir
I am trying to obtain subscriptions in money and clothing for the negroes lately
Emigrated to your State. Please inform me by return mail who the Committee are to
whom such aid can be safely sent and Oblige Yours Truly
Chauncy Case
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Washington Co. Texas
Brenham, July 16”1879.
Gov John P. St John,
Topeka, Kansas.
Dear Governor, Your favor of the 14” inst received, and I infer from its contents that you
did not make your contemplated visit to the East, and that up to the present time no
organization of the leading Republicans and others friends of the North and West has yet
been effected. I am not only ready but anxious to devote all my time and attention to this
movement, and if an ample opportunity is given me, I believe I can do much good and

greatly aid you in this matter. If your Excellency can appoint me as Immigration Agent
for your State, I will guarantee to select from one thousand to give five thousand colored
families who will have their own Stock, Waggons, farming implements and other means
to enable them to prempt public land, and begin colonization upon their own account
without expense to others. Between now and next March I could organize them
thoroughly, and take them overland to Kansas, in time to prepare lands and make crops
next year. I could also supply mining companies,
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Railroads and other contractors, with thousands of good reliable laborers. I could also
supply Northern and Western farmers with good labor. These laborers if fairly treated
and paid a fair compensation would be as good labor as could be had in the Union, and
they would not engage in “Strikes” etc. I know that I can do these things because the
colored people throughout this State know me, and have confidence in me, for I am the
only White Republican who has ever made my efforts to colonize them here or
elsewhere. I do not personally know any of the leading Republicans of the North and
West, and consequently I cannot do much towards effecting any organization among
them, and have already done all that I could do in that direction, by elevating much of my
time, in carefully explaining to your Excellency, Senator Windom, and other influential
friends of the Exodus, the real condition of the colored people of the South, the necessity
of their Exodus to and their colonization in the North West, and suggesting plans in
regard to attaining successful results, from much colonization. So I conclude that
whatever is done in effecting and organization by calling a con[Image 533]
ference of leading white friends of the North and West, will be done by themselves, but
of course I will be glad to do whatever I can to help, and if invited to attend a conference
of the kind will gladly do so. I do not advise a public convention or conference of the
kind, because plans will be necessarily adopted which should not be made known to the
enemies of “the Exodus”. All I ask, is a fair opportunity to prove by hard active work,
my faith and sincereity in this movement. All that I have done so far has been done
without money, and without price, and from an earnest desire that the condition of the
colored people here, might be properly understood and appreciated: but I cannot do the
real work as necessary to be done in aid of the Exodus, without a just conpensation for
my labor, for I am not a wealthy man. So if it is possible for Your Excellency to appoint
me as an Emmigration Agent for your State, or to aid me in obtaining some position in
the movement whereby I can devote all my time and services in aiding “the Exodus”, I
will cheerfully obey and carry out all instructions etc. Please let me hear from you at an
early date. Your Obt Serv.
S.A. Hackworth
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State of Iowa

Executive Department
Des Moines, July 16th 1879
His Excellency
Hon John P St John,
Topeka, Kansas
Dear Governor:
I inclose you draft for $9.00 for the benefit of Colored refugees, the same having been
contributed by the Associated Congregation of Pleasant Divide, [Mongna County], Iowa.
I have the honor to be
Yours Truly,
John H. Geer
Governor
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Mr Howard, Washington DC , to Governor
St. John, July 17, 1879
My Dear Sir
from all I can learn, from Miss & Louisana I apprehend gov. you must be in need of
funds to assist in helping my unfortunat people who are Seeking homes in your State [of]
Kansas, as I am a member of [the] National Immigration aid Society here, would state we
have on hand .about $150 dolls if you need I will tric [to] have it sent at once as soon as
[we?] can here from you. I would state that priperations are in progress now in Miss & La
for a grand move of a large
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number nex fall & spring from the South to Kansas so I learn from friends there
thousands are preparing to move to your State.
I send you late southern papers.
will [be] pleased to here from you [and] would be glad to have some circulars or
phamplets showing locations & conditons of Lands[.] larg numbers think [ofl going out
to buy lands[.]
with highest respect I am your obd Servent
M. HOWARD
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Kansas City July 17th 1879
Hon. John P. St John: Gov. State Kas.
Highly Esteemed Friend and Br,, Rece’d yesterday (16th) First Bienial Report of the State
Board of Agriculture Kansas. Containing valuable maps – statistics Etc, which I highly
prize; and tender to thee grateful thanks for the same, together with the blank note book
so can venient for wayside pencilings.

Spent last Sabbath very pleasantly in attending the meeting of the Friend Quakers at
Lawrence and made the pleasant aquaintence of Br Nicholson who is looking, I think, for
farther advise from thee, as he seemed rather surprised at my report of a necessity of
farther, and immediate aid.
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He said the Gov.. wrote him, if farther aid was needed, he would advise him of the fact,
and that his article in “Friends Review”, was based on thy statement in a letter to him, in
reply to a letter of inquires he sent thee. I presume if he should receive from thy hand,
the fact of your empty Treasury: and of the heavy burden now on your hands, he would
write another article for that periodical that would have a solitary effect. I wish the needs
of the present date, were sent him with the direct statement from the Gov. to be presented
in the same periodical, by Br Wm. Nicholson, at once as he can easily present the change
of prospects of that date, and the present.
I was disappointed in not finding the letter in which I hoped to have rece’d the nearly
$200, my friends wrote me about,
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and I think it must be on the way, but I am anxious to hear from it, as it is so much
needed, and four times that amount to relieve your anxieties. It is needed to care for
those sick ones on your hands. It is needed to furnish homes for those still in Topeka,
and at this point, (Wyandotte). It is needed to aid the 31 families on those new 30 acre
farms, and settle others there.
Enclosed is a clip from “The Central Advocate” (St Louis Mo) under date July 16th/79.
We hope Thomas Conway will define his plans wisely in settleing the poor people, he
may in the fullness of his heart bring from that land of oppression. But the doors of other
states must open as well as that of Kansas. But he alone knows the end from the
beginning, whose prerogative is to undo the heavy burden and let the oppressed go free.
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I should have enjoyed very much to have attended the temperance meeting in Topeka
refered to by one good Sister Gilbert, but I felt this juncture of present necessity for
action, was using me to leave those anxious faces in your association especially Judge
Dawson who looked as if a little world was resting upon his shoulders, as he returned
from taking, one company away, and so many more to be provided for, with almost an
empty Treasury. With dear love to all inquiring friends I am Yours for God and
Humanity. May the rich blessings of Heaven ever be the happy lot and portion of thyself
and family.
Laura S. Haviland
P.S. Thou wilt hear from me whenever I receive money for this object. L.S.H.
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Chauncey Leonard, Springfield, Hampden County, Massachusetts to Governor St. John',
July 17, 1879
To his Excellency Gov of Kansas
Sir.
I have the honor to inform.you that the colored citizens of Springfield feeling"deeply
interested in the welfare of their brethren, migrating to Kansas, have collected together
money & clothing for their use now in time of need. It is on this account that I would
most respectfully ask your advice; how & when to send them, and to whom shall we send
them that they may get into the right
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channel to do the most good. A reply from you in this matter will be thankfully received,
and appreciated.
Chauncey Leonard No. 11 Willow St. Springfield Mass
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Samuel Lowery, Huntsville, Madison County, Alabama to Governor St. John, July 17,
1879-1
Dear Sir
I wish you would please send me a constitution of the State of Kansas and any other
document giving information of the State of Kansas as we propose to secure a site for a
colony, which I am appointed to go out & see. Please inform if you can extend to me any
facilities of travel &c.
Yours Respectfully,
SAMUEL LOWERY, President Sovereign Laborers
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Cleveland,O. 7-17th 79.
His Excellency Governor St John
Topeka Kansas.
Dr Sir; The treasurer of the Refugees aid Society he having closed this account with you,
by his advice I forward to you the sum of $4.26 bringing a balance now in my possession
to be applied toward the relief of needy refugees as in your state.
Respectfully,
John P. Green
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St. Joseph, Mo., July 17” 1879
My dear Sir

Will you please be good enough to have the sums of money, sent to your address of the
Southern refugees; credited to the St. Joseph Board of Relief; instead of being credited to
me, personally, as I am informed it now is?
I endorsed, and enclosed check for $24.00 on or about 7th inst, but for some cause, I find
the letter did not get into the mail as promptly, as it should, and thus caused delay.
Yours very respectfully,
J.M. Trent
To Gov St John
Topeka Kansas.
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St. Joseph, Mo., July 7th 1879.
Gov. St John
Topeka Kansas
My dear Sir
As per you favor of the --------, I have the honor to send check herewith for ($24.00)
twenty four dollars [XXX] refugees fund.
Very respectfully Yours obe Sevnt
J.M. Trent
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St Louis July 19th 1879
Gov J P St John
Dear Sir
I wrote Mr McFarland on yesterday, acknowledging receipt of your letter – I find that
there were twenty eight adults, and one child sent upon the [XXXXX] on yesterday,
[XXX] [XXXX] method my knowledge – I did not see Mr Lack our agent, who
attended to the business yesterday, otherwise, they would not have been sent after the
representation which you make of the suffering which must [XXX] going to Kansas
unless able to provide for themselves – we certainly do not wish to embarrass you, or to
add to the sufferings of these people – I think with you that none should emigrate unless
prepared to do so. As evidence of our good faith in not desiring to force these people
upon you after your last explicate letter. I hereby authorize you to [XXX] in me or I
will [XXX] as you may prosper for one Hundred and Fifty Dollars; which will pay their
way to Nebraska or such points as they can be forwarded to.
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Since Commencing this letter I have been advised of the arrival of one hundred more on
the landing who will have and do the best we can with if there are any arrangements
which your committee have for forwarding these people elsewhere. We would be glad to
know it and whether avoid ourselves of your [XXXXX] if we assumed their expences

attending some – after to day our labors come so far as providing for any who may arrive
after this date.
Had your letter been received a month or six weeks ago and promulgated it would have
prevented the large numbers of emigration from pressing upon you and saved much
embarrassment to your people, and Suffering to the Colored Emigrants.
Very Respectfully
S.E. Yateman
Pres [XXX] [XXX] [XXXX]
5 oclock PM. How just annoyed with the Agent of the Kansas City Packet Company to
deliver all that arrived in the city today in Lincoln, Nebraska their passage being paid
through that point. As you are doubtless in Corresponding with the aid societies in
Nebraska going foreward to day are said to be a better class and have food furniture and
means.
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John T. Anderson, Marshall, Harrison County, Texas to Governor St. John, July 19, 1879
Govenor
We are going to have a grand meeting in Marshall on Saturday 26 inst. I am called to
address the audience. I wish to have the following facts[:]
How many colored imigrants in Kansas? How are they getting along generally? What is
school teaching worth per month? Are there any colored lawyers in your state?
What is the scholastic age of children in your state? What do you think best for the
colored people in the South? Govenor please answer these forthwith.
Respectfully
JNO T. ANDERSON
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Washington County, Texas
Brenham, July 19” 79.
Gov John P. St John,
Topeka, Kansas.
Dear Sir, Please accept my thanks for the Biennial Report of your State Board of
Agriculture, for the years 1877-78. It is a well bound volume, and gives all the
information any one could desire to know in regard to the agricultrial and other resources
of Kansas. Our Democratic Rulers of Texas, have never expended one dollar in much
work, because they do not desire emigration to this State, for a large emigration of people
with liberal ideas would soon destroy Bourbon rule here. During the past party years, we
have used from 35,000,000. to 50,000,000 acres of Public State Lands, which has been
open to homestead prempitions of 160 acres to each and every one who would settle upon
this State Domain, costing them about twenty dollars fees only, and after a residence of
three years they acquire a perfect title. Under Gov David’s Republican Administration,

we have a large emigration of Germans, but since then Emmigration has been gradually
decreasing. Our present Legislature has now opened up their lands and thrown them
upon the market, but in such manner as to prevent colonization for no one is permited to
buy more than 640 acres in one
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one body, so this cuts off my hope of Northern capitalists buying it up for colored
colonization. Senator Homan writes that the old law of preemption is still in force so it is
not likely that actual settlers will buy lands when they can get them for virtually nothing.
If the colored people would organize and prempt they could get good homes much
cheaper than in your State, but all of the leading colored men with whom I have
conversed or corresponded with in regard to this, Say that their people will never consent
to colonize South of Mason’s and Dixon’s line. I am hard at work trying to get the
colored people of the State to organize in accordance with the plans adopted by their
State Convention, but they are becoming restless and hundreds want to desert their
present crops and go pell mell to Kansas, as their people from Miss. And Ls. have done.
I am fearful that thousands will leave Texas, this fall and pour into your state in such
numbers that it will be impossible to prevent great suffering among them this Winter, and
the worst gesture is that it is the third and and more ignorant classes who want to go now,
for they argue that there is but little danger of their making their condition very worse by
leaving at once. Now
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if I had a position so that I could act as an Agent with full powers from your Excellency, I
would travel and canvass continually throughout all counties of this state where there is a
large colored population – and I could prevent large numbers of destitute freedmen from
pouring into your State before next Spring. Besides this I could aid the first and second
classes to organize properly for emigration next Spring. I am anxious to devote all my
time and energies in this great work, and if I had sufficient means of my own, I would do
nothing else but work, work, all the while for the Exodus of the Blacks from the South.
In proof of this declaration, I have devoted much of the time, all my small means in
buying lands and colonizing the Blacks, during the past six years. My faith is unshaken,
and my whole mind devoted to plans for colored colonization, and so firmly and
sincerely am I convinced of the great good that can be accomplished for the colored
people and the Country, by their colonization, that I have lost no opportunity in trying to
impress the same confidence upon the minds of all Sincere Republicans, who could be of
great service in promoting this important enterprise. I
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have been persistent in my efforts in this behalf – that many of my friends here declare
that I am a fanatic, and almost a monomaniac. Sometimes I fear that others who favor
colored colonization, but who do not personally know me, may think that I am animated
solely with an inordinate desire to make a fortune in this enterprise, because I have

devoted so much of my time and attention to it, and have upon a small note tested the
practicability of colored colonization; but such is not the motive that animates me. If I
were not a poor man, with a large family to support, I would charge nothing outside of
my actual expenses in working diligently, working all the while in this great cause. All I
ask, is a position with ample means to work properly, so that I can decently support my
family, and do full justice to the cause in which I wish to devote the balance of my life to.
If such a position cannot be had for me, then I shall do all I can in what time I can spare
from my other duties, in promoting the best interests of the Exodus.
Very Respectifully Yours,
S A Hackworth.
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C. P. Hicks, Brehham, Washington County, Texas to Governor St. John, July 19, 1879
To His Excellency John P. St. John Gov. of Kansas
Sir:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the first Biennial Report of the Board of
Agriculture which conveys to me very valuable and interesting information and I am very
grateful to your Excellency for it.
I wish to state to your Excellency that there are from seventy-five to one hundred families
in this county that want to leave here at once and I have thought that the counties in
Kansas through which the Arkansas flows beginning with Sumner County is very
desirable. My plan would be to get the counties of Sumner, Sedgwick, Reno, Rice and
Barton for the colored people of this state or as much thereof as is necessary and those
that are able to defray their expences may be advised to immigrate this fall. I notice in
Sumner County there is plenty of building material and good water and the people here
want to leave the south so bad and are determined to go at all hazards and if there could
be arrangements made with rail road companies for special rates or advice as to whether
it would be best to travel over land or in wagon trains I think they would experience-very
little trouble in leaving this Hot Bed of Secession. I am not informed as to
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whether immigrants can travel across the Indian territory or not. I can furnish your
excellency with a list of the names and number of families together with their occupation
and amount of funds and property on hand and how much money could be raised by
them, but although their means are very limited yet I am satisfied they will be in a worse
condition next year if they remain in the south. I have been advising them and lecturing
to them for some months and although it is dangerous to do so in some portions [of] this
county yet I am only threatened by the old Sore Heads and advised by them that the
"niggers are well enough off where they are". I may be sent to Kansas soon to look up
good locations and as I have got a great deal of information from the Biennial Report I
will know exactly where in my judgment is the most suitable place. If your Excellency
will be good enough to extend to us whatever aid you can and any advice that your

Excellency may deem necessary the poor persecuted colored of this portion of the south
will be ever grateful and the all-wise Providence and Gracious God will bless you for it.
Hoping this may meet your Excellency's kind consideration I am Very Respectfully
your obedient servant
C. P. HICKS
Brenham, Tx
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Frank D. Vaughan, Millican, Brazos County, Texas to Governor St. John, July 19, 1879"
Mr. John P St John
Dear Sir
At this moment I will endeavor to write you a few lines hoping that thoughts might direct
my fancy through. Sir we are at this time thinking of imigrating to your State though we
can not find out any thing special about Kansas. I hope when you receive this you will
answer my few remarks and when you write please write some news about Kansas. I do
believe that there is about one hundred familys in our neighborhood that would migrate
immediately that if [they] could get a thorough understanding about your state. Dear sir
please give us some understand[ing] about it. Texas is a very good country only some
severe treatment that
[we] have [to] undergo within our state and a grate many others of the Southern States so
therefore we think it would be better
[to] immigrate to a free country. We are colored people in the south and are treated as the
same. It is now a peogeonage [sic] to anciently [sic] and if we"do not leave here in a few
years it will be the same. Sir Mr. St. John we would be under a thousand obligations to
[you] if you would say a few words about Kansas and if you have not time are [or?]
inclination to write a letter please write to [two] or three lines. Please send me some
papers and I will pay postage on every thing. Dear Sir I will not endeavor to write
nothing grate until I receive answer from you. Send by return mail. I still remain as your
humble and obedient servent.
FRANK D. VAUGHAN (Colored)
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So Union July 24th 1879
Gov St John
Sir
A trifling response to the enclosed appeal. From
Mrs Geo. H Jones
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New York Daily and Weekly Witness
New York July 21 1879
Governor St John,
Topeka Kas.

Dear Sir
We are Just in receipt of your if 17th & are greatly surprised to learn that check sent you
was not paid. As soon as the banks open in the morning will send you certified check for
amount with expense, & you will kindly return the original check. Regretting the
mistake, I remain
Yours truly,
John Dongall
Fr A.M. Cochane
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E.D. Haines & Co., Bankers, West Chester, PA, July 21st 1879
To His Excellency
John P. St John
Governor of Kansas
Dr Sir,
We enclose Lawrence City Bond No 4 for $1000, with 18 mos unpaid interest all of
which John Hall of this place desires us to forward to you for the relief of colored
emigrants fleeing from the South to your State. It is his wish that the proceeds be used to
help these unfortunate people.
Very truly Yours Obt Sevt
E D Haines
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E.D. Haines & Co., Bankers, West Chester, PA, July 22nd 1879
To His Excellency
John P. St John
Dr Sir,
Yesterday we sent you by registered mail a Lawrence City Bond for $1000. donated by
John Hall for the relief of col’d refugees. We presume you will want to convert it into
cash and there we make an offer which is this – We will pay $1000. for the bond and
back interest and remit on your advice of acceptance of our offer.
Very Respec
Your Obt Svt
E.B. Haines
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John H. Thomas, St. Elmo Station, Mobile County, Alabama to Governor St. John, July
22, 1879
Governor St. John of Kansas Sir your honor I desire from you some information, if you
please Sir: the reason that I apply to you in this manor is because you are out there and
you are the head of the Territory: now the information that I wants is to know where I
must apply too for help to get out there in Kansas, as I have of my own one pony horse
and some farming utensils and a full set of carpenters tools and myself and wife no

children, and as for my Cattle and a few hogs and goats them I shall sell; I have no Cash
and if I sell this that I have mentioned I will not be able to get much of it. So if I could get
help to get out there with the pony and farming utensils where the land is rich I could
make a living for here the land is too poor and when you Work here they pay no cash but
pay in trade, so a man can not doe any thing at that, so therefore is the reason why I wishe
some help, and if I could obtain help from the United States I would not ask any farther
help after my a rivel there
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Dear Sir as Soon as you can make it Convenient please rite me and let me know where to
apply too or how to manage.] now you are a gentleman that is in office and has to have
dealings with those men. So therefore you have a chance to know what names to give me
and the place and business such as State and county where they are at, and also your own
residence so as I may be able to find you after my a rival, and if I can be successful to get
where you is any thing that should lay in my power to doe for you as a favor in return for
what you doe for me, I will doe it[.] now if you please doe not for get me, and if you
should write direct to
JOHN H. THOMAS
St. Elmo Station, Mobile County, Ala.
Nothing more only I Remain as a stranger
Yours Ever Frend
JOHN H. THOMAS
[Image 578]
Cambridge City 7 mo 22 1879
Friend – John P St John
President of Freedmen relief association.
The friends of this vicinity are collecting some articles to send to your association for the
benefit of the freedmen, which will consist principally of bed clothing, we write to know
of you have any arrangement with the roads to transport such goods at a reduced rate,
who shall we direct to and how can money be sent?
Your friend Isace L. Whitely
[Image 579]
Address Isace L. Whitely
Cambridge City Wayne Co. Ind
[Image 580]
New York Daily and Weekly Witness
New York, July 22, 1879
Governor St John.
Topeka Kas.

Dear Sir:
Enclosed please find certified check for $59.75 to replace one refused payment also $2
for exps. Please return the previous check in enclosed envelope & oblige.
Yours truly, A.N. Cochran
Bank Manager
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Sheridan, LaSalle, Co, Ill
July.23,79
Gov-St-John
Topeka, Kansas
Sir
I enclose Twenty (20) dollars for the Freedmen.
Please use for the most needy, and a Receipt
Yours Truly
Leonard Lester
Sheridan LaSalle. Co. Ills
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J. M. Curd, Cold Springs, San Jacinto County, Texas to Governor St. John, July 23, 1879
Your Excellency John P. St. John Govenor of Kansas
Dear Sir
The Colored People of this State is making arrangements to emigrate to your State this
coming year We are told by the white people that the Colored people are not welcome in
Kansas and as a private individual I write for information beleaving it will be correct if I
receive it from you. Have thare been many freedman imigrated from the Southern States
to Kansas & if so how do the[y] get along there & does the U. S. alow a home stead to
every colored man who wishes land and any other information that would be of interest
to the Freedman please give me. I have the honor to be Yours Very Respectfully.
J. M. CURD
Cold Springs, Texas
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Emanuel Robinson, et al., Trinity, Trinity County, Texas to Governor St. John, July 24,
1879
To The Governor of Kansas
We have been informed that the legislature of Kansas has made an appropriation to assist
colored emigrants. Is it so
Answer Emanual Robinson and many others
[Image 588]

Lodi Wis. July 23rd 1879.
Hon Governor – St John
Dear Sir – I have read with great interest accounts of the emigration of colored people
from the South to your state. I saw the names of a Committee who asked for
contributions to aid them and at once forwarded $5.00 which was acknowledged in the St
Louis C. Advocate – Of late I have seen some contradictory reports in the papers
respecting them but have had but little reliable information respecting their situation and
wants – I then designed and still wish to render them further aid but have lost the papers
in which reliable information was published. This is my apology for so abruptly
obtruding
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myself upon your notice.
I have supposed that soon as the cold weather comes on they will need assistance in the
line of clothing especially[.] Having had considerable experience among the fugitive
slaves in Canada I think I understand their wants and feelings – During the year 1844 I
edited the Green Mountain Freeman in Vermont and over a thousand dollars passed
through my hands for their benefit and in 1845 I spent over two months among them –
Since the war I have looked after the interests of the Freedmen in Nashville Chatanooga
Atalanta Augusta Grangeburg and Charestore – Having been a Presiding Elder of the
M.E. Church in the [XX] Conference and on two districts in this state I have
considerable acquaintance with the friends of the colored people in the north[.]
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Perhaps if I should spend some time among those coming to your state. Next Fall and
Winter I might be a sort of connecting link between them to the advantage of both parties
– If I should do so it will important for me to understand the matter and decide before the
next session of our conference which will be in September – At all events I wish to learn
all I can about their situation and prospects
If it will not be asking too much I will esteem a great favor if you will drop me a line and
give me your opinion about my suggestions, or direct me to some one with whom I might
correspond upon the subjects – Any information in regard to them will be thankfully
received.
Very Respectifully Yours
J.C. Aspinwall
[Image 592]
Theological Seminary
Oberlin Ohio July 22.’79
Gov Jno P. St John
Kansas

Dear Sir.I have read your Committees late appeal for aid for Refugees – I send $12.00 – whole
sum was placed in my hands, the gift of the widow of a soldier of 1812 – She requested
that it should be used in purchasing land for the refugees in Kansas –
I wish I could make it $12,000. The conduct of the Governor of Kansas and the noble
men who rally around him in the work challenges the admiration of the world
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call still more loudly for money – the country must hear it – The scourge at Memphis,
makes no more urgent appeal – Our people here have shown their sympathy by sending a
large lot of clothing to St Louis – but money is wanted now – I have done a little, and if
able would do more –
People who have means are in general, seeking recreation and rest – away from house or
planning for it – hence at present, it is difficult to do missionary work or raise money in
many of the charities – Please receipt by a postal card.
Very Respectfully
B.A. Irnes
Box 824 - Oberlin Ohio
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Henry Adams, New Orleans, Orleans Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, July 24, 18
79
To his Excellency Gov. John P. St. John Gov of Kansas at Topeka
Hon sir your letter bearing date June the 23d 1879, received on the 28th ultimo and
contents duly noted. I must acknowledge that I have neglected to answer sooner, but it
was my expectation to have been in Kansas ere this. I shall try and move your city by the
1st or middle of August. Please under these circumstances excuse the long delay in my
not answering. I am complying as far as I can with your instruction as to the best method
[a] party of immigrants should adopt before leaving for any place West. I deem your
instruction good and best suited to the occasion. I wish you would use your influence in
trying to get the fares reduced, the Anchor line having raised the rates and the Str James
Howard on the 19th ultimo refusing to carry bedding & furniture & has somewhat
demoralized a great many. Yet in the fall & spring they will increase in number. I hope
you will continue to furnish me with all the information you see proper & at any & all
times. I am a member of the Committee here on Emigration and Arrangements &
transportation. Hoping to hear from you soon,
I Remain Respectfully Your Obdt
HENRY ADAMS
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D. H. Kelly, Coosaville, Floyd County, Georgia to Governor St. John, July 25, 1879

Dear Sir
I ask your Hon as Govnor of the State for a little information [.] I wish som information
in regard to the land & if it can be had & on what turms[.] we ar pore people but if we .
had a chance we wood make a living & at the same time be worth something to a
country[.] we wood like to stay heare but we cant never own land heare [,.] it is too high
[. ] the people that own it will always own it from us & we as a people must go else
where or never be a people
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I want to know if thar is eney inducement offerd to help people to emagrate to Kansas[.]
if so I wood like to know it[.] thar can be a tolerable heavy emagration of us culerd
people from this belt of cuntry & good workers that can take holt of eney thing[.]
Please answer my note amediatley[.] if you wish eney further infermation please ask me
[and] I will write to you with pleashure[.] no more at present but remains yours as ever
D. H. KELLEY
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Jackson & Sampson
Attorneys at Law.
New Castle, PA. 25 July 1879
Gov John St John,
Topeka, Kas –
Dear Sir – Enclosed find PO Order for five dollars ($5.00) which please apply to relief of
destitute colored emigrants –
Yours Truly –
Oscar L. Jackson
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Lawrence Hotel,
D.A. Whitney, Manager
Adrian, Mich., July 25, 1879
To His Excellency
Governor St john
Dear Sir
I was in your state and in St. Louis in April.
I had some conversation with the poor Colored refugees from the South. I am in business
in N.Y. but spend much time west.
I expect to speak during August to New Jersey audiences upon this “Exodus” business.
But I would like to have some bills or contracts to Exhibit
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as “[XXXX] facil Evidence” of the manner in which our Southern brethren do
“business”.
I understand that you possess such. Can you spare me a few? I Enclose some Stamps to
cover postage.
Please address me to the care of
[XXXX] Locke & Neil
84 Warren St
New York.
Trusting that you may be able to comply with this request I am Yours Very respectfully
Lewis Neil.
I am superintendent of a Colored Baptist S.D. in New Jersey. As you will conjecture I
am a Caucasion.
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Providence La. July 25th 1879.
Gov. Jns P. St John
Topeka Kas,
My dear Sir
Permit me to thank you for the very valuable volumn recently transmitted by you. Judge
Horton having presented us with a similar one during my pleasant sojourn in your state. I
have taken the liberty to present, yours to the Editor of our local paper, who appreciates
its merits and the information it contains most keenly, in fact he has Kansas fever. Your
letter has done much good, but you may look for a general movement of black people
from Louisianna and Mississippi to Kansas in the winter and Spring. I assure you I have
in no way misrepresented your State to
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any class of people since my return to the South. Not less than 50000 Colored people
will leave the South during the approaching winter and Spring for Kansas.
I had rather expected an answer from you to my letter written shortly after I returned
home, but so far I have heard nothing from you. The mode of treatment toward the
blacks seems to be changing, but I fear the step has been taken too late to avail the
southern planter.
It will always afford me more than ordinary pleasure to hear from you, to transmit such
information as may benefit you.
Very Sincerely Your friend
R.H. Lanier
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State of Kansas
Executive Department
Topeka, July 27th, 1879
A.M. Cochran
New York,
Dear Sir,
I return here with the draft for fifty nine dollars, and seventy five cents, sent to me for
benefit of Freedmen, in registered letter of the 22nd inst. for your indorsement, which you
will see you have omitted. Please indorse and return to me.
Very truly yours,
John P St John
Gov
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T. R. Alexander, Grand Bluff, Panola County, Texas to Governor St. John, July 27, 1879
Gov. John P. St. John Gov. of Kansas
Dear Sir
I write you the following lines of information, as the Colored people in this part of the
South are deprived of their rights as citizens, I trouble you with a few lines because I
know no other name in that State. I am anxious to leave the South if I can find a better
place, colored people are looked upon by the white people with disdain and scorn
therefore I ask of you to give me full information in regard to how things are in your
State and also other Northern States [.] how can an industrious c'olord man fare in or up
North[?] I have suffered the brikes and scorns long enough down South here, what is
lands & cattle and horses & hogs and provisions worth up there and what will it cost me
to get there[?] I am worth about $600 Six hundred dollars in propity[.] I own a nice little
farm in Panola County but it is no inducement to me to Stay where I am deprived of the
rights of a citizen[.] what will it cost me to get there with 7 in family[?] is there any
public land in Kansas [and] how can it be obtained[?] how is it timbered & please give
me full information in regard to every thing and if it is favorable I will influence all I can
to leave here[.] Send me a full discription of your country
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Direct your letter to Eld T. R. Alexander Grand Bluff Panola County Texas
And Oblige Yours Obt Eld. T. B. Alexander
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National City, Cal.
July 27th/79.
Gov. J.P. St John

My dear Sir – Yours of the 2nd inst came to hand in due time – was pleased to learn that
there was a “steady stream of immigration of - - - refugees from the Southern States
northward” – hope they will continue to come until all have escaped, who are suffering
persecution at least, and that the Lord will put it into the hearts of the people “to provide
for them as fast as they arrive.” Please find enclosed $10.00 for that object.
Very Truly Yours,
I. Parsons
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July 28, 1879
To His Excellency
Governor St. John
Honored Sir
Will you be kind enough to forward to Col. Geo Bliss [XXXX] , 11 Price Street N.
[XX] City, a letter relative to the condition of the Colored people now in your State, their
being in your State, caused by the Southern Exodus as Col. Bliss and Co
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to the colored people is very valuable in the District that I am now Soliciting Subscription
to their aid[.]
My reason for asking your Excellency to forward the letter requested is that during the
wrath of wars last Mr. Jackson & Schultz passed through your State and gives the people
of this
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City to understand that through the investigation he has made, relative to the colored
people, that in his opinion that they need nothing in the way of help, and in the humble
opinion of your writer it is to the contrary, that they are much in need of help, and if your
Excellency
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agrees with your humble Servant, will you kindly forward said letter and let the good
work go on.
I have the Honor to remain yours
William Johnson
[XXXXX]
[XXXXX] [XXXXX] Freeman
32 [XXXXX]
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Russell, Ks July 28
Hon John P. St John
I send you five dollars for collored refugees[.] I will try to gve more after a While[.]
Please return the card to acknowlege the rect of this[.]
Yours Truly
Sam H Falley
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Adrian Michigan July 28th – 79
John P St. John
Dear Sir
I enclose postal order of $15.00 payable to your order for the benefit of the fugitives
flying from the murderous exslave Holders of the South, through the association of which
you are president. I am 84 eighty four years of age, and an old time Abolitionist fully
hostiel in history of Slavery in our own and other countries, and only regret that instead
of the 15 dollars, I cannot give as many thousands. I write with Pencil as I find it much
easier than pen – Hoping that all our Colored Breathern have days may find comfortable
and quiet
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homes where they can be allowed to enjoy their natural and Constitutional rights I am
Respectfully Yours
Stephen Allen
[Image 619]
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Denver July 29 1879
Topeka Ks 7/29 - 1234RS
Gov J P St John
Please telegraph to ex Gov Evans whether association needs funds now Gov Pitkin is
absent People say he was to be officially informed when funds were needed in Topeka
Wilmer W Alton
[Image 621]
Detroit, Mich July 29th/79
Dear Governor,
I have seen the letter of my old friend, Mrs Haviland; but she does not inform us to where
good for the Exodous should be sent. Please give me that desired information.
Truly Yours –
Rev. C.C. Foote
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Paris Texas. July 29” 1879
Governor St. John
Topeka Kans
My Dear Sir –
As you are Doubtless aware there are on foot although the South movements by our
Colored friends to emigrate – to your State, I have been taken to upon several occasions,
by my colored friends and fellow citizens and asked the propriety of their moving to
Kansas. I am not able to give them any very clear ideas as to the benefits – that would
secure to them by
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said move – of course there have been a good deal of exaggeration [XXXXXXX] on
the subject – now as a friend of the colored I appeal direct to you to know what the status
of the Colored people of Kansas is, and what advantages they will have or will [XXXX]
exposed – of the people of Kansas in a social and [XXXXX] points of view [.] please
be very [plain] and explicit in your answers so I can the better make them understand for
as you are a [XXXX] owning to the way the colored people of the South have been
brought-up that it requires very plain talk to get them to comprehend fully our colored
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friends are anxious for reliable information on this subject and have been thinking for
some time of sending one or two of the Colored brethen up to your State to see for
themselves an expert, but as times are so very hard, I have therefore writing to you
would do just about as well and probably better as you can certainly give more
information in one letter than any colored man of this State could – probably give
[XXXXX] your State – tell us about its climate – soil – wood, water – what is easier – up
there as fields – crops, what day laborers can earn would [XXXX] – Your very true
friend - W.W. Stell
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La Grange GA
July 25th 1879
His Excy Dear Sir,
I recd yours of the 15 inst with much pleasure & I was glad to be informed by the Chief
of Kansas the true situation of that place, I desire to have regular interviews with you for
this information which I have Rec’d from you recently have done this Section much good
in as much as it has put us on the right track of going to Kansas if my preparing for it my
people who’d been misled about the matter, nor I trust we are on the right track. I desire
to hear more of the immigrants who have gone there & about the crops & show how they
are getting on. I hope to hear from you soon.

Your Obedient Servant
Rev. Benjamin Burks
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C. P. Hicks, Brenham, Washington County, Texas to Governor St. John, July 30, 1879
To His Excellency
Gov John P. St. John Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a letter dated the 24th inst. containing very
valuable information and sound advice. I will say that but for the prompt action of our
recent State Convention several thousands of colored people of Texas would have
sacrificed their present year's crop and personal property for "a mere song" to obtain
means to go by railroad to your State, and by this time you would have had them upon
your hands on similar condition with the thousands of refugees from Miss, and La. who
have thrown themselves upon you in a destitute condition. Our convention declared that
our thrifty ones should go forward first and colonize, and that our emagration should be
gradual but our great trouble is that we have many ignorant colored men who really
believe that free homes, transportation, and supplys of provisions and clothing will be
given them by the government if they go to Kansas, and it taxes our energies and
ingenuity to restrain them from going at once. During the past two weeks
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many hundreds of destitute colored people in Grimes, Waller, Austin, Fort Bend and this
county, deceived by lying reports made [to] them by designing men, attempted to throw
off all restraint and go off to Kansas without delay, but fortunately before they could sell
their crops, organize and arrange with the railroad companies for transportation the more
intelligent classes of our people went vigorously to work and niped the movement in the
bud. Judge Hackworth and myself did hard work in trying to squelch this "Rag and Tag"
movement. I have just received letters from leading colored men in Harrison and
adjoining counties in Eastern Texas some 300 miles distant from here that a similar
movement is on foot there among the large masses of "Rag and Tag" freedmen to make
an onward rush for Kansas. I have written letters of instructions based on the advice
given by your excellency to the intelligent leaders there how to organize and to put a stop
to the movement, but I do not know whether they will be able to restrain them long. I am
not in a condition to travel to such distant counties, but I think if your
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relief committee would issue a number of circulars embracing the same ideas contained
in your excellency's letter to me and send them to leading colored men through the south
with instructions for them to distribute them properly, it would check the massing of
destitute freedmen in your State. Unless this is done I fear you will be overrun with such
large numbers of starving colored people this coming winter [and] that the worst of
results will happen in spite of all you can do to prevent it. In my opinion, there should be

authorized agents to truly represent your interests in this and other southern states, for
such agents could select thrifty colored families who would be able by next spring to
emmigrate and colonize in Kansas without much aid, and to prevent destitute freed-men
from massing upon you. This would save our northern friends many thousands of dollars
and a great deal of trouble and vexation* I have already been chosen as one of the
emmigration and colonization commissioners of this state and I shall work diligently and
faithfully to do all that lies in my power to promote and
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advance the best interests of my unfortunate race., and I earnestly appeal to your
Excellency and all other northern friends to advise and counsel with the representative
colored men of the South, how to adopt effective measures in securing the best of results
by the present Exodus movement. You who have never felt the bitter sting of slavery nor
the prejudice, hate and unrelenting oppression of a powerful master element can never
know or realize how dearly my race prize the small liberties they now enjoy. And to the
proof of this let me say that when I read that portion of your excellency's letter that
guaranteed to them the full and complete protection of their rights under the law, old grey
headed men fell upon their knees and prayed that God might spare your Excellency's life
and shower down blessings upon the head that had the manhood to say that a Black man
has rights and your Excellency has promised that their rights shall be protected and
respected and exacted a promise from me that I would inform your Excellency how
deadly in earnest they are in trying to escape the evils now confronting and surrounding
them. There are no words which can fully express or explain the real condition
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of my people throughout the south, nor how deeply and keenly they feel the necessity of
fleeing from the wrath and long pent up hatred of their old masters which they feel
assured will ere long burst loose like the pent up fires of a volcano and crush them if they
remain here many years longer. For God's sake and in the name of the suffering millions
of my people do all that can be practically done to relieve them. The people here have
regular weekly meetings in their churches and are obliged to keep armed guards on the
outside [, ] not only to protect ourselves from threatened assault from the unprincipled
white men but to protect our meetings from some of our own race who are known to be in
the employ of white men high in office. Such men come around and circulate reports
about hundreds of colored people starving to death under the very eyes of the Kansas
Republicans. An officer here went as far as to say that he would like to have me outside
of town for a while, A person can very easily see that to even try to better one's condition
in this portion of the south is looked upon as an offence against the old master element. I
am trying to make some
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arrangements with the land commissioners in Kansas by enquiring if a person can locate
for others such land as may be suitable, and if a person

having a homestead here that would like to sell them, if it could be arranged to exchange
or take for security, homesteads in Texas for homesteads in Kansas, for there are a great
many here who have homesteads and who wish to sell them, experience considerable
difficulty in disposing of them except at a great sacrifice, and although they would like to
get a reasonable consideration for their property yet they are determined to sacrifice them
if necessary to procure means to assist them in emmi-grating. Thanking your excellency
for the valuable aid you have already rendered and the kindness show me,
I remain your Obedient Servant
C. P. HICKS
Brenham, Texas
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Robert Steward, Englewood, Robertson County, Texas to"Governor St. John, July 30,
1879
Hon St John Gov
You will pardon me for taking the privaledge of asking you a.few questions in behalf of
some of my friends as well as myself [.] We have hered so much about your state that we
think of [coming] to see it [.] we want to know if there is any government land there that
we could get and how much would it cost an acre or would colored people be allowed to
take home steads [.] we have been told by a friend that we could but we dont know and
how much would it cost us to come by the rail road or could you get us redused rates or
would it pay us best to come in wagons and bring our stock of cattle [.] we all have some
cows[.] we have been working hard ever since the war but we get a poor chance like all
other freed people and to go where we can get pay for our work [ . ] how much can a man
get a month for work a good farm hand[?] you will please answer these few questions
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soon as convenient so we can get away quick for there has been some of our friends
killed here for talking about going to Kansas.
I remain as ever your Humble Servant Robert Steward in behalf of the freed people of
Robertson and Leon Counties Texas. Please send your letter to Englewood Robertson
County Texas
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Richmond July 30th 1879
Gov St. John
Enclosed find a check for $50.00. The money comes slowly, and by the hardest. I send
all that I get except actual expenses. I can give my time to help in this work, and if I
could reach the purses of the people so as to get the funds needed, I would not grudge my
time; but it seems almost thrown away.

Did you get $190.00 from the Committee at Philadelphia? Have you ever heard from
West Chester Penn, since I was there? I had great hopes that you would get some
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thing nice from John Hall [.] Did you write to him? I wish you could send them over to
Indiana. The people talk very loud about what they would do for them if they were only
here, and I would like to have try it with a few thousand. I believe there would be civil
war, there is such a dislike, such a bitter prejudice against them here.
Old time abolitionists that boast of their devotion to the cause will give .25 to .50 after I
have walked a mile to get to them. But the good Lord will rule and over rule, and the
rights of these people will yet be vindicated. I want always to be so
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guided as to be found on the side of right.
What of our camp meeting; Is the prospect good for a grand time. I had hoped to have
met bro. Shelton this week as he wrote me he would be in this state. He promised to send
me tansportation from Indianapolis home. I want to start early in Aug. so as to be at
home a few days before the camp meeting begins. If I can have a pass and save $20.00 I
would be very glad.
I have been trying to talk up our camp meeting everywhere I have been, and interest
workers, and have sent the names of a great many who will add very much
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to the interest not only as speakers but singers, among others Mrs Annie Weichman of
Philadelphia.
Are the Lawrence people taking more interest this year? I do hope that it will do much
for our prohibition campaign.
Write to me at Indianapolis as I shall make that headquarters, for a week or 10 days, then
on home.
Yours for the Right
A.N. Way
Direct in care of Samual Banister Indianapolis
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Grand Rapids Mich. July 31/79
Hon Gov. St.John
Dear Sir

Inclosed please find exchange for five Dollars to be used under the direction of the board
of which you are Tres., for the benefit of the colored refugees – Please send postal to let
us know if you received this[.]
Very Respectfully yours
Mrs. E.G. Furness
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Washington County, Texas
Brenham, July 31st 1879.
Gov John P St John,
Topeka, Kansas
Dear Gov, your favor of the 28th inst came to hand yesterday. I was fearful lest I had
written so often to you, that you were becoming tired of reading my lengthy
communications, and sometimes I have thought that perhaps I have been too persistent
and extreme in trying to force my views of the necessity of Northern Republicans,
organizing thoroughly to aid the colored people in migrating from the South. I have
never been a halway man in anything I undertake to do, nor have I stood by as an eye
witness, and seen wrongs without speaking plainly and boldly against them. Like most of
Northern men, I am impulsive, and supposed if I had been a Democrat. I should have
been smong the worst of [XXXXXX] and “irreconcilables.” As it is, if I have gone into
extremes of any kind I have the consolation of believing, that it has been done on the
right side of Humanity, and in the right direction. It is high time that an organization of
Northern Republicans was effected for unless some practible plans are speedily adopted,
many thousands of destitute freedmen will pour in upon you by the latter part of next Oct.
I know that at least 1000 families would have left this and ad[Image 645]
joining Counties during the past three weeks, but for the prompt action of CP Hicks Esq.
and other leading colored men in checking the movement. I have been busy myself in
not only writing letters to colored men, and talking with numbers of them who often
come long distances to see me: but I have also attended their Exodus meetings and left
nothing undone to encourage them to organize in accordance with the resolutions adopted
by their recent State convention. I have no trouble with the thrifty intelligent classes, but
even with their aid, it is hard to control the ignorant and destitute classes, for not only
ignorant colored men, but many of the laboring classes of white people circulate the
report that all colored people who go to Kansas, will get free homes, and one years
supply of clothing and provisions. They further report, that thousands have already been
thus provided for in Kansas, and you have no idea how difficult it is to argue them out of
such conclusions. While in other Southern States, the whites will generally combine to
prevent the Exodus, get in this State, except in a few localities. There may be much
opposition, the great masses of laboring whites will encourage and promote it. White
labor, very sensibly argue that the Exodus will eventually give them control of the South,
and make their labor more vol-
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uable than it has ever been, or can ever possibly be, so long as they have to compete with
colored labor: for without colored labor the cotton crops and supplies would decrease at
least one half, which of course would make the price of that staple largely increase etc.
Not only this cause induces white people here to encourage the movement, but as the
freedmen own a large amount of valuable property here, and the crops of this season will
be out short by our long continued drought, by inducing the freedmen to believe they will
get free houses, etc. in Kansas they will of course throw their property upon the market
which will be thus sacrificed for a mere Song. On yesterday I was informed that circulars
had been sent from Ohio to leading colored men here, and elsewhere informing them that
lands would be given them in Ohio and Kansas, in exchange for their homes here. I have
sent some of my colored friends in search of one of these circulars, and hope to get one in
time to forward you enclosed with this letter, but if not I shall get one, if such documents
are really here, and send you one at an early date. Of course if such arrangements could
be made it would be a great help to the colored people, but this may possibly be a
swindle. I have heard of other men offering to sell land certificates and Railway tickets
to colored
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men, and have but little doubt that many of them in their eagarness to get to Kansas, will
be swindled in various ways, unless an organization of Northern friends is effected, and
the Blacks given to understand that all information and aid in colonizing them must come
through this organization; and that any other counsel or offers made them is bogus. I
have taken the liberty of wrigint letters to Col John W Forney, Hons Wendell Phillips,
James A. Garfield, Senators Blaine, Windom and Conklin, in regard to this matter,
because [during?] the past two or more years, I had from time to time wrote them several
communications in regard to the real condition of the colored people. I have now fully
explained to these gentlemen the magnitude of the Exodus movement, and as they are no
doubt well posted by information from many different sources, I think that if your
Excellency would follow up the line of argument and evidence I have adopted and
offered in urging them to lend their aid and influence to secure an organization of
Northern friends, it would have much greater weight with them, than anything I have
done or could do to secure their cooperation etc. The reason why I suggest a secret
conference is because it is likely that plans will be adopted – if anything is done in that
direction which
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should not be made public, for if an enemy knows your plans to defect him, he is quite
certain to resort to some means to thwart your intentions. I would suggest some Summer
resort or fashionable watering place for such a conference, because that would excite no
suspicion to see a number of friends gathered at such points. Whatever is done, should be
done by the latter part of next month, for I assure you that you may expect the destitute

freedmen to pour in upon you by the thousands unless some wise measures if adopted to
either prevent it, or else to provide for them when they begin their steady migration in
Oct. In this warm climate ordinary log or box cabins, with a scanty supply of clothing
and food will enable them, as they have always done, to live through our mild winters;
but with your climate it will be quite different, and I apprehend that it will be quite
impossible to prevent great suffering if several thousands of half naked and utterly
destitute freedmen should throw themselves upon your state during the coming winter. In
this state there is seldom a week in any of our winter months in which the laboring
classes are prevented by cold weather from performing steady out door labor, but in the
Northern states, I learn that there are four winter months in which but little of such labor
can be done. It would certainly be
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taxing the patience and charity of of Northern people beyond their endurance, to ask them
to support hordes of destitute people, when such an emergency may with a little foresight
and carful management be prevented. If an ordinary crop can be made the first season
upon the new lands of your State, five or more thousand families could leave here by the
latter part of Next Feb. and get to Kansas in ample time with their wagons, teams, etc. to
make good crops, for with good tents and by herding cattle away from their crops, they
could do without houses and fences untell they harvested their wheat. If good crops of
wheat were made the first season, they would then have means to buy material for
building houses and fences by the next winter. By such management on this, the Blacks
would be no expense whatever, and could be made self supporting at once. If I had only
the proper backing, I would like to take about 10,000 Texas freedmen next Spring, and
show Northern people what Negro labor can do when it is properly directed and
protected.
I shall keep your Excellency well posted and properly advised of all matters of interest
that comes to my knowledge in regard to the Exodus movement here, and hope that you
will consider well all I have said in regard to the necessity of prompt action to meet the
coming tidal wave of the Exodus, which will soon rush headlong upon you.
Your Obt Svrt,
SA Hackworth
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Washington County, Texas
Brenham July 3”79.
Gov John P St John,
Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir, In my two last communications, - to which I have not as yet received any reply
– I virtually finished my explanation in regard to the real condition of the colored people
of the South, and my plan or suggestions as to how they should be colonized etc. During
the past 14 years, I have worked so diligently among the Colored people to encourage
their colonization, and warned them so often of the great evils that has since befallen

them, that today they regard me as a real friend. In my last letter I sent you an article
written by Mr C P Hicks, in relation to the real causes that force his race, to migrate from
the South. Since then a convention has been held by the leading Representative Colored
men of this State at Houston. There was 130 delegates present, who represented 38
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of the most populous counties of Texas, and there men have in a fearless manner,
expressed the general feeling and purposes of their Race throughout the South. I aided
Mr Hicks, who was a delegate to this convention, in drafting an Address to the County, in
which they boldly declare the many oppressions and grievances to which they are
subjected by the old master class of the South. This Address ends in a strong appeal to
the colored people to prepare for a general Exodus from the South, and to send forward
their thriftest and most enterprising classes first to colonize and open up the way for their
less thrifty classes. It also returns to your Excellency, an expressive vote of thanks for
the aid and sympathy extended to their race fleeing from oppression Etc. and a vote of
confidence to myself for the untiring efforts I have made in encouraging colored
emigration not colonization. The address was adopted by acclamation and rous[Image 652]
ing cheers. Assignments were made to secure its publication in the “Galveston News” at
an early day, and it will also be published in phamplet form for general distribution.
I will send your Excellency, a number of these addresses, and I hope you will secure their
publication in all of the leading Republican papers of the North, and West. It will shake
the South, to its center, and begin a new Era, in behalf of Liberty and Justice. All that is
now needed, is for the leading Republicans of the North and West to unite in well
directed efforts and plans, already explained and suggested by, to make this great
movement a final and a complete success.
If this is done, and I am Selected and appointed as an Agent to aid in this great work, and
sufficiently backed by capital and influence I shall organize the leading colored men of
Texas, and other Southern States, thoroughly, and work vigorously to make the Exodus a
reality, and a success in every
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particular. I hope that you will not think or regard me guilty of egotism, when I declare
that my life long knowledge of the general character and condition of the colored people,
my experience gained by my over limited and unsided efforts to colonize them; together
with their almost universal confidence in me; will enable one to be of great service in this
movment.
Again I hope no one will think for a moment that I am activated by selfish motives. You,
nor no other fair minded gentleman, could expect me to devote my whole time and work

dilligently, faithfully and honestly for the successful accomplishment of this great work,
without a fair and a reasonable compensation. I have a large family to support, and am in
duty bound to look out for their best interests.
If I am properly employed and authorized to work in this important movement I will
prove by my acts, and by my active and diligent work, that I am in faithful
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and an earnest worker, and rightly consider and understand how to perform, what I
undertake to do. Of course if I am not employed and compensated for continuous and
active work in this movement. I shall throw no obstacles in the way of others who work
honestly for its best interests, but will gladly aid them so far as I am able to do so.
Rest assured that this great movement has my hearty approbation and sincerest hopes and
wishes for its complete success.
Hoping that my several communications – upon which I have bestowed much time and
carful explanations – may be of great value and aid to your Excellency, and that all of
your noble work and untiring efforts may be crowned with the best of results.
I remain Your Obt Svnt.
Stephen A.Hackworth.
(NB since writing the above, I have obtained a copy of the Address, which I enclose with
this to your Excellency.)
P.S. Please let me hear fully from you at your earliest convenience. S.A.H.
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Troy Daily Times, Troy New York
Aug 1 – 1979
His Excellency
John P St John
Sir:
On behalf of Mr. Francis I enclose herewith a draft on New york for $30 – Thirty Doll’s
the contribution of the colored people of Troy to the Southern Refugees Fund. Please
acknowledge
Respy
W. B. Wilson
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W.C. Starr & Son,
General Root Hames, and Chains
Richmond, Ind. 8-3-1879
Mr John P. St John

Est. Friend –
Letters from our mutual friend John D. Brown Also the presence of Amanda Way in our
City keeps the interest in the Freedmen funds in my mind. Although we find it very hard
to work our people up to a becoming interest in the matter – Our great Agricultural
prosperity should make us to remember the destitute – “Extra Session” has knocked the
pith out of Yellow [XXXX] Sympathy this year - & I hope they will not need our
Coffins (we sent two car loads from this place last year)
I see by - - - that a part of your [XXXX] are going to have you to St. Louis to turn a part
of the Exodus to Illinois and Indiana – This is just right – We must take care of them if
they come here & I think we can find [XXX] for them & work for them – And further –
the polititions will work for them – because we need their votes next year – Let them
come – we can certainly do as much for them as anybody. Very Respt W.C. Starr
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Henderson Williams, Kinston, Lenoir County, North Carolina to Governor St. John,
August 2, 1879
Sir:
Please send us a true statement, as to the assistance allowed emigrants to your State. Let
us hear from you as soon as possible (citizens of Jones & Lenoir Cos.).
Yours &c
HENDERSON WILLIAMS
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Wilson Mo Aug 2 1879
Governor of Kansas, Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir
I Enclose P.O. order for $6.10 contributed by the Wilson Sunday School of Wilson Adair
Co Mo, to apply to the fund in aid of the Negro Emigrants.
Respect [XXX]
Please acknowledge receipt
Your Very Truly
AJ Momsair
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Washington County, Texas.
Brenham, Aug 4th 1879.
Gov John P St John.
Topeka, Kansas.
Dear Sir, I had a conversation yesterday with a Mr Cox, from Lawrence, Kansas – at least
he so represented himself a citizen of that place – who said that the citizens of Kansas,
were becoming thoroughly disgusted with the large migration of ignorant Negroes to that
state, and he gave it as his opinion, that they would if necessary – resort to force to stop it

– if the Blacks continued to pour in upon them. His statements seemed so reasonable to
me, in regard to the very natural disgust and opposition, that a thrifty and an intelligent
people would have, to witness an influx of an ignorant and a destitute people, of a
different Race coming in vast numbers upon them, that I again warn you of the urgent
necessity of using prompt and effective measures to prevent disaster to this movement. It
is quite natural that destitute suffering freedmen, to break loose from all restraint and
pour headlong into Kansas or elsewhere, when they honestly believe that they will
thereby better their condition, and that a change of location of any kind can hardly make
their present condition worse. The great majority of the Blacks, are guided by such ideas,
and the very movement an intelligent colored man, or any of their real white friends
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try to reason them out of rushing headlong into the Exodus without organization and due
preparations, then trouble begins. First, many of them will conclude that such advise
either oppose the Exodus, or else are employed by the large plantation to adopt this round
about method of preventing it. As an example of their suspicious ideas and character. I
will state that when Mr. F. Hicks, read your Excellencys letter – written some ten days
ago, to a large meeting of the freedmen, informing them, “that the state of Kansas would
not give lands free of charge to any clan of emigrants, and advising all who migrated to
that state, to come with means of their own, and to not depend upon or expect charitable
contributions of any kind etc” – it fell like a wet blanket upon the hopes of a large class
of freedmen. Many declare the letter a forgery, while others think that Hicks
misrepresented to you, induced you to write it, but there are numbers of – in fact – all of
the more intelligent Blacks, who know the letters is genuine and expresses the true facts
of the case, and who never expected free homes etc. Now there are not any of the leading
Colored men here, who has more influence over the masses of their people than Mr.
Hicks, really has, but the very moment he or other colored leaders, throw themselves
against the popular wishes and tide of sentiment of their people – right then their
influence to do good, begins to ebb. As previously stated to your Excellency, in
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some of my former letters – there is a natural inborn jealously, existing between all of the
Colored leaders, and the very moment one of them is placed in a prominent position over
others – conspiracy and confusion begin. All of the disappointed leaders them combine
to pull him down, and when this is done, the same work goes bravely on to pull down his
successful rival. This has been the history of San Domingo, Hayti, Libera and will
continue to be the history of all governments, exclusively composed of, and governed by
the Negro Race. This is also one of the causes, why Affrica has remained, a barbaric and
an uncivilized Country. Nothing but the vigalant and strong man of the White Race can
subdue and control the colored people. You might take all of the intelligent and thrifty
Blacks, of the South, and colonize them in one of the finest countries of the world, and
throw them upon their own resomces – with no white men to control or direct them – and
they would never make any real progress in civilization, but would gradually relapse back
into barbarism. This is perhaps rather strange views for a Republican to present, but they

have become impressed upon my mind from my life long experience with the Blacks,
both as slaves, and freedmen, and the past will present history of the Negro Race, in all
Ages, and Countries, seem to establish the Soundness of such conclusions. I however
sincerely be[Image 667]
lieve, that they can be made – by proper colonization – a far more intelligent and a
prosperous people than they now are, or can ever become under the present
circumstances now surrounding them. I therefore fully endorse the Exodus movement,
provided practicable means and plans are had and adopted to give this movement an
intelligent direction. Unless this is done at an early day, the worst of results will surely
flow from the Exodus. I believe they should be colonized in some Territory, which
should be set apart for them, and honest resolute white men, appointed to enforce rigid
laws and regulations, which absolute necessity will always require to ensure anything
pertaining to their ultimate and permanent good and welfare as a people. Nothing but a
strong government, can maintain good order, and enforce obedience among and from
them. In fact, I am an advocate for a strong central government for any and all people. I
believe any government, founded as American Republics are upon State sovereignty, is
too weak, and will always produce discord and revolutionary tendencies. To return to the
Exodus question, permit me to state that there are other troubles which we will have to
confront in preventing dense matters of destitute freedmen from pouring in upon the
Noarth Western States, viz. The majority of freedmen here own per[Image 668]
sonal property, while many own real estate, and they will sacrifice their property for a
mere triffle, in order to obtain means to immigrate from the South. Unscruplous white
men here, who really favor the Exodus secretly circulate the report among the Blacks,
that free homes, one year supply of clothing and provisions will be given all who go to
Kansas, and that the vast numbers who have already gone there, have thus been fully
provided for. Many of these men spread such reports, partly because they know it will
influence the eagerness and desire of freedmen to hasten their efforts to get to Kansas,
and really believing that they will get homes etc. free of charge; they will throw all of
their property upon the market here, not caring whether it brings one half if its real value,
so that they get means sufficient to pay their transportation to the North West. This
would, of course, open up a wide field of speculation and enable many small spectators,
to swindle the Blacks. For a long time, and even now it is generally believed by large
planters and others who oppose the Exodus, that it was Northern men, who circulate these
lying reports among the freedmen; when in fact it is Southern men who are democratic
voters that are guilty of this wrong. It is impossible to find out the names of such men,
because they make such statements to freedmen whom they know
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will not betray them or give their names. As an example of how this is sofly done. I will
state an intence. One day last week, an old colored man who has great confidence in me,
came and asked me whether it was true, that free homes, one years supply of provisions
and clothing was actually given all freedmen who emigrated to Kansas? I answered No,
and fully explained to him, the absurdity of such ideas. He then said that he had been so
informed by a respectable white man, who certainly had no interest in deceiving him. I
then asked, if his informant was a Republican, when he answered that he was not, and I
vainly tried to get his name, but the old man said he would not give me such information,
because it was unsafe to do so, and he had solemnly pledged his life to give no names,
but was at liberty to tell other freedmen what he had learned etc. After explaining to him
the reasons why many white people wanted freedmen to leave the Country, he
sorrowfully informed that his white informant had offered him fifteen dollars for a yoke
of good work oxen, which were well worth forty dollars, and that he had come near
accepting the offer, partly because he wanted to pay the white gentleman for his glorious
news, and needed money
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to pay his transportation to Kansas, and also know that at this season of the year, he could
not cash his oxen for more than half of their value. The Blacks are naturally a Secreative
people, and it is seldom that they will betray any white man, who is – as they believe –
acting in good faith to promote their interests.
So you see the many difficulties with which the real friends of the practicable Exodus
will have to contend against. Nothing but an Organization of leading Northern
Republicans can check the headlong reckless course which the Exodus, is now tending,
and threatening to result in a great National evil. I have watched its course with a real
and a deep interest, and I have devoted much labor and care in carfully reporting every
phase of its aspect and progress to your Excellency and other leading Republicans, of the
North. I have done this with the earnest hope, that it would bring about an organization
of Capital and basis to ensure success and to give this great movement a gradual and an
intelligent direction. I shall continue to do what I can in this behalf, and as I learn
anything of importance in relation to the movement among the Blacks here, I shall lose
no time in communicating the facts to your Excellency. Your Obt Srvt, Stephen A
Hackworth.
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P.S. I have not been able to see or secure one of the Ohio Circulars yet, but I have had
responsible Colored men to tell me they have seen and read one of them sent to a
freedmen here, who refuses to let any white man see or read it, because they are so
warned in the circular. One of the colored men who has read the circular has wrote a
letter of inquiry to the parties who sent it, and he promises to let me read the reply letter
when he gets it.

Nearly all white laborers here warmly favor and encourage the Exodus, so it will be
impossible for large planters to break it up for they will not be permited to use the
Shotgun argument.
P.P.S. I have just been informed by a planter who lives some ten miles distant from here
that four colored families left his farm on the 1st inst for Kansas. They had waggons and
good teams, and means to carry them through. They made arrangements with other
tenants to gather their crops, and it is my opinion that they have been sent forward by
their friends to stay out the country or promised land of Kansas, and to report back what
they can learn. The planter over taken them after a days travel and offered many
inducements to get them to return, but could do nothing with them. This throws the
connectness of the Exodus movement here.
S.A.H.
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Sandusky O
Aug 5/79
Gov Jno P St John
Dear Sir:
On July 31 ult I shipped you from the ladies of the Pres. Church 2 [XXX] Supplies for
the refugees in Kansas[.] Enclosed please find $1.50 to pay freight.
Please acknowledge the receipt, and if you have time please give us some items of
interest as to the numbers[,] condition and prospects of your new wards.
Respy Yours
Jas. R. Davies
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Gov. St. John
Dear Sir please find enclosed an order of $5.00 for the benefit of colored emmigrants
As from the circular I saw in the New York Weekly Witness the association of which you
are President are in need of funds to assist them[.] Yours truly,
Benjamin Lamron
South Socer Wayne Co. N.Y.
P.S. Please acknowledge the receipt of the within and oblige as above B.L.
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Aug 5/79
Hon John P. St John –
We desire to organize for service in aiding you to care comfortably – for the Refugees –
seeking right & rest among us – And [XXXXX] - Might – be best to organize Auxiary
to your “Freedmens – Relief Services as work is more effectively strong for regular
channels – Would you desire shareing in [XXXX] way – We hope to have several

barrels of clothing & be delivered ready for shipping next week also some money where
to whom – shall we send – Will call a meeting to organize soon as we are Yours in
service for Jesus Adrian Mich – Agg 5 Josephine Marlet.
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J. C. Akers, Huntsville, Walker County, Texas to Governor St. John, August 5, 1879
Dear Sir
i write you for infermation concernig emegration having been duley elected by my the
colord people of Walker, Trinity, Sanjacinto and Madison counties a commisioner on
emegration[.] i now avale my self of the opportuinity of writting you a line for
infermation[.] 1. What are the chancies for the colord people if tha come to your State of
getting homes[?] the colord people here in this State the great majority of them are very
poore[.] tha work hard evry year but the land lord gets all the crop[,] hence tha are nevr
able to have a dime that tha can call thire own and tha are determine to go to some other
State
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and tha seem to take your State inpreference[.]
Any infermation you may see fit to gave will be thankfuly received and appreciated[.]
Please write me on the subject and oblige
Yours Respectfuly
J. C. AKERS
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New Orleans, La, Aug 3, 1879
Governor St John
Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir:
I have been not a little surprised on reading the following communication, from a
gentleman of high standing in political and commercial circles of this city, and published
in a conspicuous position by the daily Picayune of this morning:
The seeming forgetfulness of the writer of the celebrated Fifteenth amendment to the
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Constitution of the U.S., which is universally supposed to have set aside race
qualification of the suffrage in State constitutions is noted. But it is more than probable
that this communication of Mr Sandidge was intended for double service, viz: To retard
the negro exodus to your State; and to convict the ruling majority of unfaithfulness to the
political tenets they now advocate, and urge as measures of wisdom upon the South. As a
peculiar interest attaches to Kansas as the Republican battle ground in the earlier contests

with the slave power, and from the noble attitude of yourself and administration in
welcoming its later refugees to your borders, I have thought it best to refer
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the communication to you, and to solicit your authoritative reply to its contents. I am
satisfied that a brief statement of your present legal restrictions of the suffrage will
commend your State to the friends of justice and equal rights in the South. Hoping that
this intrusion upon your valuable time will not be altogether unwelcome, I remain
Very Respectfully,
Emerson Bentley
126 ½ S. Johnson Street. (Newspaper Clipping By Jno. M. Sandidge Attached)
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West Chester, PA. August 4th 1879.
To His Excellency,
John P. St. John,
Dear Sir:
Yours of the 29th ult, is received and contents noted.
We enclose our draft on Messrs. Drexel, Morgan & Co, New York, for One Thousand
Dollars in accordance with request.
Very Respy,
Your Obt. Servts,
ED Haines & Co
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Sanders Wilson, Baldwin, Duval County, Florida to Governor St. John, August 2 or 3,
1879
Dear governer,
I have read [about] the freedmens Relief association and it affords me with much pleasure
to think that some body remembers us in our struggle[.] I am antcious to liev this place of
trobble where colored men lives [sic] are no more than cats[.] there is more then one 100
people that wants to liev this contray but we want to know what is our dutys before we
get there or what will we have to pay[.] Please let me here as soon as posible[.]
Yours Truely
SANDERS WILSON
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G. B. CRAIN County Clerk
150 Broadway
N.Y. Aug. 6
My dear Governor

Not a Democratic paper in the East, But is Copying Byanes Speaches! He the above
[XXXX] -- Where, and when, did he make such declarations!
What does it all mean? I can’t understand it, but, I am
Yours Truly
S.C. Pomeroy
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Oxford Butler Co. Oh.
August 5”1879.
Dear Sir:
I have seen with regret, that a good many of the Colored people who started for “a land of
promise, who perhaps reached Kansas, are returning in considerable numbers to their old
homes, in the Southern States. I am real sorry if this is a fact! In your wide, new State, I
hoped they would stay; and, I felt assured those who serviced attendant hardships, would
with their descendants, by infinitely better off for the removal! I sent a Small sum of
money there a eligible Col’d Man of Cincinnati Oh in May – and, I want to send a little
more to help the poor needy persons
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within your borders – I know you and the good people of Kansas have a big, strong, call
upon your humane Sympathies, and charities – and I trust there has been a wide – spread
feeling in the land, to give material aid! I can have no doubt, in regard to the disposition
of your people, to do all they can, for “men and brethren” who have so long been
subjected to so many, and such great ills - ! I have Fifty dollars to send you for the needy
– will you please tell me in what way to safely send it?-. Pardon my enclosing so soiled a
paper for Your Perusal! – Sir, are you a native of Brookville Franklin Co. Indiana - ? I
have heard you were! - If you are a son of Esq St. John – I would say to you, I was a
neighbor, and friend of his. I was the Wife of Judge Jno. L. McKinney who died, in
Brookville, March 4.” 1837 –
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My present home is here, and, my name is now E.A. McConnell.
Reply, please at your earliest convenience, and oblige
Friend,
Very truly & Respectfully
E. Amanda McConnell
Gov. St. John
Topeka, Kansas
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M. S. Miller, Dunlap Colony, Morris County, Kansas to Governor St. John, August 6,
1879
Governor:
As corresponding secretary selected by the colored people of this place at a regular
meeting of their committee on arrangements, organized for the purpose of holding a
Donation Barbeque for the relief of the destitute refugees, from the South, the coming
winter, I am requested to invite you to address them on that occasion, allowing you to say
at what time you will be most free from executive duty. An immediate reply is requested.
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by Yours Truly M. S. Miller
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Ems Burrow, Nacogdoches, Nacogdoches County, Texas to Governor St. John, August 6,
1879
His Excellency The Governor of Kansas.
Sir, The undersigned having been appointed by the colored people of said county, to
obtain reliable information if possible, in regard to the condition of affairs in Kansas, as
relating to its public lands, climate, products, social condition, &c, which may serve as an
inducement to immigrants to seek a home within your State, respectfully submits to your
Excellency the following questions, to wit:
1.
Does the State of.Kansas donate to actual settlers White or Black, any public
lands free of charge? and if so, how many acres to each head of a family, and how much
to a.single man?
2.
Does the State furnish to immigrants any domestic animals or farming utensils
free of charge, and of what do they consist?
3.
Does the State furnish to Negro immigrants, means of transportation
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to such as may not be able to provide for themselves?
4.
If public domains are being appropriated to the immigrants is there any special
reservation for the Negroes? or do the White and Blaok people live together mixed, as
they do in this country?
5.
How many years residence does it require to entitle the Negro to vote?
6.
Does the State encourage education by means of free schools to White and Black
alike? and to what extent?
7.
What are the leading products of your State?
Your Excellency will please pardon these enquiries which are submitted in good faith,
and with a view of satisfying our race of people in regard to the all-absorbing question of
moving to Kansas.
Many extravagant reports being circulated as to the advantages to be obtained by the
Negroes in moving to your State, it has been deemed best to seek correct information on

the subject at your hands, ere we leave this country, where we have been born and raised,
and where we enjoy all the rights,
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privileges, and protection, the same as the ^;hite citizens,e with whom we live together
in perfect peace.
The Kansas movement is attracting a great deal of attention throughout the South, and the
only object we have in view is to improve the condition of the rising generation of our
people (the Negro race) provided the same may be accomplished by immigrating to your
State.
Praying that your Excellency may favor our people with an early reply, I have the honor
to be
Yours Very Respectfully and Obedient Servant,
E. BURROW
The State of Texas Nacogdoches County
We the undersigned hereby certify, that "Ems Burrow" whose signature appears above, is
a reliable and trustworthy freedman, for many years a resident of Nacogdoches County
both as a slave and as a freedman, that he always conducted himself properly, and
possess
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the confidence of the white people as well as the black, and we feel satisfied that the
enquiries submitted by him are made in good faith.
Witness our hands and official Seal this the 6th day of August, A. D. 1879.
W. G. RATCLIFF
Co. Judge Nac Co Tex
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Dated Olathe Ks 9 Aug 1879
Received at Topeka Ks 9 Aug
To J P St John
Shall I commence work here or come for further instructions
AC Pattee
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Paw Paw Mich
Aug. 8th 1879
To His Excellency
The Governor of Kansas

Honorable & Dear Sir
I have just received a letter from the Rev. James Suggs a colored preacher of the Free
Methodist Church who has been sent out in a regular manner by one Constituted
authorities to labor as a missionary among the colored refugees that are coming into
Kansas – He tells me that he has had an interview with you & informes me of the opinion
that you expressed in regard to the work & wrote me for advice. I have answered his
letter & told him that I would correspond with you about the matter – I am very glad that
your Excellency is so much interested in
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this matter & has so kindly received our missionary & that I have this opportunity of
talking so freely with one who has so much favors to help the work of the Lord in this
special way – I feel it a great privilege in talking this matter over with you as you are the
official representative of a State that holds a historical relation in the battle of freedom
which we as a people are fighting to the nation that Lexington & Bunker Hill did to the
old Confederation of the Revolution – While some of us have been greatly pained at the
opposition from the South in giving the freed slave all of the rights & benefits of a free
man in a free government – Everyone of us has trembled at the perils of our country
during the last presidential election & since – The spirit & object of those who completed
the Extra Session of Congress was such in view of the near approach of another National
Election that to all human
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appearance the questions of our perpetuity as government was likely to be tested as never
before. But while statesmen were trying to solve this difficult problem good men were
praying and suddenly to the surprise of everybody but God & the black men commenced
this Exodus to Kansas – The wisest heads of this nation have been racking their brains to
discover the cause of this great movement but it is a mystery yet. Though I am but a
humble man with no official relation to the government or scarcely any to the church, but
I believe that God did reveal it to me at once that it was a devine & providential plan not
simply to save our nation though that will be a cause great, but to raise the black man
above a condition of degradation from which political parties though friendly seemed
powerless to deliver & bring him in the line of all of the privileges that
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you & I feel to be essential to the enjoyment of life, liberty & the pursuit of happiness –
and every other good thing that would legitimately follow – God loves the black man as
well as the white man & as he had heard the “cry of the poor,” & he has arisen to answer.
While he helps the freedmen he humbles the enemy of our peace by removing the cause
of contintion & gives us hope once more for our country. The selection of Kansas is a
devine one & I believe that it would be opposing Gods order to try to turn them away or
treat them indifferently. If I am correct it would be an immense damage to your state to
shut them out if you could for if God has sent them there he intends it a wonderful

blessing to Kansas – Statesmen ought to learn this before above all others when planning
for the interest for their people that it
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will never do to get out of Gods order – What a wrath of treasure & life might have been
spared to this nation had its founders & statesmen been so governed –
It seems to me that you must see how unwise it would be to undertake to turn these
people back or aside – as well might one turn aside the Mississippi from the Gulf of
Mexico – But that Kansas can or ought to care for them above is equally absurd – May
God help your people to be magnanimous & receive them willingly & encourage them in
every possible way – I hope that the colorline may so far disappear that you will feel &
provide for them just as you would within equal number of whites in the same condition
– It seems to me that some action should be taken by you
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as Governor calling upon the wealth of the country to aid in present necessary food
clothing & comforts till this people can be settled on the lands where they can make
themselves homes & become valuable citizens – I have myself been impressed with the
thought that I ought to give myself to this work & advertise through the leading papers
for help – I believe that there are thousands that are willing to give if they could only be
assured that it could reach & benefit the refugees – But in this matter I could not move
except as God should send me out – These people must be helped in someway God
knows how – If you can put me in the way of information concerning numbers &
condition location or anything else it will help one in raising funds – May I hear from
You –
God Bless You
Yours D.W. Abrams
[Image 711]
P.S.
I send you an Inter Ocean containing account of Missionary Meeting at St Charles at
which Bro Suggs was appointed to the Kansas Mission [Image 713]
George Gordon, Livingston, Floyd County, Georgia to Governor St. John, August 7,
1879
I sete my solf to write a few line to th Governor of Kansas to know what cime of of a
cuntry that is[.J I wish your would sen me one of the Books-'- so I can see for myself I
hear som talk of Emmergratin out there and I want to know wheather it is so or not. I am
a collord man and hard working man Your may write to Livingston Floyd Co Georgia to

GEORGE GORDON Cla[colored?] and what is the fair from Rome Ga to Kansas [for] to
persons[?]
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Coates House,
Kansas City, Mo Aug 9 1879
Gov St John
Topeka
Sir
I am in want of a laundres and teamster – the former besides being a laundres would be
required to do anything else about the house, the teamster, would also be required to herd
and take care of the cattle horses and make him generally useful, about the ranch and also
outside work. Man and wife would be preferred but would not be an objection providing
if they were not man & wife – should such [XXXX] be at your disposal, and they can
be sent to Olen, N. Mex. free of expense to me by the 12th or 13th so as to accompany me
to the southern part of New Mexico, I will take them from Olen.
Respectfully
F.C. Godfrey [XXX] [XXXX] [XXXXXX]
Chino N Mex
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Brenham, Texas,
Monday, Aug 11th 1879.
Gov John P St John.
Topeka, Kansas.
Dear Sir. I have been urgently solicited by leading colored men of Brazonis, Fort Bend
and Wharton Counties, to visit said Counties, and to explain to their people, whether it is
advisable for them to emigrate to Kansas, etc. A large confermeeting commenced at my
colony on yesterday, and as there will be many hundreds of colored people there from all
three of said counties. I shall start there tomorrow, and will probably be gone two weeks.
While there I shall advise the Blacks to wait untell next Spring to emigrate etc. About
fifty well to do colored people are preparing to emigrate from this city and vicinity to
Kansas by the latter part of this month and they all own small homes and personal
property and if they can sell their property they will go, but if they fail to cash it, not
more than half of that number will go soon. The large numbers of others who want to go,
has agreed to remain untell next spring, and ascertain what good results is attained by
their friends who expect to go as pioneers. If there should be no organizaed efforts made
by Northern Republicans to give the Exodus the proper aid and an in[Image 718]
telligent direction it will be far better, so far on the best interests of the colored people of
this state is concerned, to stop the movement here. As strange as it may appear to many,
the Exodus movement has already resulted in much good, for the determined manner in

which numbers of colored people have migrated from the South, and the threatening
Exodus of the great masses remaining has secured them concessions, and the proper
respect from planters here. I am informed by numbers of reliable freedmen that their
landlords offer to lease their lands for a term of years at three dollars per acre per annum,
or else to divide up their lands into fifty acre tracts, and to sell them at prices ranging
from fifteen to twenty dollars per acre, payable in ten annual payments, which is far
better than renting. If the Blacks could be induced to contact only necessary debts, and to
use their money in buying up homes in this way, they would soon own the most
productive portions of the South, but the fact is, they do not want lands here, and they
have no confidence in any promises of future fairdealing made them by the large planters.
Many industrious colored men tell me that the reason why they have never bought homes
here is because they have believed since this emancipation, some gen[Image 719]
eral movement would eventually be made to take them out of the South. All freedmen
seem to be imbred with the idea that God has preordained that they shall be made a great
people whereby He will manifest to all Nations His great power etc. It matters but little
how absurd such ideas may be, they are nevertheless prevailing ideas with colored people
which are not easily removed or disputed. Religious fanstitisms has had much to do in all
Ages in shaping the destinies of many Nationalities.
Col DC Giddings, Ex Demotratic Congressman of this Congressional District made the
freedmen of this county a speech last week against the Exodus. He had a large audience
who paid respectful attention to his ingenious and conciliatory speech, but it had no
effect, and elicited no cheers. He told them very frankly that they had the right to
emigrate to Kansas if they desired so to do, and that their former masters had no right nor
would not dare to prevent it by forcible measures, but he warned them that the Northern
men were far more shrewd in driving hard bargains than Southern people, and declared
Northern Climates invited to their Race, and believed their general colonization in the
NW would result in the worst of evils for them. He also took occasion to say that bad
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white men – meaning Republicans were mainly responsible for the bitter feelings and
animositity between freedmen and their former masters, but that a kindlier feeling was
becoming stronger between the two elements every day, and that within a few years the
colored people would find the whites of the South to be their only real friends etc. (Right
here an old freedman cried out, “dats mighty fine but its too thin.”) A smothered laugh
went round, to which the Col seemed to pay no attention, but went on and concluded his
speech, doubtless feeling that he had performed a solemn duty, even if it amounted to
nothing and accomplished no good to himself or the time honored Democracy.
Upon my return from Fort Bend County, I shall report all matters of interest which I may
learn to your Excellency, and hope in the meantime to hear some good news from you.

My wife will forward all important letters to me which may come during my absence.
With sincere respect,
I remain your truly,
SA Hackworth
[Image 721]
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
Boone Iowa Aug 11 1879
To Governor St John Topeka
Can we procure in your state two hundred Colored men to work in Coal Mines.
Answer
Lower Vein Coal Co/ [XXXX] Ia
Rev John Turner
Rev B F Watson Kansas City
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Sanders Wilson, Baldwin, Duval County, Florida to Governor St. John, August 11, 1879
Hon Dear Gov
Your letter of the 10th inst is received[.] Sir I am sory to know that I made a misstake in
my letter to you[.] I under stand by reading the papers that there is an office in Kansas
call the freedman Relief asssociation and I hope I am not mistaken [.] what I wanted to
know in cause if a hundred people wanted to come there from Fla how much
money,would that number have to send to the office[?] I am asking for information[.] I
am a law abiding citizen [and] I know where ever I go and where ever I be I have got to
obey the laws of the cuntry[.] I under stand that all contributions has got to be sent to
you[.]
Very Respectfully Yours SANDERS WILSON Please let me hear from you soon
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George S. McWatters, New York City, NY To Governor St. John, August 11, 1879
Gov St John Dear Sir
Reading your letter in this mornings Sun, I resolved to write. I published a letter in the
Tribune of April 30/79 in which I offered one Dollar a month for the ballance of the year.
I paid the first month & now owes three. I would have sent the money to you, but that
your adress is so indefinate. If you answer this, I will send where you advise.
Cant there be some means taken to enlist the aid of the people of this city, there is general
sympathy in the movement, but some leading white men, must take hold of it, to give
confidence; the Colered men here are doing all they can, but I find a general objection to
entrust money to them. There are many poor men who will do as I offer to do, onely give
them confidence in the direct application of the contributions. I am poor, or I would do
more.
Yours,

George S. McWatters
221 East 18th street N.Y.
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Brenham, Texas
3 pm. Aug 11” 79.
Gov John P St John
Topeka, Kansas.
Dear Sir, Since mailing a letter written you this morning I have received yours of the 7th
inst. and in reply will say, I am glad that you have succeeded in getting an organization in
Ills.to assisting colored emigrants in procuring homes. It does not matter how small the
organizations may be or how limited its means may be, for if they begin in the right
direction it will encourage the formation of similar organizations throughout the Northern
and Western States; and I know that the people of the North will find that the emergency
of the situation demands many such organizations to meet the tide of colored refugees
that will pour in upon them. We have partially arrested the tide here, but God only
knows whether we can stay it untell next spring as we hope to do – for unlike the tide of
the sea, it does not receed but gathers in force, and is likely at any moment to break over
all bounds. Perhaps this will be the only way by which the people of North can be fully
aroused to take the proper steps to aid this great movement, and if this argument will be
worth
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anything in the way of convincing them that the colored people are indeed earnest, then
they will certainly be convinced at an early day. Enclosed you will find extracts from
yesterdays Galveston News in regard to the Blacks emigrating from Kansas to Texas. I
think this is a sensational report made up to influence the colored people of Texas, but
even if it is time, the colored people would not believe it, in fact two of their leaders here
has already called up on me in regard to it and expressed a decided opinion that it is
either a lie made up, or else that the colored refugees refered to has been hired to come to
Texas and report and circulate their lies among the colored people here. If such refugees
were to come here, they would meet with cold comfort and perhaps be roughly used by
the freedmen here. As I cannot mail this letter today, I will close untell tomorrow.
Tuesday, Aug 12”, A colored leader – John T Jackson – from Razor County called upon
me this morning in regard to the Exodus of his people who has sent him here to confer
with me as to what portion of Kansas they should emigrate to. He decided to go to
Graham County. I advised him to wait untell next spring, but he said after Chrismas, his
people would be compelled to enter into new contracts or else be turned out of doors, and
thought it best to go
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now. He says there are one hundred families who have their own teams, wagons, milk
cows and means sufficient to carry them to Kansas, and to enable them to support

themselves, and that they will start about the 5th of next month; besides this, he says there
are 200 more colored families who will go by Rail, so you see the tide of the Exodus is
beginning to break loose in this state. Mr Hicks, informed me that the fifty colored
families he has organized here, will all get off by the 25”inst. They are all good thrifty
people. All the real friends of the colored people can do, should be done speedily to give
this movement the proper direction. The first and second classes should be colonized
together upon plans already suggested by me in my first letter, and the third classes hired
out to thrifty Northern farmers, and Railroads and other large construction. As Jackson,
from Brazor County truly represents if the colored people wait untell next spring fresh
difficulties will arise, because if they do not make new contracts with their landlords,
they will be compelled to vacate their present habitation and be thrown out of doors in the
middle of the winter season and if they were to make new contracts they would be
compelled to remain another year or else become involved in fresh complications with
the large planters. This will generally
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apply to the colored people throughout the South, and will doubtless cause large numbers
of them to migrate to the North, at the very season of the year when it will require more
aid to keep them from real suffering than at any other season. Please call the attention of
leading friends of your section to this matter, for it is worthy of serious consideration.
Enclosed I send you a lenthy decission of Judge Duval, US District Judge of this Federal
District – in regard to an old misconception law of Texas. The Judge, now takes back
water, and reverses his decision of two years ago which then just an end to the
prosecution of such cases in this state. Numbers of white men live in open adultery with
colored women, and they are never punished but the moment one marries a colored
female, trouble begins. The Judges, construction of the law, makes it far better than in
other southern states, for it only punishes white persons who contract such marriages, and
as he very justly declares, they are responsible in the main for such alliances.
I hope to get off for Fort Bend County tomorrow if not today, and upon my return, I think
I can furnish you with many interesting facts etc. If your Excellency desires of any
important matters in relation to organization of our Northern friends, please inform me,
and also advise me how to proceed in siding the colored people here to migrate best
under the circumstances now surrounding them.
Your Obt Scrt.,
SA Hackworth.
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[Newspaper clipping attached]
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Pacific Coast Immigration Bureau

No 3 New Montgomery St Under Grand Hotel
San Francisco August 12th 1879
Gov St John
Prest Freedmens Relief Assn of Kansas
Dear Sir
As the agent of the above Bureau I beg leave to call your attention to our state California
as one peculiarly adapted in regard to climate and productions for homes for the Colored
people now leaving the South.
The question of labor is now of vital importance to our state, and as it is generally
conceded that the Chinese must go, our citizens are looking around for labor to succeed
them, our Bureau has been formed for the purpose of giving reliable information to the
Immigrants who desire to make California his home, or if he prefers it the Sandwich
Islands, when like California, the climate & productions are of a similar nature to the
southern states, we have made with the Central Pacific and its Connections a through rate
from New Orleans or any point on the Mississippi River above to San Francisco of
$38.00 per Capita and to Honolulu Sandwich Islands $60 – from the same points. Can
not something be done to turn the tide of Immigration to our
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Coast, we want reliable labor, and invite it here, the Immigrants wants a home, and
certainly will give that state the preference that compares favorably with the one he has
been accustomed to all his life. The Colored Immigrant is such calculated to stand the
rigors of the climate of the western states neither has he been educated to provide
subsistence for himself and family, as well as his stock to carry him through a long
winter.
I respectfully ask you to give the matter your earnest attention as we believe we will be
able to provide homes for thousands as soon as we have perfected our arrangements.
We purpose to provide every man of family or single person with a home either for a
portion of the crops he makes, being provided with every thing necessary to raise such
crops, and he either pay in money or otherwise as agreed upon for such advances as have
been made, or we will ensure him a certain amount of wages for per month under a
contract for one year, or we will provide them who are calculated for it, situations in
Families as servants, so that they will know they have some employment at fair wages
before they leave.
I merely wish to draw your attention to our plan and beg you will communicate with me
at your convenience.
[Image 734]

In regard to the Sandwich Islands the Planters of that locality are anxious to procure labor
that has been accustomed to raise sugar rice and other productions of the southern states,
they offer liberal inducements to Immigrants of that kind, viz – to pay their passage from
points on the Mississippi River from New Orleans or above to Honolulu, to pay them
$12.00 per month wages, to work 10 hours per day, and pay them for any extra time pro
rated, to pay them two months wages in advance of 24.00 on their arrival in Honolulu,
and provide suitable dwellings and food, and also to educate their children at the public
schools, which later is obligatory on them to do by the laws of the Islands, infact the
colored laborers will enjoy all the privileges of citizenship there that he would be entitled
to in the United States. I merely call your attention to these facts to show you that they
need not become a burden upon any community.
With Much Respect
James H. McKay General Manager
PS Our Bureau will make contracts for any number who desire to come to California or
to go to Sandwich Islands. McKay
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Samuel Muse, Plaquemine, Iberville Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, August 12,
1879
To his Excellency Gov. John P. St. John Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir:
We the colored citizens of the Parish of Iberville having called a mass meeting for the
purpose of sending a committee to Kansas next March to investigate into the condition of
your State, and report back to us whether it would be favorable for us to emigrate to that
State or not, desire to have your excellency to write to us giving us your advice. We are
the laboring class of the South. A great many of us have a little property and a few stock,
which we would dispose of to emigrate to your State if we are informed by your
excellency that it would be advantageous. We work very hard, and make very large crops
of sugar, arid cotton, but we are very poorly paid, and often time cheated out of that.
Furthermore we desire to know in what condition are those whom [sic] left our State and
have arrived into your State? Awaiting your reply I have the honor to be Governor,
Yours Very Respectfully,
SAMUEL MUSE Chairman of the committee to visit Ks
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Eli S. Baptist, Springfield, Hampden County, To Governor St. John, August 13, 1879
Gov. John P. St. John Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir:
Enclosed we send to you a check for Thirty Six Dollars to be used by you in relieving the
destitute freedmen that have come into your State in such large numbers from the
Southern States. This is mainly the gift of Colored People here, who desire in this way to
express their sympathy with the destitute and the suffering. Please acknowledge receipt.
Respectfully yours,

ELI S. BAPTIST
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Michigan
Detroit – Aug 14th/79
149 E Elisa [XXX] St
Gov St John
Dear Sir –
Can you tell me of the where abouts – of Mrs. Laura S. Haviland? I recd and published
letters of hers – recd in July – also to her address at Kansas City – five weeks ago I sent
to her care – 90 lbs of clothing (barrel) by freight – I do not hear from it – it was directed
to Wyandotte Kansas – I have many applications to know how persons may send
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her – she is you know a veteran in good [XXXX] and persons in the State – many are
desiring to put their contributions in her hands for distribution. In her letter to me she
spoke so tenderly of you and of your Brother in Law that I thought it possible you might
know just where she was –
I have ten dollars sent to me from here [XXX] [XXXX] and her Son in Law of
Philadelphia Edward N Davis – In Charge to the giver to Laura S. Haviland – for the
benefit of the suffering ones – that come under her immediate observation
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I think I am right in believing that very many good people in the State of Michigan are
praying especially working toward the bettering of the State – of your new citizens – but,
it takes time to [XXXXX] people with the importance of the need – so many say “why
did they go to a [XXX]” it wise? – “it is a foolish venture” “it is a bad precedent” all of
this requires education to make them understand – I think an appeal to [XXXX] would
do some good – at all early agitations will have weight –
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I must express my pride as a Citizen in the noble action of Kansas – I feel her great
hospitality in laterally gathering the oppressed – as Christ gathered those who had need of
shelter – I need not say you will have your reward – for righteousness is born of truth –
and truth is love – so that all beauty and comfort comes of well doing – not as a
Compensation sought – but as an inevitable result – I am with all hopefulness – for the
growth of this truth is Kansas – and with entire satisfaction in the labor of to both men
and women – yours respectfully Mrs Eliza Leggett.
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A. F. A. Polk, Columbia, Maury County, Tennessee to Governor St. John, August 14,
1879
Gov. John P. St. John Dear Gov.
Your letter of the 17th of June was rec'd [and] was glad to hear from the land we hope to
see. We are getting ready to move soon. You will see from the notice inclosed that the
people here are getting ready to do some thing. I want to know if we put off coming to
your State until March next, will we be allowed a vote in the Nov. election?
Send me if you can, the Code of Kan. and any information that will do us good. I think
the question of emigration is now fully before the people, and many will leave here.
Let me hear from you before the 30th.
Respectfully, A. F. A. POLK
P. S. Let us know about R. R.'rates as some will go by R. R.
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New York August 15th 1879
Hon John P. St John, Governor
Topeka Kansas.
Sir,
In an extract of your letter of a recent date to the Emigrant Aid Society of Washington, a
statement appears to the effect, that Cleveland Ohio had given $1600 toward the Aid of
the Southern Refugees and that New York City had not given that many cents, to your
knowledge. The above was published in the New York papers. Some of our good white
Citizens Contributed to the fund raised by the Oddfellows, and have asked what has
become of the money & clothing, we collected, as the extract published did not even state
that your committee had received anything at all from this City[.] The monies raised by
the Citizens Committee was collected at public meetings
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and I understand that a Political Organization has also forwarded several hundred Dollars
from this City.
We would thank you for a statement acknowledging the receipt of monies & clothing
from certain Societies of this City.
Very Respectfully
Your Obedient Seavt
E.C. Johnson
Chairman Oddfellows Com of Relief of Refugees
55.6th Ave
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Oskaloosa, Iowa, Aug 15 1879.
John P St John

Gov of Kansas
Dear Sir
Herewith find enclosed $35.93 which please place to credit of “Negro refugees relief
Committee”.
We have some more subscriptions out and as soon as we can collect will send you more –
please send rept for enclosed.
Truly Yours
John Sims
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Lancaster, Pa.
August 16, 1879 –
Hon J.P. St. John,
Enclosed find Postal Order for Five Dollars for the colored refugees. This is some of the
“aftermath” of the labors of my friend Miss A.M. Way. When our citizens return from
their summer vacations, I hope to send you more, and also to send a box of clothing.
With Cordial good wishes for the work.
L. Ellen Wright
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THE NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION FOR THE RELIEF OF UNEMPLOYED
Chas. E. Buell, Sec’y. New Haven, Conn August 16th 1879
His Excellency
John P. St John
Topeka, Kansas;
My dear Sir
Referring to the Subject of the Exodus of Colored People from the South to the West, I
beg to say: The Negroes will no doubt continue to remove from the South so long as the
condition exist which make their going necessary or desireable.
It is wise, patriotic, and humane to promote their migration and their consequent
elevation socially, industrially and patiently.
It is safe to believe that the most important measure to make their going a success is; to
so provide for them, at their destination, as to present the distress which would be
included in their unaided poverty, and misdirected efforts.
As their movement seems likely to continue for a considerable length of time, I would
respectifully
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urge that a mode of providing for them which would make them self supporting, or nearly
so, would be desirable[.]
This object can, I believe be accomplished by establishing a cooperative enterprise based
upon agriculture, where those qualified to do so, might be employed until provided for
otherwise. The product of their labor, thus given to go to the support of the institution
which affords them temporary support and reliable and indispensable assistance to settle,
or procure work.
Many of them are as destitute of capacity to engage in selfemployed industry, as of the
means to do so, and a term of service under a skilled manager and instruction would be of
advantage to them. Some of the friends here are willing to undertake to raise funds for
some such assistance, and organize out can be had. I write to solicit your opinion as to
the best mode of assistance, and to enquire with whom the friends here can best cooperate
in such assistance and I am Very Respectfully C.E. Buell
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State of Colorado Executive Department
Denver, Aug 16th 1879, Gov St John
My Dear Sir
I beg to introduce to you the bearer Aunt Clara Brown of Central City Colorado.
She came to Colorado in 1859 & accumulated quite a large fortune, but has spent most of
it for the relief of her own race. She is one of the best old souls that ever lived & is
respected & beloved by all who know her. She goes to Kansas to see the destitute
freedmen & reports here about their condition. Be good enough and give her such
direction & suggestions as you think will promote [XXX] object she has in view.
Yours Truly
F.W. Pitkin
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J. M. Adams, Washington, D. C. to Gov. St. John, August 17, 1879
His Excellency, Gov. St. John Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir:
Some time since I wrote to you concerning a small amount of money we had on hand (in
the treasury of the Emigrant Aid Society of this city). For some reason the postmen here
failed to deliver your answer and it was returned to you. In answer to my second letter
you appear
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to have enclosed your first letter, and this second letter failed to reach me, as soon as it
arrived here. It seems that your letter addressed to Mr. Howard had a similar fate. This is
of course owing to our obscurity, but it seems strange that other letters, bearing the same
direction, come to hand quite frequently.

This blunder has placed us, I am.sorry to say, in rather an awkward situation. While
waiting for your reply a number of destitute refugees came through here from North
Carolina. They appealed to us for aid and we purchased tickets
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for them and sent them"westward. Shortly afterwards an appeal came from Mr. Yeatman
of St. Louis and we sent $50 to him. This leaves but a.small amount of money in our
treasury and every few days we are called upon to aid some destitute refugee who finds
his way.to this point. We will endeavor, however, to raise some funds for your
Committee soon. This is a poor season to accomplish much in Washington, as large
numbers of our people are away. Besides, there is little news here just now concerning
the exodus, and it is difficult to arouse
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public sympathy. I took the liberty to make your letter public, with the hope that it would
do your over-taxed association some good. The N. Y. Herald, however, seems to have
been offended at the idea of soliciting anything from that city!
Very respectfully,
J. M. ADAMS Address: Customs Div'n, Treasury
[In the hand of M. Howard]
Mr. Howard requests you to please accept the above in answer to your letter to him.
M. HOWARD
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17 years in North Carolina she is a sister of Ex Governor Anthony. I tell her her friends
will have to send her aid to build her a school house.
May the kindest of heaven’s blessings abide with thee and thine, with love to all [XXX]
[XXX] [XXX] [XXX].
Englewood [Ill.] Aug 17th 1879
Gov. John P. St John:
My dear Sir, I have rec’d a valuable letter from Judge J.C. Hebbard, for which I am
thankful, I have directed [XXX] an friends of these oppressed and to send seed wheat to
him as he proposed. And hope they will send a good supply.
I address thee at this date by suggestion of two friends; one a Friend minister from the
city of New York, who said Friends there were about to call a meeting, for the purpose of
sending money to thee at once. But the letter in from Dr Hicks [XXX] stopped their
[Image 763]

farther acting in the matter until farther informed and he thought a note to Dr Nickalson
would call forth a notice of increased arrivals, that call for farther aid, would meet a ready
response. As they had money there in readiness when needed, and if the Dr should write,
with information, from the Gov. to that effect he knew money would be forth coming. It
was suggested that I write for that paper, but I told them as he had written, to that
periodical that letter, when there was a little bill in these arrivals and than had indicated
the same ideas that he advanced, I would much rather the Dr would, write, as it might
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appear rather contradictory when he could so easily make it plain at a glance. The other
friend from Philadelphia said it was the same with them, they had money for them and
was about to send it, when that letter caused them to defer, until farther advices.
Although you have checked the flow into Kansas yet the letter I rec’d today from Elder
Watson, informed of 100 yet unprovided with places, or work, and there were in about
that vicinity about 500 who were at present in same kinds of work but it could not last, as
they were temporary little jobs. But when winter sets in there must be great suffering
without aid, and I do not see
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but some systematized work in a [soup] House or some other plan will have to be adapted
there. And he sais Mr [Armaur] wishes to be relieved. He told me if they would go a
few thousant of them into Ind. he would help them to go there, and by a convention of
colored people in Terre Haute last week resolving to aid their people of the South by
furnishing them houses and work in Indiana, he may perhaps have an opportunity.
Though I am sometimes sick of so much resolving with so little doing. And I feel as
though [XXX] needed a few schools of the galvanic Battery to arouse it to action.
Cinthia Anthony is here and would like to go to that new settlement and open a school for
them if her Eastern friends will aid her. She has taught colored schools [go to top of
Image 762]
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August 18th 1879
Enclosed is thirty dollars for the colored emigrants.
Hanna S. Gregory
Berea, Ohio
Cuyahoga County
[Image 768]
May God bless thee and thine evermore as ever the friend of the lowly
Laura S. Haviland

Englewood Cook Co., Ill
Aug. 18th 1879
Gov. John P. St John:
Dear Friend,
Please let the interest I have in thy work for the poorest of the poor, plead my excuse for
occupying so much of thy valuable time, as to reply to an influential and moneyed sister
in [Assusm] Springs, N.Y. Who prepares to give $50. per annum for a teacher among the
colored people in the South, or in Kansas, but prefers the latter, and wants to know if
there is any place in Kansas where there is a community of the late Refugees, where a
praportion of public funds could be used in conjunction with her means, to extend a
School five or six months at least during the school year. She sais she wants a
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missionary teacher who will look after body, soul, and spirit, of these poor people. And
if can choose, that one will be Cynthia Anthony who has [tailed] 14 years past in this
work in North Carolina, and been sustained by Friends and she greatly prefers opening
new ground in Kansas. And when I informed her of the Wabaunsee settlement, and gave
her Sec J.C. Hebbards report of their sobriety and industry that was commanding the
respect of surrounding communities, in addition to an article she read in Adrian Times,
that I wrote while there. She sais, “that’s the place for me.” And so I think . She is one
of our practicle Temperence Quaker women, who can adapt [mens] to ends. She has
such a rich experience with this class of people; She can accomplish so much more than a
beginner, that I am anxious she should open the work there, as she [thinks]
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she can secure assistance in building a school house, to answer a three fold purpose,
school, church and a room in one corner perhaps for a couple of woman together. (as she
proposes to arrange for another experienced Quaker sister to join her. She says New
York City has $1500 in their Treasury for this purpose to be used [South], or elsewhere.
And she is sending the Detroit Post and Tribune in which was quite a lengthy article from
me. (The one I sent thee) and the Interocean, in which is another article I sent them, also
the Adrian Times, the three papers she sends to Friends deeply interested in this work, at
different points.
I think the ball is moving, and will gather aid.
I have written to Mr Brown to know how many acres they design to put into wheat this
fall. I want every item of information I can glean. I want to aid thee
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in making thy colony at that place a success. And I am confident it will be with aid this
tyear, and perhaps, 6 months of the next. Eastern friends will send Cynthia packages of
that thing or anything she sees they need, if she goes there.
I think from the present outlook of this work money, can be better expended to the
Refugees from Southern oppression in the North, than to take it wouth, until she changes
her policy. And I fear she is incorrigible.
As soon as convenient please write me, as to what aid can be expected, if any, from
public funds, in this school that is likely to be all colored. And I will forward it to these
Eastern sisters at once, or especially to Mary H. Thomas who has been furnishing $50 per
annum, for a number of years, and proposes to continue; but her choice is [more] to send
it to a Kansas School.
[Go to the top of Image 768 for the ending of this letter]
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George S. McWatters, New York City, NY to Governor St. John, August 18, 1879
Gov. St. -John Dear Sir
Yours of the 15ist is received. I have endeavored to do something toward encouraging the
Exodus, see Tribune April 30 & May 2, and among other things, by way of, "go thou &
do likewise," I pledged myself to pay one dollar a month and inclosed, transmit three
dollars, for May, June & July. My April subscription I paid to the Colored Committee in
this city. The result of my experience to get friends to the movement that will act & pay,
is that some prominent white men in this city, must take a lead. Let me suggest your
writing to such men as Thurlow Weed, Peter Cooper, E. D. Morgan, Judge Noah Davis,
Sinclair Towsey, W. E. Dodge, Geo. Opdyke, Le Grand B.,Cannon. A meeting should be
called under their auspices & some such man as Wendell Phillips got to address it. There
are many poor men in this city, who like myself cannot afford to subscribe a large sum,
but would be willing to contribute as I am doing, if some such men as I have named,
would take charge of the funds subscribed. If a meeting was called and this idea be made
prominent, & subscriptions called for, I think it would have a generous response.
Excuse these suggestions from yours truly
GEORGE S. McWATTERS
[New York] Custom House
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Office of Smith & Baker,
General Merchandise, Produce & Co.
Andover, Ashtabula Co., Ohio, Aug 20 1879.
John P. St John
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find chek for Twelve Dollars from the Members of the Congregational
Church in this place for the relief of the Freed Men[.] the Ladies of the Society are
preparing a Box of Clothing which will be sent soon.

Your Respectfully
O.N. Baker
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Nashville Tennessee August 19th 1879
To Hon Gen St Johns
State of Kansas, Topeka
Dr Sir
This will introduce to you Sir[,] one of our humble but worthy people who goes to your
State picked by a number of his race equally as worthy, who seeks a home in your State,
what he says they will [XX] where he lives awhile by [XXXX] [XXXX] to see
Wichita, Independence and Columbus and the Country thereabouts as warm and suited to
his people. Governor when you get Tennessee Labor from our farms you get the best
colored labor from the South as it knows how to plant & the grasses & [XXXX] and use
much improved labor [XXXX] machinery. We are sorry to see our like leaving but go
they will [XXXX] Such to Your Excellency
Your Obdient Servant
Griffin & Henderson Nesbit
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Willie Byers, Hollow Square, Hale County, Alabama to Governor St. J.olm, August 20,
18 79
To the Governor of the State of Kansas
Dr Sir
I am a laborer (mechanic) [and] would like to know what inducement you offer to
emegrance. I see a great deal in papers but would like to have a letter from your honor.
Then I will know how to act. I with numbers of others (farmers) would like to emegrate
to some good country. Please give me all the facts. Do you propose to help emegrants[?]
if so how & when & in by replying at once you will greatly oblige your Servt
WILLIE BYERS
My P. 0. Sawyerville Ala
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B. R. Thortias, Epes Station, Sumter County, Alabama to Governor St. John, August 20,
18 79
To your Excellency Gov. J. P. St. John Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir:
By accident I procured your address through your letter in the Cincinnati Gazette of Aug
9th in regard to refugee Collored people, and I most respectfully ask your indulgence and
answers to a few questions in which thousands of the same class of unfortunate people
are vitaly interested. We infer that refuges from Tyriny and oppression are welcome in
your State if they can get there. Please inform us what number can find an assilum with

you in the West-is there room for all who can get there? for nearly all want to go,, Can
you furnish statistics of the resources of your State?
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how many willing workers can find employment? What caracter of work? What price of
wages? Cost of living &? What rout from Ala the best? Probable cost of transportation?
is an over land private conveyance rout practicable for able bodied men & women with a
few waggons & oxteams to haul provisions & light baggage? is the water line preferable
to rail for women & children and old men? Can contracts be closed with reliable
companies (to wit RR co.) or others for a large number of laborers, to wit lots of one
hundreds to 10 hundred? Can any assistance in the way of transportation or necasary
supplies be obtained? the same to be returned in labor or money when made? is it best for
the able bodyed to go ahead of the feble and procure subsistance or can all move together
without the fear of great suffering & privations?
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A brief statement of our condition here may not be out of place. As Republicans we are
completely hedged in socially, politicaly & financialy, the bitterness intensified against
native whites who dare utter or entertain sentiments opposed to Bourbon-ism. The more
helpless & ignorant colored people who submit more readily to oppression and who
aspire to nothing higher than Slavery fare better, but the better class of colored people
who have higher asperations, find the South a hard road to travel. The Criminal Code of
our State is so framed that it is a mere question of time when 3/4 of the collored people
will be remanded to a condition worse than slavery. These horrors coupled with the fact
that few,
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very few of the toiling thousands are permitted to lay up a dollar from his hand years toil
(owing to the down right swindling of his landlord & master) has often years of suffering
and patient forbearance unsettled and demoralized the average working man of the South,
and with charity for all and malice to none like Israel of old, he proposes to pull out and
try his fortunes in other climates even if it takes him through the wilderness and across
the rivers. Asking pardon for trespassing so much on your valuable time I am very
respectfully your obdnt svt
B. R. THOMAS
P. S. Any information your friends may be able to furnish us will
be sent to me, to the care of John A. Thomas, Rout agent Ala & Gt Southern RR
Chattanooga, Tenn who will hand it to me, without risk to permanent safety. B. R. T.
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N. J. Hollis, Grenada, Grenada County, Mississippi, to Governor St. John, August 22,
1879

Mr Govoner
I seat my self to inform you of our situation We are in bad condition and I want to get
information of coming to Kansas whether it is good or not If so we will get up one
hundred men in a club and com on and please send me a paper of your late news We will
make up the money and come and direct us what point to make
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and send me a paper of news.
Yours Respectfully
N.J HOLLIS
[Image 786]
Geneses Henry Co Illinois
August 21, 1879
Mr St. Johns
Dear Sir
Enclosed is a draft for five dollars which will you appropriate to the wants of needy
Freedmen as you see best – Will you please acknowledge receipt that I may know you
received it. Respectfully Mrs E L Atkinson
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S. Q. Johnson, Centerville,.Leon County, Texas to Governor St. John, August 21, 1879
Gov. St. John
Dear Sir.
It affords me much pleasure to request your opinion about the climate of your State.
Please inform me whether or not you think it best for us the colored people to emigrate to
your State. We can not enjoy.our freedom down here in the South. We wish to emigrate
to some place where we can better our condition. We have heard much of your State
being a free State in which a colored man can enjoy his freedom.
Can grain of all kinds be raised in Kansas? What is land selling at? Can cotton etc be
raised in Kansas? Is Kansas a good farming State? What is generally raised in your State?
I will be glad to hear from you soon.
And oblige
S. Q. JOHNSON
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T. R. Alexander, Grand Bluff, Panola County, Texas to Governor St. John, August 22,
1879
Gov. John P. St. John Topeka, Kan.

Dear Sir I Reced. yours of the 4th inst with a coppy of the report of yr State Board of
Agriculture[.] It affords me a great [deal?] of information about the country products and
school & churches etc. Now, I ask a few more questions in regard to the laws of your
State, do the Colored people have the same rights before the law that the White people
have. have the colored people schools like the white people in Kan. are the Colored
people looked upon with disdain and scorn. I want the true nature of things, are the
North in favor of the colored people Migrating. North. I am not taking papers now
therefore I dont hear much. About what will it cost me to get to Kan. With Seven in
family will Texas cattle do well in Kansas. What is labor worth by the day,- by the
month,- by the year that is how much can a good hand get for a days work? Nothing more
at present.
ELD T. R. ALEXANDER
P.S. Please introduce me to some pryvate individual So that I may not trouble you to
much - that is if my constant writing to you is troublesome to you - are there any colored
men in office in your State[?] if so what office do they hold[?]
Yrs obt.
T. R. ALEXANDER
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S. D. Mynor, Jr., Hazlehurst, Copiah County, Mississippi to Governor St. John, August
23, 1879
Gov. St. John,
Hon Sir my obedience to you and your honor Sir. On this frecept [sic] you will learn that
we as excursionist[s] reached home safe and found thousands in the South with their
course bent for Kansas's show.
So the nixt year (1880) will tell every[?] act of emergration & it nature [sic] & my self
will be one in the mits [midst?] So I hopeth[at] you may look for & keep all the corn [in?]
that State because we will have to buy corn from you.
No more at pressent.
Yours,
S. D. MYNOR, Jr.
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Quincy Ill Aug 23/79
His Excellency Gov. St John
Dear Sir,
I have just read an article in the Inter Ocean. O! how pityfull! It has melted my heart and
I hope it will melt thousands, enclosed you will find ten Dollars for the poor from the
south.
Respectfully
Charles Maertz
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Wallace Partee, South Nashville, Davidson County, Tennessee to Governor St. John,
August 25, 1879
Dear Sir Mr Governer St John herewith i hand you which i trust will be correct and
satisfactory[.] Will you please to sen me the fact about Kansas[.] i has hurd so much
about Kans i thout i would brake up and com out[.1 i hope you will be so please to write
and tell me when to come and when is the best time [to] come[.] i hav to come what fit to
come in [sic] I have a littel place and i dont want to brake up to do better and do worse[.]
i want to know the time of the state[.] Me and others want to come but we want to know
the best [time] and i think you can tell us[.] We will look for an aswar soon as you get
this[,] so write soon[.] No more to say
Your respectfully WALLACE PARTEE
My address is 398 Bass Street South Nashville[.] i hope to heare from you soon
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Monial Jones, Austin, Travis County, Texas to Governor St. John, August 23, 1879
his Excellency St John Governor of Kansas[.] Sir be please[d] to give me som
information about the colored people that have emygrate[d] to Kansas[.] there.[are] 700
hundred here that is well to do and coud live well after thay get to Kansas [..] pleas give
the number of ou[r] colored people who is there so that it will be incouragen to them that
[are] here and is well prepared to live when we get thire[.] have his Excelleney and [a]
book to give ou[t] any information all about gov Lent land [and] the State law in regard
to publica land[.] we are well prepared to live when we get thire if his Excellency will
give ou[t] a direct answere from his self[.] We heard that colored peoppel was [driven]
away from Kansas and could not get any protection and wood not [be] allow[ed] to
vote[.] please give us all information possiable. I am der Sir your obeden servon
MONIAL JONES A Republican of the 66 district
700 hundred a wating his Excellency answers
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Longamont, Boulder Co. Colorado
Aug. 25” 1879.
Governor John P. St. John.
Topeka, Kansas.
Dear Sir,
Enclosed you will find P.O. order for $2.75 dollars for the poor colored people of your
state. I honestly sympatize with them in their suffering and wish I was able to send you
much more. But I pray the Lord to bless this “Mite”.
Very Respectfully
Mrs. Harriett A. Weston
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Jamaica Plains (Boston)

August 25th /79
Hon. John P. St John
Topeka
Dear Sir,
You will find accompanying this note a Post Office Order for Twenty five dollars ($25)
to aid you in the care of thecolored Emigrates from the South now with you. It appears to
me that this country they have left is naturally adapted to their own situation and habits
and nothing but unfair treatment should force them North. The accounts we have of the
people with you are not reliable. Some represent them as a good, honest industrious lots
and willing and desireous of helping themselves and that enterprise has led them out from
oppression. To such I contribute my mite.
Respectfully Yours,
Benj. F. Wing
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Leslie August 25th 79
Gov. St John
Dear Sir – In reading about the Exodus its pitiable condition of these refugees I thought
perhaps we might help some in the way of clothing for winter. We have a gunny sacks
society here that wants to work & to give them a chance to develop their desire to help
humanity in any way that is right - in the right – of our Maker who is the Father of the
Black man as well as White. I would write you & request – you to write me a letter so
they might have it to read it probably would enthuse their hearts more than reading
anything from you through the papers. Of course we shall all help but we want the young
to be educated. Please write us their greatest needs & we will help what we can tell us
where to send the things.
Yours, [XX] Mrs. O. T. Pierce Leslie Michigan
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W. C. Johnson, San Augustine County, Texas to Governor St. John, August 25, 1879
Dear [Sir]
I will take it upon my sleft to write you a lines to know of you whart about Kansas I hear
so much talk about it I want to know form your hand is it [a] place sought a side for the
coled peopel or no We know that you know and Sir if [you] please sen me some
satfactory A bout 2000 family are ready and waiting and if [it] is not we poor people
want to know[.] if you please to sen us to do us good becaus we are in the east parte of
Texas wher it look like we cannot here any thing Some of us have got good [homes?] and
they are payed for but if we cold [have] homes in [Kansas?] all of us poor colord peoples
I think that we would do better Sir if [a] place is sot side for we poor peopels sen us
some good word as soon as you can We want [to] know if we will be taken free to
Kansas or no So close
Yours Truly
W. C. JOHNSON
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Benjamin F. Coke, Baltimore, Towson County, Maryland to Governor St. John, August
25, 1879
Dear Sir
I take the liberty of trespersing on your valubil time to aske for some information as to
the prospects of the collord man in your State who comes with the intention of makeing
my home in Kansas for the future and by every honorable way and means in my power,
and by industry, arg. and climate The race to which I belong and who are seaking in the
far west that which has been denied us in the South, which is a fair chance in the race of
life, to develope the
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manhood and the womanhood which go so far to make up the bone, sinnew of this great
nation, having searved as a solgere in the United States army, I have determined to take
up one of the tracts of land in your State and make my home among you. if there is any
information that you can give me as to the best part of the State for me to select a home
for my self and family, it will be great-fully receaved by me and I shall ever hold my self
under manny obligations to you.
Hoping this may find Your Excelency in the enjoyment of good helth and your State the
choisest blessings of God, I have the honnor of subscribing my self your humble servant
B. F. COKE
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Your Excellncy must pardon me for the liberty I take in thanking you for the noble words
that your letter to the Christian Advocate contained in refrence to the Exodus I thank you
in the name of my race, and may God in his Providence spair you to see that through this
movement, you may become the great man that you deserve to be and your State become
the empire of the Great West, if Your Excellency can find time to anser this you will
greatly oblige me by directing your anser to 33 North Colbert St Baltimore, md.
BENJAMIN F. COKE
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Aelix Morris, Leonard Morris and James Martin, Gospel Hill, Walker County, Texas, to
Governor St. John, August 26, 1879
Sir
Please to alow our emcomptom [sic] form to be exsecpted before you what we have
deturmined in regarda to emmigration When the subject first came out we was varry
much flusterrated and made a great noese about it by not understanding which cause great
excitement amoung us which we soon found to prove desas-trus We since then have
come to be a little more earful1 about the matter and have gone to work and orgenized
what we call colonization:-associations [,] one at Gospel Hill Walker Co. association No.

6 and one at Pleasent Green Sanjacinto Co. No. 7 association and in the two associations
thire
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we hope we have [been?] denied ever thing but principals We have heretofore all'ways
taking a hand in going a way from home to find a man to do business for us and we have
even been defeated but we do not blaim enny one but ourselves[.] so now we think it is
time we was begaining to try to tend to our business our selves[.] we do bege fore excuse
in our menney mistakes and misfigured hand write[ing] We have taking this curiage by
repeting whire thire is a will thire is [a] way[.] we not onley have a will towards
emergration to Kansas it is our sole desier [T]his colonization association is constituted
of the best class of hard working farmmers who are not looking to Kansas [with?] a view
of receiving a mule & 40 ac of land but as we are driving [driven?]
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from the South and we belive if we dount try to go some where we will be [word
unreadable] lost and as we hope to better our condition in this by emargrating to
Kansas[,] take up land under the Homestead Laws of the United States fore the benefit of
our selves and our familys and children We dount know as all of us will be able to take
up land but we are willing to each try for him self Please excuse all misstakes and alow
fore us as this is our first attempt.
Yours most umble and respectfully
President AELIX MORRIS
Vice President LENARD MORRIS
Secretary JAMES MARTIN
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is 500 five hundred familys[.] the associations No. 6 of Gospel Hill Walker Co Texas and
No 7 of Pleasnt Green Sanjacinto C. Texas have consolidated togeather and in so Idoing
we hold a convention fofe:the purpose of electing one representative to repre-', sent our
suffering condition before the emergration of Kansas
Eld. Manson Castle was unanimously elected in the convention and we the associations
indors Eld Manson Castle as a responsible gentleman[.] he is uneducated but has as good
enterlectual knowledge as the comingwelt [commonwealth?]. we have [been] denied
education of this cause in manny cases and in fact all fore fourteen years has prove to us
our fatal destruction to day[.]
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Barclay Osage Co Kansas
Aug 26 1879
Gov St John

Hon Sir
I can not longer refrain from thanking you for the noble stand you have taken in regard to
the the influx of the colored race within our glorious young Commonwealth. I feel that
every truly philanthropist heart, every true and faithful follower of Him as he is a Friend
of the Poor and Down Trodden will bless and sustain you, not only in this one act, but in
every and all efforts in promoting prosperity and enlightened liberty in Kansas[.]
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I as an individual can thank you because for generations my ancesters have been engaged
in the same labor. For a century the Society of Friends Quakers have been outspoken in
word and act as a friend and helper of the down trodden. As a son of one of this
Christian band I have been taught from infancy to consider Slavery a sin and a crime.
Two cousins, Edwin and Barclay [XXXX] dared to join John Brown in his Insurrection
at Harpers Ferry. The former suffered on the scaffold Dec 16, 1859 two weeks after his
noble leader at Charleston Bay, his brother lived to be an honored officer in the Union
Army and perished during the war.
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One of my brothers gave his life for the cause of liberty, and I and another joined the
ranks of our Noble Union Army, and aided in putting down Tyranny and Oppression.
After the war I was a Teacher of the Colored race, and, had I means to do so, I would
now be enrolled in the cause of colored elevation. But loss of health, while in the Army
and ten years sickness since then, has caused me to sacrifice all I had, so that, save to
labor as a teacher, I can do nothing but ask Gods blessing upon those who can go on with
the noble work.
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Again I say Gov., God bless you in your work. The eyes of the whole civilized world are
upon the State of Kansas. In every claim, wherever the Printing Press sends its work
before the eyes of man, the Exodus of Colored Citizens into Kansas is Published and your
work is praised or condemmed – May God grant that you may ever be found faithful and
true to the cause of Liberty and Progress.
I write this not as one desiring Executive Favor but as one who honors a public officer
who dares to be a friend to the down trodden.
Yours with thanks
J.A. Ball
[Image 820]
Vineland, New Jersey,
Aug. 26th 1879

Your Excellency:
Rarely in the history of any country has a man in such a distinguished position as yours
taken such great interest in the cause of the poor and oppressed. It must take much of
your time and a great amount of your attention to impart the care you have exercised over
the fleeing thousands from the south. And your Correspondence must also tax you to a
very considerable extent. I have seen many of your letters and am glad they have all had
the right ring. The one to Ex-Senator Pomery, which that good man showed me,
contained some points
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too good to be out of print, so with his permission I copied them and gave them to Rev.
Dr. Bright, Editor of the Examiner, the leading Baptist organ of this Country. I omitted
all allusions in the letter which seemed of a character to be left out.
I too, have been busy in this work, and have wearily completed a plan for breaking down
the hindrances just by cowardly Assassins and more cowardly boat owners to the rightful
transit of these hapless victims of wrong, so that, after the disappearance of the Yellow
fever, we will go down with boats independent of the patronage of the slave oligarchy
and give transportation to those who desire it. We would have gone [XXX] this
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but for the yellow fever. We did not desire to add to the alarm now existing because of
that terrible scourge.
I am to speak on the Exodus at the meeting of Kansas Pioneers on the 15th, Sept. and
hope to have the pleasure of conferring with you then.
I inclose a circular regarding a meeting to be held in Phil. I wish you to sign send return
it. Can we expect you to be present and deliver an address to the Conference? We will
have one of the greatest and most important gathering ever held in this country. I do
most sincerely hope you will so arrange your affairs and to be present. Several very
prominent men have already
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promise [XX] [XX] [XXXXX] participate in the deliberations.
Did you know that many of the best men in the south have spoken of your name
respecting the next Presidency? I wish the good people of Kansas would lead in a
movement looking to your nomination. But, having a mere allusion to politics, I wish to
emphasise my wish that you be at the Phil. Meeting. Several old Kansas pioneers who
are here are going to the Lawrence reunion.

Hopefully to meet you very soon, in person, and, meanwhile expecting a reply to this
letter.
I Am Yours Very truly
Thomas W. Conway
To His Excellency
Governor St John
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H. Ruby, Cooks Point, Burleson County, Texas to Governor St. John, August 26, 1879
John P. St. John Governor of Kansas
Kind Sir
I take the liberty to write you this letter asking for information in regards to your State. I
am desireous of obtaining what information you can give me without much trouble or my
trespassing upon your valuable time. I am the Commissioner on Migration for the (5)
fifth Congressional district of this state. It is the largest district in the state
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and there are more colored people in this district than any other, and the better classes
here are desirous of migrating to Kansas or some of the northwestern states. I have
already written to some of the leading men of some of the western states and await their
answers. I have just returned from a tour of inspection among the counties of my district
where the colored men own.their own lands. Some have.sold and will leave next month
and others have not sold yet but will soon and leave next year. I am anxious to get some
maps and in fact everything that will he of value
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to my people. Hoping that I have not trespassed on your time, I am
Yours most respectfully,
H. RUBY
Coram. 5th Cong Dist.
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Rock Falls, Ill.
Aug. 27th, 1879
Gov. St. John, Kansas.
Dear Sir:
Have just read your letter in in N.Y. Advocate in regard to the “Exodus”. Is clothing
needed, & to whom and how shall it be sent? Our ladies aid society have been preparing
for a call for Winter supplies of clothing which seemed inevitable from the change of
climate to the colored people, we could forward a quantity at once if possessed of proper
instructions, please give name & address
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of the proper parties, & oblige.
Yours [XX],
Kate Mamey
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Lowell Mich, Aug 28th 1879
John A. St Johns Dear Sir
Enclosed find one dollar which you will please use for the needy Negroes in your state.
Yours resp
A Contributer
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United States Senate Chamber,
Washington, Aug 28, 1879.
Hon. John P. St John
Governor Topeka, Ks – Dear Sir – Hon. Henry L. Dawes, of Pittsfield Mass. U.S. Senator
requested me to ask of you to send him [XXXX] documents & statements
of facts obtained from the Colored Refugees, as would properly affect the judgement &
sentiment of the people of Massachusetts in the Coming Campaign.
Mr. Dawes laid special steps upon Copies of Contracts with the Freedmen for their labor
and also for the Care of land & them. Of these I suppose you have such as would answer
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Mr Dawes’ purpose.
A prompt [compliance] with the above will greatly oblige Mr. Dawes as well as very
truly yours
[XX] [XXXX]
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Aug 28/79
My Dear Sir
Having been appointed one of a committee on Southern Exodus some months ago, and
being anxious to do something for the suffering and flying freedmen thought I had better
consult with you as the Committee has as yet done nothing but think after the Campaign
is over they can be induced to do some good work if I could get you to write a letter to
some of the married men in that Committee. I myself feel much interest in the
Emigration of the Colored people to the anticipated Great State of Kansas, but I fear from

letters that I have from the South that you will be over run this fall as soon as the Cotton
picking is over
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it is not only the Colored people of the South that have the Kansas fever but the Colored
people of the North are beginning to talk Kansas, and if the Exodus is very large from the
South this fall then is will commence in Ohio next fall. I think from letters that I have
received from the South within the last year that the Exodus will be so great this fall that I
am compelled to anticipate great suffering a many the Colored people I have a letter from
one well to do Colored farmer in the State of Louisiana stateing that he would sell
everything but horses and wagons and leave for Kansas as soon as he got his Cotton crop
picked out and
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that if he would leave the State ten thousand would follow him to Kansas where he
intended to go now, if the Exodus will be as large as anticipated here. What will we do to
prevent suffering and deaths, we cannot prevent death but we can do something to relieve
the many suffering. If the Committee through out the country that have been appointed
to attend to the suffering, will go to work and the good people will aid them in so doing.
Your letter to the commerace and Gazette has don much good and defeated the [XXXX]
manufactured by the friends of the South that are now being reduced to a State of
Impoverishment by the Everlasting efferts
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to reduce the Colored man to a State of Improvishment so as they could contract his labor
as well as his vote, but sence the Colored Man has found refuge in Kansas they are
offering inducements to him to remain his place in the South cannot be filled and well
they know it, but he is utterly disfranchised and will ever be, for they will stand
themselves and the Colored will subject to afar elections again – but will it do Kansas
good – will it do the Colored man good – will it do the Race as a hole good, whilest it
will do the South great harm, I think the
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Colored people that will come to Kansas this fall and Spring will be in many degrees
better off than those already there[.] they are the thoughtfull ones, and are only waiting
to get something to leave for and will come better prepared for farming then those that
left without anything. I think it will be an improvement to the Colored[.] the Colored
man has been ask what will he do in Kansas without money, he replys he is better off in
Kansas without money then he is in Mississippi or Louisiana because he got pay for his
labor and has no one to fear not even a Shot gun and it is much the healthier for them in
every respect[.]
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I will send you the names of the Gentleman members of the Committee as soon as I can
get and if the papers of that date and information you of the married man and a letter
from you will do much good. Will you do me the kindness to inform me as to the best
place in Kansas to settle as I have myself a notion to come out and Settle in your State[.]
do me the kindness to answer please.
Gov. John P. St.John
Topeka Kansas
I am yours Respectfully
Jas E Goggin
Address me
James E. Goggin
Third National Bank
Cincinatti Ohio
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Brenham Texas
Aug 28 1879
His Excellency
John P. St.John,
Governor of Kansas.
Sir the [bearer] T.A. Smith is just from Brenham and requested me to give him this letter
to your Excellency for the purpose showing that he is what he represents himself to be[.]
I do not hesitate to say what he is a Reliable and a trustworthy man and intends to locate
in Kansas and will send for his family as soon as he gets settled.
I will write your Excellency soon concerning the special rates the R.R. Companies have
consented to allow those who desire to migrate.
Very Respectfully
O.P. Hicks
Brenham Texas
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Saline, Mich. Aug 28-1879.
Gov St John
Inclosed you will find (5,00) five dollars for the benefit of suffering freedmen, please
apply and send me receipt that I may know it reached you[.]
Yours
Mrs Maria Wood
Aged 82.
Bu the hand of a Friend
Saline Michigan

P.S. the P.O. order covers 15.50 the last dollars and fifty-cents having been raised by
subscription – Mrs Wood.
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$50.00
Oxford Butler Co CO
August 29.” 1879
Gov. John P. St John
My Dear Sir, - Yours of the 12” instant came duly to hand, be pleased Sir, to accept my
warmest thanks for your most gratifying, satisfying letter! A portion of your letter I
procured to be published in the “Cin Daily Gazette”. I felt like having other minds, and
hearts, disabused by your words as mine had been.
Untel now, Engagements, and slight illness have prevented acknowledgement of your
valued favor.
It is with sincere pleasure, I send herewith a check for Fifty dollars in aid of God’s
children of a darker hue, my needy brethren: The cold winter will soon come, there will
be suffering but – probably not suffering to be compared
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with that encounterd by my Puritan Ancestors. I have been informed that one half of
those who landed at Plymouth in Dec, 1520, died before the Ensuing Summer – And yet
no one of the Survivors would go back when the little vessel spread her sails for her
returning voyage – I rejoice that the poor wronged ones, of the Sunny South, had plunck
enough to go North – Some may die – but they who Survive, will, I trust, be infinitely
better off. I am so glad, my dear Sir, that you, are the poor one’s friend: If at anytime,
your Association stands greatly in need of means – if I have, I will send something and I
will cheerfully try to induce others to do the Same.
I am with Great Respect
Yours truly, E. Amanda McConnell
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Samuel Lowery, Huntsville, Madison County, Alabama to Governor St. John, August 30,
1879
Dear Sir
I am happy to announce the receipt of your letter to me dated July the 21st but regret to
state that I never received the copy of the Report of Agriculture by the State Board. I
hope you will please send me a copy also a copy of the Constitution of Kansas & the
State school laws &c. Address them to & oblige
Yours Truly,
Col. Samuel Lowery
"Lowery's Industrial Academy"

Huntsville, Ala Madison County
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Carter C. Jones, Hampton, Calhoun County, Arkansas to Governor St. John, August 30,
1879
Sir
I have taken the oppertunity of writing you a few lines to let you [k]now that the colard
people in Calhoun Co Ark wishes to heare from you and how the State of Kansas is I
wish you to inform me of the country is for living by sen[d]-ing me the answers The
people heare wish to [k]now the news of your country
Let me know by give[ing] me the answers soon.
Now more at present
Your Frind
CARTER C. JONES
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Mt Pleasant, Ohio, 8.31.79
John P. St John
Esteemed Friend
I have read with lively & painful interest the statements in some of the papers of the
Exodus of the colored people from the South, & of the destitute & sufferings conditions
of many of them in your State. I am endeavoring to awaken the feelings of interest &
sympathy of our “Society of Friends” in these parts and elsewhere on their behalf. I
propose to gather up bedding & clothes & what I can in the way of more substantial
Metallic Sympathy for them. Be so kind as to inform me to what point I had better go. I
propose to go in person & see for myself the condition of these poor people, because my
friends wish me to do so, and I have an
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extensive circle of relatives & friends, & acquaintances on both sides of the Atlantic to
whom I can make known their wants & through whom I hope to get help for them.
Be so kind as to inform me what they most stand in need of, to what point it will be best
to direct our packages, & by what Route?
If thro’ thy interest, free transportation can be obtained by any of the railroads, much
expense may be saved & more money left for the poor refugees. If I can get a free pass
over the road it may be well & so give the money the fare and, cost to them.
An early reply will oblige, addressed to
Eliz P. Comstock
Columbus, Ohio
To [XXX] place I expect to go in a few days & remain there a week.
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A. H. Johnson, Roseborough, Laurens County, South Carolina to Governor St. John,
August 31, 1879
Dear Sir,
The way you have figured in asisting the helpless refugees to settle themselves in your
State brings you prominently before the public as a great benefactor of our unfortunate
race..
But I imagine the perplexities you have already experienced so much so that I would feel
very reluctant in asking the smallest favor of you now.
Still as there are a few families here in my vicinity who are forced to seek homes in
different climes on account of having been proscribed for political reasons
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we would ask of you another favor.
We learn that Kansas has broad acres that need cultivation and of the inducements
offered to settlers, but having had to labor without compensation we find ourselves
unable to emigrate so far and settle down without some asistance, and the way we would
solicit aid of you is this: Suppose three or four families of us were to move out and you
take up enough of the unoccupied land for us to work and furnish the farming implements
and allow us to rent the land and pay whatsoever is fair for the same. Then after we
would have worked the land a while if we realize enough from our farms then if it suit[s]
we would buy the land of you.
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By so doing you, instead of loosing [sic] would have realized a handsome profit from
your investment.
Here we are obliged to labor continually where we receive but little or no remuneration
and are made the victims of all manner of ostracism and proscription.
Perhaps Governor if the plan I suggest doesnt meet your approval, we could work for
landlords more grateful.
We prefer that the excessive rents and exorbitant prices for supplies be paid to people
who would accord to us some of the rights [of] citizenship.
[Image 857]

Dear Governor no matter however obtrusive I may be in soliciting such a favor, the
circumstances that.surround us furnish a sufficient apology for it.
I beg leave to assure you that I mean only such families as will make it perfectly safe for
you to do so with the brightest prospects and that your favor upom suffering humanity
will be inestimable.
I am yours very truly
A. H. JOHNSON
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E. Handy, Hazelhurst, Copiah County, Mississippi to Governor St. John, August 31, 1879
Dear Sir
In obedinnce to the request of many of my race will you allow me to address you a few
lines on the subject of our condition here[.] on my return from your State [as a member of
the excursion] I found my people all wanting and looking to hear the news about
Kansas[.] I told them of your kind advis to us and they all determined [to] emagrate to
that florious country next fall & spring[.] the white people here got us poor and [word
unreadable] by which to prevent us from going[.] they have got up writin petitions going
around to see who they can get to sign it not to pay the collerd the money for any thing
they have got to sell[.] here we have a bad way of geting off [I]f there fore I am not
presuming too much upon your great kindness may I ask you if your comittee couldnt
make some arrangement with some steamboat company to carey us there
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with teams and wagons at reduced rates as the R. R. will not cary us all thorugh[.] I
should be sory [to] either trespass on your valuable time or give you useless trouble
knowing as I do that your comittee has done so much for our down troden people[,] yet if
I could to insure your kindly interest and enfluence it would confer a very great favor on
me and one which I should ever appreciate as I shal [feel] very highly gratyfied by a line
or two at your leisure With many thanks for past favors and best wishes for your present
& future happyness
I Remain Yours Sir your obedient Servent
E. HANDY
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Benjamin F. Coke, Baltimore, Towson County, Maryland to Governor St. John,
September 1, 1879
His Excellency John P. St. John Govenor of Kansas
Dear Sir.
Your letter of Aug. the 28th has been receaved by me and a copy of the State Board of
Agriculture Report for which I am under many obligations to you for, as they have ben
the meanse of giveing me nearly all the information that I require in regard to your State

and my future home. Your letter would have ben enough of it self to have seteld the
question in my mind had you but giveing me the slightest hint as to the best section of the
[State?]
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for me to have gon to but being suplemented by the report you so kindly sent me that I
think with the assistance of the maps of the State and countys I shall be able to make a
selection that will suit me. There has ben several ministers and Gov Ex members of
Congress who have ben in to see the report and letter that you so kindly sent me and they
are so highly pleased with them that it may be the means of starting the movement heare
in mariland as it has not got half of the people of this State as it should have I do not
expect to come to you in anny other way than with
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the expectation of being a help in stead of a burdan to the State. I am too full of Kansas to
thank you for the great favor you have conferd on me in answering my letter and for the
present you sent with it, and all that I can say is that I hope that it will not be very long
before I shall have the plesure of paying my respects to you and to thank you in person,
hoping this may find your Excellency in the enjoyment of God['s] choicest blessings, I
remain
Your Very Humble Servant BENJAMIN F. COKE
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Tecumseh Johnson Co. Neb.
Sept. 1st 1879.
Mr. St John.
Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir,
Not knowing to whom else to address, will communicate to you. I want one of the
colored Refugees for a house girl, to help my wife do home work.
My family consists of myself wife and two Children aged 3 and five years.
We want one to come and live with us by the year and pay her weekly wages. Will pay
50 cts a week and make all her dresses & clothes. We want one of good disposition and
trusty
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age from 20 to forty years without any family.
Our want is simply this a woman to come make her home with us and help do home work
and pay her for it. If you can fine one that will fill the bill please let me know soon as

possible. Will advance the money to pay her passage here. We are Republican to the
core and from Ohio to here. If you have a committee for the colored refugees please
hand this to them.
Respectifully Yours
W.A. Kiler.
Tecumseh Johnson Co Nebraska
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Oswego Centre, N.Y., Sept 1st 1879
Gov John P St.John Kansas
Dar Sir: I inclose a draft for five dollars use it for the persecuted Freedmen as you see fit
and oblige Yours Edwin W. Hunington
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Office of THE NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION FOR THE RELIEF OF
UNEMPLOYED.
Chas. E. Buell, Sec’y. New Haven, Conn Sept 1st 1879
His Excellency
John P. St John – Governor – Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of date of Aug 22,
and accompanying report of Your State Board of Agriculture – for which please
accepting my sincere thanks –
Your statement regarding Evidence of industry, and Economy of the lately arrived
Negroes is most gratifying – whatever may be said against their capabilities they cannot
make a greater blunder than their former masters did, in wasting the accumulations of
their labor, for a century in an unjustifiable war. Efforts will be made to raise money for
the relief of these deserving people by friends here –
Next to caring for those who arrive, that their going may not be a failure – and a calamity,
the cultivation of public sentiment in favor of their going is important.
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This mass of negro labor has establishment the rates of wages, and cost of production at
the East both before and since this war, and; it would seem; That if the attention of the
public was called to the fact that they were held in competition in production, while they
contribute little, if any, to the purchase of manufactured goods, that their removal from
the lowest wage class to a class of self employment producers and purchasers of Every
article of manufacture, would not only give employment to others to fill their places in
the South, but would give employment to manufacturers in supplying both them, and
whoever might take their places – If these facts were properly presented a strong

sentiment would prevail among a class who are otherwise opposed to assisting their
[removal].
It seems possible by urging the necessity and expediency of their removal, to rob their
giving of its alleged political bearing and under it easy to assist the removal of sufficient
numbers to bring such concessions to those remaining as will be equivalent to their
removal and make them literally free by assuring them of their being possessed of a
choice of two modes of life – one at the South and One at the West.
Hoping to be able to acquire something for them I have the honor to remain Very Truly
Charles E. Buell
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Robert S. Hawkins, Williamsville, Grenada County, Mississippi to Governor St. John,
September 1, 1879
Sir you air respectfully call upon to give us advise bout Kansas as there is so much talk
an exsitements up a mong the colld people Pleas sen me a copy of your papers so tha I
may advised my people what best to do As my time alowed me to write any [no?] moure
at presence I will clos by saying write as soon as you got this & tell me all the news &
[prospects?] of the matters
Truly Yours
ROBERT S HAWKINS
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S. B. Witherspoon, Columbus, Lowndes County, Mississippi to Governor St. John,
September 1, 1879
His Excellency Governer St. John of Kansas
Sir
I take the privilege of writing to you in regard to the State of Kansas:
(1)
Are all the government land[s] in that state entered?
(2)
Would you encourage good and industrious colored men to come there?
(3)
How is the facilities for education?
(4)
Send me the name of some prominent colored citizen that I might correspond with
him and oblige
S. B. WITHERSPOON
(I am a poor colored teacher)
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RIDENOUR, BAKER & CO., GROCERS
Kansas City, Mo., Sept 2 1879
Hon. J.P. St John
Dear Sir

We take pleasure in Enclosing to you on behalf of our friends Maj. Jno. Dwight & Co
N.Y. City a check for $100 to be applied towards the Colored refugee fund as stated in
their letter of Apl [XXX] which we Enclosed.
Please make a receipt in their name for this amt as coming through us.
Much Oblige
Yours Resply
Ridenour, Baker & Co. [XXXX]
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Sept. 2, 1879
Hon John P. St.John, Dear Sir – enclosed find P.O. Order for $20.00 – To aid in the
work God has given you in caring for the Temporal Welfare of Refugees in your State. I
wish it were a greater sum – But hope God prospering us, to repeat the [XXX]
frequently during the winter. During the winter months there must be much unavoidable
suffering – We have also 6 barrels of clothing & bedding at the depot ready to ship as we
hear from Gen’l Supt. M.S.&L.S. R.R. To whom we have sent a request enclosed by the
Gov. of our State for free Trans[Image 877]
porotation – In an interview with our Gov. C.M. Crosewell, he expressed deep sympathy
and desired me to ensure you that an official appeal for aid he believed would be
promptly responded to by our people.
We have simply a central Committee of 5 women and goods are brought here & repaired
& packed. Have 4 or 5 barrells more on hand awaiting repairs & hope to continue the
good work. And pray God to bless & prosper you & your efforts –
In your whole daily [XXX] [XXXX] [XXX] .
Yours in Service for Jesus – Josephine [XXXX]
Adrian, Mich. Sept 2/79
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[Lodi] Sept the 2 1879
[Mr.] St John
I wish to know if I could git 2 Negro men & 1 women to come & work for me[.] I could
not give them much wages this winter. I [request] good [I] [XXXX] Negros if they
come could they be sent to Huchison or Witchita I recent those [XXX] [XX] that can
work on the farm if you answer please direct to P. [O.] 6 at Lodi [.]
[XXXX]
leo

[Kuic]
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Permanet Address
Princeton, Burnum Co. Ill.
Atkinson, Illinois
Sept. 2nd 1879
Honorable Sir;
I have been advised by some of our ablest men to have a committee of three appointed to
receive all monies which are donated for my suffering breathren in your state; that
through them a report may be given to the world of the manumit in which said funds
should be distributed, thus inspiring confidence in those who have donated for the
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cause or may be in the future do so. Steps have already been taken to choose proper
persons for said position. When they have been selected, I will inform you that they may
have your sanction.
I am succeeding well; Even beyond my expectations. To God be all the glory. I simply
stated this case and read your letter at a small camp meeting two days ago, when I
received over $40.00 within a few minutes. The churches are taking a lively interest;
praise the Lord!
Now my honored friend, I desire to [I cannot read the last sentence on this page]
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you which has been the cause of considerable anxiety on my part since Embarking in this
matter. It is simply this: I have a family depending on a husband and father for the
necessities of this life, and thus far but very little has been done toward relieving me in
this direction. I have thought the laborer worthy of his hire, would it be too much for me
to ask that a small portion of what I raise should be given me for this purpose. I do not
ask a great salary, but just enough to barely live. Please speak to me freely upon this, or
any subject.
Your humble servant – James Suggs
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P.S. I am aware of your arduous duties and will not tax you more than is necessary but
desire to hear from you immediately. Yours: J.S.
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HORATIO N. RUST & CO., Central Warehouse, Cor. Rush and Kinzie Streets

Chicago, Sept 3rd 1879
Gov St John
Hon Sir
Having read your letter in the Inter Ocean, I am reminded that it will soon be cold
weather and that you will need clothing and such supplies as people here and all over the
Northwest will freely give if they are called upon and the way is pointed out. I would
suggest that you immediately issue a call for contributions of such supplies and you may
say that we will receive such freight and hold them subject to your order and will do this
without charge. We have a large warehouse between the Chicago river and North
Western R.R. Track and can load can at our doors my idea would be to begin now and try
to have
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a quantity of supplies ready when cold weather comes on, that the parties sending goods
should prepay charges of freight to Chicago and I should hold them here until such time
as needed and then get the R. Roads to forward them free or for low rates. I am confident
the newspapers will advertise such a call at least at reduced rates. Gen. P.B Howard of
the “Advana” will do so free and I believe the Inter Ocean will
Should this general plan meet your approval and you wish my help in this way you are at
liberty as to advertise and I will refer you to the First Nat. Bank as [XXXX] also to John
Brown Jr
I think counties Papers should be suggested copy what is published in the City Papers for
we should get goods from all over the North West and a call East would meet with favor I
have no doubt. I shall be pleased to hear from you soon Respectfully Yours Horatio N.
Rust & Co.
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N. J. Hollis, Grenada, Grenada County, Mississippi to Governor St. John, September 2,
1879
Mr Saint John I seat my self to write to you suting [something?] and wanting to know if
it would be good now [to] cone ore in the spring [?]. if the [ice on the Mississippi?] is not
hard we will cone on We are making up the club as fast as we can and as soon as we get
it up we are seartn to go[.J is there any such thing as the aiding siciety any[w]here[?] if so
please let me know and please send me a news paper of Kansas farms in order that i can
let my people know what Kansas is
Yours Respectfully
N J HOLLIS
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Nathan King, Buena Vista, Shelby County, Texas to Governor St. John, September 2,
1879

Sir please to let me know something bout the land and price and if there is public land
and timbers[.] please to let me here from you soon as you get this, let me know if any
chance for emergrants if there is please to let me know all the facts a bout your State or
let us know wher we can emergrate [W|e are organize in to emergrations clubs and want
some advise[.] please to let me know how much public land that you has in your State
and on what terms we can get other lands I will close for this time[.] hoping to here from
you soon so I remain
Your most obedent Servant
NATHAN KIND
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Put in Bay Island Lake Erie Ottawa Ohio Sept 3rd 1879.
His Excellency John P. St John Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir:
I take pleasure in forwarding to you herewith P.O. Money Orders for Fifty five dollars
($55.00) for benefit of Colored Refugees in Kansas. Hope to make you further
admittances this Fall for same worthy cause.
Heaven bless you all! Faithfully Yours, John Brown, Jr.
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William H. Haskell, August, Richmond County, Georgia to Governor St. John,
September 3, 1879
To His Excellency Gov. St. John Topeka, Kas.
Honerd sir
I take it upon myself to address you upon the subject of immigration to your great State,
there is much said about Kansas & its great advantages so I would like very much to
know what inducements are offerd in Kansas to immigrants and what are the principle
productions of your State.
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I would be glad to have any information that you would be kind enough to send me. I
think that the West is much better, than the South for a young man to settle in for a man
of reason espescially a republican is not respected in his political rights and can not
excise his opinion as he wishes [.] I think that Kansas is the best place for me to go to.
Honered sir hoping to hear from you with such information as I need. I am sir
Your obedient servant
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WM. H. HASKELL
To Gov St. John Topeka Kansas.
[Image 893]

The Christian Advocate of New York publishes a letter received from John P. St. John
the Governor of Kansas dated the 30th of the 7 mo which was written in reply to one from
the editor of that paper requesting information on this subject some extracts from these
are subjoined as coming from a responsible Governor.
The extracts are before me and I wish information as to the proper channel through
which, contributions may reach the hands of the officers of the Freedman Relief
Association in Kan[.] NB if railroad freights could be reduced to accommo[Image 894]
date the occasion part worn clothing might be sent from the north.
Wm Dewees
Address Viola Linn Co Iowa
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B. Y. Towns, Middle Branch, Hodgeman County, Kansas to Governor St. John,
September 4, 1879
Mr. John P. Saint John
Dear Sir
I have ben in this state for two years and when i came i had no money but $3.50* i taken
a clame and went to work and in the two years i got 31 acres broke but the dry wether this
year I fald to rase any thing and my wife and two children are suffring and i cannot get
work to do Dear sir I was rased a slave will you he healp me if you please let me here
soon I live on section 32 Township 22 Range 22
B. Y. THOMAS i need it now any thing that you will gave
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Fort Bend County, Texas.
Richmond, Sept 4”1879.
Gov John P St John,
Topeka, Kansas.
Dear Govaner, I have been in this portion of the state during the past three weeks, and
have seen several leading colored men, and attended many of their meetings. I think I
have effectinally checked the Exodus here for the present, and those who may go to
Kansas, will visit untell next Spring. Fort Bend, [Wheaton], [Brozoria], and
[Nistogorela] Counties, is termed the “black belt” or the “[XXXX] Counties,” because
the colored people outnumber the whites at least five to one. These counties are by far
the richest and most fertile portion of Texas, because the great bulk of their lands is
[XXXX]; by reference to the map of Texas. You will see that [Brozoria] and
[Nistogorela] Counties border the Gulf of Mexico south, while Fort Bend and [Wheaton]
Counties adjoin
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said counties on the North. Here crops has been raised and the Blacks are in a more
prosperous condition than elsewhere in this state or in the south. The country is very
sparsly settled, and I suppose that in the four counties named sufficient good lands could
be had (at an average price of one dollar per acre) to settle at least 30,000 families upon,
and as the whole country is alone adopted to colored labor, there never could be any
conflict between white and black labor by colonizing colored people here. As far as civil
rights and local government is concerned, colored men now fill one half of the civil or
local offices here, and I cannot see how it is possible for industrious colored people to
better their condition by emigrating elsewhere. Here the climate, soil and production are
all adapted to colored labor. The lands will average – when properly cultivated – one
bale of cotton, or 60 bushels of corn, or two [XXXX] of sugar per acre, and in addition
to said counties being so well adapted to agriculture
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they are also the finest stock sections of Texas. Here, stock of all kind fatten and remain
in good order throughout the entire year, requiring no barn or house shelter or feeding by
the [farmers] or stock men in the winter months. I have seen watermelons, potatoes, and
all kinds of garden vegetables growing and flourishing as late as Christmas day here.
Frost seldom comes before the middle of December, and crops are generally planted in
February. The [Rogos], [XXXX], [Caney], and Colorado rivers with numerous
tributaries all run through said Counties and have a super abundance of timber to support
all the [prairie] Country bordering along them. The vast level level [prairie] lying
between these streams allow an [XXXX] [XXXX] [fairway] for the healthy currents of
sea breeze far into the interior of Texas, and makes the summers very cool and delightful
here. The streams all abound in nearly every variety of fish and from October untell the
latter part of March, nearly every kind of imigratory fowls in countless numbers have
their home here. Nature has lavished her blessings with a bounteous hand upon this
portion of Texas
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and all that is needed here is capital and energy. I am quite certain that any one can with
pluck and energy more than double all money he invests in lands here, and if I had an
unlimited capital, I would invest every cent of it in lands in the four counties named.
Unless there is some systematic combined effort made to colonize colored people
elsewhere, I shall continue my efforts to colonize them here (so far as I am able) upon the
plans I have already explained to you. I have been very [merciful] considering my own
limited resources and the difficulties with which I have had to meet in colonizing colored
people in this country, and will perhaps be able to provide homes for [100] or more
families this winter.

Sept 10th I have had no opportunity of mailing this letter for I am in the wilds of Texas,
and have to be exceedingly careful to not mail letters in county postoffices when I write
to correspondents to whom small [XX] [XX] think I am likely to write anything of
importance. I wrote a letter to my brother at [XXXX] two weeks ago, and it was broken
open placed in another envelope, and directed in a different handwriting.
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Thomas A. Simmons, Citronelle, Mobile County, Alabama to Governor St. John,
September 4, 1879
Dear Sir
I drop you afew lines of inquirry inregard to the Kansas afair I hear so much faults
reports about Kansas & as I am a stranger I would be glad to get some information from
you. please let me know all the news at your earliest convenience. Please let me know
what we can get land at. I would be more then glad to have aletter from you. I expect to
make Kansas my home if Gods will be done. And dear Sir Mr Saint John I expect to try
an come this fall and if they are any government work I can do I hope that you will be
kind enough to give me something to do. I have been teaching public school here at this
place, but I am determing to leave this State for Kansas. I think I can do better in that
territory. Governor please let me know whether they will be any^arxangement made in
through the government for transportation to Kansas this spring or not. Well nothing
more at present[.] hoping to hear from you soon by mail
Yours very Truly
THOMAS A. SIMMONS
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Kosciusko, Attalie County, Miss.
September 3rd 1879.
His Escellency Gov. St John
Governor of Kansas – Topeka Kansas,
Dr Sir
Excuse me for addressing you upon the subject of the Colored immigration from my state
to yours, but the fact is there are so many conflicting reports in reference to the same that
I am anxious to know the true state of affairs, Viz = in the New York Tribune and some
other Northern papers, I see it stated, and you quoted as authority, that the Colored people
that have gone to Kansas are well pleased, and that the citizens in Kansas are anxious for
more to come, on the other hand Viz= Southern papers say that there is great distress and
suffering among them no work to be had, and,
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that you are asking [XXXX] for them. Saying that the Exodus must be stopped &c&c.
Now [XX] you will pardon me for this letter and much oblige by all answers to the
following questions. When I tell you that I have always been a Republican and wish the
Colored Men to have all his Political and Civil Rights. You will see that it is no

curiousity or personal matter that I write this letter, but a sincere desire to know what the
Colored Man is to gain in this New Move.
There is no opposition in my County to the Freedmen leaving, if he desires so to do. No
obstacle will be thrown in his way, yet we desire him to remain if he can do so satisfied.
I can not say as much for the Swamp Counties, there they are more dependent on the
Colored Man for labor than we are, and will oppose his learning &c&c but I do think it is
wrong to offer transportation to the Colored Men now, before he
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gathers his crops, for the planting has furnished him with food and clothing, and if he
leaves without gathering his crops; he will not only violate his contract – but great
damage will result to the Planters and Country.
Questions
1st Is it the desire to the citizens of Kansas, and yourself, to have the Colored people
come to your State?
2nd Do they find work and good wages (As stated by the Tribune and other Northern
papers) or are they dissatisfied and anxious to get back, great distress among them &c
(as stated by our own papers)
3rd Will your state be willing and able to care for or imploy as the case may be, the great
numbers who will probably go to your state this fall & winter? For if say to you that they
are coming and will
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come in great numbers just as soon as they can gather or dispose of their crops.
4th Can they buy lands on a credit or will they have to work as laborers? As a rule they
will have no money, nothing but his muscle. Many of them have purchased small farms
in this country, and by hard work and close economy have aid for the [XXXX]; but the
“Kansas Fever” as it is called is so high, until they will see their little places stock &c as a
sacrifice for land at present is at a low ebb in this Country.
I have asked you a five questions Governor, in order to give you some idea in what I
desired to know about this Exodus. I know what the result will be here, and desire to
know what you think will be the effects on your State. And the Colored Man especially
the Cotton conditions
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in your state &c.
We can see why the colored man is dissatisfied with this state. 1st his idea of freedom
was too high, he expected too much and as a matter of course has never been obliged. 2nd

his political and civil rights have not been respected, there is no use in trying to disguise
that fact. Many Thinking Democrats see now that this “bull doging” business has been
carried a little too far. 3rd we have had [XXXX] crops for the last three or four years,
and the price of Cotton has been so low that they can scarcely make expenses, and it is
only those who worked hard and practiced [XXXX] economy that have come out some,
great numbers of them falling behind with the accounts, in fact the average Negro has no
idea of economy but will spend in the stores all the planters will let him, he can only for
the day, plenty to eat and drink and he is happy. I think the failure of the
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crops and short prices has more to do with is dissatisfaction than anything else.
Of course the people of this Country do not want the Colored Man to leave there is
something about the Colored Man that ties them to the Southern [XXXX]. I can’t say
exactly what it is whether old associations, the fact that he once was our slave, and both
are under obligation for many favors [XXXX] or what, but nonetheless it is a fact and
while they have been mistreated in many instances, yet if a Colored Man wants a favor
the loan of money, supplies &c he invariably goes to his old master and is seldom
refused, in fact, I know of numbers of old slave owners (who had money at the surrender)
that have been ruined by trying to help their for slaves, not in spirit of speculation, but
from pure motives of Philanthropy, of course it would be difficult to make the average
Northern Man believe this, for he thinks we are all Dixons or Barbarians –
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but sir it is a fact, you may ask yourself if this possibly can be a Republican writing? Yes
it is true, I have never taken any facts whatever in Political always attending closely to
my Profession [Physician] and an satisfied that the Political affairs of this state will
soon regulate themselves, but men in many counties have their way, and good men have
to take a back seat, but I love these warm hearted people and hope that they may soon see
the error of their way, and “cease to do evil and learn to do will (better)”. I think as the
matter now stands the Colored Man had better abide his time, but will be better able to
form my opinion when I hear from you –
Respt =Your Obt = Svt=
James M. Lewis
[Image 911]
Melton Mayne Co Ind
Sept 5th 1879
Gov John P. St John – Topeka Ks.
Enclosed I hand thee draft for $34.30. A donation from Friends Meeting of this place for
the benefit of the Colored Refugees. The course taken by the Officials of your State as
well as the benevolence of your Citizens is deserving of universal praise.
Please acknowledge receipt and oblige Thy Friend

Aaron Morris
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Joseph S. Starke, Grenada, Grenada County, Mississippi to Governor St. John, September
5, 1879
Sir
Will you or [the] national ade society gave us your attention We desire to organize &
come out West in Kansas some where & we dont know exactly what to do with out some
advise from higher aurthority Please advise me what to do soon as you can if you
please[.] please dont fail to [word unreadable] us in our eford in emigrating We want to
come out & have no money hardly & the white people say we have to stay here because
we have no money to come on. We can organize with a letter
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because since the white people have heard of what we are trying to do they wont hardly
let us have bread to eat & as soon as we can come out on a cheap scale we [are] getting
ready to come out[.] some are almost bear naked & starved I my self am in a very bad
condition We are banding together without any instructions & ask instructions from you
or the N. aiding society at St Lewis Mo. We are all Republicans & we wont have any
others & hard working men & men of trust. We have to be in secret or be shot & not
allowed to meet & we would like to leave before we are found out & are all shot at & are
scattered abroad, We have about 50 widows in our band that are wash wemon & a farmer
also. The white men here take our wives & daughters
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& do [with] them as they please & we are shot if we say anything about it & as for voting
if we vote any other way then their way we cant live in [the] State or county any more[.]
we are sure to have to leave or be killed They have driven away all of northern white or
colord leaders & we cant lead on account of qualification.
We can get together & leave here if we can get any ade to come on Please dont fail to
gave us your attention soon as possible We are in hast to know our standing & condition
of getting away You will oblige us very much by sending us a plat form [to?] act under[.]
maybe it will in liting us some in our endeavors in getting ready[.] some are very hard to
believe [as] they have been fool[ed] so often.
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A little instruction from you will help the committee a great deal in getting them together.
Without you or the president of [the] N. emigration aid society we cant do much in
getting out there[.]

Now Sir we will close hoping soon to here from you in regard to request. We remain
Very Truly
Your &c
JOSEPH S. STARKS Set of N. E. S and GABRIEL McKEY Chairman
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A..L. Wilkinson, Centreville, Leon County, Texas to Governor St. John, September 5,
1879
Gov. St. John of Kansas
Dear Sir.
In hearing and learning much of and about Kansas I would be glad if I should get better
information from you, if you please, you being the Gov. there of. Would be glad to get
information very soon, If you please.
Yours Respectfully, A. L. WILKINSON
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Spring Creek September 6th 1879
Governor St John
Sir, Will you axcept my might for the colored people. Enclosed find two dollars. I wish
it had been two hundred dollars.
Mrs E. Hainline
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H. C. Weeden, Louisville, Jefferson: County, Kentucky to Governor St. John, September
9, 1879
Gov. John Dear Sir
As there has been much talk about Kansas I write you to gain information. If you. please
give me the whole details of that state[,] how many colored people has come :to your
state, the condition of their living, what improvements made by them. Is there any
prospects for more emigrants. What kind of men is more needed than others. How long
would it take me to get fixed comfortably and what means whould it take. What kind of
land is it, material handy for building. Will be glad to
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hear from you at an early day.,
I remain Respectfully H. C. WEEDEN
What induced me to write is I want to give those persons who crave to come to your state
some substantial remarks which they can rely upon. What &ind of work can the majority
get wages &c. Hoping to hear from you soon
I am H. C. WEEDEN
72 Laurel Street
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Gardner Kansas
Sept the 9th 1879
Gov St John
Dear Sir
I wish to get one of those colored refugees to help about house work[.] would prefer one
from twelve to fifteen years old[.] I live near Mr Welker who wrote you a few days ago
Very Respectfully
H E Stearns
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Mespotania Trumbull Co, Ohio 9/10 ‘79
Hon. Sir:
Seeing that you have an interest in the refugees, May I trouble you to answer this the best
of yr. Judgement. The ladies of our Ch. (Congregational) have a Sewing Society which is
in the habit every year of sending boxes of to destitute & Home Missionary families in
the West. This year, seeing, as they supposed the needs of many of the Black refugees in
Ks.
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That they determined to devote the friends of their Lve. to those: Your letter published in
the Cincinatti Gazette seems to indicate that they are mostly self supporting.
The question is, are their wants sufficiently gt. to warrant this, or shd.the goods be sent to
some H. Missionary who may have greater needs. If needed, they go to those of the
exodus.
Yrs. in the interests of humanity
A.M. Pipes (Pastor)
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A. M. Carr, Clarksville, Montgomery County, Tennessee to Governor St. John,
September 11, 1879
Dear Sir
I was in your presence a few days ago & since I returned have been contemplating much
on a location in Kansas & as I was allmost compelled home my prospecting was short &
that left me with out ample satisfaction & as I found your appearance & actions most
favorable when I was present & also by general report I know [now?] appeal to you for
one favor[,] 1st by relating the circumstances. I live in the midst of an industrious
people[,] a working people[.] they understand it
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well at this time their minds is perfectly wrecked & they are in a manner on their heads to
emigrate to some place & I as a dear lover of my people do cincerely desire to know of
you whare the best point is for them to lodge at I wish to know of a un sarpassed farming
region quite convenient to market I wish to know of a point [word unreadable] very
efficent is a greeable & as I am informed that you are a man of great sympatheticness I
hope that you will point [in?] your answer a favorable place that a people could be happy
in as long as they live. I would like to have you express wheather government lands or
rail road lands are cheapest under present circumstances.
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Apart of this people expect to move this fall & part afterwards[.] they all expect to be
prepared as much as posable I would be please [word unreadable] how far the nearest—
best—situation would be from the capitul I am in formed that there is what is called a
drouth line I do not wish to cross that line by any means I hope that you will think well
to the matter Sir as I know you to be able to do (I hope that you will not allow aline of
this letter to enter any press I shall not mention my reason but it will be well.) please
give any advice you think proper[.] it will be thankfully received
I am Respect[fully]
A. M. CARR
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P. S. I think a number of those people desires to stop at Topeka[.] please give your views
on the matter & if you think it expedient say how many might find imployment on farms
& ect [sic] [A]11 wishes to become owners of home[s] as good many know [now] is. A.
M. C.
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Nathan King, Buena Vista, Shelby County, Texas to Governor St. John, September 9,
1879
to his most excellency Gov John P St John the Gov of the State of Kansas
hon Sir I wrote to you some few days ago but fearful that you might not get the letter I
will write again I want to know the price of lands[,] of corn[,] labor and the common
price of evry thing and if plenty of evry thing for 6mergrant[s] [I]f not please to inform
me at an early date as posible,
Please let [me] Know how a bout ichool and churches. We have made up emergration
clubs to go to the N. W. and we want to know as much a bout the locations of evry thing
so we may know what to do My hapiness depends on an answer from you.
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Please to let us hear from you just as Soon as you can as /We do not [know] what to do
and inform us [about] water timber &c

I Will say no more at this time, hoping to hear from you soon So I Remain your most
humble Servant
NATHAN KING
Mr or Gov John P St John
Sir as I neglected to thank you for the Book that you sent me I will send my thanks to you
in this letter of Mr. King's I am grateful to you for favoring me with a copy of your
agricultural Report. I have writen you again previous to this and have not reed any ans. &
when you write to me dont put col. on the envelope for a col man can hardly get a letter
here
Your obedient Servant ELD. T. R. ALEXANDER
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Kansas Methodist Freedmen’s Mission Work
W. O. Lynch, Topeka, Shawnee County, Kansas to Governor St. John, September 1,
1879
Dear Governor St. John Topeka, Kansas
Recently I received a letter from Mrs. Delia Johnson in the city of Mobile, Ala. asking
me to look out a place for her to do cooking at. She is a good Christian lady with a good
standing equal to that of any lady in her community. She is a married lady with no
children. She can both read and write. She knows all about cooking and doing house
business. She is about 6 feet high, weighing a little more than 200 pounds, a bright
mulatto. Would she suit to do your cooking? How much would you pay her by the month
or week? And when would you have her to come this fall or next spirng? As soon as I
hear from: you I will write her about it.
Your.Most obedient servant,
W. 0. LYNCH
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G. R. M Newman, Berwick City, St. Mary's Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John,
September 9(?), 1879
To His Excellency John P. St. John Gov. of Kansas
Dear Sir
I write you for information in regard to Government lands in the vicinity of either
Topeka—Troy—Atchison Forts Leavenworth or Riley, say 5 or ten miles away from
either. I do not care very much about R. R. lands as they are more or less encumbered
with mortgages. I have always been inclined Kansasward ever since I left the army, and
had it not been for sickness when we returned from Red River in 1864 I would have been
there already, which I see would have [been] much to my interest. I have been in La 15
years last March, have acquired some property and am a man of small family, Being a
colored man I could be nothing else but a Republican; as I was a citizen, I took the
responsibilities of a citizen and gave my influence[,] time and means to the success of the
party of right, law, order, and humanity. In 1872 the Republicans of this Parish tendered

me the office of member of the General Assembly. I declined because I thought there
were better and more capable men and in 1876 they elected me Clerk of the 3rd Judicial
Dist. Court composed of the Parishes of St. Mary, St. Martin and Iberia by over a
thousand majority over all the three candidates together and was commissioned by both
Gov. Kellogg and Mr. Nicholls and immediately furnished the $5000.00/100 bonds
required by law, and entered upon the discharge of my duties and continued in the
personal
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exercise of the functions of that office from the 26th Dec. 1876 until the 20th day of
November 1878 when a mob of ten men sought to take my life by breaking into my
bedroom about 12 o'clock at night inflicting several wounds :and riddling my room with
bullet holes, because I refused to deliver up to them the returns of the election of 5th Nov.
18 78 instead of transmitting them to the Secty.of State for promulgation. Had [I] been
willing to falsify the returns and swindle the Republcans out of their victory I could have
been home (which but 30 miles from here) and in the personal exercise of the duties of
my office, but I am not the party for whom they are hunting. On this midnight attack one
of the bulldozers was killed at the foot of my bed, a Winchester rifle and a Colt six
shooter were found on the floor next morning. Several of the parties were so badly shot
until they had to remain in bed several days. Our Congressional and Legislative election
was on the 5th of Nov 1878. After the count the Democrats were so badly beaten that on
the night of the 7th they broke into my office and destroyed every ballot box, ballot and
all the returns save what I took to my house. For two weeks I was besieged and visited at
night for those returns, until exasperated at my
stubbornness I was to be killed and the papers destroyed. Gov. you all in free Kansas
have [no] idea of our condition in the South and what trials and troubles we have because
of our politics. I still hold the office by deputy and though my time under the old
Constitution would not expire before Dec 1880 yet I am glad the new will end it in April
1880. I would have left here soon after the bulldozing but I was determined that the
Democrats should not get the office before my time is expired and we can no longer elect
a Republican.
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I have had no love for office. I have made my living in school teaching and clerking in
stores and while I maynot be able to resume the work of a school teacher I can earn a
living otherwise. I am anxious to reach your state not because of the great race now made
for it but because of the sacredness of her soil washed by the blood of humanitarians for
the cause of freedom.
I am a subscriber of the [Chicago] Inter Ocean and have been for six years and read
some very flattering accounts of the fertility of the soil of Northern Kansas. I would like
therefore to learn some information in regard to the location of Government lands & price

per acre as I shall try to purchase or homestead. There [is] quite a lull now but you will
likely be over run with emigrants next Spring. Quite a number will leave here then
Trusting to hear from you soon I am
very truly yours G. R. M. NEWMAN
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ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILROAD CO.
Thos. Nickerson, Pres, Boston Mass.
Hon John P. St John, Prest. Kansas Freedman’s Assoc. Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir,
Your favor of May 15 was handed me in Topeka and I started with Col Johnson to call on
you and answer in person your communication. It has always been the policy of this
company to give very low rates to emigrates who proposed to settle in the state. I
understand Mr. Strong that he had offered the same rates to colored people that he made
to Whites and the Board would not have justified him in any other course. I have no
doubt that the “Exodus” of colored people into Kansas has seriously interfered with the
sale of our lands and with our efforts to bring a good class of population into Kansas.
Now as to the efforts of your company to relieve the sufferings of these unfortunate
people I fully approve it personally and
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if you want me to try to raise some money to keep them from suffering I will gladly do
what I can.
I enclose a letter of Col Johnson on this subject and I believe his views are sound. Please
return this letter to me and I beg you and your committee will excuse my long neglect of
your letter.
Yours truly
Thos Nickerson, Prest
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Council Grove Ks Sept 13th 1879
Yours is to kind, am glad to have some authority to contradect fals reports in regards to
that Freedman Aid Society[.] I think sill that if the aid is more in shape of building
material than something to eat it will be better as I know some wimen can get .75 per
[XXX] & refuses to work for even 1,00 better yet [XXX] or clothes then be idle[.]
From [XX] J.P. Brown
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State of Kansas, Executive Department, Topeka. Sept 12 1879
H.C. Weeden, Louisville Ky

Dr Sir
In answer to your letter of the 9th inst. I have the honor to state that neither the State of
Kansas or the general government extends aid to any class of immigrants extends aid to
this State. All who come here are expected to make their own living and be self
supporting.
About seven thousand colored people have come here from the south during the last four
or five months. The State having quite a large population of colored people prior to that
time however.
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You ask me what kind of immigrants are most desireable to which I reply, men & women
who are sovern, honest and industrious! and willing to work faithfully to better their
conditions and become lawabiding citizens. In other words those of the colored people
who would likely do best in Kansas are those who are accustomed to farming. Good
house servants also receive very fair wages.
Colored people desiring to come to Kansas should understand that this state offers no
inducements whatever, to any class of people, except that found in its rich soil
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healthy climate, full protection to life & property of every law abiding human being, free
schools and a free ballot.
All who come here can enjoy their blessings, but they should understand that they will be
expected to be self supporting and not a charge upon the charities of our people.
I send you today a copy of our Ag’l Report for 78 which will afford you much
information.
Yours very truly
John P. St John
Governor
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W. C. Johnson, San Augustine County, Texas to Governor St. John, September 13, 1879
Sir
I will seat [myself] to write you a few lines to inform [you] that there is about 500
familys heare that want to come and have not got no way to come. We have got about
400 heads [of] cattles. We want [to] know of you what is [the] chance of getting them to
Kansas[.] if you please to sen me what [it] is worth and [I.will] send you the money and
we want to take a paper of Kansas and if you please to tell some of your editor[s] that we
have got the money mad up ready to sen to best office and the best paper[.] some of us
have got good farm[s] and they are pay for and if we sell them we cannot get nothing for

them and would like to know of [you] should we go off and leave them[?] we would
[like] to know of [you] do you think it would be right [to] go and leave them after we
have pay for them[.] you please Sir send us some good word I remember that Moses toll
the children to stan and see the salvation of God So with the]se] remarks I close
Your Truly
W. G. JOHNSON
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Office of Weekly Spectator
Mayersville, Miss Sept 15/79
Hon. J.P. St John, Topeka, Kansas
Honored Sir:
I am constantly burdened by the Negroes of this (Iesaquiner) County with inquiries as to
the property of another “exodus” to your State during the coming Fall, and being unable
to answer them, I beg to trouble you for a little information on the subject.
Some of the Negroes will have money to spare when they have disposed of their crops,
but many will not have more than enough to pay the expense of emigration. The Whites
in this section will not oppose the “exodus”, as they had rather be rid of the dissatisfied
element, than to return it here, as a source of trouble and discontent.
I am publishing a Newspaper at the County
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site, and ask for this information that I may publish it for the benefit of my patrons a
Majority of whome are colored people.
Hoping you may find it convenient to answer, very soon, I am Yours Respectfully
Evan H. Harris
Direct to Box #31
Mayersville, Iesaquiner Co. Miss.
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Englewood Cook Co Ill Sept 15th
Gov John P. St John
My dear Brother: - Again I must occupy a few moments of thy valuable time, to send my
sincere thanks for thy kind letter, informing us of continued arrivals, of the Refugees
from the south, and am glad they appear less needy than those I saw there, yet there are
many who will need aid the coming fall and winter, as work will become less accessable.
I have rece’d a number if letters from Michigan, that means work. My dear Friend
Elizabeth L. Comstock is hard at work. She says, “In reading thy published articles, I
said the “Mascedamian Cry,” is come
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over to Kansas and help us. “And my friends say Thou art the one to go?” And I have
sent the papers thou sent me to my wealthy friends in England, also in the Eastern States.
I ask for money and winter bed clothing, and wearing apparel of all descriptions. And I
want thee to write the Gov and see whether he will find me a room or two, to store my
supplies. And whether I can have the assistance from some strong man to aid one in
handling the sacks of goods, as I design getting up one or two car loads by the 8th of next
month. I have written her, she will find all the aid she needs. She is a Friend Quaker
minister. An English woman, who has been
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in our country long enough to become Americanized, in our Northern politics. She
wanted to know when I was going again. I wrote her by daughter was holding me here
until by book is finished, for she says “Mother has set the ball to rolling and its not going
to stop.” But her daughter, I find is going with her, and a free pass to Kansas and return,
is secured for them both. And Elizabeth is a double team of herself. Having traveled in
the gospel ministry extensively through the Northern, and to some extent in the southern
States, and also in her native country.
I have sent at her request over a dozen papers with my articles on this Exodus.
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I have received a letter from John M. Brown in reply to my queries as to what houses
they have in the Wabaunsee Colony? And how many acres of wheat they design to sow
this fall? And that I had informed my friends in Michigan that a warm quilt or
comfortable ought to be sent to each of the 31 families in that new Colony.
And many to purchase their seed wheat ought to be sent you. And to my surprise he
writes “They will sow 64 acres, if they can get the wheat in time to sow. That certainly
tells well for their Industry. – I was very much interested in thy report of that successful
Temperance Meeting. How I should have enjoyed it with you. And of rejoicing with my
old friend and sister Amanda Way. If she got my letter, I hope she will write me. May
Heavens Richest blessings ever rest upon thee and thine I Pray
Laura S. Haviland
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P.S. Remember in love to thy wife and children. Also to that Br and sister Dawson and
family.
L.S.H.
[Image 958]
Hillsdale College Hillsdale [XX] Sept 16’79

Dear Sir: Enclosed find Dft. For Two 2 00/100 Dollars which pleas apply for the use of
the escaped colored refugees from rebel cruelty & oblige yours & their friend
Lewis Spaulding
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Columbus O 09-16-1879
J.P. St John
Governor of Kansas
Dear Friend
I desire to express my sincere thanks for kind sympathy & interest our work in behalf
these long oppressed and now needy people. As Aunt Laura S. Haviland has written so
many [XXXXX] about our work I need only say that Everything is progressing well an
all hands “Will send [XXXX] next week $60 toward buying seed wheat for the
Wabaunsee Colony and will also send $13.00 sum toward the roofing & flooringof their
new houses.
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I expect to leave for Kansas on the 8th of next mo or about that time – and any further
suggestions than may be willing to send me will be thankfully received as in the past
Sincerely Thy friend
Elizabeth L. Comstock
By J.M.N.
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Thomas Abram, Anderson, Grimes County, Texas to Governor St. John, September 16,
1879
Goven Sant ghon goven of Cancas Dear Sir We ar the poor colled people of Texas[.]
Dear Sir we of the poor race of people we air her and can not get our [word unreadable]
rites and we wount to know when we can get help of your land. A grat meay of us have
the money to come with and her in Grimes County is now on a starving [word
unreadable] and we wount to get in some plase of [two words unreadable] and if you can
help pleas help us rit now We air in soffen [suffering?] condishen. We air told if we start
to come to that State we will be mod [murdered?] on the rode [word unreadable] is the
for your help Write to to me and let me her how the fair in Cancas[.] i wount to come and
make that [my?] home With [this I] close hoping to her from you in short time.
THOMAS ABRAM
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A. Neely, City and County Unknown, Texas to Governor St. John, September 17, 1879
Dear Ser I resev your letter of the 13, and you ast me for the truth and I will give you all
there is[.] 500 who wood come to Cansas if they had pertecsion and out of the 500 a bout
400 is able to pay there way but the white pepel has sed if they start they will way lay

them and mob them and take a way there stock that they dont intend for any stock to be
caried out of Texas[•] therefore the collerd pepel is afraud to make any temp to start[.] we
are sufine here but cant get a way and from the thret of the white pepel[.] we dont know
what to do[.] in a town not fare from here the white pepel made a coffen and put the
names of the leding men on it and sed they give them 10 days to get out of Texas and
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an old lady a few dayes a go was on the creake fishing[.] a white man came a crosus her
and sed where are you bound and she replid i am fishing and he sed are you a Kansas
lady and she sed I am going if i live and he dis monted his horse and drue his pistol and
peltted her over the hed tel she was not able to get home and the white pepel for bids the
colerd pepel of talking a bout going to Kansas and therefore thay are fea[r]d to say what
they will do but maney are seling there lots and what you mite say giving them a way but
since I resve your letter I hav stop that and I told them to stand still tell I can heare from
you[.] there is maney that owns farms and the most of them hav wagons[,] from 2 to 4
head of horses and cattel from 2 to 15 head[.] I hav stop them from
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seling aney thing and the white pepel say if aney of the collerd pepel do get oft they will
make it as hot as hell for the rest that stay behind[.] I will close by asking you to excuse
my bad composing and I will do beter next time[.] I remain
Yours Truly
A. NEELY
there is a man here from the North[.] he tells us that if we go North the white popel
[w]ont think aney more of the colerd pepel than they were dogs but I know better for I
was rase with northen popel [.] our men is hard worken men and you can trust them[.]
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Joseph S. Stark, Grenada, Grenada County, Mississippi to Governor St. John, September
17, 1879
John P. St. John Topeka Kansas
My dear Sir
I received your letter stating that you has sent me some State agrnt Reports but I never
has received them. May be you have made some misstake & if you have please send
them to me at once the people here are in an upro[ar] about coming out & dont know
what to do.
You said you sent them by mail but I never got them & has been to the office two or three
times & asked for them & they gave me the letter but no Reports has ever come to me, or
I never got them. The white people here seems to be in an uprofe .about~us going away
& are making up a iriilintory [sic] here every day & we dont know What the[y] mean. We
are peaceable & obey them in every thing except voting We dont vote to suit them every

time & but we do every thing else we can to Satisfy them & we cant & our next move is
to get away from here & they dont want us to do that it seems like.
We are poor & pennyless & want to know what movement can be made in getting away
from here.
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Now Sir please dont fail to let me here from you [,] in short send me them reports soon so
I can let my people know what to do.
I was very glad you gave my letter so soon attention It makes me feel like you feel our
care & I cant thank you enough for the satisfaction give me in your short letter. Please
excuse me for pestering you so much I am in disstress here with[out] some advice from
higher authority,& from what I see in the Christian Advocate Southern, you know the
condition of us better then I can write So please gave us your attention. A great deal
more to write but I wont dissturbe you so much, but I am oblige to. Now please dont fail
to answer soon this letter & let me no what to depend upon[.]
Very truly Yours &c
JOSEPH S. STARK
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Princeton Bureau Co Illinois, Sept. 19, 1879.
Hon. John P. St John
Honored And dear Sir, - Doubtless you are anxious to know of my prospects in the Great
Cause that we are engaged in.
I have received $90.00 which I have depositied in the First Nat. Bank of Princeton. I am
devoting my whole time to this work. I have appointed committees everywhere I have
been to solicit clothing &c” which will soon be in shape to send. Now I desire to ask you
where I shall send these supplies as I procure them.
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I expected to have a Committee appointed by our Genl Superintendent at the session of
the Kansas Conf. T.M. Church, but – he either failed to appoint said committee or to
apprize me of such action; therefore I must look to you for advice as to whom and where
to send.
Pray that God may bless me in this great work.
Your Obedient servant in Christ,
James Suggs
P.S. In regard to the questions ask “What are the people doing in
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the way of securing homes for the refugees; “I would say the do not favor the idea of
having them emigrate to this state. They are willing to help them there, and they believe
it best for them to remain where there is plenty of land that may in time afford them
homes – They say on every Land – Our State is already overrun with those who need
homes. I see no prospects of making an impression upon the people of this direction but
find them generally ready to donate.
Yours J.S.
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Homer, Calhoun Co. Mich.
Sept 20th 1879
Dear Governor
Have you any published documents relative to the condition and prospects of the
“Exodusters” that you could furnish me?
Or could you in a word all the inclosed card inform allof their condition and numbers and
whether they manifest sufficient [XXXX] , or enterprise to succeed?
I would greatly appreciate any information that would help me in the preparation of an
address on this subject to be
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delivered before the Synod of Mich. Next month.
Yours Very truly
Alfred S. Badger
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Eutan, Greene Les, Ala
Sept 20th 1879
To His Excellency Gov St John
Topeka Ks.
Sir,
The colored people of this county desire that the writer should address them on 10th Oct
on the subject of the Kansas exodus. As a native Southern Republican, possessing their
entire confidence, we desire to inform them fully upon the question: and we therefore
take the liberty of addressing you, to request that you will favor us with the Auditor
Reports, together with any other state papers and general information you may desire
proper to send us.
Awaiting your favors and with sentiments of esteem, we remain
Very respectfully
Your obd servant

Winfield S. Bird
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Parsons Kansas. Labette Co.
Sept. 21st. 1879.
Enclosed please find a letter from Brenham. Texas Exploring the state of affairs In the
Lone Star State.
Can anything be done, If so Let Me Know Please.
Yours Respectfully, James T. Swartz
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John D. Lucas and George Washington, Beman, Morris County, Kansas to Governor St.
John, September 21, 1879
To the most exclent Govenor of the State of Kansas, and the commitee of the colony of
[W]abaunse Co.1 We John D. Lucas & George Washington from Davises [B]end and of
Wabaunsee colony[,] we greet you with our best respect, and wish to say we [k]new
nothing about the letter which you received from the Lousianna colony, we are sorrow
that there is dissatisfaction Every thing has bin done the verry best we [k]new how both
with respect and honesty. Our wimmon are well satisfide and are thankful bouth to you
and God for what has bin done in our behalf. We are glad to say that we struck water on
the 20[th] and there is about three feet of water in the well this morning.
Yours respectfully,
JOHN D. LUCAS AND GEORGE WASHINGTON
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Mr Brown dear sir
please se H. F. Bumgardt about our bounty.
Yours respectfully
JOHN D. LUCAS & GEORGE WASHINGTON
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THE BERKSHIRE LIFE INSURANCE CO., Of Pittsfield, Mass., Sept. 22, 1879
Gov St John
Please ask Gen Conway to call on me on the subject of Southern emigration, the first
time he passes through this City, or write me on the subject. Refer him to Judge Graham
[XXX] Hollaway
Cyrus T. Nixon
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Thomas A. Simmons, Citronelle, Mobile County, Alabama to Governor St. John,
September 22, 1879
Gov. John P. St. John
With pleasure this morning I drop you afew lines, stating to you that I received your kind
& welcome letter and were more then glad to receive [the] letter from you, and glad also,
that Kansas is a rich soil, and healthy climate and also glad to know that Kansas will
extend aid to any class of citizens [word unreadable] and of free ballot and free schools. I
have been ingaged here at this place teaching public school, but very poor pay indeed So
I want to come there and buy me some land and go to farming, although as I have a very
little capital at this season of the year, I concluded that I would wait untell spring of the
year, and Dear Sir I would be glad to get something to do in Topeka, Kansas while I am
fixing a home to live on. And I am your servant at any time, anything in the government
service, please answer according to what you can do for me. if I can get work for one
year after I get to Kansas, I think I can make a good living on that land, please let me
know what do laborers licens cost in the State of Kansas for twelve months.
Your Most humble servant
THOMAS A. SIMMONS
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Allegheny City Pa,
Sept. 23, 1879.
Dear Sir;
I send you enclosed a Money Order for five dollars – for the Exodus fund.
Yours truly
D.B. Willson
Governor St. John
Topeka, Kansas
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Nashville, Tenn, Sept. 25th, 1879
Gov. John P. St.John;
Honorable Sir:
My relations bring me frequently in contact with a number of intelligent colored men
who have, by industry and economy accumulated some property, but who are becoming
very anxious that their children shall not be reared in the midst of the unreasonable,
relentless and unchristains prescriptions they at present have to suffer in their native state.
These persons want to know what the Constitution and School-Law of Kansas are as
respects them and their rights. If, therefore, you will send me a pamphlet of each and
your last school report you will Very Greatly Oblige Them and Yours Truly, J.H. Burrus
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N. J. Hollis, Grenada, Grenada County, Mississippi to Governor St. John, September 26,
1879 - Mr Saint John

I seat myself to ask you if there is any such thing as and Nashinnel or aiding society in
your State or Nasians[?] if there is please let me know Please send me sone of your
Kansas newspapers and here is the money for them and oblige
Yours Truly
N J HOLLIS Col
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Augustus Holdman, Dunkirk, Hardin County, Ohio to Governor St. John, September 29,
18 79
Sir:
I desire to emigrate to the State of Kansas and wish for information as to the best part to
go into.
Can you send me some information[?]
I am a colored man.and have a family of four boys growing up. I have about five hundred
dollars to start with.
Very Respectfully, AUGUSTUS HOLDMAN
(By H.)
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Richmond, Fort Bend County, Texas
Tuesday, Sept 29th 1879
Gov John P St John, Topeka, Kansas.
Dear Sir, My sojourn in this part of texas has lengthened into seven instead of two weeks,
and I have been so bussily engaged in business matters with my Colored Colonists here
that I have had no time to write you fully in regard to the Exodus feeling of the colored
people here. I will only say now, that the better classes of the colored people in this
portion of Texas, are doing so well, that in my opinion they do not care to emigrate, nor
indeed, so far as fertility of soil, climate and their treatment buy the white people are
concerned, it would be hardly possible for them to better their condition elsewhere.
On my return home I shall write you one of my usual lenghthy letters as I have much to
say and to urge in regard to turning the tide of the Exodus, etc. In the meantime let me
hear all about the Exodus, since your last letter.
Respectfully,
S.A. Hackworth
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Thomas A. Simmons, Citronelle, Mobile County, Alabama to Governor St. John,
September 30, 1879
Dear Sir.
With the greatest of pleasure again I write you afew lines stating to you that I received
the book that you sent me as a compliment to me I must confess to you that I have never

esteem[ed] any gift in all my life so highly as I did that of yours, and my wife and little
daughter esteems the book so much they both are sorry that they are not in Kansas
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at the present time.
Dear Sir please excuse me for not mentioning the book in answer to your first letter. My
reason why I did not were because I did not receive the book in the time that I received
your letter an[d] after I got your letter an[d] carefully contented it over I answered you
immediately as I were so pleas to receive a letter from your hands. dear friend if you can
do any thing in regards to my request please let me know between now an]d] [the] first
spring month.
Your Most humble Servant
THOS A SIMMONS
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY, Kansas City Sept 30 1879, To
Gov John P. St John
Our Conference will hold Exodus Meeting in Leavenworth Thursday Oct Second you are
requested to be present Gen Conway will be there answer at Leavenworth.
D.F. Watson
26 [XXXXX]
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UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. Sept 29 1879
His Excellency Gov John P. St. John, Topeka Kans.
Dear Sir:
You would confer a favor by informing me from what sources I can gain correct
information regarding the present condition of the negro colonies at Nicademus, in
Hodgeman and in Waubaunsee Counties. My object in asking for such information is
that I may secure material for publication in the East – erroneous impressions having
secured a foothold in such an impartial monthly as the International Review –
impressions that east discredit upon the colored race in general and the Kansas branch in
particular. If agreeable I should like to call at your office within a few days and look at
some of the letters which you receive from the South – in which the political, social and
religious
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condition of the negro is touched upon.
Respectifully,
Wm. H. Simpson
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Jasper Arnold, Sabine Town, Sabine County, Texas to Governor St. Johnl September 30
(?), 18 79
Mr President
I Write to you fore to gaine information form you wich I doo trust that you will give, my
State and County in wich I live is Sabine County Texas. We get papers form you[r] State
and som of wich give us great hopes and som make us feales with great douts and I now
write to you fore your information wich I trust you will and it may be with satisfaction
for I live in a country where that there is all hopes of discurrageing that coud begiveitis
give[,]and I hopes you will give me you[r] advise a bout your country if it is fore
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the better for us to immigrate and come to kan. So pleas inform us fore we are hard
working people here in [the] South and give hige rent and big intrest for everry thing we
get and we work and work and everry year we jest cand come out eaven[.] hight pries
fore land rent $3 and $4 per acre and we know cand not live at that[.] so ask vonr
information on the Subjectt-] we could make a good liveincr previding that we was where
we could injoy it A colord mand out here coud not injoy his own Wright if he has a good
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education he cand not injoy[.] he cant set on the jurywich I think is a Verry small office[.]
he cant have no kind of and office no further than to teach a school and a verry small one
at that[.] he cant merchandise/ he cant keep a barroom and nothen of that kind[.] whight
folks dont want you to doo any thing but farm I know that there is a better State
somwhere than this one and I doo beleave that Kansas is and I doo trust that you will give
me your information on itt-] some time the knews came out here that it is too cold fore
us. I am no dout but what
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it is not a coler country than this Texas fore Texas is a hot country and it is too hot fore
met.] it is so hot untell there get all a mand makes[.] please write soon as posible and you
will excuse my bad hand write fore I am a farmer and you know a farmer cand not write a
good hand when he work hard[.] my post office is Sabine Town, Sabine Co. Texas
Your affectionated friend untell death
JASPER ARNOLD
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L. C. Rudolph, Rienzi, Alcorn County, Mississippi to Governor St. John, October 1, 1879
Dear Friend it is with pleasure that I take the responsibility to adress you a few lines to
gaine some information of you in regaird of colored people holding office in your State[.]
the colored people are talking of colony in Kansas and I like to know the general

circulation of constitutional rights We can not get them hear & if we can get it there we
will come up in your State & I will be happy to have corspondent with you about the
matter We only wants our rights in any country sic-ially & politically so I will close [and]
ask you to write just as soon as you get this letter.
Yours &c
L. C. RUDOLPH
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Millburu Oct 2nd /79
To His Excellency
Governor St. John
Our Missionary So., have a quantity of clothing bedding & [XX] collected, to send to
the colored people of Kansas if you think it would be acceptable to them, please let us
know at your earliest convenience.
Please direct
Mrs. G.S. Stewart
Sec’y of Millburu Missionary So. Lake Co. Illinois
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William Brown, Lexington, Holmes County, Mississippi, to Gobernor St. John, October
1, 1879
Governor State of Kansas
Dear Sir--Permit me to drop you these few lines and trust that the same will meet with
due consideration and an early response. Our Color in this section comtemplate in
visiting your State next spring or sooner in view of locating there. We are getting on very
well[,] not deprived of our civil or political rights. You are aware that our race are
uneducated, and a great many do not have work & last year in this State was not self
sustaining on a/c of an overflow which ruined our crops. I have a considerable influence
with the colored people of this section
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and I have advised them to gather their crops & save their money until I could hear
further. I would thank you for all information you :can give us appertaining to your state,
as whether or not our race can make a living in Kansas, if they arrive there [with] but
little or no money, I mean our women and children 10 & 15 yrs old, as well as the men.
Hoping you will give me as speedy & lengthy reply as possible as I am anxious to show
your letter to our people.
With respt,
Your Most obt Svt,
WILLIAM BROWN (colored)
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Cincinnati O Oct 2 1879 3:30 pm
Gov St John
Cincinnati Enquier publishes a paid article today stating that Kansas is Being filled with
Negroes and Vagabonds that the Negroes do nothing but beg and between the Negroes
white loafers tramps eat grasshoppers and bugs it is believed hell was moved into Kansas
please give me by wire for Publication the facts in relative to the matter
Jas D Welsh
[XXXX] Apt KP RR
[XXXX]
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George Hardy, Brookville, Noxubee,County, Mississippi to Governor St. John, October
6, 1879
Gov. St. John
I Write you a few lines to let you know our intentions this fall We the undersign Qolerd
peopie of this part of this State do here by ask of you can we or can we not get any help
from your City and State? We are in search of homes in the west and we are without the
means to provide our way to the west We are all here in a torped state[,] no one to pity
our condition or to feel our care and governer tell us if we can get any assistant from
you[r] stated] we hats to start on our pilgrimage befr.ome-we can get an answer from
you[.] we wants to start on and about the 18 or 19 of November[.] please write me and let
me know In short-the white people will not let us have any thing to carry with us & you
must do some thing for us I willjclose write soon and direct .your letter to Geo. Hardy
Macon Miss and answer in the :[Chicago] Inter Ocean.
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Jack P. James, Ridgeway, Fairfield County, South Carolina to Governor St. John,
October 6, 1879
To the Honorable Gov. St. John Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir
I want to come to Kansas or some of the Western States. I have no money, no provisions,
no property, and wages here vary from three to six dollars a month in farms, on railroads
nine dollars. At that rate the majority of us can never get a way from here unless we can
get help. If you can please help us. We desire to leave here if possible. I cannot tell the
number that would leave:and pay the expense after we get there. If you can do any thing
for us please write and let me know how many you will take at the time, and the
condition you will take us on.
JACK P. JAMES
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Rev. John Jacobs, William Station, Escambia County, Alabama to Governor St. John,
October 7(?), 1879
Dear Sir here is a great meany colord people that want to go to Kansas if we know what
step to tak[,] so we ask you will you please to let us know as we ware a paint [sic] to you
and please to tell us how [much?] it will take to carray us from Mobile We will pay any
way for the sake of levaing here as they all aint got the money to com with We work hard
and get nothen for it Please give us sum word soon as you can
REV JOHN JACOBS
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Olathe Kansas
October 7th 1879,
Gov. J.P. St John
Dear Sir –
Can you send me down one of your “Exodusters”? I am sadly in need of a girl to tend
my baby, and wash dishes etc – and will be satisfied with almost any kind if she is able
bodied – if you have any choice, one with a few “sisters cousins and aunts” a female –
My kindred regards to Mrs St John
Mrs Frank Ogg
P.S.
[XXXX] & I are having a small post office “war” Come down a settle for us! Frank
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Joseph Sparkman, et al., Hurricane Creek, Lauderdale County, Mississippi, to Governor
St. John, October 7 or 8, 1879
Dear Sir We -send up a pertistion for a word of information as we take you for our friend
We as a mass of people of the above said county & Choctaw County Alabama think of
emirating here and we expect coming wright a way next spring Please send us the general
sanding [standing?] of thing[,] how land sell also what arrangement have been made for
helping people here We here there are some in St. Louis[.] if you can make ay [any?]
arrangement to get to Vicksburg or Meridian please do so for some of us can come
through our selves but some can [not?] Please for god sak come Some of us got enogh
money to help pay for the espenses Tell us how the laws is here: also about wood &
hoges & cow I am here looking for answer from you
Committee
Joseph Sparkman & Isham Johnson & Ben Phillips & Thomas Young & Stock Hunter
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We are bound to come if there is any way fix [?] for us[.] there is thousans of people that
would come if the[y] hear some instruction from some of the party we pray goes there
JOSEPH SPARKMAN
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Victor Oct. 8th 1879
Governor St John
Please inform me where to send money of & [XX] Clothing to the Freedmen, and will
the money be used for the Freedmen or will it be taken as expenses, or a considerable
share of it - Some persons here are fearful that if they send relief, it will not reach the
needy. Please answer immediately & oblige
Charles E. Chapin
Victor Clinton Co. Mich [Image 1030]
Kalamazoo Mich. Oct 8th /79
Gov. J. St.John
Dear Sir,
Please find enclosed Twenty dollars and Forty cents (20.40) from a few friends in
[XXX] for the benefit of the refugees. You will please use it where you think is most
needed. I have sent a box of bedding and clothing to Mrs Elizabeth L. Comstock
“Chicago” which she will take with her to Kansas and destribute among the needy and
suffering. May our Heavenly Father’s riches blessing ever rest upon you, for the noble
stand you have taken for right and humanity.
Yours, Respct, Mrs Henry Montague
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American Missionary Association
Chicago, Oct 8, 1879
Hon John St John
Dear Sir; I enclose you a notice of the Annual Meeting of the American Missionary
Association.
Will it be compatable with your duties to the State over which you are preciding as
Governor with such wide acknowledged efficiency to be present with us at one annual
gathering?
Of course you know what this A.M.A. is and what its work. It has occurred to me that if
you could be present and give us at some time during the session
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an address say 30 minutes in length on the Negro Exodus you might accomplish a good
of such wide and important learning, as to jusrtify you in making a special effort to be
present.
(1) The Congregational Churches of the country will be largely represented by their
minister and delegates, thus affording you an opportunity to place over upon them the

connections that I am constrained from what I have seen from your pen you cherish
deeply and profoundly.
(2) It will afford a very rare opportunity of giving
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to the religious public accurate information regarding matters of which that public is
ignorant, and of which they cannot easily obtain reliable information.
(3) If it be true that in the future there is to be a yet larger movement of the colored
people from the South to the North you whall have prepared the way for enlisting a band
of men and women for the work that must be done who cannot easily be reached by a
mere communication to the secular press.
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(4) Speaking at that meeting, you will reach through the published reports in the
Advance and Congregationalist the religious press of the country.
If you come I will see to it that you have a good hearing at such time of the day as you
may elect to be heard.
I had hoped to see you when I visited Kansas last spring to attend the Gen. Asso. Of the
Congl churches, but lack of time premoted me from going up to Topeka.
May I hope from you the favor of an early reply?
My Cordial Yours
Jas Powell
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Nathan King, Buena Vista, Shelby County, Texas to Governor St. John, October 7, 1879
To his Excellency Gov John P St John
hon Sir I received your kind favor of the 18th of Sept. on the 27 of the same, and you can
not imagin the satisfaction it give. I thank you a thousand times for your book and letter.
We are all laboring men and all we want is protection of the law[.] please to send us a
copy of your general laws of the State I hate to trouble you so much, so if you will point
me [to] some one for me to write to, it will be a favor for me[.] all we want is to show us
the work or the land and we will make our own living. We are going to ask the general
Government to aid us to the N. W. States and Territories and also ask you if you think
that would be the proper step to take. You and no one else know our condition here
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I will pay the postage on the general laws of your State if you can find out what it is, for
we want to see a copy of the laws of Kansas, the men who do not want us to emmergrate
tell us all kind of tales. If we do not come to Kansas this year we want to come next. We

want to know if we can git or rent land and houses if we come next spring. I may come
out to Kansas in a few weeks if I can git off[,] if not I hope that you will not fail to write
to me and let know the facts in this letter
So I will say no more at this time. I remain your humble servant,
NATHAN KING
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J. E. McDade, Indian Bay, Monroe County, Arkansas to Governor St. John, October 8,
1879
Dear Sir I write for infermation as I am here in the South opressed with persecution I
desire to get from under them. I find in reading the Chicago interocean that Kansas is a
better cuntry for poor people then this. A man can be a free man there and can exercute
his privlige as a citersun. Will you tell me how I may get a long best if I come up there[?]
Will it be better for me to come in a crowed or by myself. I red somthing concerning of
sosietys constituted in the South and emergrating up thare I want to know if that would be
the best way or not, also I would be glad to know what time in the yeare would be best to
start up thare and what kind of a start can I make towards farming that year[.] there is a
great maney of my people that would be glad to get the straight newes from that cuntry
all of whitch desires to come up there one by himself or in a crowed. Please let me. know
all a bout the sitcheration of that republic as I expect to come up thare some time during
the incoming yeare myself & severl others if it will be best to constitute a
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society I think my enfluence is good enough among my people to do so, and as soon as I
here from you I will go to work and get it up according to direction. We are anxus to get
in a cuntry whare we can be reconnize according to our capasityes. With this I beg for an
answer soon.
I am Sir yours respectfuly,
JAS. E. McDADE
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Hillsdale Mich 10/9
You acknowledgement of money sent is received.
If you have any need of a plan for collecting & distributing second hand clothing please
let me know & oblige Lewis Spaulding.
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A. N. Godwin, Blue Mountain, Tippah County, Mississippi to Governor St. John,
October 9, 1879

Dear Sir I wish that you would give me some great in curge of coming to Topeka Kansas
I would like for you to tell me what for crops you all have made in this year[.] tell me
what labor [earns?] per munth and the best time to come [to] Kansas[.] lite me all the
nuse and hope to hear from you soon
Respectfully
A. N. GODWIN
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M. T. Pace, Huntsville, Walker County, Texas to Governor St. John, October 9, 1879
dear Sir [I] address to you for a few questions[.] please to inform me some of advanadges
of the colord people emigrating to Kansas Some of them thinks that this emigration is a
trap is set to catch them We dont get jesters in law there [here?] in Texas and they thinks
that it will be the sam way there because the way that the dimocrats laws is here if a
freedman commites a little crime that he might be found [fined?] a small sume of money
and turned loose[,] they will jurk him up and send him -to the penitenunery for some
number of years[.] they have got a law now when a colord man or a colord woman
comites a little crime they makes a big crime of it They puts him or her up on the block
and sells them from two to three dollars per months-Will you please write all of the
information of Kansas to me so that I can read them to my people[.]
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Dear Sir I say to you I do belive that it [is] a good thing for all the collord people to
emigrat to Kansas because from what I can learn the collord people will get equeal brake
in law Please write to me how we are to get land after we get there and on what tirms[.] if
I live I do exspect to com there my self if I live[.] please write to me as soon as you can[.]
if we live and have good luck b the tenth of March the next in 1880 some of our societys
of Walker County Texas wants to start to Kansas by rail road[.] then we want to begin to
emigrat to Kansas I do belive it is a good idea my self but some of my people is sorter
skitish of it and so I ask you for some informations to read to them to in lighten them: all
that I can[.] we do expect to send a deligate to Kansas before long to look over the
country for us and to see where we will locat at so that when we leave Texas we will go
write to it at wonce Write to me as soon as you can!
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1 will close for the preasant time untill a return from you[.]
M. T. PACE
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Washington County, Texas.
Brenhem, Oct 9th 1879.
Dear Gov, After writing the enclosed, I concluded to write you only a short letter from
Richmond, and to with hold the enclosed and full particulars, untell my arrival home. I

arrived at home on the 6th inst. being detained several longer than I expected. I shall
return to my colony next week, and will probably remain there untell the latter part of
Nov.
New purchases are pouring into my Colony and from present indication. I will perhaps
dispose of several thousand acres of lands by the latter part of next month. White
planters and large landowners in the lower Counties are very anxious for me to colonize
colored people because they have learned that it is the only way by which they can retain
good labor and sell their wild lands. The “Exoduster” has had a very beneficial effect
because the white people of the South begin to realize the fact that the colored people are
by no means fixtures in the South,and that they will surely migrate elsewhere
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if necessary to escape the persecution and class legislation. I have been informed by
many intelligent colored tenants, that their landlords are offering to rent them lands for
the coming year, or for a number of years, at from two to three dollars per acre, and in
setting up the present years rent they are not near so exacting or oppressive as they have
usually been. Besides this landlord, in many instances offering to divide up their large
plantations into small tracts, and sell them out to colored tenants at prices ranging from
ten to twenty dollars per acre, payable in ten annual instalments.
This is truly some good accomplished by “the Exodus” already, but it is only a small
beginning for what I yet hope it will secure for the general good of colored people. They
must be colonized in large numbers in Sections of Country adapted to their labor and best
interest, and unless this is done, and if the great masses of them continue to remain
tenants, and the more intelligent and thrifty classes of them buy homes here and there
among the white people, they will continue to remain
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in a condition of [XXXX] and [XXXX] to their former masters. A well organized
system of colonization well sustained by Capital, controlled by active earnest white
friends of the colored people can alone successfully colonize them, for as I have
repeatedly explained to your Excellency and other leading Republicians – the colored
people if thrown upon their own resources, can never colonize and become a
selfsustaining progressive people. I believe that Texas can be made one of the most
practicable and secure section of the country for colored colonization, and as I have
already in former communications, fully explained to you my reasons for so believing. I
will not now reiterate them. I know what I have done for colonizing colored people here
in the face of opposition from both white Republicans and planters, and if I were only
properly backed now by capital and active friends, I could settle 8000 colored families in
Southern Texas, within twelve months. I could obtain 100,000 or more acres of as fertile
lands as the Sun ever Shone on, at one dollar per acre, and the colored people would
read-
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ily pay two dollars per acre for these lands, if they were given three or five years to pay
for the same, and not require to pay down any cash payment, but permited to go upon
these lands and use all of their small means in making improvements and living the first
year. That is the reason why I have made such slow progress because I was so poor
myself that I was bound to require all who bought lands of me, to make a small cash
payment before I could permit them to move upon and settle lands etc. This generally
stripped them so closely of means that they could barely make a living the first and
second years, because it requires one or two year to get the now fertile lands in a good
state of cultivation. Now if you can induce any capitalists to aid me here, and if they will
come quietly here and go with me into Southern Texas, and see and Judge for
themselves, I am certain they will soon be convinced that my colonization enterprise is
one of the safest and best investment that can be made with capital. I send you by todays
mail a pamphlet circular, issued by my leading colonist, which I hope you will carfully
read and consider. There are a few mistakes made by the printer in it, but as such
mistakes do not materially injure the meaning and interest of the circular you will readily
excute the blunders so made. I am now distributing and sending out these circulars.
I may not write to your Excellency again before my return in Nov or Dec but hope you
write me and inform me of anything of importance you may see property give me as your
letters will be forwarded to me, by persons passing between this city and my colony.
Respectfully
S.A. Hackworth
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Warren Rays, Oglethorpe, Macon County, Florida to Governor St. John, October 9, 18 79
Hon John St. John Topeka Kansas
My dear Sir
Through the advice we received from several leading men of the North, that the relief
Committee of: which you are President will give some aid to persons that [are] making
efforts to come to your State[,] we have got an organization of which we have (36)
members, and all are anxious to make Kansas their homes. We have some: means and
our: muscle, and all we fear is that we can not get there. If any aid can be given us we
will be more than pleas[ed] to know. We have been working here in this [State?] every
since emancipation and we are cheated every year out of our labor and our rights are not
regarded[,] so we have resolved to leave with[Image 1053]
out delay if we can get any aid from your committee, or with the advice we can get from
you as to how we can get transportation, and how cheap.
We will be more than pleas[ed] to get a hearing from you upon this matter. We are all
able to work and are will[ing] to work. Hothing more [,, ] we await your reply.

Truly &c WARREN RAY [Corres. Sec'y]
P. S. Pleas give us some advice about coming to your State.
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N. Y. Adams, Bright Star, Miller County, Arkansas to Governor St. John, October 12,
1879
Dear Sir We the people of [Miller] County [are] asking about the colored people coming
to that State We have here so much talk about it we want the fact[s] about it and all the
particl-ers We:want to [know] if the [State] of Kansas [is] giving any land What term[s]
are we geting [it] on[?] there is so much talk about [it] We want please tell us all the
partic-lers about it[.] ther is a thousand or more want to come if they can git good
understanding about it We the people want to come to the land of promise if we can find
out all the facts. God know I will come and others too if we can git to it We want to know
if there if any tranpertation to come to that State.
I am N. Y. ADAMS
J. W. QUINCEY [?]
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Battle Creek Michigan Oct 12/79
My Dear Friend
Being an old & once Despised and persecuted Abolitionest having fought that infamous
Institution Slavery nearly 50 years it is a great pleasure to see and know that we have an
Executive in one of our Western and Loyal States who Knows the rights has the courage
manhood & humanity to Exercise those principles that should pervade Every Hart and
Instinct of Humanity, yes my Dear Governor your Efforts in behalf of the poor fleeing
fugitive from Southern butchery is to me of [XXXX] value your deeds of charity your
labors on the side of suffering mortals will go Down to posterity and when your work is
finished here you will meet with Innumerable hosts in yonder spirit land who will Bless
you for your kindness sympathy and aid that you are rendering to a people who have
Suffered & Still Suffer that wrong [which] seem to know no Bounds & from the most
Desperate gangs of murdering Ever Known on Earth – Oh how my heart achs to See the
wrongs that is Inflicted on those poor Colored people, and how cheering is it to Know
that you & your Friends in Kansas has taken hold of this Work and are providing Homes
where Justice is meeted out to the poor mortals who seek your care and attention…if
Rightly Informed your place meets my view in getting Homes of 20 to 40 acres of land
for Each Family this can be mostly [tiled] by the mothers. Children in lush produce as
needed for Home [consumption] while the men can seek work on farms roads & RRs
where wages is
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paid… this plan in Lush portions of Kansas South & in New Mexico where Climate is
mild will [XXX] Thousands to produce Cotton [XX] and by being in Communitys so
closely united the will be able to protect themselves from Murderious Raids that would

be Sett on foot by the Infernal Bull Dozens of those Damnatible murderous States who
gave aid in former times to make Kansas the home of Blood Hounds and Hunting
Grounds for the Slave Drivers White Seyers. I have long hoped that Congress would of
pared Col Scotts TPRR Bill & that he would open that vast Domain by Planting millions
of those poor Blacks on that Tropical Soil where he could sell all of them Lands & take
pay in their work on his RR, in this way hundreds of miles could be Easily Settled while
his RR would [carry] them there free of expenses afford all protection as the could so
earily unite in Self Defense then Cotton Sugar Rice Fruits Such as oranges lemons dates
figs grapes [spices] [which] find a ready market in all our Northern States; then we could
send millions of our manufactured goods Implements for Farmers to be in this plan[.]
Government would soon save Millions annually that’s now spent in Indian Wars for it’s a
well known fact that with RRs the Emigrant always protect themselves from Indian
Depridations….and more the vast & rich mines, Even of Mexico would find an [outlet] in
the North for the rich mettles, as well as the mines of our own Domain…but of all the
glee & happy homes of the Blacks, who have toiled for 200 years in
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bondage the most cruel the World has ever been [XXX] with in clearing up every State
South of Mason Dicksons Line. I say now let them have Domain to clear up & make
Homes for themselves & their [XXX] Covenant with death and Agreement with Hell
was the ultimatum of our government under Democratic Southern Rule = one of the
greatest speeches I have ever read by Genl Geo A Sherman in Ohio I inclose it [XXXX]
Last Letter Ever wrote on this momentious subject the latter you will please return to me
as I prize as a memento of my Brother Laborer in the cause of of human Freedmen in
[Battle] [XXX] Thousands yes tens of thousands have I seen [drivers] on shipboard for
the Southern market from 1805 down to 1816. I also witnessed the whipping under the
old Court House on the wheel turned by one man while the [XXXX] was plyed on the
naked backs of the men women boys & girls at 10 cents a stroke. Blood & Flesh would
splatter for yards around…these fiends have I seen in Methodist Class prayer meetings
leading the classes & this too before [XXXX] was born dear Governor pardon this
[XXX] & Trespass on your Time. I am an old man. J. Fausworth of your City is the
only man I know there. Do your duty as you no doubt will & your future will be award
& upward into that relm whose justice & humanity will be Rewarded and [XXX] &
[XXX] ever be yours
Truly your Friend W. Willis
Over
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PS I am now making an effort to have our citizens to rais clothing & bedding [we] to
send on for those poor destitute people[.] Shall I direct such to be shipped to you and
know then the will be applied in right direction please answer soon
WW
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S. H. Kinchen, La Teche, Saint Mary Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, October 12,
18 79
Governor John P. St. John
Kind Sir
It is with no little pleasure that I drop you these few lines hoping it will meet your
approval. Will you be so kind as to send me the Agricultural reports of 1877-1878, as I
will leave for your state this spring. Please do this and oblige
Yours Truly
S. H. KINCHEN [black?]
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S. James, Brenham, Washington County, Texas to Governor St. John, October 12, 1879
I seat my self to inform you afew lines I wanted to see if I could sell my place to you I
want [to] com to Kansas and I havent got now [no?] money to come to Kansas, and if you
cant doe that wont you send me afree transportation to come [to] Kansas I havent go now
mother and no farther, and now relation in Texas as I knows of and you will do som for I
cant make a liveing in Texas[.]
Yours truly
S JAMES
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Alen Morgan, Dadeville, Tallapoosa County, Alabama to Governor St. John, October 12,
1879
Sir. Will you be so kind to give me information to emmi-graton to that Stat. Will ther be
any assistence furnished by the State to the colered people or not. That i am doing very
well on making a living here, [sic] We understand that State well let us have lands and
stock & means to farm with and give us ample tine to pay for them in[.] forgive my
ignor-ene for try[ing] to write to you[.] plae [please?] be so kinnd as to let me know and
send me a pamphlet that may give light to us or save a great [deal?] of cost and lives[.]
from ALEN MORGAN colored
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S. T. Johns, et al., of Warda, Fayette County, Texas to Governor St John, October 15,
1879
Beat number fourl sincerity thank of your [our?] frind, Mr. S. Y Johnen I seat my self to
inform you that the colord people of Fayette county desire of me to appreciation: a few
line to you in regred off geting sume enfermation of you by as[king] you to agrafy use
[gratify us?] by scened use a book[,] also to show unto this race of colord that it is your
desire to see all off [of] the colord emmagration in to free Kansas fer a pertection fer my
dear frind We have not got any here. Now I call your retenction [attention?] to a larming
fact We wish to emmagrate in to free Kansas if all they [word unreadable] are true, now
the white people off the South are con-tenue killing up or [our?] race and it is our desire

to [emigrate?] We jest seen a tipt of Kansas and it is our desire of emmagrate in to that
State If we can get there on any agreeable turms and if we can you will not faile to
inform it in your reply, and sure not ferget to inform me what to say to my colorder here
that is under a bon [ban?] in regard of get[ting] to a free home, for I will admit that we
are conte of [kept off?] they jurry seat & delte with unlawfuly. We are site in the wilness
of ignecy [ignorance?]
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and we never will pergreace as long as we stay in this State among thise white
tartaneance [sic] and we desire of getante out form among them if you all asist use in
geting out if you will give me a chance Now you must rectfy all merstake & excouse bad
writen. Also I close by saying answer soon to Yours Truly frind a[nd] brother off the N.
B. F in [sic]
Mr. S. T. Johns
G. W. Jackson
Mr Besco Caheter [?]
Mr Armsred Lennon [?]
A. P. Denman
Mr. Collwell Wiliam
Mr. S. T. Stiken [?]
Mr. Rich. S. Pair
name in closed by Sectary G. W. Jackson
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Phila Pa Oct 16 1879
Gov St John
[XXXX] its Mr Manteau [XXXX] here on the Exodus & says you sent him answer
Please
JW Forney
prepaid
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Lancaster, Pa, Oct. 16,1879
J.P. St John
Dear Sir – Inclosed find Postal Order for Nine Dollars for benefit of Colored Refugees.
The order is dated 11th, but circumstances prevented me sending it on day of the date.
We are making up a box of clothing. Please give instructions as to best way of directing
it. Do any of the roads carry such freight at less than regular rates? Can it be prepaid
through, from here?
With great respect –
L. Ellen Wright
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A. C. Banks, Forsyth, Monroe County, Georgia to Gov. St. John, October 16, 1879
Governor of Kansas To His Excellency
Dear Sir
Having had a citizens meeting of this county (Monroe) We have thoroughly concluded to
emigrate to some of western countries, & beg your Honor to assist and see [?] what
advantages you will offer us in emigrating to your respective State. We can not live here
at our present wages. Please let us hear some information from you immediately and
oblige Yours &c.
A. C. Banks
Sec'y
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John Betters, Lockhart, Caldwell County, Texas to Gov. St. John, October 16, 1879
Dear Sir
This society has formed a club called Lockhart Colored Aid Society and wants to know
what paper will be the best to send for this society- Write us word and we will send for it.
We want instruction from you and which in the best paper to use, the Schristian Advocate
[sic] or a paper from that town. We want you to send us the best paper. There is nothing
more at present bat send us the particulars all about that country.
Lockhart Colored Aid Society Lockhart Caldwell Co,Tex
Mr. John Betters Secretary
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Western Park, Kans
Oct 17th 1879
Gov. St John
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find six 80 Dollars which was collected in this neighborhood for the
Colored Refugees from the South.
You may not be the proper person to whom it should be sent but you will please receipt
for it & place it to their credit.
Yours Respectfully
DL Campbell
Western Park – Elk Co Kans
PS To make change I sent $7.00
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Hardy Palmer, Mobile, Mobile County, Alabama to Governor St. John, October 20, 1879

Dear Sir I seat my self to write you a few lines to let you know that we are poor helples
creature[.] we are here in the South & we hear of a country that we can be free people &
we want to emmergrant to that country But Governor we are helples & unable to
emmeigrant becaus the white South has
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found out that we want to emmerigrant & they has com tog[eth]er & helt meetings to
never let the color man emmergrant from the South[.] they say that they will cut there
wagedes down & jest giv them sousch wagedges as they jest can live on & they will have
no money to emmergrant & they can allway keep the negro South[.] [They] say that it
will never
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due to let the negro leave this country for if the negroes leave here they will never [be]
able to carry thay point in the nex press-erdent election So we hear in varius part of this
country are [word unreadable] to let it be known that we want to leave this counry if we
let it he known we would be put to an inson [instant?] death so we are nothings more then
slaves here in this country & all ways will be so long as we stay here
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& so here we are as slaves So we are begihg your aid & assistoh So we are com to this
conclugent that it is better for us to com west & serv the western white people 2 or 3
years then to stay here in the South & be slaves ferever So our serrays [sorrows?] is great
here we are on able to tell you our serrays here So we as poor beggers[,] as poor helpless
[,] as poor diserlated as poor crul down undun creatures has come to the beging [you?] to
help us away from here by nex spring[.]
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Mr Governor if you will help us in our distresses we will be to your subjics in en[y] form
or fashon We will bind our selfs to you en aney degre whatever may be the cost So we
pray to the God that made us & that you that you [sic] & your contrys round about may
feel our serayes & will com to[gether?] & help us in our distreses by nex spring
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So we pray that you will com to our calls if it is in your power So I will com to a cloth in
saying I am your effectionate freind Hardy Palmer So I hope to hear from you soon &
when you write direct your letter on the corner of Franklin & Marryland street, Mobile
Ala[.]
HARDY PALMER
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Oberlin Ohio
Oct 20. 1879
Gov. John P St John – Kan
Dear Sir –
I send herewith $2.00 more from Mrs Weeks the lady who gave $12.00 several months
since – to the Relief Committee, in behalf of colored people going from the South. I
received your kind reply acknowledging the sameVery Respectfully
B.A. Ines
Theo. Seminary
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Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad Co.
Boston, October 22 1879
Hon. John P. St John
Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir,
Your favor of 17th ult. Was duly received and I have only to say that if the occasion
should arise for more help for the colored people please drop me a line and I will try to
help.
The statements of the press are so contradictory that I find it hard to get at the truth.
Your truly,
Thomas Wickerson
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Henry E. Jones. Columbus, Muscogee County, Georgia to Gov. St. John, October 20,
1879
To His Escellency the Governor of Kansas
Dear Sir,
Having heard much relative to the Kansas emigration, I am anxious to know from you, if
it is a wise move, on the part of the colored people to emigrate to your State? The people
of my section are anxious to learn all they can about Kansas before coming. There is
some talk of sending two, or three delegates to your State for the purpose of viewing the
general situation of the country. If such a delegation should be sent out, what counties in
the State would you advise them to visit? I further wish to know what are the best
conditions
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upon which land can be bought, or rented?
I now close hoping to hear from you at an early future.
Very Respectfully, Henry E. Jones
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Daniel S. Wells, Reynolds, Taylor County, Georgia to Gov, St. John, October 20, 1879
Governer Saint John
Dear Sir it is for the benefit of my people that I take the present opportunity to write to
you for a Kansas paper asserting the climate of the country and of every thing generally
abbout Kansas We all hear a great [d]eal abbout Kansas Some I believe to be true and
some I do not believe[.3 pleas send me abbout 4 of your Kansas papers to give around to
difference vicinitys There is a great [d]eal to be done for Kansas yet Please direct three
or four of your papers to Daniel S. Wells Reynolds Taylor County Ga in bar of W. M.
Ogborn and one to Elizieabeth Hicks in the same manner and one to Imitt Smith Direct it
to Reynolds Ga Taylor County and-pleas send some of your land Commissioners papers
and some of your papers 2 of the Kansas papers and 2 of the Topeka papers these to
Daniel S. Wells Reynolds Taylor County Ga in car of W. M. Ogburn and I will get them
Yours Truly
Daniel S. Wells colered
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A. W. Ross, et al., Bryan, Brazos County, Texas to Governor St. John, October 20, 1879
Sir
We beg leave to ask of you the following questions in regards to emigration to the State
of Kansas and Sir as we are down here in what is call[ed] the Lone Star State we do
openly acknowledge that we are alone in a and [sic] defenseless condition and as men of
enterlect and feeling we ask you[r] sympathie with us and answer those questions as
follows and at as early a date as possible and direct answer to A. W. Ross I am a
carpenter[,] Mr. Banner is a barber[,] David Birdwell [a] carpenter[,] H. Calhoun [a]
bartender and H. Coleman and a host of others all men of business are waiting answer[s]
from your Excellency.
Question first[,] What is your land worth and where is it situated [and] on what terms can
we buy it[?]
Question second[,] Is there any deduction on emigration ticket and where shall we apply
for information and on what condition can we get them[?]
Question third[.] Where are your agents on emigration; to whom shall we write to for
tickets[?]
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Colonization is what we want to do it[sic] We shall apply our money[,] time and labor.
We are coming from here[,] texas[,] on certain reasons that we donot care to express now
but we will reveal in due time and if you can send us satisfaction do so and your memory

shall ever be in the heart of a people struggling against oppression I will close by [but]
direct your letter to
A. W. ROSS Bryan Texas
W. W. ROSS Chairman
Coleman
Birdwell
Calhoun
Banner
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F. T. Veoto, Wetumpka, Elmore County, Alabama to Governor St. John, October 22,
1879
Dear Sir I think if you would make me agent for Kansas I could do a great good for that
county [country?] I am thinking of coming my self and [a] great many others would
come if thay were able. And several will come if thay can hear the strait of the subject[.]
please write to me all a bout it and make me or some other man agent for Kansas in this
county. This is Elmore county Ala I will close
Your friend
F. T. VEOTO
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Cornelius Smith, New Orleans, Orleans Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, October
22, 1879
Dear Sir
I write you this letter in the interest of the emmigration of colored people from the
southern states in the spring of 1880 more especially the coloreds of Louisiana, there is to
be a very large movement on their part in the coming spring, and there is a very large
masse that desires to come that are in bulldozed parishes, who cannot get away unless
some means of protection [is provided?],and I would respectfully ask
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in case of emergency will there be any protection afforded from any source whatever to
enable the helpless colored people to flee from the strong arm of oppression that they are
burdened down under. Except some protection is afforded the colored will be forced to
remain where they are in their solitary condition for the next 20 years to come[.] for the
past 14 years we have ben waiting on the mercy of the united States for protection and
she has always closed their ears to our cries from under Confederate shot .gun.rule and
we are now disposed to call on the various loyal and liberty loving of this union for
protection to escape a second slavery. I would respectfully ask
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you what could be done in the way of assistance after arriving in your State for persons
desirous of farming. Could there be any assistance in the way of teams[,] lands or
provisions furnished on terms as there is a very large part of emigrants coming direct
from farming districts and would need some aid in the first years of their undertaking and
a great many are self sustaining here but in order to come away will have to dispose of
what they have at less than half price or come away and leave all without getting
anything for it We would like to confirm any bargain that might be offered in the way of
assistance for the first [year]
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just so that we can live[.] you would also favor me with an Agricultural Report of your
State, also any books or maps, if you cannot concur in the above you will please give
reference to parties that can do so as we are preparing to come and are desirous of closing
a good bargain with responsible parties before the people emmigrate[.]
Hoping to have an answer in short I remain
Very Respectfully your obt Svt
CORNELIUS SMITH
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N.Y. Association to Aid Southern Refugees
New York, Oct 23rd
To Hon J.P. St John Governor of State
Dear Sir
I have this day deposited in the Bultues & Doocis Bank of this City the sum of $167.90
payable to your order, for the Relief of those Colored People emigrating to the West from
the South according to Resolutions passed at one meeting the 13 inst. when the President
Rev Wm F. Dickinson, Sam W. Smith [XXXX] of Auditing Committee, and myself
were appointed to committee to disburse said funds. Since the commerce [XXXX] of
the work the committee has undertaken in April to have collected from all sources the
sum of $534.08. Expended for [XXXX] [XXXX] Public Meetings & shipment of
clothing the sum of $103.13 forwarded to [XXXX] & [XXX] Wyandotte Kansas May
12 $240.00 to the St Louis Relief Fund. $50.00 aid the balance to you, and the people to
continue the work of receiving Contributions for those needy people of which your State
has so nobly cared for. Please acknowledge the Receipt of this draft. Oblige
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Please
Rev Wm. F. Dickinson President
Sam W. Smith Chair of Auditery
Committee Wm. E. Gross Secty. Care of [XXXX]
P.S. I will send you the deposits as printed in the Res. On Saturday when [XXX].
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James Jackson, Huntsville, Walker County, Texas to Governor St. John, October 23,
1879
My Dear Govnor I seat my self to write you a few lines We are poor creature[s] hear and
we want to come to. Kansas but we have not got the means to come on We have now a
little treasure an[d] a society started and we want to try to gain an information to come on
and we would like to get some aid an[d] assistance from you to come on if it is in [your]
power to do so and we want to know[.] some of us have a few acres of land here but not
enough to make a support and we are not able to buy any more and want to [k.]no[w]
what to do with it We are not almost on a starvation hear[,j have no money [and] no way
to make any and we dont [k]no[w] what to do[.] we are trying hard to come to Kansas[.]
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please to return me and answer so we will no what to depend on
Your truly friend
JAMES JACKSON
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Chicago Oct 24th 1879
Hon J P St John
Topeka Kas.
Dear Sir:
We noticed your [XXX] in the Chicago Eve Journal a few days ago and as we [desire]
to aid the Freedmen in their Exodus [from] what is even worse than Slavery. We Enclose
check $50.00 to your order, feeling sure that you will see that it is used so as to do the
most good.
[Wishing] you God’s speed in your good work, I am Yours Truly
E T Cushing
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STATE OF IOWA, EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
Des Moines, Oct. 24, 1879
His Excellency John P. St John
Governor of the State of Kansas,
Sir:
The Governor of Iowa would esteem it a favor if you would communicate to him, at your
earliest convenience, your views as to the practical results of your immigration bureau's
work. The Governor desires to make use of the information in preparing his message to
the approaching session of the General Assembly.
I have the honor to be,
With high respect, Your obdt servt
Wm. H. Fleming

Private Sec’y
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Simon Roberts, Lockhart, Caldwell County, Texas to Governor St. John, October 25,
1879
I seat mi self to right rite [sic] a few lins to let you know that we hafe arganized our
selves in to a mass meeting to amagrant to a free land where we have a right to a free
balet box[.] pleas a low me to aske thee to send me all :the infer-mation you can abote
Cansas, and all the northing States and what turms we col could get their on. State about
what you think it would coste a family to get thire We ask these questions becase we
have not been arganized longe and wish to know all about them[.] please tell us that we
ma know what to do[.] Lockhart Caldwell County Texas[.] please when you get this letter
rite to me to Lock heart Caldwell County Texas Good Ridge [sic] to
Simon Roberts Secretary of our meeting[.]
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R. B. Hewett (M. D.Jif Washington, St. Landry Parish, Louisiana to Gov. St. John,
October 23, 1879
To His Excellency Gov St John
Dear Sir
I address you this letter to ascertain if possible on what tearms a tract of land Sufficiently
large for a colony of 500 or 1000 agricultural labor[er]s can be obtained for in your State.
The terrorism in this vicinity has made the Exodus fever an epidemic. If I can make
favorable arrangements as to land and location I will close out my business here and form
a Solony. I can carry the ©olored people from here allmost in mass. I leave the matter for
your consideration as to the information I may require for a thorough understanding of
the subject. Please write immediately on receipt of this letter as I wish to determine on
my future course of action at as early a date as possible
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for now is the time before the Colored people make the next year's contracts.
Respectfully fours, R. B. Hewett M D
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A. D. Guyton, Navasota, Grimes County, Texas to Governor St. John, October 24, 1879
Dear Sir We as a body of people of Texas want to come to Kansas & we are heare in a
destress We cannot stay heare without going in to a contract Please send us word what
would be the fair from Texas to Kansas We want to know from you if you please Send
us word as [a] body of citizens of Grimes Co Texas We are made up as many as 1000 to
come and they has made the fair so heigh that their are many that cannot come We are
weighting to hear from you so when you write direct your letter in the care of A. D.
Guyton[,] Navasota Grimes Texas

[Image 1116]
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Unsigned telegram from Navasota, Grimes County, Texas to Gov. st. John, October 24,
1879.
His Excellency the Gov of Kanwas
We are ready for emigration [and] have sold out everything. Have three hundred seventyfive dollars in club of twenty-five men. Tell us what it will take per family the cheapest
we can go for. We have sold out and now on expenses what we each is having sufficient
means, [sic] Please assist us in getting the rest and we will repay when we get ahead.
[The telegram is written in a wretched manner by the telegraph operator. There is a
request to "telegraph immediately red-top club," and a reference to carrying live stock to
Kansas.. The telegram may have been from A. D. Guyton, the writer of Letter No. 155.]
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10.29.1879
Highly respected Unknown Friend,
Understanding there is an Association in Kansas for the relief of the destitute Colored
Refugees flockin there, and that thou, with all thy governmental cares, art one of the
numbers. My Sister Rebecca White, and myself take the liberty of sending the enclosed
bank note of one hundred dollars for their help through this channel. We request it may
be employed for the benefit of the more isolated, or, those who are very needy and, not so
much in the
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way of receiving from other quaerters. One of us thought of the expenditure of half of
the sum for Blankets, but, we leave it all to the judgment of those nearer at hand, who
may be better able to determine its right use. We deem it Providential, that the State
should be blessed at this time, with a Governor so sympathizing with the claims of the
needy and oppressed.
Will it be too much trouble to inform of the receipt of this? Which information would
much oblige,
Very Respectfully thy friend,
Hannah W. Richardson
No 522 Arch Street
Philadelphia – Pennsylvania
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Please do not expose our names.
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Oct. 79.
Governor J.P. St. John
Topeka Kansas.
The enclose thirty dollars for the colored people $30.00
I.S. & H.Y. Gregory
Cuyahoga Co. Berea, Ohio
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Oct 30th
Sir, Not knowing any other name to take the liberty of enquiring whether partly worn
clothing is still in demand for the colored refugees, & to what point it would be best to
send it & if there is any arrangement for paying – freight – I have a barrel or box ready of
miscellanous articles in good repair, & all having warmth & strength & such as I have
sent numbers of to Tenn. Since the war. They have always met with a warm welcome.
Please address Miss E. Marvin Grinnell Iowa or direct to some one else. Respectfully
E.M.
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Piper & Thompson
White Pine Lumber
Lapeer, Mich. Oct 30 1879
Dr Sir
Enclosed herewith I hand you New York Dft. to your order for Forty and no/100 Dollars
as a slight contribution in aid of the Colored refugees now in homes and protection in
your most hospitable State.
Respectfully
E.L. Thompson
To His Excellency
Gov St John
Topeka, Kan.
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W. H. Ledford, Dadeville, Tallapoosa County, Alabama to Governor St. John, October
30 (?), 1879
Deaf Sir I take this metherd in seeking infermationg a bout your contree the testmony
volentary[.] in this poshen of the contree all desire to see me get som infermationg from
you if posuble I shall look for an ancer at Dadeville Tallapoosey Countee Ala
to W. H. Ledford Colord M G of the methodis E P Church
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Oxford Butler Co. Ohio

Oct. 31th 1879.
My Dear Sir,
Herein please find a Draft on N.Y. for $31. for which credit the good citizens of our
Oxford Village. I have collected and forward also, this morning by R.R. free to
Indianapolis a box of cast off clothing, which will no doubt, be acceptable to the needy
Freed people – During the in-coming hard season, when needs must be felt. Your
Association will, I hope, ask that they may receive -. The people of the N.E. vividly
perceive, that the kind benevolence with which you people of Kansas have received and
cared for the freed people, pouring in as to another Canaan – has been heavily taxed; and
their more than willing aid will not be withheld. I am yours truly, Eliz. A. McConnell
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Joseph Dickson, Pattison, Waller County, Texas to Gov. St. John, November 3, 1879
Hon. J. P.
Gov. the State of Kansas
My Dear Sir
As there are several of us now ready to come to Kansas, but we are at a loss to know
what point or place in Kansas will be best for us to stop at. We are told by persons here
that it v/ill cost us $50. cash to the head to pay our transportation to the Kansas line. We
do not know whether this is so or not and write to you for information, as many of us are
not able to pay such a price.
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We want to come where we can get provisions at reasonable prices, and [work?] until we
can settle on land of our own. We desire to set up for our selves as soon as possible. We
want to know who to ship our stock to, as the R. Road here says we can ship our cattle &
horses to some one there and pay for them after we get there. Please let us know if we can
get cheaper transportation than the regular passenger rates. Thousands of us will come if
the[y] can get reduced rates of passage.
Yours Truly,
Joseph Dickson
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P.S. Direct answer to Pattison Waller Co Texas, J.D.
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Stubblefield, Longbein, Gregg County, Texas
to Governor St. John, November 3, 1879
Dear Sir I avail my self this present oppertunity to write you a few lines to let you know
our condition Sir we desire to come to Kansas and we is knot got enough money to bring
us to Kansas and we do ask you will you sist us to come through & to Kansas for we has
come this fare and we cant git no ferther and we hope you will
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git us away frome here iff you please Sir for we all is black people and we desire to come
to a free State where we can enjoy our selves Now Mr Saint John if you will sist us we
will satisfie you Now Mr Saint John we will state to you what the tickets cost us to come
to Kansas[.] the white people charge us $33.00 ahead for our little children $25.00 ahead
Now if you can send us a free car to come and
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Do so if you please Sir. Now Mr Saint John we hope you will dispatch to us as cuick as
posible Direct youre dispatch to Louis Haile Longbein Texas. Now Mr. Saint John we
will state how many familys in company[,] number 66 and we are looking for 300 ebry
day We come frome San Augustine Co and some*frome Nacogdoches Conty and some
frome Angelina Conty Texas
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we hope you will answer cuick You must dispatch to Longbein [and] direct youre
dispatch to Louis Haile Lord help us if you please Sir So i will close
Your Friend
STUBBLEFIELD
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Rushford Minn Nov. 3, 1879
Gov. J.R. St. John
Dear Sir
Inclosed please find P.O. Order for $2.00 . Will thank you to use the same for the
“Freedmen’s Relief” I credit it to “Friends”.
Yours
Wm. W. Snell.
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Real Estate Agency
Jas. Shearer & Son
Bay City, Mich. Nov 3/79
Hon John P St John
Governor
Sir, I am very sorry to have to trouble you with so small a matter, but find myself with a
balance of Six no/100 Dollars on land of a Colored Refugee [XXX], and take the the
liberty of enclosing a New York Draft for this am’t to your order to be applied for the Aid
of Colored Reffugees to your State.

I sent $100—to Mr Stockton on May 20/79 by NY Dft from the pmt collected in Bay
City, but have received no acknowledgement.
Respectfully Yours
Jas Shearer [XXXX]
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James Jefferson Goodwyn, Patroon, Shelby County, Texas to Governor St. John,
November 3, 1879
Dear Sir we [the] said people of Shelby County have this day essembled our selves in to a
ognisition to write unto you to find out som thing-s- about our fairs after we reach home
or whether you do desire in good faith for us to come or not Now I ask you please write
all our needs & tell us all our ways to get home; Do you intend for all of us to come
there[?] we would be glad to receiv the thruth from you[.] if we com [can we] carry our
stock[,] horses and cattle and wagon or not. if we com please write us & what it will cost
us to carry each[.] we hear so many differenc tails untill our comminty is town [torn?]
down with false reports[.] now Dear Sir we people of the South do earnesly claim you to
be our father[.] tell us when to com and how to come Some of our people is starting and
some awaiting tell spring Write me word how we will get our home sted land after we get
there and what you will furnish us[.] what is corn–meal through God I write for the truth
and write it back your honor
JEFF GOODWYN
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Direct your letter Mr Governor & hamilton to [XXXX] Hamilton Shelby County Texas
Mr James Jefferson Goodwyn
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Huntsbourgh Grange Co Ohio
November 4th 1879
Governor St. John Kans.
Dear Sir
Enclosed I send Five Dollars for the Colored Exodus Refugees. We have mislaid the
paper giving directions as to sending aid, & my wife & I have this much we wish to send
now & so take the liberty to send it to you. I will try & have our Church & town people
do some [XXX] after a little. Will you drop me a card on rect. of this?
Respectifully
A.E. Moillard
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G. W. Jacobs, Bloomington, McLean County, Illinois to Gov. St. John, November 5, 18
79
To the Gov. St. John Topeka, Kansas

Sir:
I saw advertised in Chicago daily papers of Kansas homes for $2, absolute warranty deed
without obligation to settle or improve etc. There are a few colored people here who think
of coming to Kansas on these terms.
That is, if it is no swindle or humbug. I therefore enclose 30 stamp for information in
regards to this land company, as so many of our people have been swindled in land lots.
Respectfully Yours,
G. W. Jacobs
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Detroit Nov 5 1879
Gov St John
Sir
I have two Boxes goods for Colored Refugees which I wish placed where they will do
most good. Can you advise me what to do with them[?] I write a Carful upon of the
Boxes as the parties
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mailing the collection would like to hear of them. We have been sadly afflicted in the
loss of Senator Chandler[.] All of him that was [XXXX] we have committed to Earth to
day[.]
Very Recpy
P. Parsons
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Congregational Church, Columbus, O. Nov. 5, 1879.
Gov. John P. St. John
My Dear Sir:
That I may have something definite which will carry weight with our Community, I
venture to ask you for some statement – Enderring the Colored Refugees in Kansas, over
your own signature. Such Statement I shall be glad to lay before our Citizens’ Relief
Com. & publish in our papers.
We should be glad to know the approximate – number of those who have settled in Kan.
& what is their present condition & what their future prospects; also what number are
now coming to Kan. from the South & what are the prospects concerning the Exodus this
Fall & Winter; also what amt. & forms of aid
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you deem requisite & to what address such aid should be sent.

I trouble you with this matter only because the information you may give us will be
regarded as utterly reliable & will thus prove effective as the foundation for aid appeal.
We all rejoice in the noble attitude you have taken concerning these poor blacks.
Very Respectfully Yours,
Robt. G. Hutchinson
Chairman Citizens’ Relief Com.
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F. Carleton, Chunchula, Mobile County, Alabama to Governor St. John, November 5,
1879
Dear Sire Your honor with great pleasure I take [this opportunity] to enform you of my
desteresse I want you if you pleas to send me some understanding about your State and
country I live with about three houndred arond me and we most all wants to come to
your State[.] it will afford ous much pleasure to get a map or a diretter [directory?] from
you[.]
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if I can get somthing to my people i belive that I can bring a great meny with me I am the
Paster of the church and have over a hundred that wants infermation I belive that next
spring I will be able to come and if I get good understanding from you will bring a great
meny with me Please answer my letter to Chunchula
ELDER F CARLETON
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Elmira Henderson and Ellen Owens, Kansas City, Wyandotte County, Kansas to Gov. St.
John, November 7, 1879
Governor St,John
I now address you these few lines to inform you that I understand that you the govener I
now ask'you to aid we poor ... colored people from the [South?]. I am from the city of
New Orleans I came hear Friday 18th and we had a little money when we got hear and
had no wheres to go and the committe of emer-gration told us they could do nothing for
us and told us to go out and get houses and do the best we could so consequently we took
what little we had and went out on the Coral river witch is in Kansas City, Kansas[,]
bought us houses and have now fixed them up very good for the winter and now Mr. C.
D, Daggett. Atty-at-law comes and sayes
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that we must pull our houses down and we are strangers hear and do not know what way
to go and we are determined not to return to the South if we can find any pertection hear
and we even offered to lease from the gentleman and he said that he did not want to lease
to the colored people and we have showed him the money and every one that is on that

river offered to pay him leased and he has refused to except any salary from us and now
me and a lady friend witch came with me and the crowd that came when I did thought
that it would be wisdom to drop these few lines to you to let you know that we are in a
great distress We are about to be thrown out of door and now the winter has begone and I
am the mother of three small children and none able to help the other and it is so with the
most of the people out
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on that river. My .farther is an very old man age 83 years of age and Governer you must
not be any was [ways] offended at me for writing you the few lines hopeing you will
answer soon and let me know what you think that I can do for I expect to be put out door
in a few days.
I have no more to say at present. I will close my few lines with good bye from Yours
Respectfully
Mrs. Elmira Henderson and Mrs Ellen Owens
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Holly Springs Miss.
Nov 7/ 1879
Gov John P St John
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir:
I find that immediately after the Election here that a great many Colored people are
making speedy [proclomation] to migrate to your State. [This] is in [XXX] [oweing] to
a [provision] determination [coupled] with the [results] of its [recent] elections in this
Country. The colored people had hoped that [XXXX] the Greenback & Independent
parties that they would [again] [partially] gain their [political] rights, but now they have
[despaired] of all hope
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[all] [over] State the Gov Atty General & Secretary of State [XXXX] the board to
[appoint] the [regionals] for the [XXX] Counties of the State. They beening
Democratic all ways [approach] [Registrations] to suit the partys purposes, according to
the [made] of [registery] in this State there can be as many [Names] erased as the
registrators may [think] necessary for party purposes and the [ballot] had [not] made of
[Slavery] that he has even registered. [Regulators] appoints Judges & Clerks of Elections
also, at Democratic [XX] Boxes always appoint good Judges on all sides, as [long]
Republicans boxes [first] [should] Democrates two as judges & two as Clerks and the
most [illiterate] Colored Man they can find & all way a –
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drunkard. The Clerks are posted all ways, and when the Judge calls the tickets, the
Colored man not beening able to to one [form] [or] another, the Clerks gives the
Democrate candidates credits for all their votes and one third fourth or fifth of the
Republican votes by which [means] they all ways succeed in [coming] an [elected] in the
late Election, they give the Democratic Candidate about 1/3 of the republicans votes, the
Colored people see that in [this] and their rights before the Law that they will never have
a fair showing in this County & therefore wants to leave as soon as posable. [Good]
[Res] B.F. Phillips
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P.S. I hope that you will give me all the information [XXX] as to the facilities of
Emigrants, at least 5000 will leave my county this winter if there would be any thing in
way of [XXXX] most of whom have means too. There would be at least 500 teams &
wagons go through by way of Indian Territory, if they [could] [XXX] any thing of the
expected location Please give me all the information practicable [XXXX] and oblige
yours respectfully & e
B.F. Phillips
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Nov 8 1879
His Excellency
Governor John P St John
Topeka Kansas
Sir
Seeing the report in todays “London” Times Newspaper of the sad case of the Negroe
Man who was so brutally beated on his return to Mississippi for his wife & children.
[XXXX] that it not possible to give him new hands but as that cannot be, I enclose for
his use a money order value [pounds] 2
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which tho a small sum will in some measure help himself & his family, it is very kind of
you to receive subscriptions which I hope are numerous, with Sincere Sympathy for the
poor persecuted Negroes & kind regards to Yourself.
[XXXX] dear Sir
Yours Truly
Caleb Porter
The order is payable to: John P St John & is from Caleb Porter
130 Oxford St.
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Philad 11/8/79
To Governor St John of Kansas

Please find enclosed a money order from Philada P.O. for ten dollars to be used for the
benefit of the Colored Refugees.
H. W. Sterling
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Rev. H. J. Spencer, Weldon, Houston County, Texas to Governor St. John, November 8,
1879
Dear Sir, I seat my self to right you a few lines hoping that you will answer it if you
please.
Sir I has bin preaching for 10 or 11 years and has not converted as many as your State has
in one year[.] about Kaniss, will you be kind and tel me if any one can get land without
paying for it, &c. if you will give surplies one year for nothing, please tel me if the laws
in your State is any better than the State of Texas for the blacks, or no. Some tels me that
it is a beter place for the blacks &c that your State has set apart land for the colord race.
Sir will you please to give me the address of some collord preacher in your commuity
that I might open corsporns with him Will you pay my way out there or not, &c[?] What
will it cost me to come[?] Please tel me what land is worth &c what turm it can be bought
on & stock of all kind[,] horses[,] mules[,] oxen &c under what
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turms &c[?] Please tel me what promiess that you has give to the black to come to
Kaniess[.] Mr Governor please tel me in your letter if it would be advisabel to leave this
State and go to Kaniess.
how is my race geting a long that has setel in your State, if the climate sutes them[?]
What is your advise a bout it that I might tel them, and maybe I can convert some of them
of [off?] Kaniess &c [&?] so to God[.]
Your Truly
REV. H. J. SPENCER
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New York State Library
Albany, Nov 10 1879
Hon. J. P. St.John
Governor of Kansas
Sir: I would not trouble you with this little contribution for Negro immigrants to Kansas,
but I cannot readily find any other address; and I respectfully request you to give it a right
direction.
Very respectfully
Your Obt Svt
H.A. Homers.
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Washington La
Parish of St Condez
Nov 10th 1879
To His Excellency Gov J.P. St John
Dear Sir
Your letter with copy of report of Ag’l received. I find it a very complete work, the
resources of your State exceed my expectation as there has been so much dissemination
of falsehoods to counteract if possible the Kansas Exodus that the air we breathe is full of
falsehoods, the latest is to the effect that the Gov of Kansas is opposed to colored people
as an addition to the population of your State and to the better class of that race it is
having its effect. If it is not incompatible with your duty could you not fill out a
Commission Appointing me an Emigrant Agent for the
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State of Kansas with Headquarters at Washington La at the same time writing me a letter
with the Statement of your approval for all good citizens to make their home in Kansas
regardless of color or previous condition. With such papers I can give the lie to all
deception that may be practiced on them and give such as impulse to the movement they
will leave hear in large numbers and all of some little means at least sufficient to see
them over the first year, please let me hear from you at as an early a day as possible.
Very Respectfully
R.B. Hewitt MD
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Hartford Nov 10th 1879
Gov St John
Dear – Sir
The Ladies of the Hartford Sewing Society forwarded from Burghill Station a Box of
Supplies for the Freedmens Relief Association Topeka inclosed please find $5.00 to pay
the freight on same and good cheer for the enterprise[.]
We are your Obedient Servants by order of Society
K.F. Parsons
Hartford Turnbull Co Ohio
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Palm Bay Island Lake Erie
Ottawa Co Ohio. Nov 11th 1879
Gov. John P. St John
Topeka Kansas
My Dear Sir:

I have the pleasure of sending you herewith Draft on New York of $102.85/100, for the
“Freedmen’s Relief Association, or, to as expended otherwise as you may think best for
the Colored refugees in your State.
I notice by the last Report of the “Relief Association”, that the $55.00 which I sent you in
September last, is credited to “Put in Bay Ohio,” instead of to me. I have given my
receipts for all funds, that I have collected for the cause: it
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seems proper therefore, that I should receive credit for what I send. Be so kind as to have
the correction made in the next report.
Accept kind regards for yourself and all the good friends in Topeka and believe me ever.
Respectfully Yours
John Brown Jr.
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Olivet, Eaton Cove, Mich.
Nov 11th 1879.
Gov St John
Dear Sir,
We hear that the Exodus from the south has commenced again and know of the deep and
untiring interest you have manifest in relieving the wants and necessities of that
persecuted and distressed people. Our “Ladies Benevolent Society” would like to do
something to aid in this good work but not having knowledge of the [XXXX] of the
enterprise, I take the liberty to ask you to inform us in reference to the following. To
whom shall cash be sent? What will be acceptable to your aid Society? Do all Rail
Roads carry such freight free? To whom shall supplies be consigned? Which to use for
packing, Boxes or Barrels?
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Trusting that you will Sir be abundantly blessed all your labors of love and be the means
of comforting many of those poor desolent and suffering ones.
I am very Respectfully Mrs. S. C. Druery Pres L.B. Society
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Lancaster Pa. Nov. 13th 1879.
Hon Jno. P. St John
Sir – Enclosed please find documents loaned me while in Topeka as correspondent of
The Philadelphia Press. Thanks for your courteousness. I am sorry to say the Press acted
in bad faith in giving the names of a party in one instance much was against my special
request.

But my experience about Newspapers errors has always been that unless you stand over
the Editor or Composer he is sure to do “The other thing”. I hope no harm will come of
this stupidity.
Miss Wright, one of our noble women here, is preparing a large box of clothing for your
refugees which will be forwarded in a few days[.]
Yours Very Respt
E.K. Martin.
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Emporia 11-14 1879 John St John
Sir I have Sixteen Dollars sent from Friends of ours and to Elizabeth Comstock for relief
of Colored Emagrants[.] Have written to her there but got no answer please inform me
by return mail and oblige[.] L.T. Pennington
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St. Albans, Vt. Nov 14th 1879
Gov. JP St Johns
D Sir
Enclosed please find Draft for $10 for benefit of the Freedmans Association hoping that
they will be provided for and that Kansas will have her reward for her Kindness towards
them I will try and chip in a little more next spring if nessary and you can call on me if it
goes hard for Kansas.
Respectfully Yours
A.O. Brainerd
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B. F. Phillips, Holly Springs, Marshall County, Mississippi to Gov. St. John, November
16, 1879
To His Excellency Gov.
I wrote you some time since that there was about 500 wagons & teams preparing to leave
this (Marshall) County for Kan. I find by looking over the map that we should cross the
Miss River at Memphis Tenn, which is only 50 miles from here, thence we go northwest
& cross White river in Ark at Jacksonport so[me] 80 miles from Memphis, or if we can
not cross at Jacksonport we will go farther north and cross in the vicinity of Batesville,
Ark. We find that it is 140 miles from Jacksonport to Huntsville, Ark. I find then that we
cross Pea ridge or Ozark Mts & thence to Venita, Ind. T. some 60 miles from Huntsville,
Ark. I find then that the next place is Wichita, Kan. I find that Wichita is the terminus of
some branch R. R. I find further up this road is New [Newton?], Kan. and thence
westward on nine is Hutchinson. What I desire to know
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is which of these villages would it be best for emegrants going from the south with teams
to stop at or near. We would like to stop south of the Ark River if we could have
convenient access to the rail road from the south side. Would or would it not be wise to
go farther west than Hutchinson. We expect to leave here with stock & means enough to
live on untill we can make a crop and only desire to find aplenty of corn, plows & wheat,
to buy from & by which to make our crop.
By addressing the Rev. J. G. Johnson of this State you can learn who I am. Hoping that
your excellency may condescend to ans. the few interrogatives herein advanced, I remain
Your Obedient Servant, &c
G. F. Phillips
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Longmont, Boulder Co. Colorado
Nov 15th 1879
Gov. J.P. St.John. Topeka Kansas.
Dear Sir:
Received the “Appeal” of your committee on relief association for the Freedmen. I
thought I had done all in my contribution in Aug. which I could afford to do but the Lord
impressed upon my mind that they were His poor and I [XXXX] send you five dollars
and promise some more to send with it. I enclose P.O. order for $13.25 feeling sure it
will be judisciously applied for their needs.
Very Respectfully – Mrs. Harriett A. Weston.
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Rev. T. W. Henderson,1 St. Louis, St. Louis County, Missouri to Governor St. John,
November 15, 1879
Dear Sir, my former partner, Mr. W. L. Eagleson is making a vigorous effort to keep his
paper the "Colored Citizen" alive and as it is a very great task I again ask you if it is not
in your power to give him some kind of a position that will bring him an income that will
help him run the paper. I know you appreciate the service of the paper to the party of
which you are the honored head in Kansas and I also feel sure that you would be
unwilling to see it fail and the colored people be deprived of an organ and further if the
paper is kept alive its support of the temperance amendment to the constitution will
certainly be valuable. Now Governor I hope you will make it possible to befriend my race
in Kansas by doing something for Mr. E.—and I beg you to bear in mind that, though
thousands of votes were cast for yourself and other state officers by genuine "Black
Republicans" but little attention has been paid to them in the gifts of places in the state
administration.
I am dear Governor,
Yours faithfully,
T. W. HENDERSON
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Thomas A. Simmons, Citronelle, Mobile County, Alabama to Gov. St. John, November
17, 18 79
Dear Sir
Mr. John P. St. John I take the greatest opportunity of writing you a few lines stating my
health to you that I am well, at the time present although I have been waiting to receive
answer from my last letter that I wrote you for your kind favor and also I would be more
than glad to receive a letter from you telling me that they would be a chance for
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you to get something for me to do out there this spring [.] dear sir I am your humble
servant at any time. We will be out there this Spring me and my wife and little daughter, I
am in hopes to be able to get another answer in a few days. I hope this letter will find you
injoying Good [God's?] Blessing. I will say to you that the more emergrants you have
come to the State of Kansas will make you that much stronger, so if you can get any thing
for me to do please let me know in answer to this letter. I mean if you can secure
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me a place by next Spring.] if. so please let me know[.'] so nothing mote [ . ] be glad to
hear from you in a few days.
Your Most humble Servant
Thomas A. Simmons
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W. Rhodes, Meridian, Lauderdale County, Mississippi to Gov. St. John, November 17,
1879
Mr St John
My dear Sir
Please let me know how the colrded people are get along over there[.] they good many
want [to] come there this winter but they have not got the money to come with They
want to [know] what it take [to] carry them there[.] please send the information about [it]
I want [to] know[.] they are about 5000 want to go there[.] they good many got to take
them [sic] [P]lease dont publish [th]is because I might be in danger of get[ting] kill[ed]
[P]lease write immediately.
Your affectionate
W Rhodes
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House of Representatives, Lawrence
Washington DC., Nov. 17, 1879
My Dear Gov,

You will remember that early in the season I spoke to you of the papers, & letters you
had bearing on the subject of the “Exodus”
I was in your office the other day & Mr. Ward marked some letters in your
Correspondence that I wished copies of, they were replies to Southern letters making
inquiry of you as to what Ks. did to foster or encourage immigration &c &c.
Will you do me the great favor, to send me a batch of those old bills, cutthroat, leases &
trust deeds, & contracts together with Copies of the letters alluded to above & such others
as you
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may think appropriate for use on the floor of Congress.
I would also desire your permission to use your name in connection with this matter, as
the one to whom the letters were sent, the Contracts – deeds &c, gathered &c. I want to
print in full in the “Record” that letters[,] In short I propose to answer the question
“What Caused the Exodus”
Your cooperation in this matter will be invaluable & you shall be given that Audit for
your labors, that you so richly deserve, in this Connection.
Yours truly
D.C. [XXXXX]
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Sam Lindley, Anderson, Grimes County, Texas to Governor St. John, November 18,
1879
Dear Sir
I drop you a few lines to ascertain of you for the benefit of the collered people heare
wether or not they can bring cattle in Kansas after the 1st first of March Some say they
can and some say not[.] theire is collered peopl heare that wants to take theire cattle with
them You would do me a favor by leting me know. You will also be so kind as to send
me a coppy of the geneal laws of Kansas, hoping the collered people will do well in your
country, among them you will finds some good farmers. They are leaveing here dailey for
Kansas[.] hoping to heare from you soon I remain
Yours
Sam Lindley
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Office of Willets & Co.
New York 11 Nov 18 1879
John P. St. John
[XXXX] Friend

Having been informed that thou art willing to act as [XXXX] to dispose of contributions
for the benefit of the colored refugees. I take the liberty of inclosing check for $500 and
of asking thee to dispose of it in such way as in thy opinion will be of the greatest benefit
to the greatest number.
Respectfully Thy Friend
Sam Willet
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[XXXX] [XXX] Co., Iowa Nov. 21st 1879
Mr. St. John
Please find enclosed a P.O. order for ten dollars, & use it for the relief of the poor colored
people, & May God bless you & your colaborers in your good work.
Yours in the bonds of brotherly love.
C.B. McClelland,
P.S. Please receipt this & if it will not be asking too much state the condition of these
poor people in your midst.
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Calvin Simons, Lauderdale, Lauderdale County, Mississippi to Gov. St. John, November
22, 1879
Gov St John Topeka Kansas
Having saw a letter from Elder Lynch1 instructing persons seeking information with a
view of emigrating to Kansas [to] write directly to your exellencyl,] we have written four
letters previous to this but as yet have reed no hearing[.] we wish to know the very least
that we can be brought to Kansas for and if you are not the proper one to apply to for the
desired information please instruct who is[.] th[ere] is at least five hundred of us
including children that are ready and wish to come to Kansas [A]s money is a scarce and
important item with us at this time please let us hear from you at your earliest
convenience.
Your Obt Svt
CALVIN SIMONS Agt
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Junius M. Palmer,1 Johnsonville, Humphreys County,-Tennessee to Governor St. John,
November 24, 1879
Govenor of Kansas Topeka Kan
Dear Sir
There is some four or five colored men who wish to emigrate to your State and wished
me to write you for some information for them. They are not in a destitute condition but
will have from 2 to 4 hundred dollars each and at least one pair of mules. They wish to
know if there is yet good vacant Government lands, and just what is necessary to acquire
them under the Homestead act or what other opportunities there are for obtaining lands.
There are others who wish to come but as they would have no means my advice to them

is to stay here until they can have at least enough to subsist them one year after their
arrival in your state. If you do not wish to answer this please refer to some one who can
and will give the desired information.
Yours truly
Junius M. Palmer
Please keep my name private as practicable.
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J. A. Grantham, Shreveport, Caddo Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, November
24, 1879
Der Sir I [write to?] in form you a few lines to form you of [word unreadable] der Sir I
rote a leter to Laurance Kansas to Mr. J. Z. Watkins and he give me a great infermation
and he instruck me to rite to you and Der Sir we colded pepel cant live her and i have
great meney colId her and all of them are wiling to leav Louisiana and god to Kansas and
we want you to help ous out of this conty if you wil and we wil be willing to pay you for
you trubul I can mak a list of evry [one,] a list of 50 or 200 or 500 Dear Govener do
somtin for ous if you can[.] if you will do eney things for me tel me what you charg a
head[.] tel me how long will you wat on ous for the [word unreadable] Tel ous on what
turm will you [word unreadable] ous on[.] we have got good meney stock on hand and
we want to car[ry] our stock and we are not abel to bring our stock and we cant sel them
hear because the white pepel dont want ous to leave hear and tha try evry way that tha
can to hinder ous and'tha wont give bus eny thing for our stock and if you can help ous
eney way write and tel me Lections wil be hear in December 2 1879 and the Democrat
wont give the colled pepel jestus at the box and if you can give me eney information I
wish you wod[.] write and tel me how meney colled can you help[.] we all are got stock a
plenty I am god 4 horses and 25 head of catell
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Some are got 2 horses and som are got 3 Evry one of this company are wel surplied with
stock[.] we will be a great help in your county [country?] I have rote a leter [to]
Burlington Kansas to Mr Henry Coker and he sed that was a fine county [country?] and I
rote to Lawrence Kansas to Mr J,Z Watkins and he give me great pleasure
Dont fale to ancer your frend
J A GRANTHAM Shreveport La
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Quincy, Illinois
Nov. 24th 1879
Gov. St John
Dear Sir,
Enclosed please find $9.00 nine dollars for the colored refugees in your state of which
sum four dollars is contributed by Louise Maetz, and the remainder by myself.
Yours respectfully

Emma A. Cyrus
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Benjamin A. Gress, Columbia (Columbus), Sabine Parish, Louisiana to Governor St.
John, November 27, 1879
Mr John P St John
I beg left [leave?] this even[ing[ to ask informishtion consernd Kansas[.] we hear meny
things but I dont belft all that I hear[.] the pepol of Sabin pairsh has pionted me a dalagate
to find out the truth a bout it witch I thought it proper to right to you hoping that you
wold right to me soon[.] their is a great exscitment heir among the pepol
I am a farmer I want to know will cotton grow in that State or not
I must clost hoping that you will right soon
Benj A. Gress Corlumbia Sabine Pa. La
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A. C. Banks, Forsyth, Monroe County, Georgia to Gov. St. John, November 24, 18 79
Hon. John P. St. John Governor of Kansas
Dear Sir
In reply to yours of 22 ult I in form you since the arrival of your [letter] we have had a
convention, and [at] said convention [I] was appointed again to write to you and ask of
you what assistance you will give us as paying a portion of our expenses on the r.ailroad
or would you send us a car sufficient to carry 3 or 4 thousands people from Monroe to
Kansas, or what other advise
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you would be so kind to give us, We are entirely concluded to leave Georgia for Kansas.
Dear Friend Governor, now will you let us hear from you by the 2 of Dec next. We hold
another Convention then [and I] would like to have my reports ready by then. Will you be
so kind if you can not give us any satisfaction to return this to some one who you beleave
can do so. Please let us hear from you immediately & oblige
Yours &c
A. C. Banks Secty Emigration Society
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P S Would like to know if you will send us a car & what you would charge us. After
delivery by work on any circumstances would you send us a car. [sic]
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Street Somerset, 11th Mo 26th 1879
To the Honorable John P St John Governor of Kansas

Topeka
Respected Friend
At the request of my Friend Elizabeth Comstock I forward [XXXXX] a draft 11 days
after date on London for Seventy Pounds being funds entrusted to me by members of the
Society of Friends for in this country for the Colored refugees now taking refuge in
Kansas –
We have been very glad to hear from her that she has been so efficiently assisted in her
work among these poor people by thyself and the relief committee at Topeka and doubt
not that your labours & her labours will be blessed of Him who promised a blessing even
to a cup of cold water given in His name.
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We have got insertion in the Times and several other of our papers of some details of the
oppression and cruelty that is driving the coloured people from their homes – and there
are some calling the question the truthfulness of some of the details we have published
for instance The cutting off the hands of a coloured man who had made a home for his
family in Kansas & went back to fetch them – also the reports of several cases of hanging
men in the South suspected of making the Republican Ticket – and I have received a
Democratic Paper this morning from Iowa utterly denying the truthfulness of the
statements we have published – I should feel very much obliged of those [XXXXX]
kindly give me a line to inform me whether we may depend on the entire truthfulness
they would have weight here.
Should also be glad to know what are your markets for the future – whether they are
likely to continue coming through the winter and whether you can absorb them all in
Kansas
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We are sending out or have sent some funds to a lady Friend Mary Griffiths whom we
met in Ohio last September to carry on Temperance work principally among the Colored
people – Shall be very thankful for any support thou canst kindly give her should she
require it – she is an earnest [XXXX] woman who will labour earnestly amongst them
and thust her labors will be blest among both black & white.
I believe I forwarded one or two English papers to thy address a week or two since[.]
I am with best wishes that you may be helped & blessed in your labours[.]
Very respectfully
James Clark
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Scipio McKenzie, Parsons, Labette County, Kansas to Gov. St. John, November 27, 1879

Gov. St. John Topeka, Kans.
I have received from you while in Texas, several letters telling me about this country,
lands &c. , and I have finally got up this far & my money has run out, and I write to you
to see if you can not provide some way for me to get on up there as I wish to go on your
lands.
There is four of us [sic] in my family & if you can do anything for me it will be
thankfully received.
Truly yours,
Scipio McKenzie
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J. A. Grantham, Shreveport, Caddo Parish, Louisiana to Governor St.. ..John, November
28, 1879
der Sir a few lines i wil in form you to giv you a inferma-tion a bout this county
[country?] and a bout how the colled pepel are faren Wei Sir the[y] are faren verry bad[.]
we are not got eney libeta hear, and we want to get a way from hear, and i rote to you to
see if you wod aesist ous in geting a way from hear[.] we are not able to leav Louisiana
and bring all of our stock and we dount want to leave our stock and the white pepel wont
give ous evey thing for our stock, and tha are trine eve[r]y way that tha cane to keep ous
in this county Tha know if we go a way tha wil be broke, if we under take to leave hear
by land tha will stoup ous on the way[.] we wod charter a boat but tha will harm ous And
so we thought we wod try you and you aesis ous and sen a boat or train and if you give
ous [a] chance we [will] pay you for you trubbel[.] if you sen after ous you can get as
meney as you can car[ry] off of colled pepel are got stock or plenty [sic] What [word
unreadable] ous the lecktion that we have hear if we vot puplican vot we have to keep it
low scale if we dont the Democrat [will] kill ous[.] [We] are not got eney rights hear in
law[.]
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Mr John P St John dount fale to [write] me as soon as you get this leter because i want to
leave hear[.] as soon as spring come in i am goin to Kansas[;] i am goin to som parts of
the Stat[.]
And i desire for you to tell me what part of the State wod be the best for me. i rote a leter
to Lawrenc Kansas to Mr. J Z Watkins and he rote me word to rite to you and you wod
give me infermation and so i wod do so[.] if you can healp me write and tel me as soon as
you can[.] if you can sen after me let me know when are you to sen[.]
Wei I wil come to a c[l]ose
Your Frine
J A GRANTHAM
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Toulan, Stark Co., Ill. Nov 28th 1879
Gov. St. John
Topeka Kas –
Sir,
We enclose our #33408 $21.42 which by request we send you as Collection at Union
Thanksgiving Service at Elvira Stark Co. Inc. – in aid of Negro Refugees. Please see that
this is properly applied & acknowledge receipt[.]
Yours truly
Burges W. Ewing
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H. H. Hill and Andy Adkins, Chetopa, Labette County, Kansas to Governor St. John,
November 28, 1879
Govener St John Dear Sir I seat my self to write you a few lines to: inform you of the
condachin of the collord people down south I ham here and I like the county mighty well
and I am goin to stay here but thay ar a heap of thim that is not able to get here with out
help[.] thir [are?] men runing away from Texas and leaving thay wives behine and
children to keep from being murded; some of thim have been hung and some burnt to
death[.} to day while I was on the streets of Chetopa a man came to me crying said he
had to run off and leave his wife and children and ask me what to do a bout it I told him I
could not do him no good and thay are a great miny more round here in the sam
condeation and a round Oswego and also [P]arson in the same condeation [.] thay ar now
hand cuffing thim in Denison [Texas] and caring thim back like prison[er]s Dear Govner
if thay can be helped I think thay ought to be helped some way I write this to you
because I fwel the intris of my coler and felor men of Texas Dear Govener please answer
this letter and
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give me some advice about it for if they can be helped I would like from you as soon as I
can[.] the people down South remines me of the condeation of the Children of Israel
when fairo had thim!.] thay have been in the eagup land so long and is now trying to
come out of that aufall country in a better land if thay can posable get some help!.]
I. will now close by saying write to me soon if posabul I remain your true friend
H. H. HILL and ANDY ADKINS
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John Vallentine, Plaquemine, Iberville Parish, Louisiana to Governor St. John, November
30, 1879
Sir
In regard of peace an harmony that I now seat my self down as to inform you of these as
to inform you of these few lines sir[.] as I am nothing but a young youth bredded an born
here in the State of South America [or southern America?] neather am I a dictionarian nor
grammarian but only a coman school scoller which are merialy letter lernt Sir my reason

Sir your honor that I now address [you] in the manner that I now do being a young
collered boy of this State on condishion that I am now in I umble seek an ask you for an
inflamation[.] is there any living for a good laboring here in the State of Kansas[?] please
sir if my addressing is any the least thought of please sir answer me if you please sir to
this affect and let me no because here where I am at we are on a very small sugar
plantation only 25 in heads all mens womens but by few children and would like to find
out if there would be any convient prepared for any of us poor colered imerigrant that
wishes to leave South now and cleave to the State that are pick[ed] out for us to live that
noble place which is call[ed] Kansas[.]
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Sir I was reading a paper that is call[ed] the obzerver and by reading a small portion of
that paper I seen the name of one jentlem of gov St John an thought that I would rite a
letter to the gov who being of that name for innflamation hopeing that I would receave
the return of this letter with out any offence what ever Sir we the collered population of
the low lines of Louisiana parish of iberville by receaving an imflamation of this letter we
will this coming spring be a band of immerigrant that is large in number which will an is
prepareing of our self to come to Kansas We are tired staying among buldozers We are
tired runing out of ur houses at nite We are tired in being maltreated [our] blood being
shed from us by the hands of our assilhances Please Sir give me innflamation wether is it
so that there is boats built and prepared to come after us this spring Sir pleas your honor
if you will answer this will you please to send me a Kansas newspaper Sir I will come to
a close by saying to you will you please to your onor as let not this take affect as an in
tegritage [sic] in regard of any offences Sir please let this mighty letter be answered
being that I am a poor little boy only three times seven and wishes to hear from Kansas[.]
let this be sir peace in regard of haromanyt,;] union [, ] justice an tranqulity Sir if you
wishes please to answer me Iberville parrish Plaquemine po office letter box no 62[.]
Yours most truly
JOHN VALLENTINE address in haste excuse all mistakes please
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Greene Benjamin, Graball, Washington County, Texas to Gov. St. John, December 2,
1879
To; The Governor of Kansas Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir:
I enclose for your perusal a letter [clipped from annews-paper] purporting to be from one
of my color residing in your State. If Kansas is really a land "flowing with milk and
honey" for the benefit of the colored people I would like you to write me to that effect so
that I can give my friends a correct history of your State and after Bill is married if you
have any nothergue [sic] to dispose of to us colored Texas swells please Mr. Guvner,
count me in.
Yours Spasmodically Greene Benjamin
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Olathe Dec 3 79
Gov. J.P. St. John
Dear Sir please find enclosed one dollar for the Aid of the Reffugees the Blacks which
are fleeing from the South – it is the [XXXXX] .
Respectifully Yours
J Nichols
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Rev. T. W. Henderson, St. Louis, St. Louis County, Missouri to Governor St. John,
December 4, 1879
Dear Governor:
Permit me to introduce to your excellency my esteemed friend Prof. R. T. Greener, Dean
of the Law Department of Howard University, Washington, D. C.- It was Mr. Greener
who so ably combatted Fred.Douglass in his senseless opposition to the Negro Exodus?
and is to-day the most highly esteemed colored man in the country. He delivered three
very interesting lectures in this city, and won from the people their highest appreciation.
He now goes to Colorado stopping at Topeka chiefly to shake your noble hand and to
thank you in person for the grand part you have taken in bettering the condition of our
race, thereby making yourself a name that will live while a black man walks upon
American soil.
After my best wishes for your health, I am
Yours faithfully,
T. W. HENDERSON (Rev.)
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Poplar Ridge Caynega Co. NY
12 mo 7th 1879
Dear Friend Governor St John
I herewith inclose a draft for twenty five dollars for the relief of the freedmen and their
friends in Kansas[.] I appreciate highly thy truly benevolent cause and laborers in behalf
of the oppressed fugitives seeking protection in the State that has been so fortunate in the
choice of her chief magistrate.
Respectfully thy friend
John Searing
P.S. It may be just and right to say, I furnished but 10 dollars of the above named sum,
the balance I have collected from other benevolent individuals.
JS
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Pawnee City Nebraska
Dec 9th 1879
To the Governor of Kansas

Dear Sir:
Enclosed find $40.00 which were placed in my hands to forward to the Colored Refugees
in Kan. The above amount was raised by Collection in the 1st United Presbyterian
Church of this place. Please see that it is used where it will do the most good. Also
please receipt to me so that I can account for the money to the church.
Very Truly Yours, Jas. H. Little, Church Treasurer
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Seness, Ill.
Dec, 9th 79
Gov. St.John
Dear Sir,
Some two months or more ago, Rev. James Suggs, hearing testimonials from you &
others came here soliciting money & clothing for the “Kansas Refugees. We gave him
some money & collected a large quantity of clothing. He agreed to call for the clothing
in three weeks & we were to have it ready. Six weeks passed & he appeared not. I wrote
him & he replied he would be here in a few days. Several weeks more have passed
without his keeping his word. The clothing must be needed now if at all. It is greatly
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in the way & must be removed very soon. It was gladly given for the Kansas refugees &
ought to go to them. Our people feel vexed [XX] Suggs’ cause - & are uneasy about the
clothing lying here while the men who are storing it demand its removal.
Could you send us word how & where to send it we will have it forwarded without delay.
I hoping to hear from you so as to give the Negroes the benefit of the clothing.
I remain Yours Truly
Albert Bushnell
Pastor Cong. Church
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Bucyrus Ohio Dec 9,79
Gov St John
Sir Having some clothing to send to the Colored refugees, I would be very much obliged
if you would inform me how and where to send them.
Respt
Mrs Emeline Sandford
Bucyrus Crawford Co Ohio
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James Suggs, Princeton, Bureau County, Illinois to Governor St. John, December 9, 1879

Sir, Mr. St. John Governor. I want you to right to me if their is a chance[.] if a man wants
one or two or three hundred men here is a man that thinks he will want that meney men
and if so he wants me to get them for him. Please let me know Tell my people that I am
working for them night and day. I have two or three hundred dollars in money, and three
or four thousand pounds of clothing I will be at your city this month, if God will, and I
am coming to see you, and when I come I will tell you May God Bless You.
Yours in Crist,
JAMES SUGGS
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A. M. Heath, East St. Louis, St. Clair County, Illinois to Governor St. John, December
10, 1879
Hon Govenor St John
Dear Sir after my respect to you I dropt you a few lins of the condition of the colored
people of the Secon Congressional Dist of n. c. [North Carolina?] We hav been in formed
by the agents of Kansas that thiar is land for sail. We are poor but we [want] a home in
that State whear we can hav a home of our own an worke for our living for we are useto
hard worke and exspect to work whire ever we go for in N. c. we have no right in the
laws at all[,] not one out of fifty get his right in law Many of the colord hav bought land
but not aloud to pay for it I will name som of the colord people that hav bought land but
not aloud to pay for it[:] J J H Phillips[,] Mardoc King[,] Noah Neiuherne[,] Louis
Sandey[,] Richard Whitfield[,] Richard King an
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orthers I could mentine. they pay for the land but thire former masters do all ways six
some way to derpive them off [of?] the land when they get the land about hav payed for
or 2/3 payed for[.] then if they cant take the land on they own scales [?] they will go to
law and hav many lawyers to try the case an the colord are always deprive out of thire
right[.] our former masters sell them land on time, times that are limited on buying land 4
years or 5 years but allways a year or som few months before the end of the time com to
pay the last dollars our former masters set to tak the land away from us So by the help of
God we want to [come to] your State whire we can be free and hav homes for us an
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our children We want to get to som plase in the uion [union] where we can be free an
vote the Republican ticket an our votes be counted for in the plase or state we may vote
but they are not counted for in the last election in our Congress dist we beat the Democrat
7370 odd votes but our vote was not counted in but counted out[.] our wages is from 4
1/2 dollar to $8 per month for men and for womans $1 to 2 dollars per month and evry
day it rain we are charge for our rashen from 15 cts to 25 cts a day for, an the democrat
do not robes us so much now of our redy mad propety, but
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they hav the starveation policy trying to starve us out and is about to do it When we
[word unreadable] our farm we are just as bad of [off] for provision as we was when we
begun our farm an we Hon Govennor hope that you will reconize by you and all the govt
people of your State so far if you please to help us to get to that State. We are not able to
hier a traine to run to Kansas but meny of us would be able to pay som few dollars on the
far[m] My dear Govennor please writ to me and let me know what to do for the colard
are in a hard plase in a torment Nothing more at pressant Please write to me concen my
request from
A. M. HEATH
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William H. Davenport, McRae's Store, Cumberland County, Virginia to Gov. St. John
Mr. John P. St. John
Dr Sir
I heard or I was inform that you is one of the men who is interrested with the remaining
[sic] Emegration Society I concluded that I should write you a few lines to inform you
that I desire very much to-be come a citizen of Kansas . I was inform by Mr John
Coleman in Kansas a men has a full show as a Citizen I now speak to you as a honest
man[.] we here as a people while we are coloured people has not the pleasure of enjoying
the rights of a citizen so fare as law is concern & a great por[t]ion of the laws of the State
of Virginia is made direetly againce the intrust of the coloured people I am ti[r]ed of it I
am in a desolaed [desolate?] county with out friends
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to help me I want to come to Kansas as I am inform that it is a better count[r]y I want
you to send me some instructions how I am to get there I am thinking that I can get a
large crowd up that will come with me out there but whether I get any body to come with
me or not I am come-ing if I live We are kept down by the power of the Democrats We
are so much oupressed down I cant stand it any longer Please send me some instructions
[.] if you will do this for me you will much oblige me
Wm. H. Davenport
Direct your letters to
McRaes Store Cumberland County, Virginia
Please write soon & let me here from you.
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Peter Cooper, Louisville, Winston County, Mississippi to Gov. St. John, December 8 or
9, 1879
Gov. Jno P. St John Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir:
Peter Cooper Qol'd desires me to write to you in reference to the emigration society.

He desires to emigrate to Kansas or some other western state and as there are several
others wish to go they wish full information in reference to the matter. How shall they
proceed in forming a society in this county, Winston Mississippi? Please send him all the
information necessary. I will state that the negroes in this county are very poor and
unable to get away and will remain so for years to come. The land generally is poor and
every body behind and both white and black. Please send information instanter so as they
can get there in time to start a crop.
Direct to Peter Cooper, Louisville, Winston Co., Miss.
A friend of the Cause
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Custom House, New York, December 12th, 1879
Gov. St John
Dear Sir
Please find inclosed Five Dollars to aid our Colored brothers.
This redeems my pledge for August, Sept, Oct, Nov & Dec, I wish I could do more, but
as a working man with a family, & feel I cannot afford it.
I hope you have many more contributions in this way, but I fear the Exodus is not getting
the support it deserves. Please acknowledge receipt and oblige.
Yours Respectfully
George S. McMatters
Customhouse
221 East 18
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Samuel Johnson, Sutton, Robertson County, Texas to Governor St. John, December 13,
1879
Govener Sant John I will ask you how the black pepel is standin the col wather ther and
what thar is don for a liven[.] we can her that tha is starveng by tha hundord and diny
[dying?] lik hoges day by day but I dont blev a word of it [. ] we have sum black men
com back her and tell allfuel tales about that stat[.] thar is thousen of blackes will leve
this stat nex spring for that stat I wod lik to come now but iam not abel to come yet and
if you think it is ;good for us to com onn to that stat let me know and ican let my pepel
know what you sa All
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of the whit pepel of tha South ses thay is coming up ther nex fall and bring back hundord
and hundord Pleze spred this all over the stat and tell them to act like men of sound [word
unreadable] to di in that stat[.] ancer soon and iwill writ to you often So now I will cloze
[.]
Yous truly

Samuel Johnson
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Parsons, Kansas, Dec 6 1879
Dear Governor:
What can be done [in] way [of] transportation [for] [say] two or three [persons] we
[XXXX] in response to [excellent] letter? They are colored men here who would be glad
to go to city would [get] transportation. If things were [possible] in [XXXX] they would
write back and [money] would be furnished for [XXX] [up] [and] [XXXX] [here.]
We have inquired, a [XXX] aid Twenty [XXX] [XXXX] [XX] [XXX] [XXX.]
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Officers as follows:
Mr. [Charlie] [Mills] Presd
[G.][J.] [Henderson] V.P.
Sec. C. [XXXX]
Trea S.C. [XXXX]
[XXXX] Rev. D. Keys,
J.J. [Hindon], S.C. [XXXX]
M. [B.] [Reynolds] [XXXX]
J.M. [Finch] [colored] [XXX]
[Thorton] (colored)
[Do] [not] a [XXX] [out] [XXXX] [XXX]. [Yes] [XXXX] [XXX] [“go.”]
Truly [XXX]
M. W. Reynolds
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
New York 15 Dec 1879
To The Governor, Topeka
How many Exodus Negroes have Entered Kansas to date reply at once answer paid
J.K.H. Wellcox
14 paid
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Preston Ill. Dec. 15’79
Gov. St.John,
Hon. Sir,
Please accept thanks for letter received.

Enclosed is ten dollars $10.00 to be applied on freight – 4 bls. sent from here. They have
been delayed at Quincy requiring guarantee of freight the [XXXX] promising to carry
from there at half price.
Sojourner and Mrs. Titus arrived safely on Wed. evening last, Sojourner suffering with a
severe cold, and a slight malarial attack. Fortunately my husband is a physician and
versed in matters pertaining
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to such conflicts. Mrs. Titus is busy writing and meeting ladies to sew for Refugee
Children. Today we finished twenty prs. mittens for some school that Mrs. Titus is
interested in, Sojourner is waiting to gather strength for a lecture which we hope will do
something to replenish her purse. They will go to Ottawa the last of the week if well
enough.
We hope to have one or two more barrels of clothing to forward this week; and that after
Sojourners lecture on Wed. eve.interest will increase.
Yours Truly
Mrs. J.J. Taylor
Sec. Kansas R.R.
Mr. Samuel Plumb guarantee’s freight on 4 bbls.second hand clothing for refugees from
Quincy to Topeka, and will be glad to release when paid.
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We will send freight hereafter according to Mrs. Titus’ direction.
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Pecatonica Winnebago Co. Ill
Dec 15 1879
Govenor St John
Dear Sir
Will you please inform me as to the [XXXXX] made of the Negroes who have gone to
Kan? The ladies of our parish have got up a fine box of clothing, some of it new, to send
for their benefit. Can it be sent to you? If not please send me answer by return mail &
the box will be forthcoming.
Yours With Respect,
E.F. Wright.
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Washington, D.C., Dec. 15th, 1879
Gov. Jno. P. St.John.

Topeka, Kan
My Dear Sir:
Your favor of the 9th is just at hand suggesting that the Government permit the building at
Fort Harker to be used by the refugees. I will at once see the Secretary of War and also
Genl. Sherman and will take great pleasure in doing all in my power to secure the
fulfillment of your wishes. I will advise you as to the result.
With the best of good wishes
Yours Truly
J. A. Andrews
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N. L. Berkhalter,! Elkville, Jackson County, Illinois to Governor St. John, December 16,
1879
Hoping this will find you injoying good helth and the black people and all the people of
your State I left Topeka April 23 1879 & went [to] Laurence ka & to Leavenworth & to
Atchsion Ka & from ther to Lincoln Neb & to Omaha & to falls city Neb & to Nebraska
city Neb and on the 3d of Nov I left Neb city & came to Burlington Nov the 4 and was
ther with gen grant & his party and splendid time too[.] from ther to St Louis Mo & then
to Belleville 111 & then at Elkville Jackson Co 111 my old home & I think of coming to
live in your State in 1880 to make it my home Hoping to here from you by return[.] from
N. L. Berkhalter Elkville 111 to the Gove of Kan Topeka Kan
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N. L. Berkhalter, Elkville, Jackson County, Illinois to Governor St. John, December 16,
1879
Sir gov of Kansas Having left your State far & wide and hoping to here from you and
your State I write to you in the first place I would like to here from the colored malitia
that was installed last winter of [the] St. John Gaurd I have wrote to Mr. Wesley Buford
the captain but no answer yet some three or four times Please let me here from you &
how your people ar getting a long in the Hold [whole?] State and I was as am a member
of the band of men called [the] St John gaurd
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and I would like to here something of them and how they are getting along Tell me
please something of the thousands of black men that came in this year in your State. How
will they live this winter pray tell me Sir gov of kan and another thing I would like to ask
you, do trains take in water when they are running without stopping in any part of the
State of kan as any other State I am told this is a fact on the Atchison topeka and santa fe
R. R. Sir St. John gov of kan or some other man please tell me if these things ar so or
not[.]
[Letter unsigned]
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J. A. Grantham, Shreveport, Caddo County, Louisiana to Gov St.- John December 16,
1879
Govner St John at Law
Der sir
A few lines i wil in form you for infermation in the regards of helpen me in the State of
Kansas and i want to fine out who you wod help a compy to come in your county[.] i
wish you wod tel me how is time out ther for a:collud pepel[.J 1^ rote you a few lines
sometime a go but i have never receved a anser and i want to fine out when a compy of
Collud peoel can dxome in your donty [. ] please govner give me sum infernation a bout
coming to your eomty and if you ©an do eney thing for me pleas sen me word
I will come to a Close
Mr. J. A. Grantham
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Theo Seurinany
Oberlin Ohio
Dec. 17, ‘79
Hon. Jno. P. St John
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir
Enclosed to your care $2.00 from Mrs Phebe Weeks of Oberlin for use of Freedmens
Relief Ass’n.
Very Respectfully
B.A. Imes
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Henry Reid, Sherman, Grayson County, Texas to Gov. St. John, December 18, 1879
Dear sir I esteem you high to drope you a few lines to you to let you know that I am one
of the leading men of my people and here they are and want to know from you do you
think it best for them to stay here because they ant got no money to go no where and if
you think it best please write to me at sherman and I can do good by leten me know soon
for here is men and women and children here waten to here and got no money and sir
please let me here soon
Your
Henry Reid Presiding Elder of the tiolored people methodist chruch
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Damascoville Collumbian Co Ohio 12.19.79
Friend Governor
Perhaps this is an undue liberty, but my interest in the Reffuges & the Mission of my
friend E L Comstock & a desire to honor the truth will perhaps be sufficient apology. I
have heard freguent reports adverse to the appeals that ELC has made in reference to the

Reffugees. It has been currently circulated that they were not near so needy as has been
represented. That they were indifferent to caring for themselves & the assistance they are
getting if fostering that disposition. That the good & responsible people of Kansas were
not looking favorable upon the Mission of ELC & wished Friends would
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cease or at least largely abate their labors. That the colored people refused largely, (or
could scarecely be induced) to go into the country to find work but would congregate in
the cities and villages and pilage largely for their living. My object in writing is to learn
from thy pen thy own thoughts upon these phases of the subject. Do the wise & good
people of Kansas who have the management and interests of the state of heart regard the
colored Reffugees in an unfavorable light for the interests of the state or are you glad to
have them come. And be that as it may do you regard the effort that Friends, are making
to assist them as really beneficial for them & the state, [XXXX]. Please answer
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this with thy own hand & give any information that those may think will throw light upon
this subject and oblige thy stranger friend.
William Cattell
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HEADQUARTERS VETERANS’ REUNION
Topeka Dec 19, 1879
To Excellency
Gov St John
Dear Sir,
Your deep interest in the in the welfare of Suffering Freedmen and the honor of our
country, leads me to suggest to you that the character of the Exodus of Negroes from the
South and the evident causes of the same, together its with actual & prospective results
have become such as to require the careful attention of a strong energetic and well
supported national organization. There are various good reasons why such an institution
should be organized and have its headquarters in Philadelphia. Hence I have written Col
Forney stating to him what my experence with the Exodus suggests as the best available
plan for such an organization, and I have good reasons for assuring you that all that is
now necessary to bring about
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the active existence of so needed our institution is your cooperation. I doubt not but that
your Christian Kindness and keen sense of justice and right will prompt you to lead in
this enlarged means of relief as you did in our local association.

You would facilitate matters & by favoring Col. Forney with a lind requesting him and
other leading philanthropists arrangement as may be deemed necessary.
The plan as may be deemed necessary.
The Plan as Stated to Col. Forney is Substantially as follows:
1. Organize a Central Ex-Committee of eleven or fifteen of the leading philanthropists of
the land (not politians) – men whose integrity and ability are known to the nation.
2. Let this Cent-Ex-Com-organize an auxillary committee of alkie character in
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every State of the Union.
3. Let each of these State Committees organize similar country auxileries, and
4. Whenever necessary, let County committees organize parish or township committees.
By means of such a system of committees you will readily see, the whole country could
be canvassed for all the information and funds required by the Cent-Ex-Com, and, at the
same time all these auxillary committees would afford the machinery necessary to protect
the oppressed from his oppression and send the farmer if occasions require, to a peaceful
home instead of allining him, as in most cases now, to become a pauper and a burden on
Society.
Besides, such an organization, you may already have noticed, would secure for itself the
complete confidence of, and unite in its support all good and loyal people. So that if it
should fail of success
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by reason of Southern opposition it would thereby plainly indicate to Federal
Government its duty.
I have the honor to remain Yours in the Service of our Kind & Country,
C. Monjeau
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The Kansas Freedmen’s Relief Association
Topeka, Kansas, 12 – 20,1879
Gov St John
Dear Friend
Thy reference from Dr Patten was received and I am glad to know that he is a safe man as
my letter to him will show you why we held back. Supplies are [XXXX] if we have
him misguided in our judgment in this case – I might explain more if I had 5 minutes to

converse with thee – We hope even to deal [XXX] in all these things – any further
suggestions thee may have for us will be thankfully received –
Sincerely Thy Friend
John M Watkins
[XXXX] Secy
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Dec 22nd 1879
Haines Falls Catskill Greene Co NY
To Gov St John Dear Sir
Reading a letter printed in the Christian Advocate last fall in which your name was
mentioned and the course you were taking in regard to the Colored People coming into
Kansas led me to feel that you were doing what you could for them. I wish to send you
shortly after the first of January $20, to be used by you in buying food for them that need
it most. I suppose I can send Post-Office money order[.] Please answer this and give me
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directions so that I may send it Safely[.]
Truly Yours
Chas. W. Haines
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Aurora Dec 25th
Gov St. John,
Enclosed is a small Christmas present from the classes of the New England
Congregational Church to the Kansas colored people.
Miss Ruth Rising
How much enclosed $7.30
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P. C. Williams, Greencastle, Putnam County, Indiana to Gov. St. John, December 29,
1879
Gov. St. John Topeka, Kan.
His Excellency
Please spare enough of your valuable time to read and reply to the following question. Do
you suppose that enough capital could be found in your state to assist a colony of fifty
col. families to settle on homesteads & to run their business for one year? Do you
suppose that men of capital are disposed or could be induced to deal with men in that
manner? provided that we pick the men choosing such men only that are the most likely
to succeed or that have been the most successful while South? A goodly number of our
industrious men are already in this State and: the Democrats are making war upon us.
They have created such a sentiment against us that it is difficult, yes very difficult for any

considerable no. of us to find homes for they have so intimidated Republicans and
humane Democrats by burning a few tenant houses & threatening to burn others, that
many humanitarians refrain
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not only from building houses for the labor they so much need but from putting do!,
laborers in such empty houses as they now have as well.
Here is our proposition: that Capital be advanced to us on our homesteads in sufficient
sums to enable us to build something to live in, to have something to eat & a team to
every four men. Let us homestead one hundred and sixty acres & mortgage 80 acres for
whatever assistance is given us to start with, giving us a no.of years to clear off the
mortgage say three or four years.
Please give this matter your attention and influence, whether convenient or inconvenient.
Do in [the] name of a down trodden and suffering humanity and in the name of all that is
holy— help us this once to help ourselves.
Judging from the howl that is raised & the investigations proposed, it is as big a crime for
a Negro or Negroes to go from one State to another now, as it was in the days of his
servitude.
Yours for the cause of humanity.
P. C. Williams/ Ag' t for n. c. Emigrants
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Please find enclosed stamps for reply. We would necessarily have to arrange for passage
over the RR. with the same party.
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[Durant] [Ia] Dec 30/79.
Gov. St John.
Honored Sir,
Enclosed is a money order for five dollars. Please excuse the liberty I take, in sending it
to you.
I received it from Miss C.E. Boardman, who resides in New Milford, Litchfield Co.,
Iowa. She had heard we were making up clothing for the Refugees in Kansas, & wrote
me saying; “I have felt great interest in those poor people, & in their getting away from
the South, for I would not trust those Southerners an inch; they would make them all
slaves again if they could, so I wish they were all safely away. I would send them money
if I knew to whom to send, so they would get it.” As Miss Boardman is a benevolent
Christian, lady of wealth, & knows so little of
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The Kansas Freedman’s Relief Association. I thought as acknowledgement of this small
donation, mailed to her by yourself, might secure a large one for the Assoc.
I shall as soon as I can make her acquainted with the noble [selfdenying] work done by
yourself & state for the Refugees.
I am sorry to trouble you with such a lengthy letter.
Most Respectfully
Mrs L.M. Dalton.
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Rolling Prairie Lane Co Kansas
Jan 2nd 1880
To his Excellency John P. St John
Governor of the State of Kansas
Sir, Can you Appoint a Notary Public for this County (Lane). I cannot find that it
attached to my other County for Judicial purposes from the Statute. We are under great
inconveniences on the account of there being no Notary in the Co. We have to go to
Ness or Trego Counties to be Sworn & to acknowledge any Paper. Our voting population
is about 200. An early reply is solicted. Yours P.W. Hey
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Hutton, Coles Co., Ill. Jan. 6th 1880
Gov. St. John,
Dear Sir, enclosed is check for ten dollars for the relief of colored refugees. Sent to you
in preference to Mrs. Comstock, because we know you, and your good deeds
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since the time of the rebellion.
If it suits you to do so, you can turn it over. I mean if it will save you needless trouble.
Have a barrel or two of stuff to send but ten miles from a station and wretched roads.
Mrs. N. Sargent
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The National Exchange Bank of Columbus
Columbus, Oh Jany 5th 1880
Gov. Jno P. St John
Dear Sir,

Enclosed please find CK on N.Y. $148.21 = being balance of our collection for the
“Negro Exodus” Fund of Kansas = Please advise me [XX]
Anything you would like published throughout Ohio as to the Exodus, please write me &
I will see that it is done –
Wm G. Deshler
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Sherwood Caryga Co NY
1st mo 6th 1880
Respected Friend
Gov J P St John
Inclosed on NY $25 is thou will please apply it for the benefit of the coloured emigrants
in thy State that is nearly destitute[.] I suppose the most of them come moneyless
without means to live
Thy Friend
Slocum Howland
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Haines Falls Catskill NY
Jan 6th 1880
Gov St. John
My Dear Sir
Enclosed I send you the money order for twenty dollars for the colored refugees to be
used as you think best.
If there is anything that you have any trouble about getting it please let me know, but I
suppose it will be all right.
Truly Yours
Chas. W. Gaines
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House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C., Jan. 6,1880
Dear Gov.
Yours on [XXXXX] is at hand. Jim is a royal fellow but the ever present difficulty of
guiding holes for the Negro still exist.
The exodus papers are at hand many thanks. I hope the [XXXX] will give me a chance
to use them.
Congress is again in session: News from Maine still valuable to our side.
Your friend

D.C. Haskell
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Jan. 9, 1880
To his Excellency
Gov St John
Topeka Kans
Honored Sir
Please find enclosed a P.O. Order for Ten dollars – which I desire to have used for
purchasing corn to make head for the colored refugees – This small amount will go but a
little way toward helping those pitiable exiles – should it reach you safely – [XXX] may
be forwarded.
Praying God’s good blessing upon you & your Co. Laborers in befriending & helping the
African race –
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I am yours
[XXXX]
Mrs E.M. Hagan
Webster City Iowa
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Friday Jany 9th 80
State of Kansas
Executive Department
Topeka, January 9, 1880.
L.S. Childs,
Chetopa, Kan.,
My Dear Sir:
In reply to your letter, just recd., in relation to the condition of the refugees, I will state
that I, like yourself, deeply sympathize with them in their distressed condition, and are
not only now doing, but have been doing, for the last nine months, all in my power to
alleviate their suffering.
I have also resorted to every precautionary measure within my reach to obviate just the
condition that they are found in to-day. I have written to the colored people in Texas,
hundreds of letters, advising them by all means not to come to Kansas or any Northern
State in a destitute condition, giving them the reason
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why they should not do so, and trying to show them that, if they persisted in such a
policy, it would of necessity end disastrously to them. But of course this does not meet
the condition of things before us now. These people are here; they are destitute of bread
or the means to buy it, and must be cared for.
There is a Relief Assn. Organized at Parsons, and the Association here has forwarded to
the Assn. At Parsons quite a lot of supplies. I think it quite probable that you could get
some help by writing directly to Mrs. Elizabeth L. Comstock at this place. She is in
charge of the clothing and provision department of the Freedmen’s Relief Assn., and
would no doubt, if in her power, help the destitute at Chetopa.
There are now at Topeka more than we
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can possibly provide for in a way to make them anything like comfortable. During the
last cold snap, the feet of about 50 of the refugees of about 50 of the refugees were quite
severely frozen, and they were subjected to many other conditions that brought upon
them much suffering. It is difficult to see just what the end of all this will be, but we can
only do our duty and trust the results to God.
I am not the President of the Relief Assn. at this place. I found that my official duties
pressed me to such an extent that it was impossible for me to longer retain the Presidency
of the Assn., and therefore the Assn., at my request, selected the Hon. A.B. Jetmore to fill
my place. Mr. Jetmore is a very excellent man and, together with his Committee, is
doing a noble work. I am of course aiding them in
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every way in my power.
If you desire to solicit aid under the auspices of the society at this place, you had better
write to Mr. Jetmore or to Mrs. Comstock, and procure authority direct from the Assn.
Very Truly Your Friend,
John P St John
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1439 Madison Avenue
Kansas City, Mo.
Jan. 10th 1880
To his Honor the Gov.of Ks.
Dear Sir,

You will recollect my calling at your office on Thursday of this week, and your giving
me a letter you had just rec’d from Chetopa, written by Mr. L.S. Childs, asking a Pass
over the R.R. to N.Y. that he might solicit for the colored people in that region.
I am not personally acquainted with Mr. Childs, I am with his wife, and think her one of
the excellent of the earth. I have often heard Mr. C. spoken of by those who have known
him a long time, and the impression given me is
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that he is a good man, but remarkable for only one thing, and that is inefficiency. There
is a Mr. Smith living a few miles from Mr. Childs, who is a regularly appointed Agent for
the Tract Society. Mr. Childs has been in the habit of receiving books, from Mr. Smith,
and laboring mainly under his direction. I see that Mr. Smith’s name is not given with
those to whom he refers you.
I will send a few extracts from Mr. Child’s letter to the Editor of the N.Y. Witness, but
since reflecting more upon the subject, and learning who the writer of the letter is, I do
not care to send the entire letter as I proposed when I took it.
The colored people for whom he is interested there are not far from their farmer home (he
says they have lately gone there from Texas) and, deplorable as their condition is,
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they are not in a climate that is to them severe and new, and they cannot be in as great
need of present relief as those who have come from the South to this State.
I called at Mrs. Comstock’s room, as you suggested, and was much interested in her
work, and gratified to find your noble daughter lending her aid.
Very respectfully
Miss E.Y. Hancock
Agent of the Home.
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Marquette Kan Jan 12th 1880
Gov John St. John
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir
Inclosed please find the “Widows Mite” for the poor suffering Negroes. I feel it is a great
privelege to contribute a little and would be very glad to aid you more in this great work.
Did not know who the proper person was to send my contribution, so have taken the
liberty to address for knowing it would be gladly rec’d.
Yours with respect
Mrs. A.C. Green

$5.00 Enclosed
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1/12/80.
Gov. St JohnDear Sir & brother
Inclosed you Dft. on Chicago for $25.00 for your work among the Colored refugees to
your state – I prefer that no public; notice be made of it & praying God’s blessing upon
his poor down troddin Children I remain –
[XXXXX] Yours,
H.T. Lay.
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Charles Movri, Waynesboro, Wayne County, Mississippi to Gov. St. John, January 12,
1880
Governor J. T John Dear Sir I wrote to Mrs C. P. Anderson in Anderson County
Colonyl:Kansas, some time ago asking her would there be any aid given colored people
to help them to Kansas, & she informed me to write to Governor S. T John as I
understand your name to be at Topeka & he would give aid or heaip colored people to
come to Kansas & will say to you that there is several families who wish to come but are
not able to come & want some assistance; we hope that you will do all that you can for
us. They are very good farmers & wants [word1illegible] better lands than we have here
in Mississippi & will Warrent you they are good farmers Do all you can for us if you
please I have made this letter long enough respond soon
Yours Truly Charles Movri
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Gov St John Kansas
Central [XXXX]
Chicago Illinois
January Twentyfifth 1880
Gov St John
Governor of Kansas
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find a circular which I put into the hands of the clergy of this city on
Saturday last, [all] [generated] as possible besides having them otherwise distributed. It
being thought best that we should have a permanent organization I issued a call which
brought together about Thirty gentlemen [on] account of which you will receive in
[todays] papers.
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I was astonished at the ignorance of some present. Indeed I had not thought that any one
who would be [present] would need more definite information to act upon than had been
given [through] the papers [and] my circular. But I found we needed a full statement of
how many refugees have gone to Kansas [and] [where] they are. How many are
employed and how employed, how many are [sick] and in fact as full a statement as you
can make. Also a copy of the constitution of the Relief Association. A list of its officers,
what it has done and wants to do. [How] many are sick and are they still coming? What
ought we to sent list [and] how much? I believe
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all the above questions have been asked me during the past two days. I want this
statement from you to publish and I shall ask Mrs Comstock for a detailed statement for
the same purpose.
By this means and by publishing something at least every other day I hope to arouse an
interest that will show itself in money and [stores].
I will owe it to [them] [XXX] upon [XXX] until today’s ignorance is dispelled and you
have received something. We have today received One Hundred and twenty five
($125.00) dollars and hope by tomorrow to start a car of Lumber to your address. If we
are [prospered] as I have
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reason to expect we shall be it is only the beginning of a work we ought [to] [do] as fast
as we can.
We shall reach outside of Chicago and I think we may receive something from New
England. [If] we can get free transportation to Topeka. I shall hope to do this as soon as
our Organization is completed.
I have faith that Chicago will do a [generous] display not as seen as [XXX] know, the
[XXX] need.
I have the [promise] of the assistance of [the] principal [parties]. Our [XXX]
encouraged by this days work. We have another meeting tomorrow of which I will
advise you. [So] much depends upon the press and the
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executive committee to be appointed. I think I shall be able now to get [such] men as
will work and if I do you will hear [from] Chicago again soon.

Twenty five years ago in New England we did something to keep Kansas [full]. Later we
had an argument on the Potomac which ought to have [made] the [present] work
unnecessary but as it did not we must put on the work [harness] again. I am pleased to
find so many are [ready] to do it.
You will pardon my long letter whom [XXX] so what we have to [instead] [writing].
Most Respectfully Yours
H N Rust
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Patriot, Iowa, Jan 13 – 1880
To His Excellency
Gov St John,
Topeka Kansas,
Dear Sir,
I send you this day by money order the sum of Eight and 10/100 dollars for the benefit of
the colored refugees at Topeka – We have seen through the Interocean , an account of
their suffering, & feeling that we could not close our ears to the cry of the hungry, I
started out yesterday with Subscriptions I collected the above named sum – which we
herewith forward to you – feeling sure that you will see that it is properly applied to the
relief of those poor sufferers, that have fled from their native land from a condition,
worse than Slavery, - God
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bless you in your “work of faith, & labor of love,” the money sent, - is the contributions
of several parties, will you please send me an acknowledgement of the receipt of the
amount – enclosed I send you a Postal Card backed to my address for an answer. I would
be very happy to have a letter from you if you would be willing to write, address the
undersigned at Patriot [XXXX] Co Iowa,
Your truly
Seth Sampson
To his Excellency Gov St John Topeka Kansas
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R. DeBaptiste, Chicago, Cook County, Illinois to Gov. St. John, January 13, 1880
Gov. J. P. St. John Topeka Kans.
Dear Sir: Inclosed find $18 for the relief of the suffering freedmen who have sought a
refuge in Kansas from the oppression and wrongs they have been subjected to in the
South.
This is a part of funds raised by the colored Sunday Schools of Chicago and entrusted to
me for distribution.
Yours Respectfully,
R. DeBaptiste
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Squire Kenny, Jr Coffeyville, Montgomery County , Kansas to Gov. St. John, January 13,
1880
Gov. St John Topeka Kans
Dear Sir
There is twenty five of us here colored people here from Texas and are in destitute
circumstances and ask you to assist in the way of provisions untill we can get something
to do whereby we can earn a lively hood. Hoping you will give this special notice at once
Yours very Respt
Squire Kenny Jr
Coffeyville Kansas
Foreman of party
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Horatio N. Rust & Co.
Central Warehouse,
Chicago, Jan 15th 1870
Gov St John
Dear Sir
There is a man here about 30 years of age who has studied Medicine for two or three
years of & [XXXX] graduated not long ago. Says he can bring good names. He will go
to Topeka and work in the Hospital as long as needed as he says. I enclose a line to bring
me I told him I would write you and if wanted will pay to get him Transportation as that
is all he asks.
I think [XXX] approves he may be useful but not a man of much ability may be a good
nurse. John reply imidiately.
Respectfully Yours
Horatio Rust
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Chicago, Jan. 14 1880
Mr. H.N. Rust.
My dear Bro.
This is to introduce to you the [bearer] Daniel Adams, who is said to be a reliable &
worthy man, & who wishes to talk with you about going to Kas. & giving his services in
hospital work, [among] the refugees- Rev. O.D. Sheppard of the [XXX], M.E. Church
[XXXX] [XXX].
Truly Yours –Arthur Little
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Estemia [Sanders]Co Nebraska
Gov St John
Dear Sir having read a great deal about the poor Colored people[,] thought I would send
in my little mite – here is two dollars[.] Make use of it for them I think that several of
them could get good comfortable living in this part of the country[.] I [XXX] my part
would be willing to take a good Man and Wife
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to help me and Wife[.] I have to hire some help every year.
Respectifully Yours
W A [Early]
Address. Estemia [Sanders]
Nebraska
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T A. Simmons, Citronelle, Mobile County, Alabama to Governor St. John, January 18,
1880
Dear Sir
Mr. John P. St. John Governor of the State of Kan. I take the greatest opportunity of
writing you a few lines stating to you that I have wrote 2 leters to you sense I received the
much beloved present, in which you sent me by express, now just about the time I
received your letter, I were thinking probably that you could find something for me to do
when I reached or when I
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might arrive at Topeka Kansas. My reason that I would like to get something to do when
I arrive I have been told by the Dem. party that any man who went to the state of Kansas
they would get nothing to do at all so I am bound for Topeka the capital this spring so I
concluded that I would write again to you to try to get a letter from you before the first
day of March 1880. I think the more colored Republicans leave the south, will give you
more support in the state of Kansas for Vice President
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for the insuin election in 1880. I am doing all I can to get as many off by spring as I can
so as to make the fair cheap as possible. Governor please answer as soon as possible. I
[can't] do anything at present to get away from the South. My daily business at the
present is teaching public school at B. Meadow, Ala., but it dont give me but $25.00 five
[sic] per month. I have seen the statement in the papers that you were going to run for
Vice President.
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I were very glad when I found your name in the papers for if I am in the State of Kansas
on the day of election I shall cast my vote for Mr. John P. St. John. I hope that I will be
your humble servant & wait on you in your office after the election is over & you are
admitted to your seat at Washington. Nothing more at present hoping to here from you
soon
Your humble Servant
T. A. SIMMONS
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Chicago Ill Jan 20 1880
To Gov. St John
Many prominent men wish that you name a day next week when you will address a
public meeting to aid the cause. Please say if you can and when?
Horatio N. Rust
29 paid
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Watseka – Ill – Jan’y 20th 1880
Your Excellency
Gov. St. John
Topeka – Kan –
Enclosed find Dft on New York for $65.00 to be used by Mrs. Elizabeth Comstock for
the relief of the destitute colored refugees in Kansas.
Please acknowledge receipt – Very Truly
Nancy U. Larince – Treas. Watseka Relief Society for Kansas Refugees
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Horatio N. Rust & Co.
Central Warehouse,
Chicago, Jan 20th 1870
Gov J.P. St John
Dear Sir:
Your favor of 16 inst came to hand this morning and I am greatly pleased, it is just what I
wanted and will be of great use I shall have it published widely as soon as I get your
reply to the Telegram sent this morning. I know it will reach our people and help the
cause.
I am very anxious to get our organization started upon so broad a basis that we can meet
any demands the Exodus make from any direction. While our people have been slow to
start I am confident they will move strong as they get started. I have now gained several

influential men who did not see fit to inaugarate the movement. We are very anxious to
do what we ought to do and to have you come and
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help us as no one else can. I am confident we can get a large meeting. Ex Gov
Beveridge is interested and yesterday I met the Congregational Clergy at their Monday
meeting, they warmly seconded my plans and were urgent that you should come, such
men as Rev. Arthur Little, Dr. Goodwin Dr Noble & they want one Sunday in which to
give notice.
I learn that my friend Dudly Haskell is your Congressman. I knew him at Easthampton
Mass. Gen S Pomery is an old friend of my Father a relative each from Southampton
Mass[.]
I enclose Draft for $200.00 which amount has come into my hands, from different parties
for the Refugees. I hope we may soon have a great deal mon[.]
Yours with great respect
Horatio N Rust
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Mt. Morris, Mich. Jan. 21, 1880
Gov. St. John
Topeka, Kansas
Enclosed please find three dollars and 10 cents - $3.10 – Money order for refugees, this
amount being left after paying freight on three barrels of clothing &c shipped today to
Wm. H. Sharp of Chicago, the receipt of which I also [XXXX] here. Please let me hear
if the supplies and money reach you, and oblige. This contribution of clothing and
money comes from Mt. Morris & Geneses Mich. We understand that transportation on
from Chicago is free.
I shall advertise this call for aid for these suffering
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people as widely as possible.
We love to help Kansas as well in this great work of providing for so numerous and
needy a people.
I have just received the circulars sent by Mrs. Comstock, also some from the Secretary
and my friend, Mrs. Titans. These I shall send to friends in different towns throughout
the state, and a hearty response may be expected.
Very Truly Yours,
(Miss) A. Cornwell.
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The Inter Ocean. Chicago, Janry 21 1880
Gov John P St John
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find check for $50.64 for the Freedman’s Aid Society. I sincerely hope
it will help & relieve the poor suffering Refugees that have come a [XXX] – thir is the
[XXXX] of several small contributions that have come to The Inter Ocean – Please
acknowlege Receipt and oblige.
[Yours] [Truly]
[XX] [XXXX]
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Camden Landing
Jan 22nd 1880
Gov St John
Dear Sir
I take the liberty to write to you as I know you will be kind enough to answer this and
that you will do your best to help me. I am a young man not married yet and donot
expect to untill I have a home. I am staying hear with an uncle of mine but donot like
these swamps hear as they are unhealthy. Now I have but very little money but came
from a good family of hard workers and I understand farming pretty well although I have
been working in Hotels for the last five years and my health got so poor that I consulted a
doctor who said I must live in the country and I came down hear from the East three
months ago and thought of working in this State but the people are such a low class
besides
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their are no Schools or any thing for a young man to live in these swamps and what I
wish to have some land and make me a nice home in a few years that I can say I worked
for it and have something in return and my health and I hear from travelers that Kansas
is very healthy. Now Dear Sir I can work and I am very ambitious and would like to take
up a homestead and hope you will please be kind enough in writing to me and give me
particulars wich part is the best for the Markets and a Map of the State. Hoping I am not
trespassing upon your valuable time and that you will assist me you will confer a favor
upon one who is a hard worker and seeks a home. I remain
Your obedient servant
Q.J.B. Jche
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(P.S.) Please Address
Mr. Q.J.B. Jche

C/oWm. Camden
Desher Co Ark
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Experiment Hills Pa Jan 22, 1880.
Gov St John
Dear Sir
Please find enclosed fifty-cents in aid of colored refugees from the South Macknow
[XXXX] necessary.
Yours with great respect
Prof. Melville Malcom
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[XXXX] Illinois Jan 22nd ‘80
Gov. St. John –
Dear Sir,
Enclosed is a receipt from C.B.&I. R.R. for two boxes of clothing, consisting of men
women and children’s clothing, bedding &c which you will please apply to the relief of
suffering humanity. Also, enclosed you will find two dollars ($2.00) in cash. The goods
go free of charge as you will see by the enclosed postal from Mr. Rust -,
I am your Excellency’s Humble Servant – John Hossack.
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Central Warehouse,
Horatio N. Rust & Co.
Chicago, Jan 19 1880
Dear Sir – Please excuse delay. I got your goods ordered to go free by C.B.&I. And
ought to have written Sat. Mark all goods To Gov St John Topeka Kansas, “Relief
Goods” they will then go direct to Mrs. E.S. Comstock and get free transportation and
goods can be sent here to me free via C.B.&I. J,C,@ an other [XXXX] your agent was
instructed to send you direct free. I send circular. H.U. Rust
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Leight House Ogle Co. Ill. Jan 23,1880
To Governor St John of Kansas. Dear Sir enclosed please find Post Office order for
$15.00[.] The same is Money raised by Rev W.A. Cross from the congregation of Leight
House M.E. Church to aid the colored Refugees in Kansas.
Please receipt the same on the enclosed card
Yours Truly
James Nettleton

P.S. I send this to you for I don’t know how else to send it and trust you will see that it
reaches the fund for which it was raised. J.N.
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Oskaloosa, Iowa, Jan 24 1880
Gov St John Topeka Kansas: I write you to advise of the shipment of three barrels of
clothing for the benefit of the colored refugees. We send to you direct because we thus
get free transportation. Also please find inclosed a draft on Osk. Nat. Bk. For $16.00.
You will please acknowledge the receipt of all the above on receipt of same.
On behalf of Aid Comm. Of Oskaloosa Monthly Meeting of Friends
J.D. Yocum
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William Louis Brown, Wakeeney, Trego County, Kansas to Governor St. John, January
25, 1880
Dear Sir
I now seat my self to in form you a few lines to let you know that I am suferering very
much for a little aide. I trys all I can to take care of my self and family. I gets a little work
to do but not enough to boad my self. I came from Mississippi last March, 1879, and I did
not have but very little money when I came here and I spent that trying to make a crop
but did not make any thing becase it was so dry but if I can get something to eat to last
me untell I can make a crop I think 1 will be able to take care of my self.
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I am got old grond enough to make a very good crop if I can get seed to plant it. I would
slow some wheat this spring if I could get some but I have not no money to by wheat nor
corn with but if you will help me a little and charge me so much per cent. I will pay it as
soon as I can make something. I lives in graham Co. Sec. 34, township 10 S range 25 W.
I am a laborer and has 3 in famlay besides my sister and she boads [boards?] with me too
because here clame is joining mine. I would not complane to you but I can not make any
thing on my farm if I work out from home all the time and I cannot save not a cent to by
my seed with to plant. I am a colord man and works in Wakeeney
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but cannot make any thing[.] the rich men do not cear any thing for a pore colored man in
Wakeeney and if I ask some one that will help me I may starve for what they cear for
thay say that we black people has no business here[.] if you will have me a little to eat
and a little seed to plant a but 20 acres of old grond, I can make out. I wants to plant
about 5 acres in wheat and the rest in corn.
I toled you the last fourth of July and I toled you that I would stay in Kansas if I make
something to eat and I am trying to do so[.] no more at present I will close

Yors truly fren
WILLIAM LOUIS BROWN
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thay says here in Wakeeney that they stands with open hands and willing harts to awl the
poor but I tride very hard last fall to get some wheat to plant but I could not get any after
I had 15 acres of land awl reddy to plant but if you will please gave me a little to eat so I
may stay at home and plant a crop on my own land this year I will be able to take care of
my self but I has no money to buy not a seed to plant of any kind and if you will gave me
any thing pise send it by letter that I may get it[.]
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Walnut, Ill., 26, January, 1880
Dear Sir
Enclosed find two dollars that has been handed in to send to the Refugees, please dispose
of it for the same.
Yours truly
G.H.Burrell,
Walnut, Buriom Co, Illinois,
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Carrolton Carrole County State of Miss Jan 26, 1880
To his Excellency Gov. St. John of Kansas.
Dear Sir,
Please oblige me by sending me word, right away whether there will be any Excursion
trains to Winoma, Miss from Kansas, or to any of the stations on that road or not between
now or any time before the last of March, 1880, or the first of April. If no cars will there
be any boats on the river or not, and let me know what the price will be to go. Please let
me hear from you as soon as possible as we are anxious to find out and oblige.
William Johnson
Carrolton Miss
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Normal Ill. Jan. 26 – 1880
Gov. Jno. P. St. John Topeka, Kan.
Dear Sir;
Desiring some information in the way of opinions of leading men on the “Negro Exodus”
question. I address you since you must be interested in the question as under your
protection had the most of the refugees be taken themselves.
The questions is the one proposed for the debate at the Annual State Inter [XXXX]
Contest, and those of us interested desire to get all the information possible. Do you

think the migration will continue will continue till any great number of the Negroes have
left the South? What do you think to be the principal causes of the migration? What
effect do you think
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the migration will have upon the South?
Any information you can give will be thankfully received, and if you have any printed
matter, youwill send us, all cost will be promptly met by us.
Hoping I am not intruding upon your time and patience, I am
Very Respectfully,
Jno. H. Tear
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Pueblo, Colorado
January 27” 1880
Gov John P St John
Governor of Kansas
Dear Sir:
I inclose the poor man’s mite $5.00 for the poor enslaved refugees from the South. I
have lived among these people many years in the South, and the more I saw of them the
better I liked them.
If they have serious faults and blemishes of character they are not to blame for it.
God bless you and Mrs Comstock and all who are trying to raise and elevate these poor
Godforsakin – or rather man forsakin people.
Very truly yours,
E.E. Ryan
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Muskegan, Mich. Jany 27th 1880
To the Hon Gov St John Topeka Kansas.
Dear Sir: Enclosed please find PO money order for Thirteen 55/100 Dollars the amt
contributed by the Sunday School of the M.E. Church of this place for the benefit of the
Southern Negro Refugees.
I send this to you, because I did not know who else to send it to.
Please acknowledge the rec’t and oblige
Yours truly
John D. Follmer
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Watseka Ill Jan 25th 1880
Your Excellency, Gov. St. John, Topeka Kansas
Enclosed find Draft on [XXX] Bank for $5.00 to be used by Mrs. Comstock, for the
relief of the destitute colored people of Kansas.
Please acknowledge receipt – Very Truly
Nancy H. Lawrence
Trea. Watseka Relief Society for Kansas Refugees [Image 1401]
Rev. 0. W. Wright, Cause Station, Milam County, Kansas to Governor St. John, January
28, 1880
to the govner of Kansas[,] kind Sir I with plesure drop you these few lines to inquier of
you the [word unreadable] of imagrational of the collard peple to Kansas al so and the
advantedg & disadvantedg[.] our. peple has ben striving to evry advantredg they cold
[could?] here off to get up evry strive [sic] they fall 4 steps lower & as I am the precher
amoung the[m] they requier me to look [out?] for them & therefore i wish to here from
you[.] we here of so much in difranee & contray talk untell the collard pepel of Milam is
at a lost & as I beleve you will giv a correct methorde of the matter
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I drop you these few lines & kind sir as soon as you get this answer[.] we heard that there
was a proclamation ishared [issued] for nor more imagrant to come to Kancasas & again
hearde that Kancsas was all accomplise or ocopied & other degrating words in which giv
cold feling pupils[.] we are in a very disolated potion of the world & do not get the
political facts as they are isheard[.] then we wish to here from you the full & importancts
facts of the mater tho we hav ben back snated [seated] so often yet we are willing td giv
annother pul at the hill all[though] the hill is or apears very steep & so we wish to know
if that is the land that God has
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promies to them that is a fair [far?] off[.] nothing more at present[.]
I remain Trulee yours
Rev. O. W. Wright
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Marselles, Lasalle Co Ill, Jan. 30. 1880
Governor St John
Dear Sir

The good people of this town have made up for the relief of the colored immigrants to
Kansas several boxes of second-hand clothing &c. which we have shipped to your
Excellency to be disposed of by you as you see fit also an order for $5. accompanying the
same.
Yours Truly,
R.T. Alberty
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Southern Illinois Normal University,
Carbondale, Jackson Co., Ill., Jan/ 30th 1880
To Gov. St John.
Topeka Kansas.
Your Excellency,
Please find enclosed ten dollars toward the relief of colored immigrants.
Will you please tell me whether they are likely to make valuable citizens, and add to the
prosperity of Kansas or not?
Our students debate with those of the Northern State Normal on the Exodus question,
next month. This is my excuse for appending a question to my gift!
Yours, M. Rusk.
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1/31 1880
Dear Sir,
Will you please inform to whom letters containing money for the “Negroes of the
Exodus”, should be addressed. We can not send much, but we want it to go to the proper
person.
W.F.Moyer
Shill Rock, Butler Co. Iowa
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January 30/1880
[Mleountry] Co Ohio
Hon J St John
Enclosed you will find Draft for $8.00 for the benefit of the Col’d Refugees[.]
Yours T [Mleountry]
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Feb 2’1880
Gov St John,

Dear Sir
I have in my possession $26. of a collection raised by Reformed Presbyterian
Congregation, Clarinda Iowa. For the relief of Collord Refugies. Who is the proper
person to send it to?
Yours in behalf of the Collard people.
Wm. A. Wright
Box 309
Clarinda Page Co
Iowa
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Rock Falls Ia Jan 31/80
Gov St John
Dear Sir
I send you one dollar please use it for the Collard Refugees[.]
Yours Truly
T.W. Lane
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New Bedford, Mass.
1st mo 31. 1880
To Gov. St. John
Esteemed friend
I send herewith a check to thy order for $35.—a sum contributed by individuals here in
aid of the colored refugees in Kansas.
Some contributions of clothing and bedding may soon be forwarded to E.L. Comstock.
Please acknowledge receipt of this[.]
Thine Sincerely
Henry T Wood
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The Inter Ocean,
Chicago, January 31st 1880
Gov. John P. St John
My Dear Sir
Enclosed please find check for $174.25 for the Freedmen’s Aid Association. [XXX] this
sum of a [XXXX] of Duvall Contributions sent to The Inter Ocean for that purpose – the

names of contributors have been published in The Inter Ocean – We all have great
confidence in [XXXX] and she has [XXX] [XXXX] [XXXX] in her noble contri ----.
Please acknowledge Receipt and oblige.
Yours Truly
Wm [XXXX]
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1/31 1880
Dear Sir,
Will you please inform to whom letters containing money for the “Negroes of the
Exodus”, should be addressed. We can not send much, but we want it to go to the proper
person.
W.F.Moyer
Shill Rock, Butler Co. Iowa
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C. W. Rhodes, Meridian, Lauderdale County, Mississippi to Governor St. John, February
1, 1880
My dear sir
My dear friend please let me know whether the colored poeple are starving to death I hear
some say the colored people was freezing to death there[.] please send me the truth about
it I want to know[.] the colored want to go to Kansas Now they are awaiting on Congress
to see what [it or they] will do for them I think they ought to do something for the colored
people[.] they want to go to themsel[v]e to a country where they have [their] own officers
to rule them[.] please send the information Kansas for farming[.] the colored industial
people about work [sic] [T]hey will [work] for $12.00 a month or 10.00[.] they will do
anything to make [a] living out of[.] please return answer[.] please dont publishing this If
you [do I] will [be] in danger[.] Remember me
Yours affectionate
C. W. RHODES
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Office of Kidder, Peabody & Co.
40 State Street, Boston, Feb 2nd 1880
His Exclcy, John P St John, Topeka
Dear Sir
On the strength of Mrs. Comstock’s letter, wrote by you as to the suffering of the colored
refugees in your state, I today took the liberty of asking the officers of the Atchison
Topeka & Santa Fe RR to request the [XXX] [XXXX] in
[Image 1426]

Topeka to hand you $1000 to be distributed to aid the needy.
I hope you will have no objection to this and that in [asking] it rec’t you will kindly
inform me if more will be needed, and whether if I have more to send, You will kindly
see to its disbursement through [XXX] charities as will accomplish the most good.
Yours with much respect
H.T. Kidder
[Image 1428]
Galesburg Mich Feb 2nd , 1880
Governor St John
Dear Sir
Enclosed I send you one dollar for the benefit of the colored people, were I near enough I
would take one. From a child my heart has gone out to them in Sympathy. I thank God
that he has given them the right man in the right place to assist them in this their greatest
time of need.
The, well done good & faithful servant shall be yours –
Yours respectfully
Mrs. A.B. Jackson
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Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R.R. Co.
Topeka, Kansas, Feby 2 1880
Gov J.P. St. John, Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir
Mr H.P. Kidder of the firm of Mres Kidder Peabody & Co of Boston, has just telegraphed
me to hand you One Thousand Dollars as a contribution for the [XXX] of the colored
refugees in Kansas, which amount I had you by a Topeka Check [XXX].
Very Repy
E. Wilder
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Garden Grove Decatur Co Iowa Feb 2nd 1880
His Excellency Gov. St. John Topeka Kans.
Dear Sir
I have just read in the Inter-Ocean your letter to Mr. Horatio N. Rust. Enclosed is one
dollar which may perhaps be a little help to give the Suffering. If some of those refugees
had been here in the fall they could have had plenty of work. Hands were scarce and
farmers paid a dollar per day and board for corn husking.
[Image 1433]

There is a great demand for hands here during harvest and haying, and much hay and
grain is damaged and wasted for want of hands to save it at the proper time. Any one will
and anxious to work can usually find something to do here at all times. The main draw
back to any considerable numbers of those people coming here is for want of houses to
shelter their families. As soon as spring opens the M.I.& N. R-R will commence work on
the extension of their road from Corydon in Wayne County for Mr Ayer in Ringgold Co.
[Image 1434]
The C.B.& Y expects also to extend their branch South through Harrison County
Missouri.
Perhaps this might afford employment to some of the refugees.
Very Respectfully
Joseph Zook
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Feb 2nd 1880 Webster Taylor Co. [XX]
Governor St John Topeka Kansas
Der Sir – we ship you by Express to day about 75 yds of good Flannel tho the Colours
not so bright yet will suffice to make a few Refuges wimmen and Children Comfortable
in hope tho it is late in the Seasen – you Can turn them over to the relief assiation or any
way as Seames to you best wee Could not pay the Express Charges on the good not
knowing what it was . So you will pleas find Inclosed Two dollars for that perpes
thinking the goods may not be worth it Freight to you So you may not have much in
them.
We are yours Truly
Walker Feltner & Co
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Augusta Macon Co Ills Feby 2nd 1880
Hon John P. St John
Dear Sir
I See your letter in the Chicago Inter Ocean to H.V. Rust in regard to the Freedmen and
Requesting the People of Illinois to open their doors to those Colored people hunting
homes now. My object in writing to you is to know who to apply to in St Louis or if
there is a Relief Committee there that we could correspond with in order to have some 3
or 4 families sent to different places in Illinois. I can find good places for 3 or 4 family
near Decator Co. Seat of Macon Co. on farms at good large and I think that quite a
number of Families could find good places in this County. Will you please inform me by
return of mail or at your Earliest Convenience how I can go about getting them. We will
pay their Expences from St Louis & meet them in Decatur.
Hoping to hear from you I am Truly Yours
D.M. Adams, Augusta Macon Co. Ill

[Image 1440]
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
Leavenworth, Ks 3 Feb 1880
Have relief Committee to act whatever means desire transportation for thirty six refugees
to Salina
W.M. Fortescue
Paid
Respectfully referred to Mrs E.L. Comstock actg Sec’y Freedmens Relief Assn
W.H. Ward Private Sec’y
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St Charles Feb 3rd 1880
Mr St John Governor of Kansas.
Sir I sent you a Draft for Seven dollars, as a contribution by the Congregational Society
of our City to be applied to the benefit of the Refugees of your State.
Respt Yours
Jacob Veeder
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Feb. 3, 1880
Hon J. P. St. John
Sir –
Please find enclosed a check for $25. for the Freedmen. I thank you for yours of the 12
of Jan, I am glad to find to whom I can send a check that I make to the poor abused
people, I hope they may each [XXXX] escape from the bondage they have endured. I
wish to send them a check last summer, but would find no
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responsible person to send to would it not be well to publish in our papers, to whom
money & checks could be sent, I doubt not it would increase the sums sent =
With great respect
C.E. Boardman,
Gov St.John –
New Milford Conn Feb 3rd 1880 [Image 1447]
Strawberry Kansas Feb 4th 1880
Gov John P St John
My dear Sir,

Enclosed find one dollar to apply on the needs of the Exodus. Have courage for if the
rest of the union turns their backs on the Colored people we will [XX] and help them
some way. There are plenty of poor people in Kansas and some rich and what the poor
can’t do maybe the rich will help out.
Sincerely Yours
Samuel Hart
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George Davis, Kansas City, Wyandotte County, Kansas to Governor St. John, February
4, 1880
Mr. Gov St John i rite you a letter [to] state of [a] colunnee of fifty men and famly in
colunee to them selves satidaited [sic] of our [selves?] to come and to take govnnment
homestid land in south part of Kansas & govenor your honer please to let us [k]now by
this letter if you please whether we can take up govenment land[.] as soon as we can hear
from you & we are tole there [is] plenty of govnment land in the south part of Kansas We
this colunee has desire to send a committe to wate on you the[re]
[Image 1450]
We are now desire to [word unreadable] We are the poor immigrant from-the South &
we are hear and suffer and de sire[.] please write soon[.]
Your Truly
George Davis are one of the colunee[.] i hope Govener your honer you honer please be
glad to hear this colunee will be more than glad to hear from you & we are emigrants
from the South wheather we can git any ade Your honer we desire to [k]now wheather we
can git any ade from the governar of Kansas[.]
Please direct this letter to Wyandotte Pos office George Davis[.]
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Pike Co. Ill. Feb 4/80
Gov John P St John, Topeka Kan
Dr Sir
Enclosed please find a Money order from our P.O. for $21.35 which you will apply to
relieve the Colored Refugees now in Topeka Kan as I have Col. a part of this money from
my neighbors[.] Please acknowledge the receipt of it. I have some good neighbors that
do not read papers much they promise me they will contribute for the relief of
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these suffering Colored People as soon as they are convinced there is no Political selfish
trickery about it. Please send me some Printed articles such as you can handily to
enlighten these persons on the subject, and I think they will cheerfully hand me the
money for that very worthy humane object.
Very Resp Yrs

Samuel Reynolds
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R. I. Cromwell, Shreveport, Caddo Parish, Louisiana to Gov. St. John, February 5, 1880
Hon. John P. St. John Governor [of] Kansas
My Dear Sir
I thank you for the 2 Quarterly Report of the Kansas State Board of Agriculture, which
you sent me, and avail myself of the occasion to trouble you with another matter.
I consider myself unfortunate in never having had the pleasure of seeing you, or
corresponding with you. When I first noticed your acts and sympathy for my race in the
spring of 79, since which time I have reced several appeals from you to your race, to aid a
poor, freed, uneducated fleeing people to a country where they might be free and enjoy
the pursuit of happiness and political, and voting, prefferences.
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I am compelled to love you as my Countryman, Hon[or] you as a Statesman and trust you
as a good Republican.
I shall instruct the emigrants from North La. to go prepared to open farms and go to
work. North La. emigrants will go to southern Kan. There has [been] a colony gone to
Montgomery County near Independence.
There is a matter or, a proposition before Congress that we are all interested [in], and I
call your attention to it, that you may say something to your representatives in Congress
about it, the $5500 unclaimed pay of the negro soldiers. It should be appropriated, to help
the freed people upon the public lands in the States and Territories. I have written to
Senator Windom on the subject.
Yours truly, R. I. Cromwell
Grant & St. John, Pres. and Vice Pres.
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Rockford Ill Feb. 6. 1880
To his Excellency Gov. St. John
Dear Sir
Permit me on behalf of the Committee of ladies of our city to inquire through you to what
responsible person in Topeka or other needy point – they can consign clothing &c for the
Refugees of Kan – An early reply will greatly oblige the ladies – it seems a pity – to
trouble you with this small matter & I would not, did I not know your sentiments & the
claims of the cause – Very Truly
J.K. Fowler
Pastor 1st Pres Ch -
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Fredonia, Kansas, Feb 6th 1880.
Gov. J.P. St John
Dear Sir:
It may seem presumptious in me to assume the role of correspondent upon so eligible an
acquaintance with you, but you know that Governors are a sort of public property upon
whom the people feel authorized in inflicting no end of opinions and advice.
You perhaps do not remember that when I had the honor of an introduction to you at the
Cong Church in Topeka[.] I told you I had had in mind to call on you that day to talk
about the “refugees” – just as if you had not already been
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talked nearly to death on that subject!
Well, what I have to say can be put in writing & it will have at least two conspicuous
[merits] [XXX]
1st It will afford me an opportunity to exhaust your patience or consume your time in
“arguing the case” after I have said my say.
2nd If what I have to suggest is worth nothing to you, neither does it cost anything.
As near as I learn the question what shall we do with the great influx of the refugees
which will inevitably pour in upon us the coming season? is still an unsolved problem.
That the people of Kansas shall bear the whole burden is impossible. To depend on
private charities from abroad is, to say the least, unsafe.
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These people are property the wards of the General Government – of this nation, &
should be cared for as such as much as the Indians.
But, not to discuss the sources of relief what I had to suggest was simply a plan of
applying what ever means might be received.
It is not sufficient to give these people a temporary stopping place on their arrival in our
State. Places must be found for them to live and among the Thousands that will come
there will be very many who will have to be helped again and again through a series of
years.
In short this whole people have to be educated up to the capability of self support or that
work is not going to be accomplished in a day. We must calculate upon this.
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In [XXX] then of the proportions & the continued character of the work ought not that
plan of operations be entered upon at once which shall be the permanent one?
In other words, is it best to make the main points of rendezvous at our cities! Can we,
ought we with the [XXXX] who are almost at our threshold now? Let me make a
suggestion which I believe to be practicable, & which I believe if amid out will meet all
thwarts of the case.
Take one or two points on the lines of our railway when there is plenty of wood, water,&
coal accessible (or at least the first two) and establish colonies on the following plan.
Secure, for instance, a township of territory in a place, and then lay off
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first a town site. In this town site barracks sufficiently large to temporarily accommodate
any number which will be likely to need such accommodation at one time.
In connection with these barrocks have a storehouse where supplies shall be kept.
Lease lots to good men for store building & sell or give lots to such of the refugees have
means to build themselves houses and live in town.
Divide up the land around the town into small farms of 10, 20 & 40 acres each & get the
refugees on to them as fast as possible.
Provide a certain number of agricultural implements to be loaned or let to the people until
they are able to buy for themselves – one plow could be made to do service on
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a great many farms.
A few [XXX] should be provided for the same purpose. Then over all this there should
b a good capable superintendent who with the help of a steward and a physician could
successfully “run” the Community.
In this way, those who would fail if set down on a pieceof land & left to themselves –
would be helped and educated to self support. Vacant lands, all around, could be turned
over & put in cultivation by those “in [XXXX] “ under charge of the Supt. & made to
contribute to the general support & the land at the same time would be subduced for the
future tenant.

It would require somewhat of an outlay at first to start such a colony but the economy
would be man[Image 1465]
ifest in the fact that every dollar expended would be of a permanent instead of temporary
value.
Government ought to establish something of this kind [XXXX] both food and clothing
to the refugee until they get clothing to the refugees until they get to work. But if
government will not I believe the people of the east would contribute very generally &
very generously for this purpose.
Then the refugees instead of swarming into Topeka & Parsons could be sent straight
through to head quarters at the Colony & be put on the “highroad to fortune” at once.
I say these things because I have been told that colonization has been tried & does not
amount to much because the Negroes “starve out” when put upon the land. By this plan
they could be kindly & carefully held to their work until
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they could get a good start.
Now, as I said before, if all this is useless to you my intentions are good & I ask pardon
for taking your time to read this. But I trust it may not be wholly in vain.
“All of which is respectfully submitted”
Yours truly
P.W. Griffin
(P.S.) With this “Exodus” question on the Amendment to the Constitution before the
people we must certainly retain Your Excellency in the Guberatorial chair until they are
adjusted at least for as Mr. Lincoln said – “It is not best to swap horses while crossing a
river.”
P.W.G.
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Atchison Ks.
Feby 6,80.
My dear Sir:
My brother writes to me from Washington that the Republican members of the
Committee on the Exodus wish to be put in communication with witnesses from Kas.
from among the refugees from the Southern States, who can tell in a straight forward way
the causes of their discontent and the real reasons that induced them to migrate. You
have probably talked with their leader more than any other man in the State, and one

personally acquainted with the best people among them. I have referred him to you
among others, and have also advised him that I would communication with you. Will
you give your personal attention to the matter at once, and write to him or to Senator
Winslow stating what witnesses you would be able to supply – The committee would like
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15 or 20 witnesses in all – from the various Southern States – The Democrates on the
Committee are endeavoring to show that the movement was instigated by Republicans for
political designs, and they are anxious to get at the facts in the case.
Very truly
F.T. Ingalls
To Hon John P St John
Topeka Kas.
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Iowa City Iowa Feb 6th 1880
John P St John
Dear Friend
Thee will please find inclosed P.O. Order for Five dollars, which thee will use for the
relief of the refugees, coming into your state. Send card that may know this has been
received.
Thine Truly
E.T. Whitacre
[Image 1471]
Feby 6th 1880
Sir
Enclosed herewith I send check for $5.00 which please use for the relief of Colored
refugees in Kansas.
Respectfully
C.F. Ballou
102 Greenwich
New York, N.Y.
Gov. J.P. St John
Topeka Kansas
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Phila Feby 7/1880
Hon John P St John
Gov of Kansas
Topeka
Dear Sir

Please find enclosed $50. for the Col Refugees friend, the receipt of which please
acknowledge & oblige.
Yours Respy
BH Bartol
1012 Passywink Ave
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R. J. Clemens, Randall, Jefferson County, Arkansas to Governor St. John, February 8,
1880
Mr John P St John i take this oppitunity of informing you a [by?] this letter that i want to
here of yor State that i have [heard] that yor State is a free State and I would like to here
from your State and all of we collored people and we would like to live in yor State but
we have no money to cone Mr. John P St John the Denocrats says that yor State is knot a
free State and and write to [me] what kind of State is Kansas Please help [me] to come to
yor State Send me a little money
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John P St John i an the porest Republican in Arkansas[.]
Yor Frie[n]d
Mr R. J. CLEMONS
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Tonica Feb 9/80
Dear Sir
The people of this place are talking of doing something for the refugees of Kansas, but
there is a difference of opinion concerning their needs. Please let me know by return
mail what is most needed by them.
Yours
Thos Doney
Tonica Ills
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Princeton, Launuales Pa Feby 9 1882
To His Excellency Gov. St. John
State of Kansas
Dear Sir:
Enclosed find draft of $35.00 on New York, being a donation of Centre Congregation of
the United Presbyterian Church in the [XXXX] of Beaver Valley, and is sent to you for
use of the colored population now coming to your Sate, i.e. those [XXXX] the “Exodus
people,” and sent to you by [XXXX] to be used in aid of sufferers - and to be by your
dispersed of as experiences seem best. Please send receipt for same.
Very Respy A.E. Alford
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Waveland Indiana
Feb 9th 1880.
Gov J.P. St John
We would like to give a little to help to feed the hungry. We have been much interested
in your letters in the Inter Ocean and not knowing the address of the Offices of
Freedmans Aid Association we thought best to write and enclose what we have to send,
to you, and would thank you to hand it over to those in charge. We send for the benefit
of the Needy Colored refugees a Post office order for Three dollars. Two dollars sent by
Mary S. Little. One dollar sent by Mrs. Sallie Milligan. We would like to know that it is
received all right. Please let us hear by mail or through the Inter Ocean.
Very Respectfully Yours
Mary S. Little
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Laban Mitchell Co Kansas
Feb 9th 1880
Governor John P St John.
Hin Sir. Hoping you will not weary of the oft-coming of the “impertinate Widow”. I
presume again to address you, and if I do weary you or trespass on important time you
have only to say so and I will submit – without – a murmur, but it does seem to me, if I
‘hold my peace the [stones] will cry out.” I thank you for the Kind response to my
temperance letter also for the letter from A M Richardson. I was much encouraged and
did what I could to have an organization [effected] but the people in this section are in
apparent slumber on the subject and the place of our gathering is three miles away
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and my health is so poor that it is impossible for me to reach it in cold weather in the
evening. A meeting was appropriate then and a minister whom I engaged to organize a
society met two persons there, but I trust it may be a little [XXXX] which will work
something [XXXX]. Report says you are to hold a mass meeting at Cawker City in
March, if God wills. I hope to be there, and to see a thorough work in Mitchell County.
Our hopes in regard to the election franchise for [some] seems likely to be realized
though some of the many bills before Congress and we may yet have the priviledge of
voting on the temperance question in Kansas.
I come now to another subject which had been revolving in my mind since I was ten
years old and that is how can I be of service
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to my brethren and sisters of a darker hue: at that age a book entitled “The testimony of a
Thousand Witnesses or [XXXX] Slavery as it is,” fell into my hands and as all around
me were of pro-slavery [XXXX]. I hid it in an out house until I had read it through,
from that day until this I have been a radical abolitionist and also a warm friend of the
Indian. The ambitions of my life has been to be a missionary among these two classes,
but home [XXXX] has kept me for years and home duties keep me now so that the only
[XXXX] pent up fountains of my soul finds it through the channels of pen and prayer.
And oh how thankful I am for these though I have to be bolsted up in bed much of the
time when using the pen as I am at this writing, and we can pray
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anywhere you know and under all circumstances.
I have been watching very closely the proceedings of these two races and the dealings of
our government with them. How strange it is they are approaching each other and how
barbarously for a christian nation with few exceptional instances they have been treated.
And now the question comes what can be done to benefit them most? While lying here
reading these thoughts I conceived the idea of starting a [XXXX] where they might both
be taught to work, as well as book knowledge, or everything that we would teach our
children. Then the question of finances come up and it occurs to me, perhaps
Government would take the [makers] in hands and then we would be sure of success.
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And where on any free soil has their been so many interests for both races, contended for
as in Kansas, and is not this the spot to set them up for themselves and start them out to
civilize and christianize their own races. There is a radical reform church being built
three miles south of here and it is a good place to build up a small town some steps
already have been taken in that direction and the minister who was to organize a
temperance society has spoken of starting a normal school and teaching the Indians and
Africans in it. There is eighty acres a beautiful site for the school that can be had if
bought within the next two weeks, for $800.00. I have been
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making every effort in my power to raise the money and have calculated to donate a part
for the school building but so far without success. When I failed in this, the next step
[presented] to my mind was to appeal to you, also to Secretary Schurg, and the President,
which I shall do immediately after this is written. I hope God may favor the project and
make it a success. I leave it with you for the present and feel the responsibility thus far
remains from myself, believing you will do what seems best. Anything you may suggest
that I can do, or get anyone else to do, I will respond to with all the ability I possess.
With a prayer that the All [XXXX] guide you I subscribe myself your humblest subject
–
Mrs L T Hatch McKune

[Image 1489]
Atchison Ks.
Feby 9.80.
My dear Sir –
Mr Trunnell of Wyandotte writes me that “Pap Ligleton” would be just the sort of man to
get to tell about the Exodus and that you probably know his whereabouts. I hope that you
will be able to find the material that the Committee needs that they may learn the true
inwardness of the movement. I see that you are becoming [famous]. A letter of yours
about a man who was said to have had his hands chopped off (!!)down South has
appeared in the London Times. I understand that you are to speak at Atchison soon on
Temperance. I hope that it will not be on the 22nd inst as I have arranged to be
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out of town that day on an exchange and I have never yet had the pleasure of hearing you
speak while you have had a chance at me a good many times, and I am very anxious to
hear you. But don’t fail to come, and don’t be disappointed if you are [XXXX] and
black [XXXX] by a certain portion of the press & the public.
Very trly Yours,
F.T. Ingalls
To Hon. J.P. St John, Governor
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Newburgh State New York
Feb 10/1880
To Gov John P. St John
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find money order for Ten dollars to be used for the benefit of the negro
emigrants from the South.
Respct Yours
John D Garrison
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Feb. 10, 1880.
Dear Sir: Rev. Jas. Suggs presented the claims of 11 Colored Refugees to my
Congregtion Sunday evening, 8th inst. Nearly $30 was contributed for their relief, that in
his hands. At his request some clothing has also been sent in, & we can get more, if there
is an urgent necessity for it. Please let me know their present needs, and also give
particular directions as to the proper address to which the clothing shall be sent.
Very respectfully
Wm Taller, Paster Civil Ch.
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Harrison Station, Yolabusha Co, Miss. Feby 10th 1880
To the Excellency of Gov St John, Tirpeca, Cansas
Dear Sir,
Will you be so kind and obliging as to inform me whether there would be any chance of
procuring labor from the Collored immigrants to your State or not. I called upon a very
prominent Collored Man on yesterday R.J. [XXXX] of Coffeeville [XXXX] who
informed me that the “Col” emigrants whom were without means of your State were in a
destitute condition, & think he was satisfied that I could get as many as I wanted to
supply our Co. but I had better [XXXX] with you before making a move in that
direction[.] So you would
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do me a great favor to let me hear from you immediately in regards to this matter. I will
further say that I will personally responsible for their good treatment & can give
[XXXX] to that effect if desired by them. We probably would want [XXX] three
hundred.
Hoping my dear Sir that I may hear from you soon
I am Very Respectfully Yours Obt Svt, W.S. Brett
Address
Harrison Station
M&I RR Miss
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New York Tribune, New York, Feby 10, 1880
Dear Sir:The enclosed money was received from the following persons Mrs O.N. Stillman
Westirly Rd $5. contributed to aid in securing homes for the Blacks.
V.Y. for Yellow Fever sufferers 1.
X. Marrick N.J. .50 Total $6.50
As the yellow fever has disappeared we thought it best to forward the letter balance to
you to aid the Negros
Very truly
The Tribune
Nattie Tuttle
To Governor St John
Topeka Kansas
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Clayton Co Iowa
Edgewood – Feb 11th 80
Dear Sir

Enclosed find Five dollars for the relief of the Collared Reffuges in your State.
Yours Truly
N. G. Platt
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New Bedford, Mass, 2nd mo 11th 1880
To Gov. J.P. St. John
Honored friend
Today I have received thy favor of 7th inst acknowledging receipt of $35. in aid of the
colored refugees in Kansas.
With this I send a cashier’s check for $56.50, contributed by benevolent individuals for
the same purpose. Please acknowledge receipt.
It is cause of much satisfaction to the friends of this unforunate class that they are so
kindly received in Kansas and that the people of that State including their honored
Governor are willing at some sacrifice to afford them shelter and protection.
With sincere regard, I am
Henry T. Wood
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Keokuk Iowa February 12th 1880
Gov St John
Governor of the State of Kansas
Having read in the Chicago inter Ocean, at different times your philanthrophic and noble
appear to the liberal and generous people of the North it is a call in which I feel myself
very much interested, and I trust many feeling and Christian hearts will respond and aid
you in the severe trials, with which you are associated in getting supplies and occupation,
for all those unfortunate, destitute and homeless emigrants that is crowding in upon your
young state, you have my sympathy, if that will do you any good you are welcome to it. I
have no money nor property to offer you, I am a poor man, and an exile, having been
banished from home by an exacting creditor, according to Law, Less Justice
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and humanity in a severe Winter season with snow on the ground, and some of my little
ones had their feet frozen. I have a wife and 6 small children and have no home except
that of a pilgrim. I wonder about from place to place and try to make a living for my
family, which I have not been able to do for some years, but still we live in an honesrt
way. – but my unknown compatriot I hope you are not getting weary over the things I
have written concern my case. I have heard it said that misery likes company but I
declare it is not so in my estimation for I am not miserable, I am otherwise, and am
satisfied with what the Lord will give me, it was my intention the time I began to write

you this letter, that it should be by way of giving you some consolation, but it seems to
me I am a long time getting at it, and now my noble friend I will tell you in the sincerity
of my heart, that in the month of April 1863, I had a vision delivered me by a messenger
from the Lord God of heavon, but I cannot go into details in giving a full account in this
letter for that would take too long, but I know that the messenger that was sent to me
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came from God, and as soon as he touched my flesh I became changed, he took me right
into heaven in the spirit and he showed me some things as they are in heaven, and I do
not expect that he showed me all, but I became filled with Language in so much that there
seemed to be no end to the things that I could speak, and that happiness, and joy and
glory that is in store for the righteous beyond the grave, and also for those whom the
Earth shall not receive is unspeakable, for tongue can not tell it, neither can I write it in
this Language or any other Language, for no mortal eye can behold such unspeakable
happiness as there is in the Kingdom of God and I said to myself while I was there if I
owned the whole world I never could be so happy as I was then, and the last thing that he
showed me in heaven was the book and I saw the whole world and I testify that the world
could not contain the books then he took me out of heaven to show me the things that is
to come upon the Earth but I have forgotten much, for I have had a great deal of trouble, I
am all broke up but not broke down, and I can only write such things as I remember.
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The first thing that I remember after I came back to the Earth, there came to me a man
and he was not a white man, neither was he very black but he was of that race, his eyes
looked redish his face looked weather beaten and care worn, I asked him where he was
going, he did not know, he want to find a home for his people, his clothing was new, he
did not travel by any road but went across hill and vale, and his course the time he left me
was a little south of west and he had the power of attraction over all the black race of the
south, and I saw the cord stretched and it seemed like at was from the southeast towards
the northwest. The next thing I saw the steamboats carrying those people from the south,
and one of the boats had a stern wheel and that was turning, and the boats had flags on
fore and aft and amid ships and I do not remember that I saw any of those people travel
by any other conveyance except steam boats, now my friend I shall not write anymore of
my vision in this Letter but there is much more off it, and the rest is to come, and him that
held me and showed these things had his hand on my head about 4 hours, and I have
ponder with over these things in my own secret heart many thousand times, and I see
some of my vision is being fulfilled my faith has become strong that all the rest will
come, wherefore my friend be of good comfort for it is decreed by the Lord God of
heaven and even so it shall be, farewell[.]
Loren Clemenson
[Image 1508]
Oswego Center Feb 12th 1880

Dear Sir, I inclose a draft of five Dollars for the colored suffers in your State please
except this and may the Lord reward you labor and sympathy for the oppressed race[.]
Yours E.W. Huntington
[Image 1510]
Central warehouse Chicago Feb 12th 1880
Gov J.P. St John
Dear Sir
Tomorrow I hope to send you a circular showing what we have done towards a
permanent organization. It has taken considerable time and effort to do this but the
officers have all consented to [XXX] before being appointed.
I hope now to reach and get more money also to provide homes for many of the
Refugees. Among our farmers, we have applications for 30 or 40 men but do not know
what to say to each application. If we could land them at Cairo and save express it would
be well. I fear we cannot depend upon the society in St Louis or that we can get help
from them or better still from Cairo. We shall spread the circulars freely now and help
for a generous response. We sent a car
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load of lumber last Monday and shall send a car of clothing &c today. I am hear from
you as often as is convenient of the progress of the Exodus and will keep all such items
before the people by our daily Paper and circulars. The mass of the people are very
ignorant of the Exodus as yet and all are astonishing indifferent.
Whenever you can see the time to come and address a public meeting here we will be
very glad to make the arrangements and believe it will do good here.
[XXXX] I am obliged to go to Indiana shall visit Indianopolis and say something of the
Exodus then. I shall be away about one week[.]
Our arrangements now will put circulars in all the vicinity and we will reach as far as we
can.
Very Truly Yours
Horatio N. Rust
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Feb 13th 1880
Governor St John
Sir I saw an appeal for the Negroes in the Inter Ocean I enclose five dollars for their
benefit yours respectifully Joseph Chapin Felix Warren County Iowa.
[Image 1515]

Elwood Ill. Feb 13th 1880
Gov. St. John
Dear sir,
Please accept the inclosed check for five dollars, to be used for the benefit of the
Southern Refugees. We heartily sympathize with you in your work & would like to do
more if we could.
Yours truly
Mr & Mrs C.A. Kelley
Elwoodville Co Illinois
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Battle Creek Mich Feby 13/80
Gov St John
My Dear Friend – I am truly Delighted when Mrs. F. Titus is [relating] to us the noble
work that you are doing in behalf of suffering Humanity in doing so Angels in Spirit Life
are with you and your Record here in Efforts to [relieve] the Suffering will Ever be
Remembered by those who shall [pass] the [XXXX] to the Spirit Land with undying
Humanity and your [XXXX] Laborers [&] yes Millions yet unborn will bless you & all
who Lend a helping hand in the [Rightciousness]. I am now [XXX] [X] Those years. I
[XXX] took back with pride [XX] my [50] years of War on [XXXX] Slavery. When
[Freedmen] clothed & hid the poor [XXXX] fugitive from the Ruthless grasp.
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This Brief was read Referred and printed in House Journal, but as Woman is by marry
considered of no account. Love to be the Slave of man. I could not get my Bill through
“policy’ men Defeated it but Shall Keep at it & hope to succeed.
H. Willis
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W. N. Haywood, Manhattan, Riley County, Kansas to Gov. St John, February 14/ 1880
1 recvd your kind letter of the 12 and was glad to hear you give, my application be foor
the freedmans relief. I hope you will give your side as much is in your power that we
may be suplide and as soon as posbal there are:five more th[eir] names [are]
Ed Brown T Adkin[s?] Henry Holins Hickman [sic]
Much Regard W. N. Haywood
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State of Massachusetts
North Brookfield Feby 15” 1880
To his Excellency Gov St John
Dear Sir,

My spirit is stirred to its deepest depth by the reading of an Article in the Witness on the
state and needs of the Refugees in Kansas, and I venture to address a few lines to you
with the feeling that you will accept it as a desire on my part to farther inform the people
of Massachusetts of this great need. The mass through readers and ignored of it. Now
Honored Sir we are liberal, we are wealthy, we have
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strong sympathy with suffering and I feel we are ready to help. I wish all papers would
copy your letter to Mr Rust. I wish I could get it. I think that a grand way to stir us up –
and another is to have Our Governor request every Minister to read some Appeal from
the Pulpit – and request his people to aid. What is your opinion? Your signature will do
much to help on the work –
In this My Town [XX] on at work, but oh how slow the wheels move – our Ladies “all
are so busy” so many calls on their time and [XXXX], but still we are making bedding
and clothing. I have worked hard to get it off early, but it
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will come some time – one of the oldest and largest shoe & boot manufacturing in the
World are here, how I long to open the Hearts of the Company to send large shoes to
your poor sufferers – what medicine is most needed: while I was among the sick and
needy four years in Georgia & Florida [warming] [remedies] were most used by me and
with the best results also [quieting] – I know something of Mrs Comstock’s labors and
many times I wish I were at liberty to assist in Ministering to the sick and needy – but for
eight yrs I have staid home and take care of my aeged Parents. My almost helpless father
86, and mother 78 but with all my
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cares and labors – May a [XXX] goes from my humble home freighted with clothing
and bedding for the poor in the south – and to students in the schools. Oh: how I long to
learn they are supplied & will help perhaps a line from you would have good effect. The
Church the ones here who feed the hungry, clothe the naked – shall we not open our
doors to these people – will they not take the place in our Kitchens of the Bidder who so
put us there?
I am often asking myself what will grow out of this. Is not the hand of the Lord in it?
I close hoping you will condesend to address a line to me, a poor Girl and address me
Miss Abbie W Johnson, North Brookfield Mass
[Image 1527]
Victoria Feb 15th

Governor St John
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find five dollars to help feed the Lords poor black sheep.
May He punish the wolves who have torn them and bless you and your work Prays your
friend
B P Temple
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R. F. Beaver, Dallas, Dallas County, Texas to Governor St. John, February 16, 1880
Kind Sir I seat my self in great trouble to ask you for a favor, and tell you of my trouble
and that is this. I want to come to Kansas, but I am owing some debts, and the white
people says I cant sell my place untell they are settled. I offered to sell the place for a
wagon and team and thay says if I do they will follow me and take them away from me,
and I dont know of no one else in the world to write to for instruction but you, and if you
please tell me
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what can be done a bout sutch things, this all is -done in Leon County, and there is where
my place is, and I have left my family there and started to Kansas but if there is any way
to re deem them from there. I would ruther cro back and bring them with me and so r will
remain hear iniDallas untell I get an answer from you, and so I will.close by asking you
to write soon.
Yours with respect,
R. F. BEAVER
[Image 1532]
Quincy Ills.
Feb 16th 1880
Gov. John P. St John,
Dear Sir,
Enclosed please find $5.00, five dollars for the relief of the colored refugees of your state
Yours truly
Mrs Emma A. Cyrus.
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Feb 1880 [17]
Gov. St. John, Topeka
Dear Sir.
My brother has very unexpectedly rented his farm so I am obliged to countermand my
offer in my letter of the 8th inst. I am very sorry but will try & collect clothing & send to
Mrs. Comstock for them.

Respectfully
Alice P. Killen
[Image 1536]
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R.R.Co.
Edward Wilson, Treasurer
Topeka, Kansas, Feby 17 1880
Hon. J.P. St John
Governor State of Kansas
Dear Sir,
Five Hundred .00 – I take pleasure in handing you Topeka Check for $500.00 – a
contributions to the colored refugees by Mrs Joseph [Nickinas], B.P. [Cherry], I.T.
[Parson], A. [Spenser], [XXXX], [XXXX], [XXXX] Directors of our Road in Boston
Mass.
Permit me to suggest that acknowledgement to them be sent through Mrs. Thos [XXXX]
President Boston Mass
Very Truly
E. Wilson
Treas
[Image 1538]
The Bellevue, 17, Beacon Street, Boston
Feb.18, 1880
Dear Sir,
Hoping to find opportunity to discuss in the Boston Monday Lectures [XXX] the Negro
Exodus. I write to ask whether you can furnish me with a few [specimens] of the passbooks, receipts & accounts,
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brought from the South by the refugees & showing what extortion they have suffered.
When I was in Topeka last May, I understood that
[Image 1540]
you had a bushel or so of these documents.
I had the honor forward to you a copy of the [XX] defendant with a Morton address of
mine in it – on the Exodus. About 100,000 newspapers
[Image 1541]

copies of the Monday Lectures & [preludes] are now printed weekly. I will try to do as
much good as possible with any fresh information you [XXXX] send me.
Yours Most respf
Joseph Cook
Gov. St. John, Topeka, Kan.
[Image 1542]
Offices of the Daily, Tri-Weekly Press
Philadelphia, Feb. 18, 1880
Dear Governor –
Isiah Beuner [XXX] [XXX] of Hastings, Pa has handed me one dollar for application to
the pantry the colored refugees in Kansas.
I enclose the note. Please acknowledge receipt to him directly or to me.
Very Respf
E. McFerson
Ex. [XXXX]
Gov John P. St John
Topeka, Kansas
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Feb 20, 1880
His Excellency
Gov St John
Topeka Kan
Inclosed please find Five Dollars for the benefit of the Colored refugees.
I came in contact with thousands of the poor Negroes while in the Army, and never
received any thing but kindness from them and now it surely will not become me to be
found ungrateful.
Hanover, Washington Co Kan Feb 20th 80 A.E. Coleman
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[XXXX] NY
Haines Falls, Catskell Mts
Feb 20th 1880
To Gov. St John
Dear Friend
Seeing a piece printed in the Christian Advocate last Summer (not the one I send you).
Speaking of the course you took in regard to the Southern refugees, in not encouraging
them coming but doing all you could do for those that did come, led me to take an
interest in your and their welfare and to send to you my mite for them last month.

And now while so many are sending their money in such larte amounts to Ireland, I am
afraid that the poor colored
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people will be forgotten and that Mrs Comstock and those that are trying to keep them
from starting until Spring comes and they can get work will have more than they can do.
The thought occurs to me of a plan that perhaps may if acted upon may be the means of
bringing some help – it is this: for Mrs Comstock to write a letter to Rev Joseph Cook of
Boston (who is giving lectures there to thousands and those lectures are printed in the
Christian Advocate and thousands more read that). Telling him how much the colored
people need help and how you are trying to help them giving him a true statement of the
case. And asking him if he would not in some one
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of his lectures mention the fact that they need help so badly, and although they may not
take up any collection there. It will be letting the public know the facts of the case and
may lead Christian People to give their Prayers and money in behalf of so good of cause.
Ane I think it would be a great help to it if the Gov would write a few lines in her letter in
at the same time, telling him what Mrs. Comstock is doing and that she can be depended
on to carefully use any money that may be sent her.
If you should see fit to adopt this plan and should find that it may the means of helping
them at above future day I should be pleased to know it –
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About March 1st I expect some money and to send in my mite and my prayer is that God
will bless all that are working in so good a cause both [XXXX] and spiritual and put it
into the hearts of a great many to give, and that it will result in great good to the State.
Very Truly Yours
C.W. Haines
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Thomas A. Simmons, Citronelle, Mobile County, Alabama to Gov. St. John, February 20,
1880
Dear Sir
Mr. John P. St. John In answer to your kind favor I must confess that your letter I
received afew days ago give [sic] me much satisfaction in regard of the colored people
leaving the South with out means to aid themselves, I do not think that any I have
influence with will come depending on the government to help them at all, as I told them
I knew that you being Gov. of the State of Kansas knew all about the matter and the great
need of the colored
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people in the southern States.
Dear Sir, although I hope that You will find something for me to do at the Capital
government business, I expect to bring my recommendation when I come there, so if you
can find any thing for me to do, I feel like of course that you would want a
recommendation. Just send me word in your next letter. I can get recommendation[s]
from white and colored also. I would like.„to get something to do when I get there for
awhile. I will have a little money but I would like very much tooget something that I
could do for a few months. It would be a great addition to me, so I will not say any thing
else
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at present although I hope I will here [sic] from_you in a.few days. Please excuse me for
troubling you so very much, flease let me know immediately. I want to try and reach the
state of Kansas before the fresident:[-ial] election if possible I would suggest to you
please do not fail to attend to it for me. Any good I can do you when I arrive at the capital
in regard of being your waitman. I am your humble servant, so good by hoping to here
[sic] from you soon.
Your humble servant
Thos. A. Simmons
[Image 1554]
Medford near Boston. May 21st 1880
College Hill P.O. Middlesex Co: Mass.
To His Excellency, John P. St John, Governor of Kansas
Dear Sir,
Please find enclosed a check for $100.00/ One Hundred Dollars/ payable to your order, to
be used for the needs of your wards, the Colored Refugees. Of this amount contributed,
$80.00 and my friend Miss Porter $20.00.
My apology for troubling you with the matter personally is, that it permits me to express
what has long been my inten[Image 1555]
tion and desire to do /viz/ to express my grateful and profound regards for your brave,
and devoted efforts in behalf of these victims, of Southern oppression and Southern
Madness. In 1856, my noble Husband was working without rest eighteen hours out of
the twenty-four, to secure the [XXX] of Kansas from the clutch of the Slave-holders
little dreaming that the day would ever come when the Slaves themselves would be
seeking an Asylum within its hospitable borders.

With the emmersing instinct of them will they [XXX] for protection to the State
[XXXX] with blood in its protest against Slavery.
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True to her heroic record Kansas had honored that trust, with a generosity, and warm
hearted devotion from of her own experiences of Suffering. May I tell you that the
Mother of Miss Gordon, and myself, [XXXX] the town of Medford on the Summer of
1856, and obtained through own efforts Five Hundred Dollars, in aid of the Free State
Settlers as they were then called. It in a dead and alive old town, and it was hard work,
the wealth which was and is great was [XXXX] on the side of Slavory or at least, letting
Kansas fight her own battles by no means understanding that she was fighting the battles
of Massachusetts, and of the entire
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Republic. It would be difficult to tell you how interwoven with my life, is the entire
history of Kansas, from its first settlements. A Colored Man from your State was my
substitute in the great war from which Gov Andrews gave me honorable discharge: and
my interest in its welfare can only end with my life.
I will thank you to acknowledge the receipt of the check and my address is always Mrs
George L. Steams College Hill P.O. Middlesex Co. Mass.
I have the honor to be with high Regard. Truly Yours, Gov St. John. Mary E. Steams.
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Moses Douglass, origin undetermined ..
to Governor St. John, February 21 (12?), 1880
St John We is hear:, in got to letter fom your com tuday the 3 from La[.] no work to do
expintion veary heaver bok us up[.] not have money nor eat Wright to me as soon
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as you get this letter[.] help us if you can[.]
Wright MOSES DOUGLASS
[Image 1560]
Feb 21, 1880
Governor St John
Dear Sir – I inclose Five dollars for the Poor Collared people of your state & may the
blessing of almighty God go with it. I lived in Kansas over five years & so Yours
Respectifully
J.H. Castle

Faragut Fremont Co Iowa
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Cincinnati Feb 21, 1880.
Gov St John
Dear Sir,
I take the liberty of enclosing herewith for your disposal check in Am. [XXX] Bk New
York for $100.00 to aid the relief of the colored refugees in your State.
Respectifully Yours
S. Fosdick
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Beaver Dam Feb 23 1880
Gov St John of Kansas
Dear Sir,
Please except a P.O. Order for $104.00 being collection taken by the Churches for the
benefit of the Col.d Refugees in Kansas.
Very Respectifully Yours
G.B. Chatfield,
Treasurer of Baptist Church, Beaver Dam, Wis
[Image 1566]
Paw Paw Mich Feby 23rd 1880
To His Excellency Gov St John
Dear Sir
I have watched with great interest the moble work that you are doing for the refugees and
have felt like helping you – I did publish the appeal of your relief society in our County
paper with an appeal also written by myself & urged the people to give but it met with no
response – Had I not then ben so tied down by other duties I would have raised means. I
had hoped that some one that could would feel drawn out to this work but none have
done it – Last Saturday I went to our Count Seat & consulted with some of our leading
men about it – Our man who was formerly our representative in our state legislature & is
not an aspired
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for gubernatorial honors from a granger stand point – seemed to be very ignorant that you
needed help there reading regularly 20 papers he said – He insists that unless you made a
proclamation calling officially for help he could not consider that there was any cause for
action – I found other public men acknowledged the necessity of immediate action &
promised help if it was called for – Now I propose if it is necessary to give some of my
time to this matter by holding meetings in different parts of the county & inviting the

people to give, If I had your personal statement of your present need it would be of great
service.
It looks as though you would not be able to provide work there for all that need it – I
presume many could get Employment in Michigan if they were here but as to the wisdom
of their coming here upon the [guess] so I am not able to determine –
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I am myself in need of a good farm hand but I have to be so particular about the character
of the man I employ on the account of my children that I find it difficult to supply myself
as I need from these colored people should be glad to help them this way –
Now will you please to write me at once so that I may know what to do.
May the Lord Bless you & the good work in which you are engaged
I am Yours Respectfully,
D.W. Abrams
P.S. Please name what is needed most
D.W. Abrams
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Kensett Feb 24th 1880
Gov St John
Honored Sir
Enclosed please find one dollar in aid of the collared People – We are Poor But Send our
Mite.
Yours Truly
Unknown -[Image 1571]
Philadelphia, 2 MO. 24, 1880
Governor John St John
Topeka Kansas –
Respected friend –
Enclosed please find dft 50.00 on NY for relief of Suffering Colored people from the
South.
I would enquire whether this movement is owing [XXX] to the appreciation real and
prospective from the whites – or to the flattering and deceptive prospects held out by
[XXXX] agents – or to a sudden impulse to move because others have moved.
Thy friend
Thomas Elkinton
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Middletown Conn Feb 24th/80
Gov. St John, Kansas
Dear Sir
I enclose Drft to your Order, Twenty Dollars to aid the Colored Emigrants. $10. of
which is contributed by Mrs Elijah Lucas of this city and $10. by myself. Please apply it
as proposed and send me receipt.
Very Respectfully Yours
Jesee G. Baldwin
Mrs Elijah Lucas
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R. G. Chiles, Richmond, Henrico County, Virginia to Gov. St. John, February 25, 1880
To His Escellency Gov. St Joun
Dear Sir
As a spirit of inquiry has been aroused in our community in reference :to the condition of
the colored people who have left the South for Kansas, and as the press from time to time
contain terrible descriptions of the suffering and destitution of the colored emigrants to
your State, we a committee appointed by a large and influential gathering of the colored
people of this city to inquire into the truth or falsity of the alleged suffering endured by
these emigrants most humbly take the liberty to correspond with you on the subject. We
would be deeply indebted
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to your Excellency for any information you could forward us on the subject. Your
Excellency may rest assured that a feeling of deep interest --and sympathy exists among
the colored people of Richmond as to the condition of their brethren in Kansas. By
transmitting as early a reply as may be convenient your Excellency would confer upon us
a great favor. We beg leave to subscribe ourselves most respectfully
Your Obedient Sercants,
R. J. Chiles, Chairman
J. J. Foster
S. W. Robinson
P. H. Woolfolk
B. F. Turner
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Valley Springs, Feb 25th 1880
Governor St John
After reading your Appeal in the Inter-Ocean I said, what can I do to relieve the Suffering
in Kansas. It is about all we can do in this country to take care of ourselves but yet we

could give where they are worse off than we are in it was a small sum. How I wished for
the immence sum spent to raise the big “Boom for Grant – how soon I would send it to
Kansas – The thought came to me to propose to the
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[XXXX] readers of the Inter-Ocean [XXXX] in stamps to you, to benefit the colored
people as you see fit, you may laugh at this & think it a small affair, but if they all
respond to my Call, you will think it quite a sum. You know the circulation if very large
& I feel in my heart that this will be a success – I do not care to have our names in the
paper but if you would keep an account of what is sent you, & at the expiration of two or
three weeks send the amount to be published in the Inter-Ocean then we will know if we
have done them any service. My sympathy was always with them it is a part of my
nature. My Father was one of the first Abolitionist, we
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lived near James G. Barney & Garit-Smith he was personally acquainted with them. I
think Father is the only one living of that little band of seven, Barney & Smith as leaders.
I won’t intrude any further. You will find my little mite inclosed.
Respectfully
Mrs E.R. Bannister
Valley Springs
[XXX]
Minnehaha Co.
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Caroline Center NY
Feby 25th 1880
To Pres Emigrant Aid Society of Kansas
Dear Sir Thinking that you might desire a piece of land for the purpose of settling some
of the many Emigrants now flocking to your State. I write you I have a Quarter Section
about 12 miles north of Topeka in Jackson Co. A good piece of Prairie land in a good
locality and I would like to dispose of it if I can reasonably.
I write to you thinking that possibly you might find it desireable to locate
[Image 1583]
Some of the Emigrants on it advantageously.
If this is desirable for that purpose, please write to me what it will bring if disposed of for
that purpose.
Truly Yours,
R. Higgins

Caroline Center
Tompkins Co, N.Y.
Description, Sec 21 Town of range 1C Jackson Co nearly due north from Topeka about
12 mile away,
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Letter No. 204:
R. F Beavers, Dallas, Dallas County, Texas to Gov. St. John, February 23, 1880
Mr. John P. St John
Dear Sir I reseaved your kind letter of the 19th and I was glad to hear from you. Thank
you for your instruction for it was more than any one elce would do (So I remain yours
truly R. F. Beavers) but I wish to say if there be any good man that will pay my family
fair there I will stay with him untell he is satisfied for his trouble, for I want to get out of
this cruel State,
Yours truly
R. F. Beavers
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THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
New York Feb 25 1880
John P St John
Drawn on the Merchants [XXX] Bank for one Thousant Dollars.
Benj B Sherman
[XXX] & [XXX]
Colored Relief Fund
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Feb 25, 1880 – Victoria Ills
Governor St John
Dear Sir
Your letter acknowledging the receipt of mine is received Thanks
I think it a great [XXX] that the people who were so ready to help the Yellow fever
sufferers can’t see their duty a little plainer now. God will surely bless the true hearted
people of Kansas and aid them in this extremity if man is slow to hear their call.
Respectfully Yours
B P Temple
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New York Tribune
New York, Feby 25 1880
Dear Sir

Inclosed please find cheque for five dollars contributed in aid of colored emigrants to
your State.
Very Respf
The Tribune
[XXXX]
[XXXX]
To
Gov St John
Topeka Kansas
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Bushnell, Ill., Feb 25 1880
Gov St John
Topeka Kans
Dear Sir
Will you please refer back to Jan & see what amount was reported to you from Bushnell
Ill for the benefit of the Negro Exodus by R [Haney]. He was here 12 Jan & I made a
little donation & would like to know amt from him received & [XXX]
Yours Trly
J.C. Vail
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Berea, Ohio 2nd Mo, 26, 1880
To the Governor of Kansas: 20 dollars is herewith sent to aid the Colored people, who
are destitute. If it is not needed now it probably will be before long.
L.L. Gregory
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Ottawa, Illinois
Feb 26th 80
Gov St John
Dear Sir:
I send you some more clothing for the poor refugees: some women and children’s
clothing, some quilts and fourteen new blankets. –
Inclosed you will find receipt for these boxes from the C.B. & L. R.R. also a draft for
sixteen dollars ($16.00)
Very Respectfully,
John Hossack
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A. Rannier f.. Savannah, Ehatham - County, Georgia to Governor St. John, February 26,
1880
Sir you will please excuse me for trubling you for [an?] ansow Sir I have seen somuch
about the colord peple stving and dying that I thought I wold write you a few line and ask
your Hon please write me to wether it is true or not[,] wether thay is in this wrathed
[wretched?] state or not The letter I reseve from you last spring gave me much satafactun
Please let me know what for a crop was maid last year wether it was much or not Please
answer
[Image 1600]
most Hon Gover[nor]
Your Truly
A. RANNIER
[Image 1602]
Marinette, Wis Feb 26, 1880
Honored Sir
Enclosed find 9.55 in order for the benefit of the refugees. Please send receipt: Also I
have shipped to you three boxes & one barrel of clothing & e. Please acknowledge
receipt when rec’d.
Truly Upirs
T.F. Allen
[Image 1604]
United States Senate Chamber
Washington, Feby. 26th, 1880
Gov John P. St. John
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir,
I have to thank you for your very kind and valuable favor of the 18th inst. communicating
the names of witnesses whom you think advisable to bring before the investigating
committee. The facts you state are precisely those that we ought to obtain. I wish it were
possible in induce the committee to hold a session at Topeka, but think it will not be as
the majority has very little desire to know the real
[Image 1605]
Emigrants Showing the reasons why they left their homes, and [exposing] the [bull]
[dozing], and other [outrages] committed upon the Colored people, it would be most
valuable in the investigation. The officer before whom they may be sworn to should
carefully and [XXX] other party [XXX] oath, and be able to address the fact. We
would thus summon the officer and he could [XXX] the [XXXX] with his testimony.
This course would make us [XXX] in a great
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cause of the exodus. I desire to ask whether it would be agreeable to you to appear
before the committee in case we should think it best to summon you?
Very respectfully yours,
Wm Windom
P.S. Mr Voohies has established the rule that affidavits may be used to show the causes
of the readers. If you could have some reliable man take the affidavits of from 20 to 50
of the most intelligent Colored
[Image 1607]
accounts of valuable testimony which can [XXX] [XXX] otherwise be able to procure.
The only difficulty I see about it is that all have no money to [XXX] [XXX]. I see about
it is that all have no money to pay for getting [up] the affidavits. [XXX] it be possible to
do this?
[XXX] [XXX]
Wm. Windom
[Image 1608]
Office of Presbyterian Banner.
Pittsburgh, Feb 26 1880
Gov St John
Dear Sir
Mr [Tanus] R. [Penfrid] of Delhi. New York sends MO Ten ($10) dollars given him by
Mr [Jonah] N. Hunt of that place for [the] “Exodus” Freedmen to aid in relieving [their]
suffering for lack of clothing food etc.
This sum I forward to you is [the] [XXXX] [XXXX] to be expended as [XXXX] by
[XXXX].
[XXXX]
James Allison
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Dear Governor
Enclosed you will find $5.00 for the relief of the colored refugees. Should be glad to do
more when I better able. Will try and lend a helping hand from time to time.
H. C. Smith
Soldier Valley LA
Feb 26th, 1880
[Image 1612]

James Suggs, Princeton, Bureau County, Illinois to Gov. St. John, February 26, 1880
Sir Mr. S. I. John Governor. I have sente in your name a lot of clo[th]ing as far as the C.
B. and Y [?] Rode can take them and that is to Hopkins, Missoury. I sende 15 or 20 barIs
and boxes, and I have some more money for you for my people. God bless you in your
work. I want vou to sende me your pho[to]graph. I want it[.] it will do me a grat good* I
am working night and day. please write and sende it soon. Yours in Christ.
Rev. James Suggs
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[Gambie] Ohio Feby 26th 1880
To Governor St John
Dear Sir please except a small sum of seven dollars to aid you in your noble work for the
Freedmen that are [around] you. Five dollars from myself and two from the Head of
[Gambie].
Yours respectfully
James F. Lawson
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Nicodemus Graham Co Kans 2/26/80
Hon John P St John Governor
Dear Sir,
Your [apology] of the 14th [inst] is before me and while I appreciate the position you
occupy toward our people. I cannot for the life of me conceive how the great number of
colored people were ignored in the arrangements made for the distribution of supplies for
Graham County. Especially when the donor Hon Jay Gould cared for little else save the
[XXXX] of his name, and the [XXXX] of his R.R. [cuts] [prices] I heartily concur with
you in saying that the matter of distributing aid usually is met with more curses than
thanks and when I know that Political Capital is being made by those having the wealth
in hand at this point tis clear to my mind that our people are declared to be in need. You
seem to imagine that I intended offense, but I’ll say such was not my intention, nor did I
intend any abuse, but a little of the latter, or both, would prove as value to a [XXXX] to
some of the agenda who are usually selected not one number of our race was notified,
much [less] appointed and no mention made of the matter until you so kindly responded
to a Personal letter from me [eliciting] facts
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and Why? Echo answer Why? The fact my dear Sir, is our people are continually being
[ignored] and after which smooth apologies submitted at the eleventh hour to appear
hence [XXXX] that this may not elicit your ill will but rather explain my position.
I am Yours very truly,
E. McCabe

P.S. I do not wish you to [XXXX] this or apply any position to yourself. Hall finished
yesterday but has not gotten home from the weekend of the County he will make
[XXXX] to you soon, upward of four thousant people have been [XXXX] in Graham.
Yours &c Mack
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John Andrew Jackson, Springfield, Hampden County, Massachusetts to Governor St.
John, February 27, 1880
My Dear Sir and friend who has inform me by 3 letters were [the] best place to build a
school and church[.] i thank you[.] i have been away so often on business i will now let
you and the ladyl of the freedmen Relief Society know why i write you of the money to
build an instution for my raise of people who is gone to Kansas[.] i was sent for to the
post office by a rich lady near Boston to find out were about in Kansas the best place to
build and if i bring letters to satisfied her that she will give me a great deal of money to
go and build in Kansas Now i will
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take your 3 letters and the facts that the Quaker lady sent me and will carry them to her so
she may read for her self and if she ever give me the thousand[s] of dollars she promise i
will send you and Lady Lisebeth 2000 right way to build[.] you will hear from me as
soon as i go and see her Excuse me for not writing before
Yours Truly
JOHN ANDREW JACKSON
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New Bedford, Mass.
2nd mo 28. 1880
To Gov. J.P. St. John
My esteemed friend
I enclose herein a Cashiers Check for $20.50 it being the further contributions of
individuals of this City and vicinity in aid of the Colored refugees in Kansas.
Please acknowledge the receipt and much oblige[.]
Thy sincere friend
Henry T. Wood
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Somonauk, Ill. 2-28-’80.
Gov. St. John; Topeka Kan.
Dear Sir:
Inclosed find a P.O. order for sixteen dollars ($16.00) for the relief of the colored people
who are fleeing from the South to your state. You may use it as seems best.

Rev. James Suggs of Princeton Ill. was here a few days ago and awakened considerable
interest in behalf of his people. Some here are rather skeptical about the movement. We
have raised in all some $40 or $50 in money, and considerable clothing &c. The money
excepting the inclosed has been paid to Mr. Suggs. If you have time
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and will drop us a line, such as will give greater assurance to the people here, I think we
may be able to do more.
If we succeed in raising more money, shall we send it to you? I forgot to ask Mr. Suggs
where to send money, but knowing that you were interested in the matter and as Mr.
Suggs credentialswere in part from you, I send you the inclosed order.
Please let us hear from you, and oblige.
Yours truly,
Rev. C.W. Thornton
Pastor, M.E. Church
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Near Bolivar [XXX] Co Ohio
Feb. 28th 1880.
Dear Gov. St. John,
Enclosed you will find fifteen dollars for the relief of the colored refugees arriving in
Kansas. This is from the Citizens of Bolivar and vicinity. I will make farther collections
as necessities require and humbly hope and pray that relief sufficient will be sent to
supply all presing necessities of these poor people.
Gov., you are doing a great work, and may God abundantly bless you.
Very truly yours in Christ.
D. Yant
[Image 1626]
Alliance O March 1st 1880
St John
Gov of Kansas
Topeka Ks
Dear Sir,
Enclosed I hand you Money Order for Seven dollars to apply on fund for Colored
refugees.
Respectfully &c
Emma Wilhaver
Sec of Society for Relief &c

We also ship today 11 BBle. clothing &c. Please acknowledge when recd.
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Sheridan LaSalle Co. Ills
March 1, 80
Gov St John
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir
I Enclose Fifty (50) dollars for the benefit of the Colored Negroes in Kansas.
Please apply it yourself an hand it over to Mrs Comstock[.]
Please acknowledge receipt by return Mail[.]
Yours truly
[Lemsell] Lester
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[Wurlemburgh] March 2 80
Your Excellency
Gov St John
We Send you [five] Dollars for Refugees of Kansas from the United Presbyterian
Congregation of [Wurlemburgh] Florence County Pa
Very Respectfully yours
James F. [Morrison]
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Merchants National Bank,
New York, March 2nd 1880
Hon John P. St John
Gov. of Kansas
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir
Yours of the 29 [inst] in reply to my telegram to you, asking you, to draw upon me a
[Treas] for one Thousand [Dols] came duly to hand this [morning] . I therefore hasten to
enclose you a Certificate of deposit for two thousand Dollars instead of one and hope
soon to send you one Thousand [Dolls] more.
It is impossible to get drafts to your place, but a Certificate, will
[Image 1633]

answer your purpose just as well for any of your Banks will willingly Cash it.
Awaiting your receipt for the same, remain Truly Yours
[XXX] [XXXX]
Treas’ of the Color Refugees Fund
33 Wall Street
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Haines Falls, Catskill Mountains, N.Y.
March 2 1880
Gov. St John Dear Sir
Enclosed I send you mony order for $20 for the benefit of the Colored Refugees[.]
Truly Yours
C.W. Haines
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Kidder, Missouri
Mch 2nd, 1880
Gov. St. John
Topeka, Ks.
Dear Sir:
Enclosed I send seven dollars [being] the collection of the First Congragational Church of
Christ, Kidder, Mo: for the Ks. Refugees. May it be for the relief of [south] [XXX]
[XXXX] [one]. Will you [XXX] tell us something of the present condition of those
under you [general] care?
Yours in Christian [XXX],
W.O. Harrington
(Pastor of Cong. Ecl)
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CHICAGO & ALTON RAILROAD COL
TREASURER’S OFFICE.
Chicago, March 3rd 1880
To G. St John Esq
Topeka, Kansas
Enclosed find my check for $62.50 in payment of your account for afc #491 Lumber.
Please date, sign and return to me at once, the enclosed Voucher therefore.
Yours Truly,
C.W. Foster
Treasurer.
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Mammouth Warner Co. Ill
March 3rd 1880
Governor St. John
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir,
We the Committee appointed by the Mayor to solicit funds and articles of clothing for the
colored emigrants of Kansas hereby ship you this day Two Boxes goods and ($14.75)
Fourteen Dollars and Seventy Five cents in money.
Yours Truly.
Jackson Nickols
Mrs Blair
Mrs S. Kerines
Mrs Phillips
Nelson Dover
Zackariah Price
Alfred Hale
Please acknowledge receipt of goods & clothing.
Yours truly
Rev Edward Wilson
Pastor Baptist Church
Mammouth Ill
Box 432
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The Kansas Freedmen’s Relief Association.
Topeka Kansas 3-3-1880
My Dear Friend
Gov St John
Enclosed please find a letter from W.J. Bamden of Ft Scott which I think came by
mistake to Mrs E.L. Comstock.
Very respectfully
John M [Krasan]
Acty Secretary
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To His Excellency
Gov St John
Dear Sir:
We in Springfield have been in intensly interested in the Colored people who have gone
to your state from the South; and have wondered how you could (under the
circumstances, with the meager resources at your command) care for so many!

And I have often felt ashamed that we of the East have done so little for this great cause;
We feel that you and your co-laborers have done so much to alleviate their suffering.
[But] Sir, permit me if you please to ask you something about their spritual condition –
Have they
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settled in Communities in large numbers at any one place so that if one acting as
missionary among them could do effectual work? If Dear Sir you could at some
convenient time give me an answer to this, you would oblige.
Your humble servant,
John H. Bocher.
Address
Rev. John H. Bocher
Orleans Court
Springfield
Mass.
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Durrent, Iowa March 4th, 1880
Gov St John
Honored Sir,
Having secured a little sum for the benefit of the Refugees, I take the liberty of sending it
to you, lest, some who have given, should think it sent to irresponsible persons if sent to
others.
I regret sending small as amount, I still hope to get more; as well as more clothing, which
I find people more ready to give, than money.
Please find enclosed a money order for six dollars.
Most Respectfully
Mrs. L.M. Dutton
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Smithfield, Ohio March 4, 1880.
Jefferson Co.
My Dear Sir
The members of the Society of Friends of this place have raised and were about to
forward a small sum of money thinking to help alleviate distress amongst the Col.
Refugees in your State. From published statements of Mrs Comstock and others we were
let to believe that that class of persons with you was suffering [XXXX] from want of
food clothing and she and they still
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urge the necessity of forwarding relief [XXX] That the suffering is great and the relief
treasury depleted.
On the other hand, we just now learn from Kansas papers or rather slips sent to us that at
no time this winter has the treasury been without funds and that there are now about
$8,000 or $10,000 on hand. That the refugees are well provided for and that only in very
exceptional cases has there been any suffering.
Now if it is a fact that your people need and ask more help to care of the refugees
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to a time where they can be self supporting, we, no doubt thousands of others, are ready
to send in our “mite”. But if you really need nothing further – and as is strongly hinted
funds are pooly managed and possibly [XXXX] from [their] legitimate object by agents,
we would like to know it. We are ready to help relieve suffering anywhere but we do not
think it best to send money to Kansas to be spent by agents in traveling &c &c. If you
read our letter please advise us to where to send it. We would be glad indeed to
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hear from you immediately with regard to the true state of affairs as you will see that if
the agts are telling the truth money ought to be forwarded and if your papers tell me
truthfully people ought not to be imposed on we will hold our funds until we hear from
you.
Very Truly Yours
W.M. Cope
Mch 4
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Gov J.P. St John
Topeka Kansas,
Mar 8, 1880
Dear Sir – Please have the inclosed article published in the Commonwealth. Please ask
the publisher to corect it as it should be before printing[.]
Yours Truly
Phill M. Eckals.
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Phill M. Eckals, Oswego. Labette County, Kansas to Gov. St. John, March 4, 1880
Gov. J. P. St. John

Dear Sir, if it pleases the editor, please refer these remarks to The [Topeka]
Commonwealth, to: be published.
It seems that the real cause which inspired us to come so successfully from the South,
[sic] it is an oppression that has been long indued. We fell that we are tired liveing among
a Peple, who for a certain predgdice that was intended by the will of the great,
magnanimity, as he did when he had heard the cries of the children of Israel, down in
Egypt, let our friends in the north think of the isreallites, when they were down in the
land of Egypt, whare Pharoh was victorious, in £ower over that dominion, & we hope
thatlwhilest so ma[n]y are asking the question, what are the negroes coming up here for; I
hope that the great I Am will reveal it in the minds of our friends in the north, that as the
israellites couldent indure the unhumanable practices upon them nether can we stand the
South, & are oblige to take refuge to a land whare
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our rights will be perpetuated. We did not come upon the people of Kansas to depend on
their charity, tho, some through their ignorants, may show it. Our intention is to make an
efort relaitive to the improveing of our race-.which we find imposibale for us to do in
Texas, or any where, in the South. We want to act according with our will, as part of the
party pollitics harmonuously, and without voloince, malince, and I hope that these
remarks may gane the sympathy of the public sentiment, that they may not realize such a
thing as the negroes coming north to get a mule and forty 40: acres of land
Very truly
PHILL M. EGKALS
[Separate letter]
Dear Sir—Please have the inclosed article published in the Commonwealth. Please ask
the publisher to corect it as it should be before printing.
Very Truly
Phill M. Eckals
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Richman, Kas March 4
Mr St John
Sir it is with regret that I have to write to you in regard to the colloured people or the
Exodus coming to this State now have you Ever stop to think to bring them up hear you
know thare is white men Energy to do the work will you look at Calafinia what the
Chinee are a doin in that state now what is or what will be done in this state you go to the
K A before when they come heare and you find them a laying on the [XXX] [with]
Hogs suppose that there was not many white men in thare then the wold tramp would be
used and they would be in the [XXX] and then or the stone pile would you take as
[XXX] [XXX] or show so much charity in so many white people I will answer no they
come up and say they can not get thare right do we as white people get justice done us no
I will say now you will say I am a demoecrat well I [XXX] years in the 8 mosouria but
went from
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Illinois was in 7 Battle from Fort [XXXX] [XXX] Landry, Vicksburg [XXX] [XXX]
and got an onerable discharge now I think you will take more interest in the white people
and let the coloured people go for God sake let the niggers go and help the white people I
do not ask for help but thare is some that [do] [ther] way you are a doing you are
Bringing them up in Idolness now think of [white] amd [let] the Black go
No name
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John Crow
Attorney and Counselor at Law
Newark, N.J. March 5 1880
Gov John P. St. John
Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find postal order for ten dollars in aid of the colored refugees. Will you
please send me any circular which you think of interest in relation to the subject and
oblige
Yours truly
John Crow
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Newport R.I. March 6th 1880
Gov Jno. P. St. John
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find check on New York for one hundred and forty nine dollars and sixty
two cents. This money is forwarded by a committee on the exodus appointed by citizens
of Newport to obtain aid for refugees. The same committee has also sent (via
Philadelphia in care of Joshua Bailey of 210 Chestnut St) nine barrels and two boxes of
clothing directed to yourself, they were shipped by Clyde Sine Wednesday last. They
were sent to the above mentioned way because
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they would go free of expense. Please acknowledge the receipt of the goods and the
check. We should like to hear from the parties who direct the distribution. That we may
use the facts if more help is needed. The people in New England are in full sympathy
within your praiseworthy efforts in looking out for these needy people.
Very Respectfully Yours
M. [Van] [Harris] Pastor of the Union Congregational Church,
Newport R.I.
To Gov. Jno. P. St. John, Topeka Kansas.
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Topeka, Kan. Mch. 8 1880
Dear Governor
I should be glad to have a talk of an hour or two with you about the Exodus at such time
(after tomorrow) as will suit your convenience. You will recollect that I explained my
purpose to you some weeks ago.
Yours very truly
Henry King
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The Kansas Freedmen’s Relief Association
Rollin, Mich.
3 Mo 3 1880
Gov St John
My dear Friend
A little home business made it necessary for me to leave Topeka for a short time. I had
intended returning tomorrow but Horatio N Rust, [XXX] P Nixon, of the Inter Ocean, &
others have made an earnest request that I stay over in Chicago next Sabboth & have an
Exodus Meeting.
They have long desired a visit from thee & they very much wish thou wouldst address
them on this Subject. Canst thou not meet me there & make a speech? The Chicago
people will be delighted to hear thee! I do not feel at all able to do the subject justice.
The meeting is probably appointed for the evening of the 14th Inst. I wish thee & Mrs. St
John cd. be there! If thou canst not be present, be so kind as to favor me with a letter
with any suggestions thou mayst have, for me to bring before the people & a message
from thyself to them.
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Laura P. Hamilton met me in Chicago last week, she is looking better, expecting to return
to Topeka in about 3 weeks. She sent kind messages of love to thee & thy wife & family.
I find an open door for refugees in many places in Mich. Everywhere I hear Gov. St.
John spoken of highly. “ What a blessing to Kansas to have such a Governor” said one.
“I wish he might be the next President of the United States”! said another. Praise the
Lord for such a Governor”, said a 3rd. Probably there is enough on the other side, to
present thy being exalted. “[XXX] unto you when all men speak well of you”!
With kindest love to Mrs St John & daughter – Thy sincere friend
Eliz S Comstock
Address
C/O Joseph Jones
1080 Indiana Ave
Chicago Ill.
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Salem 3 Mo 9th 1880
John P. St John
Respected Friend
Although we have no personal acquaintance, I take the liberty of addressing thee as a
friend, as I want to claim as a friend any one who had done so much for the good of a
race, escaping from a condition in some respects worse and in many cases involving
more actual suffering than the dreadful and wicked institution of slavery could inflict – I
am impelled to address thee now, by having had one of your local papers “The Daily
Capital” of February 28th, handed me by the editor of our “Salem Register” containing
insinuations and open charges of misstatements of facts by our friend E.L. Comstock in
relation to the exodus, and the exodites them[Image 1669]
selves. The have received from E.L.C. very often the same information in the various
circulars she has distributed, not only in this country but also in England as we are
informed by a letter from a friend in that country received by us a few days ago. Her
word was enough for us, but we were glad to see her endorsed by thyself, for the benefit
of those who did not know her as well as we did.
Seeing her earnest appeals, we had them inserted in our local papers, and very soon they
met a cordial and generous response from our own citizens, and our neighbours in
adjacent towns, and I have had the great satisfaction of packing with my own hands
twenty-three large [migarbarrels] and six flour barrels well filled with good clothing, new
and old boots, shoes, hats stockings, mittens, gloves etc very often as we pressed these
good warm garments as closely as possible into these
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barrels, my dear wife and son who were often present to assist, would with tears of
gratitude to God for putting it into the hearts of the noble donors often exclaim on
inspecting some warm coat, blanket, comforter or something else – Oh how this will help
some poor freezing fellow, or aunty of little one, and the task has become not only a light
but a pleasant one.
Now if we are to believe the “Capital”, this work was all unnecessary, the hearts of our
Christian friends and neighbors have been stirred in vain, the warm clothing is not needed
but lays unopened, and ELC on being called on to explain, has left, saying she would not
[XXX] in about ten days – This sounds to us like a heartless and cruel return for the
[self-sacfificing], arduous and Christlike work of months –
The article in the “Capital” has not found it’s way into any of our papers that I have seen,
but there are some papers, many I
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fear in Massachusetts, that would much more cheerfully copy such in articles, than the
real facts on the case. And the true causes of the exodus – Now one motive I have in
writing this at this time, is that if thou can find time to give us even but a few lines, that
we can show to any who may feel that their charity has been in any degree misplaced,
should the statements contained in the “Capital” or anything them get currency here – In
addition to the clothing &c, we have sent direct by mail Four Hundred & Thirty Four
Dollars, not a large sum to be sure, but contributed mostly by persons of moderate means,
and in some cases it has been like the widow’s mite – Now according to the statement in
the Capital, this has been sent to an already overflowing treasury, instead of one almost
empty. We want to be able to show to any who ask us for our account of our stewartship,
that every dollar was needed, and much more will be, and will be carefully, honestly and
faithfully distributed [Image 1672]
Do not conclude by what I have written that I have overlooked thy very able and
interesting letter of Jan 16th to Horatio N Rust. We have read and reread it and had a
large number of copies printed which we have distributed ourselves –
What troubles us now, is what seems to be the uncalled for, and untimely article in the
“Capital” and we want something specially to counteract its effect with a certain careful,
fearful, class if we find it necessary –
It has given us much satifaction to forward six large boxes of seeds, the donation of
James H Gregory of Marblehead – The money value must be several hundred dollars –
Permit me to subscribe myself thy sincere friend
William Chase
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Isaiah T. Montgomery, Hurricane, Warren County, Mississippi to Gov. St. John, March
8, 1880
Govnr. John P. St. John
of the Commonwealth of Kansas
at Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir:
This will introduce to you Mr. J. McDonald, a personal friend of mine, who has been for
a number of years in the United States service as Route Agent on the Mississippi River
Mail packets from New Orleans, La. to Vicksburg, Miss. He visits your State for the
purpose of inspecting land, with the view of purchasing. Please be kind enough to impart
to him any information that you think would be serviceable, also introduce him to Judge
Dawson. Any favors ^conferred in .Mr. M will be duly appreciated, by Very
Respectfully

Yr Obt Sert
Isaiah T. Montgomery
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Southern Refugee Relief Association
Chicago, Mar 9 – 1880
Gov St John
Topeka Kan
Hon Sir
We have received inquiries for Refugees whose labor is wanted in this state and I have
been waiting to hear from Topeka thinking some arrangement might be made for sending
them from St Louis. If you can give me any information I will be very glad to
communicate the same.
I will also be glad to know if the Exodus continues and what you think the prospect is
from inset date that we may be able to act intelligently. I was at Indianapolis ten days
ago and find the refugees that have come were all wanted immediately[.] Truly Yours
Horatio N. Rust
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Salem 3 mo 10th 1880
Hon John P. St. John.
Esteemed Friend. After sending my letter yesterday, it occurred to me that I omitted to
name the State of Massachusetts in the direction –
As there are Salems in many states. I did not know but there might be some confusion
about it.
I enclose circulars, and cuttings from our local papers, which we have been circulating
here –
An early reply to my letter if even so brief, will greatly oblige me and many of my
friends – The only copy of the “Daily Capital” we have seen, was sent directly to the
editor of our Salem Register, and was a great surprise. He was informed yes[Image 1679]
terday that I had written thee, and is anxious to have this apparent mystery solved.
Once more I take pleasure in signing myself thy sincere friend
Wm Chase
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Newport March 11/80
Dear Gov
Enclosed please find Two Dollars, my monthly subscription for Jany & Feby I wish I
could afford more.
There ought to be some steps taken to prevent the necessity of such notices as one I
enclose, I think a note from you to the Editors of the New York papers, would do good.
With my best wishes
I remain yours truly
George I McWatters
221 East 18th St
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The Western Union Telegraph Company
Austin Texas
Mar 11/80
His Excellency
Gov. St John
Topeka Ks
One William Johnson from Kansas is in my District and claims to act under authority
from you as Collecting Agent of Texas & is selling transportation Certificates under
representations that the Certificates entitle the holder to free transportation to Parsons
Kansas[.] Johnson sold the the Certificates one month ago and directed them to start
from this place on tenth of March & thirty five of his victims from Hays Co. are here
relying on Certificate but refused[.] I am confident he is an imposter and if found will be
arrested – answer me today[.]
[XXXX] & Russell [XXX] [XXX] if Tex
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Chicago 3 mo 13.’80
John P. St. John
Thy dear Friend
The first thing I heard on reaching this city was, the attack made upon my reputation by 2
Kansas papers, Dem of course. I with the charge that my daughter & I had absconded
with $5,000 of the [APS] money. Very soon after that I saw thy letter to Horatio N. Rust,
refuting the same & so kindly vindicating me. I thank thee for the same.
“None of these things move [me].” I have so much on the other side. So many good
Christain people send me warm encouragement, strong sympathy & as “a ministering
angel,” “a friend of the poor,” “a helper of the helpless,”& “Comforter of the afflicted,”
&c. I doubt not, it is well for me to have something on the other side of the scale. If the
Democrates [cain] & the heathen rage, I shall be in good company. Horatio N Rust has
been going around with Laura S Haviland & me all the mornings. We have visited

among others Wm. Penn Nixon & had a nice chat with Shelby L Cullam the Gov of the
state. We talked of thee & entirely agree in our estimation of thy work.
The meeting is postponed until Monday evening so that I shall not be in Topeka until
Wednesday. Laura will go with me [XXX]. Her kind love to thee & thy wife & family
to whom please
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present mine. Thy friend Sincerely
Eliz L Comstock
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Randolph Temple, Fair View, Concordia Parish, Louisiana to Gov. St. John, March 13,
1880.
To the Govenerrof .'Kansas':
I take the libberty to addres you thes few lines to ask you information in regards to
Kansas and I have heard so much a bout Kansas that I am all most temped to goe and try
its I have a great meny friends gon up dair and I caint hear from them the direct state of
things so i dont know what to [do] So I thought that I would drop you des few lines and
find out from you for I bles you is a frend to the down troden colord folks, for [the] way
that we is treated down South it is a ;shame and if it is a good cmntry up dair I wants
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to come and a great meany of my colord bretheran will leave and goe if the prospects is
good [. ] the.white folks don Soth hear tells the colord folks if they goe up to Kansas they
will freez to death and all kinds of Such things and it has got So that a Negro has gotrto
voat de democrack ticket or he will be buldoesed and I am tired of 'Such and if you will
fix it so that I can come I will come just as soon as I can I hear that you give the colord
folks 40 ackers of land and a mule and rashons enough to live on a year and if that is so I
going to come as soon as I get your letter and you must send me a transportation to come
on and I will come and a heap more will follow me pleas dont throw this a way but let me
hear from you as soon as you can you will doe a good favor on one
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poor colord man I will look for a letter from you soon Direct your letter to Fair View P.
0. Concordia Parish in cair of Mr.- Ober & Co
Your freind
Randolph Temple
P S and if you will tel me if you have got if you have any agents down Soth hear .so I can
goe an see them I am told thar is a great meny colord folks up there in Kansas wants to
come back m& haint go no money to come back on] • ] let me know if that
is so.

Your freind
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Dawsons, Mar 14th , 1880.
Governor St John
Dear Sir
Find inclosed one dollar ($1.00) for the relief of the colored refugees. Please return this
Postal Card, that we may know you rec’d this.
Very Respectfully
J.H. Fisher.
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J. R. Highgate, et al. , Jaynesville, Simpson County,"Mississippi to Gov. St. John, March
14, 1880
To the Hon. Gov. St:. John Topeka State of Kansas
Sir
We the undersigned colored citizens of the above named State and County most
respectfully ask for information regarding Kansas and wish to find out if a man without
money Can find employment at $1.50 to $2.00 per day. There are a number of colored
people here about to start to Kansas who have only enough money to get to Kansas. Do
you advise them to come[?]
Most Respectfully
J. R. Highgate
Richard Payne
Stephen McLauren
Amos Thompson
Bob Durr
Nelson Payne
Peter Johnson
Jeff Magee
Martin Payne
Hind Magee
Peter Huncher
J. Lockhart [?]
Henry Magee
Allen Price
Joseph Hubbard
James McLauren
Plumer Payne
Joseph Payne
Phil Payne
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C. Magee
Simon Durr
Cyrus Hoores
Prince Edward
Stephen Magee
Tom Cupe
Tom Magee
Ned McLauren
Bill Jones
Nathan Berry
Willis Lee
Wilson Lee
Manuel Jenkens
Green Magee
Colored Citizens of Covington and Simpson
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United States Marshal’s Office
Western District of Texas,
Austin, Texas, March 15th 1880
Dear Sir:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yours of the 12th and in reply have to
thank you for your promptness in answering my telegram and setting right a matter that
has annoyed our people no little – For a year past the Kansas fever has affected the
poorer classes of our colored friends who have broken up their homes and made a living
under the false impression that Kansas offered every facility in bettering their condition
without any effort on their part save that of going there -- Rumors for a long time has
connected you with encouraging this idea and has thereby aided impostors in making
easy victims – On the 11th a large number of colored men came into my office and stated
that one Wm Johnson represented himself as being a preacher from Florence County
Kansas, and among other things told them that you had sent him out to encourage the
move to Kansas and upon payment of five Dollars to him he would give them a free
Transportation ticket to
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Parsons, Ks and by a further payment at that place of $4.75 they would be entitled to free
transportation to any portion of the State etc –
To further impose upon their credulity he produced various credentials – preached for
them and prayed with them and by such means so desceiving them, that all who could
raise five Dollars bought a “Transportation Certificate” to Kansas – Some of them selling

all they had for a certificate – Suffice it to say that all who had &c could raise the money
purchased.
Johnson told them to go to Austin 10th March and present to the ticket agent here and he
would so endorse it that they could go through easily. Accordingly 35 started to the
“paradise” and if successfully word would be sent back to all other holders of certificates
– of course on presentationto the agent here they were refused – their visit to me –and as
their friend feeling that they had been deceived and a great injustice was being done you.
I determined on having you set right and
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the rascal caught if possible – I feel that you had been grossly misrepresented in this
whole “migration business” and I am glad that you have exposed in the empathetic and
frank manner expressed in your letter, the deception practiced upon a people who have
suffered enough without this further ill –
I shall do what I can to have Johnson caught and if successful will notify you –
Kansas, with her free schools, free ballot and protection of life and property has a
glorious record and this is because she is not only not ruled by Bourbon Democracy, but
she has her interest in the care of honest Republicicans, men who are liberal and
progressive & who do not think that free schools are a species of communism and free
ballot only for believers in the true honored principles
Have the honor to be Very truly yours
Stillwell H. Russell
Gov John P. St John,
Topeka, Kansas
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J. Smith, Atlanta, Cass County, Texas to Governor St. John, March 15, 1880
the ad dress is to the Govener of Kaneis For our infermation we wood like to know from
you what preperation have bin made for the [two words unreadable] for we have herd
[words unreadable] how they sufer for the want of food and raiment and hous rooms and
if it is not the case we wood like to know what it-wood cost us to get a train down to Tex.
or com over land. Send.^ us the best [word unreadable] herd A bout it and we wood like
to know what preperations have bin made or is they going to make any place f onus [. ] it
is bin that we her some such a bout sufern and we want to know [whether?] it is so or
Knot We
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[word unreadable] and to get a train to carry a bout one or 2 hundred persons and
[teams?]
[The last 3 lines of this letter are unreadable.]

J. SMITH
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Woman’s Christian Temperance Union of Illinois
Chicago, Mar. 16, 1880
Gov St. John
Dear Sir:
Enclosed you will find check of $10 to aid [XX] work of relief for the refugees[.] I
wish I could it a [hundred] more and trust before long I may be able to send you a larger
sum.
If quite convenient – I would like to have it handed [Mr] [XXX] [XXX] but it is of no
importance unless quite easy to do so.
I am deeply interested in [XXX] labor of love for these poor people as well as in your
grand [forward] article in temperance[.] We are praying that the latter may be [XXXX]
lead
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to victory not alone for Kansas but for Ill. and our nation as well. I feel that the cause of
temp at large will be greatly helped by the success of [the] measure you have undertaken.
God Speed the right –
Very Sincerely
Lucia E.F. Kirkall
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The American Sunday School Union
Lawrence, Kan March 16, 1880
To his Excellency Gov St John
Dear Brother –
I have a small amount of funds offered me to aid in furnishing the Exodusters with help
for Bible Study in S. School – or for reading books as may be needed. Having been out
of the State for over two months am not posted as to the wants of that class of Colored
People. Can you give me any information in this direction? Are the Colored people
located in neighborhoods of sufficient numbers to [render] it desirable to send out a
Sunday School Missionary of their own color to aid them in opening and sustaining S.
School?
By giving your opinion on the above matter you will greatly oblige
Yours Very Cordially
L. Milton Marsh, Supt
[XXX] Am S.S. Union
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A. W. Brooks, San Marcos, Hays County, Texas to Gov. St. John, March 18, 1880
Govenor
Do you know any thing of Elder W. S. Johnson col He came in this county of Hays
claiming that he was sent from Kansas to isue certificates of transportation He said the
certificates would carry-a family and their goods[,] chattel and merchandise providing
they had any merchandise by paying him $5.00 and
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paying $4.75 after getting to Kansas. Sir some people started and went to the R. R. agent
and he refused to take the certificates. Johnson said the R. R. agent would sign it and they
will not do it for satisfaction [sic]. I would be glad for you to inform whether he was sent
or not. Johnson said the total amt which would carry a family through is $9.75.
Answer and oblige
Yours
A.W. Brooks
[Image 1707]
Union Pacific Railroad Company
Agent Office
March 18, 1880
Gov St John
Topeka Kas
Dear Sir
I have forwarded today by freight – a small box of clothes to you for the colored folks –
[have] paid the charges to Denver and [XXXX] and charges from Denver to Topeka –
Has [XXXX] to prepay the charges through but could not very well I inclose $2.00
herewith to pay [XXX] - the clothes are not of much value but hope they will be of
some service. From [mine] and a neighbors family[.]
Respectfully
W.A.L. Tarr
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Colorado Springs Col. Mar 19th /80
Hon. John P. St John, Gov of Kansas.
Dear Sir – Please find enclosed Post Office Order for $10. I send this amount to be
applied by you in aid and comfort of the poor colored refugees from the south, seeking
homes in your [ready] prospered State. Instead of a few dollars I could send hundreds
were it possible.
Very truly I am Yours
Willis Sord.
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Gov. St John
Dear Sir
I see in interocean from time to time the interest you seem to take in the welfare of those
poor emancipated slaves. I am a humble working man without any influence and feel
sorry for them $5.00 dollars enclosed you will find the money apply it as you think will
benefit them most.
Edward Stebbins
Col. Co. Poynette Wis
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Waverly March 19, 1880.
Governor St. John.
Honored Sir
The “Ladies Aid Society” sent a barrel of Second hand garments for the benefit of the
“Exodites” to your address March 12th 1880. Hoping to hear that they are received and
may be made useful I am yours respectfully yours “for God and Home and Native Land”
Mrs J.C. Reed, Secretary
Ladies Aid Society Waverly Illinois
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New Bedford 3 Mo 20. 1880
To Governor St John
My esteemed friend
With this I send a Cashier’s Check for $215, this being the contribution of charitable
persons in aid of the colored refugees in Kansas, since my last remittance.
We are gratified in the reflection that the colored people are receiving the help and
sympathy of the citizens of Topeka & the people of Kansas, and we hope that the exodus
may yet be [overruled] to the good of all and that the worlds great [Disposer] may have
“meant it unto good.”
Thy sincere friend
Henry T Wood
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Lawrence, Kan., Mar., 21st ’80.
Governor John P. St. John,
Topeka, Kan.
Dear Sir: With the valuable information which you so cheerfully gave me, and that which I
received at the Freedmen’s Relief Association’s office and the barracks, together with

what little I know I have succeeded in writing my address; with the exception of the letter
of Nelson Fitz Patrick; a copy of which you promised me.
It would be a great favor if you could send it to me and oblige yours &c&c
Governor Teets.
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Phelps, Ontanio Co, N Y Mar 22-80
Hon John P. St John
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find ten $ that which I wish you to appropriate to the benefit of the poor
Negroes who have fled to your State for life & protection.
Please send me a Postal, that I may know this reached you.
Yours for Suffering “Humanity”
Rev. C. Francis
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[Anita] Cass Co. Iowa Mar 22/80
Gov St John
Please accept this small sum for the benefit of the poor refugees.
A friend to the poor, $5.00
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Citizens of Nicodemus, Graham County, Kansas to Gov. St. John, March 22, 1880
Hon. John P. St. John
We the undersigned citizens of Nicodemus do petition you for some supplies such as
clothing and provisions having heard a letter read from you to E. P. McCabel that you
would assist .'," the needy if necessary, of the colored race and now we beseech and
petition you to aid us if you can consistently as we are very much in need and if we do
not receive some help from you or: some other source we must inevitably suffer. Hoping
this may meet with your kind approbation we remain Very Respectfully Yours
Citizens
N. B. You will please notify the Secty, if any supplies are sent by you previous to their
being shipped, so he can attend to them at Ellis.
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Nicodemus Graham Co KS
March 18, 1880
On this 18th day of March we the citizens of Nicodemus have met and organized an aid
society

J. J. Vannorsdole
L. L. Dyke
Joseph Jones
Wm Edmunds
Hiram Burley
M. S. Whims
S. T. Stone
A.
M. Clark
W. H. Smith
Ed. Jones
Milley Carr
Charily Miles
Handy Henry
Geo Easton
Peter Coleman
J Foster
Mary Bennings
Haron Petty
Charles Reynolds
R. N. Smith

chairman
Secty
Treasr
Judges
““

Widow
“ “

Widow
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copy
Topeka March 3rd 1880
Dear Sir
I was told at the Topeka Bank that you would like to have me get the money for you you
have deposited in the Freedmans Saving Bank in the [XXX]. If you send me your Bank
Book in a Registered letter and I will look into the matter for you I am in that business
now be [quick]
Yours Truly
Joseph E Baldnour
Attorney at Law
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Gloss Floyd, Parsons, Labette County, Kansas to Governor St. John, March 22, 1880
Dear Sir I seat my self down to write you a few lines to let you know how this man is
dealing by the people[.] he is not doing what is wright Some of the people is geting all
and some is not geting any thing at all[.] the people which live in the country dont get any
thing, and the ones that lives in town gets all and some gets none[.] this man is name
Waltonl i wish you would send some one else or help me some way And there was a
man here had a wife an 4 children down sick and he would not
[Image 1728]

let him have any thing[.] his name is Nathan Jones[.] he is from Texas an I am too I am
GLOSS FLOYD
[Image 1729]
United States Senate Chamber
Washington, March 22nd 1880
Hon John P St John
Topeka Kansas
My dear sir,
Your favor of the 15th inst suggesting the name of George Charles and James Mitchell as
desireable witnesses to appear before the exodus committee is received.
The names of those gentlemen had already been suggested by two or three parties and I
have placed them upon my list to be summoned in case we can
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get authority from the Committee to do so. I have no doubt they will be sent for.
I hear a rumor that Mr. Vorhees has put out to Kansas an officer with blank subpoenaes
to select such witnesses as he may be able to find to testify in the manner desired. I do
not know how much truth there is in the report, however, have you heard anything of it?
If so, please be good enough to inform me.
Replying to your suggestion in a previous letter that it would be desireable for the
committee to hold
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sessions in Kansas. I regret to say that it will be impossible to induce the Committee to
go there. It will also be impossible to send any one member of the Committee there with
authority to take testimony as you suggest. We shall have to content ourselves with
[pelecting] a limited number of the best witnesses we can procure and take their
statements here. The majority of the Committee being Democratic of course control its
action to suit themselves.
Very Respectifully Yours,
Wm Window
[Image 1732]
Chicago & Alton Railroad Co.
Chicago, March 24 1880.
John P. St John Esq.
Executive Dept Topeka Kan. Dear Sir,

Your [favor] of 5th inst was duly received since which time I have heard nothing from the
check and voucher $62.50 sent to Mr St John
Will you kindly request the proper party to sign and return me the voucher at once to
enable me to [stop] cash accounts straight, or if incorrect return me the check & voucher.
Truly Your.
[L.E.] [Foster] Treas
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Howard Insurance Company of New York
Agency at Leavenworth, Kas. March 23rd 1880
Hon. J.P. St. John
Governor Kans
Dear Sir
I find I have been mislead by Old Man Adams, and an other Colored man [XXX] whoo
came to my office with him in relation to your recommendation of job I [XXXX] , they
informed me that they had a Postal Card from you recommending him as a Suitable Man
as stated and as the man who came with, can read. I did not require them to produce the
Card, but took their word for it and sent the [Book]. Before writing you I asked them
again about it and told them to bring the Card, but as they still insisted that the Card was
from you. I wrote you without seeing since receiving your letter I have seen the Card,
and find it as [poor] copy inclosed told him to give the books to [XXXX] but he’s very
illiterate and hard get to understand and gets things badly [mixed] as it is he got mixed
two and mislead. I have not your heard from [XXXX] but have PO Office receipt on
the Book Signed by him. [XXX] [XXXX] [XXX]
Yours Truly
O. R. McNary
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Chetopa Advance, J.M. Cavaness, Editor.
Chetopa, Kans, Mar 25th 1880
Dear Gov.
The within letter was enclosed with the one you sent to me and I suppose, of course it
was sent through mistake & I therefore return it.
Many thanks for your letter I shall publish it at an early date – I was satisfied you were
not in the [XXX] to blame in the matter before but now I but now I blame it [&] [XXX]
[XXX] & again assuring you of all the help in my power I remain
Your Friend
J.M. Cavaness
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James Suggs, Princeton, Bureau County, Illinois to Gov. St. John, March 25, 1880
Mr. St. John Governor Sur[.J you will find-one hundred dollars in closed to you for my
people, No. 57110. Please send me resets for it. I am still at my work to help my people
through. I hope that the Lord will bless you in your work, please send me your picture I
want it. Write soon
Yours in Christ
James Suggs
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Merchants National Bank
New York, March 25th 1880
Hon. John. P. St John
Gov. of Kansas
Topeka
Dear Sir,
Yours of the 5th inst acknowledged the receipt of Certificate of Dep for $2000 for the
Benefit of destitute Col’d Refugees of your State came duly to hand[.]
And I now hand you a Certificate for one thousand, for the same people and will thank
you to acknowledge the same[.]
Truly Yours
Benj. B. Theimann
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Richard A. Dance, Hays City, Ellis County, Kansas to Governor St. John, March 25,
1880
Kind Sir: On my way to Kansas Mar. 19th 1880, I met with the one, Mr. P. J. Usher,-^
who seemed to be a very fine gentleman. Also he claimed to be a warm friend of yours.
And on showing him my recommendation of which he approved very much, and
recommended me to show the same to you, that perhaps you might do something that
might be a great help to me. Therefore I send it to you for your consideration.
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It was night when I passed through your town or I would have [stopped?]. I passed
through Mar. 20th, 18 80. Therefore I failed to call on you. [I] would liked to have seen
you face to face & to have talked with you, but so it was I could not. I am not a graduate
though I have a very good common school education. If you can do me any good in any
way in my struggle for my ignoran[t] and hard oppressed (col) people it will be very
gladly rec'd, and will ever be faithfully found trying to fill my recommendation which I
shall send you for your consideration. I am now at Hays City at work, as my means run
[sic] short before I got into Graham Co.2 Please return recommendation paper as soon as
Saturday 28th;inst. Also let me hear from you please.

Respectfully, RICHARD A. DANCE
[At the top of page 1: "You will find Mr. Usher[']s name on recommendation."]
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Portland Mar. 25/80
Hon. J.P. St. John
Governor of Kansas
Sir,
You will find enclosed three Dollars for the Collored Refugees. May God bless you for
your kindness to them and prosper your efforts to save your noble State from
intemperance is [our] prayer.
Respectfully
Augusta H. Tetcomb
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Atwater Portage Co. Ohio
March 26th 1880
Gov John P St John
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir
The Enclosed draft $27.70 was contributed by the citizens of Atwater for the Colored
Refugees of Kansas. Will you see that it is appropriated as designed by the donors.
Please acknowledge same
I forwarded by Rail yesterday 4 Ble. Clothing & one half Ble. to J.M Watson
Respectfully Yours
H.E. Brush
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Andrew McCormick, Kansas City, Wyandotte County, Kansas, to Governor St. John,
March 26, 1880
Mr Govener St John
I hav taken my pen in hand to in form you that I am [word unreadable] from New Orleans
and I am in Kansas Citty Kas beteen first and Seckond No 21, 11 and I hav been veary
badaly treatde and I wood lik to go down to the South when the drowm [train?] is reday
to [word unreadable] and the offecor riget Shader Shiff ford march and tak ame faire and
lod at wile [sic].
ANDREW MCCORMICK
[Image 1750]
Parsons, Kans 2nd Mo. 26th 1880

To Gov John P. St John:
Esteemed Friend:
Thy very interesting and acceptable letter dated Febr. 14th, did not reach me from some
cause until the 21st inst. I thank thee for thy prompt reply to my lead pencil postal card. I
called a meeting of colored folks the evening of the 23rd, expressly for the consideration
of the subject of thy dispatch from Ottumwa , Iowa. At the appointed hour I entered their
longest church [XXXX] in this town, and there found a house full of well-behaved,
decent looking, orderly colored men; the women had not understood that they were
invited: and I soon proceeded to talk to as quiet and respectfully attentive an audience as
my friend the Gov. could call together of the white gentlemen of Topeka. After giving
them some advice & explaining some
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things which I thought would tend to promote their interest, I read that portion of thy
letter giving the dispatch from Ottumwa, Iowa about homes for 70 families. They at once
manifested quite an interest in the subject, and asked me many questions about it. I told
them that in making a move of that kind they ought to consult their wives: so they agreed
to do so, and report the names of those families who wish to go to Iowa, at a meeting to
be held on the 28th inst. They requested me to correspond with thee and try to procure
information as to what kind of labor is to be performed, the proposed wages, whether
they can get houses (& upon what terms) to move their families into, whether timber is
accessible, if their women can find employment, how soon they must go, whether they
can buy land there at reasonable prices & secure permanent homes, and whether their
prospective
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employers will be willing to advance and send here sufficient money to pay cost of
transportation from here up there & deduct it from their wages. Perhaps thee will be kind
enough to request the Ottumwa party to answer the above inquiries either through thee, or
direct to me here at Parsons. But in either case I should be pleased to hear farther from
thee on the subject: for I find the mass of these refugees have such implicit confidence in
thee; and they think that whatever Gov. St. John recommends or advises must be all right:
thy reply upon both thy integrity & judgement. I will now briefly inform thee of some of
my doings here. I arrived here from Topeka on the 14th inst; and after numerous
interviews with both white & colored people, including the seven members of the Relief
Committee, I formed a programme of operations here,
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which I think has proven successful, and has met the approval of said Committee. I
invited the adult colored people of both sexes to meet with me in the evening of the 16th
inst, they selecting the place. A few of them promptly hired and paid the rent for Hughes
Hall the largest one in the City. At the appointed time, I found that large hall filled with
about an equal number of men & women who notwithstanding their dark complexions –

could be favorably compared with almost any audience of the Caucasian race, as regards
their neat, tidy appearance, their good manners, their quiet orderly deportment, and their
very respectful attention to all that was said to them. I addressed them pretty seriously
for a considerable time, calling attention to some among the many & various duties now
devolving upon them, and the vast importance of their carefully
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pursuing a straight forward, honest, truthful, strictly moral,virtuous course of life, -- ever
accompanied with habits of industry, economy & uncompromising temperance, -- now
that they have really and fully acquired their freedom, and are starting out – with some
degree of poverty and ignorance – in their new career of life as free citizens of their noble
long sought for State of Kansas. I reminded them – in language they could understand
that large numbers of people in both hemispheres are interested in their welfare and are
anxiously watching to see what kind of a start they are making toward becoming true
men and women. I tried to discourage them from depending upon any charitable aid, and
desired them to make every reasonable effort to earn an honorable livelihood, ever
prayerfully seeking for devine guidance and assistance through life. I have since received
assurance, that what I said to them was favorably accepted by them.
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In the same meeting, I requested the members of each of the three colored churches in the
town to name & vote for one man & one woman who are well known & respected among
them; and those present who are not members of any church to do likewise: the persons
thus appointed to constitute a representation Committee of Consultation, and in a visiting
Committee. I then requested those present who recently arrived from the South, and now
conscienciously feel that they are really needing help in procuring the necessities of life
(shelter, food or clothing), to give name & address to the proper member of the
Committee (the one by whom such person is represented): the members of the Committee
were then to inquire about & if practicable, visit such applicants, and hand their list of
names to me. I told them that I would also visit all of them as far as possible & take
notes,before issuing any goods, the Committee and myself were to meet, have the names
read aloud, and I was to cross off any that were
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clearly shown to be not entitled to draw (from any cause): questionable ones were to be
marked by a question mark & deferred for further investigation: and those not objected to
were to be divided into two classes, as follows --- The sick, the crippled, those too aged
& feeble to work, orphan children, destitute widows, & their children, and those
especially unfortunate by fire or other accident or total loss of property, were to be
marked as entitled to draw first --- Those who are known to be workers, when they can
get work to do; but are now out of employment and needy, and those with quite large
families to support, were to be next entitled to draw, afterwards. In addition to the above,
those who have no more self-respect & ambition than to idly & lazily hang around the

street corners, or visit liquor or gambling saloons, were to be entitled to draw the leavings
– if any remained, -- in time to prevent extreme suffering for want of food or clothing, we
have endeavored to practically carry out the above managements; and
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I believe it is giving general satisfaction among among the masses, although there will
undoubtably be some grumblers. I am trying to do my duty fearlessly and impartially for
these people. After consultation with white citizens, and the more intelligent colored
people, I selected a competent, reliable colored woman (who was highly recommended)
to assort & distribute the female clothing, and let her select a female assistant. I similarly
selected a well known colored man of first class reputation, to assist me in assorting &
distributing the male clothing. I also selected a colored Preacher for door-keeper. We
admitted a man & a woman at one time for drawing, or a family, I called the names from
the corrected list, and the doorkeeper gave the call outside: few but those whose names
were on the list joined the crowd, and the outsiders behaved themselves very well.
On the 24th inst I went down to Oswego, and called upon Dr W.L. Rowlin, who kindly
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took me to his house to meals & lodge. The next morning I accompanied the Dr in his
buggy, & visited a number of families of the colored people, a few of whom were sick.
As the Assoc. has an Agent appointed for Oswego (Jonathan E. Pickering), I need not
describe things there. But I wish to tell thee that I had a lengthy & satisfactory interview
with Phillip M. Eckals, the young colored man who recently wrote to thee & with held a
special communication which he had to make to thee. E.L. Comstock sent the said letter
to me & requested me to see him. He is a single man, an orphan, near 22 yrs. of age,
quite dark, naturally a smart fellow, but little education principally self instructed: was
born in Miss., his master took him to Texas & held him as a slave (calling him an
apprentice) for a number of years, & then he escaped.
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I think he would be a good witness in that Voorhees investing’ in Wash’. I requested him
to write a brief history of himself & what he saw in the South and send it to me soon as
convenient. He promised to do so. I think he is a man who will either make his mark as
a useful & influential member of his race, or else become insane in the vain attempt; or
give up all in hopeless, gloomy despair. I have just been to the Depot to see about 30
refugees from La, who arrived here a while ago. They are now pretty well fixed for the
night, and I will attend to them tomorrow: but I find most of them have a little money to
start with.
Please excuse this hasty writing! Hoping to receive further tidings from thee when
convenient. I remain truly & respectfully thy friend.
Wilmer Walton

[Image 1760]
Riceville [XXX] March 26/1880
Governor St. John
Please find enclosed one dollar for [XXX] of for the Colored refugees of Kansas.
Alma St. John
[Image 1762]
Near Bolivar [XXX] Co Ohio
March 27th 1880,
Dear Governor,
Inclosed you will find five dollars for the [relief] of the freedmen, the contribution of the
people at Bolivar and vicinity.
Respectfully Yours
D. Gant
[Image 1764]
Your Excellency
J.P. St John
Governor of Kansas
Enclosed please find Post Office Order for Six dollars & eighty ($6.80) Collection raised
by the R.P. Congregation of Winchester Ks to be appropriated for the benefit of the
Collored refugees
Yours &c DS Faris
Winchester Kansas
March 27th 1880
P.S. Please receipt
[Image 1766]
Springs, New Mexico
March 27” 1880.
Gov. St John
Topeka Kansas.
Sir. Enclosed you will find 5. dollars for the relief of suffering colored refugees. Are
there any who would come to N.M. as house servant. There is great need of them here
good cooks, could find homes & demand good wages from 15. to 25. per month.
Respectfully
Mrs. William Crane.
[Image 1768]
Meriden Fire Ins. Co.,

Meriden, Conn.
Leavenworth, Mar 17, 1880
Hon. J.P. St John
Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir
On the 5th of March Ephiam Adams and Exodus Freedman, Called on me in relation to
money due him from the Freedmans Saving Bank and Presented a Postal Card from you
recommending one Joseph E Baldwin of Topeka as a suitable person to look after his
interests, in the matter. On the strength of which with Adams, Consent I send Baldwin
his Bank Book, together with a letter and requesting an answer [XXX] to his time I have
heard nothing from him. Who is Joseph E Baldwin and is he capable and trustworthy? I
have written him once since I Sent the Book and still no answer.
Yours Truly
O.H. NcNary
[Image 1770]
The Bellvue
17 Beacon Street, Boston
March 29, 1880
Gov. St. John,
Dear Sir,
I regret to say that your Communications relating to the Exodus have been filed away
with our private papers, I sent to Mr. Cook’s Summer home at Lake George, When we
shall neither of us be for two
[Image 1771]
months yet. Mr. Cook is traveling in the West on a lecture tour, & I am just about
[breaking] up Mr Howe in Boston for an indefinite absence. I am very sorry, but I fear it
is quite out of my power to get you the desired letter.
Very Resp
Mrs. Joseph Cook
[Image 1774]
W. 0. Lynch, writing from Nashville, Tennessee to Governor St. John, March 27, 1880
Dear Governor St. John,
I have carefully looked into this emigration movement of our people from the South,
along the lines from Kansas to St. Louis, Mo.,. Cairo, Ills., Clarksville, Gallatin and
Nashville, Tennessee, and found a good many of them going to Kansas, many of whom I
have succeeded in geting to agree to go into other States than Kansas. Some will leave
this point for Illinois and will stop at Cairo and I shall leave here for Memphis, Tennessee
where a large number is going soon thence to Cairo again and effect my plans there.
Your Most Obedient Servant W. 0. LYNCH

P. S. This is a copy of the letter which I have prepared for distribution at all points south.
W. 0. L.
[Image 1776]
Pratt, Brumback. & Ferry
Kansas City, Mo., Mch 29 1880
Hon John P. St. John.
Sir: A friend has sent me a check for $200, to be used for relief of needy Negro
emigrants in Kansas. Not having definite information as to [persons] or [associations]
engaged in such charitable work, I take the liberty of asking your advice. To whom shall
I send the check to carry out the intention of the giver most effectively? An answer will
be a favor to my friend and to
Your obig servt.
J. Brumback.
[Image 1778]
Oberlin Mar 30’80
Gov. St John
Sir
Enclosed please find order for two dollars contributed by Mrs Phebe M. Weeks from
what she feels that the Lord has given her for the help of the fugitives[.] With prayers for
the spirited welfare of the recipients, she thanks you for being the almoner of her gifts
and prays that the Lord will reward you[.]
Yours for the outcast
Geo. W. Drake
[Image 1780]
Burlington Iowa
March 1880
Gov St. John
Dear Sir
I enclose you Postal Order for five (5) Dollars which you will please use for the benefit
the Negro Emigrants coming into your state & oblige
Yours Truly
James Hilleary
[Image 1782]
[No Date]

Enclosed I send five dollars which I would like to have used for the benefit of the poor
Negroes who, I understand are in great need – I do not wish any acknowledgement made
so I withhold my name assured that you will use the money judicially.
Very Respectfully
Camden N.Y.
[Image 1784]
York, Pennl., April 4, 1880
To Gov. St. John,
Dear Sir;
Noting in the papers that great suffering and want exist amont the Colored refugees from
oppression at the South, in your State, I beg leave to enclose to you a small amount to be
applied towards their relief.
I venture to do so because of the warm interest and sympathy for those people, which
have been manifested by you, for which, permit me to say, that you are the approbation
and praise of all charitable and Christian peoples.
Accept the like acknowledgement Honest sir, of Your Very Obidient Servant,
Thom E. Cochran
[Image 1786]
Garnett Kansas April 7th 1880
Honr J.P. St John
Govn of Kansas.
Sir: As you have been a worthy Representation of Kansas: as to the [XXX] and
distresses of our Colored people. I hand you a letter of [XXX] [XXX].
Yours Truly
Edward Harris
[Image 1788]
Lester Mch, April 10th 1880
Gov St. Johns, Topeka, Kansas.
Honored Sir,
My dear Mother, (86 years old and blind), wishes to send two dollars ($2.00) to homeless
Freedmen in Kan, out of pension money. So I have written to Rev. James Powell of
Chicago and obtained your name. Therefore send the inclosed to you for wise
destribution.
Respectfully Yours
Sophia M. Hungerford.
[Image 1790]

[XXXX] 4th Mo 15th 1880, Somerset
To Governor J St John
Topeka Kansas
Respected Friend
The bearer of this my friend John Farley Ruker is [leaving] with his sister to visit your
state he has been much interested in the condition of the Colored refugees & has been
very helpful in raising funds for them and which I have had the pleasure of forwarding to
Elizabeth L. Comstock from time to time.
I shall be very obliged for any help thou canst kindly give him in forwarding the object of
his journey. Hoping & trusting the Lord may continue to bless your labors.
I am with best wishes
Thy [XXXX] Friend
James Clark
[Image 1792]
FREEDMEN’S EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
Topeka, Kansas, April 20, 1880
Governor St. John
Dear Sir,
Having now twelve Adult Lodgers in Kansas we will hold a state Convention at
Lawrence on Wednesday P.M. & Thursday of next week for the purpose of organizing a
Grand Lodge. Mayer Benson of Ottawa Mr Griffin & Judge Pipher of Manhattan several White Ministers; & other good white citizens are officers in our Subordinate
Lodge with one colored officer, they show a Christ-like spirit thus trying to elevate a race
so long oppressed – Can you not come over to Lawrence & give us an address
Wednesday Eve? The Colored people would be so much encouraged by it, & you might
gain many votes for Amendment. I had not time to call, as you asked me to do before
leaving Topeka.
The Leavenworth people have offered me a Salary to return here (After I go home to
Ohio for a month or two) & labor away the Colored people, & White also untell next
November. Had I better do so? or will there still be opposition? I have not heard of
much for a long time now.
You will oblige me by replying at your earliest convenance that I may arrange programs.
Address One S.E. North Leavenworth Kan.
Your friend in our Comon Cause
Mary E. Griffin
[Image 1794]
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
Atchison Ks 4/16/1880
Gov St John

If you know the where abouts of Mrs E L Comstock please advise here I have car lumber
consigned to her disposition of same is desired.
H.C. Golden
[XXX] [X] [XXXXX]
[Image 1796]
B. J. Jackson, Oswego, Labette County, Kansas to Governor St. John, April 16, 1880
this.Lis to the adiening susitey
Dear frinds i have taken the plajuer of returning you all the thinks for your law abiding
aesistens wherein you has help us in the tine of nead an i will say in as much as you all
God fering an law abidingfrands that fulfell this mouch of gods law i hope you may be
abel to [word unreadable] your heaenny jorney that i hope you are now persuing and i say
if you are dutiful to fulifell the law of god as you hav prov to fulfell the commanments
,you will reseve a great reward an i hope that you will pray for me in your societe prair
Respectfullay yours
B J JACKSON
[Image 1798]
B. J. Jackson, Oswego, Labette County, Kansas to Governor St. John, April 11, 1880
Mr S T John Daer Sire I taken the plagure to write you and god loven frinds a few llnds
thanken you god fearen frinds for your gldly [word unreadable] that you all has made to
word us for we are the [foot?] stools of the oppreasters and are thankfull that gods people
is more skillfully then satine for they love the word [three words unreadable]. i do not
send thes thanks for my selfe but for my feller man and feller wonan that are wroven
[wandering?] over the country Govner St John is not [now?] St John but he is now the
pleser of gods will and a keeper of gods connanenents and a lover of the poor and i say
blested are the doer of thes things and i must say that they have clean hearts
[Image 1799]
and i think that god has plaster [blessed] St John in the san gate that he plasts Joseph in
Plasted are they that have no respe[c]t of persons but are the [word unreadable] to
sear[v]e ar color[.] i presem that they have the love of god or a [word unreadable] that are
worken for the sane [sic] and i will say that my people should [thank?] the people of this
[word unreadable] for the good work that they have done for the[m] and thank god that
he has inable thes people to help us and i hope that the lord will fell [feel?] thir [word
unreadable] when they are [word unreadable] and will [word unreadable] then [them?] so
i say to govner S. T. John Dear Sire if you hear aney "information?] plest.to cen me a
coppay of it[.]
Respectfully yours,
B. J. JACKSON
[Image 1802]

New Bedford 4th mo 21, 1880
To Governor St John
My esteemed friend
Enclosed I send a Cashiers Check for $24.50, this sum being the contributions of
benevolent individuals. Since my last remittance from here which I send in this way by
direction of the contribution, in aid of the colored refugees now in Kansas. Do these
people still continue to come to Kansas and is their need of help as great as ever.
Thine Sincerely
Henry T. Wood
[Image 1804]
Gov J.P. St. John
Dear Sir
In our forthcoming exhibit of Freedmen Society we desire to print the names of all
donors. Will you firnish the bearer a list of those that come through you?
I expect to go east in a few days and shall be glad to [bear] with me if you are pleased to
give it a letter certifying my position as President of the Freedmen’s Relief Association.
Will you deliver such to the bearer? Affix the seal.
Truly,
J.E. Gilbert
[Image 1806]
James Suggs, Princeton, Bureau County, Illinois to Gov. St. John, April 26, 1880
Sir, Mr. St John, Governer. I now send you another hundred dollars in draft for my
people.
No. 22266. Please tell me about wants of my people in short, and when will your time be
out. Write me back Write goon.
Yours in Christ
Rev. James Suggs

[Image 1808]
Kalamazoo Mich. April 27/80
Gov St John,
Dear Sir,
Enclosed please find money order for Eight dollars and fifty seven cents, ($8.57) from
friends in Kalamazoo for the benefit of the Refugees: to be used as you think best.
Yesterday shipped two boxes of clothing and bedding to Chicago. Care of H. N. Rust, to
be forwarded by him.
Yours respectfully
Mrs. H. Montague

[Image 1810]
April 26,1880
His Excellency – Governor St John – Executive Department – Topeka (Kansas)
United States of Am
Honoured Sir,
I take the liberty of sending to your excellency by [postmaster] the sum of 300 francs
which were collected at Neuahatet (Switzerland) after an excellent lecture given by Mr.
Thomas Rutling, one of the celebrated Jubilee Singers, to the benefit of the black men
who emigrated to different parts of the United States to the State of Kansas. Your
Excellency will best know how to spend this money for this purpose, and I can only
[admire] [them] that if all black men of America would [XXXX] Mr. Thomas Rutling
those four million would be a great benefit, even a great honour for the United States
particularly, and for the whole continent of America in general.
I would be very obliged to Your Excellance if he would give us some account of having
received the mentioned money. It would be an encouragement for us all.
Believe me, Honoured Sir, most respectfully yours
Louis Nagel
Pastor
Nauahatet (Switzerland)
April 26, 1880.
[Image 1812]
See Patsacy plump wife of Burnell plump, who [XXX] [XXX] [XXX] aganst me at the
court House one of my Mimbre Brother McBany Brings [XX] Before the church [XX]
[X] trial [XX] Bing of beurig fols witness against thy Nughbor as forbiddin in Word of
God on [XXXX] Sister Patsacy till us what did [XXX] hear Brother Doyle say on the
[XXX] of [XXX] 1880 on your [XXX] when hee was talking Burnell plump noithin
out the [XXX] Did he used any Imprpar Langange in your present – No Sirs Well why
did you say he did in the court House on 13 of [XXX] at Buttlers they scared me into it
[XX] O Sister Palsacy till us who [XXX] [XX] scared you [XXX] falsly [XXX]
Conecthan the State Attorny Judge Worn wite Glover [XXX] the [XXX] [XXX]
[Image 1813]
What did the Says to you they aske me did I knon anything about [XXX] using
Impirpur Languag Desturing me any where on my premis Sat, I told them know. Suid
they to me [XXX] [XXX] Fx up now and you are got [XXX] to or we will you to the
penetination foru 99 yuars? Here (she) is cring in the public, I am sorry fore what I have
[XXX] had be know what [XXX] I [XXX] [XXX] first I would not go back there
agan fore northing I [XXX] own imp [XXX] in [XXX] [XXX]

Brother Doyle here is $1.70 to help you in som of terrible will you [XXX] give me then
whit man made till [XXX] on you pardon me for it and may Bee that the Lord and the
People will! Yeast I will for give you the church [XX]! Witness McBany Nelly Bane
Salle Jackson B Doyle [XXX] [XXX]
[Image 1814]
Rev. R. R. Doyle, Pine Hill, Wilcox County, Alabama to Governor St. John, April 27,
1880
[The letter is headed by greetings to the governor and to 24 individuals connected in
some way with the Kansas Freedmen's Relief Association.]
To you all I offer my pertion [sic] praying in the name of Christ my Saviour as to a
people of that part of God['s} humanity as well as the honor and name of your common
wealth demands!
as I writ to this better class of sympaticuly and philanthropic people part of god['s]
[Image 1815]
deliteratue [sic] world of the United States of America as a State of Kansas, please come
to my relief[,] rescu in this dear time of need I have not had the pregledge as [a] free man,
though a law abiding citizen as one of God['s] human beings, to stay weeks with my
family senc I return from Kansas
you will see my busness to Kannsas as followering See the face of cirtifycat[:]
Misterting, Alabama, this is to certify that [an] imegration meeting was held here in our
county [of] Coctaw [Choctaw] on the exodus question July 20 1879 and the Rev. R. R.
Doyle was [sent?] to [the] wes[t] to look at the Kansas country and see how it like it
country [sic] and com back and let us know if all the statement are true that is heard of
Kansas We means to join the colored exodus next fall & spring fore migration [to]
Kansas Mr I Blunt [Blount?] [is] chm[,] F S Lutton Sect I leavend Kansas this first of
Dec fore my arivial back to coctaw co. After I haven stay over in that State four mount I
am able to say something about the blessed place[.]
[Image 1816]
the Rebel[s] knowing that I had by this time knowledg of the matter th[ey] pick at me
was to bribe me as soon as [they] heard of my return[.] their object was to make a trador
out of me and have me treason on the Kansas club and to prevent the successfulness of
the colored people Labor in [word unreadable] under standing to the public and my
faithfulness a Josue [and?] Caleb who first spie was send to the land of the promis and
bring the defferent speciments of the fruits of the country But I did not yield to the
rebel[.] they made apre-texts and desturbed me while I was in the hous of God carrying
on his holly worship by having three Democratic colored men to pounce upon me in the
pulpit just in [the] act of devine services as trador to thir race and the true unrest of the
country fore 100.00 a piece So the[y] went fore me on the 11 of Jan 1880 Burwell

Plump come and [three words unreadable] Henry James drive me out [of] the pulpit
Burwell Plump caught me [and] punch me a blow in my stomac and still held me by each
arm Henry James
[Image 1817]
ript a pine inch plank of[f] the pulpit to kill me with but fail to be sucesfully in making
the blow but drawn back with venum to mak and salt upon me with an attempt to murder
Huff Chany stand knife drawn on another one of the
boys who was pretecting me from death[.] they was back up by the whit people in
choctaw co* but John Scales sauve the blow of me by catching the pine plank in his hand
Ms man Burwell Plump remembering the contract made between them three traaor rebel
[four words illegible] freed upon me[,] jump [on] his horse run it [into] Misterling This
is his words'["] We like to kill that grand rascal to day Now you (whit) people must stick
up to me They [are] qoing [to] report all three of us[."] the replv of the Justice of the
Peace I"]we will back [you] up'[ . ] they' shall not hurt you[. ] make your selves away[.]
this is our country and we will rule Choctaw county fore the hundred years to come[.] we
will protect you three in any orth [act?]
[Image 1818]
that you will purform against Doyle and his crowd this is ours" says the Justice of the
peace "and all Lam sorry about [is] that you and Huff and preacher James did not kill the
dame Son of a Bitch[."]
This is the testimony of the con[cealed] witness who was present when the rider arrive in
to the yard of the Justice of the peace at Misterling three miles from the place to where
the Incidence occured I would Say pore but it will danger my life here amonge thes
Bloody rebel [. ] they thought and, did; think :tb?>+-1 was a Democrat Negro and th[e]y
do yet[.] th[e]y know me better how therefore they hold nothing from me ["]Doyle I can
tell you now that there is noe Justice Therefore you [know] their plot is to murder you I
have heard all about it[.] they say your object is to carry this co. republican for old
grant'hex Fall and the Negroes to kansas hex spring and we have qot him now to where
we been wanting him for alonge tim[.] we intends to make_him smell hell" Don [sic]
called my name
[Image 1819]
in reply to this testimony it true fourteen eye witnesses (proof) omited in bracket names
can be called of nescessity I my Self was present with the rest of them boys on the 11 of
January 1880 at Misterling when Burwell return from J. F. Foster in the town of the little
[two words illegible] village Misterling when there is my place 2.50 yds Exstream South
in the Sam village where we all was assemabled resting* on a beanch on the south side of
the public road between the store houses as [on?] the road runing presicely e'ast and west
and as S & Y Princis's store is the exstreamly north of p. y. Smith's which used to be

owned by his partner S S Smith who died in the tim of that bege Snow [of?] 18 78 [word
illegible] about thirty five yds and Charly Ezells store on south side of the road about the
distance of 15 steps from Ezells north west and about 20 steps from p. g. Smith store to a
well on the south side of the road and on the south sid of the well there set a worke
beanch to where we all had meat [met] and setting resting on the Beanch when Burwell
return[ed] from Foster the Justice of the peace and meat Jams [two words illegible] of p.
y. Smith store [word illegible] about 40 [?] stept from all
[Image 1820]
how is "Said Jam.["] reply Burwell [two words illegible] "Said all he was sorray fore
kecaus we did [not?] kill the dam kansas Son of a bitch but we should not be hurt."
please see the spirit of the country We all had been disturt>e by this
wicted [wicked?] and out rageous :dospurrater and cold blood murder so that we could
hold the divine service of god and com up from Wesley Chuple M. E. Church to get
protection and this was [the?] case Burwell plump [,,] Henry Jams [and] Huff Chany was
reported by Brother John Scales and by Henry Jones his brother There was [two words
illegible] onhuff[,] Henry James and Burwell They did but it [was?] for sham just to get
[to] arrest me they made this despurador and cold blood muder stat witness aganst me
and their testemony was [heard] only objecting intirely the testemony My witnesses]
wich was about fourty male & female [they] would not allow them to [be] called in court
Beside the whole body of the Church was on my side and give the true statment in the
case will any where on public high way [sic]
[Image 1821]
I hirered a Lawer he Said that he would not Touch my case exceip I pay him cash down
$25.00 and the court was called I was Try fore going to kansas What few witness was
heard any Lawer [could have?] clear me I just did escept to save my Life the judge did
hot .give no justice what ever I have no suing not bit more than a cow or som other Dum
brutes[.] they said if they get me in the court that [the] ment [to] put 30 pock short
[shots?] through my heart[.] they had me to trial.! on Conviction in two case[s] but warn
[one?] found [fined?] me $200.00 fore nothing in the world becaus I went [to] kansas for
the colored people I paid fourty four Dollarst.] it was so unjust and god confounded them
so that [they] did not Know that I had not give no Bound [bomd?] on the apeal trial to the
apirrance [in] the curct [circuit?] court fore justice as my Lawer had made [an] appeal
[and?] he convic[t]ed Burwell & henry James Burwell $60.00 [,] henry James $60.00
[and] huff Chany nothing he give them Back their find [and] Send them of Free
[Image 1822]
I came out [of] the court perfictly clear (prove) by 20 colored and one (whit man) who
pertickular as the Probay Judge was is forty four Dollars all that is against Mr Doyle[. ]
the reply of the Judge that is all $44.00 The fin was paid at once and the speace of two
weeks came pretecing [sic] upon to give a bound in case I refuse by order of my Lawer

who said to me out"side of the Kansas question he could clear me for I [was] guilty of
nothing in the world But they so produce aganst me on the kansas question [word
illegible] that they resolved to kill me By expulson I was driven from my own home wife
and Little children and beat of[f] my own pulpit and church where [I] spen my own
money[,] time and [word illegible] there is no protection fore us in the South
Sin[c]e God has pleased me to make my ascapt to this place to where the republican party
is in power is my only safty [They] have [a] rewared [on] my head on sight
[Image 1823]
three Hundred Dollars a Beanch warrant is issued for me fore nothing under heaven But
because I was to be free they t aking from me all the cotton and corn I mad last year[. ]
they kn&ck .my marer [mare] in the head and thrown her in the well[. ] they "shot:
my cows dowm where ever they fine them I can not see my wife and little children only
on pain of death[.] they say" that I am a enemy to this country and I am ruining the
colored people of the south Please to send me mony enough to take me & family out [of]
this God fore saken country be[fore] they put me [to] death do thy friends Despice[>]
for[sake] the[,] take it to the Lord in prayer we are not free here 0 where shall rest be
found[,] rest fore the wearful soul I am but a poore Methodist preacher I have my
dredensil of M E church shows that ministerial chacture is all right
[Image 1824]
I will give some idea of my family I am but 33 from the 15 of July 1879 I am now in my
[word illegible] year unfortunately [I] married a yong wodow with three children[,] 3 by
other husband and [3] by me give us 8 in family I am from them a bout 60 miles yet I
can not [see] them only tuning the risk on pain of death altho my home is a peaceful
one[,] my wife is loving[,] peaceful[,] kind hearted Christian colored lady I have a fine
sete of children I would be glad to have the pleasure of seeing [them?] Pleas pertect me
[Image 1825]
Dear govener pleais let me hear from you soon here at pine hill Wilcox co, in care of
[first name illegible] Davis[.] if you can help me and-if [you] can not give me no
protection in that way writ also in the name of the Lord fore I would be glad to tak any
advice from you in the world what ever.
Yours truly
Rev. R. R. Doyle
[Image 1827]
Parsons, Kansas, 4th Mo, 27th, 1880
Gov J.P. St. John
Highly esteemed friend:

I still find plenty to do; yes; more than I can do here in Parsons; and I also find it quite as
important here as elsewhere, to humbly, earnestly prayerfully seek for some aid and
guidance to enable me to rightly perform the various duties devolving upon me each
succeeding day. I firmly believe that the good Father will often direct us even in the
transaction of the ordinary affairs of life if we will but yield our own wills to His, and
properly ask for the manifestations of the Holy Spirit unto our minds as to the right
course for us to pursue.
During my recent calls at the houses of the Refugees in this city, I found many families
lacking in cleanliness & tidiness, while some were living in such a filthy slovenly
condition often tends to encourage immorality and vice, as well as promote physical
diseases among themselves and their neighbors. I thought it right to promptly call a
public meeting of the adult colored people of both sexes; and at said meeting after
explaining the object in view, I requested them to appoint five of their representative men
as a Consulting Committee; and to carefully select & appoint nine (3 for each District) of
the most cleanly and reputable colored women in Parsons, to constitute a visiting
[Image 1828]
and advisory Committee; whose duty it should be to visit all colored families in their
respective District, record the name of head of family – attaching thereto no[.] 1,2, or 3
according to the degree of cleanliness of persons, clothing and house; inform them that
they will not receive any Assoc. aid until they can be reported no. 1 ; if they meet with
any idle, lazy persons of either sex, they are to affix the letter l for loafer to their names,
and tell such that the Assoc does not intend to support their class of people in idleness; to
note down cases of sickness, infirmity from old age, and all cases really needing &
deserving charitable aid; also to report to me the names of those who are seeking
employment.
The City Clerk informed me that he fully approved of my course, and thought the
Council ought to adopt some similar plan for cleaning many of the white people’s houses
in order to promote public health.
We had a special meeting of both Committees last evening; and their partial reports show
an amount of good already accomplished even beyond my expectations. Some who had
to be marked no. 2 or 3 promised to clean up, and requested the Committee to return soon
and see their condition. The other day I called to see about the wants of a very poor
family who had been living in a filthy dirty little 8x10 ft. stable. It so happened that the
woman was expecting come that day. The husband had gone to the country to plough
and her face was moist & shining from the effects of her labor; for she had just completed
a thorough scrubbing out of the establishment. Her broad black face grinned from side to
side as she saw me admiring the brightness of the old stable floor, which really as clean
then as your Topeka parlor’s. I praised her; and she promised to try to keep clean.
[Image 1829]

I spent the better part of the same afternoon with Augustus & Ella Wilson, at their
comfortable residence here. I believe thee visited them when in Parsons. I was much
interested in conversation with Ella in regard to reformatory movements in general and
the Temperance and in particular, She is strongly in favor of active work in opposition to
intemperance in this City.
Well governor, - our mutual friend Ella Wilson and myself, right then & there
deliberately came to the conclusion that we each had an Inward feeling or conviction “as
Friends designate it, that the present worthy incumband of the Gubernatorial Chair of
Kansas, must and will (so far as our influence can go) be retained therein during another
term.
If thee has not time to read all of this dry Quaker letter, please hand it to thy wife &
daughter. With kind remembrances of them and thyself, I remain thy well wishing
friend,
Wilmer Walton
[Image 1830]
Having recently “Felt a concern” as Friends express it, to meet with the colored children
& youth of this city, - I had such a meeting appointed in one of their colored churches
here last First-day (Sunday) afternoon. I found a crowded house and many outside, of as
clean, tidy, well behaved people of various ages as I have met with for a long time. They
gave close attention and [evenced] quite an interest in what was said to them: which was
mainly to encourage them to often think of and thank Him from whom all their blessings
come; to avoid bad company and bad ways; to endeaver and acquire and adhere to good
habits; and to guard well their tongues, upon all occasions. I felt it right to try to
especially impress upon their young, inexperienced minds the vast importance of strictly
guarding against commencing the use of tobacco or any spirituous liquors.
P.S. A pretty shrewd colored man named Turner Duncan, who has recently been
expelled, in [disgrace], from the pulpit & membership of the Col Baptist Church – in this
city, it is said to be working with the [“Greenback Party”] . against Republicans in
general & myself in particular; may write to thee. His former friends here say nobody
[XX] ought to believe anything he says.
W.W.
[Image 1831]
NEW YORK DAILY AND WEEKLY WITNESS
New York April 30 1880
Hon John P. St John Topeka Ks
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find check for $30 for benefit of the Colored refugees from a friend. Our
subscriber desired that the amt whould go to Mrs Comstock branch of the work, if you
approve of it.

Yours truly
John Dangellot
[Image 1833]
Parsons Kans
Apr 30 –80
Jno P St John Topeka
Dear Governor
Since my return from Washington wither I was called to testify before the Great Exodus
Court. I have heard but little of state affairs and State politics: There was a strong effort
made to connect some of the Republicans you in particular with the movement. That
they failed to do any thing of the kind is known to all – Voorhies was sick of his effort
before I got there. Dismissed most of the Kans witnesses with out examination M.
McReynolds & myself were called by Senators [Windon] & made our little speeches I
feel well satisfied with the results of the investigation & can go before the people this fall
[Image 1834]
with renewed vigor & confidence. I was there three weeks & spent the time profitably I
trust. I see Gen Davis here today have not spoken to him but he will be around soon
there are no “oats” for him in this part of the Country & I think with a proper effort the
southern district can be carried against him.
[Could] you visit us soon?
Has the appointment on the board of Charities been made yet, if so who was appointed.
I am truly your friend
C. Rockhold
[Image 1836]
May 1st 1880
Happy Hollow
Graham County Kans
Dear Gov, By request & in behalf of suffering humanity I am compelled to appeal to you
for your kind cooperation in a cause that should be uppermost & formost in the minds of
all Christains that of alleviating the distress of poor Suffering humanity, and knowing that
this principal has been largely the Manifested in your behalf since you have been Our
Chief Executive I am assured that none need be slow to ask your Cooperation to a cause
to just & humane as the one that I am now presenting for your consideration.
Governor, my heart was made to bleed on yesterday, when I was met by a number of my
old Colored Neighbors & friends from my native
[Image 1837]

County & State (Ky) besearching me to try & procure for them through you something to
keep themselves & their Children from starvation. I know the most of your petitioners
personally & know them to be good & industrious Citizens, & could & would make a
good living for their families if they could get any thing to do, but business has almost
entirely suspended on account of continuing droughts & if we should not get rain soom
the Lord only knows what are to become of a large no. of our people.
One of the Number for whom I appeal stated to me that he had written you as to their
necessities Mrs McGregor, D. Brown, [XXX]. I will now give you’re the names of the
families No. in family & their location, George D Brown [Town] 9 R23 Gra Co, No. of
family 8, William A Brown [Town] 9 R 23 Gra Co, 10, Nathanal Brown & old man
[Town] 9 R23 Gra Co, No. of family [?], M. [XXXX] [Town] 9 R23 Gra Co, No. of
family 19,
[Image 1838]
No. brt. forward No. in family
Lyman Brown [Town] 9 R23 Gra Co, No. of family 4
Edmon Williams [Town] 8 R23 Gra Co, No. of family 4
Bluford Williams [Town] 8 R23 Gra Co, No. of family 8,
Calvin Trotter [Town] 8 R23 Gra Co, No. of family 2
Bartel Nuokolds [Town] 8 R23 Gra Co, No. of family 4
E.D. Grimes [Town] 8 R23 Gra Co, No. of family 2
E.D. Grimes [Town] 8 R23 Gra Co, No. of family 4
Green Mynes [Town] 8 R23 Gra Co, No. of family 4
Pryer Dickey [Town] 8 R23 Gra Co, No. of family 2
Minroe Willcoson [Town] 10 R23 Gra Co, No. of family 6
Jackson [Town] 10 R23 Gra Co, No. of family 6
Miles [Town] 10 R23 Gra Co, No. of family 4
Total No. 69
Gov, truly the above does show a [XXX] table state of this poor and unfortunate race of
people & should arouse the feelings of every good & Christian man & woman of our
Country to renew & efforts to place that unfortunate race of people in a happier
condition. This language may appear strange & strong [XXXX]
[Image 1839]
as it does from and old slaveholder & Democrat. Yet my previous position on these
matters shall not & never did prevent me from doing my duty as a man for the poor &
needy of whatever race of people that demands by help and the most of those who
[XXX] I am now appealing to you in their behalf who knew me when I was a slave
owner & knowing me to be one who always acted more as [guardian] for them than
Master have requested me to add what little influence I may extend in their behalf. Now
Gov, I have arrived at the place in my letter which I would gladly have had placed to

some one else, & so stated to them, but they said no, that I knew them & that they knew
me & that they wanted me to do the receiving & distributing as they know they would get
what was sent them & if you can do anything for these poor people, ship to me at
Wakeeny to the care of Lawrence & Hall, and I do
[Image 1840]
long & grow brightly with our people for your many kindness towards those who are the
[XXX] supporters of your humane & philanthropic administration & may all good men
of whatever party unite in saying well done good & faithful servant, Yours Most Truly
HCM
Governor if this feeble letter would facilitate the means of procuring help for the
suffering of our people you can do with it as you see fit. HCM
Please forward as soon as possible.
[Image 1841]
assure you that you will be ever kindly regarded by those who are now asking your
kindness & also your humble servant, with due Consideration I am Yours Truly HC
Moseley
P.S. May the means at your command for releaving the destitute of our State be greatly
increased, so that you may be enabled to do what in your judgement is your duty towards
alleviating the distress of the people of Our Great Commonwealth Governor I could say
much more upon this most important matter, but I fear that my letter has already gone
[XXXX] & will close, May Your name live
[Image 1842]
Col Springs Colorado, May 3, 1880
To his Excelency Gov St John
Kansas
Sir
Please find enclosed P.O. Money order for Ten Dollars ($10.00) which is given for the
help of destitute Negroes lately from the South. I do not know of any society organized
for the purpose of distributing funds among them therefore send to you with the request
that you will be kind enough to see that it is applied to the purpose for which it is sent and
greatly oblige.
Your Obdt Servant
J. D. Lawson
[Image 1844]
Richard Hardmon, Staples Store, Guadalupe County, Texas to Governor St. John, May
10, 1880
Dear Sir I now take the pleser of writen you a few lines in serch [?] of Mr W. B.
Johnson[.] he was down here last pebr-ary [and] I Richard Hardmon wonter to know for I

am one of the [immigration?] soperviser[s] Mr Johnson cash out [sic] nine hundred and
sixty five Mr W Johnson goot the money for them meney ticket[,] five dollars a ticket in
haise [Hays[ Co and Coll Well [Caldwell] Countev[.]l we do our bisness at Mose Gray
School house and I will say that thair is a gret meney more wonter go that haven got the
ticket to go on I wonter you to write to me just as soon as you get this letter I will write
to you all bout it whine I get a ancer[.] we have had a gree-dele [great deal?] of trubel
since Mr W Johnson was down heir I Richard Hardmon live in Guadalupe Co Texas
Dearect your letter [to] Staples Store Guadalope Countey Texas I wont to know if you
think it wod be nesery for me to come up thair as a dellagte[.] please let me know how to
write in your letter I will close hopen to here from you soon
RICHARD HARDMON
[Image 1846]
Berea, Ohio, 5th Mo 14th 1880
To the Governor of Kansas:
Today I intend to send twenty dollars for the assistance of the destitute Colored people.
Sherlock L. Gregor.
P.S. If the money arrives reply please, if convenient, write the [XXX] word yes on the
back of this paper.
[Image 1848]
Ills
Princeton May 21st 1880,
Governor St John
Dear Sir
You recollect my writing to you last winter about giving part of the money for sale of lots
in Topeka, to help the Freedmen, to help them get started in some way to make a living &
the lots were sold by Bernard and Round, they wrote me they would give me $100 for
them, and sent me a deed to sign, and I had it made out and acknowledge before a notary,
and sent to them, in their answer they said they had
[Image 1849]
to pay $25.00 for the clear [XX] title, $14.00 for back taxes and $10.00 for commission
so that what I had left was about $40.00. I do not know whether it was done all straight
or not, I send you an money order for $20.00 and hope with Gods Blessing it may do
[XX] some good.
Your Respy,
Chas B. Sterns
[Image 1850]
Leavenworth May 22, 1880
Gov St John

Dear Sir,
I have just learned that I am to speak in August before the National Sunday School
Assembly, at Chautauqua, N.Y. on the Duties of the churches to the Freedmen –
I have been three consecutive years at Chautauqua & the audience thee usually contain
6000 or 7000 people.
My lecture is to be published
[Image 1851]
before leaving Kansas, therefore, I once more ask you to send me any useful documents
you have on the Exodus.
1. If I could obtain a few [specimens] of the pass books & receipts brought with by the
refugees & showing what [estimate] prices are paid in the south by the
[Image 1852]
freedmen, I would be much aided.
2. I should be glad to get a full set of the reports & circulars of the Kansas Freedmen’s
Relief Association [at] [one] later date.
Perhaps your private Secretary will do me the favor to mail this letter to Mrs. Comstock,
if he can not find the matter [desired].
Allow me to thank you at your once were for presiding at
[Image 1853]
the Topeka [Sunday] [Mass] Meeting, May 16, & for his superb advocacy of
Constitutional Prohibition.
Most respy & truly,
Joseph Cook.
I leave Leavenworth Monday. My summer address is Ticonderoga, N.Y.
[Image 1854]
Minneapolis Kans, May 24th 1880
Gov. St. John,
Topeka Kan:
Dear Sir,
Enclosed you will find Four Dollars and Ten cents ($4.10) a gift of Maria Cartwright of
Lincklain Centre, Chenango Co, N.Y. (per M. D. Tallett, Minneapolis, Kan.) to the Kan.
Freedman’s Relief Association. Thinking that you are an officer of that association and
not knowing any of the others names I send it to you trusting that it will be no trouble to

you to hand it to the proper persons. A receipt would probably be received with pleasure
by her.
Your Obedient Servant,
M.D. Tallett.
To His Excellency
Governor St John
Topeka, Kan.
[Image 1856]
Wheaton Ill. 5-28.
Gov. St. John,
Topeka Kan.
Honored Sir:
Enclosed please find Twelve $12.00, voted to the “Exodus” fund by the College S.S. of
this place. Will Your Excellency please acknowledge receipt of same on enclosed postal
and greatly oblige.
Respectfully
C.W. Hiatt
S.S. – Treas.
[Image 1858]
Burlington, Iowa, May 28, 1880
Gov St John
Topeka Kansas
Dr Sir – Enclosed please find PO order for ($5.00), Five Dollars: for the benefit of
Freedmen, (fleeing from the “Hell” of the Effects of Slavery). I have read papers from
said Society giving great satisfaction.
Yours Truly James Hillerary
[Image 1860]
Huntsburg V
May 29th 1880
Gov St. John
Sir
The ladies of the Aid Society of Huntsburg have sent one barrel of clothing to the
Colored Refugees at Topeka. We did not know to whom to direct the box & so sent it to
your self. Enclosed you will find the Bill of [XXX] it one dollar to pay freight of this
letter & also the barrel if received. The barrel was valued at forty two dollars contained a
good deal of new clothing & all of at good address Mrs Lucy Ptrene
[Image 1862]
Topeka Kans, May 31st 1880

Your Excellency
Will allow me I trust, to say on paper, what I find inconvenient to do orally. I have
learned some facts of interest to yourself since I came from Garfield here, which
surprised me very much. I feel it to be my duty to report the same to your Excellency so
as to have the
[Image 1863]
matter attended to. I have called the attention of the proper persons to the first; the need
of a temporary home for honest working women; who come here as I did, & find a hard
chance to live while getting settled. There is not a dollars value of preparation now
made, that is available for them. Mr Hudson & Dr McCabe promised to look after this
interest & I expect that all will be
[Image 1864]
done right. I hope for a better chance I came here, I must have it, or leave very soon. I
am depending on advertisement entirely to get work. I am living in with Miss McCarty
at No 93 Van Buren St between Third & Fourth St. Anyone seeing my advertisement in
the Capital can call on me or send me word
[Image 1865]
where my services are desired, I will call on them & save their time. I shall not call on
any lady to ask for work again while I remain here. My health is not good enough to
stand working by the day; & I am prepared to take in work at home: & will be grateful
for a share of patronage to enable me to earn a decent living. I am with respect a friend
& Christian sister.
Mrs M.E. Pedrick.
[Image 1866]
May [?] 1880
I wish to tell you, what I have learned by the colored women who have been here. They
say the cannot get any aid from Mr Brown at all, & do not know what to do, to get the
means to live on. They cannot get the work, or half as much as they can do, to get the
means to live on. They cannot get the work, or half as much as they can do to earn a
living. The woman who
[Image 1867]
worked here Saturday said she had seven children, & her husband could not get much
work & she could not, & as she had a husband she was refused aid. She needs some
everyday shoes & clothes badly, & cannot get anything from the aid. I told her I would
report to your Excellency, & have the matter looked up. If such a family can get no

[Image 1868]
aid where does the money go to that is supplied by other states for the colored refugees.
To the work of distribution all in the hands of one man? She told us that in case of need
caused by sickness in her family she only received alittle tea & one other article of food,
no sugar or any other necessities. I do not wish to have my name used as the party
calling attention
[Image 1869]
to this fact, as it might bring me trouble, & the needy investigation can be made without
anyone knowing I told of it; so please keep this private, & save me trouble. I would call
but thought it best to write. Miss _______, my landlady knows these things, & if anyone
asked her can tell them. I wish to not be questioned if anyone calls to ask. I write this
from a sense of duty, as Mrs Comstock is absent & I do not know anyone to speak to
about it.
[Image 1870]
[XXXX] my brother in law Mr. R.T. Jenkins of West Garfield a chance, she has to stay
there until next spring before he can prove up which is his plan, & then he can come here
& buy a home. He is a crippled soldier & has a very small pension 3=00 per month. He
was in the employ of the R.R. [XXX] as nurse for his brother Harris Jenkins last year &
so lived there. All their neighbors are leaving, obliged to go. Mrs ME Pedrick
[Image 1871]
I just received a letter from my sister,& she tells of hard times[.] I do not see any chance
for them to get a comfortable living as they have four children; If there is any position to
be given to any one in the country there besides Col Wolcott, please
[Image 1872]
Mr. R.J. Jenkins
Garfield
Parsons Co
Kans
[Image 1873]
New Bedford 6th Mo 2,1880
To Governor St. John
My esteemed friend
With this I send a Cashier’s check for $66.25 which was contributed by charitable
persons in this community in aid of the colored refugees. I have previously made five
small remittances, which at the request of some of the donors were all sent to thee. Only

one of these is accredited in the lists of contributions which have been sent to me. It is
doubtless unreasonable to expect correctess in a work of this nature and magnitude.
I wish to express my appreciation of thy kindness in this effort to befriend the colored
people.
Thine sincerely
Henry T. Wood
[Image 1875]
Marenga, Ill June 2, 1880
Gov St John
Dear Sir.
Enclosed find check for $80.99 for the relief of Refugee Sufferers –
Rev. James Suggo was here some time since – presented their cause – and took a
collection of 44.31 – the above amount (80.99) we have raised since he was here – we
have 6 or 7 blls. Of clothing that we will send when you may direct, and if you have any
arrangements made in regards to freight send us full directions and we will ship
accordingly –
Cash Rev Suggo 44.31
Draft 80.99
Total Cash - $125.30
Yours RespectF.W. Patrick
[Image 1876]
Palace Hotel Buffalo
June 6, 1880
To the Governor of Kansas
To the Gov Of Kansas
Sir
It has occurred to several Customers who were Conversing on the Subject of an
employment for the Colored people, was leaving the South, that the growing of [XXX]
would be a good employment for them, and that [such] a [XXX] would [flourish] in
Kansas.
Will you please think this matter, and make some public [utterance] on the Subject if
favorable
Any reasonable amount of money, can be raised by Donations, from philanthopist –
people to encourage the planting of the Mulberry, and
[Image 1877]

to provide other necessary [appliance] for beginning in this industry, which many think is
a suitable employment for the people of the Exodus. What chief want is [some]
employment easy to enter into, and giving a good [reward] [bestowed] upon it, & that
involving the hazards of [XXX] growing.
We are beginning to import enormous amounts in many [values] of raw [XXX] for our
Manufacturers, and the fabrication of silk tissues is [capable] increasing in our Country.
The Manufacturing the silk worm is simple, but simple as it is, needs some instructions at
first.
Excuse the liberty taken in the interest of the poor blacks.
Yours Resply
[Chas] [Bustly]
[Image 1879]
Streaton Ill June 3 1880
Gov St. John: then set that down to [XXXX] - I should have said Hon. Sir,
For some time we have done nothing ostensibly for the Exodus, but now we have in hand
a little fund some $40 which we expect to increase to $100. or more, proceeds of sale of
goods by assignment, which Mr S Plumb and Dr. Evans donated our Kans. Cause. Now
we would like to know if there is any special call, for which you would like our mite, or
shall it go to the general fund. Please indicate.
Over,
[Image 1880]
Besides this I promised to write enquiring for one Samuels (John I think) who was for a
time in the Kansas Penitentiary and for whom there was by friends a petition some years
since for pardon. The family has come to acquaintance through a suit by his mother for
prosecution of a Saloon keeper for selling liquor to minors – a son of here own and two
grand-children. She is a large, strong noble hearted Englishwoman, whose husband came
to America with old country habits injured by work in mines, he has been been for years
a cripple, and was [indeed] against his wife’s wishes to keep a saloon. The son in
penitentiary fell thereby, a daughter married a saloon keeper. Two other sons
[Image 1881]
were daily patrons of saloon, and the grandchildren were following the same dread
example. The mother had assumed care of finances, banished saloon – property, and
come to Streaton where all the boys made good wages in the mines – The ladies attended
all the Courts last year, because we found we could influence witnesses to tell truth – and
juries to decide for right. After hearing Mrs. Samuel’s case, we visited the family.
Induced [XXX] all but the old father to sign the pledge. Gained his vote and that of a

son-in-law for prohibition, and got the young men to come to me two evenings each week
for writing and reading. They seem noble boys. Have for the past four months spent all
their evenings in study. The eldest, Samuel, has now gone to [XXXX]. The grandsons
are in my S.S. Class and they brought in three other boys last Sabbath. They have all a
spirit
[Image 1882]
of simple candor; and are eagerness for truth that is wonderfully refreshing. They are all
anxious about the [XXXX] brother, and the poor mother hardly knows how to separate
her tears of thankfulness from those of anguish for the last boy. So I have written these
particulars think you may communicate with him if still within your knowledge. The
whole family here is transformed, and need only to redeem the elder brother to become a
unit in home – growth and happiness.
The ladies would gladly have done more for freedmen but the same hand upon whom
such work must fall is the inspiring genious in prohibation work during our second year
of antilicense in this mining town and our work is incessant – Any word from Samuels
will be thankfully received. - We watch all your labors for Temp and Refugees.
Yours Truly
J.J. Taylor
May God give strength and endurance for your abundant labors. The reward is eternal.
[Image 1883]
Prescott Wis. June 13. 1880
Gov. St John:
Sir: recently a lady friend left with me forty dollars, which she wished disposed of to
help the colored people.
I was advised to send it to you for distribution, and having read something of your care
for them, I make bold to do so. If you please to dispose of it for that purpose it will be a
satisfaction to the lady to know, if not be kind enough to return to my address –
Prescott Wis.
Respectfully Mrs. C.M. Cray
[Image 1885]
Wamego Ills. June 14/80
Dear Sir,
Please send us by return mail shipping directions for clothing &c that we have for
Colored refugees.
Yours Respect –
F.W. Patrick
[Image 1887]

Oxford Butler Co O.
April 1st, 1880
To J.P. St.John, Gov.
My dearl Sir;
I know you, and other friends of the poor colored strangers in your midst, can use money
to their advantage, at this opening of the genial Seasons. I have great pleasure therefore,
in sending you a little more, which I can spend for our needy brethren.
I Am With Great Respect Yours,
E.Amanda McConnell
$50.
[Image 1889]
Batavia, Ill 6/19/1880
Dear Sir:
I enclose dft for $1.00. It was left here with the request that we forward it to the colored
refugees in Kan.
Please see that it is properly applied.
Respf
Wm Coffin
Gov St John
Topeka
[Image 1891]
[XXXX] 1880
Andover O. June 22 – 1880
Gov St John
Dear Sir,
Among the Benevolent contributions for this week I have $2.00 for the Colored sufferers
in Kansas.
It was thought best to send it to you immediately. You will find it enclosed.
Please notify me when received.
Mrs. L.R. Griffis
Sec. of [XXX] [XXX]
[Image 1893]
Oberlin Ohio – July 3rd 1880
Gov. St John
Dear Sir

Enclosed you will find two dollars, Aunt Phebe Wick’s quarterly offering to the freed
men. Please let them know that she gives of her panury, not to encourage idleness but to
assist the struggling poor. She gives them one tenth of all her income.
Yours for the oppressed
Geo. W. Drake
[Image 1895]
Union Springs Cayuga Co. N.Y.
7/12/80
Gov. John P. St.John
Respected friend
I enclose a New York Dft. for $12. for the suffering colored refugees. John M. Watson
wrote me that the Dft. must be payable to thee during the absence of our dear friend E. L.
Comstock, or I would not have intruded upon thy valuable time for such a small sum.
This small token is no indication of the undying interest I have for these poor sufferers,
and I intend to keep sending in future as I have in the past, whenever I can spare a little.
Very respectfully
Mary H. Thomas.
[Image 1897]
Morisey, Rockland Co.,
New York, July 13th, ‘80
Hon. John P. St. John, Governor of Kansas,
Dear Sir:
The interest which you have taken in the immigration of the refugees from the southern
states to the State of Kansas, and your kind efforts in their behalf move me to send you a
copy of the enclosed song.
Hoping that I am not intruding upon you, I am respectfully
Charles A. Jones
Phillips Academy
Andover, Mass.
[Image 1900]
Scotland Mass – July 12 – 1880 –
This day I have shipped a bbl – supplies for the refugees directed to you –
Yours &c.
S.O. Keith
[Image 1901]
Bloomington July 19th 1880
Governor [XXX] Kansas

Dear Sir
Please except five dollars to be applied to the benefit of the Collared race that has left the
South came to your State to make their home
You Will Oblige
Yours Sincerely
William Clark
Direct to Bloomington Box 507
McLean County, Ill
[Image 1903]
“Sanitarium” Battle Creek, Mich.
July 14, 1880
Gov. St John,
Topeka, Kansas.
Please find enclosed five dollars ($5.00) for the colored refugees in your state.
Respectfully Yours
Marshall Dexter
[Image 1905]
Rochelle Ill. July 6, 1880.
Gov. St. John, Gov of Kansas
Topeka, Kansas.
Dear Sir,
A short time ago a Rev. Jas. Suggs (colored), recommended by you, came here and
solicited funds for colored refugees. He left no written directions for shipment of goods.
Consequently we have been driven to the necessity of shipping our boxes – five – to your
care. Enclosed, also find my draft for $2.50 being money paid in after Mr. Suggs left.
Should the boxes arrive safely – we shipped by C.B.&Qu. From Aurora, Ill. – we would
regard it as a favor if you would acknowledge receipt, and turn goods over to proper
Relief Committee.
Fraternally
Iaao E. Springer
Paster M.E. Church
[Image 1907]
FREEDMEN’S EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
Leavenworth, Kansas, July 19, 1880
Gov. John P. St.John
Dear Sir,
Permit me to introduce to you my husband Mr. A.L. Griffith. He has been teaching in the
Commercial College at our home in Ohio. As I am anxious to continue my educational
work among the Freedmen in Kansas he has come to your state hoping to find business &

a home. If you should know of a vacancy for a book keeper he would be glad to accept
such a place, or a position to teach in Washburn College Commercial Department.
Your letter of last week recd. Thanks for your prompt action.
Sincerely Your Friend,
Mary E. Griffith
[Image 1909]
Detroit July 20th 1880
Gov John St John
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find a Certificate of Deposit for two dollars for the refugees – would you
acknowledge the receipt of this money please. State this receipt of the families I sent you
and a barrel of dried apples & clothing I sent now.
CA Bloss
[Image 1911]
Laclede, Mo July 22nd 1880
Gov St John,
I have often thought I would like to help the poor colored refugees that are flocking to
Kansas & now as I have ten dollars that I wish to give to the Lord. I think that it will
please Him best for me to give it into your hands for the benefit of the refugee’s now will
you please to see that it goes to the colored people who are needy, as I suppose you know
how to get it to them & I do not, only to sent it to you, I will get a P.O. order & send you
trusting that it will be all right. I believe you live at Topeka
[Image 1912]
Kansas, so I will direct this to Topeka hoping that it may be some good for I have
sympathy for the poor colored race that have been so badly used, and that are trying to
get away from their oppressors oh may the Lord bless them bountifully in Kansas is my
prayer, I am so glad that you are such a friend to the poor unfortunates, & I think I can
trust you fully to deliver this to them, I only wish I had as much more to help them with
but the good Lord will see that they are provided for bless his holy name now I hope you
are a Christian, because you do certainly do the work of a Christian & don’t let any one
else have your crown please acknowledge the receipt of this by card or otherwise,
Minerva L Sharp
[Image 1913]
LAKE MOHONK MOUNTAIN HOUSE
NEW PALTZ, ULSTER CO., NEW YORK July 26, 1880
John P. St. John
My dear Friend

Our kind friends have persuaded my daughter & self to come & rest for 3 or 4 weeks
during this very hot weather, so here we are in a very lovely cool mountain house, with a
beautiful tranquil little lake in front, & lofty mountains behind us, While thus
[Image 1914]
resting we do not forget the poor refugees in Kansas. We had a meeting in this house last
eve & took up a collection of near $100 for them, & will have another in a few days. I
sent frequent remittances to my dear friend Laura L. Haviland. This she kindness of my
friend all of our expenses are met & all our wants abundantly supplied without our
having to drain a dollar from money collected for the refugees wh. is very satisfactory to
me. I have taken the few [XXX] to ask thy advice regarding our future work. It seems
to me in looking over the matter prayerfully & weighing it well, that it may be wise for us
to open an auxiliary or branch
[Image 1915]
to the Topeka work. We hear of large numbers of refugees flocking to the South Eastern
part of the state Independence, Coffeyville, Oswego, Columbus &c. We hear of great
restitution there; & also of much dissatifaction in Topeka, among the citizens many of
whom think that are doing so much there has drawn the refugees there. Dost thou think it
will be wise or right for us, to locate in the S.E. part of Kans. on our return in the Fall?
Some have advised our drawing off & separating from the K.F.R.A. I confess, I am
unwilling to do that. I fear that am doing so wd. tend to lessen public confidence & the
funds & supplies wd. fail in consequence. But just to organize
[Image 1916]
an auxiliary & work harmoniously with the K.F.R.A.and not do so. If we decide upon
this plan it will be needful to erect barracks. Perhaps one may rent warehouse rooms &
place to line in for awhile, but barracks for refugees are greatly needed there now we
hear.
If amid thy many duties & pressing engagements thou canst spare time to let me know
thy judgment in this matter I shall be much obliged. With love to thy wife & daughter I
am
Thy sincere friend
Eliz P Comstock.
To Gov St John
[Image 1917]
Burlington, Iowa, July 26, 1880
Gov. St John
Topeka Kansas.

Dear Sir –
I rec’d some very interesting document from you – few days ago – for which accept
thanks.
Enclosed please find P.O. order for Five Dollars ($5.00) – for Aid Society.
Yours Truly
James Hillary
[Image 1919]
Soldier Valley Ia
Aug. 2 – 1880
Hon J.P. St. John
Dear Sir
Please find inclosed $5.00 for the benefit of the destitute settlers on the frontiers.
Yours truly
H.C. Smith
N.V. address as above
[Image 1921]
[XXXX] Aug 3rd 1880.
To Gov. St John
Pres. Freedman’s Relief Assoc.
Dear Sir,
Enclosed find Cashiers Check to the amount of $8, for the Freedmen, [XXX] money is
contributed to the vicinity for which please have a [XXXX] [XXXX] made.
The stream of benevolence has [XXX] [at] [ceased] to flow in this direction – And it’s
[arrival] [XX] to start it again of the wants of the Freedmen Continue –
I have translated
[Image 1922]
[for] time [is] money [XX] and 20 barrels of clothing –
Let me [XXX] if the [necessity] for effort in [this] direction continues – that we may
service our [XX] [funds] to the charitable.
With warm [XXXX] for [XXX] [XXXX] as the Transfer and Campaign on which so
much is [XXX] [XXX]. Most Cordially
Yours truly, Henry T. [Chusun]
Treasurer of [Worchester]
[XXXX] for Freedmen

[Image 1924]
Eutaw, Green Co Ala
August 6th 1880
To his Excellency
Governor St John
Topeka, Kansas
Sir,
We desire to introduce to your [XXX] the bearer of this letter, Rev Henry Reed
Pinckery, a colored man of liberal [vocation] and large influence in this section who
comes to Kansas in the interest of his race. From our intimate personal acquaintance with
him we can safely assure you that any statement he may make is [XXX] to be received
with face credence. We have the honor to be
Very respectively
Your obedient servant
Winfield S Bird
State Rep Ex Committee
[Image 1926]
Half Way, August 12th 1880
Gov St. John
Dear sir will you please give me some information about the Negroes of Kansas. I would
like to know if there are many Negroes in Kansas? And if so are they in Colonies?
What Counties are they in?
Have they School districts, and school houses?
Are their schools carried on the same as among white people/ What wages do they give
teachers? In giving this and any other information about them you will greatly oblige.
M.T. Brooks
Half-Way
Cloud Co.
Kansas
[Image 1928]
[Tenuma] 8-9-1880
J.P. St John
Gov of Kansas
My Dear Friend
Thine of the 12th of July just at hand having been sent to Parsons and forwarded to
Columbus awaited my arrival here – I have very unexpectedly been long detained in three
Southern Counties and am happy to say that I have found a much better district of
Country than I anticipated and a more comfortable climate nights – pleasant for sleeping

– that whilst the days are hot sometimes yet all get cooled off and rested at night. A few
[items] may interest thee [but] I find the freedmen who came in good [time]
[Image 1929]
have fine crops of Corn Cotton & vegetables – Corn being very cheep will of course not
[XXX] much and as supply is plenty of meal – but the Cotton Coming up so rapidly and
in so much larger quantities than was expected that many of the farmers who cursed the
Negro for comeing to Kansas are now preparing to [have] Cotton planted next year. One
man told me that Montgomery Co. alone would plant 10000 acres next year - Whilst
Labette & Cherokee will hold their [acres] in the same way. A Colored man at Oswego
told me on Friday that his gin mill would have 20,000 bales this year – and that his
success [XXXX] him in leasing 200 acres next year & planting the same in cotton –
There has been some fears amongst the friends of the Freedmen least this anti
prohibation element should
[Image 1930]
over persuade [item] [XXXX] them from [XXX] [correct] and therby damage the good
cause[.]
Am please to find a strong element in favor of renominating the present Governor – And
I trust the Dear Lord may so order it –
So near as I can find there will be about – about 30 per cent of the Exodusters who must
be clothed this coming winter and 60 per cent of them need more or less food – I am
informed by J.E. Pickering that in Cherokee Co almost all the food needed will be
furnished by the Citizens Which will relieve our work – very [materially] as there are
nearly 4000 in the county – 30 per cent will [Count] up pretty large –
I think Labette Co will be very much the same -- but Montgomery Co although not
having so many by [XXXX] one half yet – very many
[Image 1931]
new settlers having sought a home of their own quit but little means to pay out cannot
provide enough for themselves until they get another crop – I give bread to Freedmen if
impossible without [starting] their own families – the same is also true of Chatauqua Co –
consequently in order to avoid necessary suffering there should be clothing and food for
at least 1500 who are already here beside the thousand who will arrive within the next [9]
months and must have help – and the [XXX] of the Colored men are very [desireous]
that no tax should hence to be levied on his account. If E.L. Comstock comes back to her
work and takes special hold of this part of the State in her work I hope she will [not]
concentrate too much at any one place as those people who have flocked into – Topeka
and I am satisfied will damage its

[Image 1932]
future interests unless some prompt [means] are used to scatter them away to other
points. If supplies could be shipped direct to Oswego [there] assorted and sent to Parsons
– Chetopa – Baxter Springs Columbus – Independence – Coffeyville & Sedan it would
hinder such crowds as would gather to any one point if supplies were all given out as has
been at Topeka.
There is a strong desire amongst the citizens at some points where a training school
established but I have not seen how funds can be provided for feeding clothing &
schooling unless some new [revenue] is [opened] to the [Lords] money locked up in the
East. I have wanted to write thee for some time but not receiving any reply to any letters
I thought my
[Image 1933]
letters were unwelcome perhaps and kept quietly on in my work knowing that some day
all would come right. I want to say that [XXXX] [XXXX] Wilmer Walton is a man in
the right place – and if Mrs Comstock entrusts him with anything she will find it honestly
[XXX] – I am sorry that politics has [turned] our Mr. W. Reynolds head – as I hear it has
–
My kind regards to [Messe] Ward & Devendorf.
I am sincerely they Friend
John M. Watson
Address for 10 days
Columbus Kansas
[Image 1935]
Burlington, Iowa, Aug 14/80
Dear Sir,
About three weks ago I sent you P.O. order for 5.00 for colored people.
Have you received it. I have not heard from you. Please let me know & oblige.
Yours truly
James Hillary.
[Image 1936]
Newburyport (Essex Co.) Mass.
To his Excellency Gov. St. John,
Respected Sir,
Late in the summer of 1879 a man styling himself Gen. Conway of the Union Army,
came to this city to solicit funds with which to purchase a steamer to convey the Colored

people who need located on the river banks during the Exodus being denied passage on
the regular boats.
[Image 1937]
Some, Newburyport was to give one hundred dollars.
The interest in the Exodus at that time was very great, and the money freely given, in as
much as Gen. Conway was endorsed by two of our best Clergymen & reported [XXXX]
to have been previous & the rebellion, a Baptist Minister.
A short time after we left, an item in our daily paper Said that he had been arrested for
[XXXX] which was explained in some way but not contradicted since that time we have
been unable to learn anything definitely of his movements. I have repeatedly written to
this Rev. Mr. Woodworth of Boston or American
[Image 1938]
Missionary Association who has replied “that we knew nothing of such a man
personally”.
A lady who said contributed liberally to Gen. Conways Fund came to me last evening
saying that she had made inquiries at the Miss. Rooms in Boston and learned that he was
in Kansas, and that a letter addressed to yourself would probably unveil some things of
this mysterious man, as he undoubtedly had some thousands of dollars in his hands.
Any information which you Sir, may be able to communicate to the friends of the colored
people of this City will be very gratefully received, such men do a
[Image 1939]
great injury to the cause of benovolence, be they ever so honest.
I have often heard my dear husband, the late Rev DV Cleaveland, speak of the Rev. Mr
Cordley of Lawrence Kansas, if he is the individual whom he once knew in Michigan
will you sir, do me the favor to ask him to call on me at my residence whenever he may
come to New England.
Respectfully
Juliana C. Cleaveland
[Image 1940]
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
New York Aug 22 1880
Topeka, Kansas
Gov John P St John

Please mail some originals of accounts and leases received from refugees to Judge Farget
No twenty [XXX] Park Place New York immediately – will write
Elizabeth L. Comstock
[Image 1942]
Normal Aug 23rd 1880
Hon. John P St John
Governor of Kansas
Dear Sir
Your receipt came to hand for 5 dollars all right[.] I have been in the habit of paying five
dollars a year to the christian cause[.] I was going to send to you last year the Methodist
Minister said he would send it wherever I wished[.] I hope it sent to where I intended
it[.] I have two Soninlaws in your state[.] One in Miami Co name Jacob Rohrer the
other Cherokee Co name Davic Treimner[.] Yours Respectflly
Wm Clark
[Image 1944]
H.N. Baker
East Rockford, Ill. Aug. 24. 1880
Hon. J.P. St.John
Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir
A “lady friend” desires to donate One hundred Dollars to the Colored Emigrants in
Kansas in whatever way you may deem for this intended. Enclosed find Chicago Dft for
$100 to your order. Please [XXX] [XX] same & oblige. Yours very Truly
H.N. Baker
[Image 1946]
Topeka, Kan. August. 31st 1880
To his excellency Gov. J.P. St.John,
Wishing you much success in this race that will soon [XXXX] knowing of your value
and the great good that you have did toward my people that I appreciate you and will
render you all the good that I can do. One week ago I were in the colony at Dunlap I
found my people there in a flourishing condition & bid
[Image 1947]
fair in a few years to be in no want Oh to God that I may live to see my race yet a people
among the best on the face of the globe. Hoping you may appreciate these few remarks
and thinking that I can be of any aid to you in this coming campaign if you are nominated
I hope soon hear from you[.]
Respectifully
A.D. Depantz

No 167 Ave East
[Image 1949]
Lawrence Kas. Sept 3rd 1880
Dear Governor,
I am glad to congratulate you upon your Successful nomination before the Republican
Convention. I did what I could for you, and also I hoped to [XXX] some recognition for
my race upon the State ticket, but in this we failed. I must in Justice to yourself Support
the ticket as nominated at Topeka but in doing so I will incur the condemation of some of
the leading men of my race. Not that they wish to defeat you, but to call the attention of
the party to the numerical strength of the Negro in Kansas. I shall do what I can to allay
this storm of dissention. I did not ask anything at Topeka for myself
[Image 1950]
I did not ask not for a place on the Central Committee. Was not in the convention when
it was done. I expect this thing will [XXX] me politically, it will alleviate the colored
view of weight from me and the White Republicans will have no sympathy in my behalf
when I am down, So you can readily see where I am placed. I expect in less than a week
you will hear me denounced all over the State, But “Alls Well that ends well”.
John L. Waller
[Image 1951]
Union Springs Caluga Co. N.Y.
Sept. 4th 1880
Gov. John P. St.John
Respected friend,
I enclose a Dft. for twenty dollars for Kansas sufferers, the colored refugees. I know it is
a small sum but it is all I can spare at present, and must deny myself the comforts of life.
It goes with many prayers for the poor sufferers.
I should not trouble the Govenor of the State, (with all the burden of care I responsibility
resting upon him,) with such little matters, but was informed that during the absence of
my dear friend Eliz Comstock, all Dfts. were to be payable to him.
With great respect
They addressed [XXXX]
Mary H. Thomas.
[Image 1953]
Battle Creek Septr 5th/80
Gov St John
My Dear Friend

As it seems that the Democratic Party intend to do resort to any devise to throw power
into the hands of their Southern Masters, hence the are busey at reporting infamous
falsehoods about the Exidos to your State To Wit. That thousands of the colored people
are fleeing back to the South & that Hundreds are starving to Death in Kansas, of course
you See the object of thos infamous ties..the situation in the South is a disgrace to any
Nation on Earth and it seems to revolting continue it seems to me that the time will come
when an uprising will occur and those Murderious Hords may yet Bite the Dust.. no
greater clamity could befall this
[Image 1954]
Nation than to have a Democratic Administration your National Government will you
please state to me in Reply as to the true situation of the Colored people in Kansas as to
their Industry Sobriety and how the are getting alon in the various societys so far as your
knowledge extends with your permission I will publish your answer as it will be an
[Excellent] Campain them to put before the people .. I do think if you could make a visit
this way and speak it would of greatest Importance .. Wade Hampton no Doubt uttered
the true Sentiment in his [XXX] Speech, when he said .. why did we nominate [XXXX]
it was because he will be an available president .. this has ever been the policy of the
South to have men
[Image 1955]
[Right corner of page 3 torn]
whoho will heed XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
thrhe Southern Loss XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
yes available is a XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
[XXX] with the South but the Northern Copperhed Journals never utter a word of
Condemnation of those Damnable Blood Thirsty Scroundrels who murder with
impartiality & go unpunished. Should you feel that you could make us visit I shall be
most happy to have you at our home we can get out a crowd & assure you we shall give
you a hearty Welcome. May [XXX] is at our house sends her Kind Love to you and all
Friends of Humanity.
Truly Yours H. Willis
[Image 1956]
State of Kansas
Executive Department
Topeka, Sept 6, 1880
Kenneth MacLeod,
Denver, Col.
My Dear Sir:

Your letter of the 4th instant will be referred to Mrs. Laura S. Haviland, Sec of the
Freedmen’s Relief Assn of this place, who has in charge the matter relating to securing
employment for colored refugees.
Very Truly Yours,
John P. St John
[Image 1957]
Columbus Kansas 9/6/80
Hon. John P. St John
Governor of Kansas
My Dear Friend
Thy truly Welcome letter came to hand in thee time and gave me a just such
encouragement as I needed – I was very anxious and I may say I prayed much that the
Dear Lord would defeat thy enemies in the political ring and vindicate his own Cause
Which He has done and I am now satisfied that the powers of Darkness lurking in the
larger cities and some of the towns in this state will find [XXX] times in the future
history of Kansas –
I was at Baxter Springs yesterday held five very satisfactory meetings with the Freedmen
in that district. I have never met a more intellectual class in Kansas considering the
numbers and they are very desirous of having a training school established in that village.
I told them I would use my influence to help them but did not make any Promises as to
what could be done –
[Image 1958]
I wish I could see thee 10 minutes but I cannot just now – My wife and daughters & I
[hence] a pleasant place of sojourn in the home of one of our Friends whose family have
gone to Iowa on a visit of 2 months – leaving us in full possession – The more I see of
Cherokee County the more I am impressed with its value in general. And it seems now
as if we may settle in it after I get through with the Exodus.
Mrs Comstock seems very deligent from reports that come from New York &c perhaps
she will conquer yet as she is not likely to give back in the day of battle – I regreat the
Colored people [XXXX] their claims so hard in [convention] as so many of them are
new settlers it would have shown wiseom to wait one more year at least as modest worth
will win in the end – but seeing I am not a politician I cannot judge –
I shall be pleased to hear from thee again at thy [Convention] – May the blessing of him
that was ready to Perish Come upon thee and Wisdom from Above be thy positive
guiding thy hand in the Affairs of this Great State of Kansas.
Sincerely Thy Friend
John M Watson
[Image 1959]

Boston, Sept 8 1880
His Excellency
Gov John P. St John
Topeka
Dear Sir
At the solicitation of Mrs. Comstock I enclose [four] funds in my hands to aid the colored
refugees my firms ck $1000. on Chemical [XXX] [XXX] .
Please ackg rect
Yours, sir,
With much respect
H.P. Kidder
Treas’er
[Image 1961]
Sept 9, 1880
Bennington Morrow Co Ohio
Gov St John
Kind Friend,
I write to make a few inquiries respecting the [Proprieity] of a new mission in he work of
aiding the Colored refugees. I received a letter from Mrs. Comstock two weeks ago
asking me to bring the subject before our H.M. Mtg that she might in some way have the
support of her friends at home. She is a woman in whose magnanimity and Christian
fidelity we have unbounded confidence. But we would not like to encourage her to start
a separate mission that would
[Image 1962]
antagonize with the association already at work. We would at least like to know that she
has the hearty approval of the Governor of the State.
She is now a member of our Home Missionary Board, & a [XXX] is appointed to
cooperate with her by way of encouragement and assistance, if after inquiry it is
concluded she will go forward in the work.
Some have asked if it was best to go to the expense of erecting the necessary buildings
for a new head quarters. We are left to our judgment by the church, only with the
restrictions that we incur no debt.
Her success in obtaining funds by solicitation has been such that we conclude much the
best way
[Image 1963]

for the future will be to persue the same course. We are so far from the field we must
depend upon the information we get from the you. We hope thou will be very frank in
giving us they judgement. Praying Gods blessing to rest upon thee in every department of
thy work I am thy friend.
Priscilla Rogers
Corresponding Sec of H.N. Board of O. Yearly Meeting
I have just written to Mrs. Comstock at Newport R.I.
[Image 1965]
Portsmouth R.I. 9 mo 9th 1880
Gov. St John
My dear Friend
Some of our Friends in the [XX] Eastern parts think it will be wise to send an agent
down South to try & stem the tide of emigration or turn it into other States, as Ill. Ioa,
Ohio, and Indiana.
It is proposed to send John M. Watson who is well adapted to this work, from his
knowledge of the colored people, of the state of things in Kas. & having resided in Miss,
& been employed in the Friends Mission there.
Our New York Friends will meet his expenses & will be much obliged to thee, if thou
will give him on paper or some sort of a document that he can show or read to the colored
people
[Image 1966]
with whom thy name will have more weight than any other. Thou will greatly oblige us
by sending such to him as soon as convenient addressed
John M. Watson
c/o Jan E Pickering
Columbus
Kansas
I do not think it desirable to ask for anything of the kind from the K.F.R.A. Friends who
have long known him & value his services will give him some testimonials, which with
thy name may be all suffient.
I send thee an Illustrated copy of “A Fools Errand”, a short time ago. I hope thou & thy
dear wife will find time to read & enjoy it. Especially I would call your attendion to
“The Irrestable Empire”, & “A New
[Image 1967]

book of Martyrs “at the end of the [XXX]”. I had a pleasant visit from the Author & his
lovely wife, when in New York. He wanted to telegraph to thee in my name for certain
documents to aid him in his forth coming book “Bricks without Straw”. I hope this did
not give thee much trouble!
I cannot tell the with have much interest & sympathy I enter into the present election in
Kas. How I hope & pray that Gov St John may be his own successor. In her present
crisis, Kas so greatly needs an honest, upright, benevolent, God fearing Governor!
Senator Windom of Minn. Came to see me, he being in the city when I was in New York.
We spent an hour or two in earnest consultation about the refugees, the atrocities &
cruelties that had driven them from
[Image 1968]
their Southern homes, their present and prospective needs, &c &c. [XXX] tells me that
in the Exodus investigation, the fact was brought out that there are well organized bands
of colored people who for years have held their regular meetings & are preparing to
emigrate 95,000 in [XXX] scattered over the Southern States. He says “if a Dem Pres
be elected there will be such a stampede for the North as has never been known.”
With love to thy wife & daughter
Thy sincere friend
Elizabeth Comstock
Address
C/o Charles H. Thorndike
Concord
N.H.
[Image 1970]
Denver, Colo Sept 11: 1880
Dear Sir:
I recently wrote the Post Master at Topeka, Kansas, to learn who the Committee, are;
who find homes for Southern Freedmen. The P.M. could not give the desired
information, but directed me to you. Please give me the information & oblige a life long
republican
I remain respectfully Yours,
J.B. [Jayne]
[Image 1971]
Elder Louis Aster, et al., Independence, Montgomery County, Kansas to Gov. St. John,
September 27, 1880
Governor St. John the Governor of the State

Sir We the collored citizen of independence resol[ve] to inform you that where as the
school in which our children be long they have prepared a iroom seprated for the collored
children on the acount of they collor & we carried our children to the school in which
they belong & they was turn away on the a count of they collor & we withheld our
children from going from school to school on the acount of collor ar 18 hundred yeards
out of the way & applied to you about it [. ]
Witness
Louis Aster Alexander Haris Judg Smith E. Z. Robert Thomas Wood
D. Andrews Brist Draper B. Shaw S. Tillman
Please give us your views & your protection
Elder Aster
[Image 1973]
New York, 97 West 99th St., Oct. 2nd 1880
Hon. John P. St. John
Gov. State of Kansas
Sir:
Enclosed please find my check for two hundred dollars, a contribution sent through me to
the funds of the Freedmen Relief Association. I should not have troubled you in the
matter but that I do not know Mrs. E.C. Comstock’s present address. However I will take
advantage of the opportunity to say, that while many friends express
[Image 1974]
much interest in the condition of the refugees we are and frequently met with the
inquiring whether they do all for themselves that they can. Such appeals as have reached
me from the office of the association are rather pathetic stories of suffering than definite
statements of the circumstances; if I might be permitted to say so more detail of the latter
sent would perhaps be helpful in this practical community. With great respect – yours
Elaine Collins
[Image 1976]
Rochester N.Y. Oct 2nd 1880
Dear Friend – I write enquire how it is going with the poor refugees from the south who
have laid themselves upon your hospitality? I also half learn of great need among our
own people who have immigrated with little means & are now very destitute? Will you
please favor me with the truth of these unspoken rumors? The press is utterly silent on
these subjects – I ran across your appeals last spring for publication, but with no success
as far as I know – our people seem callous to these calls of these poor sufferers. Will you
please excuse this liberty & inform me of these matter.
Very Truly Yours, F.B. Kellogg
No 16 Mc.Cracken Street
Rochester N.Y.

[Image 1978]
Oct. 4, 1880
Gov St John
Dear Sir
I am told that this man R.G. Doom is Democratic Candidate for Legislator. Keeps a hotel
in Oberlin and is in position to use supplies in an improper way. Smith & Keys I know
nothing of at all. I see that the Democracy has attempted to this work or at least has
encouraged Mrs Brown to come this way and send back supplies, but I told her that I
would not do anything towards forwarding relief to that society without your approval.
Mr Nixon of “Inter Ocean” told her the same, with it we will do what we can.
I have not heard from Mrs Comstock or Mrs H for some time[.] I have nearly or quite a
carload of Relief Goods waiting order. I would like to know from you what the prospect
is for the Exodus people this fall[.] Truly Yours, Horatio N. Rust
[Image 1980]
Rev. Alexander Harris, of Independence, Montgomery County, Kansas to Gov. St. John,
October 14, 1880
Govener St John
Dear Sir Yours of 27 came to hand and your Counsel taken, and we dislike to have to tell
you that the County Superintendent of public schools says that he have no control over
sittys of the 2 class of which this is.
Yours truly
Rev Alexander Harris
[Image 1982]
Baton Rough La
Oct 18th 1880
Gov St John
Topeka Kans
My Dear Sir
Desireous of learning the exact condition of the Colored People who have Emigrated
from the south to your State – I have taken the liberty to address you on the subject. My
object is to assertain to truth of the reports in our [XXXX] of their destitution and
aniexty to return to their former homes. If these reports are true, I would like to know the
particulars and the sections of your State where this condition of things exist &
[Image 1983]
with the view of learning wether any consideration number of them could be induced to
return to this State – to work in the Sugar Districts. I would deem such a thing practible
or even desireable, were it not satisfied that the coming Election will result in the other

overthrow of the Borbon Democracy, and a total breaking up of the Solid South, bringing
about a state of affairs that will enable the agricultural interests of this state to insure to
its labor that personal protection, that in the past it has been unable to do, and increasing
many fold the [XXX] and for colored labor, without
[Image 1984]
which the Sugar interests of this State will greatly suffer for the want of more labor.
Having read in the public press Is the time of the Exodus, your opinion on that subject I
have made bold to ask these questions of you feeling that I would get a candid answer.
With respect I am Yours truly, Wm.S. Booth
Baton Rough La
PO Box 278
[Image 1986]
Columbus Kansas, 10-21-1880
J.P. St John, Gov of Kansas,
My Dear Friend
As Kansas [XX] Meeting of Friends at their last meeting most heartily endorsed Eliz. L.
Comstock in her labor for the Freedmen in this state and appointed a committee of
substantial friends to assist her as she may need in the future – I will enclose list of names
of Committees & its officers. It seems desirable at present to have this point to receive
and distribute supplies – owing to concern for the Southern & Eastern Kansas
[Image 1987]
and I have been asked to take the management of it – Please let me know if it would seem
a nice thing to do at this time – My heart is much in the work but I want to act kind in all
that I do concerny it – If as is move proposed the [XXXX] Topeka is brought down to
merely a local affairs this work must reach out and keep the Freedmen scatter instead of
massing them in any one spot – Should the supplies be sent to this point for Distribution
to other points – It would not be expected to clothe local charities, so that others would
crowd in as they have done at Topeka –
May I hear Thy mind on this at Thy convenience.
I am sincerely Thy Friend
John M. Watson
[Image 1988]
P.S. We shall expect thee next week at the [XXXX] temperance meeting.
[Image 1989]

Kansas Yearly Meeting of Friends held in Lawrence Kansas 10th Oct 1880[.] The report
of E.L. Comstocks labor in bringing supplies (Funds clothing &c) to help the destitute
Freedmen coming into our young state being read in this meety the [belief] [unites] a
further cooperation in this good cause and appoint the following friends to advise assist
as she may need the coming year.
M.H. Newlin[,] Lawrence Levi Woodard[,] of Lawrence – Johathan E. Pickering
Lehan[,] Matilda Honworth[,] Boston – [Neville] [Kause] Sarah Nicholson[,] Lawrence
Lizzie Nelson[,] of Lawrence Sealim Jessep[,] Springdale Sarah Jessep[,] Springdale –
At a meeting of the Council – late [XX] Present – J.E. Pickering, Levi Woodard, Sarah
Nicholson[,] Sealim Jessep[,] Matilda Honworth[,] Sarah Jessep[,] & Lizzie Nelson and
adjourned by appointing J.E. Pickering Pres Levi Woodard Treasurer & Matilda
Honworth Secretary – addressed by the following
This Committee having been appointed to advise & assist Eliz L. Comstock with
contributions of supplies which she and others may desire to send to the State for the
benefit of the Freedmen. Either
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for physical comfort or educational interests
Our plan of work will first take in the subject of food and clothing\ the sick, aged &
destitute – followed by the Educational as funds may come in for that purpose. And
wherever any Evangitical Asso from other states think to establish Normal School or
Mission Work Will esteem it a privelege to encourage the same to the full extent of our
ability.
Matilda Honworth
Secretary J. E. Pickering
President
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Muskegon Mich, Nov 1st 1880
Gov. St.John, Topeka, Ka.
Honorable Sir,
Mrs Maslett of this state was here in this city – and organized a society for the aiding of
the refugees in Kansas, during, I believe the month of August. At the time she met with
some opposition from a gentleman who holds a prominent position here. Lately he has
visited Kansas and since his return has proclaimed publicly that there is no necessity of
sending aid to the people then. He says he took pains to learn the true condition of things
there, and he knows whereof he speaks.
Now sin while we think lives in the wrong, we still feel that if it is not wise to pass this
by
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unnoticed, because of his influence over people, for as I said before, the holds a
prominate position.
A few of us are trying to do what we can for the poor colored people, and when a man
like him talks as he does it [XXXX] the cause, therefore Sir I take the liberty of writing
to you and ask that you give us some facts that we can make public. I know of no other
way to end the controversy.
I am sir Respectfully Yours
Mrs. A.C. Firman, Muskegon Mich.
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Lawrence – Kansas Nov: 5th 1880
Dear Governor:
Allow me to congraduate you upon your success and the success of the “prohibitory
Amendment.” Thanks for a Grand National Republican Victory.
Governor I Wish you would See Tom Anderson, an White – and get me a Blank pass
over the Santa Fe R.R. from Lawrence to Pueblo, Colorado. Either my Wife or Sister
Will have to go there on the account of the illness of an old Aunt of ours in Peublo Send
the pass Blank as I don’t know yet which of the two Will go[.] Please send it so that I
can have it by the 11th. Make it good for 30 days, and oblige me and my family.
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Hoping to hear from you soon I close and anxivly await your answer.
John L. Waller
P.S. I suppose in case you send me a Blank pass. I can insert the name of Whoever goes
on it; can I not?
J.L.W.
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The Labette Country Freedmen’s Relief, Nov. 5, 1880
To Gov. J.P. St John;
Dear Friend;
Truly we can all exclaim, “Truth is mighty, and will prevail.”
I have just been reading in this evening’s paper a kind of a confirmation of previous
reports that a glorious bloodless victory has been achieved. King Alcohol has been
defeated, & the voters of Kansas have declared themselves largely in favor of Gov.
St.John and “The Amendment”.

I say the voters have done so: yes, I feel well assured that if all of the men, women &
children of Kansas could have voted in both cases, St.John and The Amendment could
have voted in both cases, St. John and The Amendment would have received such an
overwhelming majority as would have reflected especial credit upon this new State and
its Executive Officer through our great Country Executive Officer, throughout our great
Country and the civilized world. I feel so rejoiced over the results, that I cannot wait
until morning to express unto thee my congratulations.
At 3 o/c last second day afternoon (the 1st inst) I was one of a little company (mostly
ladies who met
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in the Parsons Congrt. Church edifice, in a Prayer meeting capacity, for the avowed
purpose of humbly imploring the Divine blessing to test upon the people of Kansas the
next day, with aspecial reference to their voting for the removal from our midst of that
tempting evil, that aid of Satan in destroying the bodies and souls of men, in the way of
spirituous liquors as a beverage. I firmly believe that He unto whom we appealed was
indeed present with us, blessed our feeble efforts, and hearten accepted and in due time
mercifully answered our petitions. God is ever good.
While we can properly rejoice over this grand result, I think the people of Kans.,
especially all professing Christians, have abundant cause to individually – as well as
collectively – offer sincere, heart felt praises, from truly grateful hearts, for this renewed
evidence of Divine favor in permitting such cheering results from the recent election.
Although the majority of votes in this city were cast against the Amendment (as was
expected); yet some of us have the happy assurance that we did what we could against the
evil of intemperances.
With best wishes for thyself and family, I remain sincerely thy friend, Wilmer Walton.
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New York 11-6-1880
Gov John S. St John Gov of Kansas Topeka Ks
Does Miss Comstock represent your wishes and those of the citizens of Kansas in
Making further appeal for aid for Negro Refugees.
[XXXXX] Reed
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Nov. 7 1880
Governor St John
My dear Sir;
Thinking you may recognize my husbands name as a coworker with you in all good
things. I take the liberty to ask information of you about sending clothing to the

Refugees in your State. My husband a former Executive of hassack [XXXX] has
always taken a deep interest in the colored people, and now we feel more than ever that it
is our desire to do whatever
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we can to relieve those who have been obliged to flee from their own [XXXX] climate
to escape persecution.
I have six barrels of very nice warm clothing ready to send as soon as I can ascertain
where and how best to send them? - I have no doubt we could gather together much
more if we could transport them free of charge, and if we knew just where to send them.
Will you kindly give me the desired information for the sake of our perishing country
men? I will endeavor
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to do all in my powers to relieve their suffering.
With great Respect and in full sympathy with your ardant work, I am Very Truly Yours
Mrs. William Claplin
Newtonville, Mass.
[XXX]
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Miles (Iowa) Nov 8th/80
Hon. J.P. St.John
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir
You have a National Representation as the advocate and friend of the Freedmen, who
have taken refuge on the soil of your State[.] The early history of Kansas gave token that
it would be the home of the oppressed. My wife and one or two of her friends are
wanting to send a box of 2nd hand clothing to this class of our needy Country men. She
feels sure, since reading the leading Article the last No. of “Our Union”. Organ of the
Woman’s Temperance Union, that you and your wife will be willing to help her in the
enaction.
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Those who have had the faith and courage to exile themselves from the South, and flee to
Kansas, are the people that show a disposition to help themselves and they are the people
it is pleasant and profitable to help. If you can advise us, as to where to send such a
Present, by what route and to whom it can be consigned, with the assurance that it will be
soon, and worn by destituted, you will aid us and promote a course in which you are
interested. Please let us hear from you at your earliest convenence, and Oblige

Yours very truly,
O. Emerson
Miles, Jackson Co, Iowa
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Nov. 8, 1880
To His Excellency, Gov St John
My dear sir
I presume to address you, because I do not know whether Miss Comstock, is still in
Topeka, engaged in her wonderful benevolent work for the Refugees --- If she is, May I
beg of you to hand this to her – without farther humbling your honorable self. Should she
not be in your city, will you then kindly hand it to the party who superintends the
interests of the Refugees.
I cannot close this note, without expressing my admiration, & gratitude to you for
[XXXX] & faithfully the immense power
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& influence your high position confers upon you in favor of the oppressed – friendless
African - & also Temperance, & all that is healthy & good & righteous[.]
Gratefully & Respectfully Yours
Mrs L.A. Hagand
Elmhurst Illinois
Mon. Nov 8’ 1880
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Topeka. Kans. Nov. 10th 1880
Gov St John
To your Excellency
I wish to make a request of you. Will you please to help my boy Depantz to something to
do and when you help him you are helping me for when I was out of door he took me in
& no one to care for me be taken me as one of the family. And Dear Sir when you see a
vacancy of any kind please to let me know & try and help him as he is a
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worthy young man and of considerable family.
Your Respectfully
Benj Singleton better know as old “Pap” Singleton
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W. H. Haywood, Manhattan, Riley County, Kansas to Governor St. John, November 10,
1880
Gov while you have bin so succesfull as to be re erlected isn't
it comoneley for a gov when he is erlected to poul of[f] his old sut and put on anew one is
I am harder up and I have bin sense I bin in Kansas I ask you for that old sut or anew
one[.] we are all well and are proud of your erlection[»] ansew soon
Your frind
W. H. HAYWOOD
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New York City
377 Broadway
Nov 11, 80
Gov St John
My Dear Friend.
Since I last wrote you, have gone through the trials and triumphs of a great election. I
Congratulate you that it is over and that you have had a great personal triumph.
Our World’s Fair Work progresses very slowly, indeed. The men of N.Y. are too busy
and too prosperous to take hold with vigor. Each man has his own work to do.
The Commission, at its meeting in Aug. left behind to an Executive Committee, with full
power. It consists of 31, of whom 5 are from
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the States. Of this 5, I am the only one who has been able to remain for work. We meet
regularly once a week & sometime twice.
During my absence in Aug., the opening of Books [XXXX] was postponed until after
the election. They were opened very quietly yesterday. It may be that the first million
will be as quietly taken, but I don’t believe so. And if taken, I think it will be to control
and postpone. Such subscribing will involve no outlay, for we resolved to spend none of
the money until success is assured.
My own experience teaches me that nothing is accomplished without affiliation and the
controlling policy of the Ex. Com. seems to have been to suppress agitation. All active
work has been kept in abeyance lest the Exposition may not come off
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and it is not likely to come off because the work has not been pressed.
I had occasion some weeks ago to go before the Farmer’s Club American Institute to set
Kansas input on the drought and of the appeals for help made at Desmoines & St Louis &

now the other day I was exceedingly sorry to see the statements made by Mrs Comstock
concerning the condition of the refugees. The Herald quoted her as stating that of 50,000
who have gone to Kansas, about 2/3rd have to be supported. The Tribune makes her say
that there are five times as many refugees as there were a year ago & that she “wants
money to give them food and shelter”.
I must believe that her stay is cruelly exaggerated. I send you the Tribune account.
If the poor of the south cannot be protected and maintained at home they should be
systematically distributed through the north before they reach their destination, so that
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Kansas not have only her fair proportion when she can care for without soliciting aid.
It touches any state [XXXX] to have anyone come from Kansas & beg for any purpose.
It makes against us in public estimation since Kansas has done so much in that line & so
often.
I will remain here but a few weeks longer. My health has been improving & I am beyond
the reach of any chronic malady. I have touched bottom to begin to climb.
I hope your family are also well & that you are long to have, as I know you well deserve,
the confidence of the people.
Your friend
Geo. A. Crawford
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Muskedon, Mich., Nov 11, 1880
Hon Gov St John
Kansas
Dear Sir, Last summer Mrs Marlot of Adrian Mich came to my Law firm before me for
assisting the Colored Niggers flocking from their homes in the south to their [XXXX],
[XXXX], with other citizens of this place I [XXX] what I could to raise funds to
purchase lumber to be sent to Kansas. [Time] [ran] along and something more than
$500.00 was paid into the Treasury. For some reason Rev M R [Seaver] of this city
published a piece in the newspaper here, carrying the [XXX] that no assistance was
needed in our State, that he had been there. That Kansas was able to care of her own
needy and all within her borders; that all the Refugees & others in your sstate could be
employed if
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willing to work; that the Refugees were lazy & [shifty] & would not work unless paid
exorbitant wages & there just at such work as they might [XXXX] consider. Again an
article bu the same gentleman appears in our Publish Print, pretty much the same as the
[first] which . . Find it enclosed.
I will be much pleased to hear directly from you the true State of Affairs, more, and also
[how] matters [XXXX] late in the summer and early Fall. Did Mr. Seaver call on you
within a month or six weeks? Did you inform him that further assistance is unnecessary?
I am very respectfully
Your obedient Servt
David McLaughlin
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Nov 11/80
Believing that many of the large families of Exodus might be greatly & more
permanently benefited by having homes provided for them in Country neighborhoods,
when they could obtain work & as land has already been offered for this purpose, we
undersigned agree to pay one hundred dollars for the purpose of building a house on an
acre of land for a home for such one family, they to come in permanent possession of it,
when they have paid this amount, without interest to the Kansas Freedmen’s Relief
Association through their Society.
Deborah T. Wharton Phil [XX]
Jonathan Thorine New York
Wm J Retch & others New Bedford
A Young Friends Fall River
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We the undersigned contribute towards the homesteads for the Colored Refugees, the
sum specified below.
Chas. A. Chance 30
Addie F. Chace 30
Sarah Plade 10
Ann Marie Earl 5
Alice C. Whitehall 10
Anne G. Wood 10
John F. Tucker 10
Charles Taber & wife 15
Edmund Chase 20
Lydia Willets 25
Marie Willets 50
Hannah G. Sawyer 10
Lydia E. Sawyer 10
J.K. Puriaton 10

J.G. Whittier 10
Mary L. Jones 10
Amelia H. Jones 10
Wm. C. Tabor 10
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121 St. Arch St Philidelphian
11.11.80.
Gov St John
My dear friend
I think thou will be interested in seeing the enclosed. Some of our Friends in the East are
much interested in providing homesteads for some of the large families of refugees,
whom we desire to scatter from Topeka & other cities & make them self sustaining as
soon as possible, in the rural districts.
Perhaps thou remembers my consulting thee upon this point last spring. 4 or 5 of our
Friends farmers, expressed a willingness to deed an acre of land to a large family, if we
would put up a cabin or shanty to shelter
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there. These Friends had small houses, & were much crowded & [cd.] not provide
shelter for the refugees, but were willing to employ them as much as they [cd.] get work
by the day from neighboring farmers & their wives. For this we found one hundred
dollars and be required for each large family. I have collected subscriptions for 10 &
have provided far more.
If thou canst spare time to send me a line, a simple endorsement & approval if it meet thy
judgement, I shall be much obliged.
Thanks for thy last letter. I rejoice in thy re-election & also in the amendment.
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With kind love to thy wife
Thy friend truly
Elizabeth L. Comstock
C/O Elizabeth Harnum
1214 Arch St
Philadelphia Pa.
I hope to return to Topeka early next month. It seems to me that the refugees should be
scattered about in the rural districts as much as possible. It will be so much better for
them than congregating in the towns & cities.
1214 Arch St.
Philadelphia
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11.13.80
John P. St John
Dear Friend
I am requested to send this to thee with an urgent appeal to thee to attend to it at once. I
know thy engagements are very numerous & pressing but our friend Wm. T Shott thinks
this is important news.
Thy friend truly
Elizabeth L. Comstock
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Since L.S. Haviland left, I have sent remittances to L.W. Winur. I suppose that is all
right. Knowing how fully thy time is occupied I hesitate to trespass upon it for small
amts. Large ones I generally request the donors or collectors to remit at once to thee.
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Hammonton, Nov. 13th. 1880.
Ex Gov St.John
Dear Sir – Will you please excuse the liberty I have taken in thus addressing you? I
venture to do so knowing how faithfully you have labored in behalf of the freedmen. I
will explain as briefly as possible my object in writing. I have about $3,000, which I
wish to bequeath to the freedmen by faithful executors who will buy good land for them
in Kansas which they can cultivate & can make homes for themselves. This three
thousand is about all I posess, &, of I am near 62 years of age, I have been an invalid the
last ten years, I may be obliged to spend some of it before my decease. I have however
so far; spent only the annual interest. My native state is Maine where I taught school
over thirty years & earned the most of said money. For the last ten years, I have
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been unable to do anything for a livelihood, I have no near relatives; & wish to bequeath
this to the honest worthy poor. Knowing that you & Mrs. Elisabeth Comstock were
associated in this work, I thought I would write to ask if you & Mrs. C. would accept the
trust of bestowing what I may leave at my [XXXX] as here expressed; or as I may write
definitely express. As about $1000, of this is in promissory notes I think it will be well to
name an Executor here who will collect the money, to settle the business to be done here,
& send the amts to you & Mrs Comostock to be bestowed upon those named to the best
of your ability. If you accept the trust, & as life is uncertain with us all, would it not be
well to name in the will that, if the persons named as Executor, or Trustee were not
living, or were sick, or otherwise unable to my [XXXX] to act as Executor, that the
Judge of Probate Court in either Maine, the place in [XXX] or N.J., I mean or New
Jersey may applint persons of known integrity, & in sympathy
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with the conditions of the will, as my Executors. I fear you may not understand my
meaning, but I mean the Judge of the court of the place where my [XXXX] may be
taken place, I have no home, I have to board where best I can, & meet the expense. I did
not know whether you were there only officially, hence the seemingly odd address. I
enclose a stamp, & will you please use it at your earliest convenience, & answer my
request. You will confer a great favor on one who wishes to do what the Master approves
if you will. Yours very respectfully,
Miss Anna F. Jamison
Hammonton, New Jersy.
P.S. Any advice you may give will be gratefully received. A.F.J.
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Kidder, Peabody & Co.
Boston, Nov 13 1880
Hon Jno. P. St John
Topeka, Kansas
My dear Sir
I enclose for aid to the Colored Refugees.
K Polo on Chemical Natl Bk, [XXX] $500. Mrs Comstock writes that Mr Daniel
Votaw of Independence Kansas can use $100, [XX] [XXXX].
Will you kindly
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have that sum forwarded to him from endorsed amt Please & chg rect.
I hope the result of the election will make it more comfortable for our colored friends to
remain South
Yours Respy
H.R. Kidder
Treas
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Medina N.Y Nov 15 1880
Gov St John
Dear Sir
A colored minister, Rev Mr James, was here two or three weeks ago soliciting clothing
and bedding for the colored Exodians in Kansas. Stating that he was employed in that
work. He asked for no money and stated he would give us directions as to whom goods

should be directed. He however left without doing so, probably forgot it. We have
gathered a nice lot of goods and are ready to ship them.
Will you inform us, giving directions needful that we may send. Is there great need for
such goods to help through the coming winter.
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Send any information you may deem desireable.
Very Truly Yours
G.W. Paddock
Pastor M.E.C. here & 12 to 15 yrs ago paster M.E.C. in Lawrence Ks – there at the time
of Quantrell raid & massacre in 1863.
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Kidder, Peabody & Co.
Boston, Nov 17 1880
Hon Jno. P. St John
Topeka
Dear Sir
I notice in the report of the Treas of the Kansas Relief Comm, rec’d today, my remtcs
have been credited to “Thos Nickerson” ck K.Polo instead of H.R. Kidder Treas.
Personally I do not care but no Treas should prefer to have the
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accounts show what I have done with the money: - which is often obtained through direct
application and on the promise that I will see it is properly disbursed – which I feel I do,
in sending to you.
Yours vy resp’y
H.R. Kidder
Treas
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Standard Farm Machinery
Burlington, Iowa, 11/19/1880
Gov. St John Topeka Kansas Dr Sir Enclosed I hand You Governor for $5.00 for Colored
refugees who have freed from the Hell of Slavery influences please acknowledge &
oblige
Yours Truly James Hillery
Accept my Congratulations for Your reelection.
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Lawrence Kansas Nov 19th 1880
Dear Governor
I am seated this morning to write you for a two fold purpose one of which, is to thank you
heartily for double pass over the A.T.S.F.R.R. to and from Pueblo Colorado and the other
is to inform you as secretary if the Board of Trustees of the A.M.E. Church, that you are
earneastly requested to deliver and discuss in Liberty Hall this city on Saturday Morning
Jan 1st 1881. Which will of course be on the subject of an Emancipation Celebration
which We (The officers of the church) propose holding for the purpose of doing what we
can to liquidate the indebtedness of the church which above five hundred dollars. It may
be proper to State that a church fair will be held in the Hall above
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mentioned which will continue several days and it may be that we may conclude to have
the Speaking on Friday evening December 30th, if so we will notify you in time. Again
thanking you for your kind favor which I shall even remember. I close and anxiously
await your answer.
Respectfully yours,
John Waller
Sect. Board of Trustees A.M.E. Church,
Lawrence, Kansas
PO Box 1083
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THE KANSAS FREEDMEN’S RELIEF ASSOCIATION
Philadelphia 1214 Arch Street 11.20.1880
My dear Friend
Gov St John
Enclosed please find New York draft $410. Four hundred & ten dollars, also
Philadelphia with $535 and $100, Five hundred & 35 and one Hundred making a total of
$945 (nine hundred forty five dollars) Since the 8th of this month I have sent to Kansas
$2059.47/100 (two thousand fifty nine & 47/100) I hope for another thousand next week.
The whole of this has been contributed chiefly in small amts. from our Quaker Friends
for the refugees. Part of it with a view of providing homesteads for the large families as
proposed in the paper I sent thee last week, which I hope meets thy approval.
I have begged with some success the uniforms used in the Torch Light processions in
these eastern cities, also the cast off uniforms of city Police & Postmen or letter carriers.
Today I have the promise of the cast off suits for 800 boys Girard College students. The
whole of the above will make warm clothing for our poor Exodusers. I have desired it
wise to have 2 or 3 car loads of bedding & clothing shipped to Kansas City, subject to my
order, until I can do this a consult with thee about the best distribution point for
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the same. I have ordered 2 car loads to Topeka to meet present needs & several barrels &
boxes are gone to Independence & Columbus, that, as we heard from our agents there, of
great suffering & destitution among the recent arrivals there.
What shall we do with the vast hordes hurrying Pell Mell from La & Ala now? A Friend
in this city had been down among them, he has just returned. By his reports we
conjecture Kas is likely to be inundated & overwhelmed by them.
We are going to see Prest Hayes & Gen Garfield next D.C. Some of our Friends of this
city will probably accompany us. We are inclined to think that Prest Hayes mistakes in
withdrawing the U.S. troops & putting Exrebels & slave owners in office have greatly
stimulated & promoted the Exodus.
With kind regards to thy wife & daughters Thy friend truly
Eliz L. Comstock
Address Rollin
[XXXXX] Co Mich
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The enclosed make up the sum of $3000 I have sent for Kas. Refugees within 2 weeks.
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THE KANSAS FREEDMEN’S RELIEF ASSOCIATION
Topeka, Kansas
[NO DATE]
I have just mailed a letter to thee written amid many interruptions. I believe in my haste,
I made a mistake in the amt total of money enclosed. I should have said 3 drafts
One $410 (Four Hundred & Ten dollars)
One $535 (Five Hundred & thirty-five dollars)
One $100 (One Hundred dollars)
I had previously sent to Topeka since L.L. Haviland left
To W.W Winn $1349 47/100 of which his rects have reached me
“ Jno T. Brocan $500 (Five Hundred)
“ J.E. Pickering $100 (One hundred) Columbus, Kans
“ Dan’l Votaw $100 (One hundred) Independence
Thy friend truly
Eliz L. Comstock
We hope to return to Kansas in 2 or 3 wks.
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Chelsea, Mich Nov 22/80
John St John Esq
Sir not knowing who the committee [XXX] of the K.F.K.A. I take this liberty to Enclose
you a Post Office M.O. for the benefit of the freedmen that are now fleeing from the
south to Kansas to seek homes where they can enjoy the freedom of the vote and an
honest court[.] I saw [XX] Haverland letter in Detroit Post & Tribune of Saturday last
setting forth their needs at the present time use where it is needed. Most according to the
Committee’s Judgment[.]
Resp Yours
John C. Ninans
25.00 Postal Order
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THE LABETTE COUNTY FREEDMEN
Parsons, Kansas, 11th Mo 22nd, 1880
Dear friend:
Thy kind welcome letter of 11th inst, was duly received; and the explanation in reference
to S.J. Travis was entirely satisfactory to myself and the few select, personal friends of
mine to whom I confidentially showed it. She has left our city and will probably not
return here soon. I have not the least ill feeling towards the woman; but I do not like
some of her ways that I have seen, and other reported ones that I have not seen. I hope
she may see her errors and change her course. I felt gratified to see the majority for the
Amendments and the large majority of votes cast for thee, notwithstanding the great sum
of money expended and other influences exerted by the advocates of whisky – through
selfish motives – to secure votes upon the opposite side.
The thermometer here indicated 8 below zero one night last week, and last night was
supposed to be still colder; snow remains on ground. I find many of the colored men,
women & children around here are shivering for want of sufficient warm clothing; and
there are some newcomers still arriving here. A pretty cold Winter is anticipated by
many; and our supply of clothing here is nearly exhausted. A statement just received
from Acting Secy Winn
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of North Topeka informed me that the Assoc, is entirely without clothing. A previous
card from the same source stated that 300 new comers from the South had arrived there
within a short time.
The Refugees arriving at Parsons recently have only been a few at a time; but they report
many others on the way, and many more who are anxious to come to Kansas; some of
whom are kept back from want of means to pay fare, and others are actually afraid to
start, lest the threats of their white neighbors will be executed.

The heads of two families who arrived here lately from one of the Gulf Counties of
Texas, told me they could have filled a whole train of cars with colored people in the
County, who wished to leave Texas and come North. They told of horrible cruelities
practiced down in their County.
After making all due allowance for exaggerations on their part, I think it is safe to believe
that there is still abundant cause for them to leave many of the counties of Texas. In
some Counties they are said to be treated pretty well.
Settlers from Eastern relatives and friends express great interest in thee, as the
Philanthropic and Terperance Governor; and in the result of the recent election, both in
reference to thyself and the noted Prohibitory Amendment. Kansas is being extensively
looked to with increasing interest.
With kindest regards for thy wife, daughter and self, I remain sincerely thy friend.
Wilmer Walton.
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G. W. Jackson, Warda, Fayette County, Texas to Governor St. John, November 22, 1880
I seat my self this fine opprotunity to approch you with afew line to [let?] you know my
wishes and desire and not my a lone bout all the people of this county We wish to know
sum-thing a bout the State of Kansas Dear Sir this is the second time that I have wrote to
your State in regard to sumthing a bout sum instruct a bout get[ting] in to your State. Sir
we are enter-ested a bout it and if you are entorested a bout it also you may scend us a
book to show to this county that you all love us as your collerd But we are in a distince
land but we wishes to emgreaing into that State provience [provided?] that the [citizens]
of that State encerge us by send[ing] us some enstruction a bout the country Dear Sir I
hope that you will not take us to be a deciver We are not and if you try us you [will] see
that we means jest what we day and nothen elce Also I will close by giveing you the
name of this meeting G. W. Jackson Secretary A. M. Denman President A. M. Denman
chermond.
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Now if you will scend me a newspaper I will gete you all they subscription that I can We
wold like to have you:[r] paper among the collerd people her. Now you scend it to G. W.
Jackson if you please[.]
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Also committee reported this resution and it was adopted by instructing to the secretary
so say they twelve member of this meeting Now I remain
truly your friend G. W. JACKSON
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Linkleren, N. York Nov 22nd 1880
To Governor St John
Kind Sir will you please see that the inclosed four dollars are given to relieve the
suffering Freedmen of Kansas?
Maria Cartwright
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Hammonton, N.Y. Nov 25th 1880,
Gov. J.P. St John
Dear Sir – Your letter dated 16th inst is gratefully received, & much appreciated. I like
your idea of the perpetual fund plan giving the freedmen opportunity to refund the money
by installments as they are able. This little matter to those who know the laws,seems
very hard for me to accomplish as wisdom & duty require. Of course I have no right to
urge you to give bonds, but in case of the decease of a trustee or executor, who would
know what become of said trust, if his heirs or executors did not choose to tell: Perhaps I
can do no better than require the local executor to remit the money to you & Mrs.
Comstock to buy land for said people as already specified,with
[Image 2062]
or you give bonds or not, inasmuch as you have had much experience in these matters, &
all interested in the welfare of these people, I am very glad that you are willing to
cooperate with Mrs. Comstock; not that I suppose she understands the work any better
than you; but I think that perhaps two wise counselors might hit the right plan, & carry it
out better than one alone, especially where both feel alike responsible. I notice by a
paper that Mrs. Comstock is now traveling in the northern states soliciting aid for the
freedman. If I knew when she would be in Philadelphia I would try to meet her there, if
my health permits. This place is 30 miles southeast of Philadelphia & on the direct route
to Atlantic City where Mrs. C. would probably obtain some help in her work if she
should come in this direction. If I knew where to address her I would write to her. If you
could send me her address by a postal card you will confer a favor.
Very Respectfully Yours A.F. Jameson
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Independence Kansas 11.25.80
John P. St John
Honored Governor, It appears from thy letter to New York and other places that new
arrivals of Refugees are few & that there is little needed Just now[.] I expect this is
strictly true in most localities but I assure thee that it is quite different here in regard to
needs about 500 came since first of 8th mo last and 96 in the two last months, there is
about 60, that our Sub Agents reported of two weeks ago, who we have not seen I know
that not less than 500 of those under our care greatly need both food and raiment.

Hundreds are without shoes and so thinly clad that the cold is killing them, we have had a
liberal portion of the goods and money donated for this purpose, but those under our care
are the poorest class who come in wagons with two or three & sometimes four families to
the wagon mostly from east Texas, they walk nearly all the way, and when they arrive
their shoes are worn out and their clothes in
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tatters, and most of them without a dollar. While others who come in Cars have good
shoes and generally good clothes and some money so thee sees that it takes two or three
times as much to make them comfortable as those who come on cars, then we have so
many old, worn out men. Widow women & children who cannot support themselves, not
more than one in ten have teams, and much work cannot be had. Those who have teams
and come in time to make crops have done well especially those who got their cotton
seed planted in season all the early planting is yielding a bale per acre equal to $50.00.
Some raised from 100 to 400 bushels of corn but when the new comers came in this fall
they campt around those who had the corn potatoes & and have eaten up their crops, and
they too must suffer unless means come to help them through the winter[.] those who
visit us who were from Topeka & other parts of the work say that we have the most
destitute of all others to care for[.] They are nearly all honest, industrious, moral,
religious, temporate and
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Governor St John men to a unite.
We have just recd letters from Aunt Laura Sister Comstock, Gary deGreene &c who
advise us to write thee our situation that nothing may go out that would retard the work as
all the help we can get will be much needed. We are all thy friends and wish thy advice.
What would thee think of us buying some small lots of land on long time without interest.
Friends East and elsewhere will pay for it, then let them pay annual instalments so that
any industrious person can pay for it and the loaner get his money back without interest,
would have worthy trustees to operate Friends offer also to give them money to put up
small houses to live in. In this way we think many homes may be had in town and
Country, we would like thy advice in this matter, maybe thee can give us much
instruction in this matter. I want to say that as this part of the state is so new we cannot
get any thing
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of consequence by getting food raiment or any thing needful for the Refugees[.] Almost
every farmer is mortgaged, and many of them are much Straightened to pay their Interest.
My wife travels with me and waits upon the women while I outfit the men, thus saving
the hire of an extra man, we ware out all last winter through. Snow and storm in a road
wagon without even a spring seat, are doing so now, have got but $1.00 per day most of
the time, are poor and in debt, yet are so much interested in the work that we feel paid in

the gratitude bestowed upon us and upon all the workers & doners in this great work.
Please excuse me for trespassing upon thy time and obligh thy Friend in the cause of
Temperance and Humanity, Answer if consistent, Farewell
Daniel Votaw
P.S. our work is from the Rail Roads in the cause of us traveling in wagon, our circuit is
200 miles round[.] We deliver goods and have sub Agents to assist who work very low,
thus diminishing our visits. D.V.
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FREEDMEN’S EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
Topeka, Kansas, Nov 25, 1881
Gov J.P. St John,
Dear Sir,
I expect to start, first of the week, for a journey east – probably as far as Boston, in the
interest of our Educational Society.
You will remember that you told me to notify you about a week before I left the city &
you would write me a letter of Introduction that I may use whenever I go.
If you can find time to prepare the letter very soon, you will greatly oblige our Society.
Mr. G.W. Giles told me you had rec’d a letter from a lady offering you a donation of
$3000 for the charities of Kansas & you declined to accept. Will you please send me her
name & address that I may send her our circular
Please mail the letter to the following address.
Very Respectfully
Mary E. Griffith
Rankin House, Topeka
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TREASURER MUSKEGON COUNTY, ROLLIN S. THOMSON, TREASURER
MUSKEGON, MICH. Nov 26 1880
To His Excellency, Gov. St John of Topeka Kansas
I am Treasurer for the “Kansas Ref. Relief Fund” in this City, and have in my hands
some $500. to $600. which was raised for the purpose of procuring Lumber &c
Of late something of a Controversy has arisen as to the necessity of any further donations,
either of Lumber, Clothing, or Money.
It being claimed upon the one side that officials & others in your State have said that
there was no need of further help at present from people outside the state – while on
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the other side, the exact reverse is claimed to be the true condition of affairs.
The object of this Communication is to learn from you the one fact as to whether such
contributions are needed –
I understand that Rev. Mr. Seaver, who has recently been in Kansas advises that the funds
&c already raised, be forwarded as was intended but thinks that farther donations are not
needed by the Freedmen or desired by your people at present.
I am sorry to trouble you with this matter, but hope to get a word in reply as early as may
beVery Respy – Rollin S. Thomson
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Office of Intelligence & Republicans
Gloversville, N.Y., Nov. 27,1880
John P. St. John, Governor, Topeka, Kans
Dear Sir:
We have some goods for the colored & refugees in your state, ready for shipment. Please
give us the address of the proper person or society to attend to the distribution of the
articles.
Very truly yours,
H.L. Ward
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The Labette County Freedmen’s Relief Association.
Parsons, Kansas, Nov 27 1880
Dear Governor
Am much obliged for your efforts w’aid to destitute colored people here w’get shelter. I
hav ves written [Miss] H.H. Havilmd See [XX] ; that [we] [need] a little [aid] [XXX]
[now]. We have not recivied a cent since last Mrch. Ive [not] needed anything, now we
ned it. I ran [XXXX] here last winter for less thin one half who it evr he run it at –
endependoust I think is must be written your knowledge that
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here [now] twice [the] colored people her that were at endependoust. Much suffering
was prevented and at light expense.
If converient I wish you would mention our needs to the parent society.
Very Respectfully
M.W. Reynolds

[Image 2077]
Editorial Rooms, Daily and Weekly Republican, Binghamton, N.Y., Nov. 28th 1879
Hon J.P. St John, Topeka Kansas.
My Dear Sir.
I enclose my check on N.Y. for $30.25 contributed by this office to the Freedmen of
Kansas. Will you kindly acknowledge receipt.
Yours, Chas. M. Dickinson
I send you proof of a brief editorial in Republican of tomorrow morning, from it you will
see, we have great faith in the future of the Freedmen.
[Newspaper clipping attached]
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The Kansas Freedmen’s Relief Association, Topeka, Kansas, Englewood, Nov 27 1880
Gov John P. St John,
Dear friend, I rec’d last evening $50.00 from Lansing Mich, in response to an appeal. I
sent to Detroit Post and Tribune, that I send to thee in [XXX] which is for relief of
Refugees new arrivals. I receipt it, forwarded to thee. As I am here, I think confidence in
the donor, will be more perfect than to send it to any other stranger, as all have
unbounded confidence in the Christian Temperance Gov. of Kansas.
My health quite good, though cough still rather annoying though much better than when I
left Kansas. Give dear love to thy wife and children, accepting the lion’s share at thyself.
Thine for the oppressed, and sister in Christ
Laura S. Haviland, Sec’y K.R.Assoc.
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Ravenna V, Dec 1st 1880
Gov St John
Sir – I find that I cannot pay freight on my box of clothing for the Blacks, farther than St
Louis; and herewith please find $1 to pay charges from St Louis to Topeka
Truly
Mrs Royal Taylor
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Peatonica Dec 6th 1880
Gov. St John.
Will you please inform me (on the enclosed P.C.) whether the Association (whose
circular I have enclosed) is a reliable agency for the distribution of relief for the colored
Refugees and oblige[.] Yours [XXX] R E Short, Peatonica Winnebago Co Ill.
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Southern Refugee Relief Association, Chicago, Dec 10th, 1880
Gov J.P. St John
Hon Sir
I write in confidence to ask your influences. There is a plan on foot to send a colony of
Refugees to the Sandwich Islands. Mrs Comstock will explain it to you and will be
influenced by you in the matter. From what I know of sugar planting there from some
reliable gentleman [XXX] I am inclined to think it is a good scheme, at least it may be
well to to properly examine the matter and what I want is that if consistant you will use
your influence if opportunity occurs to have me sent there to investigate the chances for
the colored people. Mrs C has been invited to go but does not decide what is best to do
until she sees you, then it may not be thought best that she should go and humbley then
might be a chance for one to go instead or if she goes to have me go with her should such
be the case your influence
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might be the means of helping one to go in place of some other person. I think I can give
you or anyone all the references you can wish.
I should be very sorry to hear Mrs C know that I had written you in this matter, but since
I have no improper motives it can do no harm if she does not know of it.
I learn that the rumors against Miss Griffiths are unfounded and come from a blunder of
Dr K’s who intended the remarks for another person entirely[.]
Very Respectfully Your Friend
Horatio N. Rust
[Image 2088]
Chariton Iowa Dec 13th 1880
Hon J.P. St John; Gov of Kansas:
Dear Sir,
I have read with deep interest your address at Farwell Hall, Chicago, on the Exodus of the
blacks from the South: I can only say I wish there were many more like you, in
sympathy, purpose & resolution, to act in behalf of this race, who, since Grant’s
Administration have literally been left exposed in [XXXX] to the malice & hate of the
South. I have no faith in any political affiliations of white Southerns, with the blacks, not
even by new fledged Republicans of the South: for they are the outcome of Democracy
there with all of its tradition arrogance & hate towards the Blacks, & a mere
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change of name, under the strife of Northern political Supremacy, will not change the old
[XXXXX] towards those whom the whites have so long, lorded it over. A rattle Quaker
might be called a Dove; but the calling will not change its nature. The only solution to
the problems of “pacification of the South” is to deprive them, not only of the aid but the

[XXXX] of the Blacks, until they are inconsequential minority, politically, then, these
will be the beginning of peace. By the way, the new Choices Treaty, is going to prove an
important leverage in solving the Negro question. When the blacks commenced to leave,
many of the Planters supplied their places with Chinese; now that [XXXX] is at an end & I am of opinion that, could we read the secret treaty of many of these Planters,
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we should see new rejoicing at the shuting-out of the Celestials.
Nothing is more evident, than that the hostile attitude of the South not only to the Blacks
but to the Gov. & the South, involves the principle of self correction, in time, which aid
comes in the shape of prostration of all its physical interests, loss of political power, etc.
until – noting volumns - it will be compiled to adopt the civilazation & policy of the
North.
Keeping your noble example towards the Blacks may inspire in others a like goal &
interest in their welfare, I am Truly Yours, V.A. Tayler, Des Moines, Iowa
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Soldier Vally Ia
John P. St John
Honored Sir
I have always felt a kindly interest in the refugees since the Exodus first commenced.
Since your stirring appeals in their behalf, I have felt a deeper interest. Am glad to be
able to remember them in this “bleak December” and to find it in my heart o do this little
to help them in their great want. The good & bad deliver them all out of their troubles is
our prayer.
Yours truly
N.A. Smith
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James Suggs, Princeton, Bureau County, Illinois to Gov. St. John, December 22, 1880
Sir Mr Governer St..John I am glade to have the priviledg to write you a few lines a bout
my work. I have not bin sending supplies to the relefe at Topeka sence I saw you,. But I
have bin doing what I could and helping those that are in Nicodemus Graham Co. Duing
the camp pain [campaign] I could not deu much but will do what I can. And now I want
to say to you that while you thought I could help them pore people which I have all I
could, the news papers says that you made a speech in Chicago and said that the people
dont need help, so my way is block. And I am laboring under imbarsen work and I have
not bin told to stop
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but to help all I can[.] a call from Graham Go. and a call from Parsons, Mr Walton of
Parsons, Mr R M Chaney of Nicodemus Graham Co. and cant surplay them all. And now
I dont know how to do. But if I am [word illegible] as God will help me I will ;"-• do all I
can. And I want you to give me a reckinnerd [recommendation?] of the leater date, and
please let it be very strong. And if not why let me know. May God bless you in your grate
work. Govenor don for get the God that is helping you and blessing you. Please give me a
return male
Your frand in Crist James Suggs
Tell my peppule that I was 40 years old when I be gan to write, tell them to dig in and
learn all they can.
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Portis Osborne Co. Kans, December 24th 1880
John P. St John
Gov. of Kansas: Dear Sir.
Will you please hand the one dollar you may find inclosed to Some very poor widow lady
either white or Colored as undoubtedly you have both in your City[.] The one most
needy is the one most deserving if a lady[.]
By so doing you will oblidge
Yours, Jas. H. Joy
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John L. Waller, Lawrence, Douglas County, Kansas to Gov. St. John", December 30,
1880
Dear Governor
You said in answer to my letter inviting [you] to deliver an address for the colored
citizens of Douglas County Jan. 1st, 1881, at their Emancipation Celebration that you
might perhaps be able to spare the time to come. Governor if you could only come, our
gathering will be a success beyond all question. Please arrange your affairs so as to come
if possible
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and inform me by return mail as we want to advertise you. You have become a great
favorite with my race in Kansas,and it would be a great pleasure for them to hear you on
that occasion. Hoping to hear from you immediately I remain as ever
Yours truly,
John L. Waller
[Image 2101]
Cleveland O. April 24 1879
Governor J.P. St John
Topeka Kansas

Dear Sir
I sent you yesterday a Dft on New York for $470.50 in aid of the Colored people now
arriving in your State. Other contributions today give us the pleasure of [XXXX] you
(enclosed) a Dft on New York for $742 – for the cause object, - which please
acknowledge.
We cannot tell what further will be done, but such further contributions as may be made
by our Citizens will be promptly
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forwarded – We [XXXX] best to have the judgment of you & others, engaged in aiding
these destitute people to decide [XXXX] the application of these fund. –
I remain very respectfully,
George W. Ely
Treasurer
[Image 2104]
North Topeka
Aug. 9.80
Dear Brother;
I wish to give $1.000 to the colored people[.] I want to give it in Kan. And I want it to go
where it will do the most good and I thought that you would know. I am willing for it to
go in a building or in paying for a teachers just as you think best.
I would like to see you about it but I am sick in bed now.
Yours Respectifully
Philena Lawrence
[Image 2106]
Sheridan LaSalle Co Ill,
January 31.1880
Gov. St. John
Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir
[Having] [learned] by the papers that there is much suffering among the colored people of
Kan I enclose fifty, 50, dollars for the refugees.
Not knowing the address’s anyone else, I direct this to you, [trusting] that if cannot attend
to the distribution on it you will hand it to some one who will make
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a [XXXX] of it
Yours Truly
Lemuel Lester
Please excuse my writing in haste.
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SOUTHERN REFUGEE RELIEF ASSOCIATION
Chicago, 4th 20 1880
Gov St John,
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find [B of Lading] for [let] goods shipped March 31st it was delayed by
having been [mislaid] and I only received it this day.
I am unable today send you just the amount which I have paid out for freight & [XXXX]
I have just [XXX] this entire: which freight $162.68 which is very near the total, and
for which I have the voucher, this has all been paid out since Dec 20th 1880 at that time.
Mrs Comstock paid me what I had advanced. We have freight but that I should [XXX]
this amt from the association rather than obtain what has been recd [her] at Inter Ocean
and what cash has been out to me. I have [turned] over to Mr Nixon. I am still [XXXX]
some goods which call for such amounts. I have sold out my
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[warehouse] [XXXX] and have arranged with my [XXXX] the “Central Warehouse
Co” to [insure] all goods and [XXX] the same until called for, then [may] be sent
[express] but I will make it as small as possible. As for our closing up I [XXX] [than]
ought to be [sum] for the [express].
I think you would be justified to send me $175.00 and if there is anything left I will
return it or you can send me 162.63, just what I have paid out now and when I get all in I
will send the amt to you.
Truly yours
H N Rust
We might send this amt to Wm P Nixon and I will present my voucher to him for the
money this is bill as it will show all correct and to [XX] chance for any to find fault
Rust
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1-21-1881
Belvidere Boone Co Ill
Governor St John
I saw a stirring appeal in the Inter Ocean for help for the Refugees in Kansas it was from
Mrs Elizabeth L Comstock[.] One of her agents in Chetopa and Oswego represented

great suffering the next thought I would get up and send a barel of clothing. I was getting
along well one of my neighbors that was right from Kansas they told him there was not
suffering there that Kansas abundance to feed and cloth the Refugees that these reports
was a fraud. Now I want to know the truth which is right[?] I shall succeed in getting
one barel but it is uphill as far as such talk [gawes] knowing the interest you feel in those
matters and a word from you would set things to [XXX] I wrote you
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I want to know the truth if you could spair the time to state the facts you will obige me
much.
Truly Yours J Lincoln
Belvidere Boone Co Ill.
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Kingsessing Philada
1.3.1881
John P. St. John
Respected Friend
I send my mail tomorrow morning a Post Office Money Order for Twenty Five Dollars to
be paid to thy order for the benefit of Colored Refugees in Kansas, who have been driven
into exile by Southern oppression.
I regret that I cannot afford a larger amount. If convenient please acknowledge.
Respectfully thine
Thomas Garriques
(address as above)
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[Sreaton] Ill. Jan 11’81
Gov. St. John,
Honored and beloved by Our Society – W.C.T.M., who requested me, as the joyous
temperance victory of Kansas rang out, to add the feeble who of our “Te Deum”, But
delaying, we soon heard of your visit eastward, and as I have waited, knowing that the
blessing proved greater with the days. We can judge something of the great battle which
must follow this legal victory by our own experience tried as we are ‘by fire’. Having
held Prohibition as a local ordinance for nearly two years, we have lately been almost
overcome by
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placing our interest into the hands of an Attorney who sold us into the hands of our
enemies, our convicted men were released by technical “blunders.” Our closed Saloons

defiantly opened, private houses became sales rooms &c. And when the matter became
in his judgement ripe for essential license he resigned, but we have put a man in his place
brave enough, and we trust strong enough to cope with the five artful lawyers on the
whiskey side. Just now Mrs. Henry is holding several neetings. We are circulating
petitions for the [XXXX] bill, and the courts are prosecuting offenders. Living
Christians are praying Him who holds the keys of life and death. The great mass are
discouraged. Five of our Representatives from this district
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are pledged temperance workers. Our senator a supporter. Several of our ladies are
going to Springfield.
Meantime our hearts are aching for the cold and suffering of the refugees. We forwarded
two barrels to Mr. Rust on Jan 1st . Have another filled. We will make an earnest appeal
in a few days after Mrs. Henry leaves, for more efficient aid. Col. Plumb promised to
send a box at his own expense. If he has done so it will be more valuable than we could
get from other source. The temperance workers with hands more than full are the only
ones to help the needy. Hence our seeming coldness.
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Now with this letter long as it is I must ask you to sometine give a place to Streater when
you come eastward. We want to give you a grand temperance reception, and we want an
address in aid of our local need. Can you give us any hope? And on what terms can you
speak to us?
Streater is looked upon as a test experiment for this chartered towns. Speak to Mr.
Woodford of us please, if he calls on Topeka again.
Young Samuels released from prison came home married a promising young German girl
signed the pledge, but has broken it twice in a raving spree. His brothers hold true.
Accept gratitude of W.C.T.M. for work in Kansas. Yours truly Mrs J.J. Taylor
My husband testified against the bribery offered one of our town board by a Saloon
keeper, a few nights after, our barn full of stores was [XXXX]. Several [XXX] periled
but saved.
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Mrs. A. Brandon, Oswego, Labette County, Kansas to Governor St. John, January 13,
1881
Dear Sir I drop you afew lines to ask your infor mation as to whether I can recover
damedges for losses sustained by have-ing to leave Texas or not I have lived in Texas
ever sence the breake up & the Legislator pased laws forseing me to [word unreadable] or
leave my family I have had 8 children 4 dead & 4 alive & they would not alow me nor

my husband to stay to sell my propity or give me any chance whatever to save my
propperty So I had to leave and doe the best I could
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So I lost sum ten thousand dollars I was maried in thare one town Bryan Texas & lived
thare ever sence the brakeup I had 515 acres of land[,] one block in town not improved
half paid for & one lot and a quarter well improved 102 dollars paid on it I wish to no
your vewes on the matter I had plenty of stock of all kinds of stock horeses[,] hogs &
cows around me thare which we mad sence the sirrender[.] we did not owe any thing
except 2 or 3 hundred dollars on the town propperty that we oned & we could have paid it
if it had bin due[.] we have bin married sum 8 or 10 years and lived right thare in Bryan
& tha
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went back and passed laws to punish us for doeing what we were forced to doe I doe not
see whie we were so cruelly treated unles tha wanted our propperty [.] my children that
are liveing are all small that are liveing & my husband are 60 od years of age & in bad
health so I have a bad chance to make a liveing[.] please inform me what to doe in the
case I send you another letter from W. L. Maloy whoe was on my porch at the time the
[word unreadable] was :; made[.] he was another minister
Please ans A. Brandon as soon as this comes to hand
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Nevada, Iowa, Jany 17, 1881
Gov St John
Dear Sir:
I send herein Draft for $5.00 to aid the negro Exodusters, please use it where it is most
needed and will do the most good –
Yours Very truly
Mrs P. Gillespie
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New York, Jany 17th 1881
Hon John P. St John
Gov of Kansas
Topeka Ka
Dear Sir
Under the instructions of the Committee in this City of the Kansas Colored Refugees
relief association. I herewith enclose you my Check as Treasuer for Five hundred Dolls.
being the balance of that fund in my hands.
Please acknowledge its receipt and oblige.

Truly Yours
Benj. B. Sherman
Treasurer
33 Wall St
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Kansas City, Mo 1.1.1881
Gov St John
Topeka Kas
Dear Sir,
I recogonize in you a friend of the down trodden & oppressed – a friend of humanity.
Tom Noble works in the cause of Temperence, & the relief of the Exodusters, fleeing
from oppression & outrage in the South – I am a Kentucky abolitionist & believe that the
war [XXX] have been settled only on the basis of “forty acres & a mule”. I refer you to
my old Ky friend – the Hon Willard Davis – your Attorney General for my record on
these questions – But Governor, he did not get his “40 acres and a mule” & hence we see
him fleeing from the oppression. You can now drive a people out of a country – where
they own the [XX] and your State has done all you can for these people – There is one
thing that
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can and ought to be done for them. In the Indian Territory there is about 14,000,000
acres of unoccupied Public lands, that the Government obtained by purchase in 1866, as
the treaties [XXX] for the purpose of settling Freedmen & Indians on [XX] treaties Now why not direct these people that [XXX] flee from the South, in the Spring, to these
lands. I am engaged in a movement to open up these lands to settlements – I think they
should be opened to [XXX] Settlement of the outraged Freedmen as well as from
[XXX] [XX]. I am in correspondence with the leading Colored men of the County to
ask Congress to open the lands to the Colored people – I write to ask that you cooperate
in the movement – I also enclose you a circular to the Farmer Alliance of Kansas – I
think there you will see good reasons why Kas is interested in the opening of the
Territory with you address me at this place [XXX] me your never on the subject –
Referring you to Col Davis.
I am yours truly
G.M. Jackson
Direct [XXX]
Hon Turner A. Gill
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Richard West, Barton Station, Colbert County, Alabama to Governor St. John, January
18, 1881
Mr. Govner,

I am seaking infermation in your State corsuing [concerning] of the guverment lands or
eny lands you ar cursund with I am a farmer and has bin for the last 18 years I has never
lost a crop and I never has made eny thing by farming hear[.] for this reasing I ask you
with my hold hart if you has eny power to ward helping emmergrants to your coutry[,]
pies help me and a few others familys ous [out?] to the southen parts of Kansas for we ar
tiard of the South. I will be glad to no whether
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you would be bothered with one or to family or how meny will I hafter gether to gethfer]
be fore you would bother your self I will like to cary my wagon and team I has sum find
stock[.] the reasen why I mension this stock when a collord man attenp to start to hunt
homes of thair ones it is unposb[le] for him to sell eny thing for the cash[.] the meny
collard men that will go if the[y] get transpertation tha ar a fraid to start with thair wagon
for fear the[y] will be merder with be fore the[y] get outh of the South I live not far from
the rail road and not far from Tenn river I will be glad to go any way
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you will grant me the opetunity of going by rail road or by river I am now geathering my
crop[.] the weather has bin so bad I has not got thruw yet but I will make a plenty to pay
my dets but not enugh to bair my expensies out thair I want you pleas you to help me[.]
help me if you will[.] help me pleas[.] let me no and if you wont help me when the
Presedence taks his seat I will per-tion to Congress for help[.] pies help me for I want to
leave by the first of March time enough to plant a crop[.] please help me for you will
[Image 2133]
never loos a darlor that you will spend for me I will be glad to get answer from you just
as soon [as] you get it[.]
Your obeaten servend
RICHARD WEST
[Image 2135]
New York, Jan 18.1881
97 West 11th St
Hon Jno. P. St. John
Governor &c
Sir,
In your public meeting at the Cooper Institute you plainly declared your confidence in
thework of the F.Relief Ass – as conducted by Mrs. Haviland and Miss Comstock. The
latter lady writes me that the distress among the Refugees in consequence of the severe
[Image 2136]

weather is very great, and we are anxious to afford help if we can. The same mail brings
me a note from Mr. Whitelaw Reid of the N.Y. Tribune, in which he says “I shall entirely
disposed to follow any suggestions as to the need there which Gov. St John approved.” I
also have a note from Mr Jackson T. Schultz who says he is sure that there are many
[Image 2137]
people who would be interested, & might give of their means were an suitable statement
made of the circumstances.
Will you then take a few minutes to consider how best to relieve sore necessities, that do
not apparently arise from any fault any where (at the North) but are part of the working
out of the great problem which
[Image 2138]
the Emancipation Proclamation devolved upon us. We then assumed a vast
responsibility, every sentiment of fairness & honor urges us to meet is squarely Your
reply will very much oblige yrs respectfully
Ellen Collins
[Image 2140]
North Fairfield Huron Co/ Ohio January 18th 1881 – enclosed $5.00 for the colored
Refugees in Kansas
We Send it to your Excellency because we know of no one else to direct it to
Wyatt Cook
[Image 2142]
Thomas Wallace, Baldwin City, Douglas County, Kansas to Governor St. John, January
20, 1881
Govner Dear Sir [It] is with plager that I write you afew lings to inform you of my
present condishsion. I am from the South & hav not a hom to go. There is sum land sead
to be Indian land, est of Baldwin City in Palmyra Township.
With your consent can I make my self ahome apon hit tell sum steps is taken apon sead
land Plese ancer soon I am
Yours & oblige
THOS WALLACE Col
[Image 2144]
Ionia [Mich] Jan 21 1881
To the Gov St John of Kansas

Sir I five days ago I read a circular containing extracts of letters, that that had been
printed signed by Mrs EL Comstock giving account of the exodus of colored people and
their situation, and aspring [XXX] and when I received the circular suffering it from her
I went to work trying to get Clothing and beding and such things, but to day I have had
quite a back set for I have been informed by a person that read in a Kansas paper and
extract from the Govener Message
[Image 2145]
saying that they needed no more help that people were speculating out of what means that
were sent in teling them to send no more as it was not needed.
Will you Condesend to answer this amediately and oblige
Mrs John Higbee
Ps and let me know if I have been making a fool of myself
[Image 2147]
Burlington, Iowa, 1-21-1881
Gov. John St John
Topeka Kansas.
Dr. Sir Enclosed please find P.O. Order for $6.00; & 5.00 from me & 7.00 from W.P.
Perry of this place; to be used for benefit of Freedmen
Yours Truly James Hilleary
[Image 2149]
Franklin, Del. Co. N.Y. Jany 21st 1881
Hon. John P. St John “Gov of Kansas”.
Dear Sir
No 28719 our Draft Chase [XXX] N.Y.$10# is handed for benefit of the Colored
refugees coming to your State from the South & Please use Enclosed Envelope to ack the
receipt to “Bryant Taylor” of this place.
Respy Yours
Amos Douglas
[Image 2151]
Cedarville Ills
Jan, 24th, 1881
Gov St. John,
Topeka Kan,
Dear Sir
Enclosed you will please find to your address Five Dollars ($5.00) for Kansas Negro
Sufferers to distribute as you see fit.

We have a small personal interest in the State & also take an interest in the welfare of
[XXX] people.
Yours & etc
J.B. Angle
[Image 2153]
Pittsburgh Jan 28th 1881
My dear Sir, several months ago Mr I. Hirron Foster of one of the southwestern counties
of Kansas was in this city soliciting aid for destitute people of the border settlements. He
had considerable success & I think sent on some money &c. But he has not been here for
sometime& I hear that he is spending the winter in Florida [XXX] to delicate health.
Since he left two large boxes of which seems to be clothing have been left at the office of
the “Association for the Improvement of the [poor”] , 75 Fourth Avenue Pittsburgh. Mrs.
S.E. Lippencott, an excellent lady, Superintendant of the
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Association spoke to me this [morning] about them, and asked me to tell her what to do
with them. I at once told her to place them at your order & ship them to whatever place
you may direct. It is a pity that they should be here, when [their] contacts might give
comfort to these for whom they were intended.
You will please communicate with Mrs Lippencott directly or through me & direct how
they shall be forwarded. They had better go as ordinary freight.
I thank you for the copy of your Message with which you [forwarded] me. I read it with
much interest. Do you know where we can find a Gov St John for own state!
Very truly yours,
Josiah Copley
[Image 2155]
400 So 9th St
Philadelphia Jany 28th 1881
Gov Jno St John
Topeka, Kansas
Respected Friend
Enclosed please find check 50.00 for the Relief of the Kansas refugees & if not too much
trouble I would take it kind to be informed whether the cause of the [influx] still remains
to be owing to the unkind spirit of the ruling class whence they come.
With regards –
Thy friend
Thomas Elkinton

[Image 2157]
Meriden, Conn Jan. 29th 1881
His Excellency
John P. St. John
Dear Governor
Inclosed find Draft for Sixty Dollars ($60) from the citizens of Meriden Conn – for the
Colored Refugees in your State – We have in addition forwarded six or seven barrels of
clothing to Mrs Comstock of N. Topeka – It was suggested that the money be forwarded
to you as your acknowledgement would satisfy all that it had gone to the right place &
would be properly applied.
I am Governor Yours Respectfully
W.H. Catlin
[Image 2159]
Bird in Hand, Lancaster Co. Pa.
1.31.1881
Mr. St John,
Governor of Kansas –
Are the colored refugees from the southern states still in want of clothing? If they are, we
can send a few pieces.
Very Respectfully Yours
P.E. Gibbons
Are freights free? How shall we direct?
[Image 2161]
Columbus, Kansas Jan. 31, 1881
John P. St John, Gov
Topeka – Ks.
Dear Friend
This covers receipt for $500 agreeable to thy letter of the 26th inst. Will report of account
Disbursement in due time. The weather is now [modualing] and I trust many more of the
Colored refugees will soon be able to subsist themselves.
As ever Thy friend,
J.E. Pickering
[Image 2163]
Mobile Alabama Feb 1st 1881
Gov J.P. St John
Sir after Being a Citizen of Leavenworth Kan the past 20 years I have concluded It was
Too Cold for me as I am now 60 and have This fall Come to this place for health and
Think of staying and In passing around among the freed Men I Learn Many was In the
union army and have some dues to them and while many have Been swindled out of

Their Papers many have Enough to Make out Prop Identity and as they Learn I am from
Kansas many come to me to learn something a bout Kansas and I find myself at a Loss as
To what To advice them now you will Please write me such information [XXXX] on the
subject of such as Can Pay their way To Kansas as you May Deam advantages Both ways
and Refer me To the proper Department To apply for Blanks to secure Pention, Bounty or
Back Pay &c.
Respectfully Yours T.F. Webster
[Image 2165]
Kingston
Island of Jamaca, W. Indies
Feb 3 – 1881
To His Excellency
John P. St. John, Governor
Sir: Permit me to introduce myself before making the request which gives occasion to
this letter.
Leaving Illinois for my health – having been Co. Supt. of schools, and afterwards Major
([But.] Col.) of the 96th Ills. Vol – I went to Kansas City, and shortly after, upon the
occasion of Col. Wilder’s death, I become Editor of the Kansas City Journal. My health
not improving, I came to Jamaca and have now made this Island my permanent home,
and am connected with the Education
[Image 2166]
Department as one of the Instructors of Schools.
Our Jamaican people are mostly colored – and I have become greatly interested in their
welfare, and have published some pamphlets reporting their improvement, &c – one of
which I take the liberty of sending to you. My interest extends to all people for that race,
and I am becoming not a little indignant in noticing the tone of contempt and
disparagement with which English books and periodicals refer to the Colored people, and
the very unfair estimates of what they have done and are capable of doing. Even the
[XXXX] work of [Lt.] Gov. Campbell, who calls himself an English Radical, is by no
means altogether just to the Colored people.
Now, I purpose writing
[Image 2167]
something, for some English periodical, to prevent creditable to the [XXX] race, being
careful, of course, to avoid [XXXX] and over [strained] statements. Which [XXXX]
Kansas City in the latter part of ’79, I met and conversed with several of the refugees. I
also met an intelligent colored Methodist Minister, who gave me information concerning

Singleton’s colony, and one or two other colonies of colored people, who went to Kansas
prior to what was called the Exodus. –
For the purpose of what I am about to write, I am anxious to know what is the part as to
the success if any such colony, [XXXXX] managed, and sustained by the colored
people themselves. Such a [XXX] would fairly [XXX] the failure of a colony sent
from Charleston to [XXX] , mentioned in [Lt.] Gov. Campbell’s “White and Black”.
[Image 2168]
The bargaining is all preliminary to making the request that if you can you will kindly
give me the information. I seek [XXXX] any such successful colored colony in Kansas
– and I am bold to make the request, because of the very deep interest in the welfare of
the colored people which I know is taken by yourself. –
Congratulating you upon the recent [genuine] expression of [confidence] received from
the people of Kansas and, as an ardent Republican and friend of Temperence, heartily and
thankfully sympathizing with them and yourself in the great victory of last November –
I beg to subscribe myself
Your Excellency obt svent
Geo Hicks
I am very much ashamed of these blots – but the steamer is about to sail, & I have [next]
time to copy [XXX] letter – Please excuse – G.H.
[Image 2170]
Union Foundry Works
Chicago, Feby 4th 1881
Hon Jno P. St John,
Governor Kansas,
Topeka Kas.
Dear Sir,
In October 1879 we sent you a check to aid the cause of the Exodus, and as the need of
that people fleeing from bondage still continues, we Enclose herewith on chk #6008 for
Fifty ($50.00) Dollars, and leave it with you to pass it where it will do the most good.
Your noble state is to be congratulated in another achievement, ie; freeing [themselves]
from the curse of the sales or manufacture of intoxicating beverages.
Very Truly Yours,
C.B. Bouton.
[Image 2172]
Bloomington Feb 6th 1881

Dear Governor St John of Kansas[.] as I hear of suffering among the refugees in your
State I hereby send you a post office order of ten dollars five for my Wife Matilda Clark
and five for myself for you to apply it where it is most needed.
Yours Respectfully
William Clark
Box 507
Bloomington
Mc Lean Co Ill
[Image 2174]
The Labette County Freedmen’s Relief Association
Parsons, Kansas 2nd Mo, 7th, 1881
To Gov. J.P. St. John
My dear friend:
Thy very acceptable favor of the 5th inst, reached me this morning; and I was pleased to
find enclosed therein a Draft for the sum of those timely contribution for the benefit of
the destitute colored Refugees. I say timely for indeed this is a time in which these poor
people do most especially need aid. Just after getting the Draft cashed, at Bank, I went to
the Coal yard & ordered a little Coal sent to some sick families who are entirely out of
fuel. I do not take anybody’s word for it; but go frequently to the houses of the sick,
suffering, most needy ones, and see for myself their real condition, and keep notes
thereof. Some of these folks have large families of children; and during this alternating
cold & wet weather, out-door labor is nearly stopped; and many parents, find it
impossibleto earn sufficient to procure the common necessities of life. I am called upon
every day to visit needy cases, some suffering with pneumonia, frostbite, mumps, &c;
and some aged – nearly helpless – persons of both sexes. I shall prayerfullyendeavor to
judiciously use that
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money which thee so kindly committed to my care, in such manner as to do the greatest
amount of good for the greatest number that I can of these destitute Refugees.
The perusal of thy letter caused me to greatly rejoice on this dreary looking day, to see
this renewed evidence that the heart of the worthy Gov. of Kansas is still beating in
earnest sympathy for poor, oppressed, suffering humanity; and that in addition to his
numerous Gubernatorial duties, he is still nobly & Christianly laboring to uphold right,
suppress evil, and remove temptations from the weak & erring ones.
I have only time now to say, go on Governor, I entreat thee, in thy commendable course;
and I firmly believe that a just God will in His own best manner – amply reward thee,
both in time and eternity. With best wishes for thyself and family, I remain sincerely thy
friend.
Wilmer Walton

[Image 2177]
Syracuse Feby 7th /81
Gov. St. John
Dr Sir
Have been trying for three or four weeks to send P.O. Money Order for relief of colored
refugees. Our P.M. does not know your address, says North Topeka isn’t a money order
office &c. Please send me your address or some other and oblige Yours &c.
[Mont.] [Pelton], T.W. Adams. Syracuse N.Y.
[Image 2179]
Newlon’s Drug House
Oswego, Kansas 2/7/1881
Gov. St.John
Topeka
Dear Gov:
I received your letter & drafts for $130—which I will righteously spend and in due time
render you a bill of expenditures.
With what the F.A.S.oc. has sent me & yours I hope to be able to make our poor friends
somewhat comfortable this month.
Allow me to speak of the Geological Survey you recommend – I do not ask my position
on the corps if the Legislature orders it but expect to volunteer my Services to the
geologist
[Image 2180]
in charge – My acquaintance with the geology, Botany, Palentology & Stratials of
Southern Kansas is Greater than any other living man, & I expect to labor & give what I
know freely & gratuitously to make the works a success -- & also the use of any
Specimens –
Yours with great respect
W.S. Newlon
[Image 2182]
2.18.1881
Respected friend, this Check, enclosed, please appropriate for Kansas Refugees in distant
places or place where most needed, and oblige
H.W.R.
No 522 Arch St.
Philada.
Pennsy.
Please only give the above initials in any Report, if given, $100.00

[Image 2184]
Isaac Rayford, Montgomery County, Texas to Governor St. John, February 9, 1881
[This communication begins with the names of 14 men on whose behalf the letter was
written.]
Mr. Saint John
We are the ma jarty of mend that came [to form?] a conclusion [to] ask you to for this oru
[our?] wrte [right?] of
[Image 2185]
for[ming] a colene for us. But we cant stand up North[.] it is too cold up there for us and
we ask [for a?] colene down South, and if you pleas goe to work for us if you pleas sir
and ask you help us if you please sir and sisus [assist us?] if you pleas for we are needy
people and we ask you [to] forward this to the President Garfield, and tell him we are in
need of your help Mr Gov [word unreadable] for help.
Pleas Sir let us hear from you soon
Your friend
ISAAC RAYFORD
[Image 2187]
February 9 1881
To Governor St John
I have sent a small box of clothing and beding to the to be transferred to E.L. Comstock
for the refugees the superintendant at Chicago [XXX] to me that all that the would
receipt should go free of Charge
Thine with respect
Jesse Hoag
Pleasant Plain Jeferson Co Iowa
February 9 1881
[Image 2189]
New York
Feb. 9th 1881
Gov. J.P. St. John
Dear Sir
I send enclosed a check for fifty dollars to be given to the Kansas Relief Association for
the colored refugees. Will you do me the favor to send over your own
[Image 2190]
signature acknowledgement of the same. [XXX]
Your’s Respectfully

Rebecca D. Swift
Care [XXXX] H.H. Swift & Co.
P.O. box 3399
New York N.Y.
[Image 2192]
Belmont Wis, Feb 10th 1881
Hon. John P. St. John
Governor Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir – Having a small fund under my control to be used for the benefit of the
destitute colored fredmen refugees of your state I write to you for advice as to the best
manner of disposing of it so that it may reach its intended destination and be properly
applied.
I see the Chicago Inter – Ocean has an agency for contributions of that kind but as that
would be a roundabout way to send it I thought a draft on Chicago for the amount sent
direct to you would be more likely to reach the parties
[Image 2193]
for whom it is intended than any other way.
Will you please advise me in the matter and if it is not trespassing too much on your time
let me know in brief the condition of the refugees in your state – whether they generally
have the disposition and tact to support themselves provided they have a fair chance also
the amount of destition &c.
Respectfully Yours
Address: John C. DeWitt
Belmont So Fayette Co. Wis
[Image 2195]
Shanano Wis Feb 10th 1881
Gov. St. John
Dear Sir
I send to you to day a box of clothing from the Pres S. [Schoop] of Shanano Wis. For the
“Refugees” which we wish you to send where you think it will do most good.
Will you be kind enough to send us any facts you may have in referance to the wants of
the Refugees as farther collections will be made in their behalf. I suppose the sum of $25
has been sent you from our school.
Very Respectfully
W.W. Wheeler
[Image 2197]

Madison, Wis. Feb 11, 1881
Gov St. John
Dear Sir
Enclosed find twenty five (25) dollars for the use of colored refugees as you may deem
best. The funds were raised by the Shanano Presbyterian S. School and if you would
request whoever receives or disperses it to acknowledge the same you would greatly
oblige[.]
Yours Truly
Wm.N. Rogers
Address
Wm N Rogers
Shanano[,] Shanano Co Wis.
[Image 2199]
Parsons, 2/15/81
To Gov. J.P. St John
Dear Friend:
Thy favor of 11th inst, reached me this day; and when I opened that very acceptable Draft
for $50.00, I silently said within me, God bless our worthy Governor. Last evening I just
expended the balance of thy kind remittance which I had recd on the 7th inst, and this
morning thy well timed document arrived while I was receiving earnest appeals for aid
from distressed looking persons. I was then enabled to assist a number of needy,
deserving creatures who admit that they could get along if they could only find work to
do.
[Image 2200]
While I was then engaged, I thought over and over again that in sending that Draft to
Parsons, at this time surely thou must have been wisely directed by that “Still small voice
of Christ within, which if strictly headed, - we Friends or Quakers, believe will guide us
right even in the outward affairs of life, if we humbly seek counsel there from and obey
it.
I expect to prayerfully endevor to appropriate the money which thou hast thus entrusted
to my care in such manner as to do the most good to the greatest number that I can of
these destitute Refugees.
With best wishes for thy continued prosperity and happiness, I remain sincerely thy
friend.
Wilmer Walton.
[Image 2202]
Alpine Feb 16/81

Honorable Governor of Kansas
I beg your Parden for addressing you but hope it may be for the Benefit of your People as
I have some Relitives in the western Part of your State who are in very Bad cercamtinces
with thousands of more I would Beg of you to aid me in trying to help them for 6 or 8
week which time I have before goin to work mining to make the mater short. I have this
winter put in my evening & stormy days getting up Rocky Mountain [XXXX] which is
drawing a grate deal of attention – and my friends advise me to put it on Exerbition [Image 2206]
Proheta, Saline Co
Feb 18 – 1881
His Excelency Gov. St John.
Dear Sir:
Please excuse my liberty on addressing You, but I know of no other person able to
answer my questions. I wish to get one, or perhaps two boys from the recent refugees,
who must I address?
Very Respectfully
Yours truly, George Smith
[Image 2208]
Wellmanville
Feb. 19,1881
“[Mister] St. John”
Dear Friend – I seat myself to let you know how we are a getting along – I am not well
nor my Children is not well[.] Please tell me if there is a going to be some more aid sent
for I am out of provisions and nothing to buy with and my children is without clothing
and without shoes
[Image 2209]
I have a friend in Wichita that could go to but I [have] to get some provisions and is
[XXXX] now. I will close for this time hoping to hear soon.
M.T. Davidson
Wellmanville
[D] [L] Ness Co.
[Image 2211]
Syracuse Feby 21st 1881
Governor St John
Dear Sir
Have been trying for about one month to get the correct address by which to send a
money order for colored refugees. My Wife undertook to do the business for me as am
quite deaf. The first time P.M. didn’t know where to send it. Then in the Christian

Union Sun, North Topeka as the address, for a box of clothing. Was met with the
response North Topeka isn’t a money order office. P.M. didn’t know whether Topeka
was the Capitol of Kansas, or whether it was your address or where a letter would find
you.
Two weeks ago I directed a postal to Governor Saint John Kansas supposing any P.M.
could send to Kansas
[Image 2212]
and then it would be apt to find you. Have heard nothing as yet. Now will you be so
kind as to furnish me your or other address by which I can send a P.O. Money Order for
the benefit of the colored refugees in your State and oblige.
Very Rest’ Yours &c
Mont. Pelton
T.W. Adams
Syracuse N.Y.
[Image 2214]
Afton, Union Co., Iowa
2/21/1881
Gov. St John
Topeka, Kansas
In a late issue of the Inter-Ocean of Chicago was an appeal for aid for Collored people
lately came into your state in great destitution. I neglected to note the address to which
aid should be sent, but [remembering] your connection with them I take the liberty to
send a Money order – all I can do at present – hoping you will place it where it is needed
Yours respecty
H.W. Perrigo
[Image 2216]
Hennifin, Ill – Feb 22/81
Gov St John
Dear Sir
The little church of [XXXX] Grove collected $5.00 for the refugees in Kans our
apology for troubling you is that we did not know any person at Topeka that was
authorized to receive it the last thing we raised was put in the hands of Rev Suggs – If not
to much trouble please have a receipt sent to [XXXX] Grove Church [XXX] care of
A.E. Hayslip.
Very Respectfully
A.E. Hayslip
[Image 2218]

Manchester, Delaware Co. Iowa Feb 22, 1881
Hon St John
Governor of State of Kansas
Topeka Kans
Dr Sir
Find Enclosed dft on Chicago [XXX] for $43.30 given by Prairie Township Delaware
Co. Iowa for the Relief of Suffering Colored People of your State you will ples
acknowledge Recpt of the Sum & oblige
Yours truly,
C.W. Lyman
Manchester
Delaware Iowa
[Image 2220]
Parsons, Kans; 2nd mo. 24th /81
To Gov J.P. St John;
My dear friend,
Again it becomes my pleasant duty to sincerely thank thee for thy kind remembrance of
the poor cold Refugees in this locality, as [XXXX] by thy committing to care for their
benefit, another remittance of the needful in the way of a Draft for $500.00 as described
in the enclosed receipt.
When I think of all the responsible duties devolving upon thee in thy official capacity as
Governor, and yet find that thou art still willing to take enough time to think and act so
efficiently in behalf of these heretofore abused people, I do indeed feel like thanking the
good Father that he has blessed us with just such a Governor in Kansas.
With best wishes for thy self and family, I remain sincerely thy friend
Wilmer Walton
P.S. Be assured that I will conscientiously endeavor to expend the money so as to do as
much good as I can. W.W.
[Image 2222]
Victoria Ills Feb 25th ‘81
Governor St John
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find five dollars which we wish applied towards feeding those poor
colored refugees from Southern cruelty. May the Lord bless you in every good work and
punish the Souls till she brings forth fruit meet for repentance prayer
Your Friend
B.T. Temple
[Image 2224]

Oswego, Kansas, 2/26 1881
J.P. St John
Topeka, Kans
Dear Sir,
I herewith return your bill to Show you how I spent your drafts.
I, unfortunately am suffering great persecution here – Our people claim that my letter to
InterOcean sometime ago (which I hereby reaffirm) hinders white emigration &
encourages Negro Emigration & worse [than] all it shows Oswego [permitted] this
Suffering & did not relieve it – The [XX] and Agents & Democrats are most exercised
by it
[Image 2225]
I very earnestly hope to have your good opinion &
Remain Your Obt Servt
W.S. Newlon
If there is any place in [XXX] please let me know.
[Image 2226]
Meriden, Conn., Feb. 28 1881
His Excellency
John P St Johns
Dear Governor
I beg leave to trouble you with a little matter that has just come to my attention. A lady
left at my office, while I was out, a letter from W.B. Glapin, a member of the Kansas
Senate from Oswego – He says that there is no destitution, in Oswego among the Colored
refugees – that each County in the State is able to take care of its own poor [XXX] and
that he first hears of destitution by way of Meridan, Conn – We have perfect confidence
Gov. in you and I want some words to show
[Image 2227]
when they throw it in my face that I have been taken in. It seems this lady wrote to Mr.
Glapin for information – the letter was written on State paper & dated at Topeka Jan – 30
but mailed at Oswego Feb 15 in a return envelope with the mane of Nelson Case printed
on it.
Please reply and oblige
Yours Respectfully
W.H. Caltin
P.S. I heard a similar report through an article I think in the “Interim” referring to
Oswego also I direct to the [XXXX] to whom my ck was sent.
[Image 2229]

Vermillion, Dakota, Mar. 2nd 1881
Dear Sir,
I enclose one dollar for relief of colored refugees in Kansas. Please acknowledge the
receipt of it by postal card.
We rejoice in the great work which Kansas is doing to solve reconstruction questions by
her reception of the Exodus, and to solve social and moral problems by Prohibition. You
are fighting a battle for all the world. Other states will take courage by your example.
May God bless you and Give you the victory.
Yours cordially,
G.S. Bascom.
P.S. Am reading “Bricks Without Straw”, and wonder whether “Nimbus” is one of your
[dusky] immigrants.
[Image 2231]
Independence Kansas 3 Mo. 2, 1881
Honored Governer
J.P. St John
Thank thee for sending the letter to me. David Fife is our sub Agent at Cherryvale, and a
good colored man’s friend and has helped [Blassengise] more than anyone there & I have
paid him a larger proportion than others when there on visits, he is old was the cause of
my helping him more will see him soon
Truly thine, Daniel Votaw
[Image 2233]
Bouton & Co.,
Chicago 2/7 1881.
Gov J.P. St John
Topeka Kan.
Dear Sir:
We understand your funds for the Freedman who are arriving to your State is low, and
although we [XXXX] we had given [aid] we [XXX] - Now [foreward] [subscriptions].
Still we feel as if the [call] was for [now] and so I Enclose [draft] for $100.00. Use it to
[XXX] [it] [will] do the most good & oblige.
Yours Truly
C.B. Bouton
[Image 2235]
State of Kansas
Executive Department
Topeka March 8, 1881
Mrs. C. Millet

Hampton Minn.
Madam
Your letter of the 21st ultimo will be referred to the freedmen’s Relief Association at this
place which association has in charge matters touching the unemployment for colored
refugees.
Very Truly Yours,
John P. St John
[Image 2237]
3/9.81
Dear Friend
Pardon the freedom of this address from an entire stranger, but I wish on behalf of myself
& many others to express my admiration for the noble part you have taken & are taking
on behalf of the liberated coloured population of the South who are fleeing from a land of
oppression to the free State over which you so worthily preside.
Be assured that though distant from the ocean of your operations we [constantly] value
Honable Governor St. John
[Image 2238]
the [decency] that the blessing of the [XXX] [XXX] may [seat] on you.
We are well aquanted with Eliz [XXX] Comstock who was in [Ireland] some years &
rejoice that in your energic exertions in the cause of human rights, & the lessons of so
much fearful humans suffering you have found in her & others [such] valuable [XXXX].
It was my [bet] I [ought] rather say priveledge to have taken some share as the [XXX]
[XXX] cause for many years.
I was more or less [XXX] in the [XXX] [XXX] which resulted on the matter of colony
in our West Indies Colony in 1838, [settled] as it
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was by the payment of twenty [mittrons] to the oppressors and since that time I have
watched the general advances of public opinion is your land till [XXX] is that opinions
became so strong that the monster was swept alas -- in a sea of blood but it was swept
away.
We in Ireland are suffering from unjust Land Laws, but we hope the remedy is at hand.
With sincere regard & a warm feeling of [XXX] for your untiring efforts
Believe me to be Sincerely yours

[XXXX] Allen
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Parsons 3/10/81.
Dear Gov:
For the sake of the prospective recipients, I feel grateful to thee for again remembering
the Parsons sufferers, by kindly remitting a Draft, for which I herewith enclose a receipt.
I will try to make the best use of it, for the purpose stated in thy letter of yesterday, in
which it was enclosed. I still have to expend money for food, fuel and such articles of
needed clothing as we have not on hand.
Very respectfully and truly thy friend,
Wilmer Walton.
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Columbus Wis
Mch 10 – 81
Gov St John Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir
Enclosed please find money order for 5.00 for the Relief of the Freedmen of your State.
Yours
W.G. Brisee
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Oswego, Kansas, Mar. 11th 1881
Gov. St John
Dear Friend:
I herewith inclose receipt for draft you enclose me for Refugees, & in due time will Send
you an itemized bill of expenditures - & charge nothing for my time for distribution –
I am Sorry to think that Mr J.H. Brown when down here worked for his own political
advantage & not for his bleeding country men – in fact was of no advantage. I can See –
This is private. – The cause of the refugee down here is unpopular – He is an advantage
to us but the S and L at – Democrate & land Sellers fear him & hate him & would gladly
let Starvation & want drive him away from Kansas.
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Newspapers in the popular hate do not tell the truth – Politicians Shun him & let him
bleed – My own church & the Friends alone sympathizes with him – Sleek well clad &
fed Pharisees let these poor ulcer clad Lazeruses pick to crumbs from their tables & care
nothing of them & despise us who work among them – I fortunately am in easy
circumstances & was bred to admire E.P.& Owen Lovejoy, & the host of Saints whom

God honored our country by giving them birth & martyrdom among us – I will remain
true to God & these people here if they mob me –
The Whisky Sellers here are on the wing (ravin) for Missouri.
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The Refugees will certainly this year be able to live. They have 3 churches here - &
work well – Do not trust what our newspapers Say about the refugee Nor J.H.B. –
Your Friend
W.S. Newlon
[Image 2248]
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
Pine Bluff, Ark May 14, 1881
To His Excellency
Gov St. John
Are any of your Colored population desireous of emigrating to Arkansas provided
[XXXX] good Houses and good treatment be secured to them. Please ans
GW Davis
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Kansas City Mo
March 14 1881
Gov St John
Dear Brother
I am organizing a gospel evangalist movement first for the State of Kansas afterwards
Illinois and I [trust] each state of the union[.] [The] [XXX] [mailing] my tents will cost
me $300 the necessary passenger wagons perhaps the same – [with] or half a [XXX]
[as] [Wall] of Singing praying preaching Bible reading gospel [XXXX][.] I intend to
canvass the State for Christ[.] The tents [XXX] are large; and small ones for all [who]
will help in the places we stop I shall first in places where Saloons exist [XXX] [XX]
[XX] [XXX] [XX]
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mark canvassing for names for prohibition immediately be giving a revival [work] such
as you have never heard [of] [to] may have reasons to expect[.]
My organization will be [XXXX] and free from any and all [biases][,] prejudicious or
whatever makes the present Churches [inefficient] for any such work[.] I want to make
Headquarters in Lawrence for [XXXX] may of [XX] have Bible [missions] [for] the
[awe] of all [property] place of rest for workers in case of sickness &c, and place of
[rewards] for all [givings] and disbursements, [XX] [some] to receive any salary, [XX]

all to be cared for as they need. [The] same to be an charitable mission for Bible learning
&c as may be determined proper by the
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organization [said] first. Organization to be [XXXX] to send out as many auxillary
[Gospel] [troups] in the state as they may: my [work] will be to establish one to each
state: now the purpose of this explanation is to get your cooperation and influence all
[XX] [XXXX] in the financial find the workers and [XXXX] the whole matter and
[will] [XXXX] the state of Kas as she has never been [XXXX] [.]
If mistaken in where I [tried]; It takes a thousand dollars [to] run one little church that
bearly holds its [XXXX], [XXXX] that and I’ll move any State in my plan. May thy
[XXX] and [holy] [burst] upon thy [heart] and spirit full may the [XXXX] how of
[XXXX] [show] [all] thine [XXXX] wail
From cross to crown
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20 Hawthorn St.
New Bedford Mass,
March 16th 1881
To Hon. J.P. St. John
Governor of Kansas
Dear Sir
On the 10th of February I sent to you through my brother’s firm H.H. Swift & Co. 66 Pine
St, New York a check on the St. Nicholas Bank New York for the sum of fifty dollars to
be used for the refugees.
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There was a letter enclosed from me. I have never heard of the receipt of letter or check.
I was writing the same day to Mrs. Elizabeth Comstock & have remembered since that by
mistake I directed your letter to North Topeka & that may be the reason why I have not
heard from it, I waited thinking the
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Post Master at North Topeka must of course know the residence of the Governor &
would forward the letter, but begin to fear it has not reached you. If not too much trouble
will you do one the favor to let me know.
Your’s Respectfully
Rebecca D. Swift
[Image 2258]

Sheriden, LaSalle Co. Ill
March 17, ‘81
Gov. St. John Topeka Kan
My Dear Sir
I enclose fifty (50) dollars Either [XXXX] or Money Order for the benefit of the
Suffering Colored refugees
Will you Please place it in the hands of Someone who will use it [practically].
Yours Truly
Leonard Lester
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Emporia, Kas., March 18th 1881
Hon John P St John
Governor &c Topeka Kansas
Dr Sir:
This will introduce to you my brother-in-law W.J. Murphy late of Illinois but now a
contractor and builder on the Atlantic & Pacific R.R. He is desirous to take with him 15
to 20 Calv Mules for Mule drivers & desires your assistance to get transportation. There
are a large number of Exodustors out of employment & it would be of great advantage to
them to get employment. Anything you can do to assist him will be a blessing to the
individuals employed and a favor to Your obeat svwt,
Joseph F. Culver
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[Sarance, Ionial Co.], Mich, March 19 1881
Gov St. John,
Topeka, Kansas –
Dear Sir, In a late copy of the Chicago Advance is an article on the condition of the
Colored people in Southern Kansas, giving some account of their condition and
necessities &c. and give the names of parties to whom money and clothing may be sent.
Desiring to aid them if they need help I proposed to our Temperence Society to fill a box
or barrel and send on as directed, when one of our members said he had seen a letter from
you stating that the colored
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people were not in want – did not need help – and if they did Kansas was abundantly able
to care for them & would do so.
Of course if this is the case we rejoice in the fact. If help is needed we are ready to
contribute our mite to relieve their necessities.

The help asked for in the Advance I understood to be under the auspices of the
Freedman’s Aid Society or the American Missionary Association. The name of the party
given to whom boxes & barrels of clothing were to be sent was Mr. Rust, Chicago
Illinois.
Will you be kind enough to
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write me the facts in the case and if help in your judgement is needed we shall be glad to
do something. If not, of course we do not care to put anyone to trouble or expense in the
matter.
Very Respectfully Yours
Merritt Moore
[Sarance, Ionial Co.], Mich
P.S. We rejoice at the noble stand you have taken on the temperance question and rejoice
over your grand victory in Kansas in securing Constitutional prohibition and
supplementing that with a prohibition law.
Mr. Moore
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Union City, Ind. Mar 21st 1881
Gov J.P. St John
Topeka Kans
Dear Sir:
My desire to assist you in your good work for the colored people, is my excuse for
intrusion.
Capt J.R. Jackson of our City who will probably become a citizen of Topeka is financial
agent of one of the wealthiest if not the richest man in eastern Indiana – an old gentleman
– whose sympathies are with the freedmen. Now if you could get someone who is
familiar with Capt Jackson to call his attention to your needs for school, it might result in
something good – I have heard him speak
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of having met you and admiring your stand on this and the Temperance question.
Phillips and Stringham are his trusties there and Hudson of the Capitol – Judge Guthrie
and Col Beal among his friends there.
With Kindest regards I am
Very Respectfully
Your Obedt Servt
A.B. Cooper
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Olathe Kansas March 22 1881.
Govenor St. John Dear Sir; I understand that you will be down here very soon and allow
me to ask you if arrangements are made for you. Would you make us a speech on the
situation of the Exodos that have come into Kansas in the last two years and if this
pleases you my honor please inform me when it could be. We feel that you know more
about their circumstances than any body else. Govenor, I ask you to do this providing it
suits you to do so because I know you are a colored man’s friend. Please let me hear
from you soon. If I am out of order please excuse me Govenor.
Yours Fraterity
Jerry Johnson
Please direct
Box 192.
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Oswego, Kansas 3/23rd 1881
Gov. St. John
Topeka.
Dear Friend.
The money you Sent me is all expend. I will make an itemized Statement to you in a few
days –
I am waiting some what to hear from Mrs Comstock -- [XXXX] -- She is in trouble but
do not know what – I fear the Relief Business will be a [XXXX] case to us all – New
arrival’s – Poor continue to Suffer I am your Friend W.S. Newlon
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A. Loving, Chanute, Neosho County, Kansas to Governor St. John, March 23, 1881
honorable Sir There are quit a excitment among the collord of Chanute regard to some
government land to settle by the collord of Kansas without homes. I also would like to
know if you did empower Eld Johnson of Kansas City to selist names for a coloney of
collord people. Your honor would also oblige our people of Chanute to inform us if ade
will be furnish them for one year. We would also like to know if government are going to
furnish them mules plowes food and homsted land, and free passage to this place. Your
honor would confer
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a great favor on us by leting us know at once, as some of them are keep in suspence[.] I
remain
respectfully Your Servent
PROF A LOVING
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Bloomington Mar 24th 1881
Dear Sir
I received your Note stating the amount me and my wife sent to you all right[.] I hope
the good Lord Will Bless you and your great State for setting such an Example to the
United States and to the World of banishing the Liquor traffic from Kansas and that all
will speedily [XXXX] and also the use of Tobacco and all secret Societies Banished
from the face of the earth and that the Bible Doctrine will take the World Belongs to the
Lord[.]
Your Obt
William Clark
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Parsons 3/24/81.
Dear Governor & friend;
I have only time to hastily but thankfully acknowledge the receipt of thy favor of
yesterday, which reached me this eve, enclosing a Check for $100.00 to aid the poor
Refugees. I was pleased to see this renewed evidence of thy continued remembrance of
and sympathy with the needy sufferers in this locality.
I will endeavor to apply the funds, thus entrusted to my care as judiciously as possible. I
have had quite a number of real pitiable cases to look after today and this evening.
With best wishes for thyself & family, I remain sincerely thy friend.
Wilmer Walton
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Spring Dale Iowa 3-27-1881
J.P. St John
Esteemed friend,
On the 7th inst I mailed P.O. M. Order to E.L. Comstock for $11 of which I have no
report, but presume it will be acknowledged in the next mo. Report of the State
association; but conclude to mail this Draft to thee $21.36 as it will go into the same
channel: this little amount has been made up in our community quite recently and we
haste to send it, not doubting it is much needed, for the relief of the poor Exodust --It occurs to me, so soon as it is known that Congress is in a condition effectively to act
for the relief of the Colored race: Petitions should be widely circulated through the
different states for signature, asking Congress to set apart a reasonable portion of our
country, in a good cotton growing district; where the colored man may at his option
remove and occupy as his own; as the Indians do the Indian Territory –
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Surely the colored race have been crushed long enough by our people, for our highly
favored Government to do a liberal part toward starting them as a people, on the road to
self support, and independence, as an integral part of our great commonwealth -: For
encouragement of donors, acknowledge at earliest convenience.
With true regard thy fd
G.T. Wood
P.S. We Friends of Iowa Yearly Meeting are earnestly working to start a Normal School
at Parsons Kansas as for qualifying Colored teachers for their own people, but have not
quite reached the requisite amount for commencing the building – we may fail, but we
hope not.
With true regard
G.T. Wood
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Clyde Ohio March 30, 1881 - $5.00
Hon J.P. St John
Dear Sir.
I am informed that you receive and distribute funds sent to the Colored refugees who are
in need in your State. Accordingly I send you herewith five dollars for those needy
colored people – Please acknowledge the same to Miss Elizabeth Stern of Green Spring –
Ohio and oblige Yours truly
J.S. Axtell
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Youngstown, Ohio, April 2, 1881
Governor St John,
Topeka, Kansas
Sir: I inclose for the benefit of the Colored Refugees in Kansas a NY Dft to your order
for $66.67 of this amount $20.00 is [contributed] by the Sunday School of the First
Presbyteeerian Church of this place and $46.67 by the church itself.
In acknowledging receipt a few words directed especially to the Sunday School, to be
read to them, would be thankfully received by
Yours Very Truly
Wm. H. Baldwin
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Maupin, Wisconsin, Apr. 4th /81.
Governor St. John;
Sir;

Household help is scarce here and if among the refugees there are any capable women
who are used to housework, we would like to get one. Having a family of small children
and living on a farm, I could not undertake to get along with an inexperienced hand, but
could promise steady work to one who would suit. Hoping you will find time to reply.
I am Respectfully Your’s Mrs. C.W. Howland.
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Parsons, 4/8/81
Dear Friend & Gov:
Thine of 6th inst at hand; contents very acceptable. The aged, sick, crippled, & new
comers still need looking after here; hence thy remittance is judicious; thanks for it.
Sincerely thy well-wishing friend, Wilmer Walton
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Columbus, Kansas 4 Mo 11th 1881
Gov St John
My dear Friend
I suppose thou hadst gone on the Eastern trip until rec’d this afternoon the draft of G.P.
Wood. This mail takes a rec’d to him at Springdale Iowa for the same.
I find a great many refugees in the S.E. part of Kas, who cannot get employment. After
having a consultation with our Friends of Kas: Yearly Meetings [Committee] have pretty
much decided to purchase a section of cheap fertile land, place a thoroughly practical
farmer upon it, who will employ every refugee who comes for aid, at fair wages, combine
with this as training. Institute in agriculture & domestic arts that men & women, boys &
girls can all be employed & taught. We think of having broom corn & castor beans
cultivated & a broom factory.
Our arrangements are not yet fully mature yet but we do not omit book learning & Bible
Schools. Those who are so eager to possess a little land of their own may be able in time
to purchase a few acres of the land in part payments of their wages.
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Our Friends of Iowa Yearly meetings have subscribed nearly $3000 (Three thousand
dollars) & purchased land at Parsons with a view for a training school there. I expect to
go round to our other Yearly Meetings to plead with them to go & do likewise. If all the
other churches do as much in proportion to their numbers as the Quakers are doing, there
will not be so much suffering next winter as there was last.
If thou approves our plan of starting this institute in Sou. Kas. will thou be so kind as to
request the Committee, of which thou art one, in winding up the affairs of the K.T.R.A. to
pack up and send to us all the beds, beddings, furniture, desks, tables stoves &c a full car
load & send down here, to Baxter Springs for this purpose.

With kind regards to thy wife & daughter & a grateful sense of the support & aid thou
hast given us in our work for the poor.
I am thy Sincere friend
Elizabeth Comstock
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Andrew Jackson, Somewhere in Kansas to Gov. St. John, April 13, 1881
Govenor St John the peple say ther [they?] have not a tarn [team?] and ther wood lake to
have one if you please[.] when ther[e] is cold days the[y] have no wood to make a fire[.]
if you pleas whe[n] you read this letter look up pond it and if you pleas send it [the
team?] to use and low [allow?] use a c \h]ance to pay it if you please[.] whe have our land
and now [way?] to brake it and whe[n] we want to get an thing we [have?] to pay some
body to hall it We baging for help if you please[.] so now we will close Your truly friend
ANDREW JACKSON
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Kingston Apr. 14 – ‘81
His Excellency, J.P. St. John, Govenor
Dear Sir: I hear that I may have omitted to acknowledge your kindness in responding to
my letter of inquiry relative to the condition of the Freedmen in Kansas. –
If so, please pardon my [might] and accept my sincere thanks for the information
afforded.
Some our [XXXX] people are and will continue to be disappointed with the progress
made by the colored people; but, fairly judged, the progress made here in farming, and
elsewhere justifies very large hopes for the [XXXX] of that race. –
I have the honor to be Yours, very truly,
G.W. Hicks
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Saline, Mich. April 14th 1881
Gov St. John
Enclosed I send you sixty dollars – (four of which I have collected here) for the education
of the colored people that have emigrated to your state.
Yours Resp,
Eli Benton
P.S. Please send me Mrs Comstocks report for the last year.
E.B.
[Image 2300]
Lansing, Mich, April 19, 1881,Gov. J.P. St. John, Topeka Kansas

Dear Sir,
Having read of the large number of col’d people going to your state, our Society saw fit
to make a little effort on their behalf. We are sorry the result is not greater than it is. We
might possibly have received more but it was rumored that there was no further need for
assistance. Such information having been [gained] from a N.T. Paper. Nevertheless if
you will accept our little donation it is only $12.00 we will be very glad.
Very truly Yours
W.C.T.U.
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Ap. 21/81
Gov St John
Dear Sir
I enclose you a post office money order for $50.—which you will please hand over to the
good ladies to help the pilgrims from the south, who have fled to Kansas.
Please inform me of receipt.
Yours in name of temperance & religion
L.D. West
P.S. Please don’t publish this
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Oswego, Kansas, 4/27,1881
Gov St. John
Topeka
Dear Friend
Perhaps some steps should be taken to control the doctors at their meeting & not let them
[throw] their influence for whiskey & the devil—
Our colored people here are getting work & doing well – If they need anything it is
medicines &c and care for the sick widows.
Your friend,
S.W. Newlon, M.D.
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Mediapolis Ia 4/38th/81
Gov – Dear Sir
The Presbyterian Band of Mission Helpers and some M.E. Ladies have collected two
Bbls clothing &c and some money and ask me to ship them to the Kansas Freedmen
Relief Assn. I asked for free transpor. Over BCRN and CB Q Roads which has been
[grouted] and I start goods today with a note to Agts other roads ship free if they can get
permit from Hopkins on. The money will go forward in a few days at least as soon as
[free] transportion of goods is secur so no Expenses left to pay[.] Please acknowledge to
Ladies when money arrives.

Yours very truly O.N.[Dall]
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J. C. Black, Paris, Henry County, Tennessee to Governor St. John, April 28, 1881
Your Exalent onar Ser I rite you to pay in the regard of the conditon of the colard
population of Cansas[.] the whites hear is saying to the colard th[at] the colard in Kansas
is starving and is out of imployment. As there is a great many here preparing to come out
there this fall I rite you in order [to] find out
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whether this talk is fack as I bin appointe emigration travling agent & redemeded it
nessarary that I should rite you to no ef there is any im ployment that thay can get[.] they
whits in the South says that there is no public land in the State that can be premted Sir[.]
as I have just returned from a trip from [M]iss and Geo and Alabama whitch I will remain
hear 10 or 11 days you be please to funesh me with some relibel infermation of Kansas
[Image 2310]
if you can[.] pleas oblige at you earlest convincy
J C BLACK
[Image 2311]
Parsons, Kans., 4th month 29th, 1881
To Gov. John P. St John:
My dear friend:
That sad occurance of the 9th inst. Has so worried me that I have not felt like writing
scarcely any letters since, only at certain intervals; and at those times, when I felt like
writing to thee, I understood thou wast absent from home. A letter rec’d the other day
from E.L.C. stated that she had an interview with thee on the 25th: I suppose she showed
thee my letter to her: I hope so.
Last evening I received a welcome letter from my worthy friend [Tillwyn] Parrish (a
prominent friend of Philadelphia), enclosing free tickets that he had kindly procurred for
me from the Penn. Central R.R. [XXX], entitling me to travel from St. Louis to Phil &
return via Indianopolis & Pittsburgh: unlimited as to time. I feel like quoting a few lines
from his letter: the more so, because he is not an enthusiast, and he does not praise or
applaud people unless he earnestly thinks they deserve it. He says, “We were much
delighted with Gov. St. John’s address before a Philad Audience, The only thing to be
regretted was the limited notice. Though the Hall was not full, the address has been well
reported and circulated; and should the Governor come again, I think we can promise a
much larger audience.” I will also quote from an editorial article in my “Friends’
Intelligencer” of 4/23rd , (Publ in Phil): as follows:--- “A Noble Voice from Kansas –
Gov. St. John of Kansas, so honorably known to his fellow citizens as a friend of every

good and righteous work of reform and progress, addressed a small audience of deeply
interested citizens of Philadelphia on the evening of the 16th inst, on the ‘Colored
Exodus’ from the South, and the Exodus of [XXX] from Kansas, we take the report
from the “Public Ledger.” Then following the Ledger’s Report, I was quite interested in
reading the said report; and I have no doubt that much good will result from its
publication in various other papers.
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Now, dear Gov, I desire to say to thee that thou hast no doubt witnessed times, either in
the private walks of life or in thy official capacity, wherein thou hast had cause to regret
certain past actions on account of unfavorable results; but yet having “a conscience clear
of offence before God and Man,” so far as the real motives or intensions of such actions
were concerned, A man may meet with some serious accident in going to or from his
regular place of worship; after which he would not censure himself for having gone to
church; but he might either regret having gone there at that particular time, or else be
sorry that he had not taken a different route so as to avoid the accident, or he may
discover – when too late - that although he had for many years safely ridden that same
horse to church and with the same saddle and bridle that he then used, yet the sad
accident could apparently been avoided by having a better saddle or using a different kind
of bit. I was brought up in a settlement of plain, honest Friends, who trusted each other
to such an extent that, it became a habit with me to think my money & other things were
safe amongst those with whom I mingled, During several years past I have been keeping
my money & valuable papers in an old shabby looking leather valise, which I have taken
with me in traveling thousands of miles through different parts of our country; and the
evening of the 9th of this month was the first time I ever had anything stolen from it. I
have deposited money in Bank, and lost by the failure of thereof; and I have been cheated
out of money & property but I do not recollect having ever before had any money stolen
from me. Another habit of mine has been to not keep Checks or Drafts on hand, but
change them for currency; whether of my own or assoc. funds. During the past years I
have received money due me from parties in St Louis, and from my brother in Iowa.
These remittances as well as my check from Topeka for salary, I got exchanged at the
Bank for currency. Last year I purchased two Govt’ Bonds, and finding recently that I
could spare $4,000.00 of my own currency on hand, I concluded
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to purchase four more Govt’ Bonds, so as to get a little interest. Having written to a
friend of mine in St Louis about them, he advised me to defer the purchase for a few
weeks to see what action Congress would take on the Funding Bill. As the time
approached to send the money to St Louis, and I was receiving several drafts from my
Penn [Friends], which I would have otherwise gotten cashed in the bank, I cashed four of
them myself; placing my $400.00 of currency in with the Assoc. currency, and putting
the said four drafts in a little pasteboard box in which I keep my own valuable papers, in
the said valise. In counting over the money in my valise on the 8th inst, I found there was
$778.60 of Assoc. funds; $443.51 of building fund; and $27.89 of my own; = in all

$1250.00. Of this amount – as nearly as I can now recollect – there were ten $20. – gold
pieces, one $20.00 – gold piece, two or three $100.00 – Bank notes (one of which was
worn through at the right end), a few $5.00 notes, and the rest in $100.00 and $200.00
notes. Between 8 and 10 in the evening of 4th and 9th, while I was writing in the office of
my boarding place, my valise was stolen from my chamber. The R.R. Yard Master came
here the next afternoon and told me he had found the valise (supposed to be mine) in one
of the stockyards, & taken it to the Depot. I went with him and recognized said valise;
and in the presence of him & other R.R. men, I examined & found all of the $1250.00 of
currency was gone; but my two U.S. Bonds, my four Drafts & other papers and – so far
as I could discover – all of my other things belonging therein were still there, but had
been handled over. I suppose that it was from those men that the report
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originated as to part of the money having been found.
On the 27th inst I wrote a letter to E.L. Comstock in which I stated that if she, or Gov St
John, or John M. Brown has the slightest idea or suspicion that I have misrepresented any
thing connected with this unpleasant affair, then if all in either of you will come to
Parsons within ten days from date, I hereby fully authorize you to thoroughly search all
of my things, critically examining books, papers, count my money, and carefully
investigate the whole cases procuring, all the available evidence therein. I don’t know
J.M. Brown’s current address (whether he is now in Topeka); but I authorize thee to
communicate the substance of this proposition to him, if thou thinks best to do so; I wish
to have all parties satisfied.
I do not crave procuring wealth; yet I consider it important for me to ecomize in my
expenses, and try to save up a little for my prospective needs; as I am now somewhat
getting along in years. The $27.89 of my own currency that was stolen, of course I have
to lose, but the balance of $38.95 due me (from the Assoc) 15th inst as per my report that
was approved by N.M. Reynolds, and sent to the acting Sect., - I would be thankful if the
Assn. would remit to me, if they have it. There are many things rendering it necessary
for me to remain here a little longer, and I am at my own expenses. My public and
private appeals from time to time have induced my relatives and partiacular friends to
send much more to Topeka & Parsons than all that I expended in the work and had stolen.
I have several judicious persons on the lookout here; and it is possible that some
developments may yet be made.
Very respectfully and sincerely thy friend – Wilmer Walton
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Saline, Mich, April 30th 1881.
Gov St John.
Dear Sir
Your letter of inquiry as to what I would choose to have done with 60 dollars I sent you is
at hand and in reply I can only say that I had in mind the night schools for those that labor

through the day, still those schools may be provided for and I prefer to leave the matter
for you to [XXXX] dispose of as you think it is most needed –
Resp Yours,
Eli Benton.
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Half-Acre Mission
Kansas City, Mo. 5-3-1881
Gov St John
Hon Sir
Your Telegram is just received with many thanks – I assure you there is great need of aid
– and those who are in their comfortable homes surrounded by plenty of this world’s food
– cannot realize what it is to be driven even from poor homes. With sick & dependent
ones – loosing everything and to be thrown out of employment at the same time.
At the mission we are working day & night the latter has been fifteen inches deep in our
first floor – all off now. The goods you sent have not have not yet arrived. I have
confiscated part of a car load that was on the back in my care for shipment to Columbus
Kan. for Mrs Comstock. Which I [doubt] [not] meet with her approval in due time. She
is off from Telegraph Communcation.
There is great need of a home for aged & infirm people – it is my plan to open [or
inauguate] Something of the kind very soon – in connection
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in with our Mission, possibly. Ground is scarace here that could be used for that purpose
– but lease [fee] the ground on which our Mission building stands & can have the use of
all I wish for charitable use – a very cheap building would & office – What would you
think of such an enterprise[?]
Would it not be sustained by Friends abroad! I would not like to depend on what E.C.
would do alone –
Again thanking you Gov
I remain Yours truly in the [Work]
Emily P. Newcomb
Gov St John
P.S. Please Send Check
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Freeport, Ill., 5/5 1881
Governor St. John

Topeka Ks.
Jno. H. Taylor, Cashier.
Please find inclosed my draft #62900 on 1st Nat. Bank, New York $10.00 to be used for
the suffering Freedmen – Sent by W.W. Hutchinson of Cedarville Ills, Please
acknowledge receipt of same to him.
This should have been sent sometime ago but through a blunder of mine was forgotten[.]
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Topeka, May 6” 1881
Mrs E.L. Comstock
Actg Sec’y Freedmen Relief Ass’n
Parsons Kans
Madame
By direction of Governor St John, I have the honor to hand you herewith a
communication received from Mr Allen Underwood of Girard Kansas, which explains
itself.
Very respectfully
W.H. Ward
Private Sec’y
Enclosure
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Gov. John P. St. John
Topeka Ks.
Sir,
I am in want of a good Negro woman without children to come and do general house
work on a farm seven (7) miles from town and willing to pay twelve dollars per mth and
will give steady work winter and summer “Or a woman with boy large enough to do
work on farm”. If you wish any references you can write to citizen of the [XXXX]
bankers or to H P Grund or J D Barker both of [XXXX].
Knowing that you take an interest in these people and not knowing what party of the
association to write to I have taken liberty to address you.
[Letter not signed]
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Topeka, May 9” 1881
Mrs Laura F. Haviland
Sec’y Freedmen’s Relief Ass’n
Parsons Kans
Madam

Enclosed herewith I [was] directed by the Governor to hand you a communication
received from S.S. Johnson Esq. of [Unadilla] Nebraska which explains itself.
Very respectfully
W.H. Ward
Private Sec’y
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Unionville Lake Co. Ohio, May 10,1887
Gov. St. John
Topeka Kansas
Find enclosed One Doll – for use of the Exodus [in] Kansas [XXXX] expenses.
We have [XXX] [XXXX] in contemplation closing something to help a family to a
home – But do not see the way quite clear nor have we give you [the] [means] or our
[control] –
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by Davis and Eunice Votaw of Independence & if you know of any more [feasible] way
[of] helping them to help themselves.
Oblige
J. [XXXX]
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Rollin, [Lenawee] Co., Mich 5.13.81.
My dear Friend
Gov St John
We reached home comfortably, but I find my health failing. I seem completely
prostrated, all my strength & energy gone!
Funds are dropping off for refugees work, while demands for money are increasing.
Stirring appeals reach me from several parts of Kansas especially Kas. City &
Armstrong. Charges for freight & Storage are coming thick and fast.
The papers thou sent to Baxter Springs for me, have not reached me yet, tho I have
written to the Post Master there to remail them to me here immediately. From H.N. Rust
I have an application for money. He wants
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$200 & tells me that he finds expense increasing all the time, as he has to hire for storage
& pay freight too. I have not rec’d the goods upon which the $175 he speaks of were
charged.

Our removal from Topeka has in valued considerable cost for freight &c. I am sorry to
trouble thee about such matters, but thought perhaps thou couldst aid by counsel & by
cash if any funds have been placed in thy hands that could be available for freight or
shether the assignees of the K.F.R.A. will have any surplus funds for this purpose.
If my health were good, I could soon hold meetings & get the money needful. I saw
Laura L. Haviland at Adrian in Meeting last week. She was looking well & bright. She
is now in Cincinnati.
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With love to Mrs St John & daughter I am
Thy friend truly
Eliz L. Comstock.
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James Suggs, Princeton, Bureau County, Illinois to Gov. St. John, May 23, 1881
Sir my Dear frand Governor St. John
I want to ask you how my people are getting along. And how many are coming. And
what are thayr condisen. For I am tring to help them along what I can. I have sent now to
you 7 or 8 boxes and bales of goods for my people. I dont get much money but I get
alittle a but 500 pounds are coming to you to north Topeka look out for them Tell me all
a bout them.
Please write and tell me right way. I hope and pray that God will bless you in your grand
work.
Your brother in Christ
James Suggs
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Oberlin O. May 30th 81.
Gov. St John,
Dear Sir:
We beg [XXX] to ask you for information in regard to Negro Exodus since we have
been unable to find the statistics that we want. Is it likely that the Exodus will [prove]
[an] injury to Kansas? Has it or will it be likely to discourage white emigration to the
State? What proportion of the blacks are educated? Any facts that you can
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give me or tell where I can find [bearing] on the question. Will the Negro Exodus
[prove] an injury to Kansas will be received thankfully by me.
O.S. Palmer
Student at Oberlin College
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Columbus, Kansas, 6/2nd 1881
Gov John St John
Hon. Sir: Pardon the liberty we take in consuming your time, by a matter which has
heretofore given you much inconvenience, but will be short. We desire to make two
requests of you in behalf of our Agricultural and Industrial Institute for the Refugees
established here.
1st We would beg that you will give us a few lines by which we might secure free fares
over the lines of the Ft Scott and Gulf, the St Louis and San Francisco and the A.T.&S.F.
R.R.s for the officers of the A & I Institute, as we will have an immense amount of
traveling to do on these lines and more especially the Ft. Scott & Gulf line.
2nd We are getting out our letter heads which will bear our object as an organization. We
feel assured that your approval attached in a short significant sentence would be much
prestige to
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to our work – David Webster- educate the youth and our country is safe, give us a paralell
relating to the Refugees.
Our work is liked by the colored people who are gradually coming in to work until now
we are without means to pay all that have worked. Our carpenter shop is full of
apprentices, our plows are all supplied and the guaries want no more now; but if we had
the money we could put their labor to account at excavating for the school building.
Hoping for Your favorable response we are
Your Ob’t Servts
Agricultural and Industrial Insti
[XX] S.W. Winn Actg Sec’y Box H1
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83 Irving Place, New York
6 mo 4th .81
Gov St John
My dear Friend
Many thanks for thy kind letter. We are progressing very well in our efforts to stir up our
Friends, to increase interest in the Refugees. They are much pleased with our efforts to
elevate them to employ, educate, & train them. I have rec’d near $3000 for the purpose,
the Agri & Ind Institute since leaving Topeka. Our friends Pickeerings of Columbus with
14 others are working with diligence & zeal, I have no doubt they will make a complete
success of that enterprise in time. But they seem to have stirred up strife & envy among
the colored people in Montgomery Co., from whom I have rec’d the enclosed arrogant &
impertinent circular. These refugees who have been so largely helped by Daniel Votaw,
seem to think they have a right to everything they see in the store house. They & I fear D

Votaw encourages them in this sort of things. They evidently under value education &
trainings. If they appeal to thee be so kind as to silence their [XXXX] & let them know
such circulars will injure them & their race.
Our New York yearly meeting of Friends are taking up this Institute near Columbus &
will help run it
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a delegation of 4 Influential members of this meeting propose to accompany me to
Washington to confer with Pres Garfield & Secretaries Kirkwood & Hindow to interest
them about the refugees & try to get some help for them or at least pave the way for some
future action.
I am still somewhat embarrassed with the heavy bills for freight & storage. All the
money that has reached us, is for the “Agricultural & Industrial Inst” or for Homesteads.
When this Inst is fairly started & in the way of becoming self sustaining, I hope to start
another in Bourban Co., or some other. We hope to connect some industries with them
that will give employment in the winter, blacksmith & carpenters shops, broom factory,
rope walk mats or basket factory, with knitting & sewing schools for women & girls &
training in general housework.
Believing that thou wilt “back-me” in all this work. I am with love to thy wife & self
Thy sincere friend
Eliz L Comstock
Address
C/o Augustus [T] Cox
Portland Maine
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Columbus, Kansas 6/7 1881
Gov John P. St John
Honored Friend
Your letter received and not persisting in my request, I would be glad to disabuse your
mind of a misapprehension, which it seems you have obtained from the circular you
mailed me.
That circular is the product of David Votaw’s prejudice and signed by a few ignorant,
deluded colored people around him, some of whom are now at work, diligently too, this
moment on our farm and in our carpenter shop, and can not believe that, that is “de paper
dey signed”. He betrays self motives in such action, because of Mrs Comstock devoting
her energies to this work and, is aiming to stop the plan of absolute misdirected charity.
[XX] steps in opposition has been made except by parties to whom Mrs. Comstock have
all along entrusted the distribution of large sums of money and goods; and does it not
come with poor grace, for them to set up a clamor when the concludes to
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entrust some one else with their commissions. Who would notice what such may say? I
was over to Independence last week D. Votaw the author of the circular acknowledged he
was and promised to publish amends this week. If he does it, we will like it. If he does
not we do not come to grief.
Thanks for your notice of my request – am sorry that you saw fit to refuse. However
with a purpose firm and resolute, depending upon that indulgence we ever due to all well
meant efforts.
Allow me to subscribe myself.
Your Obt Servant
S.W. Winn – Sec’y
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Independence Kansas, 6.10.1881
John P. St John
Dear Governor
I want to kindly tell thee that in my humble opinion it would be best for thee to be
discrete in using thy influence in favor of the home fund for the Freedmen. They are
dreadfully dissatisfied with the doings at the Agricultural & Industrial Institute and as
they and their Friends have a strong balance of power in the state, and we want thee to fill
a Senators place next term. We want thee to have their votes and thee can have them as
easy as to turn thy hand. Please come to our convention on the 16th . If thee cant come,
write me a few lines encouraging us to go on with the home Friend plan. Thou hast no
better friend than I and I am sure that I can control as
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many votes as any other man. So listen to me thy simple, honest & confidential friend. I
would like to write some reasons for fortunate purposes for thee but must not trespass on
thy time.
Truly Thine
Daniel Votaw
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Prescott, Wisconsin, June 16.1881.
Gov. St John:
Sir, I send postal order of seventy dollars, for relief of destitute colored people, the donor
same lady who sent you forty last June, a resident of Pierce Co Wis
Respectfuly,
Mrs. R.A. McCray.
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Portland, Maine, 6.16.1881
My dear friend
My visit to Pres Garfield accompanied by a dignified delegation of New York Friends
has been satisfactory.
I laid before him 4 points to which we thought it important to secure his attention &
claim his interest & influence.
1st The importance of protecting the colored people at home, in the South.
2nd The plan of a national organization in some older state than Kas. as a relief [ags] &
distribution [point.]
3rd A tract of land for them somewhere & aid to make a fair start in the world.
4th The reenactment of a law for the admission, duty free, of supplies fromEngland,
Canada & (of donations).
Pres Garfield gave me half an hour of his valuable time, asked many questions
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manifested lively interest in the refugees & in our noble Gov of Kansas, who is so true a
friend to the oppressed. He has promised to do all in his power to bring about my wishes
& facilitate my plans for their elevation.
Our Friends in New York & New England are entering with lively interest into our
efforts for their elevations. They encourage the “Agricultural & training Inst” near
Columbus, & think with them that it is better to teach them to be selfsustaining than to
pauperize them by feeding & clothing them in idleness, & that all people should be
knocked from under them during the Summer Season.
I was very thankful upon receiving thy letter of the 16 Ult to find that all was working so
well in Topeka & that the dissolution of the K.F.R.A. had resulted in so much good. I
wish the colored people in Sou. Kas. could feel the same. By the little circulr I sent thee,
thou wilt see what a commotion they are making. They have fiercely attacked our
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excellent friends J.E. Pickering & Son & the “Agricultual & Training Insti” charging
them with the “misappropriation of funds” & various other charges without any
foundation. I think we shall have to call upon thee to “back” us & to assure the
grumblers & the public that we have not drawn a dollar of the funds from the Treasury of
the K.F.R.A. for the Institute. Thou advised me to “draw out the money & pack up the
goods & go”. I did not feel any freedom to draw out the money, on the contrary I called
in all the bills that I know of & paid and handed into the treasurer’s hands, $2221.11
(Two Thousand and 21.11) after thou gave me that counsel, $500 of which I stipulated

with the treasurer should be returned to me (as it was given for my Homestead funds)
when the assignees of the K.F.R.A. had settled their business & sold their buildings.
By our March report thou will see that a Bal was on hand in the Treasurer’s hands
$2936.16. I considered my connection with the K.F.R.A. closed then, but remained a few
days longer to pack up & say farewell.
I went to Columbus & placed in the hands of the [Com] of Kas. [X] Meeting of Friends,
she had of my “Homestead fund” on hand, a five hundred dollars & $500 that had been
sent to me with a special request to use it in a way that I thought would best provide the
permanet welfare of the colored people. With this & such additions as have since been
sent to use for the purpose we had tried to start the “Agri & Indus Inst” & while the effort
has been met with thy approval & warmly encouraged by our Eastern & England Friends,
the colored people themselves have violently opposed. Many of these are the self same
distributers
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of the peace, who were so discontented in Topeka who told their people that “the Gov
sent all those blls & boxes for them & paid us large salaries to distribute them”. They
clamoursly claimed them as a right, refused to go to places offered them to work & said
“we’ve worked for white people long enough, we are going to work for ourselves now.”
I fear you will have great trouble with this element, unless they are speedily put down.
150 left Topeka about the time, or soon after, we did. They went to Dan Votaws whose
kind heart has been moved by their pitiful stories & he has believed what they have said,
taken their part, helped them to get up this circular, he continues to give them food &
clothing this warm weather, as far as he can find the [XXXX].
I hear that he has recently distributed among these discontented people and others, a
whole car load of valuable clothing, bedding, & shoes that we had stored there against
next winter. I believed he is a kind hearted honest man, easily imposed upon, &
[wanting] in judgement & sanctified common [Sende].
I am inflicting upon thou a long letter, but I thought it was right thou should know these
facts and also that those valuable buildings in No. Topeka have been sold for only $1200.
Twelve Hundred!! H.W. Rust has gone to California, before he went he sent me his
[XX] $306.80 for freight storage &c. Bills are coming in from other agents for same. I
am paying them all as fast as I can. With kind love to thyself & wife
Thy sincere Friend
Eliz L. Comstock
Address
C/O Mr. H.H. Rous, Bellvielle, Canada West, for 2 weeks.
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Independence Kans.

June 17th 1881
Gov St. John
Topeka Kans.
Dear friend
We have elected a board of directors & have had them sworn in, & shall elect the other
officers next Tuesday week, at which date, we hope to elect all officers required. There
was a number of our members called away this morning on business and that left me with
out a [XXXX].
We hope she will give this thy kind consideration and oblige & I will write –
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full particulars to thee in a few days.
Truly Thine in Jesus
Daniel Votaw.
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Lauriston June 20th 1881
Gov St John
Dear Sir
I have sent to you this day by the [AmEaCo] a very finely bound copy of Harper
illustrated family Bible which I wish you to the very best advantage & give the proceeds
to Mrs. Comstock for the benefit of the Colored refugees state. I live on the western
frontier of Minn and am an exsoldier could not, before this book to my advantage [&]
wishing to give something to the colored people I [XXXX] [XXXX] send this book to
you when you have [XXX] [&] disposed of it please drop me a line & let me know how
you succeeded[.] Truly Your Friend Joseph Barnett Lauriston Chippawa Co Minn
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Glencot, Ill Jun 24 1881
Gov J.P. St John
Dear Sir
Rev J C Hansell of New Orleans has just sent me the Enclosed clipping (which please
return me) which I send you thinking you can write me so that I can answer more
perfectly than from present advice.
The box he speaks of was sent in the last lot which I forwarded to Kansas City.
I have never had any official Report of the resolation of the Topeka Relief Ass, but have
understood it was for proper [reasons] and that Mrs. Comstock and that Mrs. Comstock
would [continue] her work Independently by [advice] of the Members of the Ass—please
[give] me such facts as I need. I have sold my business and soon go to California looking

for a home for my family in a Milder Climate. I have turned over the Relief work [here]
to Wm Sharp[.]
Truly [I am] Friend Horatio W. Rust
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Independence Kas 6, 27, 1881
John P St John
Dear Governor
The truth is welling up. Sister Comstock writes the enclosed which speaks for its self[.]
She finds that more means can be raised for homes than for any other purpose. The
Circular sent before her have had the right effects. I do not blame our Sister much as she
was over persuaded by Pickerings and she plead hard to have me consulted before going
into the arrangement for the Institute. I have known them from boy hood they have had
a fair reputation abroad but cant be endorsed at home, as I have been and now am. I have
been a great sufferer in this work and am now blamed for as being the cause of so many
coming to my Agency. I am threatened with a
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Minority Mob and abused as I walk the street, yet not to blame for the hundreds of
refugees that are here from the overflow. The better classes understand that the
management for the Institute is the real cause of so many congregating here. I am near
$300.00 behind for provisions, house rents &c. 300 of these from the overflow had
nothing to live with and without a bed to lay upon. So I had to help them, they are
starving now. We cant get work for so many but I now have hope since the old Sister is
with me again. And if after thee sees who has endorsed for me and can feel it right thee
can do the cause a great amount of good by droping a few lines to the Christian Worker at
New Vienna Ohio, and to James E Rhodes of Friends Review. Just stating that as I am so
well endorsed at home no one oblige to have fears to send money or means for the
refugees to Daniel Votaw.
Thy Friend always Daniel Votaw.
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Lauriston July 14 1881
To Gov St John Topeka
My Dear Sir
We freely give proceeds of Bible to the Educational fund mentioned in your letter of the
20nd inst which was duly recd.
I believe that the education of the masses is one of the great means under God of
perpetuating our free institutions.
Your first bid from Col. Smith was encouraging get more if you can & whoever gets the
Bible please send me there name & address in full[.] Very Respectfully

-over[Image 2364]
Joseph Barnett
Pillsbury City
Swift Co
Minn
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Augusta Kansas
July 18th 1881
Gov St John
Topeka Kas.
Dear Sir
Who can I write to to get a Colored Boy about 12 years to 15 years of age one I can keep
untill he is 21 years of age.
If you are thinking about U.S. Senator you had better come to Butler Co sometime
through the season Senator Plumb[,] I think is loosing in Butler[.]
Yours truly
G.W. Bacon
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July 25 – 81
We have shipped today two bbls of supplies for the refugees –
Yours truly
S.O. Keith
Scottland
Mass.
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Albion W. Tourgee
July 29th 1881
Dear Madam:
While Mrs Tourgee is sending a general reply to your highly prized letter, I will respond
as to two points. (1) The cheap edition of any works in Canada. I had never thought of
it and will take it into consideration. I doubt its practicality, but will ascertain what can
be done about it.
(2) Speaking of your house for refugees &c, reminds me that I have 160 acres of land in
Butler County, Kansas, which I will put at your disposal on the following terms: I will
sell it at $5.00 per acre, on ten years’ time, at 6 per cent interest, purchaser to pay costs of

papers and taxes hereafter owning. Only the interest need be paid (and taxes) for four or
five years, and balance in equal installments.
I don’t know as this would be any object and don’t know as the terms are as
advantageous as can be obtained. I have never seen the land, but my agent says it is
worth $8—per acre. I have kept it with an idea of going there and buying more with it
sometime, but probably never will, as affairs have turned. The $5.00 is just
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about its actual cost –
If you can do any good with this at the [note] I [name], you are welcome to it and if not
no harm has been done.
I have only to say “Amen” to what my wife has written.
Yours truly
A. Tourgee
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Rockland, July 29th 1881
Gov. J.P. St John
Dear Sir – Perhaps you remember that I wrote you last winter, & asked you & Mrs.
Comstock to be the executors of my will, whereby I wished to bequeath my property to
the freedmen & refugees from the southern states. You did not refuse, but gave some
advice as to a local executor &c. Being in feeble health I made the will, chose a local
executor who was to collect the property & send it to you & Mrs Comstock to buy land &
homes for the refugees, I beg pardon for so doing before consulting you more
particularly; but it seemed necessary to do so at that time. Mrs Comstock advised me to
bequeath my estate to the New York (Missionary Society; she said they paid 8 percent on
your money during life, & at the decease of the testator
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would do as the will dictated. I wrote to the office she named, & he replied that they
seldom paid interest on money, & never over five percent, & they preferred that a will
should be made so that at the person’s decease they could make such disposal of the
property as they thought best. As I had a specific object, I could not accede to such
terms. I chose for local executor Hon. Neal Dow of Portland Me. but in case he could not
accept I appointed Charles E. Littlefield Esq. of Rockland Me. In his stead. Mr.
Littlejohn is a young man of integrity & ability. You may know something of him as a
Temperance worker. Will you be so kind as to reply to this at your earliest convenience,
to tell me if you will accept the trust. I would be so glad that you would take. I was in
[Hamonton] N.Y. when I wrote you, & when I made the will, but have now returned to
Rockland Me. my native state. I regret to take a moment of your
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valuable time, but if you will just use the enclosed stamp by sending me a brief line, &
telling me if you & Mrs C. will accept the trust or not, you will confer a favor.
I do not know now where Mrs. Comstock is, or hear ought of the doings of the Relief
Association. Wishing you health & properity, & wisdom to guide in affairs of state & of
charity.
I subscribe my name Ann Y. Jameson
Rockland, Maine
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Cardington O 8-1-1881
Gov J.P. St John
I write thee for information and advice in regard to the work of E.L. Comstock. It has
come to our ears from other Sources that further help as in the past two years, would be
misdirected Charity.
As President of the Mission – Any Board of Ohio Yearly Meeting of Friends of [XXXX]
ELC is a member. I have furnished ELC with Credentials to travail and solicit aid.
We are very desireous that what we may do Shall be the right thing And that
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it will meet the approval of the true friends of the down trodden. Please State [frankly]
thy opinions in regard to the work to me.
And with a prayer that God will establish thy work for the elevation of humanity – I am
truly thy friend
L.C. Stanley
Canington [XXX] Co Ohio
An early reply is desireable.
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Rollin, [Lenawee] Co, Mich.
8 mo 10,’81
Gov St John
My dear Friend
Canst thou spare time from thy numerous engagements to read the accompanying letter
from Judge Younger & give me thy judgement whether or not it is best to accept his offer
of land upon the terms proposed.

Our friends in the East & in England are much pleased with the “Agri & Ind Inst” in
Cherokee County & they will sustain it – a blessing not only to the refugees but also to
the
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State of Kansas which has rec’d them so kindly & treated them so well.
I regret that there has been so much opposition to the Institute, but we are not very much
discouraged on this account, as we find it rests almost entirely with those who lost their
salaries, by the dissolution of the [K.T.R.A.]. These have raised a great [hue] cry against
she closing up of the work at Topeka, I have sent circulars all over the country,
representing that “terrible sufferings is the result. That “refugees in the
Barracks are absolutely
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famishing. If this be so, I should like to know, what has become of over $2900 (Twenty
Nine hundred), left in the Treasury when I gave up my commission with the [K.T.R.A.].
Also, those valuable buildings in North Topeka, & the barracks, & stoves & fixtures, &
all the teams & farming implements, wagons, harness, &c at the Colonies & over $1000
they have had from me since then.
I cannot believe there is such terrible suffering this [XXX] [XX] [XXX] , but I credit
fully thy assurance that, the refugees are doing well & there is not much real suffering.
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My friend John G Whittier writes me, with a kindness to thee, that “Gov St John is a man
of whom any nation ought be [proud]” & he “thinks he deserves the thanks and
commendation of all good & humaine men”. Amen! Say I. A very pleasant mention of
thee also in a letter from Joshua L. Bailey of Phila. a few days since. Our friends, in
Phila, Boston & New York are very desireous of a visit from thee.
With kind love to thy wife & daughter,
Thy Sincere friend
Eliz A Comstock
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Alvion W. Tourgee
Mayville, N.Y.
8.10.’81
My dear Mrs Comstock,

Your letter of the 23rd to my husband reached us yesterday at this place where we are
located for the summer. Mayville is at the head of the [grand] Chautauqua Lake and we
have purchased a delightful home here where we propose to stay until the cold weather
[puts] to flight its attractions. My husband was quite worn out with his increased mental
labor of the past few years, and needed rest [XXX] I am happy to say he is getting rest
and health here with his [horses] and boat and this delightful air. He is very much
engaged today and desires me to reply to your letter.
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As he never heard anything about the lecture he offered to deliver for the benefit of your
Exodus fund, he concluded no arramgements were perfected for them and of course did
not deliver them.
I was going to write you of a little plan we had to add our mite to aid the great work you
are carrying out but the Judge [XXX] I may not make it plain to you and is going to take
to write it himself, also about the cheap edition of his books.
Our little daughter is quite well and very happy in her country home, is getting so brown
and hearty as we could wish.
May you be abundantly blessed in your labor of love is our prayer.
Yours truly
Erma K. Tourgee
[Image 2386]
Dunlap, Kan.
Aug. 22nd 1881.
To his Excellency, Gov. of the State of Kansas,
Dear Sir:
Permit me to ask your consideration of a plan devised for the assistance of the Colored
people who wish to obtain permanent homes in this locality. There are in this village and
in the surrounding county, within reach of our attentions, about 200 families of Refugees.
Most of them first settled here about two years ago. Although there is here much vacant
land and much unbroken
[Image 2387]
land on claims taken by the Whites, and considerable resources in building rock, timber,
&c, which creates a demand for labor, yet for a year after the advent of the Blacks they
were the object of bitter jealousy and opposition on the part of the Whites. About fifteen
months ago the Associate Presbyterian Synod sent to this point a missionary, Rev. Jno.
M. Snodgrass, a man of talent and experience and of a very gracious disposition.
Through his untiring efforts and charity the Colored children of the village district have,

in the past year, had the benefit of a free School for seven months under the control of an
excellent teacher,
[Image 2388]
and many of the adults have had careful instruction. During the past spring, also, he
secured the organization of a new district just West of Dunlap, occupied by Colored
settlers alone and sustained a school here for a term of 4 months. Thus, beside the
constant attention and charity to the adults, the Colored children have had eleven months
of public School with houses, furniture, fuel, &c., supplied.
He has also rented a field of 20 acres and divided it among as many families that the
women and children might have profitable employment during the summer.
[Image 2389]
Also through his care, with little aid from abroad, the poor and sick were saved from
perishing during the past winter.
Now it is very desireable that this work continue in the spirit in which it has been begun.
It has doubled the enterprise of the Blacks and supplied the place of luxuries and
convienences and softened the rigors of want and distress by implementing the spirit of
contentment and trust in Providence. At present, instead of the Whites abusing the
Blacks and threatening violence and petitioning
[Image 2390]
for their removal, as was done two years ago, there is now mutual confidence between
Whites and Blacks almost to the degree required in healthy enterprise. Sensible of our
obligations to the freedmen and concerned for the interest of our community and our
State, the citizens of the village have thought it proper to form an Association having in
view the following ends:viz, -(1) To secure a report of the condition of the Refugee settlers in this locality from time to
time.
(2) To assist those who would
[Image 2391]
otherwise require the care of the County.
(3) To assist those who may have difficulty in securing land claims.
(4) To purchase a tract of land near the village of Dunlap which shall be sold to Refugee
purchasers in small lots, or brought under cultivation to furnish labor for a short time to
those who may have just arrived from the South.
(5) To encourage and aid the Board of Missons of the A.P. Church in establishing a
literacy and business academy at this place for the benefit of the Colored people of the
state.

(6) To solicit contributions for the accomplishment of these ends.
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As officers of this Association there have been elected Rev. Jno. M. Snodgrass Pres.; E.
Bulen, Treas.; C.M. Johnson, soliciting Agt.; Andrew Atchison, Secy.
The first three persons named, you probably know by reputation, the last has met and
conversed with you when both yourself and he served on more obscure stations; he is a
graduate of Kan. State Univty, and a brother of your former fellow townsman R.M.
Atchison.
This association desires to cooperate with the Relief Association of Independence. That
Association has not the means to reach effectively the enterprises of
[Image 2393]
such an important colony as this at Dunlap.
The good enterprises begun here must in a great measure fail without the cooperation and
attention of the influential white citizens through some effective plan. Your opinion,
now, is desired upon these two points.
(1 ) The propriety of obtaining a Charter for the Association formed here.
(2) The practicality of establishing at this point a Business and Literary Academy with
merely nominal tuition, with the course of instruction, for the present, reaching to the
Freshman Class of the State
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University, to be thoroughly equipped with teachers and apparaties, and adapted in every
way as closely as possible to the wants of the Colored Youth of the West.
We will be under especial obligation for an early reply.
Yours Respecly
Andrew Atchison
Sec. Aid Association
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Sherwood N.Y. 9.2.81
Hon. J.P. St John
Gov of Kansas
Dear Sir –
We have been and are still doing much for the “Refugees” in your State through
[Representations] of Elizabeth L. Comstock – Now there are stories going the rounds that

she is not trustworthy and that what may be sent her way never be applied as intended –
at the request of Several in this vicinity, I write you to know if you would be willing to
give us any
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information which might satisfy us that the object of the “Agricultural and Industrial
Institute” proposed by Mrs Comstock is [over] thy Assistance and if you would please
give your own opinion of her sincereity and whether her statements may be depended
upon with regard to conditions &c of “Refugees”.
These stories maligning her character ought to be stopped if untrue and if true ought to be
fully known
Very Respectifully
James B Chase
Sherwood
New York
[Image 2399]
Sept. 3. 1881
Mr St – John
Dear Sir
I shipped to your address for the refugees 2 bbls. Clothing 5 weeks ago and have not
heard whether they reached you or not – please report –
Yours truly
S.O. Keith
Scotland
Mass
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New York, September 3rd 1881
Hon John P. St John.
Governor of Kansas
Sir
On the 21st and 22nd January and the 7th Feby 1881 we gave bonds (for the Kansas
Refugees [goods]) for the production of Certificates Signed and Sealed by you, will you
kindly do the needful and return the enclosed Certificates to us at your earliest
Convenience.
Yours truly
Haywood, Perry & Franklyn
[Image 2402]
A and I Inste 9/7 ‘81

To John P St John, Gov
Hon. Friend – At the last meeting of our Board Directors held 8th month 20th at the office
of their Secretary the following resolution was adopted:
“Resolved that the President shall invite the Gov. John P. St John to visit and address the
Agriculture and Industrial Inste at the expense of our board”
We will be – we feel – greatly benefited by your presence among our people as well as
before the public – please let us know when it will be convenient, that we may meet you
at the depot in Columbus.
J.E. Pickering, Prest
S.W. [XXX], Asst Secy
[Image 2404]
Columbus, Kansas, Industrial Inst, 9-7th 1881
John P. St. John Gov. of Kansas:
My dear Friend: My health is much better than when I left Kansas late in Nov. last, for
which I am daily thankful. The cause of my absence is seen in my circular letter. As it is
necessary for the Supt. to be absent a few weeks before school opens, also Elizabeth
wished to visit all the yearly Meetings this fall, she thought it important that I be here
until she returns, which will be late in Oct. I had my book nearly printed, the balance of
proof, they have sent me and as the binder had a heavy job on hand, it will be 15th or 18th
inst before they will be ready for delivery. Consequently, I left orders to send a few to
various points, and 30 [books] to me at this place, one of which I will send thee. We are
indulging the hope of seeing thee here soon – thou hast no doubt received an invitation to
visit us. I shrink from public controversy. I have written private letters to individuals
that I hope will prevent the necessity, there is enough to do for these poor people without
sensoring workers in any department whatever. We have received more
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thou [had] letters within the year past for women, that could not be found skilled in the
work required. Then work, and return to us for work or rations with blistered feet, and
say “only give us work and we’ll take care of ourselves.” Now the most important part of
our present plan is to systematize labor and study in school so as to enable young people
especially to obtain an education with their labor. A few young men are donating a
months work for the sake of the mechanical, as well as gardening and fruit growing as
well as to enjoy the normal department we anticipate attaching to this Institute. I am
satisfied continued giving has its demoralizing effect. Yet it could not be avoided last
winter, and when they were coming by hundreds. I have seen during the week past, two
families of new arrivals. One from Tenn., the other from Ky, who report less hanging
and shooting, only occasional threats by an occasional company of masked night riders,
that have made no personal visitations. [XXX] [XXX] read posters, etc. I hope there
are lessons being learned in the South by which they see their shotgun policy is unwise.
Please write
Laura S. Haviland

[Image 2407]
Hayward, Perry & Franklyn
New York, Sept 9th 1881
His Excellency
Gov John P. St. John
Topeka Kansas
Sir,
Your favor of the 6th inst reached us safely with [insure], in order for which please accept
our thanks.
We are sure to have been obliged to [XXXX] you in this matter[,] but all our services
have been gratuitous. And we bring [sureties] [XX] the [bonds]. Could not get them
cancelled [XXXX].
Yours: With Great Respect
Hayward, Perry and Franklyn
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The Kansas Freedmen’s Relief Association.
Independence, Kansas 9 Mo 9th 1881
Dear Governor
It seems necessary for us briefly to know our Situation, The truthful circular will speak
for its self, but the Workers for the Institute near Columbus oppose us so much that they
make it hard for us to make the right impression on the people East & North not with
standing Kansas as a State is Opposed to the premature move of the sitting up of the
Agricultural Institute. D.B. Garrett was the first to oppose the Institute, but because he
could not run it his own way, he [says] [he] will burst the whole work, he was our
locating Agent, but did not give satisfaction and as there was such Office in the Original
Organization we dispensed with that office which so enranged him that he now opposes
us every way he can and threatens us with Governor St John, John M. Brown, J.C.
Hubbard and others write us that he is dishonest and they will work with us faithfully but
will not work with him. We have two Traveling agents [XXX] John W. Smith a Quaker
Minister in Iowa. And Rev A Fairfax (colored) at Chicago now, both eloquent Speakers
and both write that if Governor St John is favorable to our work of first getting homes
relieving actual want and then Educate if necessary in high Schools they can have
wonderful success as they want to hear how Kansas stands in this matter. So we beg thee
to send us a few lines of approbation, to send to our Agents.
Please grant us this favor as it is the mind of the masses. Daniel Votaw
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The Kansas Freedmen’s Relief Association
Independence, Kansas, 9 Mo 12th 1881

J.P. St John
Dear Friend
Thine of 10th Inst at hand to might and I like it, thy head is always level, I shall try further
for a reconciliation altho they were the aggressive, they will not come and see the
deplorable situation of the refugees here but I will go over there to the Institute probably
day after tomorrow and do all I can to have differences ended specify. The women
leading are both old and have forgotten some very essencial things that they have written
and ordered done and when. I show them their misses as well as mine, they will see
things in a different light. I can show them that they have through Pickerings financially
ruined me, but as I am not [XXXX] I can give it all up. I have many letters from the
East & North who say thee Agricultural Inst. was a premature move as homes ought first
to be secured by loans without interest (or gifts). We get a good deal of help for homes
on time. Miss J.P. More of Chicago sent us on the 10th Inst $50.00 for to buy a 40 acre
home, others are doing so and our prospect is better now than a month ago. 11 different
women have sent me money to buy homes on time, with no interest so we are doing
better now, but may in unity do more good.
Daniel Votaw
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Plainfield, Ind 9.20.1881
Gov St John
My dear Friend
I have just directed a car load of supplies, that I have been collecting for the refugees, to
be shipped by the Alton & St Louis R.R. addressed “Gov St John, Columbus, Kas.”
“Notify EL Comstock for Kansas refugees.” I am sorry to trouble thee about them, but
the [XXXX] refused to ship them free unless thy name was on them.
Wilt thou be so kind as to write me an order for them, so that the [XXXX] will deliver
them up to me, or my agents at Columbus.
I expect to be in Kas. at our Friends Yearly Meeting to commence on the 6th [XXX] at
Lawrence. It may hold a week, immediately after it, I hope to go to Topeka. Art thou
likely to be at home then? If not I will try to be there when thou wilt be at home, as I
want to see thee very much. Emma Malloy lectures here tomorrow night on Temperance.
Wish love to thy wife & daughter Thy friend truly
Eliz P Comstock.
Address [Richmond] Ind for one week, after that, Columbus, Kas.
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THE INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTE FOR THE COLORED PEOPLE
Columbus, Kansas, Ninth Mo 28, 1881
John P. St John
Governor, Topeka Kansas

Dear Friend
In your letter of the 9th inst in answer to our invitation to you to visit our Institute, you
say you might possibly arrange to get here in October or November and that if you could
you would gladly do so.
The first annual meeting of the Board of Directors is on Monday the 17th prox” and our
school opens on Tuesday the 18th. Your friends in this locality are very desireous to see
and hear you. Can’t you arrange to be with us on one of the days mentioned above.
As ever your Friend,
L.M. Pickering
[Image 2417]
Lawrence, Oct 3rd 1881
Kind Friend
Pardon me for encroaching on thy valuable time –
As our yearly meeting convenes this present week we want to know whether the
benevolent work among the Colored Exodusters in Southern Kansas is approved by thee.
Or whether is will not make many more Seek for help by coming to this State.
Please answer soon, just thy mind in the case.
Very truly Drusilla Wilson
Clerk of Women’s Z. Meet’y
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Walworth N.Y.
Oct 3, 1881
Gov. St. John
Topeka Kansas
The Citizens of this town have been contributing Cash & clothing for the relief of Suffers
by [fire] in Michigan & information is now received that no more clothing is needed
there[.]
During the past year or two it has been said that refugees or others in your State were in
need of such articles as clothing &c. Will you please advise if any such relief is now
needed in Kansas & where.
Yours truly
T.G. Yeomans
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Geneva Ill. Oct 03rd /81
Gov St John –

Sir – We have just dispatched a box of clothing [XXX] Mich western railway for the
Kansas Refugees consigning to your care at Topeka Kansas[.] Will you please
acknowledge its receipt – as soon as received, or will more be [acceptable]? – and where
and to whom shall we consign them –
Please Address
Mrs J.N. Kendall
Geneva Lane Co
Ill.
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James Suggs, Princeton, Bureau County, Illinois to Gov. St. John, October 19, 1881
Sir Governor St. John. I thought I would wright you a few lines to ask you a bout your
work with my people. How are thay getting a long, and if you want me .to work on I will
work. I am doing a little for them. But I am afrade to doe as much as I would like to do. I
see that the people at large is willing to help them if thay need help, and I am told that
thay are in need of help. I have got 4 barls of goods for Graham Co for the colone of
Nikodimes a call [sic]. I is geting cold [sic] I cant see how a people can come as poor as
my people was and get self [sustaining] so soon. Well I hope
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that God will bless you in your work pray mu[c]h and God will bless you. I have lost
my:boy. He died July, so write soon and let me know all a bout it.
Yours in Christ
James Suggs
[Image 2426]
Moline Nov 10 1881
Gov. St. John
Dear Sir:
Feeling desireous to do something for the destitute Col’d people I would like to know just
how to send so that, they may get the articles all safe.
I wrote to Mrs. E. Comstock sometime ago with reference to the matter but have waited
in vain for a response.
Could you inform one without too much sacrifice of time? Would some temperance I
[XXX] day school & religions matter be acceptable? I can send some with the goods I
have. It is
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but little I have to send for I am poor in this world’s goods but will do all I can to help the
poor things along through the cold winter that is fast coming.

And my dear Sir, may I also add that I have read your sentiments concerning the
Liberation & your letter to Mr. Adams published in his [“XXX”] & while I read my soul
was stirred to its depths & tears of joy would flow to give an to the deep emotions of my
nature.
I feel as though I would love to take every earnest & faithful [XXX] for the cause of
total abstince, & prohibition by the hand, & bid them “God Speed”.
Since a child of nine years old, I have tried in
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my weak way, & with the help of my “Elder Brother” to do all I could towards pulling
down the [ruin] powers & building up the [XXX], good & true.
And I can see the cause moving, widening & spreading slowly it seems humane yet but
God works “in a mysterious way, His wonders to perform.” No doubt some blood will be
shed, for every grand reform has had its martyrs, but God’s, the God of Jerusalem
Reigns! And He will Triumph.
The assassination of Col. W.B. Smith of Omaha should stir the heart of every true patriot
& Christians of this land of Bibles & blessed printings. But I will not weary you longer,
or consume
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your time, & will only add that I pray for you in [your] Cause & endeavors for Kansas &
often wells up in my heart. God bless Gov. St.John of Kansas, Yours for the right, the
good & [true] praying for the time where [XXX] tobacco, & all manners of impairity
shall be sought from Columbia’s soil.
Mrs M.E. Stewart
Box 1874 Moline
Rock Island Co.
Ill.
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New Bedford 11 Mo 12,1881
John P. St John
Respected friend
Our people have appointed a Committee of which I am one, to collect some clothing &c
for the refugees in Kansas –
I find on inquiry there are two or three Agencies there to receive and distribute such
articles as we may have to send – and of them are E.L. Comstock and David Votaw and

as we know nothing practically of either as to their efficiency or judgement in the
business have presumed to ask thee to tell us to whom we had better send what we can
collect –
If thou will be kind enough to instruct me in the matter thou will do the cause a favor, and
may feel assured that it will not get back to thee –
Very truly,
Thy friend
Gideon Wood
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Would also like to be advised if there is any free transportation now to be had, and if so
by what line - GW
[Image 2434]
Independence Kansas 11 Mo.28,1881
J.P. St. John
Dear Governor
I am almost daily receiving letters Petitions &c much like the within enclosed and am
much tried with the multiplicity of care & business before me. I was over to see the A&I
Institute some weeks ago and after Investigation saw some things transpiring which I
thought wrong. Our Yearly Meeting investigated their plan of operation and would not
endorse the Institutes for reasons I need not tell.
Our Dear Old Sister Lydia Sexton 84 years old is here holding a meeting. She past by the
Institute and learned that they were Selling thousands of dollars worth of clothing to run
the Institute while thousands of Colored Men Women & children hereaway are almost
naked & actually starving, with these facts before her she proposed to enter the field with
us as a traveling Agent for
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us to Solicit aid for the suffering, old, Infirm, Little children, Widows & orphans. Thee
will recollect that she was Chaplain of our Penitentuary some years ago & made many
converts to Christianity therein, But now She says the Lord has called her to this work to
do good, to the bodies & Souls of Men. She has raised in this way many thousands of
dollars for building Church houses and for other benevolent purposes, and will be very
successful in this and as she thinks that thou art the best ruler we ever had she will tell of
thy greatness & goodness as she passes over these United States. She will solicit loans
also for buying homes for the homeless. And we now ask thee to send her a Certificate
or Recomend for her strength in the work. The Colored people are asking me so often if
Governor St John approves of the work at the Institute I tell them no, all the time & if
thee will write me a few lines Stating that thee has took no part in it but wishes that the

refugees may be assisted in procuring homes, & say that our schools are open to all
children
Please answer soon
Thine
Daniel Votaw
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KANSAS FREEDMEN’S RELIEF ASSOCIATION
Independence, Kansas, 12 Month 5 1881
Governor J.P. St John
Dear Friend
Please Endorse for Rev Lydia Sexton who feels that she is called to Solicet aid for the
refugees[.] I took her to see them in their destitution in Chautauqua Co where we settled
so many families last Spring to late to make crops. We spent 3 days among them, and the
suffering is so great that the Old Sister is ready to go out on this mission work soon as
possible, left here 7th day Morning 3rd inst. Is it her sons at Fredonia Kansas waiting thy
leave to be gone. We gave her a recommend here, so thy signature is all she wants.
Please give it, as it will not be detrimental to thy best interest but a credit to thee by all
the real friends of Freedom. Thou art perplext with many cares for little pay So please
accept $1.00 and oblige thy Friend.
Daniel Votaw
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S. L. Perry,1 Washington, D. C. to Gov. St. John, December 6, 1881
Hon. J. P. St. John, Governor Topeka, Kansas
Dear Sir
Are there any government lands in your State that can be entered under the preemption or
homestead laws? If so will you please inform me on what is necessary to obtain those
lands, what are the terms &c. At the same time we would like to know how our colored
imergrants are doing generally in your State. How many do you think came into your
State during the recent Exodus from the southern states. We are anxious to know about
their condition:.and you will oblige yours respectfully
S. L. Perry
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Independence Kas 12.13.1881
J.P. St John. Dear friend
Rev Lydia Sexton writes me that she will be in Contsburg Adams Co Illinois this
morning and will wait there for thy consent to go on a mission of Charity for the benefit
of those who may require aid. Please send her a few complimentary lines thee will never
regret, Even thine
Daniel Votaw

[Image 2443]
A. Scales, Topeka, Shawnee County, Kansas to Gov. St. John, December 15, 1881
Gov. Hon. Sir We are now preparing to celebrate the emancipation of the slaves Jan 2nd
1882 (as the 1st is on a Sunday) at Liberty hall, and hereby give you an invitation to give
an address on said occasion and shall feel at a loss without your name on the program.
Speaking will take place at 8 1/2 o'clock P. M. after which supper will be served and the
posom carved.
By order of Com.[,] Wm. Noble, R. C. Davis and A. Scales.
A. Scales
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Probate Judge, Sheridan County Kansas
Kenneth Dec 17 1881
To His Excellency
John P. St John
Governor of the State of Kansas
Topeka Kansas
Respected sir
I understand that there are still some Southern Refugees in Topeka under your care. That
are not provided with places or homes. If so I would offer a good home to a lad of 13 or
15 years of age will [find] him if desireable will he arrives at his majority or will take him
cloth – and feed and school him as long as he wants to stay[.] Please answer and let me
know if there is such a one to be had.
Yours Respt
S.P. Davidson.
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Respected Friend 12.19.81.
Gov: St John,
I, a day or so since, need: a let: from Kansas in regard to the Institute near Columbus for
the freed men &c &c by which I perceive there is a difference of opinion [an] [correcting]
almost to [such] of [wickedness] between the professed [XXX] of the Freedmen in
Kansas as to [XXXX] being pursued by different parties, each claiming to be the true
friends of the Freedmen. Now if it became generally understood that such is the case the
[XXX] will be more or less to [dry] up those [streams] of benevolence which [have]
therefore poured into Kansas for the Freedmen’s relief. The [XXX] was addressed to
me on account of my holding the position of Clerk of Friends Yearly Meeting of Iowa;
and I should be glad to have authentic information in regard to the Institutes never
[documented]
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and the reorganization of the Kansas Freedmen Relief Association of who: Daniel Votaw
is [Secretary], &c &c.
If not too much trouble please give me the information desired, and oblige:
Thine truly
B. Hinchman
Oak Grove, [XXXX] Co, Iowa
[Image 2449]
Traverse City 12-20th ‘81
Governor John P. St John:
My dear Friend,
I write with a heartfull of sorrow on this my Seventy Third birth day; yet there is a silver
lining to this dark cloud that overshadows this household, of a noble son who has in the
mysterious Providence of God, left it, for the glorious Home of the soul, where tears are
wiped from every eye and no sickness or dying can enter. But as I sent thee a paper that
gave an account of my son Joseph B. Haviland’s death, I will say no more on that subject,
but hasten to say my own health and that of the bereaved family are usually well – but
E.L. Comstock’s health slowly improving at [Danville] N.Y.
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I think I shall go to Washington in company with my daughter. If our friend Hon.
Thomas Ryan will be so kind as to introduce a Bill praying for Relief goods from
England and Canada, to come free of duty, as there is a quantity of goods in waiting in
both countries to see the action of Congress in regard to duty. I am anxious to get our
Institute in good shape to transfer to American [XXX] Assn. as dear Elizabeth is not
able to do anything about it, I am doing what I can to become relieved of the weight of
this responsibility, although I shall continue to aid them what I can. Did the letter I sent
thee to forward to Hon. Thomas Ryan, receive the solicited favor of thy signature? and
was it forwarded to him?
Please let me know by letter or Postal as soon as convient, to enable me to act
understandingly. May God ever bless the, sincerely thine,
L.S. Haviland
[Image 2451]
Traverse City Dec 20th /81
Mrs. St. John: -My dear Sister. I write thee in this house of mourning. In answer to the telligram I
hastened to the bedside of my dear son Joseph B. Haviland, and was with him but four
days when he sweetly fell asleep in Jesus. Leaving a bright evidence of being prepared to
enter the mansions of rest. He was “diligent in business serving the Lord”. He has left a
lovely family to mourn his great loss. A wife and two young lady daughters and a sweet

little son of nearly four years. Oh, what a blank! But we do not sorrow as those who
have not hope in a glorious future of rest and peace, his fleeting world cannot bestow.
Now dear Sister, I want
[Image 2452]
to tell thee how thy remark fell upon my ear and heart, when thou said, “I can never
consent for my husband to take an office again, after this term is closed, but I have got a
promise from him, that he will accept no such position, and I am going to hold him to it.”
Now, I am not going to scold thee, but I want to remind thee of the great necessity of
having just such men there, the loud call for noble, honest and true men, is too great for
thee to carry out thy purpose in that direction. Do not hold him back from such a call.
Bear in mind that no great good is accomplished without Sacrifice. Make it, and God
will bless and sanctify it to thy best good. May God bless thee in the prayer of thy Sister
L.S. Haviland
[Image 2453]
Oswego, Kansas, 2nd /24 1881
Gov. St. John
Purchased at Newlon’s Drug Store
2 – 19 - To food Mcferrin 85 I.P. Manfee 80 - 1.65
“ - “ - To food Towe 70. Clandis 70 - 1.40
“ - “ - To food Ned Warley10 Lewis 25 - .35
“ - “ - To food S. Price 30 [XXX] 5 - .35
“ - “ - To med J.Price 30 food J. White - .60
“ - “ - & attn Brandon child - 1.10
“ - “ - Meat J. Scott 70 Marshal 60 - 1.30
“ - “ - Food F. Lee 20 Food Munifed 5 - .25
“ - “ - Food F. Lee 80 S. White 70 - 1.50
“ - “ - Patsy Harris 1.00 Ben Summers - 1.75
“ - “ - Dug. Barker 75 Duncan 20 - .95
“ - “ - C. Smith 45 [Duncan] 25 B. Wright 65 - 1.35
“ - “ - Coleman 55 Dr Watson 50 - 1.05
“ - “ - Med Dr Watson 25 Med E. Anderson 65 - .95
2 – 19 - To fd. Claudis .45 Radcliff 95 Murry 85 - 2.25
“ - “ - Franke Wilson 80 Durden 40 - 1.20
“ - “ - S. Hues 85 Jos. Jessee 2.25 - 3.10
“ - “ - Bo Kay 75 Scott 70 McKnight 75 - 2.20
“ - “ - Mosly 20 [Quin] 75 Walker 30 - 1.75
“ - “ - H. Lawrence 30 Swan 65 Walker 30 - 1.25
“ - “ - C. Horn 10 Greenwale 65 Nelson 10 - .85
“ - “ - fd Coleman 30
Amt. $28.55
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Bt. Fd - 28.55
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
$65.30

-

to med. B. Stonehouse 1.00 Dr Watson 30 - 1.30
To “ Anderson 65 food Kechin 65 - 1.30
med G. Durden 25 M Long 25 - .50
food Harry Lawrence 65 - .65
food Long 35 Worley 25 Caly 120 King 15 - 2.00
Med Anie Coleman 50 Med A. K King 1.00 - 1.50
King 85 A. King 45 Murray 75 - 2.00
food Ratcliff 10 food [Yonnous] - 50 Reynolds 45 - 1.05
med J Day 20 Roen 20 Brandon Child 2.50 - 2.90
lin. Johnson 25 flax seed 10 Med 30 - .65
Med Geo. Phillips 35 Worley 25 B. Brown 65 - 1.25
food 25 Crump 45 food Danis 20 - .90
Frison’s wife 70 Med Ned Youngs 10 - 80
med Nelly Washington 50 Pool 45 - .95
box Newman 25 food Frank Houser 25 - .50
food Dykas 30 Duncan 50 R. Wyatte 20 - 1.00
food Ag. White 25 G.W. Park 95 Ed Smith 35 - 1.55
mea Durden 25 fd Brandon 80 - 1.05
[&m] Sam Williams 1.00 Fuller 25 - 1.25
fd S. Williams 20 fd Hes. Jackson 75 - .95
fd [XXX] Foster 45 Anna Kee 115 - 1.60
fd S. Evans 80 fd Cunningham 75 - 1.55
Brandon med 60 Cary Homes 25 - .85
Linsey 65 Duncan 25 Ben Kitchen 35 - 1.25
Food Munfees 110 do 20 do 30 - 1.60
Food J. Jones 75 Deeds 10 Munifer 40 - 1.25
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Bt. Forword – 65.30
2-22
“ “ “ “ “ “ “ “ -

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

-

med Dick Ross 40 Carit 35 Ross fd 100 - 1.75
fd Price 30 Jo Riffin 70 Cornet 30 - 1.30
fd H Nelle 70 med E. Anderson 10 fd McPher 60 - 1.30
Med Ned Young 25 med 60 food 10 - .95
Brandon 75 Dr Buffett 30 - 1.05
med Owen 35 fd Blackwell 40 - .75
med Blackwell 45 fd [Aforer] 50 [XXX] 25 - 1.20
fd. Chas Brown 95 Dan Owen 10 fd Miles 85 - 1.90
Corn S Miles 10 FR Durden 85 Waller 10 - 1.05

2-23 “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
“ - “
108.30

-

Fd Rector 80 Miles 10 J. Johnson 120 - 2.10
Sam Williams 30 Widow Rownick 75 - 1.05
Edr Durden 75 med Jackson 35 fd Ropsay 100 - 2.10
fd Cary Horn 60 med Wyatt 50 FD [Walters] 60 - 1.70
Fountain 25 H. Mitchell 50 Coleman 50 - 1.25
Jim Kedin 50 fd Pres. Myers 25 Tom Hazel 25 - 1.00
fd Sam Davis 55 JD Fuller 50 Day 110 - 2.15
med Day 95 med Ed Smith 10 OD Hill 25 May 20 - 1.50
med Smith 50 Smith 75 Davis 5 Mack 95 May 25 - 2.50
fd May 25 Alic Smith fd 85 F. Lee 25 - 1.35
fd Coleman 25 Wes Keelin 70 Davis 65 Jennison 100 - 2.60
food Ned Young & Jen 80 med Davis 25 - 1.05
Wood Swan 75 med Greenwall 50 med Heron 45 - 1.70
fd Heron 70 fd Phillips 40 Washington 75 - 1.85
State Jenison 5 fd Hodge 50 M. Washington 10 - .65
E Murry 60 N Quin 75 Lettce Sillman 65 - 2.00
fd McKnight 75 med Williams 25 M. Washington 20 - 1.20
M. Washington 20 fd Greenis 35 med Rutt 40 - .95
Med Cladis 50 fd R. Wyatt 40 W. Brown 70 - 1.60
fd Harper 70 med Doc Buffit 25 Med G. [XXXX] 50 1.45
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Bt. Fd – 108.30
2-23 “ - food Buffet 70 fd Green Johnson 20 - .60
“ - “ - fd Patsy Harris 100 Worly 25 med Powers 25 - 1.50
“ - “ - fd Worley 80 Jim Bowens 80 W Ford 60 - 2.20
“ - “ - Nelly Washington 20 med Pool 5 Garrison 25 - .50
“ - “ - fd Swan 45 med Manifees 25 fd Gladis 45 - 1.15
“ - “ - fd Jenkins 40 med Manifees 15 Fd Richardson 60 - 1.15
“ - “ - fd Pool 75 fd J. Scott 10 meat King 35 - 1.20
“ - “ - fd Brandon 10 fd SK Greenwall 60 - .70
“ - “ - fd A. White 40 med Garrison 50 - .90
“ - “ - Sawyer & Co. Shoes - 7.00
“ - “ - med Harris 5 Brandon 75 Brandon boy 75 - 1.55
“ - “ - “ Gordon 80 Wyatt 50 med Newman 10 - 1.40
“ - “ - med C Hutchinson 20 Finley 5 Stearns 5 - .30
“ - “ - “ A King 25 med Virg Williams 45 - .70
“ - “ - “ Virg Williams 45 Will Summers 75 - 1.20
“ - “ - “ Dean 10 Dr Buffer 25 Kelsoe 25 - .60
“ - “ - “ Sam Owen 10 Swan 10 Brown 25 - .45
“ - “ - “ FK Dunder 10 Bob Jackson 35 H King 25 - 70
“ - “ - Med Buffer 25 - .25
Amt - $132.35

Carried to F.A.A. acct. 2.35
Amt - $130.00
By Draft – 130.00
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Independence, Kansas, 1st Month 6, 1882
Governor J. P. St John
Dear Friend
This will inform thee that Dero G. Mentor is one of our staunchest, antiliquor men but is
much persecuted by the Liquor League and on that account needs the assistance of true
friends, he is a good mechanic but these opposers work against him and have influenced
several good jobs away from him and as he needs assistance I had been thinking that as
he was one of thy warmest friends that thou might get a position for him and as he would
make a good detective I would recommend him to that station if thee can find a place for
him he is bold, shred and a good trapper, please consider and obligh they Friend[.]
Daniel Votaw
[Image 2459]
[No Date]
Governor J.P. St John
Dear Friend
[XXXX] Votaw give this to me this Morning to read and mail the same to you it
surprised me But he is a good [XXX] hearted man and has seaned how I have Bin
[treated] here for trying to help inforce the Laws of our good state it is [by] the whiskey
men somewhat like it was in Missouri [By] the Rebels in 66 tha say tha will starve me out
– tha have planed to [assaimate] me in my own house But ther courage would fail them I
have a good family that looke to me for support and here of late things very dark since
Doctor Gross left here a grat muney good Imperane men has Bin afraid to speak to me for
fear that a whiskey man would find it out Dr Gross was a hober sote man and stood by
me while he was here I am just as willing to lend a helping hand to inforce this Law as I
was to send about 7 long years on the Border fiting Rebels I some times think I am to fast
for a man of my [XXXXX] means for a man that has to make aslong for his family has
to be beholding to all class of peoples & receive your Letter of the 19 and you cant
amagin how much good it did me I have Bin troubled so lately I can’t hardly work so
you can make out eny sence
[Paragraph written on top of this page]
would be very glad to here from you soon you can amagion how man feels thy has a wife
and [X] little baby that had to look to me for the daily [XXX] and to get it as I do
Your truly friend
Dero L Meador
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H. L. Stevens, Jr., Indianapolis, Marion County, Indiana to Gov. St. John, January ?,
1882
To His Excellency Gov. St. John Topeka, Kansas
Sir:
You will please pardon me. I wish to come to your state as early this spring as possible,
for the purpose of publishing a journal among the many of my people, who have gone
there from the South. I lately came from N. C. As you are posted I will ask you to tell me
at which place I should stop in order to secure many subscribers, and have access to
railroads.
Journal to be devoted to religion and temperance. Shall wish to stop where I can have the
printing done, as I shall have to hire. I am glad to have a Gov. so bold for temperance.
God bless you.
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Would May be a good season of the year to begin the work, or a little later?
Please give me what information you can. Till then I remain
Yrs truly
H. L. Stevens, Jr.
[Image 2463]
La Moville Iowa, Jan 9th 1882
Gov. St John
Sir, Have you any colored women under your care that would like to come here to do
general house work? I would like a girl fourteen or fifteen or a woman about forty – We
live in a little village have no farm work and only three small children, our work is light –
would like a girl that wanted to learn to read. I have had considerable experience with
Negroes have taught several to read and like [XXX] for help. I have no doubt – but –
that I can find homes for several if you send me one that gives any kind
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of satisfaction, as halp here is very difficult to obtain if necessary, I will forward the
money for her traveling expenses, give you all the references as to character &c that you
may require, if you can send me each an one as you may think I need and I will refund
expenses. I don’t want you to send me anybody that you would not be willing to take
into you own home, don’t care if they are ignorant – if that will only try to learn – and
have a [XXXXX[ of intellect.
Please answer immediately,
Fannie J. Hanford
La Moville, Marshall Co., Iowa
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Waupaca, Wis., Jan 30 1882
Gov. St. John –
D. Sir;
If you have any Negros in your State that are destitute for want of employment let me
know. I can furnish employment for several families at present and if I were certain of
getting them could get place for work.
Respect Svnts,
John A Ogden
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James Suggs, Princeton, Bureau County, Illinois to Gov. St. John, February 1, 1882
Sir Mr Governor St. John
I want to say to you that we are all well at this time, and now I want to say to you that I
am tring to help my people in Graham Co. Kansas, and I have [sent?] two boxes of goods
to Rev. R. M. Rahmy [sic] for my people and the C. B. R. Road take my goods free to
Hopkins, but when they get to Hopkins they stopt them. I sente them be fore thank given
[Thanksgiving?] and they [are] at Parsons. I have big money to pay for them, and I
thought I would speake to you a bout it. I sent a bout five barls in [and?] 2 boxes [and]
they will spile. And now May the Lord bless you in your work. Governor live your
religion, and I am living mine. Go on arid dont stop untell you get in the big whit cheer at
Washington and I if I live will help you to get in it.
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I am going to St Loues and will be thir sum time. Please write to me at St. Loues.
Your frand in Christ and [word illegible] James Suggs
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Eureka, Woodford Co. Illinois. Feb. 9. 1882
Governor St John, Topeka, Kansas
Kind Sir,
I write to make inquires about sending aid to the needy Freedmen in Kansas. We have
several boxes of supplies for them here, but do not know just where and to whom they
should be sent for distribution.
I recently saw a newspaper notice asking that things for this purpose be sent to Daniel
Votaw, of Independence, Kan. We know nothing of him. Do you know if he is
responsible and reliable. If not, to whose care shall we send? – Please let me hear from
you at your earliest convenience, and oblige
[XXXX] resp’y, Miss E.J. Dickinson
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No 139 – North 7th St – Phila – W.C.A. – 2-14.82
Gov St John
Dear Sir
The Enclosed Circular will remind you of our work – Although you may have forgotten
having met me at Temporance Camp meetings, &c - I will not weary you with detail –
Suffice is to say what our work at W.C. is a success – far beyond what we anticipated –
and we find that it is [XXXX] upon us – The people of W.C. – cannot at least do not
give us that sympathy & support our work demands – And if the work is continued as it
must be – support must come from
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abroad – hence I am here – but bring to circulars sent us by the “enemy” – Confidence is
shaken & people here have so many demands upon them for Home Charities – they find a
ready excuse not to give to the west –
I am obliged to go to Londen on personal business in connection with an “Estate” in
which I am interested expect to sail about the last of this month – While there I might be
able to do something to aid in establishing an orphan asylum “Home” &c if I had the
necessary inducement – in a letter from dear Mrs Comstock written from Dansville
Sanitarium – she says “a letter from Gov St John would be invaluable to you”
The enclosed Postal is all I have at hand from her – before she left the [XXX] at
Columbus – when she was west – she suggested that
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I should go to England in behalf of her work &c – I could not then leave – now I have at
W.C. Mrs. L.P. Fritton of Topeka who was associated with Mrs Comstock & Haviland
ever since the Exodite movement commenced – she came from Columbus to &c. – A
Mission & he’ll remain with us – then I have a Mrs. Young of Chicago in charge of
schools
We expect to make to A.H. a great power for good - & a permanent Institution.
A letter of endorsement from you will be as you see a great benefit to me – and I feel sure
you will never regret having given it - [XXXX] I came here – I had not decided to go
abroad - & now Mrs Comstock thinks It not necessary to make any noise about it now –
for
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reasons you will readily comprehend –
An early reply will very much oblige

Yours for humanity –
Emily P. Nencomb
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Lawrence, Kansas, Feb 19 1882
Hon. J.P. St John
Dear Sir
Will you be good enough to send me all the information you possibly can about the
recent colored exodus to our State? I especially want your speeches and correspondence
(published) about the matter at the time or since. Also anything else official or otherwise
that has been written or published about the subject. How many if any are still objects of
charity? How many found homes and where mostly, in the towns or in the country? And
how do they like it thus far? Why did they leave their old homes, and why come to
Kansas in preference to other states?
Also all obtainable information or history of the colored people in general in the State
from the early days to the present time. Particularly a complete and notiable history of
the Nicodemus Colony to date. From the informa[Image 2478]
tion you will send me. I hope to be able to make a showing alike creditable to the State
and to the People of Color.
Also please send me two copies of the prohibitian law now in operation.
I enclose 50 cents in stamps. Please let me know what extra expense will be involved in
what I ask & I will remit. I enclose card for reply
Very Truly Yours
A.S. Diggs
Lawrence Ks
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Philadelphia PA 2-20-82 –
Gov St John, Dear Sir
Your kind favor of the 15 inst is duly received with many thanks. It will answer my
purpose being nicely indeed – ..
I have just received a long letter written by our dear Mrs Comstock – who seems to be
gaining very slowly - I find that the “quarrel” you refer to has injured “the cause” far
more that I had supposed. And no one benefited there by –
Very Respectfully Yours
Emily Neucomb
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John Tyler, Coffeyville, Montgomery County, Kansas to Governor St. John, February 20,
1882
Dear Sir I have [complied?] with all the laws as [word unreadable] as I know of [two
words unreadable] I was in a contest and I gand before Secretary of the [word
unreadable] and he order me to enter the land [within?] sixty days whitch I did and then I
had to go before the Justice of the Pest [!] and he put me in posechen and the man comes
and sus me for impru[v]ments so I had no c [;h] ance for they let him go in on a paper
afdavit and the[y] wont rule him and I dont hav a chance [at] all I am a poor black man
and has no show at all So I ha to axt for help I am in a sufering condishun[.] my family
is brought to sufer by uselesses So if thair is any chans in your powr to see me write in
the law[.] I wish you would do so I enter the plas last November a year ago by the
Secretary and I am wrong[ed] out of ever thing that I hav and I bag for a hearrng[.] it in
[is?] the case of Tyler and Thompson[.]
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Parsons, Kans., 2nd month 20th, 1882
To Gov. J.P. St.John:
Dear Friend:
Knowing thy heart felt sympathy with suffering humanity of all grades, and thy
continueous interest in that class of our population who have comparatively recently
started out in life as free citizens of this great Republic: I feel like writing thee a few
lines upon the subject. First, I congratulate thee upon the successful issue of the
experiment – so to speak – in this former whisky town of Parsons; in regard to the
practicability of the Kansas Prohibitation Law, and as to its desirableness if found
practicable. This famous Law which is conceded to be the result of thy energetic
persistent, Christain efforts to save a large number of present and prospective ruin, - has
at length been executed here in Parsons; and its excellent effects upon the community –
morally, financially & Physically, - are quite observable, and getting to be generally
acknowledge.
Of course, the work still needs careful attention so as to consummate this very desireable
object, and guard against lukewarmness and all retrograde movements: for satan is ever
alert ready to make in roads to stop true reform of any kind. I have been receiving a
number of letters from the East, commending thy noble course in this & other
humanitarian work: among others, I recently got one from Chester Co., Pa a cousin of
mine (Jane Bulmuth), in which she says, “I wish Gov. St John knew how I admire his
character, and how I value the efforts of one in his station.” (This was in a special special
reference to thy efforts in behalf of Temparance and of the freedmen). It is becoming a
subject of reflection & inquiry among thy friends, as to whether thy services in the near
future will become, more needed by the people at Topeka as Governor, or at the National
Capital in Congress. I am rather inclined to the latter opinion, after “Prohibition”
becomes thoroughly
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and firmly established throughout our State. I hope, however, that a wise decision will be
made by the people and by thee in accepting the right field of duty. I was sorry to learn
from recent papers from the Dansville [XXXX] Sanitarium, that our friend Elizabeth L.
Comstock has to still remain under medical treatment on account of mental and physical
debility. Reliable information from some parts of Texas shows strong desires of Colored
people to leave there on account of continued physical abuse and pecuniary imposition:
but some are kept they by threats, others by want of means to pay their way. I hear of
none in these parts now wishing to return to the South. A few are still coming up
occasionally. They and the former sick and aged ones are needing aid. I am not working
under any auspices of any Relief Association; but from a feeling of duty and by request
of many Eastern Friends and others from various parts of the country. I am receiving
clothing and funds from different places, and am endeavoring to judiciously use them in a
way to relieve & prevent suffering, but at the same time to guard against pauperism. I
have invited the colored people living within 10 or 12 miles of Parsons, to meet me in
[Hews] Hall in this city at 1 o’clock next 7th day, the 25th inst. I wish to give them advice
on several points, to make some suggestions in referance to their coming Spring work. I
have received funds from Boston especially designed to aid the refugees as I think best,
in farming operations. I have thought of giving them some seeds, and purchasing some
plows to loan to those who need them until they can pay for them, and perhaps assist
them in buying their teams. Hast thou any suggestions to offer in regard to it?
If it is not too great a tax upon thy time, I would be very thankful if thou would note
down a few items of general or special advice to those of both town & country and send
for me to read to them at the general meeting above referred to.
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Such a document from thee would have great weight with them, and I think would do
much real good. A caution to males against the use of liquor & gambling and
encouraging to industry, honesty, promptness & truthfulness: and to [XXXX] against
wasting their money for useless things and urging the value and good policy of securing
good reputations, for virture, cleanliness and neatness; - would prove quite acceptable.
I am glad I can say that many families here have made great improvement in all these
respects.
I often think of thee with earnest desire that the good Father will amply bless thee in they
responsible position of Governor; as the worthy leader in the great Temparance cause in
Kansas; and last – but not least – as the friend of the friendless. With best wishes for
thyself and family – very respectfully and truly thy friend
Wilmer Walton
[Image 2487]

Brookville Pa Feb 21/82
Gov John. P. St John,
Dear Sir, Enclosed please find $2.00 that was handed are to be sent to you for the
“Kansas Refugees.”
Yours truly, G.B. Robinson
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Phila – 3-4.82
Gov St John
Will you please inform me what the population (White) of Kansas is at this note – And
what number of Colored Refugees from the South have [XXX] [XXX] - Kansas since
the “exodus” began – And Oblige – Repl –
E P Newcomb
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Hamilton S. Smith, Washington, D. C. to Gov. St. John, March 7, 1882
Hon. John St. John
Sir
Knowing that you are always willing to help a young man when he wishes to help
himself I have taken the liberty to write to you at this-..time. I have been for some time
desirous of locating in Kansas but not wishing to leave a certainty for an uncertainty I
have remained where I am until I could find out something in relation to the same. My
friends advised me to consult you relative to the same knowing-that from you I could get
the desired information. I am a colored young man twenty-five years of age, born and
educated in Boston, Mass. receiving a degree of LLB from the Boston University' at the
age of twenty-two, being the only colored young man in the class which
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numbered fifty-nine (59) students. I am at present holding a clerkship in this city with a
good salary, but I wish to be engaged in something wherein I can feel like and be a man.
When I was in Boston I was connected with the Colored Womens Refugee Society and
had occasion to hear you spoken of as the young man's friend. I am willing to do any
thing that is honorable and where I can make an honest and upright living; of course I do
not expect to receive the salary I now do, and would not expect it. I have
recommendations from Rev. Phillips'Brooks, Judge Edmund Bennett,. Ex Gov Wm.
Gaston and others and if necessary could have Gov. John D. Long's. If you can give me
any information relative to what I desire, I shall be extremely obliged to you.
Very respectfully, H. S. Smith
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[Benedict] Institute
Columbia, S.C. 3/7’82

Gov. St. John,
My Dear Sir,
I am seeking suitable homes for 10000 Colored people. They have some $300 each and
good citizens hard working & peaceable, that simply desire to escape from the oppressive
laws in their native state and find homes where they can have their rights and can have
homes of their own. Although other states offer many attractions I am [inclined] toward
Kansas
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provided the Climate is sufficiently warm & they can raise cotton.
What has Kansas to offer them, I [was] referred to you by Washington friends for advice
& information. I prefer to take the people to a [temperance] & in that a Republican state
like Kansas I have to risk their happiness in Arkansas.
I shall hope to hear from you at your convenience.
I am Yours with respect
Samuel [Baker] [XX]
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Parsons, Kans., 3rd Mo 10th /82
Dear Gov;
I spend part of this AM at Aug R. Wilson’s, very pleasantly having a lengthy, satisfactory
talk with our mutual friend Ella B. Wilson. We both appeared to be “Moved by the
Spirit” (as Friends often express it-) to make some preliminary arrangements which we
hoped would result in the amelioration of the colored people in Kansas, now & of others
arriving here from the South. We were united in sentiment & feeling so far as expressed;
and our only regret seemed to be that we could not have our esteemed Governor present
to consult with upon this important subject.
It was our united opinion that it would be very desireable - & perhaps good would
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result from our (we three) meeting as soon as opportunity may be afforded.
I wish thou could come down soon as convenient and address the citizens of Parsons
upon the Prohibition question; and we three could have an interview at the same time,
upon the refugee subject.
I have very recently been thinking that while we should all be glad to have thee represent
our State in Washington, yet it will probably be safer (for the Temp. cause) to retain thy
services here as your during another term, so that there may be no danger of a backset in
the pres. work of temperance reform.

Please accept my thanks for those books & papers; I read portions of them aloud and
distributed them at the recent large meeting of the colored people that I called in Friend
Hall. I have not time now to comment upon the said meeting; but I believe it was a right
thing and will result in good to both speakest & heareth. Hoping for the pleasure of
meeting thee soon in person, I am truly thy friend Wilmer Wilton.
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Verdurette, Sherman Co, Neb. March 14th 1882
To the Hon. Gov. St John, Kansas, U.S.
Dear Sir – It may surprise you a little to thus addressed by one of whom you have never
heard. But it will not offend you when you know that my whole soul has been in
Sympathy with you throughout your noble strubble and great triumph in Kansas on the
temperance question. I hope yet to be of the number who shall follow your high aye holy
example in its application to Nebraska. It will not surprise you that I write you to ask that
a Colored man of vigorus strength be sent to me to work by the month, when I tell you
that I was an early abolitionist voting for Hele & Van Buren while Seward and Sumner
were yet in the old Whig party. My lot was to be a Weslyn preacher one of the hated
number that organized the Wesleyan Church at Utica, N.Y. in 1843. Though not in their
Convention, I was soon afterwards in the organization, and have remained there ever
since, & am there now. In 1862 I went South as Capt of [XXX] 83rd Regt. Ills Vols and
for three years lacking only 34 days fought as I had been praying & preaching for years
previous to that – I have read with great interest the movement that brings so many
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Colored men to Kansas – We should not object to a man with a wife and children. We
can furnish them work, Pay them, give them good quarters, and eat at the table with them
if they keep themselves in tidy condition. There are homesteads here yet, quite a number
of them, and they can easily secure good land. The time is most opportune too, for the
two great R.R. Companies viz: Union & Pacific or Burlington to Missouri are surveying
routes right through the country, and one or both are about sure to be built this coming
summer. This has the effect to make it difficult to get hands, as they are now paying
$1.40 per day with every prospect that it will be $1.50 in a very short time. It will
swollow up these homesteads very soon, so if you can send me a good man, I will both
hire him & pay him & show him a farm for $14.00. I have not a doubt that a hundred
such men could get work, if not on farms, then on the R.R. provided they can only reach
here –
If you wish any references, I would refer you to Rev. J. Blanchard, President of Wheaton
College, Wheaton, Ill or to the world renown scholar an Christian, Rev. G.B. Walker of
the same place. Or to almost every Wesleyan Preacher in Kansas, though I think the
Wesleyan Preacher in Topeka would only know me by reputation. He must reach Kearny
or Grand Island in coming here, after which it will be easy for him to reach Sherman Co.
A good man able to do full work, would be worth $15.00 a month to us. Please let us
know if one can be expected.

Very Respectfully, even affectionly Yours Very truly
J.M. Snyder
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Hamilton S. Smith, Washington, D. C. to Gov.St. John, March 23, 1882
Hon. John P. St. John
Dear Sir
Your favor of the 10th inst. is at hand. I thank you cordially for the information contained
in the same and will endeavor to follow it. It is my intention however to visit your city
this summer thereby combining business with pleasure, and should an opening present
itself at that time I think I would remain. I have got to make a start sometime, and am of
the opinion the sooner the better. I thank you for your offer of assistance and would
further ask if at any time you should see or hear of an opening and advise me as to the
same I shall be extremely obliged to you, and you will confer a "favor upon me that I
shall greatly
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appreciate. I remain
Very Respectfully, Hamilton S. Smith
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Monroe, Green Co., Wis. March 28, 1882
Gov. St. John.
Dear Sir:
We have been sending clothing and money to the colored refugees at Independence,
Montgomery Co., this winter, and are still raising some means for them, have some now
on hand.
I write this for information. There is now in this city, a gentleman reporting to be from
Kans. who says that the story of suffering refugees is the greatest humbug ever palmed
off upon a generous public. We supposed from the best information we could get that
there was real destitution, which we felt duty to alleviate as far as we could. Have we
been imposed upon or is the report in circulation here untrue? Please answer by return
mail.
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Have you any knowledge of Daniel Votaw, Secretary of Kan. S.R. Association? Is he
reliable? Yours, in the interest of humanity,
E.R. Gillett
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Parsons, Kans, 3rd Mo. 31st , 1882
To Gov. J.P. St.John:
Highly esteemed friend:
I enjoyed the perusal of thy recent letter to Ella B. Wilson, and was pleased to learn there
from of the probability of thy getting to this place in the near future. Thou wilt see by the
inclosed slip which I cut from the Parsons Eclipse of the 25th instant, that “a call” has
gone forth for a Convention of the Col’d people of [XXX] Kans., to assemble on the
27th of the incoming month, at this place. I desire to cordially invite thee to attend said
Convention if possible. In case thou cannot arrange to be present, - I feel sure that any
communication from thee to be read in the Convention, would prove truly acceptable.
The object of the Convention is to afford the Col’d people an opportunity of expressing –
in a concentrated form – their present needy
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condition; what the mass of them desire to do; and to appeal to the National Congress for
suitable aid to enable them to become self-supporting.
I should be glad to receive some preliminary suggestions from thee in reference to the
Convention and the best way of accomplishing the object in view. I have thought for a
long time, that Congress should act in this important matter; and I have only been waiting
for “the right time” to arrive in which to have the subject properly brought before that
body.
From my recent & present feelings, I believe that such a time is now near at hand. While
the worthy J.A. Garfield was in the U.S. Senate, I corresponded with him upon the
subject of National aid for the Freedmen. While he approved my plan, yet he thought the
time had not then arrived in which it could be adopted & successfully carried out.
In the proposed Convention, I suppose it will be best – after organizing – to have the
Delegates express their sentiments and compare
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views as to their condition, prospects, & wishes.
Then at a suitable time read & discuss the merits of a proposed form of written appeal to
Congress in behalf of their people.
But before such an appeal is prepared, Ella B. Wilson & I both desire to receive
information as to what has been done since the close of the War for the Freedmen, by the
Freedmen’s Bureau”; what Bills have been passed by Congress for their benefit; and a
brief history of Oklahoma, including its present status.

We had an interview yesterday; and as she is very busy with the Library matter, she
wished me to write to thee for both of us requesting thee to please furnish the desired
information at thy earliest convenience.
I have a crude, imperfectly arranged plan to offer to the Convention; but I have not time
now to even state the substance of it.
At the monthly meeting of the Union Temp. Assoc., held in the opera house last First-day
evening (the 25th inst.), there was a full house & effective work for “Prohibition.”
Sincerely thy friend,
Wilmer Walton
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139 N 7th St – Phila Pa – 4.13.82
Gov St John
Dear Sir
I very much desire to ascertain the approximate number of Refugees now Kansas – that
have gone there within the last past three years – who now own their homes, how many
are tilling the soil? do they incline to the Cities & thus increase the pauper & criminal
classes?
Is there in the State any orphan asylums for colored children – or old peoples home; if so
where located & with what success?
Now that there is a prohibition Law in Kansas – is the state able to enforce it – without
calling
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on other States to help defray the expense of so doing?
The foregiving questions are frequently asked me – none of which I can answer
confidently – you will confer a favor to the cause of truth & justice if you can
consistently with your many duties find time for an early reply.
The lecture you gave here in Jan – has been printed in complete form & is doing splendid
work – manyh are the blessings daily & hourly involved upon the name of the Christain
Gov of Kansas – often are the held up in contrast with Pres Arthur.
Gov Hays of Wyoming had a very enthusiastic meeting here a short time since = & we
realize more day to day that “God does reign
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not withstanding Satan makes such a desperate effort to do so.

Our dear Mrs Comstock is still at Dansville – improving – slowly –
The probabilities now are that the A & J Institute of Columbus will pop into other hands
before a great while – I am giving time and thought to it – with signs of success –
With Many thanks In Past favors
Very Respectfully Yours
Emily P. Newcomb
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The Kansas Freedmen’s Relief Association
Independence, Kansas, 4 Month 24 1882
John P. St. John
Dear Governor
Thine of 20th came direct, but in my absence. I was inChataugua Co in company with
A.D. Dunn, Editor of the Sedan Times who unfortunately published D.B. Garretts letter
and after he received W.A. Prices letter wrote me [XXXX] to come & see him that we
might go together and he see the deplorable condition of the refugees for himself. He
paid for the use of a team & Buggy and we visited many of them in their leaky dugouts
and cabins and as we went from hut to hut, he often said the half had not been told and I
am so sorry that I published Garretts letter, but if it had been a white man I would not
have published it but thought as Garrett was a Colored man his story must be true. He is
a good young man and lost a Father & two brothers in our army he is a staunch strict man
and will publish our visit this week and I will send a copy to thee soon. I am getting such
calls
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as these are the times, I sleep but 4 hours of a night am wearing out – Many friends that
know me that I have done all I could, and think thee must know all about the shame and
failure at the A&II Institute and that Aunt L.S. Harland & Sister Comstock have resigned,
are wondering why thee does not endorse this work, or at least give us a few words of
cheer to counteract the unjust charges against this, the only chartible work now running.
I held out the excuses of thy silence to both the white & black who were skeptical and
until recently convinced them that thee was the friend of all thy worthy subjects, but since
Garretts letter has [XXXX] the work both classes of the opposers are placing much of
the blame on thee as well as myself. I am [XXX] well endorsed for my integrity by
both political parties as any man can be both at home & abroad and they say and write me
why does your Governor not endorse you & it seems to me that the time has come for
thee to do it, or come & see for thyself. I am only an ordinary man yet am thy best and
strongest friend. Please give these things a passing thought & let me remain thy
unworthy servant in great tribulation.
Daniel Votaw
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The Kansas Freedmen’s Relief Association.
Independence, Kansas 4 month 19 1882
Honored Father of Reform
My Cross is very heavy and I am growing weary under it. This day and night work is
wearing me out. My case is before thee, please hold out the golden Septer and let me
live. I do not wish to use deception but tell thee truthfully that these last years [arrivals]
here on the Government claims can’t live without help, there is 100 families of them that
have no team and have nothing to break their sod but mattock Spade & hoe, the few
horses they had all starved to death except one and last weeks Siclone killed him blowed
down their dugouts & cabins and did them great damage. We sent away to their places
such as would be accepted by those who called for hands leaving the large families on
our hands, their white neighbors can’t hire them especially those in Chautauqua Co. We
were getting quite enough to keep them until Gerrett & Frank Henry Stout the white rebel
Slandered this work. Many here are helping me to counter act the effect and Friends east
and north endorse this charitable work and they and I wish thee to say that help is needed.
The [A&I] Institution has gone down in disgrace. E.L. Comstock & [XXX] Laura
Haviland denounce their conduct. Please send me a few words of cheer.
Your Servant
Daniel Votaw
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Rev. W. S. Reed, Independence, Montgomery County, Kansas to Gov. St. John, April 22,
1882
Governor St. John Topeka Kansas
Dear Sir
I want to say something a bout the Kansas freedmen but in order that you may fully
appreciate what I shall say let me first acquaint you with who I am, My home since 76
has bin in the city of Atchison Kans prior to 76 I lived in Jefferson County, Kansas
township of Valley falls 3 years ago I was accepted as a member of the Kans Annal
Meeting Conference of the African M. E. Church. Our last Annal Conference was held at
Ottawa Kas beginning Sep 28th concluding Oct 7th[-l from the [word illegible] of said
Conference I received my appointment to this place Independence Kas I was here only a
few days When I made my pastorial calls and many of the people I found did not have so
much as a bead, stead and were using goods boxes for the same, many of them are in the
same condition to day every thing else in their homes corrrisponded very
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well [with] the a bouve discriptsion. Yet I however have said but little a bout their
condition but when I see such letter[s] as those [of] Mr. D. B. Garrots [Garrett's] and Mr.
F. H. Stuuts I am compelled to say something for thos gentleman certainly does not know
the condition of thes people for if they did and they dare to write such letters I can only

say that such Was melisiously and cruely done. I want to say that these people are in
great want I do not belong to the relif asocuation [and] have nothing to do with it atal
[and] am not acquainted with many of those that are and while there has bin a great dele
said concerning the acquil [actual?] dealings of some of the members of the association
you may expect me to say some thing a bout the matter but I decline altogether because I
know but little and what little [I] do know is not very dark and I hesitate to say that lest
some one might think me attempting to take other mens burdens on my own shoulders
But since those letters has greatly in hansed the suffering of the freedmen I want to speak
a word in order to help suffering humanity [,J Mr. Harris and Mr. Votaw [are] gentlemen
who live in this city[.] as
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for the former I know but little of him [ . ] the latter the voice of the people speaks loudly
for him Women and men as they come to town make their ways to the residence of Mr.
D. Votaw ana their prayers are not a fiew to this gentleman for help which is answered so
far as I know it [is] painful to see Women Walking 25 miles from Chautauqua Co. for 25
lbs of meal and given to them by Mr. Votaw. They gladly take the same on thir backs and
with swift feet they return home to greet the little
sufferer at the expense of thire toil and care [. ] in this way since they all look to Mr.
Votaw I supose he helps all he -can I hope sir that it Will be remembered that these
people indeed are suffering and to you I appeal for them asking you to help them i: hope
you will answer my prayer the trouble is that this people want tools to help them selves
to get ther grown in shape to cultivate.
Sir yours truly W. S. REED
If you will publish this letter you will confer a great favor upon your friend please write
soon
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The Pacific Express Company.
May 5 1882
Hon Gov John P St John
I write to you with the highest regard for advice. I am Treasurer of the Freedmen Aid
Association. At this place I find it very detrimental to my business very detrimental to
my social & Political Standing and as I am known well in this part of the state to be
strictly a (so called stelwart) and I believe with one or two exceptions the only man who
is strictly for St. John with no second choice, in fact, I don’t believe that it will be
possible to send delegates from Morris Co that take the stand that I do what I wish to ask
[XXX] a man’s duty to stand by this
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association when it is so detrimental to his future prosperity. I will say the Association is
doing a good work for the colored people but so very [obnoctious] to the whites. I am

about the only one who is here that could be made available, to act as treasurer by Mr.
J.M. Snodgrass and Andrew Atchison Missionary in charge of the work[.] My mind is
very much unsettled what is best for me and the republican party that I feel honored in
being a member[.] Confidentialy yours
E.D. Bulen Dunlap, Kans
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W. S. Reed, Independence, Montgomery County, Kansas to Gov. St. John, May 6, 1882
Govnor St. John Topeka Kans
Dear Sir
I suppose you have my letter sent some days ago With reference to the suffering
condition of freedmen here in Southern Kans It is true that many have been the
conflicting letters gone a broad with reference to the freedmen but I say that pens can not
paint the distress that a waite them in this part I also beliefe D. Votaw to be the proper
man as an agent for this people and no one can make them believe else I am sent here by
the A. M. E. Conference and these people most of them live on bread and water [and] are
not able to build a church and
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I want to build them a church. I have a subscription list for the [church] [I] have
something over $50.00 signed me for it already I thought I would ask you for $100.00
for these people that they may have a house. Now I dont mean that there is no house here
for thare is one a very nice little house But there is 2 denominations I suppose I need not
use many words to explain that I am speaking in behalf of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church You no doubt are well acquainted with what the A. M. E. Church has
done and is doing for the negro race and no doubt that you will contribute a mite to help
push on this one great work Rev. John M. Wilkerson[,] pastor of the A. M. Church of
Topeka is able to give you any information wanted with reference to whether I am a
member of the Kansas Anal Conference of the A. M. E. Church Will you help me[?] I am
yours truly
W. S. Reed
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The Kansas Freedmen’s Relief Association.
Independence, Kansas 5th Month 6 1882
Dear Governor, in my haste for the morning mail I left out one of the letters which I
wished thee to see, here it is. Please read every word of it, My Dear Friend, permit me to
say that the United Breathren Church are strong in numbers in this State and that they are
St John men, but feel a little sore because thee did not endorse their choice as a Soliciting
Agent for this Work. She is traveling in the East and having pretty good success but
could do much better if thy name was attached to her certificate. All I write thee
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is confidential. Thine for Prohibition and suffering humanity.
Daniel Votaw
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Independence Kansas 5.21.1882
Dear Governor, Our necessities among the Freedmen grow greater every day many are
actually starving and will die unless help comes soon. I got a letter from Rev. Lydia
Sexton last night stating that she could get a great deal of help at Boston and other places
East if thee would recommend her in the work. Please write to her at Martinsville
Summerset Co New Jersey. She is to remain there two weeks. Thou will never regret
doing this favor, the frauds at the Institute has stopt their work and injured ours, their trial
came off the 17 inst, and it was proven that Pickering & Winn have embezeled about
$11,000. They urged me to go with them, I am so glad that I did not. What about a Third
term
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between thee & I (confidentially) Since thy Victorious speech at Oswego. I hear more
said in thy favor as thee has the Serpent by the throat it would be dangerous to change
hands for in the change some one would be bitten, Farewell. Forgive this trespass on thy
time, (have been writing all day am nervous) David Votaw
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The Kansas Freedmen’s Relief Association
Independence, Kansas 5 Month 18. 1882
John P. St. John
Honored Friend
I thought that as James DeLong, Ex [XXX] Consel to Africa, expected to see thee in
Topeka soon that I would inform thee that he is a strong St John Man and an anti-liquor
man and that he is a traveling book agent and expects to make some speeches in thy
favor, and as he has visited the suffering refugees and saw their suffering for himself, will
likely touch upon the causes of their distress, and as some of our leading men have
endorsed him for his integrity I think it would be kind in thee to recommend him too.
Ex-Governor Murphy, Post Master Ives Watters, in land offices M.J. [XXXX] & many
others tell me that he is worthy to fill any place of trust. Thy favor to me is highly
appreciated by both black and white, and has certainly made many Friends for thee. We
are trying to raise Money to send W.A. Price with Sister Wilson & thy wife to
Washington, and as he is second to few men as an Orator we want him to go, but the
means we get for services is so small and the refugees so poor we fear a failure and if
thee could help us in any way it will be returned & thankfully received Farewell
Daniel Votaw
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A. Bigman & Leroy Jackson, Wyandotte, Wyandotte County, Kansas to Gov. St. John,
May 28, 1882
To his Excelency John P. St. John
Permit us to inform you that we as representatives of the colored citizens of this city wish
to convey to you our sincere thanks of this community for the interest you have taken in
the welfare of our race in the past and we pledge you the entire support of the colored
voters of Wyandotte Co for any position you may seek.
Yours resp
A. Bigman
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Committee
Lerov Jackson
S. H. Kindel, Baxter Springs, Cherokee County, Kansas to Governor St. John, June 18,
1882
Mr T Sant John Sir i this marnen will tak the pleasuer of dropin you a few lines to in
form you of our con disshin We ar all hear and want land for to caultvate and we want .to
no of you can we get that of Oklahoma[.] if it be that we can git it please let me no for I
want som land that we may liv at home We want 80 akers of land without leasses or aney
thinge
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elce We dont want any thinge but the land[.] i diser to no of you what is the chance of us
a geten it by [word unreadable] and what dou [you?] think of it[.] if we can get that land i
can get a bout 500 50 [sic] fanely to go write from here[.] i want to no if you please what
pro[s]peck of geten it[.] if we can get 80 akers a peace we will be satfied with that We
dont want you to hire us no horses We has all we want but the land and now we want the
land[.] please let me no this week[.] excuse my [penmanship?]
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Please ancer me soon to that a feet for i dou want to no all a bout it[.] i want that land[.]
accorden to the streaty call for lands for the benefit of the freedman and frenely inden
witch was made in 1866 and if that be so we has a write to go in thar[.] i want to no
whether will the goverment grant us the privledg of goein in thar or not Please aricer me
soon to your f rend
S H KINDEL
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Rev. J. W. Wilson, Ottawa, Franklin County, Kansas to Gov. St. John, June 22, 1882
Dear Sir

The colored citizens of Ottawa & Franklin county intend to give a grand celebration here
in the city of Ottawa on the 1st of Augustus have instructed us as a committee to use our
best efforts to secure your services for the occasion. We therefore extend to you a cordial
invitation to be present & address our people on that day upon any subject which you
may think will best tend to the improvement & general welfare of our race. We shall be
pleased to have you speak both during the day & evening. An immediate & favorable
reply is earnestly solicited. Please address W. J. Johnson, Box 10, Ottawa Kansas
Respectfully,
Rev. J. W. Wilson, pastor A. M. E. Church
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N. A. Jackson, Mt. Vernon, Franklin County, Texas to Governor St. John, July 2, 1882
Dear Sir
I take it upon my self to write you a few lines which I hope you may duly receive, and
after a due consideration of the same will oblige your most obedient servant by returning
correspondance to the satisfaction of an: ernest inquirer.
first, I wish to know the progress of my people (the colored) in that country, especially
those that emigrated there from this & other parts. I also wish to know if there is any
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inducement afford[ed] to imigrants in that country as I learn there is a great deal. I can
hear so much a bout Kansas & the colored people starving & freezing up there I want to
know the straight of it & I thought by writing to you dear sir I could obtain the truth of
the matter. As the whites are so much opposed to the colored people leaving this country
its a hard matter to obtain the truth of things for they well know this is not the country for
colored people, for we have but little freedom in this part, and if their is any place where
the colored people are free we
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want to know it for we are tired of living with our head & feet tied to gether We want to
hold our heads up and exert our liberty but we fail to do so here. Then kind sir after a due
consideration upon these remarks I truly hope you will consider the good faith of your
servant & oblige by letting me hear from you upon the same at an early date.
I still remain yours with due respect,
N. A. JACKSON
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I. A. Mackey, Lafayette, Chambers County, Alabama to Governor St. John, July 15, 1882
Mr Governor of the State of Kansas
As I wants to know the condistion of the colored people of that State, and also as I know
no one elce to write to I thought I would write to you I wants to know what for country

that is for colored people and how them that are there are get-ing along. Please your
honor write the general condition of the colored people in that State I know that you
know more a bout them than any one elce therefore I write to you There are a bout (100)
one hundred of colored people wants to come there this coming fall and wants to know of
you whether it be good for them to come or not[.]
Your Respectfully
I. A. MACKEY
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C. L. de Randaime,1 Topeka, Shawnee County, Kansas to Gov. St. John, July 24, 1882
His Excellency John P. St. John Governor of Kansas
o lr,
I beg leave to state, that the colored citizens of Topeka, contemplate celebrating the
anniversary of the emancipation of the slaves in the British W. I. colonies, at Hartzell
Park, on the 4th of August appo:
A large attendance from various parts of the State is expected.
It will be considered a great:'honor, if you will consent to address the gathering on that
day, in which event you will please name the hour most convenient to you.
Soliciting a favorable consideration I have the honor to be
Your Obedient Servant,
C. L. de Randamie, Chairn:
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M. M. Milner, et al., Snow Hill, Wilcox County, Alabama to Governor St. John, July 29,
1882
Dear Sir,
We this day meet in our united colored brotherhood association, and do hereby petition to
you to find out if we could not entered enough public land there in your State to locate a
county[.] we will be glad to heare from your honor if so please let we know at once, and
we will get ready to come out in march the 1st 1883. if we could enter enough of
government land out there to locate a county we would be very glad, there are one and
two thousand are waiting to here from you on the subject. We are laboring mens and we
wanted to get to a place where our laboring instrest can be protected, for there are littele
respect shoun to laborrours down heare. We can send out a committee to see you if you
say so. We are preparing to come next march and to try to bring eneugh to settle doun a
county, our people soon are endustorous people if they only had a chance. We will try to
get out there [with?] time eneugh to make a corn crop nex yeare
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they are buying and packing up clothing and evry thing of that kind. So that they will not
be burdisom to the State. So we wanted to enter publice land eneugh to settle down a

county[.] now will you if you please send me back some of the agriculture paper[.] you
must not fail to write us, and state in your letter whether or not we could enter enough
publice land to settle down a county We are yours truly[.]
[Here follows the name of 30 potential settlers, followed by—]
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write soon and direct all communication to
J. J. Carmicheal & w. M. Milner
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Carmicheal, Jones & Milner
We are buying clothes now and getting redy to come next march[.] we wanted [to] get
there [with] time enught to make a corn crop. We are trying to prepard so that we will not
be no expsnse to the State.
M. M. MILNER President J. J. CARMICHEAL Sect P. P. PALMER Tresure
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New Jersey, Aug 2nd 1882
To his Excelency John P St John
Kind Sir
I have been as you know in the Business of soliciting aid for the Suffering refugees that
are scattered round in Kansas
I thought if I went to Boston I could get a good raise[.] I went with my recommendation
from the [XXXX] but when I went to the
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Governors Secretary he asked for a recommendation from you[.]
So I came here to see my relatives and wait your reply – this week I rec a letter from
Judge DeLong inquiring after my success in the work I can’t feel free to go on without
your Signature if you can consistently recommend me I will go on with all my powers
and I humbly believe I can be a great relief to the Sufferers[.]
I will send you the circular and recommendation
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that I showed to the Govs Secretary in Boston and he told me they were no more than so
much brown paper[.] One from you could do more good in Boston or any where else
than a cart load of them.

So if you could send me a recommendation to Plainfield Union Co New Jersey or send it
to either of [XX] my sons.
Maj John T Sexton or Hon. J.G. Sexton
Wilson Co Fredonia Kans
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Either would forward on to me[.]
And may be a great relief to many sufferers and much Oblige
Lydia Sexton
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Mining and Manufacturing Co.
Galena, Kansas, Aug 11th 1882
Hon John P. St John
Topeka, Ks.
Dear Sir & Friend
The colored people of this place and Baxter Springs design to have a celebration on the
27th of Sept and have requested me to ask you if you can be present and address them. I
approve of the project quite heartily for the reason that there has been some
dissatisfaction among them and I believe it can be made the [XXXX] of holding many of
them in line at the fall election. It is my opinion that this is going to be a very close
County this fall, but we have a large colored population and if we can hold them I have
hope that we may carry the County. If you can come I will help them to make it a
successful meeting[.]
Accept my congratulations on your renomination, I think the convention did good work
generally.
Yours Very Truly
W.B. Stone
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A. M. Allen, Lafayette, Chambers County, Alabama to Gov. St. John, August 12, 1882
Mr John P. St. John, Chief Commander of Executive .Department of Kansas
Sir please gave me an advice wheather we colored people of the South should move
north, or ask the United States Government for a country,, I own a good plantation in Ala
and I worked hard for it, but I cannot enjoy it here among the southern people. They are
against them that have any thing, they do not want us to have property, but want us to
work for thirty cents per day, and before I will do that I will go back to Africa but I
beleive my northern friends will advise us what to do. We want your advice on the
subject
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Please let me know what step to take on the subject. I want to work for peace I • ] dont
think presumptuous of me for writing to you for I was advise to do so by my friends. I
would be glad to hear from you Soon.
Very Truly your friend A. M. Allen
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The Kansas Freedmen’s Relief Association
Independence Kansas 5th Month 5 1882
J.P. St. John
Honored Friend:
I know that nature has done as much for me as it has for my worthy Governor yet my
chances in life had made me the [XXX], but I am to thee (in part) what the mouse was to
the Lion when he cut away the cords of the net, and let him go free. There is a power
behind the Throne which I hold that may do thee good. I supposse that thee knows that
thy work which I represent is the only one in the State that is purely Charitable and that it
reaches all over the State & that I am more abundantly endorse than my other person &
that my influences reaches farther than any other person among those who are doing for
refugees, and as these poor of the Nation and of God look to me for advice how to react
and [note] it is necessary that I should know how thee stands in regard to helping them to
homes, and bread to eat while this death rate of starving continues. I am asked every day
how thee stands and hardly know how to answer them when they write or talk to me.
They question me thus Mr Votaw, did Governor St John Order the [XXXXX] to take all
our money &c all our clothes &c and buy the land and put up them buildings and make us
work
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for to pay for what was ours, and did he say that we needed no more help and does he
know that Pickerings sold our clothing by wagon loads to the Missourians who used to
whip our backs. These questions are asked by both the learned and the ignorant among
them and I am at a loss how to answer them. I tell them that thee wrote to me last spring
that thee had taken part in the &c I [Institute] neither directly or indirectly and that thee
approved of the plan of buying them homes with money loaned to them on long time to
be paid back in annual installments and that when thee said [XXXX] the props from
under them, thee did not include the helpless among them. That satisfied them to some
extent then, but the bad management &c the Institute, and the managers telling that St
John do thus and so. [Has] turned thousands of them to, in their extreme suffering look
for help from other sources. The Democrates are using a powerful lever under these
faults, and many Republicans are doubting and writing to me from far and near to know
what I think of a third term for thee. I send thee one letter to show how far it reaches and
I will not answer it until thee sends it back. Please write to the Inter Ocean and call for
aid for this charitable work, thy best friends wish it and wonder why thee does not
approve of the work so much needed by one who they have so strongly indorsed. Give
these words a passing thought and if I am worthy answer soon. It is time for work that

can be privately done among the Freedmen and white men in doubt and [XXX] get aid
to relieve the suffering I will visit all doubtful places with the Inter Ocean friends review
Christain Worker. [Can not read last sentence]
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The Kansas Refugees Relief Association
Independence, Kas. 8th Mo 14, 1882
J.P. St John, Topeka Kas
Honored Friend
It is necessary that I should travel among the Colored Men to secure their votes for thee.
Remember that there is 25,000 refugee votes, and 10,000 who are not numbered with the
Exodusters. That old party is working the wires cunningly, telling the freedmen that the
reason why their helpless are not help’t now is because Governor St John has been East
and told the people that the colored folks needed nothing now, and by that had secured
many thousands of dollars to buy votes for him to be Elected a third term whick was
unlawful, Unconstitutional &c and that he had refused to Endorse this Charitable work. I
knew this to be done here in a private way and in order to see how it was other where I
made a flying three days trip among them, and found the sly rumors true and abefore I
could convince them I would have to show and read that thee had Endorsed both “Judge
Delong”. I which always satisfied them In [Cherokee] so they have nearly all turned
Greenback on account of Republicans swinging them so at the A&I Institute I want to go
to see
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and set them right on the track again, they have wrote me to come and advise them what
to do, many other places need the same attention, but I have no means to travel with any
my home Mortgaged, and unless [Pickermy] pay me, I must loose it. I believe the Yearly
Meeting committee will compel them to, but it is too late for this work. But as some of
my Friends East have confidentially written me that they had helped thee largely, I did
not know but thou could help me on this necessary work. I am told every day that I can
do more to secure the Colored vote for thee than any other man but I have to say I have
not the means and [XXXX] said write to St John for help or [XXXX]. I tell them that
thee has all thee can attend to without helping mee and that I am hoping to get help soon
for the refugees which will cause me to see them. Now I have written plain and simple
and enough, now ½ past 11 O c my health poor and a visit would help my drooping spirit,
all things Confidential between thee and I. Farewell
Daniel Votaw
P.S. The colored folks do not take our paper (except a few) and we are to poor ourselves
to give it, so they are not posted. D.V.
[Image 2567]
Smith & McNells Hotel

New York Augt 18, 1882
To His Excellency
John P. St John
Governor of Kansas
My Dear Sir
On my way through Indiana & Ohio and Wheeting Virgina I was received and treated
with the kindest regards. I directed all money wherever I stoped to be sent direct to
Daniel Votaw and on several occasions I had not an cent in my pocket but I found old
friends in Ohio Indiana and wheeling that helped me along I have no
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idea how much means had gone on through my efforts but it cannot be very much as it is
the very worst season of the year for such business and in all the large Cities wheeling
Virginia Columbus Ohio and the eastern cities there are parties ahead of me and all those
who are known for there liberality are very much annoyed and in fact some of them told
me that they had [XXXX] themselves, I called on the Editors of the Tribune yesterday
and had a long interview with them, they said my credentials so far as they were
concerned
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were all right and also claimed as the Government had not provided for those people that
the citizens of the U.S. must do it and advised me to have a full statement made as to
there time condition by the Country officials when they are to [XXXX] and to have there
signatures to the printed circulars certified that they are genuine. And there to have you
approve of it in as strong language as you can and they told me that this being done New
York herself would furnish the necessary relief.
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You seen at the present time the only man in the west that the people in New York and
Philadelphia knows or cares about in fact you are all the talk when the intelligence
reached here or I should say Philadelphia that you were nominated all good people were
rejoiced I was in West Chester when the news reached there and took the intelligence to
John Hall the man that give $1000. for the refugees he is a splendid man 75 years old but
smart and active.
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I spent several hours with him he is a great talker, again there is not one single person in
the city here that I wanted to see but are absent and God knows when they will return,
Hon H J Jewett Pres of the New York Erie Railroad and Hon S S Cox are both old friends
neither of them here and I will have to wait untill they return and untill I get the statement
I wrote to Votaw to get up and now let me say to you if you would come here and deliver
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one Lector in the Cooper institute all the money necessary to place those people on a
living [XXXX] or even one circular approved by you will do it but your speech would
expediate it and it would be the biggest [XXXX] in your life[.] Several parties talk
strong of you [XXX] President and my dear Sir I did not fail wherever I have been to
speak highly of you, and my God speed your good work. The Indianapolis Journal two
papers in Richman Indiana
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Ohio State Journal and two other papers in Columbus Ohio and the [XXXXX]
Intelligence all spoke well of my efforts and the justness of the cause but God only knows
how I will get along I have just $2.00 in my pocket and where the next is to come from
God only knows for I don’t[.] Can you or will you come to New York especially if I get
you invited if you will not come will you approve the papers about
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colored people I left after seeing there condition resolved never to return untill they were
provided for so for as I am personally concerned my days are few and friends I fear
scarace what I will do for means till matters turns around heaven only knows I don’t.
Your friend
James DeLong
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Smith & McNells Hotel
New York Augt 19, 1882
My dear Governor
I fear I neglected to mention in my last letter in full the interview I had with the Editor of
the New York Tribune, he stated that from the glowing accounts given in the Topeka and
other papers about the prosperous [XXXX] of the people of Kansas that it was
extremely difficult to convince people that there was any Suffering
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in Kansas[.] You are aware my dear Governor that those unfortunate beings are mostly
Settled in newly settled Counties bordering on the Indian Territory[,] the farms of the
Whites[,] nearly all covered with Morgages at a high rate of interest taxes of $5.00 on the
$100.00[.]
The Editor of the [XXXX] spoke in high terms of you and said if we or they had a
statement from you of there true condition that all the money necessary
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to place them an living & voting could be raised in New York and he also as well as
others advised me to have you come here and make a Speech in Coopers Institute on the
subject you seem to be all the man in the West known here[.] I have heard 20 persons
speak strongly of you for President[.] I left home resolved not to return untill those
people were provided for
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and I am resolved to do it or die in the harness[.] Now will you come here or not it was
the speech made by Lincoln here that made him President and in addition to your helping
those colored people you will render great service to me & family and for yourself
politically nearly all the preachers and people that I want to see are
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absent from the city but by the time you would be ready to come here they will be back
there and I counted them 700. Church organizations in New York and Brooklyn leaving
out the Roman Catholics[.] Now my dear sir will you come[?] If not what is the next
best thing you will do - excuse pencil writing
Your Friend
James DeLong
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West Chester Penn
Augt 27, 1882
Hon John P St John
My dear sir
From the time I left home no man on earth could have spoken more highly of an other
than I did of you at a Camp Meeting in Columbus Ohio[.] I spoke before 5000 people
and I said that there never was a more honorable or worthier man ever set their foot on
Kansas soil and stated the efforts you had made and the
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good you had done for those unfortunate colored people and that every dollar that came
to your hands for them was honestly and faithfully applied. I spent some days in
Philadelphia and then came here and all the papers in this place done nobly by me & the
cause. I then went to New York but could not find a single person that I ever known
before they were either absent or dead but the Editors of the
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New York Tribune and Times wrote Excellent articles but I only got things fairly under
way then I came to Plainfield New Jersey seen all the Editors there and met Rev Lydia

Sexton 84 years of age. She told me she had visited later by those unfortunate beings and
saw there suffering condition just as I had described only worse & she is at work[,] then I
returned to this place intending to make [XX] they will prepare good [XXXX] unless
they see your letter
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way back and found your letter published in the West Chester Republican and never on
earth in a long and eventful life was I ever placed in so unfortunate and disagreeable
position the people at first stared at me and took me to be an impostor and my papers all
forged[.] God help me my good wife and afflected daughter had it not been for your
letter and the Levenworth times I could have had
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in a short time $10,000 on the way to Independence but you have utterly destroyed all my
prospects and not a dollar to pay expences home what I [XXX] to do heaven only knows
when I arrived in Philadelphia I found your agents ahead of me soliciting aid to
[XXXXX] you for Governor one of your Friends told me he had just give your agents
$25.00 for [XXX] he would not tell the name of the agent but I heard
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of him wherever I went, now by your cause you have crushed me and my projects I saw
the condition of those people in Southern Kansas you never did & they are now getting
up a thousand names in the South part of the State in contradiction to reports that the
refugees are all doing well and substanuating what I have said[.] Now God knows I
dislike a fight but [XXX] [XXX] organized it and self
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defense is the first law of nature how in Gods name could you look my wife and our
afflicted daughter in the face after ruining there husband and Fathers prospects for
himself and suffering humanity here among entire strangers and not a dollar in my pocket
you have taken the advantage of your influence as Governor to communicate through a
land agent to visit your [XXXX] against a man who has in days gone by rendered his
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Country and humanity same services while in Hayti[.] I absolutely gave every dollar I
had on earth and now in debt $1166.00 to save the lives of 400 our Colored people taking
out there and abandoned in a destitute condition on a barrier island see daily New York
Tribune 2 April 1864 I had them sent back and 200 went into the army[.] They were
nearly all Males that were sent to Hayte and now while working
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in a noble God like cause you have been the means of ruining me at an advanced age 71
/5 days of this month[.] My wife and lovely daughter are now living in Lawrence[,] go
there and tell them what you have done for there husband and father[.] God help them
and me you have been the means of placing me in a worse condition then those poor
retches whose suffering I have been trying to alieviate[.]
Yours [XXX]
James DeLong
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When you gave me the letter of endorsement I told you my [XXXXX] and you gave me
the names of Mis Haviland and Mrs Comstock and said they could under me good
Service[.] God help me what do you mean I told you I had just seen the condition of
those people and I tell a lie of course from your letter I did[.] When did you find out that
I am a lier & fraud[?]
James DeLong
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2111 Walnut St
Aug 27th /82
Gov St John
Dear Sir –
Enclosed is a letter from a colored woman, Mrs Annie E. Kemp, (living now at Stoka –
[I.T – y] which she has requested me to forward to you. I met her here accidently a few
years since and finding her an intelligent, educated Negro, urged her to quit domestic
service, in which she was then engaged, and teach instead. Since then I have followed
her work with interest, and so far as I can judge, she has been a most
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efficient, self sacrificing worker. Should you find it convenient to aid her in her desire,
I’ve have no doubt she will continue to work faithfully, and do good, wherever she may
have her field of work. She had been teaching before I met her, but for some reason had
given it up.
I believe her to be an earnest, Christian woman.
Hoping that you may find it in your power to grant her request.
I am Respectfully
Mrs Mary Nendan Houston
2111 Walnut St
St Louis Mo
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Annie E. Kemp, Atoka, Choctaw Nation, Indian Territory to Gov. St. John, August 24,
1882
My Kind & Remembered Friend Governor St. John
Seeing your name honorably mentioned lately in the New ':..' York Witness caused me to
remember your kindness to my people at the time of the great Exodus, from the South. I
come to express my heart's gratitude for the same, & to beg a favor at the kind hand that
helped them to home & work. Will you please, sir, to drop me a line, & tell me where
Christian work & teaching is most needed, in Kansas, among the colored people? I have
been in the work 17 years, traveling & laboring mostly among the poorer classes. Have
been here going on three yrs.:, laboring under the auspices of the American
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Baptist Home Mission Society. But being sent so far away out on the Western prairies
from the railroad & my little home, & being so lonely out there, I had to beg Brother
Morehouse to accept my resignation this month. I want to continue in Christian work, &
teaching & wish to come to Kansas to live. The inclosed letter will give the address of the
society I have been working for. Mrs. Mary Hendon Houston, 2111 Walnut St.,
St."Louis, Mo. would speak kindly of me to you. She has been an excellent & constant
friend to me during my missionary labors here.
Will you aid me, Governor, in my efforts to make an honorable living & to do good
among the poor of my people? If you can possibly reply soon, I can get it here.
Most Truly, Gratefully & Respectfully Yours,
Annie E. Kemp
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B. F. Watson,1 Wyandotte, Wyandotte County, Kansas to Gov. St. John, September 1,
1882
Gov. J. P. St. John
Dear Governor
You remember I with Elder Turner of Kansas City called upon you with reference to our
school at Quindaro asking you to endorse a petition to Ex-President R. B. Hayes for a
part of the Slater fund for our school. Enclosed herewith you will find our petition. Please
endorse it with such words as may seem proper or best suited to yourself and return to
box 141, Wyandotte, Kansas.
Hoping to hear from you at an early date I remain very truly
Yours,
B. F. Watson
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G. S..W. Lewis, Emporia, Lyon County, Kansas to Gov. St. John, September 1, 1882
To his Exdelency John P. St. John Governor of Kansas

Dear Governor
The Colored People of Lyon County and the State at large have made arrangements to
celebrate President Lincoln[']s Emancipation Proclamation on the 22nd inst. and desire
that you deliver the Proclamation address. And as this is the first time that the colored
citizens of Lyon County ever ask a favor of their Gov. we hope you will not refuse. With
you we believe our celebration will
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be a success, while without you we might fail. Please answer by return mail and by so
doing greatly oblige your humble serv't.
C. S. W. Lewis
[Image 2604]
The Kansas Refugees Relief Association
Independence, Kas., 9 Mo 4 1882
Hon J.P. St John
The within Circular speaks for itself. We thought honestly that unless these destitute
families who are settled on Government lands, with nothing but their hands, hoes,
Mattocks &c to work with could not live over winter without help as their little crops
hacked in with hoes &c are now exhausted and men & widow women and children are
now putting up corn shocks for the white farmers for their subsistence when this work is
done work for them will almost cease and it is impossible for them to live unless aided
largely, and the citizens of South Kansas are not able to divide means with them and as
Eastern Friends had offered if need be to aid us one more winter we thought it right to
accept with the understanding that this work was to cease in the coming Spring. The
people of this town
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has paid out hundreds of dollars to support colored Widows & their children and as the
doors of the poor house are closed against them we are tireing over the burden and as the
state had never helpt us any, we could not expect it now not with standing our good
crops. We have done all we could and much more than we were able to. My home is
Mortgaged for means for the refugees to live upon last Spring when they were dying of
hunger. My wife said help them if it cost our home but we had good promises from the
East & North that we should not loose, but how changed the scene now. My wife (who
was second to no woman) Sacrificed her life in the cause. And since thy letters that gone
East the work is so checked that I cannot expect the promised help and yesterday put my
home in the hand of Land Agents for sale, as I can pay the $300. I am [XXX] for the
refugees. 5 coppies of thy letter has been sent to leading men here from West Chester Pa.
We all think that thee ought to have accepted those poor under my care and think thee
[XXX] to reconsider Judge DeLong & Mother Sexton are in New Jersey and neither ever
took a dollar of aid money, & are now without a dollar to come home with. Many
Friends both here & East think thee has been [XXXX]. Some have wrote as Mrs

Hickcock did last spring that the colored ought to know that Gov St John was not their
Friend, I am sorry to refer to any depicting one. Paper comes out in Oct what may I write
D. Votaw
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Samuel L. Perry, Washington, D. C. to Gov. St. John, September 5, 1882
Hon. J. P. St. John Gov. of Kansas Topeka, Kansas
My Dear Sir
Information has just reached me that there are over sixty thousand of the colored refugees
lately from the South starving to death in your State. Knowing that you would give me a
correct statement of the condition of those people in your State I concluded to write to
you for information concerning them, and please inform me of
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the progress among them if any they are making as I am anxious for their welfare. Quite a
number of people here have asked me abomt their starving and I tell them I know nothing
of it. Are there any still coming into your State?
Hoping to hear from you soon I am very respectfully yours,
Saml L. Perry
Address 2d Comptroller's Office Treasury, D. C.
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Sedan, Kas., Sept 7 1882
Hon J.P St John
Topeka Kas
Dear Governor
Yours of August 31” received in due time, its contents carefully noted and in order to
give you the information you desire, it most necessary that I should visit the homes of the
Colored people in this County. Hence the delay in writing you until now. There are
three “Colored Settlements” in thie County one South East of the town of Pine. In that
Settlement the Colored people are generally in a prosperous condition with perhaps some
very few exceptions but none are destitute. There is another Settlement North East of
Sedan that
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I can say is equally as prosperous as the Pine Settlement. The third Settlement is eight
miles East of Sedan and I find that Settlement in a very bad condition and it is no fault of
theirs. In this Settlement I find Eighteen families that must have help. The Aggrigate
number is sixty-two, I took the trouble to meet the head of each family together with the
number of each family. These people have been treated very badly, they have been
imposed upon and I am sorry to say, by some of our own Citizens.

In the first place the action of Mr. Votaw in placing them where he did needs criticism. I
know Mr. Votaw
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personally and know him to be an honest Gentleman and therefore I shall only say he
exercised very bad judgement in placing these people on a rocky, sandy and very poor
{XXXX]. When the best farmer in this County would starve. He gave each 40 acres of
land and each a foot [XXXX], to be paid for in five years. They went upon this land no
house, horse, cow or [XXX]. Worked out for the neighbors when they could get work,
and at odd times worked on a Sod and Stone hut, then in the Spring they worked for the
farmers in the neighborhood and succeeded each, in getting from two to five acres of
ground broke. Their wives and children with the hoe cultivated
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this land, and the husband worked out traveling ten miles in some instances seeking work
to support their families. And some of them had to work for Twenty Five Cents per day.
What they had cultivated at home would not amount to ten dollars in any one acre and
little as it was they placed great “hope and faith” in the [XXXX], but before their crops
matured, cattle belonging to well to do farmers many at large destroyed every bit of corn
they had (no [XXXX] no herd law in this county) So you now see these poor people,
Eighteen families, total of Six of them is on a poor tract of land not one cent of money,
all most naked, nothing to eat and winter all most here.
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All of the above I know from personal investigation. After I heard their story I then made
inquiry as to the extent of help they had received from Mr Votaw and the amount he has
gave to these 18 families would each feed Six persons ten days. Mr Millium [XXXX] is
good reliable honest and well to do farmer living in the valley adjacent to this settlement
also tells me that the help these people have received from Mr Votaw amounts to nothing
And I believe him, he is a friend of these people and has helped several families this
summer = Now in Conclusion let me say if these Colored people could be cared for this
winter and placed on some good
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land they would not be a burden to any County but would be self sustaining. I was raised
in Kentucky my Father was an owner of Slaves and I know or at least I think I know a
“nigger” when I see him and there is not one in the number (65) that I visited. I spent 4
years and over in fighting for their liberty as well as my own and it is now to me hurts
[XXXX] to see these poor ignorant people starve and be imposed upon. It ought not to
be, it must not be. Now Gov these are all facts I have told you all And when Judge
DeLong or any person else represents that Several him [XXX] Colored people are
destitute in this County, they represent a falsehood
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And if the So Called Freedmens Relief Association at Independence had have done what
the people whose donations passed into their hands expected them to do, Not one of these
unfortunate people would today be in the condition they are.
I write you in great haste and have not used the care in writing that perhaps I should, yet I
hope you will be able to grasp my [XXXX]
Very Respectfully
Your Friend
Ben S. Henderson
PS – I still adhere to the principals as Stated in my letter to you of March 16”/82 things
politically “turned out” as I predicted – the fight is now on hands. I wish you and the
cause of Temperance Success. Remember I [XXXX] any when in Temperance humess.
I received an invitation from Rev A.M. Richardson to attend the annual meeting of the
State Temperance Union at Topeka on the 19 & 20 of this month. Would like to be there
very much but I am afraid I can not Attend. Yours, BSH
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Rollin, Lendwee Co, Mich. 9 mo 11.82.
My dear Friend
Gov St John
I read with real pleasure the notices of thee & thy work in the “Witness” & other papers.
I cannot forbear taking the press to bid thee good speed! I hail thee, the friend of the
suffering humanity! Friend of the poor & friendless, apostle of Temperance & the enemy
of tyranny & oppression!! I rejoice to see thy name brought forward as one for the next
Presidential election. I hope & pray that so good a man may become the chief magistrate
of this vast republic!
My health is improving, but I am not yet well or strong enough to return to Kas. to aid the
poor refugees. I hope they are doing
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well, & that they will become good law abiding tax paying citizens, a blessing to the
Young State of Kas. which has recd them so kindly & hospitably. I wish some vigorous
effort could be put forth for their elevation & education. Their training for future
usefulness seems to me a very important matter now.
I am greatly interested in the “agricultural & Industrial Institute” near Columbus, Kas. I
wish it could become a State Institution. Is it likely that your State legislature could be
induced to aid it? Say we collect $5000* (*Possibly $2000 or Three Thousand might be
better to Commence with.) or so annually for its support from private contributions of
benevolence, would the State Treasury add the same
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amount? Or less or more. I should like to see it grow & develop into a Second Hampton
[XXX] on a less expensive scale. About $5000 have been invested in it already. Many
hundred have been benefited by it, & I trust thou [XXXX] will be ultimately. Hast thou
ever been repaid the $78 thou advanced for poor old “Uncle Peter” & wife & others of
the refugees from thy own private purse? If not I hope to get it for thee by & bye if my
health permit.
I hope Congress will refund to me & my friends $77.22/100 that we paid for custom
house demands on English donations of clothing, bedding, crockery &c for the refugees.
We are that amount out of pocket & we are
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poor & cannot afford to lose it. Wilt thou kindly say a word to Thos. Ryan about it,
before the reassembling of Congress. We paid the duty on the goods because they were
lying for mos. rotting in the Custom house in New York waiting for Gov to reenact the
Bill for their admission duty fee. What a nuisence these protective tariffs are, & how
hard upon the poor!
I have had a very pleasant visit from our dear friend Laura L. Haviland, she has been
spending a few days with me. My love to thy wife & daughter. May she peace of God
that passeth all understanding be thine here, & against thy name in the balance of his
book alone, may happiness be written, is the desire of Thy sincere friend.
Elizabeth L. Comstock
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Independence, Kansas, Montgomery County, Sept 11th, 1882
Gov Jno P St John
Dear Sir: In reply to your inquiry.
From observation I think that the colored people of this county are really doing as well as
could possibly be expected, considering how poor they were when they came, and how
unfit they were to labor without an overseer. Among the many there are some who are
making comfortable homes, others doing fairly, & others still unfitted to take care of
themselves. They are practically useless as laborers, without any overseer and yet want
wages of good
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hands. This class are shiftless and have many wants not supplied. I have never visited
the settlements spoken of by Mr. Votaw, & the great destitution he speaks of exists in
Chautaugua County. That there exists some destitution among them I have no doubt, but

think that Mr. V’s good heart & nature is often imposed upon, and especially by this class
who have been reared to accept gifts, and charity, as their due. Their wants are not great,
and I believe that the larger portion can and will get through the winter without aid.
While it is true that we have in this section bountiful crops, these poorest colored people,
have but little – they have not known how to provide in summer, and as work in their
localities
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will be scarce, this winter they will have to “root hog or die”, like white people and from
bitter experience learn to provide for themselves. I think that Kansas is able to feed them,
but the whites of their localities have given as much as they feel able.
Mr. Votaw, in 1881, mortgaged his home to pay debt for goods he had distributed to the
Negroes that debt is unpaid & it is my opinion that if he could collect the $200 & interest,
he would go out of the relief business in disgust. I believe he has been honest and true, &
has done a worthy charity, but our people are very tired of it.
W.T. Yoe
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A. D. Perkins, Sedan, Chautauqua County, Kansas to Governor St. John, October 10,
1882
Dear Sir
I have seated my self to write to you as fowlling to ask you a little infomanision. We have
heard a great many reports about you deserten us[.] we wish to know it if is to true or
not[.] we thought all this time that you was our frends and yet think so tell we hear from
you & we heard that you had wrot East and stop the ade that we hear was a coming
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but we hope and trust in God it is not so for we are in a turbler condision for we beleave
if you could see or know our true condision that you would do all you could for us for we
have nether horse or mule or any thing to plow with[.] we had to make our little crops
with our hoes I wish I could see you face to face and I could tell you all a but it what we
need and want[.] we dont need what we have had and what we have had there is plenty of
white men in this D C [sic] that know our suffring
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and will give the true statement about us[.] we have bin heare one heare yeare [sic]
through hard triles an we have [not?] made much of a crope[.] some of our white frends
told me that I had better write to you and you would give me the true statement [ i ].' if
you wishes to know enny thing more about us write to me [immediately?] and I will tell
you all that I know
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a bout our people and bout how mouch thay have got for I have got it all [in a?] book
down[.] we are in a poor part of the State and labor [work?] is scarce heare[.] theare is a
great meny of old people heare that is hot able to work much[.] now may the Lord bless
you[.] write soon [to] my address Sedan Chautauqua Kansas[.]
Your respectful
A D PERKINS
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Parsons, Kansas; 10th Mon 6th/82
To Gov. J.P. St John
Dear friend:
Not knowing of thy prospective visit to Parsons, I left here on the 28th ult with Andrew
Atchison (of Dunlap in Morris Co.), to ascertain the real condition of the colored refugees
in Chautauqua County. We went to Independence where he gathered what information
he could from others and returned home; but as I wished to see for myself, I rode over to
Canyville from thence to the “Fairfax Settlement” and walked around from house to
house, calling upon both white & colored families and had a meeting of colored children
& youth of the neighborhood. I found similar differences existing among the colored
folks as with the white
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race in regard to industry, energy, management, &c; but of course the former – since they
acquired their freedom have not had the advantages of experience and education
possessed by the later; and the traces of bitter prejudice still existing against the
descendants of Islam served as a barrier to their pecuniary success in many localities. I
think the mass of the colored people in that vicinity have been working hard this season
in clearing off that bushy upland; producing fair crops of cotton, sweet potatoes, corn &
sorghum, and putting away some vegetables for winter use; while others have nothing
laid by. Most of the white neighbors are poor and have not cash to spare to pay for labor;
but part of them are kindly disposed to the colored folks and seem willing to divide with
the most destitute. The colored people there told me they could get along firstrate if they
just had teams and farming implements to start with.
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When I returned to Parsons day before yesterday I was surprised to find that thou had
been here and favored the people with some excellent discourses which appeared to give
general satisfaction. I greatly regretted not being able to listen to them and to enjoy the
company. I spent last evening at Augs Wilson’s, where his wife gave me an account of
thy visit. We unanimously decided that it would be very desireable and promotive of
much good to have thee here during the approaching County Fair in this City from the
10th to the 1st inst, inclusive. If thou canst possibly come, please do so. I have recently

ascertained with much regret that certain white men have been and are trying to prejudice
the colored people against thee, with the view of influencing their votes at the coming
election. Thus far brief explanations & assertions by me, have appeared to satisfy the
disaffected ones. I wonder if it would be desireable for thee
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to have two or three mass meetings of colored people in S.E. Kansas (say at Fort Scott,
Columbus, Parsons & Independence) in order to rid their minds of any unfavorable
impressions which may have been made by such men as James DeLong.
Thou canst think about the matter any how. I hope nothing will induce thee to swerve for
a moment in the least degree from that strict adherence to right = that noble, fearless
vindication of correct principles & practices in reference to the important issues of the
day, whereby thou hast thus far gained the respect and confidence – I think I may say the
love of millions of the best men women & children of our vastly extended Country. Bet
no comtemptible efforts of enemies or of misguided friends discourage thee or cause thee
to swerve from the path of duty; is the earnest desire of thy sincere friend,
Wilmer Walton.
P.S. – Best respects to the family, W.W.
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Columbus Kansas
10-24-1882
J.P. St John
Gov of Kansas
My Dear Friend
As all good Citizens of our State [are] interested in everything that promises permanent
and reliable charactors to our [XXXXX] for leaving and I know that our worthy
Governor is more so than any one else – An [unexpect] opportunity was afforded me
some days [since] of looking into the Workings of the A-&I. Institute which was opened
last year for developing these Freedmen amongst us – and considering that the work was
never
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and the drouth of last year cut off all the crops – thereby in great measures crippling
every effort put forth in starting this enterprise – dishearting these Managers and
[Discouraging] the Freedmen – now take a glance further on – with the opening of the
New Year – The Genl Supt L.M. Pickering seeing the starving or begging was the
[portion] of [XXXX] a man of men who had [XXXX] took advantage of the open
Winter and [XXXX] stone and built over 2 miles of good [fences] [enclosing] fine
pasture [field] the orchard &c also making 100 [XXX] of underdrains on a piece of low
land that grows fine potatoes this year – When Spring [opens] having [XXXX] for the 3
Teams misef through this winter – so they were [showing]
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and ready for business he took a Colored boy for – Each team and then leading first horse
[is] hitch it up [length] them to plain [XXXXX] &c. –
On my visit I found 12 tons of fine Broom Corn that is being made into [homes] by
Colored men under care of a White Foreman in the factory – ready market is found for
them fast as made –
1000 bushels of sweet potatoes are being [XXX] and housed or put on the market – 12
acres of Cotton was grown but the early frost has damaged it badly –
30 head of fine hogs are getting fat off the pastures of 50 acres corn grown – I must not
forget the fine fresh water pond in the pasture fields that was made as a time to give work
to the needy – 60 tons of [XXX] have been put in safe keeping for Winter use – The
orchard produced fine crop of fruit and berries –
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A night school of 10 scholars is in good running order – but the Supt says he sees no
[XXX] yet – to start a regular day school unless the Friends of the cause can furnish a
suitable Teacher – as all the Institution could do would be the boarding –
The Blacksmith keeps the farm tools wagons &c in good repair and the wagon makers &
carpenters [owes] his part also some made for the neighbors.
Pardon my long letter but my great interest in the Freedmen as a Citizen & our [dear]
Friend E.S.C. – wanting labor in trying to Elevate them is my [XXX] appology –
I am sincerely thou friend
John M Watson
P.S. If the facts I send will be any use &c what seems right to them -

